
From: American Cranes & Transport <DigitalIssues@khl-mail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 07, 2020 5:24 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: American Cranes & Transport - New Issue Out Now 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

If you are having difficulties viewing this, please click here.

   

 

 
 

Dear Reader,

The latest issue of American Cranes & Transport is

now available for you to download.

The April 2020 issue includes:

Interview: Maxim's Frank Bardonaro on COVID-

19 challenge

Interview: Jay Follado

Industry Focus: Wind power

Product Focus: Ground stabilization

Industry Update: COVID-19 impact

 

 Click here to read the issue »  
Connect With 

American Cranes & Transport 

    

   

MORE THAN JUST A MAGAZINE...

New digital magazine apps

American Cranes & Transport is available as a digital edition for tablets and mobile devices.
This format is enhanced with additional content including 360 degree photos, audio and video.

   

 DOWNLOAD (APPLE) »   DOWNLOAD (ANDROID) »   VIEW THE BENEFITS »

   
These versions are free and available on all tablet platforms, including iPad, Android, Blackberry and Kindle Fire.

They are also available on PCs and Macs online, and PCs offline, via www.pocketmags.com.

 

 
D.Ann Shiffler
Editor 
tel: +1 512 868-748
e-mail: d.ann.shiffler@khl.com

Matt Burk
National Sales Manager 
tel: +1 312 496-3314
e-mail: matt.burk@khl.com

Bev O'Dell
National Account Manager 
tel: +1 816 886-1858
e-mail: bev.odell@khl.com

 

Click here to view our Privacy Policy. Please do not reply to this email.
Send general and subscription inquiries to circulation@khl.com.

From KHL Group, Southfields, Southview Road, Wadhurst, East Sussex TN5 6TP, UK

   
To unsubscribe please click here.



From: Gwynn Soebbing <gsoebbing@portofsandiego.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 07, 2020 5:26 PM EDT 
To: Debra Benavidez <dbenavidez@portofsandiego.org>; Denise Buth <dbuth@portofsandiego.org>; Gwynn Soebbing
<gsoebbing@portofsandiego.org>; Jason Giffen <jgiffen@portofsandiego.org>; Karen Porteous
<kporteou@portofsandiego.org>; Michael Brown <mgbrown@portofsandiego.org>; Michael LaFleur
<mlafleur@portofsandiego.org>; Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org>; Robert DeAngelis
<rdeangelis@portofsandiego.org>; Sharon Hauser <shauser@portofsandiego.org>; Shaun Sumner
<ssumner@portofsandiego.org>; Stella Karl-Ruiz <skarlruiz@portofsandiego.org> 
CC: Diane Caminite <dcaminit@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: April Safety Committee Meeting 
Attachment(s): "Workspace Ergonomics for Telecommuters.docx","SAFETY 2020 Safety Committee Agenda - New.pptx" 

Hi everyone…

 

Our April Safety Committee meeting was held last Wednesday, April 1st.

 

During that meeting, Diane Caminite shared what the Port is doing from an Emergency Operations Center perspective, and also

notified the group there the ELG is conducting daily meeting regarding the COVID-19 pandemic.

 

I have attached a handout which talks about  things we can do to make working from home as ergonomic as we can. If you would

like some assistance with your set-up, feel free to reach out to Safety.

 

Typically, the Port offers CPR/First Aid/AED training in March and April. For those whose certification expires this year, Safety is

reaching out to the Red Cross to determine if renewals can be conducted following the pandemic, or if people will need to start from

scratch. Safety will let us know once they heard back from the Red Cross.

 

Finally, Diane shared that the County has a website (www.livewellsd.org) is available with a wealth of information on ways to help

navigate your way through this pandemic.

 

Remember, your mental health is just as important as your physical health. I hope you are all staying safe!

 

Gwynn Soebbing
Assistant to Robert DeAngelis, CFO

Assistant to Jason Giffen, VP Planning, Environment & Government Relations

Executive Offices

3165 Pacific Highway, San Diego, CA 92101

(o) 619.686.6413

 

 

connect:      

 

Port administration offices are open Monday-Thursday and every other Friday from 8am-5pm.

This email may contain public information and may be viewed by third parties pursuant to the Cal. Public Records Act.

 

























From: School of Global Policy and Strategy <ppbui@ucsd.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 07, 2020 5:59 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: The Global Impacts of COVID-19 - A GPS Webinar Series 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

No images? Click here

 

We are living through a time of fear and

uncertainty. While we struggle to understand the

ripple effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, UC San

Diego School of Global Policy and Strategy

faculty and guest experts have come together to

provide weekly seminars to try and help us

understand where we might be headed as a

global community. Each week we'll address a

different sector impacted by the novel

coronavirus.

Join us for the first webinar on April 9 at 12 p.m.

(PDT) on COVID-19 Global Impacts: U.S.-China

Relations.

Building on an already tense relationship

aggravated by the trade war, will the recent War

of Words between the U.S. and China lead to

further escalation of bilateral tension? Or can a

call for humanity and cooperation join the

nations in a fight against a common enemy?

Confirmed speakers:

·    Susan Shirk, Research Professor and Chair of

the 21st Century China Center, GPS UC San

Diego

·    Victor Shih, Ho Miu Lam Chair in China and

Pacific Relations, GPS UC San Diego

·    Deborah Seligsohn, Assistant Professor,

Villanova University

The information to connect to the webinar will

be given during the registration confirmation

process.

Register for April 9

 



From: YSI, a Xylem brand <ysi@ysi.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 07, 2020 6:30 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Ocean & Coastal Water Update | Spring 2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.
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From: CalChamber <noreply@calchamber.com> on behalf of CalChamber <noreply@calchamber.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 07, 2020 6:33 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: CalChamber CIT Trade Update 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

 

Tuesday, April 7, 2020

Featured Headlines

CalChamber’s Coronavirus COVID-19 Resources

California Coronavirus COVID-19 Response

CalChamber Companies in the News

United Airlines Partners with New York City to Fly Medical Volunteers  
American Journal of Transportation, April 6, 2020

Lyft Is Offering Thousands of Free Rides During the Coronavirus
Pandemic to Help Those in Need (Video) 
Travel + Leisure, April 3, 2020

10 Million Free Rides and Deliveries to Move What Matters  
Uber Newsroom, April 1, 2020

Your Computer Can Help Scientists Seeking Potential
COVID-19 Treatments 
IBM Newsroom, April 1, 2020

Confronting the Coronavirus: The Latest on IBM’s Efforts  
IBM Newsroom, April 2020

We Fly Crucial Medical Equipment for COVID-19 Testing  
United Airlines, March 31, 2020

UPS Mobilizes Against Coronavirus in Collaboration
with Global Customers and U.S. Agencies 
UPS Pressroom, March 30, 2020

AT&T Supports Families and Educators During COVID-19
School Closures 
AT&T, March 20, 2020

Bank of America Commits $100 Million in Support of Communities
Around the World Impacted by Coronavirus Pandemic 
Bank of America Newsroom, March 17, 2020

Trade Policy

From the White House

Presidential Message on World Health Day, 2020  
April 7, 2020

By the Numbers: A Massive Nationwide Response  
April 6, 2020

These 30 Days: How You Can Help  
April 2, 2020

U.S. Department of Commerce

Commerce This Week: April 6  
April 6, 2020

While We Are Home, We Can Still Come Together:
Respond to the 2020 Census Today 
April 3, 2020

From the U.S. Trade Representative

Invitation for Applications for Inclusion
on the Dispute Settlement Rosters

for the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement 
Federal Register, Deadline April 20, 2020

 

Share Trade Update: 

      

California Mexico Mission
 

2020 Business Issues Guide

 

CalChamber Alert Newsletter

 

Impact California

 

2017 California Export Guide

 
The California Export Guide is published by

ThinkGlobal Inc. in partnership with the

Center for International Business

Education and Research (CIBER) at San

Diego State University. The guide provides

expert advice and information for exporters. 

You can view the entire 



Request for Comments on Additional Modifications
to the 301 Action to Address COVID-19: China’s Acts,

Policies, and Practices Related to Technology
Transfer, Intellectual Property, and Innovation 

Federal Register, Deadline June 25, 2020

Report Highlights Accomplishments in Reducing Foreign Trade
Barriers to American Exports 
March 31, 2020

Fact Sheet: Major Developments

Fact Sheet: Agricultural Measures

Fact Sheet: Digital Trade Issues

From the U.S. Department of State

 U.S. Stops Issuing Passports Except in Emergencies  
Los Angeles Times, April 2, 2020

Joint Statement from Co-Chairs of the ASEAN- U.S. High Level
Interagency Video Conference to Counter COVID-19 
April 6, 2020

Virtual Forum on Expanding Taiwan’s Participation on the Global Stage  
April 2, 2020

U.S. Support for ASEAN in Fighting COVID-19 
March 31, 2020

The U.S. Role in International Organizations’ Response to COVID-19  
March 31, 2020

From the World Trade Organization

WTO, WCO Chiefs Pledge Joint Efforts to Facilitate Trade
in Essential Goods 
April 6, 2020

WTO Issues New Report on Worldwide Trade in COVID-19
Medical Products 
April 3, 2020

ICC, WTO Heads Urge Business Dialogue to Inform Response
to Trade Fallout from COVID-19 
April 2, 2020

DDG Wolff Outlines Measures Taken in Response to COVID-19,
Highlights Key Role of WTO 
April 1, 2020

Agency Chiefs Issue Joint Call to Keep Food Trade Flowing
in Response to COVID-19 
March 31, 2020

Trade Agreements

Kenya to Reap Big from Africa Free Trade Area  
Standard Digital, April 7, 2020

Mexican Auto Lobby Says 90 Days Not Enough to Meet USMCA Rules  
Reuters, April 6, 2020

The U.S.-Canada Relationship:
An Enduring Partnership of Free-Market Economies 
The Daily Signal, April 6, 2020

The Shape of a Japan-UK Free Trade Agreement  
The Japan Times, April 4, 2020

Kenya, U.S. Start Talks on Trade Agreement  
CNBC Africa, April 3, 2020

USMCA Trade Agreement Facing Possible Implementation Delay  
WNAX, April 3, 2020

China Drops to Lowest Rank as U.S. Importer Since 2004,
180 Months Ago 
Forbes, April 2, 2020

U.S. Officials Agree on New Ways to Control High Tech Exports
to China 
Reuters, April 1, 2020

Federal

U.S. Economy Will Eventually Reopen but with Big Changes:

Trade Update on our website.

Export Award Lopo

 
President's Export Award Recipien t

Visit CalChamber.com/International for

export/import information, trade stats, trade

policy, FAQs and more. 
 

Upcoming Events:

  
WEBINAR: Impact of COVID-19 on

Shipping 
4/8/2020

WEBINAR -: Solutions for Migrating the

Impact of COVID-19 on Global Supply

Chains 

4/13/2020

WEBINAR - Upcoming Infrastructure

Projects in Panama 

4/14/2020 

Exporting Mechanics Webinar Series II:

ACE Export Reports for Compliance 

4/14/2020

CANCELED - Discover Indo Pacific

Business Opportunities 

4/20/2020 - 4/27/2020

POSTPONED - Hannover Messe Trade

Shows 

4/20/2020 - 4/24/2020

POSTPONED:: 94th Annual World Trade

Week 

5/5/2020

WEBINAR: Introduction to the Bureau of

Industry and Security (BIS) and Export

Basics 

5/5/2020

WEBINAR - Opportunities in Turkey's

Automotive Sector 

5/6/2020

WEBINAR: License Exceptions for “600

Series” 

5/7/2020

WEBINAR  - Complying with the

International Traffic in Arms Regulations

(ITAR) 

5/12/2020

WEBINAR: Office of  Foreign Asset Control

5/14/2020

Developing a Corporate Export WEBINAR:

Management and Compliance Program

(EMCP) 

5/19/2020

WEBINAR: Export Controls at Trade Shows

5/21/2020

POSTPONED :Select LA Investment

Summit 

5/27/2020

U.S Commercial Service: Women's Global

Trade Empowerment Forum 

5/27/2020

WEBINAR: Deemed Exports 

5/27/2020

WEBINAR: Exporter Readiness

Requirements for CMMC/NIST  

6/2/2020

 



White House’s Kudlow 
Reuters, April 7, 2020

Employers Posted Solid Job Openings Before Virus Shutdowns  
The Associated Press, April 7, 2020

Larger Businesses Share in CARES Provisions 
CalChamber, April 6, 2020

Fed Goes All Out to Keep Economy Alive During Coronavirus
Shutdown 
NPR, April 6, 2020

Food Goes to Waste Amid Coronavirus Crisis 
Politico, April 5, 2020

When the Face of American Falls Ill: A Virus’s Toll on Diplomats  
The New York Times, April 4, 2020

Updating CBO’s Economic Forecast to Account for the Pandemic  
Congressional Budget Office, April 2, 2020

Agriculture Feels Impact as Pandemic Reshapes U.S. Diet,
Rattles Producers 
Food and Environment Reporting Network, April 2, 2020

Trump to Meet with Oil CEOs About Helping Industry  
The Wall Street Journal, April 1, 2020

U.S. Auto Sales Fall Amid COVID-19 Pandemic 
NASDAQ, April 1, 2020

Trump Set to Announce Deferral for Some Tariff Payments  
American Journal of Transportation, March 31, 2020

California

Port, Stakeholders Expedite Shipments of Medical Equipment  
American Journal of Transportation, April 3, 2020

Coronavirus Fallout: Tourism Losses Could Cost California $54 Billion
in 2020 
San Francisco Chronicle, April 1, 2020

More International Articles

 

 

 

CalChamber Logo

CalChamber International Forum,

Host Reception,

and Host Breakfast

on June 3 -4, 2020

Have Been Cancelled

WEBINAR: Foreign Corrupt Practices Act  

6/4/2020

WEBINAR: Site Visits, Enforcement

Actions and Voluntary Disclosures 

6/9/2020

Hannover Mease Trade Shows 

7/13-2020 - 6-1/2020-

2020 SelectUSA Investment Summit 

9/17/2020

Construction Indonesia 2020 -

Construction and Concrete Show 

9/16/2020-9/18/2020

Select LA Investment Summit 

9/17/2020

World Trade Week

94th Annual Trade Week  

9/22/2020

China International Import Expo (CIIE)  

11/5/2020

12th World Chambers Congress: Dubai

2021 

2/23/2021

California Coalition

for Free Trade 

A broad-based group of companies and

business organizations working to secure a

national free trade agenda. 

Join or Learn More  

Resources:

California Congressional

Delegation Pictorial Roster

California Congressional

Committee Assignments

California Legislative Pictorial Roster 

International Job Positions  

Trade Promotion Opportunities

Federal Government:

The White House 

The U.S. Senate 

The U.S. House of Representatives 

U.S. State Department 

U.S. Department of Commerce 

U.S. Trade Representative

State Government:

Governor 

California State Senate 



COVID-19 Updates

Google’s COVID‑19 Information and Resources

John’s Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center 
with COVID-19 Interactive Map

Tracking the Spread of the Coronavirus
Outbreak in the U.S. 

Bloomberg, April 2020

COVID-19 Tracker 
Channel News Asia, April 2020

Global Dashboard on COVID-19 Government Policies  
U.S. Chamber of Commerce

Policy Tracker: Policy Responses to COVID-19 
International Monetary Fund  

 

Commission to Unveil ‘Exit Strategy’
as Countries Move to Lift Corona Measures 

Politico, April 7, 2020

Japan Declared a Coronavirus Emergency.
Is It Too Late? 

The New York Times, April 7, 2020

Virus Peril May Make April Cruelest
Month for Emerging Markets 

Yahoo Finance, April 6, 2020

Global Trade Is in Sharp Decline. Open Supply Lines
Will Be Vital to Fighting the Pandemic

by WTO Director General Roberto Azevêdo 
Barron's, April 6, 2020

In China, Travel Resumes—Cautiously  
The Wall Street Journal, April 6, 2020

Frightened Workers Stay Away
from Factory Floors, Hitting Output 
American Journal of Transportation, April 3, 2020

Saving Lives in America, China,
and Around the World 

Asia Society, April 3, 2020

China Pledges Wider Opening-Up to
Mitigate Virus Impact on Foreign Trade, Investment 

XinhuaNet, April 2, 2020

In Developing World, Coronavirus
Slams Workers in Informal Economy 

The Wall Street Journal, April 2, 2020

Coronavirus Sends Outsource Workers
Home, Causing a Ripple Effect 

The Wall Street Journal, April 1, 2020

WTO, WHO and FAO Call for Action on Food Trade  
The Maritime Executive, March 31, 2020

Podcast: Perspectives on the Pandemic 
German Marshall Fund’s Out of Order Podcast, March 27, 2020

Impossible Dilemma? World Watches Italy as Business Plead
to Return to Work 
Reuters, April 7, 2020

Brexit Trade Deal Gets Tougher as Coronavirus Strikes Officials
on Both Sides 
CNBC, April 7, 2020

Business Groups Say Mexican Plans to Boost Economy Are
Insufficient 
Reuters, April 6, 2020

Mexican President Pitches Frugal Plan Against Coronavirus  
Reuters, April 5, 2020

UK Export Finance Expands Exporter Protection Against Non-Payment  
Reuters, April 3, 2020

Bank of America Sees Mexico Economy Contracting 8% in 2020  
Reuters, April 2, 2020

Overflowing Oil Tanks Have Traders Eyeing Rail Cars for Storage  
American Journal of Transportation, April 2, 2020

California State Assembly 

California Department of Finance 

 
california-business-portal

 

ca step

 

bizfile california

 

VisitCalifornia

Free eNewsletters

Receive free eNewsletters to help keep you up

to date on the laws affecting you and your

business. To subscribe to any of the

newsletters, visit this link. 

Connect with CalChamber

           

 

Capitol Insider

 

HRCalifornia

 

CalChamber Store

 



Coronavirus Reopens Europe’s Angry Divide  
The Washington Post, March 31, 2020

 

 

 

Note: This email is being sent to members of the

CalChamber Council for International Trade;

CalChamber members with international interests;

local, binational and American chambers of

commerce abroad; the consular corps; California

congressional delegation, selected U.S. and

California government officials; and representatives

of business and trade associations. 
 

If you would like to be added to the subscriber list

for this free e-newsletter, please click here.

To unsubscribe from Trade Update,

please email us.

1215 K Street, Suite 1400

Sacramento, CA 95814

916 444 6670

www.calchamber.com/international
international@calchamber.com

 



From: Kenneth Beck <Kenneth.Beck@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 07, 2020 7:12 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Reminder: CoronaVirus CEO Action Calls 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa,

Two additional calls have been added. Sign up for our small-group interactive video discussions for you to connect, share insights, and to
strategize with other Mid-Market CEOs regarding the Coronavirus: 

Monday, April 13 at 5:30 p.m. ET. 

All calls have had wait-lists so sign up now : Register here for the call 

We will take the first eight registrants for each meeting and then go to a wait-list.

As a reminder, here is the call agenda:

Confidential, Small Group, Video Meetings. CEOC will convene a series of small, interactive, 60-minute video conference calls for our
Premium members. This format will enable close, confidential conversation and meaningful dialogue. We will consider scaling this
program to additional CEO members as well.
Focused Agenda. The agenda for each meeting will be focused on each CEO sharing what he/she is seeing and doing in four areas:

Individual Observations – Both in the U.S. and internationally (if applicable);
Financial/Business Impact – Impact to operations, supply chain and financials;
People strategy – Communication/morale/remote work strategies; and,
Forecast/Planning - Insights about what might happen next, ways to prepare, etc.

Register here for the call

If you cannot make these virtual meetings but want to be kept informed send an email to events@ceoconnection.com. 

Our country is at its best when faced with a common challenge. I have full faith that the government (both parties) and medical experts will put
their differences aside and once again, as Americans have always done in the face of adversity, rise to the occasion to find a solution that will
stop the spread of this disease.   In the meantime, we as the Mid-Market business community will join together to help each other manage the
challenges ahead.

You do great things on your own … we can do even greater things together!

Speak to you soon.

Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer | CEO Connection
Chairman | Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991 | F 646.292.5192
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com 

Unsubscribe from email communications

CEO Connection

338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791



Upcoming Webinars

COVID-19 Global Impacts: How Nations Respond

April 16 | Register

COVID-19 Global Impacts: The Border

April 23 | Register

COVID-19 Global Impacts: The Global Economy

April 30 | Register

View the full line up here.

 

Questions? Contact gpsmedia@ucsd.edu

University of California San Diego | 9500 Gilman Drive

#0519 | La Jolla, CA 92093

 

Unsubscribe

 



From: Athena <kfair@athenasd.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 07, 2020 9:00 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Athena STEM Community Innovating on the Front Lines 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

April 7, 2020 | #TheAthenaEffect

#CelebratingYou
Help Athena Drive Support for
Women on the Front Lines of

COVID-19 Innovation

Unity, connection and community are essential forces

to counter the COVID-19 undercurrents. As a global

innovation hub, Athena's STEM community is leading

on the front lines of the battle against this pandemic.

Athena applauds the courage and commitment of those

women in STEM leading our nation to keep us safe and

healthy.

Let us show gratitude and unity. We need your support.

Athena is launching a campaign to shine the brightest

light on individuals, teams and companies working on

research, equipment, products and support services to

help combat COVID-19. We encourage you to share

your personal stories, news coverage or press

releases. As isolation measures deepen, we invite you

to stay connected and celebrate those rising to lift

others, Please post your story on social media and tag

@athenasandiego, or send to Karin@athenasd.org as

we honor these efforts, sacrifices, and global impact

throughout Athena's digital community. #gratitude

#AthenaSTEMCommunity #UnityinSTEM

ATTENTION

ATHENA MEMBERS
As we prepare for

the unveiling of
ATHENA’S NEW INTERACTIVE WEBSITE

that serves our member community in new and improved
ways, be on the lookout for an email from Athena that says

"Welcome! Confirm

Your Email"

to get an exclusive sneak peek before we go live in April.

Not a member?

JOIN NOW

Who Will You Nominate for a Pinnacle Award?
Athena is actively planning for an August date to celebrate our STEM community, live and together, during

the 22nd Annual Pinnacle Awards. This means you have more time to submit your nominations!

SUBMIT A NOMINATION



What's Next

NOW OPEN!

Spring FEW Enrollment
Deadline: May 20

JUNE | TBD
Athena on Boards

Cohort 3

AUGUST | TBD
The 22nd Annual Pinnacle Awards Celebration

Keeping You
Connected

ATHENA VIRTUAL EVENTS
DETAILS COMING SOON!

Athena Launches Campaign to
Support Women-Owned

and Women-Led Businesses

Engaging our Athena community by showcasing

women-owned businesses is the spirit behind Athena's

newly launched #ShareYourSheEO campaign. We

encourage you to support any woman-owned business

that deserves our collective attention and support as we

band together and focus our energies on SheEOs that

make us proud. Visit Twitter and Instagram and "tag" or

"share" a link to your favorite woman-owned or woman-led
business in any sector. Simply use the hashtag

#ShareYourSheEO, and tag "3" friends and Athena will

promptly "share" across our digital community. Do your

best to digitally engage with these SheEO-led

companies as we unite in support of women leaders

making an impact.

Did you earn a promotion? Did your startup company

receive a funding round? Did you land a new job or

appointment to a board? Did your CEO sign the UN

Global Compact? Did you write a book or start a

company? Are you serving on an industry panel or

honored with an award? CLICK HERE to drop us an

email so we can share your success on social media.

We want to celebrate you and share in your leadership

journey.

ATHENA SPONSOR

SPOTLIGHT

Meet the companies that support Athena in powering the leadership journey for
Women in STEM and join us as we reimagine San Diego as a "Destination for

Diversity!

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT

Athena on Boards Executive Roster
BluePrint for Success | Dawn Barry, President & Co-Founder, LunaPBC
Upcoming Programs and Events
Donate to the Athena Pinnacle Foundation

JOIN ATHENA

We want to hear from you info@athenasd.org. We invite you to share
The Athena Effect reporting and newsletters, and encourage others to SUBSCRIBE!

The Athena Effect is created by Research Group of Companies.

www.AthenaSD.org          



COVID-19 Update 
April 7, 2020

Federal

Modly Rants, Resigns: Acting Secretary of the Navy Thomas Modly resigned today after his handling of a coronavirus

outbreak on the USS Theodore Roosevelt. Modly spoke critically of the Roosevelt’s former commanding officer, Captain

Brett Crozier. In a profanity-laced rant over the ship’s intercom, Modly stated that the Captain had been either “too naïve or

too stupid to be the commanding officer of a ship like this,” if the Captain believed his letter warning Navy leadership of the

dire circumstances of the ship’s condition would not be leaked. Both a transcript as well as an audio recording of Modly’s

remarks leaked to the media. 

 

More Small Business Assistance Requested: Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin has requested that congressional

leaders secure an additional $250 billion for small business loan assistance as part of the CARES Act. Senate leadership has

begun discussing the possibility of passing that additional funding by Thursday via a unanimous consent request. Such a

move would prevent Senators from having to return to Washington in-person. House leadership is canvassing its members

to see if a comparable move would be feasible in the House.

 

Voting in the Time of COVID: Despite limited polling locations, state and federal Supreme Court battles, a governor at

odds with his legislature, and stay-at-home orders, Wisconsin voters are at the polls today. Wisconsin Governor Tony Evers

attempted to delay the election, but the state Supreme Court ruled that he did not have the authority to do so. In a separate

move, the Governor attempted to extend the window for eligible mail-in ballots to be cast, but the U.S. Supreme Court

voided that order.

           

California

The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

17,321 confirmed cases

429 deaths

 

More Hopeful Numbers: While the cases continue to rise, some slightly good news has emerged from new, lower figures

projected by the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation at the University of Washington. Based on a slower growth rate

than expected in California, IHME’s model shows 1,783 COVID-related deaths by August, far lower than the earlier estimate

of 6,109.

 

Less Hopeful Budget Projection: As reported earlier, both the Governor and Legislature have said that we should

expect a bare bones budget this year, one that will not entertain any new proposals. When the Governor releases his revised

budget next month, the State will most likely be facing a budget problem based on three sources identified by the

Legislative Analyst’s Office:

 

From: Platinum Advisors <platinum@platinumadvisors.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 07, 2020 10:48 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: COVID-19 Update: April 7, 2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
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Higher Direct Costs to Respond to Public Health Emergency. The state already has incurred significant

costs to respond to the public health emergency.

Higher Indirect Costs as a Result of Changes in the Economy. The state also will incur higher indirect costs

from changes in the state’s economic circumstances that are resulting from the public health emergency

(unemployment insurance and food assistance typically cost the state into the billions of additional revenue during

lean times).

Lower Revenues as a Result of Changes in the Economy. The LAO has estimated that—in a typical economic

downturn—revenues are lower by tens of billions of dollars across a multiyear period. The length and severity

of the public health emergency will drive the severity of the economic disruption and the ensuring revenue

implications.

 

While California is estimated to receive over $15 billion in aid from the CARES Act, more will be needed to plug the holes

where revenue was expected to be, the Legislative Analyst's Office said. 

Property Taxes: Over the weekend, Counties announced that they would “use all existing authority” to waive late fees and

penalties on a case-by-case basis following proof of a COVID-19 related financial hardship. They noted, however, that

property owners who can or haven't been directly affected by COVID-19, including international corporations and out-of-

state landlords, are still expected to pay on time to keep critical government services running.  

 

Yesterday, San Francisco and San Mateo Counties extended their normal April 10 property-tax payment deadlines until

May 4, the date their tax collector’s offices are scheduled to reopen to the public after shelter-in-place orders are lifted.  

 

Judicial Council Strengthens Eviction Moratorium: On March 27th, Governor Newsom signed an executive order

calling for a moratorium on evictions during the COVID-19 crisis. Tenants rights groups blasted the order as “useless,

confusing and misleading.” Yesterday, the Judicial Council placed a 90-day freeze on most eviction and foreclosure

proceedings in the State, enhancing legal authority behind statewide and city-level prohibitions. Assembly Member David

Chiu noted that, “This buys us some time to come up with a plan to ensure we do not have a wave of evictions when the

courts resume normal business. While the ultimate solution is to not allow the filing of unlawful detainer suits, the courts

took a huge step today that will help thousands of tenants.”

 

Additionally, the Council moved to eliminate bail for misdemeanants and most nonviolent felons, as well as allow for remote

pretrial hearings.

 

Governor’s Press Conference: Governor Gavin Newsom is now holding daily updates at noon via his Twitter and

Facebook feeds. The Governor announced today that the State is now offering resources to mitigate the secondary health

effects of COVID-19 for those experiencing stress, anxiety or depression, substance abuse disorders, violence at home, or

seeking to protect child welfare and address child abuse or neglect.

 

There will also be new guidance for commercial and Medi-Cal Health Plans and Medi-Cal providers on mitigating stress-

related health outcomes. This includes reminders on the necessity of continuity of medical and behavioral health services

through telehealth and other mechanisms.   

 

Bay Area

Bay Area COVID-19 Cases Reportedly Slowing: Although COVID-19 cases in the Bay Area continue to climb, new

cases are climbing much less rapidly than they were even a week ago.  The Chronicle reported today that experts were

cautiously optimistic about the region’s short-term outlook.  Travis Porco, a biostatistician at UCSF who has been tracking

several data points to follow the progress of the Bay Area outbreak, noted:

 

“At this stage, it looks like the beginnings of a trend toward flattening. It’s unmistakable for some counties.  I definitely am

guardedly optimistic.”

 



Dr. Susan Philip, director of disease prevention and control at the San Francisco Department of Public Health, stressed that

experts are still concerned about a surge in positive cases:

 

“While we’ll always take a little good news, it’s too early to say we’re out of the woods. We don’t want people to feel like it’s

time to let up. We’re still concerned with a surge, and not wanting to see a large number of people becoming sick all at the

same time.”

 

Emergency Hotel Room Ordinance: Today, Supervisors Matt Haney, Dean Preston, Hillary Ronen, Aaron Peskin and

Shamann Walton sponsored an emergency ordinance to mandate city-sponsored housing for the homeless in hotels.

 

SF Rolls Out New COVID-19 Data Tracker: The City and County of San Francisco rolled out a new tool to track

statistics related to the COVD-19 crisis. The data tracker will be updated daily online and will include data about confirmed

cases, testing, and hospitalization across the San Francisco health care system. Additional data points will be added as more

information becomes available.

 

SF Will Deploy New Portable Toilets, Hand-Washing Stations:   Mayor London Breed and Acting Public Works

Director Alaric Degrafinried announced the first deployment of a series of new portable toilets and hand-washing stations at

15 high-need locations in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The portable toilets, available for use 24 hours a day, will be

staffed to deter vandalism and unwanted activities.

 

The first portable toilets and hand-washing stations are in the Tenderloin, South of Market, Bayview-Hunters Point, Castro,

and Mission neighborhoods. The initial five will be in place tomorrow, Wednesday, April 8, with all 15 up and running by

early next week.

 

Supervisor Matt Haney, who represents the Tenderloin and SOMA neighborhoods, has publicly criticized the City’s response

to the COVID-19 crisis, contending the City has not moved quickly enough to make these resources available to the

homeless.  Haney, who introduced a resolution today, that called for the roll-out of more toilets contended, “It’s

unfathomable that during a public health crisis like this, we would shut off access to shelters, but not dramatically increase

access to public restrooms and handwashing stations.” 

 

Flattening the Curve in Santa Clara County: Dr. Sara Cody, the Santa Clara County Health Official who ordered the

United States' first shelter-in-place order for the coronavirus pandemic, said this morning that the strategy, known as

"flattening the curve," is successfully slowing the spread of the disease here and keeping the outbreak within the capacity of

locally available health resources.

 

Silicon Valley Layoffs and Hiring: Layoffs are being actively contemplated among about 18% of the major employers

in Silicon Valley amid the widening economic fallout unleashed by the coronavirus, a new survey shows.  On a hopeful note,

61% of the respondents said they were either continuing to hire or were still hiring at the usual pace of increasing their

staffing levels.

 

Bay Area Schools Remain Closed: San Mateo County and five other Bay Area counties announced this afternoon plans

to close schools for the rest of the school year. Instruction will continue at home in Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San

Francisco, San Mateo and Santa Clara counties, Alameda County Office of Education said in a news release. The decision

was made in consultation with County Public Health Officials.
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US port congestion threat demands united industry response 

Keeping the containerized supply chain flowing amid this environment of hyperchange, reflected by stop-and-go and then

stop again US import flows, will take industry cooperation. That cooperation will be guided both by the high-minded charge

to help the greater supply chain and the simple fact that neither carriers nor shippers can afford to burn the other too badly,

least those disagreements cloud trans-Pacific service contract negotiations and the broader relationship...

By the end of April, the FMC is expected to finalize and vote on a new interpretive rulemaking that may give some clarity to

how the industry should work through detention and demurrage disputes. Essentially, the rule would provide the agency a

lens through which to determine whether demurrage and detention fees are ‘reasonable’ by considering whether the fees

truly incentivize the timely retrieval of cargo and return of containers... Ultimately, the industry will have to wrestle through

the potential spike in detention and demurrage disputes via commercial negotiations. This will test relationships, but there

is also an opportunity for carriers and cargo owners to come out of this with stronger relationships as parties share the pain

together.

INRIX U.S. National Traffic Volume Synopsis: Issue #3 (March 28-April 3, 2020) 

Key Findings

Travel declined for the 3rd consecutive week, but the week-over-week decline has slowed

Travel declined from Week 2 across all states and all metropolitan areas for each vehicle type

Nationally, when compared to typical travel,[2] Week 3 (Saturday March 28 – Friday, April 3) saw:

Personal travel reduced 47% vs. 42% in Week 2, modestly lower each day of week

Long haul truck travel reduced 6% vs. 2% in Week 2

Local area commercial travel reduced 26% vs. 21% in Week 2

New Jersey experience the largest drop in statewide personal vehicle travel, down 63%

Michigan experience the largest drop in statewide long haul truck travel, down 31%

New York City experience largest drop in metropolitan area passenger travel, down 66%

Ocean shipping services continue to deteriorate 

It’s getting even uglier out there in the ocean trades. Not only are “blank” (canceled) container-ship sailings surging —

spiking from 45 to 120 in the past three days — but schedule reliability for non-canceled sailings is poised to

deteriorate.Demand from cargo buyers in the U.S. and Europe is collapsing at an alarming pace. Hopes for a second-half V-

shaped rebound are dwindling. Containers already delivered to import terminals are piling up, prompting at least one major

carrier to launch a stopgap storage plan.

Carriers unveil more blanked voyages, but the gaps won't match demand slump 

Ocean carriers serving the transpacific tradelane have announced a wave of blank sailings to match those they have voided

on the Asia-Europe route as a consequence of Covid-19.  And for cargo on ships still sailing from Asia, there is the threat of

significant intermodal problems after the containers hit the quay, as they have “nowhere to go”.

Ships Are Moving, but Exhausted Sailors Are Stuck at Sea Under Coronavirus Restrictions 

Oceangoing shipping companies, already hit by crumbling demand and fractured supply chains from the coronavirus

pandemic, are facing another problem on their vessels. Thousands of seafarers can’t travel to man ships, leaving growing

numbers of crews around the world exhausted and facing illness at sea.

Global Trade Is in Sharp Decline. Open Supply Lines Will Be Vital to Fighting the Pandemic. 

The Covid-19 pandemic has, in the space of weeks, sent a steady if unspectacular global economy into a tailspin, delivering

new misery and anxiety to millions of people already fearful for the health and safety of their loved ones.

Complex supply chains have been disrupted by widespread factory closures and problems moving components through

ports and across borders. Emergency social distancing measures have sharply reduced demand, as people stay home and

cancel spending, while nonessential businesses close their doors.

FEDERAL



Modly Rants, Resigns: Acting Secretary of the Navy Thomas Modly resigned today after his handling of a coronavirus

outbreak on the USS Theodore Roosevelt. Modly spoke critically of the Roosevelt’s former commanding officer, Captain

Brett Crozier. In a profanity-laced rant over the ship’s intercom, Modly stated that the Captain had been either “too naïve or

too stupid to be the commanding officer of a ship like this,” if the Captain believed his letter warning Navy leadership of the

dire circumstances of the ship’s condition would not be leaked. Both a transcript as well as an audio recording of Modly’s

remarks leaked to the media. 

 

More Small Business Assistance Requested: Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin has requested that congressional

leaders secure an additional $250 billion for small business loan assistance as part of the CARES Act. Senate leadership has

begun discussing the possibility of passing that additional funding by Thursday via a unanimous consent request. Such a

move would prevent Senators from having to return to Washington in-person. House leadership is canvassing its members

to see if a comparable move would be feasible in the House.

 

Voting in the Time of COVID: Despite limited polling locations, state and federal Supreme Court battles, a governor at

odds with his legislature, and stay-at-home orders, Wisconsin voters are at the polls today. Wisconsin Governor Tony Evers

attempted to delay the election, but the state Supreme Court ruled that he did not have the authority to do so. In a separate

move, the Governor attempted to extend the window for eligible mail-in ballots to be cast, but the U.S. Supreme Court

voided that order. 

 

CALIFORNIA

The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

17,321 confirmed cases

429 deaths

 

More Hopeful Numbers: While the cases continue to rise, some slightly good news has emerged from new, lower figures

projected by the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation at the University of Washington. Based on a slower growth rate

than expected in California, IHME’s model shows 1,783 COVID-related deaths by August, far lower than the earlier estimate

of 6,109.

 

Less Hopeful Budget Projection: As reported earlier, both the Governor and Legislature have said that we should

expect a bare bones budget this year, one that will not entertain any new proposals. When the Governor releases his revised

budget next month, the State will most likely be facing a budget problem based on three sources identified by the

Legislative Analyst’s Office:

 

Higher Direct Costs to Respond to Public Health Emergency. The state already has incurred significant

costs to respond to the public health emergency.

Higher Indirect Costs as a Result of Changes in the Economy. The state also will incur higher indirect costs

from changes in the state’s economic circumstances that are resulting from the public health emergency

(unemployment insurance and food assistance typically cost the state into the billions of additional revenue during

lean times).

Lower Revenues as a Result of Changes in the Economy. The LAO has estimated that—in a typical economic

downturn—revenues are lower by tens of billions of dollars across a multiyear period. The length and severity

of the public health emergency will drive the severity of the economic disruption and the ensuring revenue

implications.

 

While California is estimated to receive over $15 billion in aid from the CARES Act, more will be needed to plug the holes

where revenue was expected to be, the Legislative Analyst's Office said.



 

Property Taxes: Over the weekend, Counties announced that they would “use all existing authority” to waive late fees and

penalties on a case-by-case basis following proof of a COVID-19 related financial hardship. They noted, however, that

property owners who can pay or haven’t been directly affected by COVID 19, including international corporations and out‐

of‐state landlords, are still expected to pay on time to keep critical government services running.

 

Yesterday, San Francisco and San Mateo Counties extended their normal April 10 property-tax payment deadlines until

May 4, the date their tax collector’s offices are scheduled to reopen to the public after shelter-in-place orders are lifted.

 

Judicial Council Strengthens Eviction Moratorium: On March 27th, Governor Newsom signed an executive order

calling for a moratorium on evictions during the COVID-19 crisis. Tenants rights groups blasted the order as “useless,

confusing and misleading.” Yesterday, the Judicial Council placed a 90-day freeze on most eviction and foreclosure

proceedings in the State, enhancing legal authority behind statewide and city-level prohibitions. Assembly Member David

Chiu noted that, “This buys us some time to come up with a plan to ensure we do not have a wave of evictions when the

courts resume normal business. While the ultimate solution is to not allow the filing of unlawful detainer suits, the courts

took a huge step today that will help thousands of tenants.”

 

Additionally, the Council moved to eliminate bail for misdemeanants and most nonviolent felons, as well as allow for remote

pretrial hearings.

 

Governor’s Press Conference: Governor Gavin Newsom is now holding daily updates at noon via his Twitter and

Facebook feeds. The Governor announced today that the State is now offering resources to mitigate the secondary health

effects of COVID-19, for those experiencing stress, anxiety or depression, those facing substance abuse disorders, violence at

home, or seeking to protect child welfare and address child abuse or neglect.

 

There will also be new guidance for commercial and Medi-Cal Health Plans and Medi-Cal providers on mitigating stress-

related health outcomes. This includes reminders on the necessity of continuity of medical and behavioral health services

through telehealth and other mechanisms.  
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1. Policies for Housing Exposed Employees

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 7, 2020 3:54 PM

Antonia Castro-Graham



Hello,
I am on the hunt for sample policies from municipalities who are choosing to house their exposed employees (public
safety, public works, etc.).  We are not in a financial position to pay for housing but I am curious to know what other
cities are doing in terms of using hotels, dorms, city owned properties (e.g. community centers), etc.  and if you are
paying or not paying.  Any information is greatly appreciated.

All the best!

------------------------------
Antonia Castro-Graham MPA
Deputy City Manager
City of Fullerton
Fullerton CA
agraham@cityoffullerton.com
------------------------------
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2. Re: Policies for Housing Exposed Employees

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 7, 2020 6:55 PM

Mark Abeles-Allison

Have you determined if this is a reimbursable expense?

------------------------------
Mark Abeles-Allison
County Administrator
County of Bayfield
Washburn WI
markaa@bayfieldcounty.org
------------------------------

  Reply to Group Online    View Thread    Recommend    Forward   



-------------------------------------------
Original Message:
Sent: 04-07-2020 03:54 PM
From: Antonia Castro-Graham
Subject: Policies for Housing Exposed Employees

Hello,
I am on the hunt for sample policies from municipalities who are choosing to house their exposed employees (public
safety, public works, etc.).  We are not in a financial position to pay for housing but I am curious to know what other
cities are doing in terms of using hotels, dorms, city owned properties (e.g. community centers), etc.  and if you are
paying or not paying.  Any information is greatly appreciated.

All the best!

------------------------------
Antonia Castro-Graham MPA
Deputy City Manager
City of Fullerton
Fullerton CA
agraham@cityoffullerton.com 
------------------------------
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3. Food Truck Permits

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 7, 2020 2:44 PM

Caitlan Biggs

How are cities handling permits for food trucks? Are you allowing them, or do they have to be tied to a brick and mortar
in the city? If you're allowing outside food trucks to come into your city, how are you capturing the sales tax?

------------------------------
Caitlan Biggs MPA, CGFO
Assistant to the Town Manager
Town of Little Elm
Little Elm TX
cbiggs@littleelm.org
------------------------------
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4. Covid Data Map

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 7, 2020 1:28 PM

Tad McGalliard

FYI, my county's public health department has created a more granular data map of Covid
cases.  aahealth.org/maryland-covid-19-map 

------------------------------
Tad McGalliard
Director, Research & Policy; Lead: Business Development
ICMA
Washington DC
tmcgalliard@icma.org
------------------------------
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5. Re: Temporary Wi-Fi Hot Spots

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 7, 2020 8:54 AM

Megan Bourke

Loudoun County, VA, is increasing wireless bandwidth in the parking lots of our libraries in our more rural areas. Even
though our facilities are closed, residents will be able come to access the network in the parking lots.

------------------------------
Megan Bourke MPP
Assistant Budget Director
County of Loudoun
Leesburg VA
megan.bourke@loudoun.gov
------------------------------
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-------------------------------------------
Original Message:
Sent: 04-03-2020 04:51 PM
From: Shannon Flanagan-Watson
Subject: Temporary Wi-Fi Hot Spots

Colleagues,

With many of our local programs and services being offered virtually and schools closed as a result of COVID-19, we
are looking to provide temporary Wi-Fi hot spots throughout the community. One consideration is the deployment of
school buses in neighborhoods which would serve as a Wi-Fi location. People would not get on the school bus to ensure
safe social distancing measures.

Are there other innovative approaches you have implemented or are currently considering to provide Wi-Fi during this
time especially for those in need who may not otherwise have internet access?

Thank you!

------------------------------
Shannon Flanagan-Watson ICMA-CM, MPA
Deputy County Manager
County of Arlington
Arlington VA
sflanagan-watson@arlingtonva.us 
------------------------------
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6. Re: Temporary Wi-Fi Hot Spots

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 7, 2020 9:16 AM

Napoleon Haney



Shannon:

I see that Comcast provides service to Arlington Virginia.  I'm not sure if this would benefit you, but Comcast is providing
Xfinity WiFi Free For Everyone:  Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Xfinity WiFi hotspots located in businesses and
outdoor locations across the country will be available to anyone who needs them for free – including non-Xfinity Internet
subscribers. For a map of Xfinity WiFi hotspots, visit www.xfinity.com/wifi. Once at a hotspot, consumers should select
the "xfinitywifi" network name in the list of available hotspots and then launch a browser. 

I hope this helps.  

------------------------------
Napoleon Haney MPA
Assistant Village Manager
Village of Homewood
Homewood IL
nhaney@homewoodil.gov
------------------------------
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-------------------------------------------
Original Message:
Sent: 04-03-2020 04:51 PM
From: Shannon Flanagan-Watson
Subject: Temporary Wi-Fi Hot Spots

Colleagues,

With many of our local programs and services being offered virtually and schools closed as a result of COVID-19, we
are looking to provide temporary Wi-Fi hot spots throughout the community. One consideration is the deployment of
school buses in neighborhoods which would serve as a Wi-Fi location. People would not get on the school bus to ensure
safe social distancing measures.

Are there other innovative approaches you have implemented or are currently considering to provide Wi-Fi during this
time especially for those in need who may not otherwise have internet access?

Thank you!

------------------------------
Shannon Flanagan-Watson ICMA-CM, MPA
Deputy County Manager
County of Arlington
Arlington VA
sflanagan-watson@arlingtonva.us 
------------------------------
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7. Re: There's a lot in the CARES Act that will impact local government



Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 7, 2020 9:41 AM

Brianna Sunryd

Great post Kevin, thank you!

------------------------------
Brianna Sunryd
Student Chapter President
University of Massachusetts at Amherst Student Chapter
Amherst MA
Sunrydb@amherstma.gov
------------------------------

  Reply to Group Online    View Thread    Recommend    Forward   

-------------------------------------------
Original Message:
Sent: 04-02-2020 12:45 PM
From: Kevin Knutson
Subject: There's a lot in the CARES Act that will impact local government

I read through the CARES Act a couple of times and noted numerous programs that local governments will be able to
access, in addition to the direct support for for localities of >500,000 population and State pass-through for smaller
organizations.

I've listed them in a blog post: How the CARES Act Will Benefit Local Government and School Districts

Envisio

How the CARES Act Will Benefit
Local Government and School
Districts

Last Friday, the president signed
into law House Bill 748, the
"Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and
Economic Security Act." In it, the
Federal government authorized
more than $2 trillion in emergency
relief aid for individual taxpayers,
businesses, public health
institutions, and state and local
governments.

View this on Envisio >

Stay safe!

------------------------------
Kevin Knutson ICMA-CM
Envisio Solutions, Inc.
Richmond BC
kknutson@envisio.com 
------------------------------
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8. Re: Equity in Working from Home

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 7, 2020 10:08 AM

Weston Davis

As a part of our planning we identified employees that could be trained to work in other departments.  The employees
whose work is not very portable can be used to supplement departments that have a higher more portable workload.

------------------------------
Weston Davis MPA
EMS Director
City of El Campo
El Campo TX
wdavis@cityofelcampo.org
------------------------------
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-------------------------------------------
Original Message:
Sent: 03-25-2020 07:44 AM
From: Ann Marie Townshend
Subject: Equity in Working from Home

We have a small staff, and we have gotten most of our staff set up to work from home now, except for the maintenance
and police departments, who are required to report. Some of our office staff don't have work that is portable, but they
are in the high risk age groups and have underlying medical conditions, so we don't necessarily want them in the office.
We are worried about equity, as it is not fair to pay everyone their regular wages and have some working hard and
others not working. I have directed the managers of the employees who do not have portable work to come up with work
to do from home. Any other suggestions? Inequity will lead to employee frustration and dissatisfaction.

------------------------------
Ann Marie Townshend AICP
City Manager
City of Lewes
Lewes DE
atownshend@ci.lewes.de.us 
------------------------------
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9. Re: Online City Council Meetings

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 7, 2020 9:44 AM

Antonia Castro-Graham



In Fullerton, we have moved totally online.  The only two people in the Chambers are the CM and the Clerk.  Everyone
else is on WebEx, we then have our video control room (in our basement) record the webex screen (which shows
everyone in boxes on the screen) and that is broadcasted over our PEG Channel 3.  We also broadcast and record via
granicus on our website.  

We are also using the Granicus E-Comment function, so far so good.  Its definitely not the same but we have to make it
work.

All the best!

Antonia

------------------------------
Antonia Castro-Graham MPA
Deputy City Manager
City of Fullerton
Fullerton CA
agraham@cityoffullerton.com
------------------------------
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-------------------------------------------
Original Message:
Sent: 03-09-2020 05:49 PM
From: Wally Bobkiewicz
Subject: Online City Council Meetings

My City Council is anxious about using online resources (Skype for Meetings) to hold City Council meeting next week. 
Anyone else talking to Council about completely online meeting?

Wally

------------------------------
Wally Bobkiewicz
City Administrator
City of Issaquah
Issaquah WA
wallyb@issaquahwa.gov 
------------------------------
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10. Re: Online City Council Meetings

Reply to Group Reply to Sender



Apr 7, 2020 12:06 PM

Susan Istenes

Our agency is using Zoom Webinars.  Disabling things such as screen sharing isn't necessary because it is not  an
option for the public (attendees) in a Zoom Webinar Session.  It is also not possible for the public to share their video
feeds in Zoom Webinar.  The public cannot  speak in Zoom Webinar, like they can with Zoom Meeting.  We held our first
Planning Commission meeting last night.  Our IT Department  made a decision to allow chat…  otherwise it can be
disabled. 

With Zoom Webinar, the only way the public can interact is if the host  allows them to interact on an individual case by
case basis.  Our thoughts: Zoom Meeting should not be used for a public event, because it does lack the built in controls
for controlling the public and leaves too many "back doors" for the public to Zoombomb.  Zoom Webinar has all of the
controls in place to help prevent this.  Zoom webinar also has built in streaming for the public that is view only…  so we
do not have to send the feed to something like YouTube or Facebook live (which is just another platform you have to
worry about securing in addition to Zoom). Zoom Webinar is an additional $40 a month per person/host…   but well
worth the cost for the controls it provides.

 

------------------------------
Susan Istenes AICP
Director, Planning & Development Services
City of Clayton
Clayton MO
sistenes@claytonmo.gov
------------------------------

  Reply to Group Online    View Thread    Recommend    Forward   

-------------------------------------------
Original Message:
Sent: 04-06-2020 08:57 AM
From: Michael Grebosz
Subject: Online City Council Meetings

In Florida we have some pretty strict open records laws that were not relaxed with a Governor's order that allowed for
virtual/remote meetings during this crisis. We have chosen for at least the next couple of meetings to hold remote
meetings and reduce the agenda to more consent based items and try to delay on hearing any items that would have
the potential for large amounts of public participation. 

We are using Zoom for the Commission (as panelists), staff (as participants), and public (participants). We are having
our IT Department act as the host/admin for the Zoom meeting and they will have administrative rights to mute
audio/video or kick someone out if they are trying to Zoombomb. We also have disabled the chat and screen sharing
features in an abundance of caution. The admin/host will be the only screen share so that people can see the agenda as
we go through it. All people who want to attend via Zoom have to be approved by our IT Department through a virtual
speaker card request on our website prior to the meeting starting to reduce the chance for a mass Zoomboming.
Additionally, we have setup a special virtual meeting email for the city clerk to monitor during the meeting if the public
would like to comment in that manner.

Lastly, if the public just wants to listen and not participate we are also offering the streaming the virtual Zoom meeting on
youtube (comments have been disabled) and having it captioned for accessibility.

------------------------------
Michael Grebosz
Assistant City Manager
City of DeLand
DeLand FL
greboszm@deland.org 

 

You are subscribed to "ICMA All-Members" as rconiglio@portofsandiego.org. To change your subscriptions, go to My
Subscriptions. To unsubscribe from this community discussion, go to Unsubscribe.



Hotel News Resource

April, 8 2020

Read Online

The Likelihood of Taking a

Leisure Trip in the Next 6

Months Has Declined by

More Than 50% in Past

Month

Travel Intentions Pulse Survey - Impact

of COVID-19 Read More

Market Report U.S.

March U.S. Leading

Barometer Envisions

Recession Probability at

100%

e-forecasting.com's economic Leading

Analytic, eLA™, a composite of seven

forward-looking predictive analytics, fell

4.2 percent in March, following an

increase of 0.1 percent in February. Only

two of the seven components –

individually modeled by data science

techniques - had a positive contribution to

the aggregate barometer. Read more

Hospitality For Hope

15,000 U.S. Hotels Sign Up

to Support Healthcare

Community

AHLA’s 'Hospitality For Hope' Initiative

Connecting Hotels To Health Agencies

To Provide Temporary Housing For

Emergency And Healthcare Workers Or

As Alternative Care Sites Read more

From: Hotel News Resource <support@nevistas.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2020 4:39 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Daily Hotel Industry News 2020-04-08 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



Room In Your Heart

Red Roof Opens Doors to

First Responders As Part of

Room in Your Heart

Program to Show Love for

Essential Workers Across

the Country

Red Roof is donating a limited number of

available rooms for essential

workers Read more

COVID-19 Impact On Travel

MMGY Global COVID-19

Travel Insight Report - April

6th

Last week was perhaps one of the most

challenging weeks yet of the COVID-19

crisis, especially for the North American

travel and tourism industry. Yet, despite

staffing furloughs and restructuring,

signals remain that there is a light at the

end of this tunnel and travel brands

should prepare to optimize efforts and

strategize for a rebound when it

arrives. Read more

Henley Passport Index

Record-Breaking Global

Mobility Grounded by

COVID-19 Pandemic

With global travel almost at a standstill,

the latest results of the Henley Passport

Index offer disturbing insight into the

indiscriminate havoc caused by the

COVID-19 pandemic. Read more



Recovery From Covid-19

HVS Report - Recovery

from Covid-19 in Spain - By

Sophie Perret

Whilst the Covid-19 pandemic ravages

Europe and takes a particularly heavy toll

in Spain, it is important to evaluate how

the reliance of this country on

international visitation might shape the

recovery of its two main urban markets

once the pandemic subsides. Read more

Market Report India

57% of Branded Hotels in

India Have Become Non-

operational

HVS Report - An Invasion of Business

Like Never Before - By Ajay Mehtani ,

Dipti Mohan Read more

STS Cloud Sales And Catering System

SalesAndCatering.com, the

Best Tech Fit for the Times

Low-cost, High-function, Remote Cloud

Operations - SalesAndCatering.com

Supports Home-Based Staff and a Fast

Travel Restart Read more

In Brief...

Hotel Transaction Melbourne 
IHG Completes Sale of Holiday Inn
Melbourne Airport Leasehold Interest
to Pelligra Group
Marriott COVID-19 Update 
Marriott’s Updated Statement on Novel
Coronavirus (COVID-19) - April 6th
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Hi Randa,

Jezreel here. Checking in to see how you are holding up during these challenging times. I’m sure that most of you, like
me, have felt the impact of the spread of COVID-19. For example, I’m writing to you from my home, as the US-Surrogacy
team is now all fully remote. Nothing feels normal to me and I thought I’d reach out because you might feel that way, too.

I know it’s hard to see a path forward, but that’s why as part of our commitment to you, we’re inviting you to find your
path forward with us. We’re here to help you stay connected and move forward, together. Our team is putting together a
resource for you that shares information around our response to COVID-19 and what we hope can be helpful tools as
you adjust to this new normal. We will be adding more information on this page along the way and will be sharing it with
you once we are done compiling it.

Meanwhile, if you want to become a surrogate and earn up to $70,000, feel free to click here and start the application
process. If you are planning to become a parent through surrogacy, click here. Hoping to hear from you soon.

Always keep safe!

My best,
Jezreel Jariolne
Health Coordinator

 

US SURROGACY LLC

3960 Howard Hughes Parkway

Suite 500

Las Vegas, NV 89169

Office 702-768-3722

Cell 916-223-9170 

US Surrogacy LLC

202 South Lake Avenue

Suite 301

Pasadena, CA 91101

Office 626-314-2974

Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.

From: Jezreel Jariolne <jezreel@dr.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2020 2:03 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Checking in 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



From: Apple News <newsdigest@insideapple.apple.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2020 7:07 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Wuhan opens back up, the couple stranded in paradise, and more from Apple News 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

 

 

 

 

 

 



AMERICAS: EIA forecasts

significant US crude oil

production cutbacks

Revised forecasts from the US Energy

Information Administration suggest US crude

oil production could average 11.8 million

barrels a day in 2020, down 0.5 million b/d

from 2019 – if realised, the 2020 production

decline would mark the first annual fall since

2016.

READ MORE...

From: Bunkerspot <updates@bunkerspot.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2020 7:34 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: The Bunkerspot Noon Report 08/04/2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

No images? Click here

Bunkerspot

NOON REPORT
 

 
VLSFO Insights

 

GLOBAL: ExxonMobil reducing

2020 capex by 30% and opex by

15%

Responding to the energy market oversupply

caused by the coronavirus pandemic,

ExxonMobil is reducing its 2020 capital

spending by 30% and lowering its cash

operating expenses by 15%.

READ MORE...

 



ASIA PACIFIC: Woodside and

Japanese consortium studying

large-scale export of hydrogen as

ammonia

Australia-based energy firm Woodside is

teaming up with Japan’s JERA, Marubeni

and IHI on a study examining the large-scale

export of hydrogen as ammonia.

READ MORE...

 

EUROPE: Port of Hamburg

assesses impact of coronavirus

on inland terminals

Import activity at western terminal locations

in Germany indicates there is ‘a pale light at

the end of the tunnel,’ says the port authority.

READ MORE...

 

EUROPE: Klaipeda LNG terminal

back in operation as port authority

announces investment for

expansion plans

The Port of Klaipeda has reported that the

LNG floating storage and regasification unit

Independence is now back in action at its

usual location after the dredging works

carried by Jan De Nul finished ahead of

schedule.

READ MORE...

 

EUROPE: Finland to ban inbound

ferry passenger traffic

Finland has announced that ferry passengers

will be prohibited from entering the country

from 11 April; the border restrictions will be in

place until 13 May or until further notice from

the authorities.

READ MORE...

 



Get noticed with Bunkerspot

In today’s competitive maritime environment,

advertising via Bunkerspot will enable you to

deliver your company message directly to

your target market in a highly cost-effective

and dynamic way.

For subscription and advertising options,

contact: 

Steve Simpson 

Advertising Sales Manager

Tel: +44 1295 814455 x 203

Email: steve@petrospot.com  

To find out more or to subscribe  

Read More...

Bunkerspot Magazine

View Media Kit here

Keep in touch with breaking news on the

marine fuels sector, by signing up

to Bunkerspot's RSS news feed. Find out

more here

 
books

Save 25% when you purchase any

Petrospot book pack

Petrospot publishes some of the most

influential text books on marine fuels,

shipping and marine surveying and is the go-

to source for comprehensive yet easy to

read books, appealing to both newcomers

and experts alike.

All books are available to buy individually or

purchase a Technical Pack, Basic Bunker

Pack, Advanced Bunker Pack or Marine

Surveying Pack and SAVE 25%.

BROWSE ALL PETROSPOT BOOKS

 

 



News

Magazine

Bunker Price Index

Bunkerspot is published by Petrospot Limited.

For more information on Petrospot Limited visit

www.petrospot.com or call +44 1295 814455.

© Petrospot Limited 2020 (Company No. 4768142).
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From: Becky Brown <brownb@korcomptenz.biz> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2020 8:31 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Complimentary Assessment for your Cloud Migration | Korcomptenz 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.



Can't read or see images? View this email in a browser

Hi Randa, 

Hope you are doing well!  As we understand, the current pandemic calls

for everyone to be safe and stay at home, Korcomptenz wishes you good

health and safety as we go through these uncertain times.

With the current economic instability due to coronavirus, we at

Korcomptenz have been working tirelessly to formulate unique models

that are cost effective to help manage our clients IT environment.

Hopefully when things start to settle down, you would like to discuss more

on how we could help you to cut down costs with our engagement on

your cloud migration, web- mobile apps, Salesforce platform, ERP  and

any other application you may have.

With how the current pandemic has restricted all of us to our homes, the

best way to safely engage with your customers and end users is through

a unique digital online (Cloud) experience. In case you are contemplating

to invest in moving your ERP, or CRM or other applications  to the cloud

for a better connection with your employees, customer and ensuring

business continuity , Korcomptenz is in a position to help.

KORCOMPTENZ is a US-based, Microsoft Gold Certified Partner and

Salesforce Certified Partner headquartered in New Jersey with

extensive experience improving business outcomes for our customers. 

We leverage end-to-end solutions involving the ongoing convergence of

ERP, Azure Cloud, Analytics, Artificial Intelligence, and IoT. 

 Depending on your business, we will be able to recommend the best

solution and approach that meets your operational needs.

In the meantime, we hope you will benefit out of our resources

1. How to develop an ERP Fool Proof Plan that will ensure your

ERP never fails.

2. Transitioning your ERP to the Cloud,  With Azure we have

moved many on-premise ERPs like Sage, Syspro, MS

Dynamics and SAP  and other applications to the Cloud

3. Why do Enterprises hold back on their Cloud Strategy?

4. 4 Simple Ways to Reduce Your Dependency on Your IT Help

Desk

We look forward to working with you and continue to hope that things get

better for all of us soon.

Please let me know your availability in case you have an immediate

requirement on support and I will shoot out a meeting invite to block your

calendar.

Looking forward to your response.

Regards,

Becky Brown,

Business Consultant, 

Korcomptenz.

This email was sent by brownb@korcomptenz.biz to rconiglio@portofsandiego.org

Not interested? Unsubscribe | Update profile

Korcomptenz | 100 Valley Road, Suite 102 Mount Arlington, NJ 07856, United States
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Try Apple News+ for Free
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From: UPIQ <trainings@email.upiq.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2020 9:16 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Coping with the Stress the Coronavirus Spread 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

 
To view this email as a web page, Click Here.

60 Mins Live Webinar 

Coping with the Stress the Coronavirus Spread

Overview of the webinar:

What are the benefits of attending this webinar? You will gain an in-depth understanding of stress and the plethora of situations and interactions

that cause stress. You will identify the situations in your life causing stress that can be changed and those that cannot be changed. Read More.

What you'll learn?

Define stress, eustress, and distress

Recognize the flight or fight syndrome

Reduce the effects of stress on the human body

Rethink the mental and emotional stress strategies

Exercise the power of choice

Use the "relabeling" technique Read More.

Who will benefit:

Individual contributors

Employees at all levels of the organization

Chief Executive Officers

Top-Level Managers Read More.

 

 

Thursday,

April 30,

2020

10:00 AM

PDT 

01:00 PM

EDT

Karla

Brandau, is

a leading

authority on

time

management

and

Microsoft

Outlook.

Read More.

Related Topic:

On Demand Pay: Is it for You? 

Thursday, April 30, 2020 || 11:00 AM PDT | 02:00 PM EDT

Copyrights 2020 UPIQ.com, Proforte Inc. d/b/a UPIQ.com.

This message was sent by : Proforte INC.

2345 Yale Street, 1st Floor, Palo Alto, CA-94306. US 
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From: Governing <eventreg@governing.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2020 9:04 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: The Impact of Data Quality During a Crisis 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know
the content is safe.

Dear Randa,

During a crisis, like the current COVID-19 pandemic, data quality is critical. With the right quality assurance tools in place, agencies

can ensure services reach those that need them most and can reduce the amount of fraud during an influx of applications. Register

now to join Government Technology and Thomson Reuters as we host an informative discussion on the steps agencies can take to

improve their data hygiene and prepare for the next disruption.

Join us on April 15 at 11am PT/2pm ET where you will also learn:

What good data hygiene looks like and the latest tools available to help you achieve it

The potential impacts of dirty data on your agency and the public you serve

Real-life examples of agencies that have successfully implemented data hygiene strategies

Speakers:

Rob Russell, Vice President, Government Investigative at Thomson Reuters 

Teri Takai, Co-executive Director, Center for Digital Government 

Zach Patton, Chief Editor, Content Studio, e.Republic - Moderator

Registration is complimentary and easy. For questions or registration assistance, please don't hesitate to contact to me.

We hope you can join us,

Brittany

Brittany Roberts 

Registration Coordinator 

Governing

916-932-1388 direct 

broberts@governing.com 

This email was sent to rconigli@portofsandiego.org on behalf of Government Technology. 

Unsubscribe | Opt out of all e.Republic email  | Privacy Statement 
© 2020 e.Republic. All rights reserved. 100 Blue Ravine Rd, Folsom, CA 95630, USA. Phone: 916-932-1300



Hi Randa, 

When there’s a lot of uncertainty in the world, companies tend to either get swept up in the scramble to react, or resort to treading water,

unsure of how to proceed.

 

But even now, amidst the coronavirus age, we can still look ahead to a more certain future. See what Reid Carr, CEO of Red Door, has to

say about navigating these changing times. 

 

Cheers,

Your friends at Red Door 

 

San Diego:  350 10th Avenue, Suite 100, San Diego, CA 92101 

Denver: 1001 17th Street, Suite PL150, Denver, CO 80202 

 

From: Red Door Interactive <news@reddoor.biz> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2020 11:59 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Leading with clarity in a time of uncertainty 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

READ ON



From: Janelle Palermo <JPalermo@chulavistaca.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2020 1:17 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Automatic reply: Port/City of CV Weekly Meeting 

WARNING: The sender of this email could not be validated and may not match the person in the "From" field!

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Thank you for contacting me.  I am currently working remotely and will respond to your e-mail as soon as I can. 

California Governor Newsom has issued a Statewide Stay at Home Order, effective immediately.  As a result, the City of Chula Vista

has suspended all City operations except for critical public safety services. 

For City updates, please visit the following website:

https://www.chulavistaca.gov/residents/coronavirus 

 

Thank you for your patience,

 

Janelle Palermo

Executive Secretary

City Manager Gary Halbert

City of Chula Vista

276 Fourth Avenue

Chula Vista, CA 91910

(619) 691-5031
 



This email was sent to

rconiglio@portofsandiego.org

why did I get this?

    

unsubscribe from this list

    

update subscription preferences

Red Door Interactive · 350 10th Ave. #100 · San Diego, Ca 92101 · USA 



Friend: We are writing to share an inside look at one of this past election's unlikely success stories. And with COVID-19 impacting

everything from grocery shopping to how we work, exercise and teach, digital campaigning will take on a whole new level of importance

this election season.

We hope you enjoy the case study we wrote about the virtual campaign we ran to defeat Measure A in March. Feel free to reach out with

questions. We hope you and yours are safe and well.

Best,

Tony & Juan

No on A won in the digital space, ran a virtual campaign that
will serve as a model this November

COVID-19 will force campaigns to operate virtually, eliminating most or all field operations and events. No on A ran a

virtual campaign to defeat Measure A in March. Encumbered by a limited budget, a billionaire, and a massive voter

universe, the campaign relied on coalition building, public relations, slate mail, targeted TV advertising, and a robust

digital program. Here is how No on A ran a winning virtual campaign. 

 

By Tony Manolatos and Juan Hernandez

In order to defeat Measure A, the No on A campaign had to convince voters to go against their instincts. The campaign

asked San Diego County voters to oppose giving themselves a voice – in this case a vote on future residential projects

– and instead leave those decisions with elected representatives.

This presented a significant challenge. Measures that claim direct democracy or to “give the power back to the people,”

have a certain curb appeal with voters, but No on A was able to overcome the odds. It wasn’t because of a reliance on

traditional campaign strategies supported by a massive war chest. No on A won because of solid research and creative,

hefty investments in digital and TV ads, sharp public relations, an unmatched coalition, smart decisions, a big push at

the end, and a Hail Mary.

 

About the authors: Tony Manolatos is President of a San Diego-based public affairs firm, Manolatos Nelson

Murphy Advertising & Public Relations (MNM). Juan Hernandez is Vice President of a San Diego-based digital

media company, IVC Media. MNM ran the No on A campaign and IVC led the digital operation.

From: Tony Manolatos & Juan Hernandez <news@mnmadpr.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2020 1:49 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: How to run and win a virtual campaign this November 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

CLICK TO CONTINUE
READING
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Copyright © 2020 MNM Advertising & Public Relations, All rights reserved. 
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Friend: We are writing to share an inside look at one of this past election's unlikely success stories. And with COVID-19 impacting

everything from grocery shopping to how we work, exercise and teach, digital campaigning will take on a whole new level of importance

this election season.

We hope you enjoy the case study we wrote about the virtual campaign we ran to defeat Measure A in March. Feel free to reach out with

questions. We hope you and yours are safe and well.

Best,

Tony & Juan

No on A won in the digital space, ran a virtual campaign that
will serve as a model this November

COVID-19 will force campaigns to operate virtually, eliminating most or all field operations and events. No on A ran a

virtual campaign to defeat Measure A in March. Encumbered by a limited budget, a billionaire, and a massive voter

universe, the campaign relied on coalition building, public relations, slate mail, targeted TV advertising, and a robust

digital program. Here is how No on A ran a winning virtual campaign. 

 

By Tony Manolatos and Juan Hernandez

In order to defeat Measure A, the No on A campaign had to convince voters to go against their instincts. The campaign

asked San Diego County voters to oppose giving themselves a voice – in this case a vote on future residential projects

– and instead leave those decisions with elected representatives.

This presented a significant challenge. Measures that claim direct democracy or to “give the power back to the people,”

have a certain curb appeal with voters, but No on A was able to overcome the odds. It wasn’t because of a reliance on

traditional campaign strategies supported by a massive war chest. No on A won because of solid research and creative,

hefty investments in digital and TV ads, sharp public relations, an unmatched coalition, smart decisions, a big push at

the end, and a Hail Mary.

 

About the authors: Tony Manolatos is President of a San Diego-based public affairs firm, Manolatos Nelson

Murphy Advertising & Public Relations (MNM). Juan Hernandez is Vice President of a San Diego-based digital

media company, IVC Media. MNM ran the No on A campaign and IVC led the digital operation.

From: Tony Manolatos & Juan Hernandez <news@mnmadpr.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2020 1:54 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: How to run and win a virtual campaign this November 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

CLICK TO CONTINUE
READING
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From: Hal Meyer <HalMeyer@calchamber.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2020 2:09 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Randa, How to Handle COVID-19 Fallout 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

 

 

 

From the desk of
Hal Meyer 

CalChamber

District Manager
1 (800) 649-4921 Ext. 541

 

 

CalChamber Logo

 

Dear Randa, 

Over the last month, the coronavirus, also known as COVID-19, has
wrought havoc on our lives. Schools are closed and shifting to
distance education, many businesses scrambled to enable a remote
workforce and the unemployment rate jumped to 20 percent in late
March — a number the federal government projects will reach and
potentially exceed 32 percent.

As the world attempts to find a semblance of normalcy in these
unprecedented times, employers are grappling with issues of their
own.

For guidance on
how to best handle the
fallout from COVID-19, 
HRCalifornia can help. 

When you have a few
moments of free time, call
me and I can show you
where to find more useful resources on HRCalifornia
like those listed below.

My direct line: 1 (800) 649-4921 Ext. 541

Member #32850

San Diego Unified Port

District

 

Customer since 04/01/1970

Special Offer: 

Learn more

Top HR Library Topics: 

1. Temporary Exception to WARN
Act for COVID-19

2. New 2020 Employment Laws 

3. Meal and Rest Breaks 

4. Local Ordinances

 



Resources Preview - HRCalifornia 

•  HR Library: Our Temporary Exception to Warn Act for COVID-19
page gives complete details on the executive order that temporarily
suspends the California Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification
Act and guidance on how this order should be implemented.

•  HRCalifornia: CalChamber developed the WARN Notice to
Employees (California) — COVID-19 Exception and WARN Notice to
State/Local Officials (California) — COVID-19 Exception employers
can use to notify employees and state/local officials of mass layoffs,
relocations or terminations directly caused by COVID-19-related
business circumstances. 

•  HRCalifornia: Our webinar, Families First COVID-19 Response Act:
What Employers Need to Know, gives details about the federal
legislation that took effect on April 1, 2020, identifies important points.

•  CalChamber: For COVID-19-related federal, state and local
resources, as well as our most up-to-date coverage, visit the
CalChamber Coronavirus (COVID-19) resource page.

Get to Know CalChamber 

Get to Know CalChamber

 

Our legislative presence means we know California employment laws
inside and out. We monitor, analyze and report changes as they
happen, turning our expertise into products and services that help
businesses more easily understand and comply with complex laws
and regulations. Learn more.

 

 

Unsubscribe | Privacy Policy

 

California Chamber of Commerce, 1215 K Street, Suite 1400, Sacramento, CA 95814

CalChamber and HRCalifornia are registered trademarks and "HR Expert & Business Advocate" is a trademark of the California Chamber of Commerce.
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From: Environmental Law360 <news-q1@law360.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2020 2:58 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Coronavirus: Your Afternoon Briefing 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Coronavirus Special Report

Wednesday, April 8, 2020

TOP NEWS 

3 More BigLaw Firms Slash Pay Amid COVID-19 Pandemic
At least three more law firms have made adjustments to attorney pay because
of the coronavirus pandemic, with reports Tuesday of Blank Rome LLP,
Winston & Strawn LLP and Brown Rudnick LLP implementing cost-cutting
measures.

Hogan Lovells Cross-Trains Attys To Boost Bankruptcy Ranks
International law firm Hogan Lovells announced Tuesday that it would offer its
attorneys in other practice areas the opportunity to receive restructuring
cross-training to assist the firm’s existing practice ahead of an anticipated
rush of bankruptcy filings in the aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Cahill Gordon Suspends 2020 Summer Associate Program
Cahill Gordon & Reindel LLP has decided to suspend its summer associate
program for 2020 in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the firm announced
Tuesday though it says it will pay the associates who had been selected and
will offer them full-time positions after graduation.

Firms Get Creative In Trying To Support Attorneys From Afar
With normal work routines upended by the novel coronavirus, some law firms
are getting creative in how they’re supporting attorneys on social and
emotional levels, from new remote resources to video contests and free
tablets.

Counsel Who Care: How Attys Are Helping During Virus Crisis
As coronavirus cases have spiked, law firms across the nation have been
stepping up to help, from providing pro bono legal assistance to fundraisers
and donations. Here, Law360 rounds up some of the latest charity efforts from
the legal community in response to the pandemic.

COVID-19 Crisis Isn't Unifying Supreme Court
Any hopes that the ongoing coronavirus pandemic would bridge ideological
differences on the U.S. Supreme Court were swiftly dashed Monday evening
when the justices bitterly split 5-4 over emergency backup plans for
Wisconsin's elections, potentially the first of several COVID-19 cases that
could reach the high court.

Coronavirus Regulations: Week In Review State By State
State COVID-19 measures continue to evolve along with the pandemic's
positive cases and death toll, with actions this past week that expanded
Delaware's list of nonessential businesses and extended brick-and-mortar
closures in Massachusetts into May. Here's a breakdown of some COVID-19-
related state measures from the past week.

CLOSINGS AND RESTRICTIONS 

Coronavirus: The Latest Court Closures And Restrictions
UPDATED April 8, 2020, 1:55 PM EDT | As courts across the country take
measures to prevent the spread of the coronavirus, some are restricting
access and altering their procedures. Here is a roundup of changes.

Coronavirus: The Latest EU Court Closures And Restrictions
UPDATED April 8, 2020, 10:53 AM GMT | As courts across the region take
measures to prevent the spread of the novel coronavirus, some are restricting
access and altering their procedures. Here is a roundup of changes.

NY To Open Virtual Courts To Ongoing Nonessential Cases
New York state judges will virtually reopen their courtrooms to pending
lawsuits and criminal cases next Monday, using new remote video capabilities
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to unfreeze dockets for "nonessential" actions stalled by the shuttering of
physical courtrooms during the coronavirus pandemic.

WHAT IT MEANS FOR ATTORNEYS 

7 Ways COVID-19 Product Makers Can Mitigate IP Infringement
When a manufacturer retools its facilities to produce products needed to
combat COVID-19, the risk of patent infringement liability — including the
possibility of enhanced damages due to willful infringement — can be
mitigated through a variety of strategies, say attorneys at Crowell & Moring.

EEOC Pauses Right-To-Sue Notices Amid COVID-19 Pandemic
The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission confirmed Tuesday that
it has largely paused its issuance of key notices that start the clock for
workers to sue their employers for bias, the same day that civil rights
advocates urged the agency to do more to safeguard workers' ability to
pursue claims during the novel coronavirus pandemic.

Coordination, Not Collusion: Threading The COVID-19 Needle
Antitrust authorities worldwide want to facilitate short-term, limited cooperation
to ensure health care, grocery, transportation and other companies can get
people and supplies where they’re needed, all while issuing strongly worded
warnings against price collusion and other clear competitive abuses to pad the
bottom line.

Antitrust Regulator Suspends Drug Price Probes Amid Virus
Britain’s antitrust watchdog said it has suspended two investigations into
pharmaceutical companies that it suspects of illegally colluding on the price of
drugs, saying the cases are still open but resources have been reallocated to
“urgent work” during the coronavirus pandemic.

$2T Relief Bill Carries Big Fraud Risks, White Collar Attys Say
White collar and government investigations attorneys expect the more than $2
trillion in COVID-19 relief funds to lead to unprecedented fraud, and are
urging businesses seeking funds to protect themselves from future risk in
what they expect to be a new decade of government investigations.

Fed Eases Wells Fargo's $2T Cap For COVID-19 Lending
The Federal Reserve said Wednesday it will temporarily relax its $2 trillion
asset size cap on Wells Fargo so the banking giant can lend more to small
businesses during the coronavirus pandemic.

Trump Fleshes Out Export Restrictions On Medical Equipment
The Trump administration late Tuesday issued new restrictions on exports of
safety masks and gloves to combat the novel coronavirus outbreak, marking
its latest use of the Defense Production Act of 1950 to exert control over the
medical supply chain.

Telework Due To COVID-19 Spawns Employer Nexus Worries
Whether states can and will assert nexus on businesses whose employees
are working remotely at home has emerged as a top concern among state tax
professionals amid the COVID-19 pandemic.

FDA Relaxes Food-Labeling Rules During COVID-19 Crisis
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has temporarily eased its policies on
nutrition and menu labeling to help calm consumer fears about product
shortages, keep restaurants in business and avoid food waste during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Lawmakers Seek $2B Broadband Aid As Part Of COVID Funds
A bipartisan group of lawmakers urged congressional leadership to dedicate
funding in any future emergency aid legislation to keep students and low-
income families online during the deadly coronavirus pandemic, citing recently
introduced bills seeking $2 billion for this purpose.

Can Cannabis Survive the Virus? Hemp Has A Leg Up
Before the coronavirus struck, the hemp industry was already wary about
2020 as oversupply problems and bankruptcies hit businesses in the new
sector early in the year.

Mass. Gov. Sued For Closing Cannabis Shops Due To Virus
Massachusetts Gov. Charlie Baker was hit with a suit Wednesday by several
recreational cannabis dispensaries and a medicinal marijuana patient who
claim his executive orders shutting down the stores during the COVID-19
pandemic are crushing their businesses and hurting public health.

Just 1% Of UK Cos. Granted Gov’t Virus Loans, Study Says
Only 1% of businesses in Britain have gained access to an emergency
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lending program established by the government to keep them afloat during
the coronavirus crisis, according to a survey published Wednesday, fueling
concerns about cash flow at struggling businesses.

Coping With A Pandemic: Trial Lawyer Mark Geragos
With self-isolation and social distancing now the norm during the COVID-19
pandemic, Law360 is sharing reactions from around the business and legal
community. Today's perspective comes from Los Angeles-based trial lawyer
Mark Geragos.

EXPERT ANALYSIS 

Conducting Court Hearings Remotely: 12 Considerations
As more courts begin to explore remote hearings during the COVID-19 crisis,
attorneys and courts should be aware of some of the common concerns
accompanying video- and teleconferencing technology and make allowances
to avoid these issues, say Attison Barnes III and Krystal Swendsboe at Wiley
Rein.

What Employers Need To Know About Furloughs
Employer considerations for implementing furloughs should include wage and
hour challenges, paid time off questions, and federal and state notice
requirements, says Jonathan Wetchler at Duane Morris.
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Coronavirus Special Report

Wednesday, April 8, 2020

TOP NEWS 

3 More BigLaw Firms Slash Pay Amid COVID-19 Pandemic
At least three more law firms have made adjustments to attorney pay because
of the coronavirus pandemic, with reports Tuesday of Blank Rome LLP,
Winston & Strawn LLP and Brown Rudnick LLP implementing cost-cutting
measures.

Hogan Lovells Cross-Trains Attys To Boost Bankruptcy Ranks
International law firm Hogan Lovells announced Tuesday that it would offer its
attorneys in other practice areas the opportunity to receive restructuring
cross-training to assist the firm’s existing practice ahead of an anticipated
rush of bankruptcy filings in the aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Cahill Gordon Suspends 2020 Summer Associate Program
Cahill Gordon & Reindel LLP has decided to suspend its summer associate
program for 2020 in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the firm announced
Tuesday though it says it will pay the associates who had been selected and
will offer them full-time positions after graduation.

Firms Get Creative In Trying To Support Attorneys From Afar
With normal work routines upended by the novel coronavirus, some law firms
are getting creative in how they’re supporting attorneys on social and
emotional levels, from new remote resources to video contests and free
tablets.

Counsel Who Care: How Attys Are Helping During Virus Crisis
As coronavirus cases have spiked, law firms across the nation have been
stepping up to help, from providing pro bono legal assistance to fundraisers
and donations. Here, Law360 rounds up some of the latest charity efforts from
the legal community in response to the pandemic.

COVID-19 Crisis Isn't Unifying Supreme Court
Any hopes that the ongoing coronavirus pandemic would bridge ideological
differences on the U.S. Supreme Court were swiftly dashed Monday evening
when the justices bitterly split 5-4 over emergency backup plans for
Wisconsin's elections, potentially the first of several COVID-19 cases that
could reach the high court.

Coronavirus Regulations: Week In Review State By State
State COVID-19 measures continue to evolve along with the pandemic's
positive cases and death toll, with actions this past week that expanded
Delaware's list of nonessential businesses and extended brick-and-mortar
closures in Massachusetts into May. Here's a breakdown of some COVID-19-
related state measures from the past week.

CLOSINGS AND RESTRICTIONS 

Coronavirus: The Latest Court Closures And Restrictions
UPDATED April 8, 2020, 1:55 PM EDT | As courts across the country take
measures to prevent the spread of the coronavirus, some are restricting
access and altering their procedures. Here is a roundup of changes.

Coronavirus: The Latest EU Court Closures And Restrictions
UPDATED April 8, 2020, 10:53 AM GMT | As courts across the region take
measures to prevent the spread of the novel coronavirus, some are restricting
access and altering their procedures. Here is a roundup of changes.

NY To Open Virtual Courts To Ongoing Nonessential Cases
New York state judges will virtually reopen their courtrooms to pending
lawsuits and criminal cases next Monday, using new remote video capabilities
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to unfreeze dockets for "nonessential" actions stalled by the shuttering of
physical courtrooms during the coronavirus pandemic.

WHAT IT MEANS FOR ATTORNEYS 

7 Ways COVID-19 Product Makers Can Mitigate IP Infringement
When a manufacturer retools its facilities to produce products needed to
combat COVID-19, the risk of patent infringement liability — including the
possibility of enhanced damages due to willful infringement — can be
mitigated through a variety of strategies, say attorneys at Crowell & Moring.

EEOC Pauses Right-To-Sue Notices Amid COVID-19 Pandemic
The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission confirmed Tuesday that
it has largely paused its issuance of key notices that start the clock for
workers to sue their employers for bias, the same day that civil rights
advocates urged the agency to do more to safeguard workers' ability to
pursue claims during the novel coronavirus pandemic.

Coordination, Not Collusion: Threading The COVID-19 Needle
Antitrust authorities worldwide want to facilitate short-term, limited cooperation
to ensure health care, grocery, transportation and other companies can get
people and supplies where they’re needed, all while issuing strongly worded
warnings against price collusion and other clear competitive abuses to pad the
bottom line.

Antitrust Regulator Suspends Drug Price Probes Amid Virus
Britain’s antitrust watchdog said it has suspended two investigations into
pharmaceutical companies that it suspects of illegally colluding on the price of
drugs, saying the cases are still open but resources have been reallocated to
“urgent work” during the coronavirus pandemic.

$2T Relief Bill Carries Big Fraud Risks, White Collar Attys Say
White collar and government investigations attorneys expect the more than $2
trillion in COVID-19 relief funds to lead to unprecedented fraud, and are
urging businesses seeking funds to protect themselves from future risk in
what they expect to be a new decade of government investigations.

Fed Eases Wells Fargo's $2T Cap For COVID-19 Lending
The Federal Reserve said Wednesday it will temporarily relax its $2 trillion
asset size cap on Wells Fargo so the banking giant can lend more to small
businesses during the coronavirus pandemic.

Trump Fleshes Out Export Restrictions On Medical Equipment
The Trump administration late Tuesday issued new restrictions on exports of
safety masks and gloves to combat the novel coronavirus outbreak, marking
its latest use of the Defense Production Act of 1950 to exert control over the
medical supply chain.

Telework Due To COVID-19 Spawns Employer Nexus Worries
Whether states can and will assert nexus on businesses whose employees
are working remotely at home has emerged as a top concern among state tax
professionals amid the COVID-19 pandemic.

FDA Relaxes Food-Labeling Rules During COVID-19 Crisis
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has temporarily eased its policies on
nutrition and menu labeling to help calm consumer fears about product
shortages, keep restaurants in business and avoid food waste during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Lawmakers Seek $2B Broadband Aid As Part Of COVID Funds
A bipartisan group of lawmakers urged congressional leadership to dedicate
funding in any future emergency aid legislation to keep students and low-
income families online during the deadly coronavirus pandemic, citing recently
introduced bills seeking $2 billion for this purpose.

Can Cannabis Survive the Virus? Hemp Has A Leg Up
Before the coronavirus struck, the hemp industry was already wary about
2020 as oversupply problems and bankruptcies hit businesses in the new
sector early in the year.

Mass. Gov. Sued For Closing Cannabis Shops Due To Virus
Massachusetts Gov. Charlie Baker was hit with a suit Wednesday by several
recreational cannabis dispensaries and a medicinal marijuana patient who
claim his executive orders shutting down the stores during the COVID-19
pandemic are crushing their businesses and hurting public health.

Just 1% Of UK Cos. Granted Gov’t Virus Loans, Study Says
Only 1% of businesses in Britain have gained access to an emergency
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lending program established by the government to keep them afloat during
the coronavirus crisis, according to a survey published Wednesday, fueling
concerns about cash flow at struggling businesses.

Coping With A Pandemic: Trial Lawyer Mark Geragos
With self-isolation and social distancing now the norm during the COVID-19
pandemic, Law360 is sharing reactions from around the business and legal
community. Today's perspective comes from Los Angeles-based trial lawyer
Mark Geragos.

EXPERT ANALYSIS 

Conducting Court Hearings Remotely: 12 Considerations
As more courts begin to explore remote hearings during the COVID-19 crisis,
attorneys and courts should be aware of some of the common concerns
accompanying video- and teleconferencing technology and make allowances
to avoid these issues, say Attison Barnes III and Krystal Swendsboe at Wiley
Rein.

What Employers Need To Know About Furloughs
Employer considerations for implementing furloughs should include wage and
hour challenges, paid time off questions, and federal and state notice
requirements, says Jonathan Wetchler at Duane Morris.
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From: Stephen Huerta <marketing@getworkify.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2020 3:40 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: How COVID-19 Changes Your Employee Feedback Strategy 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa,

Over the last week, we have provided you with access to work tech tools and several best practices that our clients and other companies

are implementing in a direct response to the COVID-19 pandemic. These tools and resources should help you to quickly identify any

issues with productivity or operational challenges in the remote working model.

The companies that can successfully adapt to this new normal will be the organizations that:

Quickly adopt new ways of connecting and communicating with employees

Keep lines of feedback open

Listen to employee feedback

While we recommend shifting your immediate priorities regarding employee feedback, we caution against completely abandoning your

2020 engagement survey strategy. As your business adapts to the remote working model, it will be important to understand the traditional

measures of performance for your business and measurement.

A key factor in your performance is your employee’s level of engagement. Analyzing predictors of whether or not your employees will

remain engaged can make the difference between maintaining high levels of performance and falling off a cliff.

Like so many things in business, the correct measures are really specific to what’s important to your company (at Workify, we look at six

key engagement indicators). What is most important is that you do not lose sight of measuring engagement overall. How you do this will

probably change (for example, using engagement baselines versus pulse surveys) but we strongly encourage you to stay committed to

your engagement strategy for the year.

For ideas regarding how to pivot your engagement feedback and survey strategy, you can visit our blog for useful resources (like our

guide for taking action on employee feedback). On a similar note, we would be happy to set up time to walk through best practices and

potential solutions we may be able to offer your organization.

Set up a free employee feedback strategy session.

We really appreciate your time and I hope you find this information useful.

Best,

Stephen 

CEO, Workify

P.S. Don’t miss out on your last chance to try Workify Conversations for free for 30 days - the offer ends April 15.

Workify, 10415 Morado Circle, Building 3, Suite 300, Austin, TX 78759

© 2020 Copyright   

Contact   Privacy Policy

This email was sent to rconiglio@portofsandiego.org. If you no longer wish to receive these emails you may unsubscribe at any time.



From: City of Chula Vista <business@chulavistaca.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2020 6:38 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: COVID-19 Business Assistance� 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

City of Chula Vista Economic Development Department
April 8, 2020

COVID-19 Business Resources

The City of Chula Vista recognizes the difficulties businesses are experiencing amid the current COVID-19 pandemic. We are very
aware of and saddened by the impacts the State's 'stay at home' order will cause you, your business, your employees and those

you provide services to. The City's Economic Development Department is available now and in the future to support you during the
COVID-19 pandemic and as we begin the recovery process.

We have identified important information and resources available to businesses/employers to aid your financial recovery,

such as low-interest loans. This information is available on our website (www.chulavistaca.gov/businesses). As we begin
to recover from the impacts of COVID-19, we will continue to be a resource to you to help you navigate your business' journey, no

matter what stage you find yourself in.

Visit our Website

Social Distancing Protocol Template Available for Essential Businesses

New Requirement for Essential Operating Businesses

Effective 12:00 a.m. on April 7, 2020 essential operating businesses must now complete this fillable Social

Distancing Protocol Template and post it in each facility open to the public.

Attached is Addendum 1 to the Order of the Health Officer, effective April 3, 2020 effective as of 12:00 a.m. on Friday, April
3, 2020. Addendum 1 adds the following requirements to the existing Order of the Health Officer:

All businesses that remain in operation in accordance with the Order and that allow members of the public to enter a
facility must prepare and post a “Social Distancing and Sanitation Protocol” on the form attached to the Order for
each of their facilities open to the public in the county.
The Social Distancing and Sanitation Protocol must be posted at or near the entrance of the relevant facility, and
shall be easily viewable by the public and employees.
A copy of the Social Distancing and Sanitation Protocol must also be provided to each employee performing work at
the facility.
All businesses shall implement the Social Distancing and Sanitation Protocol and provide evidence of its
implementation to any authority enforcing this Order upon demand.
The Social Distancing and Sanitation Protocol must ensure all required measures are implemented and must identify
and require measures necessary to implement social distancing and sanitation at that facility.
If the measures identified and implemented are not effective in maintaining proper social distancing and sanitation,
additional measures shall be identified and implemented or the facility shall be closed.
A fillable Social Distancing Protocol template can be found here and utilized to fulfill this requirement.

Protect Yourself and Employees With Cloth Face Coverings

Employees working in an essential business establishment that serves food also must wear cloth face coverings while
working. Cloth face coverings are also now recommended for the general public to wear when outside the home
conducting essential activities.

Effective 12:00 a.m. on Saturday, April 4, 2020:
All employees who may have contact with the public in any grocery store, pharmacy/drug store, convenience store, gas station, restaurant or other business
establishment that serves food shall wear a cloth face covering as described in the California Department of Public Health Face Covering Guidance. 



Only Essential Businesses May Be

Operational

To stop the spread of COVID-19 across workplaces
and communities, all Californians must stay home
except for essential needs such as trips to the grocery
store. This means that only Critical Infrastructure
Businesses can be operational during this time. To view
the State's list describing the Essential Critical
Infrastructure Workforce, click here. Additional
information, including a copy of Governor Newsom's
Executive Order, is available on the State's COVID-19
Response Webpage.

Please be advised that the City of Chula Vista has

moved from an educational phase to an

enforcement phase effective immediately against

operational businesses that are not essential.

Businesses operating illegally can be reported by

calling 2-1-1 or through the ACT Chula Vista app.

This temporary sacrifice is to protect your health

and safety.

The Small Business Owner's Guide to the CARES Act

On March 27, 2020, President Trump signed the Coronavirus Aid Relief and Economic Security (CARES) Act into law.
This 2 trillion dollar stimulus bill is the largest emergency spending measure in U.S. history. The Senate Committee on
Small Business and Entrepreneurship has condensed the nearly 900 page document into an easy-to-read brief guide for
businesses to understand what funding and resources are available to them. Click here to find out how the CARES Act can
help your business during this unprecedented time.

Small Business Owner's Guide to the CARES Act

Free Parking for Food Pick-Up

In an effort to support Chula Vista businesses, parking
meters on Third Avenue and timed parking zones in
business districts throughout the City will not be enforced
from now through the end of April.

This free parking will allow you plenty of time to pick up
your favorite foods and beverages from our local
businesses.



Calling all Chula Vista Restaurants!

The California Restaurant Association is working to support the local restaurant community by compiling a list of all
restaurants who are offering pick-up, delivery and drive-thru services at this time. Receive free promotion and sign-up your
restaurant on the California Restaurant Association's website.

The South County Economic Development Council is offering one-time, zero interest loans up to $5,000 to South Bay
restaurants to assist in staying open and continuing to serve food. Additional information and the one-page application is
available here. Apply today!

The Economic Development Team is Here to Help

City Hall is currently closed in compliance with Governor Newsom's 'stay at home' order and to protect the health of the
community and City staff, but the City's Economic Development Department is working remotely and is available to help
support your business during this difficult time. Feel free to reach out to us with questions and we will help you the best we
can.

Eric Crockett

Director of Economic Development
ecrockett@chulavistaca.gov

Kevin Pointer

Senior Economic Development
Specialist

kpointer@chulavistaca.gov

Miranda Evans

Economic Development Specialist
mevans@chulavistaca.gov

Stay Connected for New Resources

Sign up for City eNotifications for

Businesses

Stay connected to the City for resources and news
specifically for our business community by signing up for
eNotifications.

Signing up is quick and simple. Follow the steps below:

1. Go to www.chulavistaca.gov and click on
eNotification on the top tool bar.

2. Fill out contact information.
3. Select the 'businesses' list and any other topics you

may be interested in.
4. Click subscribe.

✔ You're now in the know!



City of Chula Vista Economic Development

276 Fourth Avenue

Chula Vista, CA 91910

Unsubscribe rconigli@portofsandiego.org

Update Profile | About Constant Contact

Sent by business@chulavistaca.gov
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Try email marketing for free today!
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Read Online

Global Business Travel

Becomes the Latest

Casualty of the Coronavirus

Pandemic

Business travel has become the latest

casualty of the coronavirus pandemic by

coming to a halt across the globe,

according to the latest research

conducted by the Global Business Travel

Association (GBTA). This is the fifth poll

that GBTA is releasing and the numbers

are dire. Read More

Market Report U.S.

U.S. Hotel Industry Reports

21.6 Percent Occupancy for

Week Ending April 4th -

2020

Reflecting the continued impact of the

COVID-19 pandemic, the U.S. hotel

industry reported significant year-over-

year declines in the three key

performance metrics during the week of

29 March through 4 April 2020, according

to data from STR. Read more

Hospitality Financial Leadership

Hospitality Financial

Leadership - Shift Your

Thinking - By David Lund

We all have predisposed ways that we

look at our world and the things, people

and circumstances inside of it. It’s what

makes us human and we either have an

open mind or one that’s closed. Another

way to express this is we either have a

fixed mindset or a growth mindset. Read

more

From: Hotel News Resource <support@nevistas.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 4:39 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Daily Hotel Industry News 2020-04-09 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



Market Report London

London Hotel Industry

Shows Significant Year-

over-year Declines

London hotel occupancy fell 57.8% to

34.5% in March, according to preliminary

STR data. ADR decreased 10.4% to

£124.15 ($153.70) and RevPAR declined

62.1% to £42.88 ($53.09). Read more

Canadian Commercial Real Estate

Market Outlook

CBRE's Canadian Market

Outlook: Virtual Series

Commercial Real Estate

Update

CBRE's Canadian Market Outlook: Virtual

Series Commercial Real Estate Update -

April 14, 2020 1:00 pm - 1:45 pm

ET Read more

OTAs Under Fire

Coronavirus: Under Fire

OTAs Defend ‘Force

Majeure’ Cancellation

Policy Changes -

Travolution

Leading OTAs have defended new refund

policies after criticism from hoteliers and

hospitality providers about changes in

terms and conditions due to the COVID-

19 crisis. Read more

The Simple Joys

Revisiting Life and Its

Simple Joys in These

Trouble Times: A Peek

Inside Hotelier Mike

Gallagher’s Door

The industry is going through unusual

times filled with anxiety and unforeseen

difficulties. But it is also true that we are

witnessing the best of human nature who

are rising to the challenge in their own

special ways. This is the story of our

partners from Rotorua – New

Zealand. Read more



HFTP Hangouts

HFTP to Host Series of

Hangouts to Bring

Hospitality Professionals

Together Online

All HFTP members, stakeholders and

hospitality professionals are invited to

attend. These collaborative, online

sessions will begin on Tuesday, April 7

and will take place every Tuesday,

Wednesday and Thursday at 2:00 p.m.

CT for the remainder of the month. Read

more

#TravelTomorrow

Stay Home Today -

#TravelTomorrow

The hashtag #TravelTomorrow

encapsulates this message of solidarity

and hope, through whichthe World

Tourism Organization (UNWTO) calls for

shared responsibility among travellers

and the tourism sector around the world

to deal with the COVID-19 coronavirus

pandemic. Read more

Future Of Travel

Where Do We Go From

Here? Surprising

Predictions From 12 Travel

Experts - Forbes

When this pandemic passes, where will

the travel industry be? Where will we

want to go? Or will we want to, in the

same ways we have before? Who

knows? Read more

Airbnb Equity Raise

Airbnb Turns to Private

Equity to Raise $1 Billion -

TechCrunch

Airbnb said Monday that it has raised $1

billion in debt and equity from private

equity firms Silver Lake and Sixth Street

Partners, even as the online rental

marketplace has seen its business

plummet due to the COVID-19

pandemic. Read more



In Brief...

The Fight Against COVID-19 
Accor Shelters Australia in Fight
Against COVID-19
Covid-19 Pandemic Response 
Four Seasons Hotel New York
Welcomes Frontline Healthcare
Heroes Amid Covid-19 Pandemic
COVID-19 Consumer Behavior 
New SMG Research Highlights How
COVID-19 Is Impacting Consumer
Behavior in the Restaurant Industry
Hotel Transaction Colorado 
Lodging Partners Announces Sale of
Residence Inn Durango

Our Websites 
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GLOBAL: ABB presses ahead

with development of megawatt-

scale fuel cell systems

ABB has signed a Memorandum of

Understanding with Hydrogène de France to

jointly produce megawatt-scale fuel cell

systems capable of powering ocean-going

vessels.

READ MORE...
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EUROPE: Capacity call launched

at Fos Cavaou LNG Terminal

Fosmax LNG, a subsidiary of French LNG

terminal operator Elengy, has begun a call

for capacity subscriptions at the Fos Cavaou

LNG terminal.

READ MORE...

 

GLOBAL: ClassNK issues alert

over sea water leakage at

scrubber discharge water lines

The class society says it has received

several reports about sea water leakage and

corrosion which have been detected around

welds between the distance piece and the

flange at scrubber discharge water lines.

READ MORE...

 



GLOBAL: P&I Clubs launch online

coronavirus tracker

The International Group of P&I Clubs have

launched an online coronavirus tracker,

sharing information on country and port

specific advice around the world and

detailing the measures being put in place in

response to the pandemic.

READ MORE...

 

EUROPE: Holland Shipyards lays

keel for SFK’s second electric

ferry

Holland Shipyards has reported that, while

still working on the construction of Schlepp-

und Fährgesellschaft Kiel’s first fully electric

ferry, it also laid the keel for a second vessel

earlier this month.

READ MORE...

 

ASIA PACIFIC: Refining NZ scales

back refinery output

In response to the impact on demand for

transport fuels due to the coronavirus

outbreak, Refining NZ says it is cutting back

production at its Marsden Point refinery.

READ MORE...

 



Get noticed with Bunkerspot

In today’s competitive maritime environment,

advertising via Bunkerspot will enable you to

deliver your company message directly to

your target market in a highly cost-effective

and dynamic way.

For subscription and advertising options,

contact: 

Steve Simpson 

Advertising Sales Manager

Tel: +44 1295 814455 x 203

Email: steve@petrospot.com  

To find out more or to subscribe  

Read More...

Bunkerspot Magazine

View Media Kit here

Keep in touch with breaking news on the

marine fuels sector, by signing up

to Bunkerspot's RSS news feed. Find out

more here

News

Magazine

Bunker Price Index

 
books

Save 25% when you purchase any

Petrospot book pack

Petrospot publishes some of the most

influential text books on marine fuels,

shipping and marine surveying and is the go-

to source for comprehensive yet easy to

read books, appealing to both newcomers

and experts alike.

All books are available to buy individually or

purchase a Technical Pack, Basic Bunker

Pack, Advanced Bunker Pack or Marine

Surveying Pack and SAVE 25%.

BROWSE ALL PETROSPOT BOOKS

 

 



Bunkerspot is published by Petrospot Limited.

For more information on Petrospot Limited visit

www.petrospot.com or call +44 1295 814455.

© Petrospot Limited 2020 (Company No. 4768142).
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Thanks for following the Edge Computing Association news and events. If at anytime you decide you do not want to receive these email

notification please unsubscribe.

View this email in your browser

Your Information Hub on Edge Computing

News from the edge

The Edge Computing Association continues to cover the COVID-19 Pandemic's impact on technology and

the edge computing industry. We hope to bring you pertinent, informative information but also some

positive stories to get you through your work day.

Poll reveals most businesses woefully unprepared for any type of crisis

5W Public Relations today released statistics based on the crisis communications preparedness and

responses for businesses amidst the COVID-19 pandemic. The poll was run during the firm's COVID-19

Communications Webinar on Friday, April 3rd and was answered by 116 participants ... Read More

Intel commits US$50 million with pandemic response initiative to combat COVID-19
Intel Corp. today said it is pledging an additional US$50 million towards a pandemic response

technology initiative to combat the coronavirus through accelerating access to technology at the point

of patient care, speeding scientific research and ensuring access to online learning for students ...

Read More

AI developer Plataine signs on with the U.K. National Composites Centre
Plataine, the Tel Aviv-based developer of Industrial IoT (IIoT) and AI-based software for advanced

manufacturing optimization, has joined the membership network of The National Composites Centre

(NCC), the U.K. research centre that provides access to cutting-edge technologies to drive innovation

... Read More

Sponsored content

From: The Edge Computing Association Team <info@edgecomputingassociation.com> 
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To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Latest News from the Edge 
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Upcoming on-demand ECA Podinar.

Bringing zero-trust data access and collaboration for your much larger remote workforce without a

VPN or added infrastructure is the new imperative for enterprises

With the arrival of pandemic contingency planning, the massive escalation of remote working the priority

now is how best to manage these changes without endangering corporate security. We will review some

real-world examples and provide technical depth on how to get it right.  Finally, we will review FileFlex, an

edge-based hybrid point-to-point system for remote data access and sharing that has been zero-trust

architected from the ground up.

ECA Members will be the first to access this Podinar (an on-demand Webinar)

Make sure to pre-register today

Copyright © 2020 Edge Computing Association. All rights reserved. 

No longer want to receive these emails? Feel free to unsubscribe from this list.

Register Now



From: Alicia Wedd <alicia.wedd@marketline.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 9:39 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: COVID-19 - Impact of global supply chains and beyond. 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Identify the impact Coronavirus is having upon complex global supply chains

Image

Coronavirus outbreak: Impact on complex global

supply chains and beyond
 

As coronavirus continues to spread globally, it is becoming clear that the

economic backlash of the outbreak will be colossal. The world economy is

more globalized than ever and as a result the spread of the virus and the

measures taken to contain it have become highly disruptive to fragile global

supply chains.
 

 

Single User License: $995
Report format: Electronic PDF

 

Request Preview

More Information



While the devastating toll of the ongoing outbreak on human lives is clear,
it is now becoming apparent that the economic fallout will also be
significant. China, often referred to as the ‘workshop of the world’, is a
manufacturing giant, as a result the disruption caused by factory closures
and export restrictions has had a knock-on effect in multiple markets
globally. The automotive, electrical and pharmaceutical industries have been
amongst the worst hit, due to their highly complex, globally integrated
supply chains. 

While the impact of disruptions is already being felt, the true

devastation caused by the fragility of these supply chains is yet to be

seen. >>

This case study covers:

How economic globalization underpins the impending disruptions

How Coronavirus will have a substantial impact on fragile global supply

chains

How the global transportation industry is also facing major disruptions

Lessons that can be learnt to improve global supply chains in the future

If you'd like more information about a report in the series, contact us

by email or click below:

 

Ask A Question

Find Out More

MarketLine offers a variety of reports ranging from country to industry profiles to help analyze the market. It
includes market size and segmentation data, textual and graphical analysis of market growth trends and leading
companies. Click here to see our report library.

Image

Alicia Wedd

Digital Marketing Executive

+44 (0) 161 359 5817

reportstore@marketline.com

 

You have received this email because you are either a MarketLine client or you have previously shown interest in
our reports, events, webinars, newsletters, industry thought leadership pieces or Intelligence Centers. You can

update your communication preferences anytime to make sure you receive the right information for you. Click here
to update your preferences.

If you would no longer like to receive emails off MarketLine click here.

Privacy Policy Terms & Conditions

© copyright MarketLine, a trading name of Progressive Digital Media Ltd. All rights reserved. Registered Office
John Carpenter House, John Carpenter Street , London EC4Y 0AN. Registered in England and Wales Number

1813905.



From: Apple News <newsdigest@insideapple.apple.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 10:13 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Health officials lower projections, tips for cleaning your home, and more from Apple News 
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Try Apple News+ for Free
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From: Alexandra Jopp <jopp@aiis-admin.org> 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 10:48 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.
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The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act

The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act  – the $2.2 trillion package that was signed into law on

March 28 – provides multiple programs aimed at assisting businesses, especially small businesses, during this year’s pandemic-

related shutdowns.

The largest of these is the Paycheck Protection Program, which provides $349 billion in forgivable loans of as much as $10 million

each to help small businesses (those with no more than 500 employees) cover payroll and benefit costs, as well as certain overhead

expenses, for up to eight weeks. Applicants can submit the Borrower Application Form to any participating bank or other lender. As

part of the process, applicants must certify, among other things, that, “Current economic uncertainty makes the loan necessary to

support your ongoing operations.”

As long as a loan recipient uses the money for the prescribed purposes, does not reduce the number of full-time employees, and does

not decrease salaries by more than 25 percent for employees who make less than $100,000, the loan is eligible to be forgiven. (It is

anticipated that no more than 25 percent of the forgiven amount may be for non-payroll costs.)

The program began accepting applications on April 3 and it is scheduled to run through June 30. All of the appropriated funds are

expected to be exhausted by, if not before, that date, and the Trump administration has already asked Congress to provide an

additional $250 billion for the program. Lawmakers seem receptive to the proposal, with Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell

(R-KY) saying, “It is quickly becoming clear that Congress will need to provide more funding or this crucial program may run dry.

That cannot happen. … Congress needs to act with speed and total focus to provide more money for this uncontroversial bipartisan

program.”

Small businesses may also apply for an Economic Injury Disaster Loan through the Small Business Administration (SBA). This is an

existing program, but the CARES Act provides for applicants to receive a near-immediate advance of as much as $10,000 from the

SBA that “does not need to be repaid under any circumstance,” even if the loan application is not approved.

For small businesses with existing 7(a) loans, 504 loans, and microloans, the SBA will automatically pay the principal, interest and

fees for six months. The SBA will also cover these costs for those types of loans that are issued prior to Sept. 27, 2020.

The legislation also created the Employee Retention Credit (FAQ). The refundable tax credit of as much as $5,000 per employee can

be claimed – this year only – by firms that meet at least one of two conditions:

• The business is fully or partially suspended by government order because of COVID-19.

• Gross receipts are below 50 percent of the comparable quarter in 2019.

Firms that receive a loan through the Paycheck Protection Program are not allowed to claim the tax credit.

The credit is not limited to small businesses. Companies with more than 100 employees may only receive the credit for wages paid

to employees who are “not providing services” because of the pandemic. Companies with 100 or fewer employees, though, may

claim the credit even for employees who are not idled.

Reporting is done on a quarterly basis, and the IRS notes that, “In anticipation of receiving the credits, Eligible Employers can fund

qualified wages by accessing federal employment taxes, including withheld taxes, that are required to be deposited with the IRS or

by requesting an advance of the credit from the IRS.”
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Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 11:01 AM EDT 
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Airbus, Bolloré Logistics, WFS help

protect Covid-19 health workers in

France, Spain

Worldwide Flight Services (WFS) has worked
alongside Airbus and Bolloré Logistics to
expedite the distribution of two million face
masks to health workers in... [+]

 

APM Terminals Expansion Complete

Alabama’s seaport modernization program
continues to complete important milestones to meet
shipper demand and accommodate larger vessels.
The Alabama Port Authority completed its 400-foot
container dock extension at the ... [+]

 

  

Air Cargo Decline[+]
CEVA Logistics is mobilized to help fight
COVID-19[+]
Drewry Recent Financial Report[+]
Deutsche Post DHL Group[+]
Emirates SkyCargo Calibrates Cargo
Operations[+]
Port of Halifax Cargo Operations Remain
Fluid[+]
AAFA Welcomes Stimulus Package; Calls
on Administration to end Tariffs[+]

 

 

                          
 

Click here for details     



FBJ-NA boasts the most
informative and authoritative
source of information with
unrivalled in depth knowledge
of the rapidly changing freight
business environment. 
To receive your free regular
copy click here

To view our latest issue click here

Our next issue will include features on

AK/HI, Air Cargo Networks, Impact of E-Commerce, Project

Cargo, Latin America and European Ports.

 If you would like to receive this and other issues please register here.

For more information or if you would like to contribute contact +1 610-486-6525 or email

click here to unsubscribe

Click here to unsubscribe



Maritime Professional Update

From: Maritime Logistics Professional <update@maritimeprofessional.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 11:06 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Adm. James Steele Gracey, 17th USCG Commandant, Passes Away 
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Coronavirus Disrupts Supply of Ships and Demand -BIMCOCOVID-19: Your LMS Can Help You Now More Than EverShipping Industry Urges Free Movement of Crews to Keep Trade Moving

ADM. JAMES STEELE GRACEY, 17TH
USCG COMMANDANT, PASSES AWAY

Admiral James Steele
Gracey, USCG (retired),

17th Commandant of the Coast Guard,
passed away on Sunday, April 5, 2020, in
Falls Church, Va., at the age of 92.Born
in Newton, Mass. in 1927, Adm.

CORONAVIRUS DISRUPTS SUPPLY OF
SHIPS AND DEMAND -BIMCO

The coronavirus
outbreak has affected all

aspects of the shipping industry,
lowering, if not wiping out, demand
growth prospects for the year across all
segments. The outbreak has also
affected fleet development, says shipping
association BIMCO.

COVID-19: YOUR LMS CAN HELP YOU
NOW MORE THAN EVER

It is clear that we are
living in unprecedented

times. Equally clear is that we will get
through this pandemic, but that it is going
to take some strength, stamina and
especially some innovation to come
through as unscathed as possible.

Employers – Post Job

FEATURED JOBS

Pumpman
Military Sealift Command

Electronics Technician
Military Sealift Command - Norfolk, VA, USA

Assistant Cook
Military Sealift Command - Norfolk, VA, USA

Any Entry Level
Military Sealift Command

Assistant Cook
Military Sealift Command

Search Jobs

Post your Resume

NEWS

BUY A STATUE FOR $4B? AS COVID-19 RISES, SO TOO DO
CYBER SCAMS

COVID-19 IMPACTS ON DEMURRAGE AND DETENTION

FACTORY SHIP TO PRODUCE SANITIZER TO FIGHT
CORONAVIRUS

US SAYS NO REQUESTS YET TO WAIVE JONES ACT TO HELP
OIL COMPANIES

NEW CAMPAIGN AIMS TO RAISE EMERGENCY FUNDS FOR
SEAFARERS

DIEGO APONTE: MSC CEO OFFERS INSIGHT ON COVID-19
IMPACT

LOS ANGELES CARGO VOLUMES DOWN 30.9%

DEHOUCK JOINS GTT AS DEPUTY CEO

TOTAL CHARTERS LNG DUAL-FUEL VLCCS

MAERSK LEVERAGES DIGITIAL TECH TO KEEP CARGO
MOVING

COVID-19 CUTS A SWATH THROUGH CONTAINERSHIP
CHARTER EARNINGS -MSI

NORSTART HIRES GRÜNITZ AS MANAGING DIRECTOR

FEATURED EMPLOYERS



SHIPPING INDUSTRY URGES FREE
MOVEMENT OF CREWS TO KEEP
TRADE MOVING

Ships must be allowed
to change over

overworked and exhausted crews to help
to keep trade flowing as coronavirus
lockdowns shut many transit points
across the globe, shipping industry
officials said on Tuesday.

BUY A STATUE FOR $4B? AS COVID-19
RISES, SO TOO DO CYBER SCAMS

Police in India lodged a
case this week against

an unknown online fraudster who tried
selling the world's largest statue for $4
billion, claiming the proceeds would be
used to help the Gujarat state
government fund its fight against the
coronavirus.

COVID-19 IMPACTS ON DEMURRAGE
AND DETENTION

What might not be so
obvious in this COVID-

19 environment, which we have grown to
associate with shortages, is that
counterintuitively there are issues
beginning to appear dealing with the
opposite situation.

FACTORY SHIP TO PRODUCE
SANITIZER TO FIGHT CORONAVIRUS

Owners of a factory ship
moored off southern

France which normally turns seawater
into bottled mineral water have converted
it to make sanitizing solution in the fight
against the coronavirus.

MILITARY SEALIFT COMMAND

Maritime Professional App
Get instant updates on shipbuilding, contracts, technology,
legal issues, and business innovations - organized for mobile
users.
Download Android , iPhone(iPad) or Windows Phone app

 



US SAYS NO REQUESTS YET TO WAIVE
JONES ACT TO HELP OIL COMPANIES

The U.S. government
said on Monday it has

not yet received requests to waive a 100-
year-old law on shipping goods between
domestic ports, despite some interested
parties who say temporarily lifting the
regulation would help energy companies
hurt by

NEW CAMPAIGN AIMS TO RAISE
EMERGENCY FUNDS FOR SEAFARERS

A new crowdfunding
campaign aims to raise

funds for developing world seafarers and
their families that have been severely
impacted by the coronavirus
pandemic.The world's seafarers,
especially those from poorer countries

DIEGO APONTE: MSC CEO OFFERS
INSIGHT ON COVID-19 IMPACT

In an open letter posted
on the MSC website,

MSC Group President & CEO Diego
Aponte offered public comment and
perspective on the COVID-19 situation
for MSC's cargo business. “The spread of
COVID-19 has created a public health
issue unprecedented
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Thanks for following the Edge Computing Association news and events. If at anytime you decide you do not want to receive these email

notification please unsubscribe.
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Your Information Hub on Edge Computing

News from the edge

The Edge Computing Association continues to cover the COVID-19 Pandemic's impact on technology and

the edge computing industry. We hope to bring you pertinent, informative information but also some

positive stories to get you through your work day.

Poll reveals most businesses woefully unprepared for any type of crisis

5W Public Relations today released statistics based on the crisis communications preparedness and

responses for businesses amidst the COVID-19 pandemic. The poll was run during the firm's COVID-19

Communications Webinar on Friday, April 3rd and was answered by 116 participants ... Read More

Intel commits US$50 million with pandemic response initiative to combat COVID-19
Intel Corp. today said it is pledging an additional US$50 million towards a pandemic response

technology initiative to combat the coronavirus through accelerating access to technology at the point

of patient care, speeding scientific research and ensuring access to online learning for students ...

Read More

AI developer Plataine signs on with the U.K. National Composites Centre
Plataine, the Tel Aviv-based developer of Industrial IoT (IIoT) and AI-based software for advanced

manufacturing optimization, has joined the membership network of The National Composites Centre

(NCC), the U.K. research centre that provides access to cutting-edge technologies to drive innovation

... Read More
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Upcoming on-demand ECA Podinar.

Bringing zero-trust data access and collaboration for your much larger remote workforce without a

VPN or added infrastructure is the new imperative for enterprises

With the arrival of pandemic contingency planning, the massive escalation of remote working the priority

now is how best to manage these changes without endangering corporate security. We will review some

real-world examples and provide technical depth on how to get it right.  Finally, we will review FileFlex, an

edge-based hybrid point-to-point system for remote data access and sharing that has been zero-trust

architected from the ground up.

ECA Members will be the first to access this Podinar (an on-demand Webinar)

Make sure to pre-register today

Copyright © 2020 Edge Computing Association. All rights reserved. 

No longer want to receive these emails? Feel free to unsubscribe from this list.

Register Now



           Keeping our Community of Business™ Together  

Support your local community of business - $49 for the year CLICK HERE 

Subscribe today to the San Diego Business Journal!

 our staff is committed to cover information on how we can help your business during these challenging times.

To show our support for new subscribers we are offering a special rate of $49 for one year –significant savings -Sign up now and

you'll get the weekly print edition plus instant digital access to this important business news and information.

You will also receive the print and digital copies of the annual Book of Lists and SD 500 edition, and digital copies of our Coronavirus

Business Resource Guides.

Through everything, it’s important that we remain united and that you know we are here with you, and are committed to continuing to

serve you, our Community of Business™.

 

Copyright © 2020 San Diego Business Journal, All rights reserved. 

Our mailing address is: 

4909 Murphy Canyon Road, Suite 200

San Diego, CA 92123

Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.

From: San Diego Business Journal <sbarry@sdbj.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 12:44 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Subscribe today for $49 and Stay informed with the San Diego Business Journal! 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



JLL

From: JLL <covid19resources@am.jll.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 2:31 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: JLL COVID-19 Webinar: Preparing for re-entry and reimagining the workplace 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Trouble reading this e-mail? View as a web page

COVID-19: Operational Resilience Webinar Series

Preparing for re-entry and reimagining the workplace

April 16, 2020

11am-12pm CDT
 

Register now for the next webinar in our series on Operational Resilience, COVID-19: Workplace Continuity, scheduled

for Thursday, April 16 at 11am CDT.

 

While social distancing is likely to be in effect for the foreseeable future, now’s the time for organizations to think about re-

entry into what will be a fundamentally different workplace model.

Join JLL Consulting’s Sundar Nagarajan and Peter Miscovich to learn why organizations should consider a new distributed

workforce ecosystem and reimagine the workplace of tomorrow to gain a competitive advantage in the post-COVID-19 world.

 

 
Although information contained herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable, neither JLL nor any of its clients makes any guarantees or representations, express or implied, as to the completeness or

accuracy of such information. Any projections, opinions, assumptions or estimates used are for example only. Neither JLL nor any of its clients accepts any liability for loss resulting from reliance on such

information. There may be material differences between projected results and actual results. Any property offered for sale or lease may be withdrawn without notice. If the recipient of this information has signed a

confidentiality agreement regarding this matter, this information is subject to the terms of that agreement. Copyright © 2020 Jones Lang LaSalle IP, Inc. All rights reserved.

This email was sent to rconigli@portofsandiego.org by Jones Lang LaSalle Americas, Inc.

200 E Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois, 60601, United States

View Privacy Policy Unsubscribe from ALL Emails Update Preferences



From: Finn Partners <updates@finnpartners.com> 

Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 2:39 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Finn Partners Travel, Marketing, and Research Insights 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know
the content is safe.

FINN Partners

 
FINN PARTNERS TRAVEL,
MARKETING, AND RESEARCH
INSIGHTS
PRACTICAL CONTENT FROM OUR GLOBAL TEAM OF EXPERTS

 

FINN Travel 

Finn Partners Travel and Lifestyle practice features experts from around the globe
representing destinations, airlines, hotels, cruise lines, travel service providers and
attractions worldwide. From all sectors, we are seeing the travel industry heavily
impacted by the COVID-19 Pandemic. Our teams have combined some of our best
thinking on trends and new directions to assist those in the industry in finding a
positive way forward. We hope you find these insights useful in your planning and
remember, #DontCancelPostpone #TravelTomorrow

TRAVEL BRANDS STRIVE TO FIND BALANCE BETWEEN
INSPIRATIONAL AND PROMOTIONAL
As travel restrictions from the Coronavirus have spread across the world, it’s evident
that tourism is currently one of the most affected sectors during this
pandemic...Read more

HOW TO ADAPT SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY FOR THE
COVID-19 CRISIS
As people across the globe are forced into self-isolation in a bid to prevent the
spread of Coronavirus, a new virtual world is evolving and people’s attitudes are
switching to a new focus at home...Read more

ARMCHAIR TOURISM

THE RISE OF ARMCHAIR TOURISM
It was Russian revolutionary leader Vladimir Lenin who once said: “There are
decades where nothing happens, and then there are weeks where decades
happen.” And there can be little doubt that these past few weeks...Read more

THE STATE OF SPORTS
With the Olympics postponed until July 2021, Wimbledon cancelled, the National
Basketball Association (NBA) and National Hockey League (NHL) seasons
suspended....Read more



TRAVEL BEYOND COVID-19: FIVE KEY TAKEAWAYS
FROM THE EXPERTS
The travel industry is actively working to understand the long-term impacts of
COVID-19. CatchOn, a FINN Partners company in Asia, took on this topic within a
webinar series where thought leaders assess how e...Read more

For more information on Finn Partners Travel Practice please contact: 

Debbie Flynn – Global Travel

Amy Skelding – UK/Europe

Virginia Sheridan – U.S.

Cathy Chon – Asia 

Terry Ferraro – Promotions and Partnerships

 

For more information on Finn Partners Research please contact: 

Barry Reicherter - Research, Planning, and Measurement

FINNPARTNERS.COM

Finn Partners, 301 East 57th Street, New York, NY

Unsubscribe Manage preferences
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From: Korn Ferry Institute <kfinstitute@kf.kornferry.com> 

Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 2:51 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: CEOs in the Crisis | Cutting Dividends | Hiring Despite COVID-19 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the

content is safe.

This-Week-in-Leadership.jpg

Lessons in leadership from this week's news, as reported by our team.

 

 

COVID-19: Inside the Corner Office

Many corporate CEOs are facing their toughest leadership challenge. Two Korn Ferry veterans on what they’re hearing—and seeing—

from the corner office.  

Read_more.gif

 

The Risk of Cutting Dividends

Pandemic-hit firms are cutting some of their $300 billion in global quarterly dividends. That has impact—seen and unseen. 

Read_more.gif

 

Who Do You Want to Be?

Korn Ferry CEO Gary Burnison says today’s trying times give people a chance to take new perspectives on work and life. Five thoughts

to consider. 

Read_more.gif

 

A New Sense of Purpose to Your Job

Healthcare employees are on the front lines, but workers in other fields are experiencing a higher self-value now too, says best-selling

author Daniel Goleman. 

Read_more.gif

 

Three Sectors (Still) Hiring

The job market is grim, but some pockets of strength remain. Our look at the opportunities.  

Read_more.gif



Not receiving our email regularly? 

Sign up here

This email was sent to you to market Korn Ferry services. Please click here to unsubscribe from our email announcements and promotional communications.

You may continue to receive transactional emails such as registration confirmations, product updates, and responses to your direct requests.

Korn Ferry | 1900 Avenue of the Stars, Suite 2600 | Los Angeles, CA 90067 U.S.A. © 2019 Korn Ferry. All rights reserved. Privacy Policy.





From: NAMEPA <m.dushay@namepa.net> 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 5:40 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Crisis or Change?? NAMEPA Chooses Change One Habit, Change the World 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Crisis or Change?? NAMEPA Chooses Change One Habit, Change the
World

Given the round the clock news coverage of the COVID-19 pandemic, and its growing impact on society, it
is easy to slip into a sense of helplessness and frustration. It is time to “move a muscle/change a
thought”!! Don’t let negativity overwhelm you! Go out and Change One Habit and you will Change the
World!! Every action counts to protect our planet, and YOU are an important element of that!

So get moving, and help us #SaveOurSeas!!!

Be well and safe,

The NAMEPA Change Team 

Unplug and Unwind!

Save electricity and help the environment at the same

time!

Learn More

Spring Activity!
Build an egg carton garden! A fun way to celebrate
the coming of the season with your family!

Learn More

     

North American Marine Environment Protection Association (NAMEPA)

21 Davis Hill Rd

Weston, CT 06883

Unsubscribe rconigli@portofsandiego.org

Update Profile | About Constant Contact

Sent by m.dushay@namepa.net

in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!



An update from the San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce

View this email in your browser

From: Jerry Sanders <jerry@sdchamber.org> 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 6:12 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Small Business + Education & Workforce Roundtable Open to All 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



Dear Randa,

It's been uplifting to hear that officials are starting to see early signs that our efforts to slow the spread of the coronavirus,

the staying at home and social distancing, are working. These efforts have brought our daily lives to a near halt, but it's

clear that level of change is necessary for us to bring the spread of this disease to a halt. We know that information is key

during this time and we remain as committed as ever to bringing you the relevant information and programming that will

help our business community through this unpredictable time.

Joint Small Business + Education & Workforce Roundtable - April 15 

In our effort to bring the most relevant information to our business community, we are opening next week's Small Business

and Education & Workforce Roundtable policy committee meeting to all. This month's meeting, taking place on April 15, will

cover federal, state, and local resources available to small businesses and nonprofits to help address the challenges of

COVID-19. Presenters include:

Congressmember Scott Peters

Neil Bradley, Chief Policy Officer of the US Chamber of Commerce, and

Danny Fitzgerald, Associate Regional Director of the San Diego and Imperial Small Business Development Center

For more details and to register, click here. 

Legislative Update 

Our Policy and IBA teams have compiled an update on action taken at the federal, state, and local levels to respond to the

coronavirus crisis. Read the latest. 

Leading in a New Reality: Boundaries & Schedules - April 15 

Thank you to all who joined our first "Leading in a New Reality" webinar yesterday. We've received excellent feedback on

the program and we are grateful to have the opportunity to fill this need for so many of you.

We look forward to bringing you the next in this series on Wednesday, April 15. This program will cover how we create a

schedule that works for our professional and personal responsibilities and needs. Register here. And if you missed this

week's program you can catch it on YouTube. 

COVID-19 Business Impact Survey Results 

Today, we have the second round of results from the survey we are conducting with San Diego Regional EDC and San

Diego and Imperial Small Business Development Center to assess COVID-19's effect on San Diego’s economy. 

The full results are available here, and the three main takeaways are:

1. Impacts are vast. 379 employers plan to eliminate 14,524 jobs; 68% of their combined workforce.

2. Small businesses are embracing remote work . More than 85% of firms with remote workers are small

businesses. Overall, 42% of employers surveyed are having employees work remotely.

3. Some firms are still hiring . More than 11% of firms are still planning to fill positions. Nearly 19% of those firms

still hiring are in the professional service industry.

For additional upcoming programs and information please see below. We also continue to update our coronavirus business

resource page with the latest information.

Best regards,

Jerry Sanders  

President & CEO

San Diego Regional

Chamber of Commerce



Get caught up on this week's COVID-19 related legislative news including:

Changes to hours of operation at land ports of entry

Unemployment guidance

Amendments to the County Public Health Order

UPCOMING VIRTUAL PROGRAMS

SMALL BUSINESS FUNDING OPTIONS 
April 10

Regional webinar covering resources available to small businesses, including state and federal programs,

PPP, EIDLs, alternative lending options.

Learn more >>

SMALL BIZ/EDUCATION & WORKFORCE ROUNDTABLE 
April 15

Congressmember Scott Peters, the U.S. Chamber, and San Diego SBDC will join to discuss assistance for small businesses.  

Learn more >>

 

LEADING IN A NEW REALITY 
April 15

The second in this weekly LEAD San Diego series will address boundaries & schedules and creating a

schedule that works professionally and personally.

Learn more >>

 

VIRTUAL SALES MEETING 
April 15

Steve Heroux with Victory Selling shares strategies to make working from home productive and to

improve your sales skill set in this new environment.

Learn more >>

 

Our Policy Committee and Business Alliance Group meetings are being held virtually, visit the events calendar for a full list of

meetings.  

 

Read More >>



TEMPORARY SERVICE REDUCTIONS

Starting Monday, April 13, MTS will start a modified weekday schedule, due to significant declines in

ridership as a result of the coronavirus. About 70% of routes will see a frequency and/or span of

service change, but no routes will be cut.

At this time, only essential trips should be taken on MTS buses and Trolleys (essential workers,

groceries, medical, etc.) More info here.

SMALL BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT

Out of the Ordinary Group Adventures  

Register to participate in The Great Stay at Home Super Challenge. The winning team in this healthy

lifestyle challenge will win a "Dream Day in SD" prize package worth over $1500. 

Fogo de Chao 

Open for To-Go, Delivery, Catering and fresh ready-to-cook at home meats with our Butcher Shop

offering. 10% of sales are donated to No Kid Hungry.

Southern California Rental Housing Association 

Providing free resources to property owners and managers to assist them in dealing with COVID-19 in

the form of FAQs, white papers, and rental forms.

Carnitas’ Snack Shack 

During the temporary closure, purchase gift cards and choose to donate the 30% back to our team

members, or you can receive 30% off! 

GYMGUYZ Coastal San Diego 

Free weekly online workout and mindset sessions.

See the full list of small business resources & offers here
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An update from the San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce
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From: Jerry Sanders <jerry@sdchamber.org> 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 6:12 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Small Business + Education & Workforce Roundtable Open to All 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



Dear Coniglio,

It's been uplifting to hear that officials are starting to see early signs that our efforts to slow the spread of the coronavirus,

the staying at home and social distancing, are working. These efforts have brought our daily lives to a near halt, but it's

clear that level of change is necessary for us to bring the spread of this disease to a halt. We know that information is key

during this time and we remain as committed as ever to bringing you the relevant information and programming that will

help our business community through this unpredictable time.

Joint Small Business + Education & Workforce Roundtable - April 15 

In our effort to bring the most relevant information to our business community, we are opening next week's Small Business

and Education & Workforce Roundtable policy committee meeting to all. This month's meeting, taking place on April 15, will

cover federal, state, and local resources available to small businesses and nonprofits to help address the challenges of

COVID-19. Presenters include:

Congressmember Scott Peters

Neil Bradley, Chief Policy Officer of the US Chamber of Commerce, and

Danny Fitzgerald, Associate Regional Director of the San Diego and Imperial Small Business Development Center

For more details and to register, click here. 

Legislative Update 

Our Policy and IBA teams have compiled an update on action taken at the federal, state, and local levels to respond to the

coronavirus crisis. Read the latest. 

Leading in a New Reality: Boundaries & Schedules - April 15 

Thank you to all who joined our first "Leading in a New Reality" webinar yesterday. We've received excellent feedback on

the program and we are grateful to have the opportunity to fill this need for so many of you.

We look forward to bringing you the next in this series on Wednesday, April 15. This program will cover how we create a

schedule that works for our professional and personal responsibilities and needs. Register here. And if you missed this

week's program you can catch it on YouTube. 

COVID-19 Business Impact Survey Results 

Today, we have the second round of results from the survey we are conducting with San Diego Regional EDC and San

Diego and Imperial Small Business Development Center to assess COVID-19's effect on San Diego’s economy. 

The full results are available here, and the three main takeaways are:

1. Impacts are vast. 379 employers plan to eliminate 14,524 jobs; 68% of their combined workforce.

2. Small businesses are embracing remote work . More than 85% of firms with remote workers are small

businesses. Overall, 42% of employers surveyed are having employees work remotely.

3. Some firms are still hiring . More than 11% of firms are still planning to fill positions. Nearly 19% of those firms

still hiring are in the professional service industry.

For additional upcoming programs and information please see below. We also continue to update our coronavirus business

resource page with the latest information.

Best regards,

Jerry Sanders  

President & CEO

San Diego Regional

Chamber of Commerce



Get caught up on this week's COVID-19 related legislative news including:

Changes to hours of operation at land ports of entry

Unemployment guidance

Amendments to the County Public Health Order

UPCOMING VIRTUAL PROGRAMS

SMALL BUSINESS FUNDING OPTIONS 
April 10

Regional webinar covering resources available to small businesses, including state and federal programs,

PPP, EIDLs, alternative lending options.

Learn more >>

SMALL BIZ/EDUCATION & WORKFORCE ROUNDTABLE 
April 15

Congressmember Scott Peters, the U.S. Chamber, and San Diego SBDC will join to discuss assistance for small businesses.  

Learn more >>

 

LEADING IN A NEW REALITY 
April 15

The second in this weekly LEAD San Diego series will address boundaries & schedules and creating a

schedule that works professionally and personally.

Learn more >>

 

VIRTUAL SALES MEETING 
April 15

Steve Heroux with Victory Selling shares strategies to make working from home productive and to

improve your sales skill set in this new environment.

Learn more >>

 

Our Policy Committee and Business Alliance Group meetings are being held virtually, visit the events calendar for a full list of

meetings.  

 

Read More >>



TEMPORARY SERVICE REDUCTIONS

Starting Monday, April 13, MTS will start a modified weekday schedule, due to significant declines in

ridership as a result of the coronavirus. About 70% of routes will see a frequency and/or span of

service change, but no routes will be cut.

At this time, only essential trips should be taken on MTS buses and Trolleys (essential workers,

groceries, medical, etc.) More info here.

SMALL BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT

Out of the Ordinary Group Adventures  

Register to participate in The Great Stay at Home Super Challenge. The winning team in this healthy

lifestyle challenge will win a "Dream Day in SD" prize package worth over $1500. 

Fogo de Chao 

Open for To-Go, Delivery, Catering and fresh ready-to-cook at home meats with our Butcher Shop

offering. 10% of sales are donated to No Kid Hungry.

Southern California Rental Housing Association 

Providing free resources to property owners and managers to assist them in dealing with COVID-19 in

the form of FAQs, white papers, and rental forms.

Carnitas’ Snack Shack 

During the temporary closure, purchase gift cards and choose to donate the 30% back to our team

members, or you can receive 30% off! 

GYMGUYZ Coastal San Diego 

Free weekly online workout and mindset sessions.

See the full list of small business resources & offers here
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Dear Randa,

It's been uplifting to hear that officials are starting to see early signs that our efforts to slow the spread of the coronavirus,

the staying at home and social distancing, are working. These efforts have brought our daily lives to a near halt, but it's

clear that level of change is necessary for us to bring the spread of this disease to a halt. We know that information is key

during this time and we remain as committed as ever to bringing you the relevant information and programming that will

help our business community through this unpredictable time.

Leading in a New Reality: Boundaries & Schedules - April 15 

Thank you to all who joined our first "Leading in a New Reality" webinar yesterday. We've received excellent feedback on

the program and we are grateful to have the opportunity to fill this need for so many of you.

We look forward to bringing you the next in this series on Wednesday, April 15. This program will cover how we create a

schedule that works for our professional and personal responsibilities and needs. Register here. And if you missed this

week's program you can catch it on YouTube. 

Joint Small Business + Education & Workforce Roundtable - April 15 

In our effort to bring the most relevant information to our business community, The Chamber is opening its Small Business

and Education & Workforce Roundtable policy committee meeting to all. This month's meeting, taking place on April 15, will

cover federal, state, and local resources available to small businesses and nonprofits to help address the challenges of

COVID-19. Presenters include:

Congressmember Scott Peters

Neil Bradley, Chief Policy Officer of the US Chamber of Commerce, and

Danny Fitzgerald, Associate Regional Director of the San Diego and Imperial Small Business Development Center

For more details and to register, click here. 

COVID-19 Business Impact Survey Results 

Today, we have the second round of results from the survey the Chamber is conducting with San Diego Regional EDC and

San Diego and Imperial Small Business Development Center to assess COVID-19's effect on San Diego’s economy. 

The full results are available here, and the three main takeaways are:

1. Impacts are vast. 379 employers plan to eliminate 14,524 jobs; 68% of their combined workforce.

2. Small businesses are embracing remote work . More than 85% of firms with remote workers are small

businesses. Overall, 42% of employers surveyed are having employees work remotely.

3. Some firms are still hiring . More than 11% of firms are still planning to fill positions. Nearly 19% of those firms

still hiring are in the professional service industry.

For additional upcoming programs and information, including this week's Legislative Update, please see below. We also

continue to update our coronavirus business resource page with the latest information.

Best regards,

Jerry Sanders  

President & CEO

LEAD San Diego

San Diego Regional

Chamber of Commerce



Get caught up on this week's COVID-19 related legislative news including:

Changes to hours of operation at land ports of entry

Unemployment guidance

Amendments to the County Public Health Order

UPCOMING VIRTUAL PROGRAMS

SMALL BUSINESS FUNDING OPTIONS 
April 10

Regional webinar covering resources available to small businesses, including state and federal programs,

PPP, EIDLs, alternative lending options.

Learn more >>

LEADING IN A NEW REALITY 
April 15

The second in this weekly LEAD San Diego series will address boundaries & schedules and creating a

schedule that works professionally and personally.

Learn more >>

 

SMALL BIZ/EDUCATION & WORKFORCE ROUNDTABLE 
April 15

Congressmember Scott Peters, the U.S. Chamber, and San Diego SBDC will join to discuss assistance for

small businesses.

Learn more >>

 

VIRTUAL SALES MEETING 
April 15

Steve Heroux with Victory Selling shares strategies to make working from home productive and to

improve your sales skill set in this new environment.

Learn more >>

 

Visit the Community Resources page for opportunities to contribute time, resources, or talent to

organizations throughout the region. 

Read More >>



TEMPORARY SERVICE REDUCTIONS

Starting Monday, April 13, MTS will start a modified weekday schedule, due to significant declines in

ridership as a result of the coronavirus. About 70% of routes will see a frequency and/or span of

service change, but no routes will be cut.

At this time, only essential trips should be taken on MTS buses and Trolleys (essential workers,

groceries, medical, etc.) More info here.

SMALL BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT

Out of the Ordinary Group Adventures  

Register to participate in The Great Stay at Home Super Challenge. The winning team will win a Dream

Day in SD prize package worth over $1500. 

Fogo de Chao 

Open for To-Go, Delivery, Catering and fresh ready-to-cook at home meats with our Butcher Shop

offering. 10% of sales are donated to No Kid Hungry.

Southern California Rental Housing Association 

Providing free resources to property owners and managers to assist them in dealing with COVID-19 in

the form of FAQs, white papers, and rental forms.

Carnitas’ Snack Shack 

During the temporary closure, purchase gift cards and choose to donate the 30% back to our team

members, or you can receive 30% off! 

GYMGUYZ Coastal San Diego 

Free weekly online workout and mindset sessions.

 

See the full list of small business resources & offers here
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From: San Diego Regional EDC <communications@sandiegobusiness.org> 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 7:00 PM EDT 
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Subject: EDC's Q1 in review: Advancing SD, inclusive growth, & more 
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Q1 2020
QUARTERLY HIGHLIGHTS

Over the past month, our world has changed drastically as we prioritize the health and safety of our staff and community. We are immensely grateful for

our incredible community: the world-class healthcare workers, the life sciences companies working on vaccines and test kits, the manufacturing

companies that have pivoted to make supplies, and everyone staying home to #flattenthecurve.

EDC’s team has quickly pivoted its work to rally around three priorities: 1) respond to the immediate needs of businesses, 2) assess & communicate

the economic impact, and 3) ensure the continuity of EDC programs & services.

Most of the work below occurred prior to the widespread COVID-19 outbreak. We still wanted to take a moment to celebrate all we accomplished – with

and through you all – as we kicked off the new decade. Our work will look very different over the next few months, but we are committed to helping San

Diego see this through and emerge as a stronger region on the other side.

-Team EDC

P.S. You can find our coronavirus resource page here. If we can help you or your company in any way, please fill out this form. 

 

With and through our investors, EDC works to maximize San Diego’s economic

competitiveness.

Learn how in our Q1 report:



Storytelling

EDC connects stakeholders with regional news & resources through San Diego: Life. Changing. & Innovate78.

As COVID-19 unfolded, EDC leveraged its brands to communicate the economic impact, share resources, and promote positive stories about how San

Diego is stepping up.  

EDC

Launched a weekly column in San Diego Business Journal responding to COVID-19 issues.

Promoted regional companies' efforts to combat COVID-19.

San Diego: Life. Changing.:

Relaunched the 'Just Say No to Winter' campaign in partnership with the San Diego Tourism Authority, garnering 

nearly 1 million earned media impressions.

Featured 10 #TakeoverTuesday's, including Hobie Cat & BD.

Innovate78:

Hosted 20 entrepreneurs for North County Innovator's Dinner.

Promoted North County companies' efforts to combat COVID-19.

Regional Support

EDC convenes resources and stakeholder groups to help talent and a diverse array of companies thrive in the San Diego mega-region.

As the COVID-19 crisis unfolded, EDC connected more than 350 local companies with resources to navigate COVID-19 related challenges.

 

In Q1, EDC supported the following company initiatives:

Created COVID-19 resources for regional & North County businesses.

Selected Advancing San Diego's first round of educational Preferred Providers, and launched recruitment for the first cohort of software

engineering interns.

Hosted a webinar about developing remote internship programs.

Hosted Future of Growth Forum 2020 with panelists from Brookings Network for Economic Inclusion.

Enabled medical specimen delivery by drone through the IPP.

 

920K SOCIAL MEDIA IMPRESSIONS

2,340 JOBS IMPACTED, YTD



World Trade Center
San Diego

As part of EDC, World Trade Center San Diego works to cultivate a pipeline of export-ready firms, maximize FDI opportunities, and grow the region's

global connectivity.

As the rhetoric and realities around global engagement shift, WTCSD is pivoting to help San Diego companies address global impacts.

WTC connected local businesses and industry leaders to foreign markets. Here's how:

Helped the Port of San Diego secure new business.

Hosted 15 delegates from Ireland to showcase regional cybersecurity efforts.

Closed MetroConnect V applications & selected the newest cohort (details coming soon).

 

Research

Understanding our economy begins with strong data. EDC develops economic reports to help business and civic leaders make informed decisions.  

 

In order to assess COVID-19’s ongoing impact, EDC launched a regional survey and will be providing the community with weekly updates.

In order to tell a more inclusive, data-driven story about San Diego, EDC:

Released the Q4 Economic Snapshot.

Released San Diego's Economic Pulse - January.

Released San Diego's Economic Pulse - February.

Launched the COVID-19 Economic Impact Study in partnership with San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce, San Diego & Imperial SBDC,

Downtown San Diego Partnership, & National City Chamber of Commerce.

15
METROCONNECT COMPANIES
SELECTED

378K JOBS IN INDUSTRIES FACING
CLOSURES

MESSAGE FROM MARK

Absent of a vaccine, communication is the best tool we have. Every week, Mark Cafferty, president & CEO of San Diego Regional EDC, sends a letter

to EDC’s investors, updating them on COVID-19 resources, San Diego’s response, and EDC’s shifting organizational priorities. As a way to help the

entire business community, San Diego Business Journal is publishing these letters each week. Read more. 



EDC UPDATES

New Investors
Jacobs Center for Neighborhood Innovation

 

Investor Renewals

Balboa Travel 

Bank of America 

Carrier Johnson 

CBRE 

Charter Communications 

Cisterra Development 

Cox Communications 

Eastridge 

ESET 

Evans Hotels 

H.G. Fenton 

Jerome's 

Lankford and Associates 

LBA Realty 

Murphy Development 

Procopio 

Rady Children's Hospital 

San Diego and Imperial Community College Association 

SeaWorld 

Sharp Health 

South Bay Community Services 

Stockdale Capital 

Teradata 

Thermo Fisher Scientific 

UCSD 

Unibail Rodamco Westfield 

Verizon

New Board Members

Tom Bethmann  

Director

Layton Construction 

John Stevens 

Vice President

Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Trustees 

Paul McNamara 

Mayor

City of Escondido
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Team Updates

Eduardo Velasquez was promoted to Director, Research.

Taylor Dunne was promoted to Manager, Investor Relations.

Heather Dewis was promoted to Coordinator, Marketing.

 

Team Additions

EDC welcomed Nate Kelley as Sr. Manager, Research.

San Diego Regional EDC's mission is to maximize the region's economic prosperity and global competitiveness. As a non-

profit, EDC relies on the investment of companies committed to the region's growth.  sandiegobusiness.org

Invest
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From: Kenneth Beck <Kenneth.Beck@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 7:13 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Reminder: CoronaVirus CEO Action Calls 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa,

Two additional calls have been added. Sign up for our small-group interactive video discussions for you to connect, share insights, and to
strategize with other Mid-Market CEOs regarding the Coronavirus: 

Monday, April 13 at 5:30 p.m. ET. 

All calls have had wait-lists so sign up now : Register here for the call 

We will take the first eight registrants for each meeting and then go to a wait-list.

As a reminder, here is the call agenda:

Confidential, Small Group, Video Meetings. CEOC will convene a series of small, interactive, 60-minute video conference calls for our
Premium members. This format will enable close, confidential conversation and meaningful dialogue. We will consider scaling this
program to additional CEO members as well.
Focused Agenda. The agenda for each meeting will be focused on each CEO sharing what he/she is seeing and doing in four areas:

Individual Observations – Both in the U.S. and internationally (if applicable);
Financial/Business Impact – Impact to operations, supply chain and financials;
People strategy – Communication/morale/remote work strategies; and,
Forecast/Planning - Insights about what might happen next, ways to prepare, etc.

Register here for the call

If you cannot make these virtual meetings but want to be kept informed send an email to events@ceoconnection.com. 

Our country is at its best when faced with a common challenge. I have full faith that the government (both parties) and medical experts will put
their differences aside and once again, as Americans have always done in the face of adversity, rise to the occasion to find a solution that will
stop the spread of this disease.   In the meantime, we as the Mid-Market business community will join together to help each other manage the
challenges ahead.

You do great things on your own … we can do even greater things together!

Speak to you soon.

Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer | CEO Connection
Chairman | Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991 | F 646.292.5192
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com 

Unsubscribe from email communications

CEO Connection

338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791



COVID-19 Update 
April 9, 2020

Federal

“Draconian” Orders: Attorney General William Barr referred to current stay-at-home restrictions as “draconian” and

suggested that, while governors and other state officials have broad authority to enact emergency restrictions on residents,

the Department of Justice would be keeping watch over the situation to ensure such measures remain “fully justified.” Barr

suggested that officials revisit orders at the end of April, but it is unclear what, if any, authority the Attorney General would

have to coerce states into changing their orders.

 

Pick a Mask, Any Mask: The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) now recommend that we all wear a

face mask while in public to protect against contracting coronavirus. The agency announced that non-medical fabric masks

—even scarves or bandanas—could slow the spread of the infection. State Health Officials earlier in the week made the same

recommendation.

 

Unemployment: Unemployment claims continue adding up to unprecedented numbers, as nearly 17 million Americans

filed new claims in the past three weeks. Previously, no single week had seen new unemployment numbers jump by more

than 800,000, making any one of the three individual weeks a significant outlier on its own. Together, the figures

represent one of the most drastic changes in the labor market since records started being kept.

 

No Deal: The Senate today briefly attempted to pass an additional $250 billion in emergency funding to supplement the

Paycheck Protection Program, a small business program designed to help companies keep employees on their payroll.

Majority Leader Mitch McConnell requested unanimous consent to pass the bill in a nearly empty Senate chamber.

Following an objection by local Senator Ben Cardin (D-MD), Senator Chris Van Hollen (D-MD) attempted to bring up a

larger funding package. After that package was objected to by Leader McConnell, the Senate adjourned until Monday with

no agreement in sight. 

 

California

The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

19,691 confirmed cases

538 deaths

 

COVID-19 Hearings: Today, Senate pro Tem Toni Atkins and Assembly Speaker Anthony Rendon announced that, while

the Legislature will not return as a whole to Sacramento until May 4th, committees will meet “within the next two weeks” to

provide oversight on how the state is spending COVID-19 relief dollars. There is no official word on whether or not the

hearings will be held remotely or how the public will access the hearings, but legislative leaders said, “The need for

continued physical distancing and other related considerations mean these hearings will work somewhat differently from

past hearings in order to make every effort to ensure public participation and protect public health.”

From: Platinum Advisors <platinum@platinumadvisors.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 9:42 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: COVID-19 Update: April 9, 2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



 

In terms of COVID-19 budget oversight, the Senate Budget Committee Chair, Holly Mitchell, sent a letter to Governor Gavin

Newsom today, pushing for more details on his plan to purchase 200 million face masks per month. While Mitchell supports

the purchase, she showed concern that this purchase not come at the expense of oversight.

 

Senator Mitchell requested that the Administration launch a website by next week, describing the State’s PPE inventory and

where the shipments will go.

 

Room & Board for Medics: Governor Gavin Newsom today announced a new program to provide doctors, nurses and

other critical front-line healthcare workers access to no-cost or low-cost hotel rooms. 

 

The program will prioritize health care workers who come in direct contact with or are suspected of having direct contact

with COVID-19 patients, or who test positive for COVID-19 but do not require hospitalization.

 

The state has already identified 150 hotels that have opted in to provide discounted rates, and more hotels are encouraged

to sign up. Hotels interested in offering discounted rooms to healthcare workers may email covid19lodging@dgs.ca.gov. 

 

Flights: Additionally, Governor Newsom announced a partnership with United Airlines, which will provide free, round-trip

flights for volunteer medical professionals from across California and the country who join the State’s health care workforce.

The airline will connect essential workers and supplies to the areas where they are needed most during the COVID-19

pandemic with daily flights. The Administration is also working with other major airlines, including Southwest, Alaska

Airlines, and Delta, to offer similar services to the healthcare workforce.

 

Unemployment+: Governor Gavin Newsom today announced that starting this Sunday, California workers who are

receiving unemployment benefits will begin receiving an extra $600 on top of their weekly amount, as part of the new

Pandemic Additional Compensation (PAC) initiated by the CARES Act. This comes as record numbers of unemployment

claims are being filed on a weekly basis in the State.

 

In the last four weeks, California has processed about 2.3 million unemployment insurance claims, which is more than the

total number of claims filed in 2019. For the week ending on Saturday April 4th alone, the California Employment

Development Department (EDD) processed 925,450 claims, which is a 2,418% increase over the same week last year.

 

Additionally, the EDD paid a total of nearly $684.3 million in unemployment benefits to Californians in need in the last

four weeks, supporting families and their local economies.

 

Vote by Mail: Today, citing the risks that Wisconsin voters faced when voting in person during a pandemic, Assembly

Member Marc Berman (D – Menlo Park) announced that he is introducing legislation to require that all registered

California voters be mailed a ballot for the 2020 General Election.

 

Assembly Member Berman will amend his existing bill, AB 860, to require that every registered California voter receive a

vote by mail ballot for this November’s Presidential General Election. Limited in-person voting opportunities would remain

available for voters in a manner that is consistent with the need to protect the health and safety of voters and election

workers.

 

Meanwhile, amidst opposition from Republicans in Congress, Speaker Nancy Pelosi has suggested that the feds should fund

nationwide mail-in ballots.

  

 

Bay Area



Mayor Breed, DA Boudin Announce Housing for Domestic Violence Survivors: Mayor London Breed and

District Attorney Chesa Boudin announced today that San Francisco has secured 20 furnished apartment units for survivors

of domestic violence. The temporary homes will be donated by real estate investment firm Veritas.  Boudin has said that in

the week following the shelter-in-place order, his office saw calls seeking referrals for domestic violence victims soar by

60%. The calls dropped by 30% the next week and rose slightly the third week.

 

SF Extends Emergency Child Care Until June: Mayor London Breed announced that San Francisco’s emergency

child and youth care centers will remain open until at least June 2nd to provide a safe place for children of first responders,

healthcare workers, and essential City employees. The extension comes after the San Francisco Unified School District

announced this week that public schools will not reopen until the fall.

 

San Mateo, Ready: San Mateo County is well positioned to respond to the threat posed by COVID-19 and the virus has

not yet threatened to overwhelm local healthcare facilities, said County Manager Mike Callagy. 617 confirmed cases in San

Mateo County were reported Wednesday, April 8, a marginal increase from the 589 reported the day prior. The death toll

linked to coronavirus remained flat at 21. Of the 427 hospital beds established to accommodate the expected surge of

patients, only 108 are occupied — leaving 80% of the beds available for those needing urgent care, said Callagy.  
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COVID-19 Update| Thursday, April 9, 2020

California Association of Port Authorities

LOOKING AHEAD

REMI will be hosting three training webinars on April 14th, 21st, & 28th that will provide technical support and modeling

guidance to all those who are in the process of projecting the impact of COVID-19 on their regional economy. Economic

Associate Shane Vyskocil will explain the major types of disruptions expected from the pandemic before highlighting how

REMI's models can reflect the numerous economic and fiscal shifts generated at both the national and regional levels.

Please feel free to register for any of these presentation times:

Tuesday, April 14th:

11:00 to 12:00 pm 

Tuesday, April 21st:

11:00 to 12:00 pm 

Tuesday, April 28th:

11:00 to 12:00 pm 

FEDERAL

From: Martha Miller <mem@platinumadvisors.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 9:58 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: COVID-19 Update | April 9, 2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



“Draconian” Orders: Attorney General William Barr referred to current stay-at-home restrictions as “draconian” and

suggested that, while governors and other state officials have broad authority to enact emergency restrictions on residents,

the Department of Justice would be keeping watch over the situation to ensure such measures remain “fully justified.” Barr

suggested that officials revisit orders at the end of April, but it is unclear what, if any, authority the Attorney General would

have to coerce states into changing their orders.

 

Pick a Mask, Any Mask: The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) now recommend that we all wear a

face mask while in public to protect against contracting coronavirus. The agency announced that non-medical fabric masks

—even scarves or bandanas—could slow the spread of the infection. State Health Officials earlier in the week made the same

recommendation.

 

Unemployment: Unemployment claims continue adding up to unprecedented numbers, as nearly 17 million Americans

filed new claims in the past three weeks. Previously, no single week had seen new unemployment numbers jump by more

than 800,000, making any one of the three individual weeks a significant outlier on its own. Together, the figures

represent one of the most drastic changes in the labor market since records started being kept.

 

No Deal: The Senate today briefly attempted to pass an additional $250 billion in emergency funding to supplement the

Paycheck Protection Program, a small business program designed to help companies keep employees on their payroll.

Majority Leader Mitch McConnell requested unanimous consent to pass the bill in a nearly empty Senate chamber.

Following an objection by local Senator Ben Cardin (D-MD), Senator Chris Van Hollen (D-MD) attempted to bring up a

larger funding package. After that package was objected to by Leader McConnell, the Senate adjourned until Monday with

no agreement in sight. 

 

CALIFORNIA



The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

19,691 confirmed cases

538 deaths

 

COVID-19 Hearings: Today, Senate pro Tem Toni Atkins and Assembly Speaker Anthony Rendon announced that, while

the Legislature will not return as a whole to Sacramento until May 4th, committees will meet “within the next two weeks” to

provide oversight on how the state is spending COVID-19 relief dollars. There is no official word on whether or not the

hearings will be held remotely or how the public will access the hearings, but legislative leaders said, “The need for

continued physical distancing and other related considerations mean these hearings will work somewhat differently from

past hearings in order to make every effort to ensure public participation and protect public health.”

 

In terms of COVID-19 budget oversight, the Senate Budget Committee Chair, Holly Mitchell, sent a letter to Governor Gavin

Newsom today, pushing for more details on his plan to purchase 200 million face masks per month. While Mitchell supports

the purchase, she showed concern that this purchase not come at the expense of oversight.

 

Senator Mitchell requested that the Administration launch a website by next week, describing the State’s PPE inventory and

where the shipments will go.

 

Room & Board for Medics: Governor Gavin Newsom today announced a new program to provide doctors, nurses and

other critical front-line healthcare workers access to no-cost or low-cost hotel rooms. 

 

The program will prioritize health care workers who come in direct contact with or are suspected of having direct contact

with COVID-19 patients, or who test positive for COVID-19 but do not require hospitalization.

 

The state has already identified 150 hotels that have opted in to provide discounted rates, and more hotels are encouraged

to sign up. Hotels interested in offering discounted rooms to healthcare workers may email covid19lodging@dgs.ca.gov. 

 

Flights: Additionally, Governor Newsom announced a partnership with United Airlines, which will provide free, round-trip

flights for volunteer medical professionals from across California and the country who join the State’s health care workforce.

The airline will connect essential workers and supplies to the areas where they are needed most during the COVID-19

pandemic with daily flights. The Administration is also working with other major airlines, including Southwest, Alaska

Airlines, and Delta, to offer similar services to the healthcare workforce.

 

Unemployment+: Governor Gavin Newsom today announced that starting this Sunday, California workers who are

receiving unemployment benefits will begin receiving an extra $600 on top of their weekly amount, as part of the new

Pandemic Additional Compensation (PAC) initiated by the CARES Act. This comes as record numbers of unemployment

claims are being filed on a weekly basis in the State. 
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Hospitality Trends

April, 10 2020

Read Online

The Likelihood of Taking a

Leisure Trip in the Next 6

Months Has Declined by

More Than 50% in Past

Month

Travel Intentions Pulse Survey - Impact

of COVID-19 Read More

Global Airline Passenger Traffic Trends

Global Airline Passenger

Demand Plunges on

COVID-19 Travel

Restrictions

The International Air Transport

Association (IATA) announced global

passenger traffic data for February 2020

showing that demand (measured in total

revenue passenger kilometers or RPKs)

fell 14.1% compared to February 2019.

This was the steepest decline in traffic

since 9.11 and reflected collapsing

domestic travel in China and sharply

falling international demand to/from and

within the Asia-Pacific region, owing to

the spreading COVID-19 virus and

government-imposed travel

restrictions Read more

Canadian Commercial Real Estate

Market Outlook

CBRE's Canadian Market

Outlook: Virtual Series

Commercial Real Estate

Update

CBRE's Canadian Market Outlook: Virtual

Series Commercial Real Estate Update -

April 14, 2020 1:00 pm - 1:45 pm

ET Read more

From: Hospitality Trends <support@nevistas.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 1:36 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Hospitality Trends 2020-04-10 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



Global Business Travel Trends

Global Business Travel

Becomes the Latest

Casualty of the Coronavirus

Pandemic

Business travel has become the latest

casualty of the coronavirus pandemic by

coming to a halt across the globe,

according to the latest research

conducted by the Global Business Travel

Association (GBTA). This is the fifth poll

that GBTA is releasing and the numbers

are dire. Read more

U.S. Employment Trends

U.S. Restaurant Job Losses

in March Were the Largest

in History – for Now

The March employment report was the

not-so-calm before the storm. Read more

U.S. Hotel Stock Performance

Hotel Stocks Experienced

one of Their Worst Months

on Record in March

U.S. Hotel Stocks Drops 36.0% in

March Read more

Hospitality Financial Leadership

Hospitality Financial

Leadership - Shift Your

Thinking - By David Lund

We all have predisposed ways that we

look at our world and the things, people

and circumstances inside of it. It’s what

makes us human and we either have an

open mind or one that’s closed. Another

way to express this is we either have a

fixed mindset or a growth mindset. Read

more

Quarantine Measures

How COVID-19 is Inspiring

New Ideas in Food Retail

Quarantine measures are forcing

landlords and retailers to think outside the

box Read more



Disaster Disaster Relief Playbook For

Shared And Commercial Kitchens

Disaster Relief Playbook

Teaches Shared Kitchens

How to Feed Thousands

Using Donated Food During

COVID-19

O'side Kitchen Collaborative (OKC) is a

grassroots non-profit that is rescuing

surplus food from restaurants and using it

to feed thousands of vulnerable people in

isolation. Read more

Coronavirus Crisis Resources

Best Practices for Hotel

Management Company

CROs Responding to

COVID-19 - By Kaitlin Dunn,

Writer, Hospitality Sales

and Marketing Association

International (HSMAI)

HSMAI hosted a Hotel Management

Company (HMC) Chief Revenue Officer

Virtual Roundtable on March 25 that

focused on the impact that COVID-19 is

having on hotel revenue optimization. In

addition to discussing key indicators they

are using to track how the hospitality

industry is doing, HMC CRO participants

shared their best practices, lessons

learned, and ideas for preparing to

accelerate as quickly as possible. Read

more

Market Report U.S.

March U.S. Leading

Barometer Envisions

Recession Probability at

100%

e-forecasting.com's economic Leading

Analytic, eLA™, a composite of seven

forward-looking predictive analytics, fell

4.2 percent in March, following an

increase of 0.1 percent in February. Only

two of the seven components –

individually modeled by data science

techniques - had a positive contribution to

the aggregate barometer. Read more



In Brief...

Market Report Melbourne 
Melbourne Hotel Occupancy Drops 47
Percent During March
Market Report Abu Dhabi 
Abu Dhabi Hotels Show Significant
Year-over-year Declines for March
Market Report Canada 
Canadian Hotel Occupancy Drops to
12.8 Percent
Market Report U.S. 
U.S. Hotel Industry Reports 21.6
Percent Occupancy for Week Ending
April 4th - 2020
Market Report London 
London Hotel Industry Shows
Significant Year-over-year Declines
Recovery From Covid-19 
HVS Report - Recovery from Covid-19
in Spain - By Sophie Perret
Airline Safety Report 
IATA Releases 2019 Airline Safety
Report
COVID-19 Impact On Travel 
MMGY Global COVID-19 Travel Insight
Report - April 6th
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Hotel News Resource

April, 10 2020

Read Online

Best Practices for Hotel

Management Company

CROs Responding to

COVID-19 - By Kaitlin Dunn,

Writer, Hospitality Sales

and Marketing Association

International (HSMAI)

HSMAI hosted a Hotel Management

Company (HMC) Chief Revenue Officer

Virtual Roundtable on March 25 that

focused on the impact that COVID-19 is

having on hotel revenue optimization. In

addition to discussing key indicators they

are using to track how the hospitality

industry is doing, HMC CRO participants

shared their best practices, lessons

learned, and ideas for preparing to

accelerate as quickly as possible. Read

More

Market Report Canada

Canadian Hotel Occupancy

Drops to 12.8 Percent

Canadian hotel occupancy fell 79% to

just 12.8% during the week of 29 March

to 4 April. ADR decreased 30.5% to

105.19 Canadian dollars ($74.98),

pushing RevPAR down 85.4% to

CA$13.42 ($9.57). Read more

From: Hotel News Resource <support@nevistas.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 4:39 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Daily Hotel Industry News 2020-04-10 
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Market Report Abu Dhabi

Abu Dhabi Hotels Show

Significant Year-over-year

Declines for March

Hotels in Abu Dhabi, United Arab

Emirates, reported occupancy fell 32.9%

to 55.1% in March, according to

preliminary monthly data. ADR decreased

32.6% to 333.92 Emirati dirhams ($90.92)

and RevPAR fell 54.7% to 183.86

dirhams ($50.06). Read more

Market Report Melbourne

Melbourne Hotel

Occupancy Drops 47

Percent During March

Sydney's hotels reported occupancy fell

47% in March to 46.2%, according to

preliminary monthly data. ADR dropped

11.1% to 204.89 Australian dollars

($127.53) and RevPAR plummeted to

52.9% to AU$94.56 ($58.86). Read more

National Travel And Tourism Week 2020

National Travel and

Tourism Week 2020

Celebrates 'Spirit of Travel'

Reeling from Coronavirus, Travel

Industry Will Use 37th NTTW (May 3-9)

to Look Ahead to Recovery Read more

Saving Jobs

AHLA Supports Plan to Add

Funds for Small Business

Loans, Seeks Additional

Action to Protect Hotel

Jobs

dditional Funding, Further Action Needed

to Save Millions of Jobs, Thousands of

Small Business Hotels Read more



Economic Recovery

Travel & Tourism Sector

Key in Economic Recovery

in the Americas According

to World Travel & Tourism

Council

Travel & Tourism Accounts for 8.8% of

Total Economy in the Region Read more

Future Of Travel

Lack of Staff Commitment

Threatens Future

Profitability for Travel

Companies

Industry wide, travel companies are

making staff adjustments to stay

operational during this coronavirus-

induced existential crisis, putting staff

commitment under considerable strain,

says GlobalData, a leading data and

analytics company. Read more

#FirstRespondersFirst

#FirstResponders First

Partners with Marriott

International to Provide

Free Accommodations to

Healthcare Workers on the

Frontlines of the COVID-19

Pandemic

As the COVID-19 pandemic continues to

have devastating impact,

#FirstRespondersFirst announced today

a partnership with Marriott International to

support frontline healthcare workers with

essential protective equipment,

accommodations, child care, food, mental

health support and other essential

resources. Read more



Marriott COVID-19 Update

We Will Travel Again - An

Update from Marriott

International CEO Arne

Sorenson

We Will Travel Again

Our Continued Efforts: We Will Travel

Again Read more

In Brief...

Condor Hospitality Trust COVID-19
Update 
Condor Hospitality Trust Updates
Actions Taken in Response to
Changes in Economic and Industry
Conditions Relating to COVID-19
American Hotel Income Properties
COVID-19 Update 
American Hotel Income Properties
REIT LP Provides Business Update
Regarding Impact of COVID-19
Choice Hotels COVID-19 Update 
Choice Hotels International Provides
COVID-19 Business Update - March
8th
Scandic Results 
Scandic Comments on Financial
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From: Connected Plant Conference <event@om.connectedplantconference.com> 

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 9:31 AM EDT  

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: ABB accelerates remote connectivity for customer operations during COVID-19 crisis, and more  

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

APRIL 10, 2020

ABB ACCELERATES REMOTE CONNECTIVITY FOR CUSTOMER OPERATIONS DURING

COVID-19 CRISIS 

“During the COVID-19 crisis, governments and companies are having to make difficult choices, balancing people’s

safety with economic livelihood. ABB is committed to supporting both: protect people, while helping businesses to stay

operational during these challenging times,” says Peter Terwiesch, president Industrial Automation, ABB Ltd. (Zurich,

Switzerland; www.abb.com). “Remote services and digital solutions can make […] 

MHPS GRID-CONNECTS T-POINT 2 ADVANCED GAS TURBINE VALIDATION FACILITY 

The post MHPS Grid-Connects T-Point 2 Advanced Gas Turbine Validation Facility appeared first on POWER

Magazine. 

BATTERYLESS MACHINE-HEALTH MONITOR ENABLED BY LOW-POWER COMPUTER CHIPS 

Everactive (Charlottesville, Va.; www.everactive.com) has just launched its Machine Health Monitor (MHM) product for

batteryless vibration and temperature sensing of process machinery (photo). The MHM harvests 

HYDROPOWER: MEETING GROWING NEEDS WITH IMPROVED RELIABILITY AND EFFICIENCY 

The post Hydropower: Meeting Growing Needs with Improved Reliability and Efficiency appeared first on POWER

Magazine. 

AVEVA ACQUIRES MESENTER SOFTWARE 

Aveva (London; www.aveva.com) announced that it has acquired production accounting software from South Korean

based company MESEnter to extend Aveva’s value chain optimization solution. MESEnter’s software offering,

previously branded MES ENTER ErrorSolver and now rebranded Aveva Production Accounting, has been proven and

tested by major producers in the continuous process industries since 2005. It helps […] 

HOW INDUSTRIAL MANAGERS CAN IDENTIFY AND PREVENT FAILURES IN FACILITIES 

The right mix of data collection, analysis, visualization and alerts can make the very daunting task of maintaining

hundreds of pieces of equipment a simpler and more effective process 

CONTENT BY: 

View in web browser 

This message was sent to rconiglio@portofsandiego.org 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, add us to your address book. 

POWER * Access Intelligence LLC * 9211 Corporate Blvd., 4th Floor, Rockville, MD 20850 

Update My Preferences | Unsubscribe | Privacy Policy | Contact Us 



From: Andrea Davis <andrea.davis@ata.auroratrainingadvantage.com> 

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 10:48 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Coronavirus Payroll Update: What You Must Know 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

   

 

Coronavirus 2020 Payroll Update: What the Payroll Department Must Know

Live Webinar or Recording

May 4, 2020

CPE/HRCI/SHRM: 1.0

Enter Code: CR30 (First Ten Attendees Take 30 Off)

Register Before It's Full

This event discusses the quickly changing regulations…federal and state…that the payroll

department and payroll professionals must comply with as governments and businesses

respond to the COVID-19 pandemic.

The global pandemic is here and has caused us to change and adapt our working and

personal lives. Regardless of those changes, the payroll department must keep their

fellow employees paid and their companies in compliance with the quickly changing

regulations at all levels!  

We will Cover:

Federal Regulations:

Families First Act

Cares Act

All New Pertinent Regulations Passed and Signed by the Webinar Date

State Updates On:

Tax Filing

Unemployment Insurance

Paid Sick Leave

Garnishment Updates:

Student Loans

Creditor Garnishments

Child Support

Federal Tax Levies

Learn More About This Program

  

 

This email was sent to: rconigli@portofsandiego.org

This email was sent by: Aurora Training Advantage

520 W Lake Mary Blvd, Ste 200 Sanford FL 32773

Profile Center Unsubscribe 

 



From: Paycor Webinar Team <mktg@paycor.com> 

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 11:20 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Paycor’s HR Center of Excellence Webinars: Register Today! 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

HRCOE Webinars

Stay current on the latest HR, finance and compliance trends with Paycor’s HR Center of Excellence Webinars.

 Register below to save your
spot! 

Schedule

Monday, April 13, 2020 | 2:00 PM ET

COVID-19 HR Guidance And Best Practices

   REGISTER   

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 | 11:00 AM ET

CARES ACT: What SMB Leaders Need To Know

   REGISTER   

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 | 2:00 PM ET

Form I-9: Everything HR Leaders Need To Know

   REGISTER   

Wednesday, April 15, 2020 | 2:00 PM ET

COVID-19: Expanding And Evolving Employment Laws

   REGISTER   

Thursday, April 16, 2020 | 10:00 AM ET

Establishing And Maintaining A Positive, Respectful Work Environment

   REGISTER   

Thursday, April 16, 2020 | 2:00 PM ET

The 5 Common Pitfalls of Attendance Management

   REGISTER   

Tuesday, April 28, 2020 | 2:00 PM ET

Top 10 Mistakes In 401(K) And How To Avoid Them

   REGISTER   

Thursday, April 30, 2020 | 10:00 AM ET

5 Ways To Cheer Up Your Employees

   REGISTER   



Thursday, April 30, 2020 | 2:00 PM ET

Keep Your Sanity: How To Weave Self-Care Into Your Workday

   REGISTER   

 

 

Register for Paycor’s Web Summit: COVID-19 Playbook | April 23

Paycor is offering a special one-day Web Summit dedicated to the coronavirus public health emergency. Experts from

our executive and business continuity teams will share key learnings and timely advice.

Register for all sessions or pick and choose the topics you care about the most! 

 Save Your Spot 

Paycor logo

4811 Montgomery Road,
Cincinnati, OH 45212 USA 

Unsubscribe · View online



Lake Padden Park (Bellingham
Whatcom County Tourism)

From: ICMA SmartBrief <icma@smartbrief.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 11:23 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Brundidge, Ala., principal to progress to manager post 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Default to action in a crisis, general says | Ohio county allows release of virus patient info to 911 | Wash. city acquires land for park, trails

Created for rconiglio@portofsandiego.org |  Web Version

April 10, 2020 CONNECT WITH ICMA          
ICMA SmartBrief

SIGN UP ⋅   SHARE

LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

Default to action in a crisis, general says

A mindset of taking action is usually the right approach, writes retired Gen. Peter van Uhm, provided you lean on your team to

give you intelligence you wouldn't otherwise access. "Understand that afterward, when you are held accountable for what you did,

it's easier to explain why you took action than why you did nothing," he writes. Full Story: Strategy+Business online (free

registration) (4/8) 

   

Getting started working remotely 

Whether you work remotely 100% of the time or find yourself navigating this situation for the very first time, working at a physical

distance can pose a unique set of challenges. Slack is here to help. This webinar will provide tips and tactics within Slack that you

can put into action right away. Register now.

ADVERTISEMENT:

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SAFETY

Ohio county allows release of virus patient info to 911

Health officials in Washington County, Ohio, have voted to permit the inclusion of confirmed coronavirus patients' names and

addresses in the county 911 database, as well as names and addresses of people who are being monitored because they had

contact with confirmed or potential coronavirus patients or were under quarantine. Local sheriff's deputies support the move,

saying they need the information to protect themselves and do their jobs. Full Story: The Marietta Times (Ohio) (4/8) 

   

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, RESTORATION AND SUSTAINABILITY

Wash. city acquires land for park, trails

Bellingham, Wash., spent $2.31 million this week to acquire 29 acres of land for a neighborhood park and

trails. The acquisition was funded through a property tax levy. Full Story: The Bellingham Herald (Wash.)

(4/8) 

   



LEGISLATION, POLICY AND GRANTS

Portland, Ore., to enforce distancing with greeters

The Portland, Ore., Parks and Recreation Department is using greeters to educate visitors about proper social distancing and

facility closures. Oregon has closed playgrounds and athletic facilities, although some parks remain open. Full Story: The

Oregonian (Portland) (4/7) 

   

Judge: Ocean City, Md., can prohibit toplessness by women

Officials of Ocean City, Md., acted constitutionally in prohibiting women from being topless in public, US District Judge James

Bredar has held. Bredar cited US Supreme Court precedent regarding laws that treat women and men differently based on

physical characteristics. Full Story: The Associated Press (4/7) 

   

PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Cities step up transportation work amid pandemic

A number of cities across the country are taking advantage of reduced traffic amid the coronavirus pandemic to accelerate

transportation projects. The work can proceed smoothly while drivers, riders and neighborhoods encounter fewer disruptions. Full

Story: CityLab (4/8) 

   

Tech and energy projects help EU cities

Rotterdam, Netherlands, is working with the EU-funded Ruggedised project on a thermal grid connecting city buildings to optimize

temperature distribution. It's also working on smart charging parking lots and smarter street lighting, and Glasgow, Scotland, is

working on improving air quality and energy production via technology. Full Story: European Commission/Community Research

and Development Information Service (4/7) 

   

RECOGNITIONS AND TRANSITIONS

Brundidge, Ala., principal to progress to manager post

City Council members in Brundidge, Ala., have selected Willie Wright, principal at Pike County High School, to fill the newly

created role of assistant city manager, starting May 1. Wright will transition to the role of city manager on September 1, which he

will hold until a new council takes office in November. Full Story: The Messenger (Troy, Ala.) (4/8) 

   



ICMA NEWS

Free Webinar: Invest for Today and Tomorrow--Dealing with Current Conditions

Join ICMA-RC on Monday, April 13, for a free webinar on how to make sense of current market and economic conditions while

managing your investments. It's about being prepared for different scenarios. Cris Vega, a certified financial planner, will help you

review your approach so you can stay on track to meet your investment goals. Register today!

   

Free Coaching Webinar: Workplace Conduct: How to Deal with Water Cooler Talk

Water cooler talk: it's in every organization. Sometimes these conversations are productive and help us bounce ideas off each

other; sometimes they help us catch up on colleague's lives and help build workplace cohesion. But occasionally these

conversations can become harmful to the organization, impacting morale and productivity and creating obstacles to achieving our

mission and goals. Join us, Thursday, April 30, 1:30 pm Eastern for this free, 90-minute webinar. Register today.

   

LEARN MORE ABOUT ICMA:

Home | About | News & Events | Join ICMA | Career Network

Success isn't determined by how many times you win, but by how you play the week after

you lose.

Pele (Edson Arantes do Nascimento), 
professional Brazilian football player

   

SmartBrief publishes more than 200 free industry newsletters - Browse our portfolio

Sign Up  |    Update Profile  |    Advertise with SmartBrief

Unsubscribe  |    Privacy policy

CONTACT US: FEEDBACK  |    ADVERTISE

SmartBrief, Inc.®, 555 11th ST NW, Suite 600, Washington, DC 20004

 



Arbonne For Good

Dear Randa, 

I am so proud to announce, in partnership with the Flourish Arbonne Foundation, a

global approach to support the mental wellbeing of thousands of homeless youth

through the Arbonne For Good initiative. 

This initiative is in response to the current COVID-19 pandemic, and the desire,

ability and responsibility to give back in a very meaningful way. 

Homeless youth in communities across the world already face large challenges

within their day-to-day reality, finding themselves disconnected from necessary

supports and systems. This lack of connection has been exacerbated by the

introduction of COVID-19, increasing the risk to not only their physical health but

also their overall mental wellbeing. 

The Flourish Arbonne Foundation is committed to building resilience in the minds of

future generations, achieved through its mission to support the mental wellbeing of

youth in the countries in which it operates. Arbonne is compelled to rally to action

behind the Flourish Arbonne Foundation in support of the organizations doing

extensive work every day to support homeless youth in the wake of the pandemic. 

Separately, as a Certified B Corporation™, Arbonne has committed to being a

purpose-driven company that cares for its community.

For the Arbonne For Good COVID-19 Fund, Arbonne will match all donations

made to the Flourish Arbonne Foundation globally between April 9, 2020 and April

30, 2020, up to $100,000 USD.* All dollars will be granted to non-profit homeless

youth shelters in the United States, Canada, Australia, and the United Kingdom.

We are aligning in every country in the creation and distribution of Youth Shelter

Donation Packs that will include daily personal care and nutrition essentials. These

product packs will be donated to non-profit homeless youth shelters and

From: Arbonne <reply@mail.arbonnemail.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 1:05 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Arbonne for Good 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.



organizations designated by the Flourish Arbonne Foundation in each country in the

coming weeks in support of this effort, and we hope to give up to 40,000 packs.

Through this initiative, it is our hope that these donations will lessen the enormous

toll that this pandemic is taking on the organizations who provide shelter, community

care and essential supplies for so many homeless youth in our communities, while

easing the anxiety and stress of those who depend on these shelters for a sense of

safety and connection to community, not just today, but every day. 

Join us by donating to the Flourish Arbonne Foundation by:

Visiting www.arbonnefoundation.org

Adding a donation to your order when you’re checking out on arbonne.com**

Thank you for your continued support and dedication to Arbonne – together we are

making a difference!

With gratitude,

Jean-David



*Arbonne’s $100,000 USD global match will be split as $40,000 USD match for donations through

arbonnefoundation.org and arbonne.com, and $60,000 USD match for I Want It All! Opportunity Drawing ticket

purchases. 

**Option only available for Arbonne Independent Consultants and Preferred Clients in the four countries in which

the Flourish Arbonne Foundation operates: United States, Canada, Australia, and the United Kingdom. Residents

outside of these countries wishing to contribute may do so via the Foundation website (arbonnefoundation.org) but

must select which country in which the Foundation operates they desire their donation to support. 

About Arbonne International 

Since 1980 Arbonne International, LLC, has created personal care, beauty and wellness products crafted with

premium plant-based ingredients grounded in science and clinical research. Arbonne’s healthy living product

philosophy and entrepreneurial business opportunity foster a positive mindset that helps individuals and

communities flourish. The brand core values are empowerment, transparency, and sustainability, with the vision that

everyone can flourish by being good to themselves, their community, and the planet. Arbonne products are

available at arbonne.com or through an extensive network of Arbonne Independent Consultants across the world.

Arbonne is a privately held company and is headquartered in Irvine, Calif. For more information, please visit

www.arbonne.com. 

About B Lab 

B Lab is a non-profit that serves a global movement of people using business as a force for good. B Lab’s initiatives

include B Corp Certification, administration of the B Impact Management programs and software, and advocacy for

governance structures like the benefit corporation. B Lab’s vision is of an inclusive and sustainable economy that

creates a shared prosperity for all. To date, there are over 3,000 Certified B Corporations in 150 industries and 70

countries, and over 70,000 companies use the B Impact Assessment. Visit bcorporation.net for more information.



VEGAN, CRUELTY-FREE, CERTIFIED B CORPWe're here for you

Contact Your Independent Consultant Kiersty Tarantino 

Contact Arbonne

This message is intended for United States residents and was sent to

Arbonne Preferred Client 25350718 at Rconigli@portofsandiego.org. Please

do not reply to this message.

As a registered Arbonne Preferred Client, you automatically receive electronic

communications. To change your communication preferences, including to

unsubscribe from our emails, click here.

To ensure delivery of messages from Arbonne to your inbox, please add

reply@mail.arbonnemail.com to your address book. 

© 2020 Arbonne, LLC 9400 Jeronimo Rd. Irvine, CA 92618

Proud members of the Direct Selling Association. 

To view the Code of Ethics by which we abide, please click here.

Terms & Conditions    |    Privacy Policy 



UPCOMING ONLINE EVENTS
E-Talk-About Series

Our next Virtual Talk-About Series will feature public diplomacy expert Nancy Snow and will take place

over Zoom on Tuesday, April 14 at 10:00 - 11:00 AM Pacific Time. 

Nancy Snow will explain how COVID-19 has spurred both promising and concerning dynamics in

Northeast Asia. Japan and China, while being antagonist countries, are collaborating and generating

goodwill in surprising ways to address the pandemic. Meanwhile, comparative information and image war has

been set into motion among Japan, China, and South Korea, three countries with distinct approaches to

responding to the coronavirus. Who’s winning the image war? Does it even matter in a global pandemic?

Snow will argue that how China, South Korea, and Japan handle the virus in 2020 will shape their national

image and reputation for years to come. 

UPCOMING NEW SERIES
Global Leaders Online Forum

From: San Diego Diplomacy Council <operations@sandiegodiplomacy.org> 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 4:43 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Stay informed and connected with the world! 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

INFO & RSVP



The San Diego Diplomacy Council is proud to announce our Global Leaders Online Forum, a series of

virtual events that will offer our online community the opportunity to hear from and re-connect with current and

emerging international leaders who have previously visited San Diego as part of an SDDC-hosted exchange

program (our alumni!). Each event will highlight the unique experience and expertise of our international

alumni on specific global issues and the impact of international exchange.

Our first Global Leaders Online Forum event, “Covid-19 in Africa: Select Stories from IVLP Alumni,” will be

held on Thursday, April 16 th from 10:00 – 11:30 am Pacific Time. This live webinar will feature a panel of

alumni of the International Visitor Leadership Program (IVLP) in San Diego from various African countries –

including the Democratic Republic of Congo, Uganda, and possibly others – who will share how the

coronavirus pandemic is impacting them and their respective communities. Panelists will also share how their

international exchange experience in the International Visitor Leadership Program (IVLP) has impacted their

lives and professions, highlighting their various areas of expertise. Panelist bios and further details to follow

soon!

After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the meeting.

MEMBERS ONLY 
E-Culinary Diplomacy

As part of our Culinary Diplomacy Series, San Diego Diplomacy Council is delighted to offer our first-ever

virtual cooking class for members. Please join Israeli Chef Gal Sandler for a delicious online cooking

class where you will discover Israeli cuisine, one of the healthiest in the world. Gal will lead you in

preparing 4 easy to make, yet delicious and colorful traditional dishes. This taste of healthy Mediterranean

cuisine is a great way to widen cultural connections during this time of isolation and experience the diversity

found in Israeli culture represented through their food. 

 

Gal Sandler is a Naturopathic and healthy chef. Sandler specializes in natural health, nutrition and emotional

therapy. She is also the creator of online health and weight loss workshops, using a method that combines

easy and quick kitchen practice and knowledge to help people bring health into their lives in a fun, accessible

and long-term way. 

 

PARTNER EVENT
A Pandemic's Impact on Peace

INFO & RSVP

INFO & RSVP



In partnership with the Kroc School of Peace Studies, the San Diego Diplomacy Council invites you to

join "A Pandemic's Impact on Peace," featuring Rachel Locke, Kroc IPC Director of Impact:Peace. 

The curve of COVID-19 cases isn’t the only one that needs to be flattened. The coronavirus pandemic is

already producing knock-on effects for safety at the individual level, the community level, and – potentially – at

the international level. 

In this webinar, we will discuss three of the greatest risk areas from a conflict and violence

perspective, followed by a roadmap to help us chart a pathway forward.  

The insights that will be presented were developed through rigorous research. The analysis has made its way

into several government agencies thinking about how to best plan to support peace in the midst of the

coronavirus pandemic, including USAID and the UK's Department for International Development.

Speaker Rachel Locke joined the Kroc IPJ as Director of Impact:Peace in July 2019. Rachel has extensive

experience delivering evidence-based violence prevention solutions to some of the most difficult international

contexts while simultaneously advancing policy for peace. Prior to joining IPJ, Rachel was Head of Research

for violence prevention with the Pathfinders for Peaceful, Just and Inclusive Societies at New York University's

Center on International Cooperation. In this capacity, Rachel led coalition building and evidence curation with

the UN, bilateral governments, the African Union, civil society and others to explore the challenge of delivering

the 2030 Agenda targets for peaceful societies (SDG 16.1). 

Earlier in her career, Rachel served as Senior Policy Advisor with the US Agency for International

Development where she developed and represented agency-wide policy on issues concerning conflict,

violence and fragility. She also led USAID research and policy on crime, conflict, and fragility and worked

extensively on program design, implementational and evaluation primarily in Africa. After leaving USAID,

Rachel launched a new area of work for the National Network for Safe Communities at John Jay College of

Criminal Justice, bridging effective violence reduction approaches from the U.S. to municipalities globally. This

work involved direct collaboration with law enforcement, national and city-level government and civil society

actors. Among other initiatives, Rachel launched a three-year effort across two states and five municipalities

in Mexico at a time of exceptionally high violence. 

Rachel's experience bridges the humanitarian, development, peacebuilding and urban violence realms. She

holds a Master's in International Affairs from Columbia University, Graduate School of International and Public

Affairs. She has also published a variety of articles and other works focusing on violence prevention,

humanitarian aid, conflict and transnational organized crime.

HIGHLIGHTS
Recent Talk-About Event

Register Here



Thanks to all who attended the E-Talk-About event, “How U.S. Diplomats Thrive in Adversity” and special

thanks to speaker Beth Payne for an uplifting and encouraging lecture. Payne describes resilience as “a way

of life that helps you succeed no matter what’s happening.” She explains that sustaining a high level or

resilience and learning to recognize your behaviors when you are losing resilience is critical. To support that,

Payne shared with the audience 5 factors that should be incorporated into everyday life sustain

resilience: self-care, problem solving, having a positive outlook, finding a meaning or a purpose, and

maintaining social support. Payne offers a resilience action plan that can be found on her website, along

with more information about the 5 resilience factors. “Life is always uncertain. I don’t know what tomorrow is

going to bring. I can’t predict and so if we focus on maintaining our resilience, we are better able to adapt to

uncertainty and change.”

Facebook

Twitter

Website

LinkedIn

Instagram

Copyright © 2016 San Diego Diplomacy Council
All rights reserved. 
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Hello Randa,

Anxiety about Covid19 is all the media talks about.  They say it will get better soon, and we certainly hope so.  In the meantime, we look

at China with interest: they are ahead of us by a few weeks and how they handle the epidemic is informative.   

In our blog this week, Leemy Li, one of our sourcing specialists in Beijing, shares what she learned about the precautions taken by

factories to get back to work while protecting their workers.  Coincidentally,  the Washington Post published an article on a very similar

topic. You can read that article here. 

We hope you and your loved ones are safe, healthy and cheerful, and we thank you again for reading our blogs!

Regards, 

China Performance Group

www.ChinaPerformanceGroup.com 

 

A COVID-19 Paradox: Social Distancing and Getting Back to Work: Social distancing is required to keep Covid-

19 at bay.  But social proximity is unavoidable in working factories.  How can you, both, be safe and go back to

work? [Read More]

Recent Articles: 

Covid-19: The Race Back to Work: We are not sure who triggered the opening of Pandora’s box, but 2020 has

become the year of Covid-19. China spent an unusual New Year by staying at home, not traveling, and abstaining

from parties. [Read More]

Covid-19 and China: Making Things Work: The COVID-19 outbreak was first identified at the end of January

2020. Conditions in China are now gradually improving as a result of the country’s vigorous containment

efforts. [Read More]

Covid-19: Small vs Big Importers: “Social distancing” is making an impact on all businesses across the

country.  This is another major disruption caused by Covid-19. [Read More]

From: China Performance Group <Marketing@CHINAPERFORMANCEGROUP.COM> 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 4:45 PM EDT 
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Copyright © 2020 China Performance Group, All rights reserved.  
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From: San Diego Regional EDC <communications@sandiegobusiness.org> 
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Apr. 7, 2020

San Diego Regional Economic Development Corporation - Good News of the Week

Stories we're following:

Scripps

Health

launches

five-

minute

COVID-19

test 

Scripps Health

has launched

a test to

quickly screen

for COVID-19

in hospitalized

patients. The

diagnostic tool

can deliver a

positive result

in five minutes

and a

negative result

in 13

minutes. Read

more.

 



San

Diego's

Brain Corp.

helps deep

clean

essential

businesses

Sorrento Valley-

based Brain

Corp., which

powers

autonomous

floor cleaning

robots, has

seen a 13

percent

increase in retail

use compared

to January. The

autonomous

floor care robots

are doing nearly

8,000 hours of

daily

work. Read

more.

 



CSU San

Marcos

professor

receives

$3M to

continue

work

increasing

diversity

in

sciences 

CSUSM

psychology

professor

Keith Trujillo

received a

$3.2 million

grant from the

National

Institutes of

Health to

continue his

work to

increase

diversity in the

biomedical and

behavioral

sciences. Over

five years,

CSUSM will

establish a

program to

help students

prepare for

scientific

graduate

studies and

careers. Read

more.

 



 

'Still Hiring'

list connects

local job

seekers to

new

opportunities

In partnership with

Startup San Diego

and Connect, San

Diego: Life.

Changing. has

launched a

resource to help

San Diego job

seekers connect

with local tech and

life sciences

companies that are

still hiring. Read

more and add your

company.

 

 Bumble

Bee

Seafood

donates

$1M

worth of

products

to

Feeding

America 

San Diego-

based Bumble

Bee Seafoods

will donate $1

million worth

of its shelf

stable seafood

products to

Feeding

America in

response to

COVID-19.

The company

has also

allotted $1.2

million in

increased

hourly wages

for its factory

workers. Read

more.

 

 



Oceanside-

based Linksoul

raises more

than $90,000

for COVID-19

relief 

Located in the

growing sports

innovation hub of

North County, golf

apparel company

Linksoul has raised

more than $90,000

from t-shirt sales for

the Center for

Disaster

Philanthropy's

COVID-19 work. The

company's social

good t-shirts liken

coronavirus projection

charts to the

trajectory of golf shots

to encourage others

to flatten the

curve. Read more.

 

Ocean Aero

secures

multi-million

federal

order for

autonomous

swimming

vehicles 

Sorrento Valley-

based Ocean

Aero recently

secured a multi-

million dollar

order from the

U.S. Department

of Homeland

Security. The

company will

deliver multiple

copies of its

autonomous

swimming

vehicles that can

travel both on the

surface of and

under

water. Read

more.

 

Events we're (virtually) attending:



Events we're (virtually) attending:

COVID-

19

Global

Impacts:

How

Nations

Respond

- April 16

UC San

Diego

School of

Global

Policy and

Strategy

faculty and

guest

experts have

come

together to

provide

weekly

seminars

exploring

where our

global

community

is headed.

Each week

will address

a different

sector

impacted by

COVID-

19. Register

here.

 

COVID-19 & San Diego:



Amidst everything

happening in the world,

we need a reminder that

there’s plenty of ‘Good

News’ to go around in

SD. We have also

compiled additional

resources for businesses

and individuals seeking

additional guidance.

For businesses:

Fill out

our Business

Impact Survey 

Find information

at EDC's COVID-

19 page

Find North

County

information at

Innovate78's

page 

Apply for disaster

loan assistance

Access San

Diego Workforce

Partnership's

updates

for businesses

Pivot operations

to produce PPEs,

sanitizer, & more

Find additional

guidance from

the CDC

For individuals:

See which San

Diego companies

are still hiring

Access San

Diego Workforce

Partnership's

updates

for individuals

Donate to

the COVID-19

Community

Response Fund

Support South

Bay Community

Services' food

distribution efforts

Find additional

guidance from

the CDC

 



 

Assessing the impact of COVID-19:

COVID-19

Survey

Results:

Impacts

are vast,

amidst

signs of

resiliency

This is the

latest of our

assessments

about the

evolving

economic

impact of

COVID-19 on

San Diego.

This week's

key

takeaways:

impacts are

vast, but

small

businesses

are

embracing

remote work

and firms are

still

hiring. Read

more.
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From: Julie Waterman 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 6:44 PM EDT 
To: Michael Brown <mgbrown@portofsandiego.org>; Michael LaFleur <mlafleur@portofsandiego.org>; Joel Valenzuela
<jvalenzu@portofsandiego.org> 
CC: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org>; Jenifer Barsell <jbarsell@PORTOFSANDIEGO.ORG> 
Subject: Castellanos rec'd - Port Support of Family Health Centers of San Diego 

Good afternoon;
Passing along an email received by Commissioner Castellanos.  Please cc Commissioner Service Staff on all correspondence.
Best,
Julie

From: White, Anthony
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 12:01:59 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada)
To: Joel Valenzuela; Rafael Castellanos
Subject: Port Support of Family Health Centers of San Diego

Rafael & Joel –
 
I hope you are both doing well during these crazy days. I know that all of our worlds have been turned upside down by the pandemic
sweeping our community.
 
From speaking with the Port’s marketing department yesterday, it seems that community support is one of the areas suffering from
financial cutbacks. I can’t say that is an unexpected step, given the current uncertain economic times.
 
I’m writing to expressly request that you advocate for the continued support of Family Health Centers of San Diego at the level
initially committed - $10,000. Our request, as it has been for years, was for sponsorship of our Spirit of the Barrio luncheon series.
Since the lunch didn’t occur in March and will now likely not occur in May, your finance folks are telling marketing that they can’t offer
sponsorship of an event that didn’t occur; it makes total sense. However, I think we’d all agree that the Port of San Diego wants to
support the work of Family Health Centers of San Diego in the Barrio Logan community and that Spirit of the Barrio sponsorship is
merely the vehicle for that support.
 
In a conversation yesterday with your marketing team, we discussed other options outside of an event. I specifically mentioned
sponsorship of COVID-19 testing, which we will launch next week in our Logan Heights Family Health Center parking lot, as a great
alternative. We are currently expecting increased monthly expenses of $175,000 to be able to accomplish this. I was surprised your
staff didn’t enthusiastically embrace the idea, but likely I don’t understand all of the variables that go into Port sponsorships or how
you value the return on investment.
 
Ultimately, we’ve been asked to come back with a list of benefits that would accrue to the Port and how we would value each. My
impression is that staff want to be able to choose from some options to offer support at a decreased level. We are more than happy
to work with you; my ask is, what kinds of things could we offer that would make it feasible to continue at your currently committed
level?
 
As the care provider to over 14,000 individuals in the 92113 zip code, an already disadvantaged population, we are currently
struggling. The need for testing and treatment is ramping up as we try to keep people out of the overburdened hospitals, while at the
same time we are losing doctors and other medical staff who are becoming ill and testing positive. My sincere hope is that the Port of
San Diego doesn’t decrease or eliminate support to the community’s primary healthcare provider amid the most significant
healthcare crisis in decades.
 
Thank you for your understanding. I’d appreciate any assistance or guidance you could provide.
 
Regards,
Anthony
 
Anthony White

Director, Community & Government Relations
Family Health Centers of San Diego
Main: 619-515-2370 | Cell: 619-871-5859
 

 

____________________________________________________
This e-mail message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information, including Protected Health
Information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply
e-mail and destroy all copies of the message and its attachments (if any).
 
Family Health Centers of San Diego- Exceptional in Every Way

 



From: Payroll Link, Inc. <info@payrolllink.com> 

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 7:04 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Don’t Miss our COVID-19 Expert Panel: April 15 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know
the content is safe.

Payroll Link

[TOOLKIT] Small Business Paycheck

Protection Program
The Paycheck Protection Program enacted under the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and

Economic Security (CARES) Act provides cash-flow assistance to small businesses via

100% federally guaranteed SBA loans. If employers maintain or restore their payrolls,

these loans are eligible for forgiveness.

Download

Expert Panel: COVID-19 Impacts from Different Business

Perspectives
 
Join us for a webinar panel where you can talk directly with our panel of

COVID-19 experts, asking questions that apply to you and your

business. Our panelists are experts across HR, Payroll and Retirement

Savings backgrounds, and will provide insights based on their individual

expertise.

 

Date: April 15, 2020

Time: 11:00am - 12:00pm PST

Sign Up

More Resources for You and Your Workforce

We know that employers are navigating uncharted territory and settling into new

working conditions. Here are some resources to help you during these challenging

times.

Coronavirus Weekly HR Update: April 10, 2020

This week, more on Paycheck Protection Loans, LA County and San Bernardino

County Mask Order, Additional Unemployment Benefits and

New Help for California Small Businesses.

Read more>>

   

   

   



cash-dollars-hands-money-271168

Paycheck Protection Program: 5 Things You Need to Know

With the shelter-in-place orders in full effect, many businesses have not been able

to make payroll or retain employees. The Paycheck Protection Program is the

government's attempt to address this problem and provide financial relief. Check out

the 5 things you need to know.

 

Read more>>

Loans, Grants, and Tax Credits: Coronavirus Relief for Small

Businesses

Recent legislation introduced a variety of financial relief tools for small businesses,

including loans, grants, and tax credits. To help you navigate the choices available,

we broke down the newest relief efforts most relevant to small businesses.

 

Read more>>

4 Evolving HR Roles During COVID-19

As the global COVID-19 pandemic and its impacts continue, many turn to their HR

departments for answers and guidance. Here are 4 ways HR professionals can

make sure they are staying on top of their ever-evolving roles during this pandemic.

 

Read more>>

Payroll Link, Inc., 10251 Trademark St, Bldg. B, Rancho Cucamonga, California 91730-5889, United

States, 833.382.6624

Unsubscribe Manage preferences



D A I L Y  U P D A T E

The Latest Data on Coronavirus

As business leaders and policymakers continue to navigate the global coronavirus pandemic, Morning Consult has been tracking

the fallout on public sentiment and consumer habits. Every day, we will provide you with the latest data on how the pandemic is

transforming the way we live and what that means for businesses, the economy and political institutions.

S E E  T H E

L A T E S T

CONSUMER BEHAVIOR

When Consumers Say They’ll Feel OK About Dining Out and Other Activities

Companies are eager to re-open their doors as soon as possible to reignite their cash flow, but new polling from Morning Consult

shows that some consumers won’t feel comfortable traveling or heading back to many public spaces at all for at least six months

— with many unsure of how to even answer the question of when they’ll feel safe returning to normal life. Read More.

TRUST AND APPROVAL

54% of Voters Back Mail-In Voting for Presidential Election if Pandemic Persists

According to a new Morning Consult poll, a little over half of voters — fearful about voting in person during the coronavirus

outbreak — want the November election to go on and would prefer most Americans cast their ballots at the mailbox rather than

risk contracting the coronavirus at their polling place. Read More.

CONSUMER BEHAVIOR

Nearly Three-Quarters of Adults Say They Will Start Wearing Face Masks in Public 

Local, state and federal officials are urging people to wear face masks when they are in public as coronavirus cases and deaths

escalate nationwide. New polling shows half of adults have already donned masks in public within the past month, while more

people plan to begin wearing them in the next two weeks. Read More.

From: Morning Consult <reply@em.morningconsult.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 7:55 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Coronavirus: Daily Update 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.



TRUST AND APPROVAL

More Than Half of Adults Say Their Video Calls Are Secure, Despite Hacking Concerns 

Although nearly 3 in 5 U.S. adults say that they think video conferencing services are secure, almost half are at least somewhat

concerned about hackers gaining access to the contents of their calls, according to a new Morning Consult survey. Read More.

R E A D  M O R E  C O R O N A V I R U S

C O V E R A G E

This email was sent to rconigli@portofsandiego.org by: Morning Consult 

729 15th St. NW, Washington, DC, 20005 US 

No longer interested in receiving emails like this? You can Update your Preferences or Unsubscribe. 



COVID-19 Update 
April 10, 2020

Federal

Disagreement Over May Opening: Surgeon General Jerome Adams warned that most of the country would not be

prepared to open at the beginning of May. Adams suggested that some areas of the country that have seen consistently low

levels of COVID-19 cases may be able to resume business on May 1, provided that testing allows for adequate surveillance

measures. The surgeon general’s comments came despite other administration officials, including the president himself,

suggesting a wider opening of the economy in the beginning of May.

 

Closed for Easter: After previously expressing his desire to see “packed churches” on Easter Sunday, President Trump

today asked religious leaders to perform their duties remotely, and for parishioners to stay home. The President took a

sympathetic tone with those pastors who vowed to gather despite orders against groups of 10 or more people but urged

them to reconsider.

 

The President’s comments came after new U.S. projections estimated a steep spike in infection rates over the summer if

stay-at-home orders are lifted in early May. While mortality models have been showing declining death estimates thanks to

social distancing efforts, the death total would climb back to nearly 200,000, according to HHS and DHS projections. 

 

California

The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the State Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

20,917 confirmed cases

2,897 hospitalized

1,145 in ICU [1.1% increase from yesterday]

571 deaths

 

GO-Biz/High-Speed Rail Director Steps Down: Just announced this evening: Lenny Mendonca, Director of the

Governor’s Office of Business and Economic Development (GO-Biz) is stepping down. Mendonca was initially appointed to

GO-Biz in February 2019. Mendonca is stepping down “to focus on his family and personal businesses,” according to a

statement from the Governor’s office. Chief Deputy Director Chris Dombrowski will now serve as acting Director.

 

 

Committee Work: Today, California Senate Leader Toni Atkins advised senators to scale back their bill portfolios to only

their highest priority bills. Atkins set the precedent by narrowing her bill load to 2 bills.  Committee chairs will also play a

role in determining the most pressing bills that will see a hearing. Atkins also directed committee chairs to identify the

issues within their committee jurisdiction that need immediate legislative and/or regulatory response as a result of the

COVID-19 pandemic.

 

From: Platinum Advisors <platinum@platinumadvisors.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 10:10 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: COVID-19 Update: April 10, 2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



Additionally, Assembly Speaker Anthony Rendon announced that the Assembly Budget Subcommittee on Budget Process

Oversight & Program Evaluation will meet on Monday, April 20, at 10:00am to provide oversight and assessment of

California’s COVID-19 expenditures, including the use of the emergency funds approved by the Legislature in March.

 

Protecting the Golden Wave: Today, Governor Gavin Newsom spent the bulk of his press conference highlighting steps

California is taking to protect the residents and employees of the State’s nursing homes. California has now trained and is

deploying 600 nurses to support compliance with COVID-19 guidance, and State staff is calling nursing homes across the

State daily to provide support.

 

Recognizing the threat to these medically fragile individuals, the State last month restricted visitors to these facilities except

for end-of-life and other rare circumstances.

 

The Governor also announced today that the USNS Mercy will be taking non-COVID-19 patients to help decompress nursing

homes in the Los Angeles area. 

 

To further protect vulnerable Californians, California is:

 

Retraining 600 nurses to support facility compliance with COVID-19 guidance and to assist facilities with positive

cases; 

Working to decompress facilities to help slow the potential spread of COVID-19;

Creating facilities specifically for COVID-19 positive patients; 

Prioritizing personal protective equipment to facilities with COVID-19 positive staff or residents and facilities that are

at increased risk to COVID-19;  

Providing stipends to certified nurse assistants (CNAs), licensed vocational nurses (LVNs) and other critical staff at

nursing homes to make sure their needs are met. A previously announced Facebook donation of up to $25 million

available to provide $500 stipends to up to 50,000 nursing home workers; 

Offering no-cost or low-cost hotel rooms for workers who have had possible exposure to COVID-19 or test positive for

COVID-19 and do not need to be hospitalized; and

Ensuring that families of nursing home residents are informed and educated on COVID-19 safety protections for their

loved ones.

 

Childcare for COVID Workers: Governor Newsom also released $100 million to support childcare services, and to

support childcare providers who are stepping up to serve essential infrastructure workers and vulnerable populations and

their children during this critical time. 

 

$50 million goes to the Department of Education to be used to pay for up to 20,000 limited-term additional state-

subsidized slots for childcare.

$50 million goes to the Department to ensure childcare centers, facilities and family provider homes are safe and

clean by reimbursing them for the purchase of gloves, face coverings, cleaning supplies, and cleaning labor.

  

The Governor sent a letter to the Joint Legislative Budget Committee announcing his intent to spend $100 million from the

funding appropriated in SB 89, emergency legislation signed into law last month. The legislation created an additional

mechanism to provide up to $1 billion in General Funds for expenditures related to the COVID-19 emergency. 

 

Bay Area



Seventy People Test Positive at SF Homeless Shelter in SOMA: 70 people have tested positive for COVID-19 at the

Multi-Service Center South at 525 Fifth Street, including 68 guests and 2 members of the shelter’s staff. The shelter has

now been turned into a medical facility, with anyone who tested negative relocated elsewhere.  Mayor Breed said the City

has anticipated the risks of an outbreak affecting the homeless population, stating, “The fact is, we were on top of it. We had

hotel rooms available, and we had plans to staff up hotel rooms as rapidly as possible, in case an outbreak occurred.” 

 

Following the announcement of the outbreak, Supervisor Matt Haney criticized the Mayor, claiming the City has not done

enough to protect the vulnerable populations from the virus, “This is terrible, devastating and preventable. We've been

yelling and screaming for a month to get people out of these crowded shelters and protect people. They should have been

moved a month ago, this should have never happened.”

 

SF Caps Delivery App Fees: Today, Mayor London Breed capped fees that delivery food apps can charge.  The order,

which was supported by Supervisors Aaron Peskin and Ahsha Safai, will limit delivery app fees to 15% of an order, and will

impact businesses like Caviar, Uber Eats, and DoorDash, among others.  The cap will be in place for the duration of the

pandemic, or until restaurants can once again allow patrons to dine in, the Mayor’s Office said.

 

Easter Egg Hunting Indoors: San Jose officials are proactively trying to reduce the number of people who flock to

parks in the city over the upcoming holiday weekend. Nine regional parks and the parking lots at 19 city parks will be closed

to the public this Saturday and Sunday, which is Easter Sunday. Gatherings and egg hunts will be prohibited at the parks

that remain open.

 

Numbers Decreasing: According to a report by San Mateo County Thursday, the number of people hospitalized with

COVID-19 has decreased. Health officials reported 16 new confirmed cases but a decrease of 12 hospital patients, including

the freeing up of two intensive care units. The total number of cases in the county climbed to 633, while the death toll

remained at 21.

 

Leading By Example: The Bay Area was the nation's first metro area to impose shelter-in-place orders 25 days ago, but

the bellwether region for the U.S. isn’t emerging from hibernation any time soon despite relative success. And as the Bay

Area goes, so may go much of the country that has followed its example. Health experts agree that as the virus response

descended, so it will lift — with a patchwork of regional decisions that reflect both scientific data and political

considerations.

 

In Santa Clara, Health Officer Sara Cody told County Supervisors that she wants a sustained reduction in new cases for at

least 14 days — or one incubation period — before considering changes to her shelter-in-place order. San Francisco doctors

are optimistic after not seeing a New York-like surge, but also think it's too early to ease the rules. 
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Weekly Update| Friday, April 10, 2020

California Association of Port Authorities

IN THE NEWS

From: Martha Miller <mem@platinumadvisors.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 10:12 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: CAPA Weekly Update | April 10, 2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



Fed up with scammers, Los Angeles moves to create clearinghouse for medical supplies 

Faced with dwindling supplies and urgent need, Los Angeles is moving to create its own real-time clearinghouse of medical

goods to help hospitals buy critical gear as the coronavirus crisis intensifies. For weeks, as COVID-19 patients have flooded

hospitals in California and the United States, medical workers on the front lines have been left without basic protective gear

like masks and gowns. Federal supplies have been slow to roll out, and state resources have not been enough.

 

Pandemic linked to Long Beach drop in cargo, rise in canceled calls 

The Port of Long Beach said it continued to feel the economic effects of COVID-19 in March with more canceled sailings and

a decline in cargo containers shipped through the nation’s second-busiest seaport. Terminal operators and dockworkers

moved 517,663 twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs) last month, a 6.4% decline compared to March 2019. Imports were

down 5% to 234,570 TEUs, while exports increased 10.7% to 145,442 TEUs. Empty containers shipped overseas dropped

21% to 137,652 TEUs.

Ocean Carriers Idle Container Ships in Droves on Falling Trade Demand 

Container ship operators have idled a record 13% of their capacity over the past month as carriers at the foundation of

global supply chains buckle down while restrictions under the coronavirus pandemic batter trade demand.  Maritime data

provider Alphaliner said in a report Wednesday that shipping lines have withdrawn vessels with capacity totaling about 3

million containers in efforts to conserve cash and maintain freight rates.

Global Trade Will Plunge By Up To A Third In 2020: WTO 

Global trade could plummet by a third this year due to the coronavirus pandemic, the World Trade Organization said

Wednesday, warning the deepest recession "of our lifetimes" could be on the horizon. "COVID-19 has completely upended

the global economy and with it international trade," WTO chief Roberto Azevedo told reporters in a virtual briefing from

Geneva.

CARB’s Rush to Rulemaking 

Public health officials are projecting that new COVID-19 cases will continue to increase, and California’s chief medical

advisor is expressing fears of a surge in patients by mid-April.  The primary focus of the state is exactly where it should be:

readying the state for increased rate of infection, providing care for the sick and vulnerable, preventing further viral spread,

and keeping the economy moving as best as possible under the circumstances.

Will ports bar cargo ships with COVID-19-positive crew? 

Ports have yet to deny container, dry bulk or tanker ships the right to load or unload cargo due to coronavirus outbreaks

among crew. But things could get much dicier in the months to come.What happens will differ from country to country, and

likely, from state to state and port to port. If seafarer infections follow the trajectory seen on land, trade flows will hinge on

how each local authority responds to vessels with COVID-19-positive crew on board.

U.S. economy to shrink at fastest rate since 1946, unemployment to top 15% – Morgan Stanley 

The United States economy will shrink 5.5% in 2020, the steepest drop since 1946, with a huge 38% contraction predicted

for the second quarter, Morgan Stanley said on Friday in a new batch of forecasts on the economic damage from the

coronavirus outbreak. The U.S. bank said it had cut its first-quarter forecast to an annualised 3.4% contraction from a

previous 2.4%, while in the second quarter the economy is predicted to shrink 38%, up from an earlier forecast of a 30%

contraction.

Some of America’s Refineries May Be on the Brink of Shutting 

The next step for some U.S. reneries that have already cut way back may be a full stop. Slowing down a refinery isn’t like

turning down the fire on a gas range when the water threatens to boil over. A refinery is a complex web of interconnected

units, so once the amount of crude being processed in the distillation unit falls too low, secondary units don’t have enough

feedstock to keep running. Since many units operate under high pressure as well as high temperature, it becomes more

difficult to maintain the proper conditions for operation.

FEDERAL



Disagreement Over May Opening: Surgeon General Jerome Adams warned that most of the country would not be

prepared to open at the beginning of May. Adams suggested that some areas of the country that have seen consistently low

levels of COVID-19 cases may be able to resume business on May 1, provided that testing allows for adequate surveillance

measures. The surgeon general’s comments came despite other administration officials, including the president himself,

suggesting a wider opening of the economy in the beginning of May.

 

Closed for Easter: After previously expressing his desire to see “packed churches” on Easter Sunday, President Trump

today asked religious leaders to perform their duties remotely, and for parishioners to stay home. The President took a

sympathetic tone with those pastors who vowed to gather despite orders against groups of 10 or more people but urged

them to reconsider.

 

The president’s comments came after new U.S. projections estimated a steep spike in infection rates over the summer if

stay-at-home orders are lifted in early May. While mortality models have been showing declining death estimates thanks to

social distancing efforts, the death total would climb back to nearly 200,000, according to HHS and DHS projections. 

 

CALIFORNIA

The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

20,917 confirmed cases

2,897 hospitalized

1,145 in ICU [1.1% increase from yesterday]

571 deaths

 

GO-Biz/High-Speed Rail Director Steps Down: Just announced this evening: Lenny Mendonca, Director of the

Governor’s Office of Business and Economic Development (GO-Biz) is stepping down. Mendonca was initially appointed to

GO-Biz in February 2019. Mendonca is stepping down “to focus on his family and personal businesses,” according to a

statement from the Governor’s office. Chief Deputy Director Chris Dombrowski will now serve as acting Director.

 

 

Committee Work: Today, California Senate Leader Toni Atkins advised senators to scale back their bill portfolios to only

their highest priority bills. Atkins set the precedent by narrowing her bill load to 2 bills.  Committee chairs will also play a

role in determining the most pressing bills that will see a hearing. Atkins also directed committee chairs to identify the

issues within their committee jurisdiction that need immediate legislative and/or regulatory response as a result of the

COVID-19 pandemic.

 

Additionally, Assembly Speaker Anthony Rendon announced that the Assembly Budget Subcommittee on Budget Process

Oversight & Program Evaluation will meet on Monday, April 20, at 10:00am to provide oversight and assessment of

California’s COVID-19 expenditures, including the use of the emergency funds approved by the Legislature in March.

 

Protecting the Golden Wave: Today, Governor Gavin Newsom spent the bulk of his press conference highlighting steps

California is taking to protect the residents and employees of the state’s nursing homes. California has now trained and is

deploying 600 nurses to support compliance with COVID-19 guidance, and state staff is calling nursing homes across the

state daily to provide support.

 

Recognizing the threat to these medically fragile individuals, the state last month restricted visitors to these facilities except

for end-of-life and other rare circumstances.

 

The Governor also announced today that the USNS Mercy will be taking non-COVID-19 patients to help decompress nursing

homes in the Los Angeles area. 



 

To further protect vulnerable Californians, California is:

 

Retraining 600 nurses to support facility compliance with COVID-19 guidance and to assist facilities with positive

cases; 

Working to decompress facilities to help slow the potential spread of COVID-19

Creating facilities specifically for COVID-19 positive patients; 

Prioritizing personal protective equipment to facilities with COVID-19 positive staff or residents and facilities that are

at increased risk to COVID-19;  

Providing stipends to certified nurse assistants (CNAs), licensed vocational nurses (LVNs) and other critical staff at

nursing homes to make sure their needs are met. A previously announced Facebook donation of up to $25 million

available to provide $500 stipends to up to 50,000 nursing home workers; 

Offering no-cost or low-cost hotel rooms for workers who have had possible exposure to COVID-19 or test positive for

COVID-19 and do not need to be hospitalized; and

Ensuring that families of nursing home residents are informed and educated on COVID-19 safety protections for their

loved ones.

 

Childcare for COVID Workers: The Governor Gavin also released $100 million to support child care services, and to

support child care providers who are stepping up to serve essential infrastructure workers and vulnerable populations and

their children during this critical time. 

 

$50 million goes to the Department of Education to be used to pay for up to 20,000 limited-term additional state-

subsidized slots for child care.

$50 million goes the Department to ensure child care centers, facilities and family provider homes are safe and clean

by reimbursing them for the purchase of gloves, face coverings, cleaning supplies, as well as cleaning labor.

  

The Governor sent a letter to the Joint Legislative Budget Committee announcing his intent to spend $100 million from the

funding appropriated in SB 89, emergency legislation signed into law last month. The legislation created an additional

mechanism to provide up to $1 billion General Fund for expenditures related to the COVID-19 emergency.

LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITY

 
 AB 1839 (Bonta D)   Climate change: California Green New Deal.
 Introduced: 1/6/2020
 Status: 1/7/2020-From printer. May be heard in committee February 6.
 Location: 1/6/2020-A. PRINT

 

Summary: Current law establishes various environmental and economic policies.This bill
would create the California Green New Deal Council with a specified membership appointed
by the Governor. The bill would require the California Green New Deal Council to submit a
specified report to the Legislature no later than January 1, 2022. The bill also would make
various findings and declarations.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 
 AB 2027 (Boerner Horvath D)   Ocean resources management: state policy.
 Introduced: 1/30/2020
 Status: 1/31/2020-From printer. May be heard in committee March 1.
 Location: 1/30/2020-A. PRINT



 

Summary: Current law, the California Ocean Resources Management Act of 1990, declares
that it is the policy of the State of California to take specified actions related to the
preservation, protection, development, and enhancement of the state’s ocean resources and
ensure the coordinated management of ocean resources with the appropriate federal, state,
and local agencies.This bill would make nonsubstantive changes in these provisions.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 

 AB 2148
(Quirk D)   Climate change: adaptation: regional climate adaptation planning
groups: regional climate adaptation plans.

 Introduced: 2/10/2020
 Last Amend: 3/5/2020
 Status: 3/9/2020-Re-referred to Com. on NAT. RES.
 Location: 3/5/2020-A. NAT. RES.

 

Summary: Current law establishes the Integrated Climate Adaptation and Resiliency
Program, administered by the Office of Planning and Research, to coordinate regional and
local efforts with state climate adaptation strategies to adapt to the impacts of climate
change, as specified. This bill would require the Strategic Growth Council, by July 1, 2021, to
establish guidelines for the formation of regional climate adaptation planning groups. The
bill would require the council, by July 1, 2022, to develop criteria for the development of
regional climate adaptation plans.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 
 AB 2241 (Calderon D)   State Air Resources Board: report.
 Introduced: 2/13/2020
 Status: 2/14/2020-From printer. May be heard in committee March 15.
 Location: 2/13/2020-A. PRINT

 

Summary: Current law requires the State Air Resources Board to post on its internet
website, at a minimum by January 1 of each odd-numbered year, information on air quality
conditions and trends statewide and on the status and effectiveness of state and local air
quality programs, as specified.This bill would make nonsubstantive changes to that
provision.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 

 AB 2262
(Berman D)   Regional transportation plans: sustainable communities
strategies: zero-emission vehicle readiness plan.

 Introduced: 2/14/2020
 Status: 2/24/2020-Referred to Coms. on TRANS. and NAT. RES.
 Location: 2/24/2020-A. TRANS.

 

Summary: Current law requires the sustainable communities strategy to, among other
things, identify a transportation network to service the transportation needs of the region.
After adopting a sustainable communities strategy, current law requires a metropolitan
planning organization to submit the strategy to the state board for review to determine
whether the strategy, if implemented, would achieve the greenhouse gas emission reduction
targets. Current law requires each transportation planning agency to adopt and submit to
the California Transportation Commission and the Department of Transportation an
updated regional transportation plan every 4 or 5 years, as specified. This bill would require
each sustainable communities strategy to also include a zero-emission vehicle readiness
plan, as specified. By imposing new requirements on local agencies, the bill would impose a
state-mandated local program.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 

 AB 2323
(Friedman D)   California Environmental Quality Act: specific plan: community
plan: exemption.

 Introduced: 2/14/2020
 Status: 3/2/2020-Referred to Coms. on NAT. RES. and L. GOV.

 Location: 3/2/2020-A. NAT. RES.



 

Summary: CEQA requires a lead agency to prepare a mitigated negative declaration for a
project that may have a significant effect on the environment if revisions in the project
would avoid or mitigate that effect and there is no substantial evidence that the project, as
revised, would have a significant effect on the environment. CEQA exempts from its
environmental review provisions certain residential, employment center, and mixed-use
development projects meeting specified criteria, including that the project is undertaken and
is consistent with a specific plan for which an environmental impact report has been
certified. This bill would require, in order to qualify for the CEQA exemption, that the
project is undertaken and is consistent with either a specific plan prepared pursuant to
specific provisions of law or a community plan as defined in a specific provision of law.
Because a lead agency would be required to determine the applicability of this exemption,
this bill would impose a state-mandated local program.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 
 AB 2370 (Limón D)   Ventura Port District: aquaculture plots: federal waters.
 Introduced: 2/18/2020
 Last Amend: 3/16/2020
 Status: 3/17/2020-Re-referred to Com. on L. GOV.
 Location: 3/12/2020-A. L. GOV.

 

Summary: Under the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local Government Reorganization Act of
2000, a city or district may only provide new or extended services by contract or agreement
outside of its jurisdictional boundary if it requests and receives written approval, as
provided, from the local agency formation commission in the county in which the extension
of service is proposed. This bill would, notwithstanding the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local
Government Reorganization Act of 2000, authorize the Ventura Port District, to the extent
permitted by federal law, to construct, maintain, operate, lease, and grant permits to others
for the installation, maintenance, and operation of aquaculture plots in federal waters off the
coast of California the County of Ventura, as prescribed, in order to aid in the development
or improvement of navigation or commerce to the port district.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 
 AB 2371 (Friedman D)   Climate change: adaptation.
 Introduced: 2/18/2020
 Last Amend: 3/16/2020
 Status: 3/17/2020-Re-referred to Com. on NAT. RES.
 Location: 2/24/2020-A. NAT. RES.

 

Summary: Would require the Strategic Growth Council, by July 1, 2021, to convene a
science advisory team of distinguished scientists to advise on climate planning and
adaptation efforts in the state and to, among other things, review and make
recommendations to improve the plan. The bill would require the council, by July 1, 2024, to
submit to the relevant policy and fiscal committees of the Legislature a report summarizing
the actions of the science advisory team, the team’s contribution to climate resiliency and
adaptation planning, and recommendations to improve the effectiveness of the team.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 
 AB 2441 (Rivas, Luz D)   Climate change: Safeguarding California Plan.
 Introduced: 2/19/2020
 Status: 2/27/2020-Referred to Com. on NAT. RES.
 Location: 2/27/2020-A. NAT. RES.

 

Summary: Existing law requires the Natural Resources Agency every 3 years to update the
Safeguarding California Plan. As part of the update, current law requires the agency to
coordinate with other state agencies to identify a lead agency or group of agencies to lead
adaptation efforts in each sector. Current law requires state agencies to work to maximize
specified objectives. This bill would include, as objectives to be maximized, building
resilient communities by developing projects that incorporate, to the maximum extent
feasible, cool surface materials and investing in communities to develop community-specific
climate resilience plans and to establish community resilience centers to mitigate impacts of
local climate risks.

        
   Position     



   Watch     
   
 
 AB 2444 (Gallagher R)   California Environmental Quality Act: guidelines.
 Introduced: 2/19/2020

 Status: 2/20/2020-From printer. May be heard in committee March 21.
 Location: 2/19/2020-A. PRINT

 

Summary: CEQA requires a lead agency to prepare a mitigated negative declaration for a
project that may have a significant effect on the environment if revisions in the project
would avoid or mitigate that effect and there is no substantial evidence that the project, as
revised, would have a significant effect on the environment. CEQA requires the Office of
Planning and Research to prepare and develop, and the Secretary of the Natural Resources
Agency to certify and adopt, guidelines for the implementation of CEQA by public agencies.
CEQA requires the office, at least once every 2 years, to review the adopted guidelines and to
recommend proposed changes or amendments to the secretary. This bill would make
nonsubstantive changes to the requirements regarding the preparation, development,
certification, and adoption of the guidelines.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 
 AB 2536 (Obernolte R)   California Environmental Quality Act.
 Introduced: 2/19/2020
 Status: 2/20/2020-From printer. May be heard in committee March 21.
 Location: 2/19/2020-A. PRINT

 

Summary: The California Environmental Quality Act requires a lead agency, as defined, to
prepare, or cause to be prepared, and certify the completion of an environmental impact
report on a project that it proposes to carry out or approve that may have a significant effect
on the environment or to adopt a negative declaration if it finds that the project will not have
that effect. The act requires all public agencies to adopt by ordinance, resolution, rule, or
regulation specified objectives, criteria, and procedures for the evaluation of projects and
the preparation of environmental impact reports and negative declarations, as specified.
This bill would make nonsubstantive changes to those provisions.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 
 AB 2566 (Garcia, Cristina D)   Consumption-based greenhouse gas inventory.
 Introduced: 2/20/2020
 Last Amend: 3/12/2020

 
Status: 3/16/2020-Re-referred to Com. on NAT. RES. In committee: Hearing postponed
by committee.

 Location: 3/2/2020-A. NAT. RES.

 

Summary: Would require the State Air Resources Board to create and track a
consumption-based greenhouse gas inventory for animal products for human consumption
and to update that inventory every 5 years. The bill would require the state board to update
the scoping plan once the initial consumption-based greenhouse gas inventory has been
completed.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 
 AB 2621 (Mullin D)   Climate resiliency.
 Introduced: 2/20/2020
 Status: 2/21/2020-From printer. May be heard in committee March 22.
 Location: 2/20/2020-A. PRINT

 

Summary: Current law establishes the Integrated Climate Adaptation and Resiliency
Program under the administration of the Office of Planning and Research to coordinate
regional and local efforts with state climate adaptation strategies to adapt to the impacts of
climate change, as specified.This bill would express the intent of the Legislature to enact
subsequent legislation relating to climate resiliency.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 



 AB 2737 (Garcia, Cristina D)   Community emissions reduction programs.

 Introduced: 2/20/2020
 Status: 3/2/2020-Referred to Com. on NAT. RES.
 Location: 3/2/2020-A. NAT. RES.

 

Summary: Current aw requires the State Air Resources Board, by October 1, 2018, to
prepare and update, at least once every 5 years, a statewide strategy to reduce emissions of
toxic air contaminants and criteria air pollutants in communities affected by a high
cumulative exposure burden. Current law requires the state board to select locations around
the state for the preparation of community emissions reduction programs, and to provide
grants to community-based organizations for technical assistance and to support
community participation in the programs. Current law requires an air quality management
district or air pollution control district containing a selected location, within one year of the
state board’s selection, to adopt a community emissions reduction program. This bill would
prohibit a district that contains a selected location from authorizing a new major source, or
revisions to an existing source, that increases toxic air contaminants and criteria air
pollutants above the levels included in the community emissions reduction plan for that
location without requiring the major source to mitigate the increased emissions directly in
the affected communities.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 
 AB 2831 (Flora R)   Greenhouse gas reduction: carbon sequestration.
 Introduced: 2/20/2020
 Status: 2/21/2020-From printer. May be heard in committee March 22.
 Location: 2/20/2020-A. PRINT

 Summary: Would state the intent of the Legislature to enact legislation regarding carbon
sequestration through whole orchard recycling.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 
 AB 2832 (Garcia, Cristina D)   Greenhouse gases: carbon neutrality.
 Introduced: 2/20/2020
 Status: 3/2/2020-Referred to Com. on NAT. RES.
 Location: 3/2/2020-A. NAT. RES.

 

Summary: Would declare the policy of the state to achieve carbon neutrality as soon as
possible, but no later than 2045, and to achieve and maintain net negative greenhouse gas
emissions thereafter. The bill would require the state board to work with relevant state
agencies to develop a framework for implementation and accounting that tracks progress
toward achieving carbon neutrality, and to ensure that updates to the scoping plan identify
and recommend measures to achieve carbon neutrality. The bill would require a specified
plan prepared by the state board and other specified agencies to include sequestration
targets consistent with achieving carbon neutrality, and would impose other requirements
on state agencies relating to working toward carbon neutrality.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 
 AB 2866 (Garcia, Eduardo D)   Vehicular air pollution: Clean Fleet Program.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Status: 3/5/2020-Referred to Coms. on TRANS. and NAT. RES.
 Location: 3/5/2020-A. TRANS.

 

Summary: Would require the State Air Resources Board, by July 1, 2021, to adopt the
Clean Fleet Program to reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases, to improve air quality,
and to benefit low-income residents by providing certain incentives for the displacement of
petroleum diesel with biofuels, as defined, The bill would require the state board to adopt
guidelines for the program and to begin the implementation of the program on January 1,
2022. The bill would require the state board, on July 1, 2021, and every fiscal year
thereafter, to set specific and measurable goals for the displacement of petroleum fuel with
biofuels.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 



 AB 2951 (Chiu D)   Harbor and port districts: energy management plan.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Status: 2/24/2020-Read first time.
 Location: 2/21/2020-A. PRINT

 

Summary: Current law requires, if a district prepares an energy management plan, that the
plan include, among other things, an assessment of other energy efficiency and management
issues the district determines to evaluate in order to inform the development of specific
goals and actions that reduce air emissions and promote economic development. Current
law requires that assessment to include, among other things, an electric or natural gas load
forecast and an assessment that identifies domestic and international shipping
requirements and operations related to energy use and consumption. This bill would require
that assessment to also include an assessment of the capacity of ports to advance the state’s
greenhouse gas reduction targets by facilitating the development, construction, and creation
of a supply chain for eligible renewable energy resources.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 
 AB 3049 (Levine D)   Economic development: climate change impact.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Status: 2/24/2020-Read first time.
 Location: 2/21/2020-A. PRINT

 

Summary: Would state the intent of the Legislature to enact legislation that would require
the Governor’s Office of Business and Economic Development to make publicly available
information on the economic impacts of climate change on California’s gross domestic
product.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 
 AB 3111 (Gipson D)   Carl Moyer Memorial Air Quality Standards Attainment Program.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Status: 2/24/2020-Read first time.
 Location: 2/21/2020-A. PRINT

 

Summary: Current law establishes the Carl Moyer Memorial Air Quality Standards
Attainment Program, which is administered by the State Air Resources Board. The program
authorizes the state board to provide grants to offset the incremental cost of eligible projects
that reduce emissions from covered vehicular sources. The program also authorizes funding
for a fueling infrastructure demonstration program and for technology development efforts
that are expected to result in commercially available technologies in the near-term that
would improve the ability of the program to achieve its goals. This bill would make technical,
nonsubstantive changes to these provisions.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 
 AB 3211 (Bauer-Kahan D)   Toxic air contaminants.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Status: 3/9/2020-Referred to Coms. on NAT. RES. and TRANS.
 Location: 3/9/2020-A. NAT. RES.

 

Summary: Current law authorizes local air pollution control districts and air quality
management districts, in carrying out their responsibilities with respect to the attainment of
state ambient air quality standards, to adopt and implement regulations that accomplish
certain objectives. This bill would additionally authorize the districts to adopt and
implement regulations to require data regarding air pollution within the district’s
jurisdiction from areawide stationary sources of air pollution, including mobile sources
drawn by those stationary sources, to enable the calculation of health risks from toxic air
contaminants.

        
   Position     
   High Watch     
   
 

 ACA 1
(Aguiar-Curry D)   Local government financing: affordable housing and public
infrastructure: voter approval.

 Introduced: 12/3/2018
 Last Amend: 3/18/2019



 
Status: 8/19/2019-Read third time. Refused adoption. Motion to reconsider made by
Assembly Member Aguiar-Curry.

 Location: 5/20/2019-A. RECONSIDERATION

 

Summary: The California Constitution prohibits the ad valorem tax rate on real property
from exceeding 1% of the full cash value of the property, subject to certain exceptions. This
measure would create an additional exception to the 1% limit that would authorize a city,
county, city and county, or special district to levy an ad valorem tax to service bonded
indebtedness incurred to fund the construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, or
replacement of public infrastructure, affordable housing, or permanent supportive housing,
or the acquisition or lease of real property for those purposes, if the proposition proposing
that tax is approved by 55% of the voters of the city, county, or city and county, as
applicable, and the proposition includes specified accountability requirements.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 

 SB 45
(Allen D)   Wildfire Prevention, Safe Drinking Water, Drought Preparation, and
Flood Protection Bond Act of 2020.

 Introduced: 12/3/2018
 Last Amend: 1/23/2020
 Status: 1/30/2020-In Assembly. Read first time. Held at Desk.
 Location: 1/29/2020-A. DESK

 

Summary: Would enact the Wildfire Prevention, Safe Drinking Water, Drought
Preparation, and Flood Protection Bond Act of 2020, which, if approved by the voters,
would authorize the issuance of bonds in the amount of $5,510,000,000 pursuant to the
State General Obligation Bond Law to finance projects for a wildfire prevention, safe
drinking water, drought preparation, and flood protection program.

        
   Position     
   Support     
   
 
 SB 278 (Beall D)   Metropolitan Transportation Commission.
 Introduced: 2/13/2019
 Last Amend: 3/28/2019

 
Status: 1/27/2020-Ordered to special consent calendar. Read third time. Passed. (Ayes 38.
Noes 0.) Ordered to the Assembly. In Assembly. Read first time. Held at Desk.

 Location: 1/27/2020-A. DESK

 

Summary: The Metropolitan Transportation Commission Act creates the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission as a local area planning agency to provide comprehensive
regional transportation planning for the region comprised of the 9 San Francisco Bay area
counties. The act requires the commission to continue to actively, on behalf of the entire
region, seek to assist in the development of adequate funding sources to develop, construct,
and support transportation projects that it determines are essential. This bill would also
require the commission to determine that those transportation projects are a priority for the
region.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 

 SB 883 (Monning D)   Vessels: for-hire operators’ licenses.

 Introduced: 1/23/2020
 Status: 3/18/2020-March 24 hearing postponed by committee.
 Location: 2/6/2020-S. N.R. & W.

 

Calendar:  4/21/2020  1:30 p.m. - 113  SENATE HEARING CANCELED - NATURAL
RESOURCES AND WATER, STERN, Chair 

 

 

Summary: Current law requires an operator of a for-hire vessel, as defined, to obtain a
valid license to operate a for-hire vessel on the waters of this state, except as provided.
Current law defines for-hire vessel to include a vessel propelled by machinery carrying more
than 3 passengers for hire, except as specified. Under existing law, a violation of the
provisions governing the licensing of an operator of a for-hire vessel is a misdemeanor. This
bill, for the purposes of those provisions governing the licensing of an operator of a for-hire
vessel, would revise the definition of for-hire vessel to instead include a vessel propelled by
machinery carrying one or more passengers for hire, except as specified.



        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 

 SB 900
(Hill D)   Department of Industrial Relations: worker status: employees and
independent contractors.

 Introduced: 1/30/2020
 Last Amend: 3/26/2020

 
Status: 3/26/2020-From committee with author's amendments. Read second time and
amended. Re-referred to Com. on L., P.E. & R.

 Location: 2/12/2020-S. L., P.E. & R.

 

Summary: Current law expressly authorizes the Department of Industrial Relations to
assist and cooperate with the federal Wage and Hour Division and the federal Children’s
Bureau in enforcing of the federal Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 within this state.This
bill would recast those provisions and would delete the express authorization for the
department to assist and cooperate with the bureau.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 
 SB 904 (Monning D)   Vessels: arrests.
 Introduced: 2/3/2020
 Status: 2/12/2020-Referred to Com. on TRANS.
 Location: 2/12/2020-S. TRANS.

 

Calendar:  4/14/2020  1:30 p.m. - John L. Burton Hearing Room (4203) 
SENATE HEARING CANCELED - TRANSPORTATION, BEALL, Chair 

 

 

Summary: Current law generally requires every undocumented vessel, as defined, using
the waters or on the waters of the state to be currently numbered. The owner of each vessel
requiring numbering by the state is required to, among other things, paint on or attach to
each side of the forward half of the vessel the identification number, as specified. This bill
would additionally require an arresting officer to permit a person arrested for various
offenses, including, among others, the failure to paint on or attach to each side of the
forward half of the vessel the identification number, as specified, to execute a notice,
prepared by the officer in triplicate, containing a promise to correct the violation and to
deliver proof of correction to the issuing agency, unless the officer finds that a disqualifying
condition exists.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 
 SB 964 (Skinner D)   Chemicals: outdoor application: residential areas.
 Introduced: 2/11/2020
 Last Amend: 3/26/2020

 
Status: 3/26/2020-From committee with author's amendments. Read second time and
amended. Re-referred to Com. on RLS.

 Location: 2/11/2020-S. RLS.

 

Summary: Would require a government agency or an entity with which a government
agency contracts to submit a plan for the application of a chemical to the Office of
Environmental Health Hazard Assessment before applying the chemical outdoors in a
residential area, defined as a residential neighborhood, school, daycare center, park and
recreational facility, or other location where infants and children generally spend time. The
bill would require the office to conduct an independent review of any health impacts of the
chemical, including reviewing any relevant scientific literature, studies, or other
independently peer-reviewed information relating to the chemical’s adverse health effects on
infants and children.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 
 SB 986 (Allen D)   Coastal resources: new development: greenhouse gas emissions.
 Introduced: 2/12/2020

 
Status: 3/18/2020-March 24 hearing postponed by committee.

 Location: 2/20/2020-S. N.R. & W.



 

Calendar:  4/21/2020  1:30 p.m. - 113  SENATE HEARING CANCELED - NATURAL
RESOURCES AND WATER, STERN, Chair 

 

 

Summary: The California Coastal Act of 1976 regulates development, as defined, in the
coastal zone, as defined, and requires that new development comply with specified
requirements, including, among other things, requirements intended to minimize the
adverse environmental impacts of the new development, minimize energy consumption and
vehicle miles traveled, and, where appropriate, protect special communities and
neighborhoods that, because of their unique characteristics, are popular visitor destination
points for recreational uses.This bill would additionally require that new development
minimize greenhouse gas emissions.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 

 SB 1090
(Bates R)   Coastal erosion: installation of shoreline protective devices:
application process.

 Introduced: 2/19/2020
 Last Amend: 4/9/2020

 
Status: 4/9/2020-From committee with author's amendments. Read second time and
amended. Re-referred to Com. on RLS.

 Location: 2/19/2020-S. RLS.

 

Summary: Would, except as provided, require the California Coastal Commission or a local
government with an approved local coastal program to approve the repair, maintenance, or
construction of retaining walls, return walls, seawalls, revetments, or similar shoreline
protective devices for beaches or adjacent existing residential properties in the coastal zone
in the Counties of Orange and San Diego that are designed to mitigate or protect against
coastal erosion. If a local government denies the application for a shoreline protective
device, the bill would require the local government to inform the commission, in writing, of
its decision with supporting evidence. The bill would require the commission, if it denies an
application or if it receives notice of a local government’s denial, to submit a report to the
Legislature of its denial or the report from the local government.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 
 SB 1100 (Atkins D)   Coastal resources: sea level rise.
 Introduced: 2/19/2020
 Status: 3/18/2020-March 24 hearing postponed by committee.
 Location: 2/27/2020-S. N.R. & W.

 

Summary: The California Coastal Act of 1976 establishes the California Coastal
Commission and provides for planning and regulation of development in the coastal zone,
as defined. The act requires the commission, within 90 days after January 1, 1977, to adopt,
after public hearing, procedures for the preparation, submission, approval, appeal,
certification, and amendment of a local coastal program, including a common methodology
for the preparation of, and the determination of the scope of, the local coastal programs, as
provided. This bill would also include, as part of the procedures the commission is required
to adopt, recommendations and guidelines for the identification, assessment, minimization,
and mitigation of sea level rise within each local coastal program, as provided.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 
 SB 1101 (Caballero D)   Water and Climate Science Advisory Board.
 Introduced: 2/19/2020
 Last Amend: 3/25/2020

 
Status: 3/25/2020-From committee with author's amendments. Read second time and
amended. Re-referred to Com. on RLS.

 Location: 2/19/2020-S. RLS.



 

Summary: Would require the Department of Water Resources to convene a Water and
Climate Science Advisory Board to consist of 5 members with certain qualifications
appointed by the department, the agency, and the State Water Resources Control Board, as
provided. The bill would require board members to serve 3-year terms. The bill would
require the department to consult with the board when initiating, reviewing, or expanding
policies or guidelines regarding impacts of climate change on water resources. The bill
would require the department to establish an internal process for department review of and
comment on the work of the board, which shall be made publicly available.

        
   Position     

   Watch     

   
 
 SB 1113 (Gonzalez, Lena D)   State Air Resources Board: report.
 Introduced: 2/19/2020
 Status: 2/27/2020-Referred to Com. on RLS.
 Location: 2/19/2020-S. RLS.

 

Summary: Current law requires the State Air Resources Board to post on its internet
website, at a minimum by January 1 of each odd-numbered year, information on air quality
conditions and trends statewide and on the status and effectiveness of state and local air
quality programs, as specified.This bill would make nonsubstantive changes to that
provision.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 

 SB 1195
(Gonzalez, Lena D)   Vehicular air pollution: State Air Resources Board:
regulations.

 Introduced: 2/20/2020
 Status: 3/5/2020-Referred to Com. on RLS.
 Location: 2/20/2020-S. RLS.

 

Summary: Current law requires the State Air Resources Board to adopt rules and
regulations relating to vehicular emissions standards, as specified, that will achieve the
ambient air quality standards required by federal law in conjunction with other measures
adopted by the state board, air pollution control and air quality management districts, and
the United States Environmental Protection Agency. Current law requires the state board to
adopt and enforce rules and regulations that anticipate the development of new technologies
or the improvement of existing technologies if necessary to carry out its duty. This bill would
make a nonsubstantive change to this provision.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 

 SB 1293
(Allen D)   California Infrastructure and Economic Development Bank: Sea
Level Rise Revolving Loan Program.

 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Last Amend: 3/30/2020

 
Status: 3/30/2020-From committee with author's amendments. Read second time and
amended. Re-referred to Com. on RLS.

 Location: 2/21/2020-S. RLS.

 

Summary: Would create the Sea Level Rise Revolving Loan Program within the I-Bank to
provide low-interest loans to local jurisdictions for the purchase of coastal properties in their
jurisdictions identified as vulnerable coastal property. The bill would require the California
Coastal Commission, before January 1, 2022, in consultation with the California Coastal
Commission, the State Lands Commission, and any other applicable state, federal, and local
entities with relevant jurisdiction and expertise, to determine criteria and guidelines for the
identification of vulnerable coastal properties eligible for participation in the program. The
bill would authorize specified cities and counties to apply for, and be awarded, a low-
interest loan under the program if the city or county develops and submits to the bank a
vulnerable coastal property plan.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 
 SB 1320 (Stern D)   Climate change: California Climate Change Assessment.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020



 Status: 4/6/2020-April 14 hearing postponed by committee.
 Location: 3/5/2020-S. N.R. & W.

 

Summary: Would require the Office of Planning and Research to develop the California
Climate Change Assessment, in coordination with the Natural Resources Agency, the State
Energy Resources Conservation and Development Commission, and the Strategic Growth
Council, and in consultation with partner public agencies designated by the office. The bill
would require the office to conduct the assessment every 2 years and to publish the
assessment in October of each odd-numbered year. The bill would require the assessment to
assess and report the impacts and risks of climate change and identify potential solutions to
inform legislative policy, as provided. The bill would require the assessment to include
sector-specific liability projections that assess the impacts of climate change under varied
emissions scenarios for the years 2025, 2030, 2050, and 2100.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 

 SB 1323
(Skinner D)   Carbon sequestration: state goals: natural and working lands:
registry of projects.

 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Status: 3/18/2020-April 1 hearing postponed by committee.
 Location: 3/12/2020-S. E.Q.

 

Calendar:  4/15/2020  9:30 a.m. - Room 3191  SENATE HEARING CANCELED -
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, ALLEN, Chair 

 

 

Summary: Would require, no later than July 1, 2021, that the Natural Resources Agency, in
coordination with the California Environmental Protection Agency, the State Air Resources
Board, and the department establish carbon sequestration goals for natural and working
lands, as defined. The bill would require the board to include specified carbon dioxide
removal targets as part of its scoping plan.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 
 SB 1362 (Stern D)   Carbon neutrality: comprehensive strategy.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Status: 3/12/2020-Referred to Coms. on EQ. and N.R. & W.
 Location: 3/12/2020-S. E.Q.

 

Calendar:  4/15/2020  9:30 a.m. - Room 3191  SENATE HEARING CANCELED -
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, ALLEN, Chair 

 

 

Summary: Would require the State Air Resources Board, no later than July 1, 2021, to
adopt a comprehensive strategy to achieve carbon neutrality in the state by no later than
December 31, 2045, as specified. The bill would require the state board, before adopting the
comprehensive strategy, to conduct at least 3 public workshops in consultation with the
Natural Resources Agency and incorporate peer-reviewed data and models, as specified. The
bill would require the state board to update the comprehensive strategy at least once every 5
years.

        
   Position     
   Watch     
   
 
 SB 1374 (Bradford D)   Personal income taxes: timeliness penalty: abatement.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Last Amend: 3/25/2020

 
Status: 3/25/2020-From committee with author's amendments. Read second time and
amended. Re-referred to Com. on TRANS.

 Location: 3/12/2020-S. TRANS.

 

Calendar:  4/28/2020  1:30 p.m. - John L. Burton Hearing Room (4203) 
SENATE HEARING CANCELED - TRANSPORTATION, BEALL, Chair 

 



 

Summary: Would, for taxable years beginning on and after January 1, 2021, require the
Franchise Tax Board, upon request by an individual taxpayer, to grant a one time abatement
of a failure-to-file or failure-to-pay timeliness penalty if the taxpayer was not previously
required to file a California personal income tax return or has not previously been granted
abatement under this section, the taxpayer has filed all required returns as of the date of the
request for abatement, and the taxpayer has paid, or is in a current arrangement to pay, all
tax currently due.

        

   Position     
   Watch     
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From: Microsoft Outlook 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 10:39 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Clutter moved new and different messages 

Are these messages important to you?
For some time, Clutter has been moving messages to the Clutter folder. Recently, some new and different messages were

moved. Now you can quickly scan the folder and move any messages that shouldn't be there back to the inbox. Clutter will

learn from this and do better next time.

New messages we moved

Letter From Xylem’s CMO: Supporting Our Communities And Customers Through COVID-19
From: Xylem Analytics

Clutter summary

To or From Message count

REVOLVE 3

The New Children's Museum 2

Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo 1

Morning Consult 1

Krvaric Capital & Risk Management 1

San Diego Regional EDC 1

Cleantech San Diego 1

UC San Diego Alumni 1

NAMEPA 1

Other 5

Got a few extra seconds? We'd love to know what you think about Clutter.

Give feedback  Learn more

To stop separating items that are identified as clutter, go to Options.

To stop receiving notifications about Clutter, go to Options and turn them off.

This system notification isn't an email message and you can't reply to it.



From: Apple News <newsdigest@insideapple.apple.com> 
Sent: Saturday, April 11, 2020 9:11 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: How Will We Know When It’s Time to Reopen the Nation? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.
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Try Apple News+ for Free

Some content requires specific hardware or software. Internet access required; data fees may

apply. Content availability is subject to change. For more information, click here.

Copyright © 2020 Apple Inc. One Apple Park Way, Cupertino, California 95014 USA

Privacy Policy | Terms and Conditions | Support | Account
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Governing

From: GOVERNING Weekend Daily <newsletters@governing.com> 
Sent: Saturday, April 11, 2020 10:06 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: The Pandemic, Captain Crozier of Today's U.S.S. Roosevelt and the Rough Rider 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

THIS WEEK IN GOVERNING APRIL

11, 2020

"It's not a good idea to think

that the Teddy Roosevelt is a

one-of-a-kind issue…. We

have too many ships at sea

.... To think that it will never

happen again is not a good

way to plan."

- General John Hyten, Vice

Chairman, Joint Chiefs of

Staff [AP]

MORE QUOTES

MUST READS YOU



MUST READS YOU

MAY HAVE MISSED

447 CONFIRMED CORONAVIRUS CASES

ONBOARD THE ROOSEVELT AFTER

CAPTAIN’S OUSTER 

The Pandemic, Captain

Crozier of Today's U.S.S.

Roosevelt and the Rough

Rider 

READ MORE

THE UNDERAPPRECIATED STRENGTHS

OF FEDERALISM, WARTS AND ALL 

The Pandemic and the

Strengths of Our Networked

Governance 

READ MORE

ECONOMIC STORM HIT SUDDENLY AND

HARD, NOT LIKELY TO BLOW OVER

ANYTIME SOON 

State Budget Fallout: 'A

Hurricane That Hits All Over

the Country' 
READ MORE

STATES COULD DO WORSE THAN

FOLLOWING THE FED’S LEAD ON THIS

ONE 

Property Tax Collectors, Give

Folks a Break! 
READ MORE

MICROCHIPPING YOUR PETS IS ONE

THING BUT WHAT ABOUT YOU? IT’S

COMING. 

Regaining Control of

Technology One Microchip at

a Time 

READ MORE

TO YOUR VERY GOOD HEALTH 

Virginia Craft Whiskey Maker

Distills Hand Sanitizer for

Cops 

READ MORE

EDITOR'S PICKS



EVEN UNDER QUARANTINE, THE PUBLIC

WANTS BACK IN TO THE PROCESS 

Pandemic Forces Local

Governments’ Hands into Era

of Virtual Public Meetings 

READ MORE

AMERICA IS LOVING NEW YORK'S FIESTY,

PLAIN-SPOKEN PROGRESSIVE

GOVERNOR. NOTHING MUCH HAS

CHANGED SINCE GOVERNING’S 2017

PROFILE, EXCEPT THE LOVE. 

Andrew Cuomo Is One of the

Most Progressive Governors.

(So Why Don't Liberals Like

Him?) 
READ MORE

THE FUTURE IN CONTEXT 

Thomas Jefferson,

Epidemics and His Vision for

American Cities 

READ MORE

COMING THIS WEEK

IN GOVERNING



IN GOVERNING

Two Governing favorites come

together in a must-listen episode. Our

long-running podcast In The Arena

features Editor-at-Large Clay

Jenkinson on his life’s work as a

humanities scholar that provides a

unique prism for understanding our

times in historical context. Jenkinson

argues that the likes of Jefferson and

Roosevelt both had the intellectual

heft – by virtue of extensive reading

and travel – to understand the

implications of crises as they arose.

His essays for Governing draw from

those lessons.

Stay with governing.com for the

news you need about states and

localities. Thank you for reading.

Facebook / Twitter / Youtube

This email was sent to rconigli@portofsandiego.org.

Unsubscribe | Opt out of all e.Republic email  | Privacy Statement 
© 2020 e.Republic. All rights reserved. 100 Blue Ravine Rd, Folsom,

CA 95630, USA. Phone: 916-932-1300



From: Angie Craig HQ <campaign@angiecraig.com> 
Sent: Saturday, April 11, 2020 11:49 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: This Vanity Fair article… 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

In case you didn’t see, Vanity Fair recently released an article focusing on Rep. Angie Craig’s HUMBLE Act and how

two U.S. Senators may have leveraged insider information on the coronavirus to sell stock before the market took a hit.

Angie’s legislation would ban Members of Congress from owning any individual stocks and from becoming a lobbyist

after they've served.

Click here to read the article → 

“As a veteran of corporate America and a freshman Democrat who flipped a Trump district in 2018, Craig is a somewhat

unexpected proponent of banning members of Congress from owning individual stocks. But she said it was precisely her

familiarity with corporate America that prompted her to introduce the bill.” 

Angie has always fought to put the American people first – and that includes making sure Congress is doing its intended

job of serving the people of the United States, and not serving their own interests and those of the special interests.

Read the article in Vanity Fair right away →  

Thanks for standing with Angie,

Angie Craig HQ

 

 

 

 

Angie is focused on helping the folks and businesses in her district get through this public health emergency, and we hope that you are most importantly

taking precautions to keep yourself and your family safe. Thank you for your consideration of support to help keep her doing this important work. If you

would like to pause from receiving our emails until this public health emergency has passed, please fill out this form.

 

For the most up to date information on COVID-19 (Coronavirus) please visit the Minnesota State Department of Health website here.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Angie Craig is fighting in Congress to bring affordable healthcare, high-quality public education, and good-paying jobs to Minnesota. You can learn more about

Angie’s priorities by liking us on Facebook and following us on Twitter. Raised by a single mother in a mobile home park, Angie knows the struggles hardworking
Americans face every day. She’s working to build a Minnesota for all of us but she needs grassroots support from people like you. Click here to contribute to her



campaign. 

Thanks for your support of our campaign. If you would like to receive fewer emails from us, please click here. If you believe you received this message in error or
wish to no longer receive email from us, please unsubscribe.

 

Paid for by Angie Craig for Congress

 
Angie Craig for Congress

PO Box 22116
Eagan, MN 55122

United States

 



From: Kenneth Beck <news@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Saturday, April 11, 2020 1:21 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: COVID-19 CEO Action Calls additional dates scheduled 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa,

We have added interactive video discussions for CEOs through our Mid-Market Action Committees so you can connect, share insights, and to
strategize regarding the COVID-19 impact on specific functional areas.

The calls will be hosted on the following dates and times: 

Social Impact Committee - Wednesday, April 15 at 5:30 p.m. ET 
Digital Transformation Committee - Wednesday, April 22 at 5:30 p.m. ET 
Government Partnership Committee - Wednesday, April 29 at 5:30 p.m. ET 
Women’s Advisory Board - Monday, May 4 at 5:30 p.m. ET 
Talent Management Committee - Wednesday, May 6 at 5:30 p.m. ET 

You can register for any of the calls by clicking this link. We will take the first eight registrants for each meeting and then go to a wait-list.

The meetings will be confidential, Small Group, Video discussions that are Interactive, 60-minute conversation to ensure meaningful dialogue. 

The agenda for each meeting will be focused on each CEO sharing what he/she is seeing and doing in the respective committee area.

The weekly calls all have wait-lists so sign up now.  

Finally, if you just want to talk, I will be available for any one-on-one calls and will help you in any way I can.
 
We are facing a once in a generation event that impacts everyone.  This is the time for people, companies, and organizations to come together
for the greater good.
 
To that end, we have shifted all of CEO Connection’s energy and resources to focus on helping you, our community, and our country come
through the COVID-19 crisis. 

We will get through this together.

Kenneth Beck WG'87
Chief Executive Officer  | CEO Connection
Chairman  | Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991  | F 646.292.5129
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com

Unsubscribe from email communications

CEO Connection

338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791



From: Fitbit <noreply@e.fitbit.com> 
Sent: Sunday, April 12, 2020 3:52 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Your Weekly Boost: April 12 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Think small moves for big wins.

Fitbit

 

iit's your weekly boost by Fitbit



Unsubscribe | Blog | We're Hiring 

Fitbit and the Fitbit logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of

Fitbit, Inc. in the US and other countries. Additional Fitbit trademarks can

be found at www.fitbit.com/legal/trademark-list. Third-party trademarks

mentioned are the property of their respective owners. 

Fitbit, Inc. — 199 Fremont Street, 14th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94105



From: NAMEPA <m.dushay@namepa.net> 
Sent: Sunday, April 12, 2020 5:41 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Reminder: Crisis or Change?? NAMEPA Chooses Change One Habit, Change the World 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Crisis or Change?? NAMEPA Chooses Change One Habit, Change the
World

Given the round the clock news coverage of the COVID-19 pandemic, and its growing impact on society, it
is easy to slip into a sense of helplessness and frustration. It is time to “move a muscle/change a
thought”!! Don’t let negativity overwhelm you! Go out and Change One Habit and you will Change the
World!! Every action counts to protect our planet, and YOU are an important element of that!

So get moving, and help us #SaveOurSeas!!!

Be well and safe,

The NAMEPA Change Team 

Unplug and Unwind!

Save electricity and help the environment at the same

time!

Learn More

Spring Activity!
Build an egg carton garden! A fun way to celebrate
the coming of the season with your family!

Learn More

     

North American Marine Environment Protection Association (NAMEPA)

21 Davis Hill Rd

Weston, CT 06883

Unsubscribe rconigli@portofsandiego.org

Update Profile | About Constant Contact

Sent by m.dushay@namepa.net

in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!



View this email in your browser

NEWSLETTERAPRIL 13 2020

Atlas commits to tackling virus 

 

Atlas Air Worldwide today confirmed its ongoing commitment to the fight against coronavirus, including coordination with the

President’s Coronavirus Task Force, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Flexport.org’s Frontline Responders

Fund, country governments and global companies around the world.

“Air cargo is essential to the global fight against coronavirus, and we are proud to support the efforts of companies and agencies across the

public and private sectors to deliver life-saving supplies to where they are needed the most. On behalf of our 3,800 employees around the

world, we are grateful to those working on the frontlines, and we appreciate the opportunity to show our support,” said John Dietrich,

President and Chief Executive Officer, Atlas Air Worldwide. “We thank our crews and ground staff for their extraordinary commitment in the

operations of these relief missions.”

Read More

LATESTNEWS

Hamberg pledges commitment to keeping loo rolls stocked Read More

ECS applauds handlers for keeping chains moving  Read More

From: FreightWeek <info@freightweek.org> 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 3:59 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: LATEST FREIGHTWEEK NEWS 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



Swiss WorldCargo to fly PPE in from China 

Read More

CEVA keeps goods moving 

Read More

Volumes down nearly 25pc amidst pandemic 

Read More

LATAM Cargo acts to mitigate Covid-19 impact 

Read More

Damco's new appointment and cargo rescue programme 

Read More

cargo-partner expands Europe-China LCL 

Read More

Emirates delivers 500,000 test kits to Brazil 

Read More

Virus puts UK supply chains to the test 

Read More

Ethiopian adapts network to handle heightened demand 

Read More

 

ECS

United Cargo

FREIGHTWEEK MAGAZINE MARCH 2020



Brussels Airports' Polmans talks shop with Freightweek

Brussels Airport’s cargo division started the year strongly. Volumes for January and February remained level with those

recorded over the first two months of 2019. Director of cargo and logistics business development at Brussels Airport

Company Steven Polmans tells Freightweek there was also an optimistic outlook for the rest of the year with new business

in the pipeline. This, positive start has, however, been thrown into flux in the wake of the corona virus pandemic.  

Read more

Carriers and ports step up as pandemic intensifies

Airlines have taken a drubbing in recent weeks with some forecasting the industry as a whole will have lost more than

US$100 billion by the time the Covid-19 pandemic has been brought under control. In the US, carriers have been quick to

respond to the crisis with a number announcing concerted efforts to play their part in tackling the virus.

Read more

Ports carry strong end-of-year into 2020

The world’s major terminal operators have recorded a strong performance over the past 12 months. At DP World, revenues

have increased, while APMT has announced substantial upturns in volumes across some of its newest gateways. It is not

only the big groups that have recorded prosperity. So too have some of the stand-alone waterways.

Read more

March news round-up 

Turkish expands; Swiss WorldCargo adapts to virus; Firms announce new tech as supply chains digitalise; New ship

cleaning device launches; WFS handles biggest shipment at CDG for ABC.  

Read more

AA Cargo

Turkish Cargo

Turkish Cargo

 



 About Us | Viewpoints | Digital Magazine | Back Issues | News | Advertising 

www.freightweek.org

FreightWeek 

HU Digital Media, 143-145 Stanwell Road, Ashford, Middlesex  TW15 3QN UK
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From: Transportation Law360 <news-q1@law360.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 4:13 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: No Fees For Attys Who Bungled Toyota Suit, 8th Circ. Says 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

TRANSPORTATION

Monday, April 13, 2020

TOP NEWS 

No Fees For Attys Who Bungled Toyota Suit, 8th Circ. Says
The Eighth Circuit ruled Friday that New York-based personal injury firm
Napoli Shkolnik PLLC was not entitled to attorney fees after botching a suit
against Toyota over a fatal car crash, agreeing with the lower court that the
firm provided no net value to the clients.

 Opinion attached | Read full article »

Opt-Out VW Drivers' Punitive Damages, Mistrial Bid Slashed
A California federal judge on Friday slashed to $23,000 the total punitive
damages awarded to five Volkswagen drivers in the German automaker's
first U.S. trial over its "clean diesel" emissions cheating scandal and denied
their bid for a mistrial.

 Order attached | Read full article »

Workers Slam Postmates' 'Inexcusably Tardy' Stay Request
Postmates workers slammed the delivery app company's request to pause
arbitration proceedings lodged by more than 10,000 couriers who allege they
were cheated out of wages, arguing that Postmates is running an
“inexcusably tardy" fire drill that has “no hope of success” and should be hit
with sanctions.

 1 document attached | Read full article »

Analysis

In The COVID-19 Wave Of Bankruptcies, Creativity Is Key
An onslaught of bankruptcy filings expected in the wake of the COVID-19
outbreak is forcing restructuring professionals to engineer creative solutions
to protect their clients’ value as they ask courts to be flexible when
administering cases in these turbulent economic times.

Read full article »

AUTOMOTIVE 

ITC Clears Car Parts Cos. In Emissions Filter Patent Case
The U.S. International Trade Commission handed MAHLE Filter Systems
North America Inc. a win over allegations that it imported car emissions filter
systems that infringed Ingevity Corp.'s patented technology, ruling that
Ingevity's patent claims are invalid.

 Report attached | Read full article »

Drivers Call For Cert. In Acura 'Infotainment' Glitch Suit
A proposed class of Honda owners is asking a California federal judge to
grant class certification to their claims that the carmaker knowingly sold
Acura models with defective electronics systems that could distract drivers.

 Motion attached | Read full article »

5th Circ. Nixes Rain-X's $720K Award In False Ad Fight
The Fifth Circuit has vacated a $722,000 false-advertising judgment for the
maker of Rain-X against a competitor, saying Thursday that many parts were
"legally unsupportable."

 Opinion attached | Read full article »

RAIL 

1st Circ. Needs Proof To OK Ch. 11 Train Derailment Claim
The First Circuit has found that a creditor of Montreal Maine & Atlantic

COMPANIES

AAR Corp.

Albany Medical Center

American Arbitration Association

American Bankruptcy Institute

American Bar Association

American Public Transportation
Association

American Short Line and Regional
Railroad Association

Association of American Railroads

Association of Corporate Counsel

Baylor University

Boston Scientific Corp.

Brown Armstrong CPA

Burford Capital LLC

Chicago Bridge & Iron Co. NV

Facebook Inc.

GrubHub Inc.

Halliburton Co.

Honda Motor Co. Ltd.

Illinois Tool Works Inc.

Ingevity Corp.

Inovio Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Institutional Shareholder Services
Inc.

Kinder Morgan Inc.

Kuraray Co. Ltd.

LexisNexis Group

Mahle GmbH

Montreal, Maine and Atlantic
Railway Inc.

NASDAQ Inc.

NJ Transit Corp.

National Association of Insurance
Commissioners

Nokia Corp.

Oxford University Press Ltd.

Postmates Inc.

RELX PLC

Renaissance Capital

Rust-Oleum Corp.

Signet Jewelers Ltd.

Southwest Airlines Co.

State Street Corp.

Thomson Reuters Corporation

Toshiba Corp.

Toyota Motor Corp.



Railway can't argue it's owed compensation for legal claims that were waived
in a settlement connected to a deadly Quebec train derailment without
proving what the legal claims were worth.

 Opinion attached | Read full article »

TRUCKING 

Ohio Court Restores Defense Verdict Over Truck Crash
An Ohio appeals court on Friday reinstated a verdict clearing a tractor-trailer
driver in a suit accusing him of negligently blocking a rural road and causing
an auto collision, rejecting the trial court’s determination that computer-
simulated images of the crash prejudiced the other driver.

 Opinion attached | Read full article »

ENERGY 

Kinder Morgan-Owned Pipelines Want $14M In Unpaid Bills
Exploration and production company Ursa Piceance LLC has been hit with
two lawsuits in Texas state courts in Houston alleging that it breached
agreements to transport natural gas by failing to pay invoices and owes its
business partners about $14 million.

 1 document attached | Read full article »

PEOPLE 

Freeman Mathis Opens NJ Office With 8 Litchfield Cavo Attys
National firm Freeman Mathis & Gary LLP said Thursday it expanded to New
Jersey with an eight-member team from Litchfield Cavo LLP, bucking the
grim trend of firm cutbacks amid the economic crush of the COVID-19
pandemic.

Read full article »

EXPERT ANALYSIS 

Railroads See Needed COVID-19 Flexibility From Regulator
The Federal Railroad Administration's recent interpretation of hours of
service requirements in light of the COVID-19 emergency is welcome
guidance in this time of significant uncertainty, say Hanna Chouest and
Morgan Lindsay at Sidley.

Read full article »

Insurers Should Act Now To Guard Against COVID-19 Claims
If insurers are to stanch the flow of coverage claims from policyholders
impacted by the coronavirus, they must be prepared to fight and win early
cases concerning property insurance and other types of policies because
even small cases could set important precedents at this stage, say attorneys
at Lewis Baach.

Read full article »

Virus-Related Workers' Comp Claims May Have Potential In NY
Despite a lack of guidance on workers’ compensation benefits related to
COVID-19 exposure in New York, several factors that determine eligibility
generally, as well as case law concerning infectious diseases, may hint at the
viability of future claims, says Edward Guldi at The Perecman Firm.

Read full article »

First-Quarter Securities Class Actions Respond To Outbreak
U.S. securities fraud class actions in the first quarter related to COVID-19
represent a small portion of the total exposure, but more fervent shareholder
recovery efforts can be expected as the fiduciary duties of institutional
investment managers are tested and investors seek nontraditional equity
investment returns, says Nessim Mezrahi at SAR.

Read full article »

A Call To Action For The Coming Insurance Litigation Siege
Anticipating an onslaught of insurance litigation over coronavirus business
interruption claims, Andrew Lundberg at Burford Capital paints a picture of
what cooperation could look like among lawyers, courts, legislatures,
regulators, insurers and policyholders dealing with this once-in-a-generation
stress on the nation's judicial resources.

Read full article »

LEGAL INDUSTRY

Verisk Analytics Inc.

Volkswagen AG

Wal-Mart Stores Inc.

Wells Fargo & Co.

LAW FIRMS

Andrus Wagstaff

Austin LLP

Barnes & Thornburg

BatesCarey LLP

Bernstein Shur
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Covington & Burling
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Knight Law Group
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Loeb & Loeb
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Mintz Levin
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Moses & Singer

Munsch Hardt

Napoli Shkolnik

Nelson Mullins

Niekamp Weisensell

Orrick

Pattishall McAuliffe

Paul Hastings
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Polsinelli



Goodwin, Others Cut Jobs As Mintz Slashes Salaries
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Goodwin Procter LLP is trimming its
global operations team, confirming Friday it has laid off "a limited number" of
nonattorney staff, while Mintz Levin Cohn Ferris Glovsky and Popeo PC said
it will cut all employees' salaries.

Read full article »

Pepper, Troutman Latest To Ax Summer Associate Programs
Pepper Hamilton LLP and Troutman Sanders LLP became the latest law
firms on Friday to announce they would be canceling their 2020 summer
associate programs due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Read full article »

Analysis

Top Workplace Lawyers Scramble To Master Unemployment
Many employment attorneys pride themselves on breezing through their
clients' thorniest legal quandaries, but the recent federal unemployment
expansion has left even the savviest among them in an unfamiliar position:
without all the answers.

Read full article »

Analysis

Expect More Malpractice Claims After COVID-Fueled Slump
As anxiety over the coronavirus pandemic has caused the stock market to
tumble, and efforts to contain it mean shuttering businesses and halting
swaths of the economy, professional liability experts who remember the
wave of legal malpractice allegations post-2008 are bracing for a new surge
in such claims.

Read full article »

NYC Prisons Rebuked For Blocking Sick Inmates' Phone Calls
A Brooklyn federal judge on Friday said that the Federal Bureau of Prisons
was failing in its duty to provide access to counsel for inmates in New York
City detention centers, criticizing them for barring sick inmates from speaking
to their attorneys during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Read full article »

Blank Rome, Andrus Wagstaff Clash Over Pelvic Mesh Fees
Blank Rome LLP and Andrus Wagstaff PC are bashing each other's attempts
to secure an early win in a suit claiming that Andrus Wagstaff stiffed Blank
Rome out of nearly half a million dollars in fees related to multidistrict
litigation concerning allegedly defective pelvic mesh implants.

Read full article »

GC Cheat Sheet: The Hottest Corporate News Of The Week
Life sciences companies are completing offerings despite volatility caused by
the coronavirus pandemic, while Senate Democrats blocked a Republican
attempt to approve another $250 billion in forgivable loans to small
businesses. These are some of the stories in corporate legal news you may
have missed in the past week.

Read full article »

Podcast

Law360's Pro Say: COVID At The High Court
The U.S. Supreme Court has issued its first ruling dealing with COVID-19,
refusing to postpone Wisconsin’s election. On this week’s episode of Pro
Say, we’re breaking down the decision, the blowback and how the court might
rule on future coronavirus fights. 

Read full article »

Q&A

Coping With A Pandemic: 5th Circ. Judge Jennifer Elrod
With distancing and isolation the new norm amid the COVID-19 pandemic,
Law360 is sharing reactions from around the business and legal community.
Today's perspective comes from Judge Jennifer Elrod of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit.

Read full article »

In Case You Missed It: Hottest Firms And Stories On Law360
For those who missed out, here's a look back at the law firms, stories and
expert analyses that generated the most buzz on Law360 last week.

Read full article »
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From: Transport Events <iela@transportevents.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 6:15 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Global Macroeconomic Impact on Maritime Transport During COVID-19 and the Road to Economic Recovery -
Thursday 16 April 2020 at 5pm - 6pm HKG 

WARNING: The sender of this email could not be validated and may not match the person in the "From" field!

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

 

If you would like to unsubscribe from this mailing list, please click here



From: Apple News <newsdigest@insideapple.apple.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 9:28 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: U.S. has a historic weekend, why you’re wiped out of toilet paper, and more from Apple News 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.
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View this email in your browser

Hello Randa,

Much of the uncertainty created by COVID-19 is out of our control.

 

But, for independent contractors in California, Sacramento politicians are holding up more than 2 million claims under the

federal CARES Act until we “figure out whether or not you’re misclassified,” according to the state Labor Secretary.

 

This is not just absurd. It’s flat out wrong.

 

The problems with AB5 and the classification of independent contractors is not the fault of hard-working Californians. The

problem was created by a legislature that chose to codify a decades-old court-ruling and apply that ruling to a totally

transformed economic reality.

 

If the purpose of AB5 was to protect workers, there should be no issue in giving them the benefits they need and are due

during a time of crisis.

 

Lives are, literally, at stake.

 

This is not the time for Sacramento to wait more than 2 weeks -- and counting -- to figure out a way to determine whether 2

million workers were “misclassified” before they get the relief they need.

 

The California legislature needs to support workers NOW. They can figure out how to deal with the mess they created with

AB5 later.

 

 

Barbara Bry 

Candidate for Mayor of San Diego

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT

SDUT_Freelancers Stalled

From: Barbara Bry <barbara@barbarabry.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 9:59 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Fairness for Independent Contractors Now 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.
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From: ICMA SmartBrief <icma@smartbrief.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11:28 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: New Kan. city manager to start work after quarantine ends 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

How to improve productivity while managing stress | Peoria County, Ill., approves property tax relief | MIT works with cities to use Bluetooth tech in virus fight

Created for rconiglio@portofsandiego.org |  Web Version
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ICMA SmartBrief

SIGN UP ⋅   SHARE

ADVERTISEMENT

LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

How to improve productivity while managing stress

Naphtali Hoff wraps up his five-step guide to improved productivity by urging leaders to help their teams manage stress levels and

to adapt their leadership approach to each person's preferred style, among other advice. "Leaders can also help by pitching in,

offering people opportunities to delegate, accepting excellent even if imperfect work and giving people opportunity to vent and

offer constructive feedback to improve processes and systems," he writes. Full Story: SmartBrief/Leadership (4/8) 

   

Enhance Your Virtual Meetings with Municode 

Municipalities across the country are having to navigate new workflow procedures by going remote and continuing to run local

governments. Municode offers a meeting & agenda management solution that has industry-leading options to enhance your

virtual meetings. Learn more here.

ADVERTISEMENT:

BUDGETING AND FINANCE

Peoria County, Ill., approves property tax relief

Residents of Peoria County, Ill., will get some financial relief during the coronavirus pandemic after county board members

approved a plan to split property tax payments in half, giving property owners longer to pay. Peoria County Treasurer Nicole

Bjerke says she hopes the move will give residents a break as they deal with layoffs and job losses caused by the outbreak. Full

Story: WEEK-TV (East Peoria, Ill.) (4/9) 

   

Free Software to Help Local Governments 

In an effort to assist local governments around the U.S. organize their response to the Coronavirus outbreak and maintain

business continuity, GovPilot has made available 10 cloud-based modules designed to help during this pandemic. On April 16th

at 2pm EST GovPilot will demonstrate the benefits of cloud-based government management. Register Now!

ADVERTISEMENT:



(Bertrand Guay/Getty Images)

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SAFETY

MIT works with cities to use Bluetooth tech in virus fight

Governments in three US localities are working with MIT researchers to trial a mobile app that uses Bluetooth technology to fight

the spread of the novel coronavirus. The app, called Private Kit, alerts users who have been in the vicinity of other users who

have tested positive for the virus. Full Story: Reuters (4/9) 

   

Getting started working remotely 

Whether you work remotely 100% of the time or find yourself navigating this situation for the very first time, working at a physical

distance can pose a unique set of challenges. Slack is here to help. This webinar will provide tips and tactics within Slack that you

can put into action right away. Register now.

ADVERTISEMENT:

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, RESTORATION AND SUSTAINABILITY

Kaufman Capital bringing $50M mixed-use project to Ga.

Kaufman Capital Partners has been approved to build a $50 million mixed-use development in Georgia in place of a mostly

vacant shopping center once called Friday's Plaza. The Village at Tilly Mill Crossing will bring in more than 300 affordable

apartments and include space for retail. Full Story: Curbed (4/8) 

   

LEGISLATION, POLICY AND GRANTS

Outdoor exercise hours trimmed in Paris

Residents of Paris, France, are barred from exercising in the city's public spaces between 10 a.m. and 7

p.m. under new rules put in place after fines appeared ineffective. Mayor Anne Hidalgo says the restriction

means outdoor exercise is still permitted, but only during hours when fewer people are outdoors. Full Story: Metro (UK) (4/8) 

   

PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Tech solutions make cities more walkable

Digital mapping and smart pavement are among the technologies cities are using to enhance walkability. The technologies

supplement traditional methods such as developing mixed-use properties, consolidating parking, providing good transit and biking

options, and planting trees. Full Story: Government Technology (April/May 2020) 

   



HUMAN RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT

NYC hires contract workers for burials on Hart Island

New York City has employed workers to bury coronavirus victims in its Hart Island potter's field. Normally, about 25 bodies a week

are buried on the island, but interments started increasing in March. Full Story: Reuters (4/9) 

   

RECOGNITIONS AND TRANSITIONS

New Kan. city manager to start work after quarantine ends

City Council members in Osawatomie, Kan., voted unanimously last week to hire former Mission, Kan., city administrator Michael

Scanlon -- who is currently self quarantining after arriving in Kansas from Colorado -- to the post of city manager. "I think I might

be the first manager in the United States appointed while in quarantine, so it could set some kind of record," Scanlon says. Full

Story: The Miami County Republic (Paola, Kan.) (4/10) 

   

ICMA NEWS

Free Webinar: Budgeting During a Crisis

Join us, Friday, April 17, for this 90-minute webinar on the first principles of cutback budgeting, lessons from real-world

experience during the Great Recession, and exploration of how simulation software can be used to frame the fact-based trade-off

discussions your public entity will need to have, both internally and externally, in the near future. Case studies from local

governments of all sizes will be profiled to show how online public engagement can help provide essential feedback to

governments making these difficult choices. Register today! For more information and resources, visit ICMA's Coronavirus

Resources page. Get more content about COVID-19 - subscribe today!

   

Build Your Supervisory Skills Online and at Home

The ICMA Effective Supervisory Practices webinar series robust online program is accessible to you live and on demand and is a

must for any local government professional looking to lead change, improve customer service, and strengthen communication

with staff members. Get ready to build your management skills and address the more complex challenges all managers confront

as they seek to effectively communicate, motivate, and model ethical decisions to lead a team. Program begins May 13, register

today!

   

LEARN MORE ABOUT ICMA:

Home | About | News & Events | Join ICMA | Career Network



Each thing implies the universe.

Jorge Luis Borges, 
writer, essayist, poet, translator
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Californians for Stem Cell Research, Treatments and Cures

2 days left — your support is needed!

The California Stem Cell Research, Treatments, and Cures Initiative of 2020 will provide $5.5 billion to accelerate

development of treatments and cures, but still needs signatures to get on the November ballot — by April 15th.

Californians for Cures is an initiative to continue funding for the California Institute for Regenerative Medicine (CIRM). This

state agency provides grant funding to scientists around California doing stem cell and related research for the development

of novel treatments and cures to relieve the suffering of those with thus-far incurable diseases (such as COVID-19!).

Thank you so much for your help!

Serving the Region's Small Business Community

Funded in part through a Grant

with the Governor’s Office of

Business and Economic

Development.

Connect is part of the San

Diego & Imperial SBDC

Network, serving entrepreneurs

and small businesses with low

to no-cost services to support

business growth.

Funded in part through a

cooperative agreement with the

US Small Business

Administration.

Connect w/ San Diego Venture Group

Connect.org
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From: Connect Team <team@connect.org> 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 1:25 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: California Stem Cell Research, Treatments, and Cures Initiative of 2020 - Support Needed 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.
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From: CalChamber <customer-service@calchamber.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 1:31 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject:  Randa, How The WFH Challenge Presents Opportunities 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Do you know your remote employees can take their required harassment prevention training from home?

logo

During a crisis there is an opportunity to learn,

cultivate compassion, and build a more positive, safe

community with Harassment Prevention training.

Nearly 1,000,000 employees and supervisors have been trained by

CalChamber.

Challenges present opportunities! As COVID-19 disrupts business, employees

working remotely can use this time to complete their California harassment

prevention training.

Rest assured, CalChamber's online employee and supervisor courses meet

California's legal requirements for employers with five or more employees. And

your remote learners will appreciate how convenient it is to take the training from

laptops, tablets or smartphones in either English or Spanish.

Save 20% or more now.

Mandatory 1-Hour Online California Employee Course 

CA HARASSMENT PREVENTION TRAINING 

Reg. $25.99 $20.79 
Preferred/Executive Member Price: Now $16.63

Mandatory 2-Hour Online California Supervisor Course 

CA HARASSMENT PREVENTION TRAINING 

Reg. $43.99 $35.19 
Preferred/Executive Member Price: Now $28.15

"Very comprehensive and user-friendly." POST-COURSE SURVEY, MARCH 2020 

(Employee course taken on laptop)

"Well done. I have recommended your company to another organization that was

looking for this type of training." POST-COURSE SURVEY, MARCH 2020 

(Supervisor course taken on laptop)

  PURCHASE NOW  

Priority code HRE saves you 20% online or when calling (800) 331-8877—now through May

31, 2020. Preferred and Executive members receive this savings in addition to their 20%

member discount.

 All-New Courses | Engaging Movie-Quality Videos | Expert Commentary  

 Up-Front Pricing | Offer Savings Plus Volume Discount  



Unsubscribe | Privacy Policy

Taking these individual-learner courses in a group setting will not satisfy state requirements.

Mention priority code HRE and your Customer #: 32850 if calling (800) 331-8877 to take advantage of the

20% savings offer. Offer applies to new orders placed between 4/13/20 and 5/31/20, and cannot be

combined with other offers. Prepayment is required. Preferred and Executive members receive the

20% offer in addition to their 20% member discount. 

California Chamber of Commerce, 1215 K Street, Suite 1400, Sacramento, CA 95814

CalChamber is a registered trademark and "HR Expert & Business Advocate" is a trademark of the

California Chamber of Commerce.

© 2020 California Chamber of Commerce

Your Customer #: 32850



From: Kenneth Beck <news@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 1:46 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Reminder: COVID-19 CEO Action Calls additional dates scheduled 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa,

We have added interactive video discussions for CEOs through our Mid-Market Action Committees so you can connect, share insights, and to
strategize regarding the COVID-19 impact on specific functional areas.

The calls will be hosted on the following dates and times: 

Social Impact Committee - Wednesday, April 15 at 5:30 p.m. ET 
Digital Transformation Committee - Wednesday, April 22 at 5:30 p.m. ET 
Government Partnership Committee - Wednesday, April 29 at 5:30 p.m. ET 
Women’s Advisory Board - Monday, May 4 at 5:30 p.m. ET 
Talent Management Committee - Wednesday, May 6 at 5:30 p.m. ET 

You can register for any of the calls by clicking this link. We will take the first eight registrants for each meeting and then go to a wait-list.

The meetings will be confidential, Small Group, Video discussions that are Interactive, 60-minute conversation to ensure meaningful dialogue. 

The agenda for each meeting will be focused on each CEO sharing what he/she is seeing and doing in the respective committee area.

The weekly calls all have wait-lists so sign up now.  

Finally, if you just want to talk, I will be available for any one-on-one calls and will help you in any way I can.
 
We are facing a once in a generation event that impacts everyone.  This is the time for people, companies, and organizations to come together
for the greater good.
 
To that end, we have shifted all of CEO Connection’s energy and resources to focus on helping you, our community, and our country come
through the COVID-19 crisis. 

We will get through this together.

Kenneth Beck WG'87
Chief Executive Officer  | CEO Connection
Chairman  | Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991  | F 646.292.5129
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com

Unsubscribe from email communications

CEO Connection

338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791



From: Nancy PaKuBon <oliviabennett1982@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 2:28 PM EDT 
To: cchilds06@jcu.edu <cchilds06@jcu.edu> 
Subject: This is how to survive the biggest Pandemic of the History 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.



Hi there,
 

I have 1 good news and 1 bad news today!

I know some of you are having trouble buying Face Masks to protect

yourself and family in case you need to go outside.

That's why I and my team stocked some high-quality Face masks

(Reusable up to 20 times) in our US warehouse in case you need it

So the good news is we can ship out next Tue from US and will get

your mask in few days

Bad news is the quantity is extremely limited because there a lot of

demand right now. That’s why I only notice our customers via email,

the price is already reduced by 30% compared to other places to

support our customers

So don’t miss it. Your safety is the most important, and this Virus is

extremely dangerous

=> Get the Covid-19 Protection with 3-Layers Antibacterial Cotton

Face Masks now

Be safe and happy shopping,

Nancy

 

No longer want to receive these emails? Unsubscribe.

PaKuBon - 118 Graybark Lane Amherst, OH, 44001, US.



From: Environmental Law360 <news-q1@law360.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 2:58 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Coronavirus: Your Afternoon Briefing 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Coronavirus Special Report

Monday, April 13, 2020

TOP NEWS 

Supreme Court To Hold Arguments By Teleconference

The U.S. Supreme Court will hold oral arguments by teleconference next
month due to the ongoing coronavirus crisis, with all nine justices and counsel
participating remotely in what will be a bold new experiment for an institution
not known for its technical prowess.

Legal Depts In Service Industries Take Brunt Of Virus Impact

In-house law departments at hotels and other consumer-facing businesses
have been hard-hit by the ongoing COVID-19 outbreak, as they are forced to
furlough staff and cut general counsel pay to weather the financial impact
while businesses elsewhere are more insulated from the downturn.

Expect More Malpractice Claims After COVID-Fueled Slump

As anxiety over the coronavirus pandemic has caused the stock market to
tumble, and efforts to contain it mean shuttering businesses and halting
swaths of the economy, professional liability experts who remember the wave
of legal malpractice allegations post-2008 are bracing for a new surge in such
claims.

Goodwin, Others Cut Jobs As Mintz Slashes Salaries

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Goodwin Procter LLP is trimming its
global operations team, confirming Friday it has laid off "a limited number" of
nonattorney staff, while Mintz Levin Cohn Ferris Glovsky and Popeo PC said it
will cut all employees' salaries.

Pepper, Troutman Latest To Ax Summer Associate Programs

Pepper Hamilton LLP and Troutman Sanders LLP became the latest law firms
on Friday to announce they would be canceling their 2020 summer associate
programs due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Avenatti Gets Temporary Release From Jail Over Virus Risk

A California federal judge late Friday ordered Michael Avenatti released from
a Manhattan detention center, granting the embattled lawyer who faces two
criminal trials and sentencing in a third case a 90-day reprieve from jail amid
the coronavirus outbreak.

CLOSINGS AND RESTRICTIONS 

Coronavirus: The Latest Court Closures And Restrictions

UPDATED April 13, 2020, 2:10 PM EDT | As courts across the country take
measures to prevent the spread of the coronavirus, some are restricting
access and altering their procedures. Here is a roundup of changes.

WHAT IT MEANS FOR ATTORNEYS 

Top Workplace Lawyers Scramble To Master Unemployment

Many employment attorneys pride themselves on breezing through their
clients' thorniest legal quandaries, but the recent federal unemployment
expansion has left even the savviest among them in an unfamiliar position:
without all the answers.

DOL Lays Out Rules For COVID-19 Reporting, Jobless Aid

The U.S. Department of Labor released a pair of memos Friday clarifying
rules for employers reporting cases of COVID-19 and sketching out guidelines
for a program meant to supplement unemployment benefits as the economy
reels from the effects of the pandemic.

New EEOC Virus Advice Touches On Screenings, Medical Info

The U.S. Equal Opportunity Employment Commission has given employers
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more direction for navigating the COVID-19 outbreak, updating existing
guidance to add advice on issues such as screening employees coming into
the workplace and pandemic-related harassment.

In The COVID-19 Wave Of Bankruptcies, Creativity Is Key

An onslaught of bankruptcy filings expected in the wake of the COVID-19
outbreak is forcing restructuring professionals to engineer creative solutions to
protect their clients’ value as they ask courts to be flexible when administering
cases in these turbulent economic times.

Apple, Google Unveil Joint Effort To Track COVID-19 Spread

Apple Inc. and Google Inc. have teamed up to roll out a new system for
tracking through Bluetooth technology the contacts of those who have tested
positive for COVID-19, a method the tech giants stressed that they developed
with privacy and security in mind. 

Telehealth's Not Getting Switched Off After COVID-19 Crisis

The coronavirus pandemic has forced the federal government to lift barriers to
telemedicine so patients can get care without leaving home. Those regulatory
changes may be temporary, but experts say telehealth is here to stay.

Hospitality Biz Faces Visa Hurdles As Virus Forces Closures

Restaurants and hotels, which rely heavily on foreign workers, are being
forced to lay off their staffers, who in turn face the risk of immigration
penalties. Here, Law360 takes a look at how the coronavirus pandemic is
taking an especially heavy toll on the hospitality industry.

Coping With A Pandemic: 5th Circ. Judge Jennifer Elrod

With distancing and isolation the new norm amid the COVID-19 pandemic,
Law360 is sharing reactions from around the business and legal community.
Today's perspective comes from Judge Jennifer Elrod of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit.

PODCAST 

Law360's Pro Say: COVID At The High Court

The U.S. Supreme Court has issued its first ruling dealing with COVID-19,
refusing to postpone Wisconsin’s election. On this week’s episode of Pro Say,
we’re breaking down the decision, the blowback and how the court might rule
on future coronavirus fights. 

EXPERT ANALYSIS 

Don't Just Delay The Bar Exam — Cancel It Forever

The bar exam tells us nothing about whether a law student will be a
competent lawyer, and now that exams have been delayed due to COVID-19,
it's a good time to reevaluate why we have it in the first place, says Brian
Tannebaum at Bast Amron.

How A Small Law Firm Adapts To Remote Work

Stay-at-home orders mean small firms like mine — six lawyers and 14 staff
members — suddenly need to make rapid changes, but the initial shock has
turned into excitement about this opportunity to improve old processes, says
David Kwartler at Kwartler Manus.

A Call To Action For The Coming Insurance Litigation Siege

Anticipating an onslaught of insurance litigation over coronavirus business
interruption claims, Andrew Lundberg at Burford Capital paints a picture of
what cooperation could look like among lawyers, courts, legislatures,
regulators, insurers and policyholders dealing with this once-in-a-generation
stress on the nation's judicial resources.
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From: Transportation Law360 <news-q1@law360.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 3:02 PM EDT 
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Subject: Coronavirus: Your Afternoon Briefing 
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Coronavirus Special Report

Monday, April 13, 2020

TOP NEWS 

Supreme Court To Hold Arguments By Teleconference

The U.S. Supreme Court will hold oral arguments by teleconference next
month due to the ongoing coronavirus crisis, with all nine justices and counsel
participating remotely in what will be a bold new experiment for an institution
not known for its technical prowess.

Legal Depts In Service Industries Take Brunt Of Virus Impact

In-house law departments at hotels and other consumer-facing businesses
have been hard-hit by the ongoing COVID-19 outbreak, as they are forced to
furlough staff and cut general counsel pay to weather the financial impact
while businesses elsewhere are more insulated from the downturn.

Expect More Malpractice Claims After COVID-Fueled Slump

As anxiety over the coronavirus pandemic has caused the stock market to
tumble, and efforts to contain it mean shuttering businesses and halting
swaths of the economy, professional liability experts who remember the wave
of legal malpractice allegations post-2008 are bracing for a new surge in such
claims.

Goodwin, Others Cut Jobs As Mintz Slashes Salaries

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Goodwin Procter LLP is trimming its
global operations team, confirming Friday it has laid off "a limited number" of
nonattorney staff, while Mintz Levin Cohn Ferris Glovsky and Popeo PC said it
will cut all employees' salaries.

Pepper, Troutman Latest To Ax Summer Associate Programs

Pepper Hamilton LLP and Troutman Sanders LLP became the latest law firms
on Friday to announce they would be canceling their 2020 summer associate
programs due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Avenatti Gets Temporary Release From Jail Over Virus Risk

A California federal judge late Friday ordered Michael Avenatti released from
a Manhattan detention center, granting the embattled lawyer who faces two
criminal trials and sentencing in a third case a 90-day reprieve from jail amid
the coronavirus outbreak.

CLOSINGS AND RESTRICTIONS 

Coronavirus: The Latest Court Closures And Restrictions

UPDATED April 13, 2020, 2:10 PM EDT | As courts across the country take
measures to prevent the spread of the coronavirus, some are restricting
access and altering their procedures. Here is a roundup of changes.

WHAT IT MEANS FOR ATTORNEYS 

Top Workplace Lawyers Scramble To Master Unemployment

Many employment attorneys pride themselves on breezing through their
clients' thorniest legal quandaries, but the recent federal unemployment
expansion has left even the savviest among them in an unfamiliar position:
without all the answers.

DOL Lays Out Rules For COVID-19 Reporting, Jobless Aid

The U.S. Department of Labor released a pair of memos Friday clarifying
rules for employers reporting cases of COVID-19 and sketching out guidelines
for a program meant to supplement unemployment benefits as the economy
reels from the effects of the pandemic.

New EEOC Virus Advice Touches On Screenings, Medical Info

The U.S. Equal Opportunity Employment Commission has given employers
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more direction for navigating the COVID-19 outbreak, updating existing
guidance to add advice on issues such as screening employees coming into
the workplace and pandemic-related harassment.

In The COVID-19 Wave Of Bankruptcies, Creativity Is Key

An onslaught of bankruptcy filings expected in the wake of the COVID-19
outbreak is forcing restructuring professionals to engineer creative solutions to
protect their clients’ value as they ask courts to be flexible when administering
cases in these turbulent economic times.

Apple, Google Unveil Joint Effort To Track COVID-19 Spread

Apple Inc. and Google Inc. have teamed up to roll out a new system for
tracking through Bluetooth technology the contacts of those who have tested
positive for COVID-19, a method the tech giants stressed that they developed
with privacy and security in mind. 

Telehealth's Not Getting Switched Off After COVID-19 Crisis

The coronavirus pandemic has forced the federal government to lift barriers to
telemedicine so patients can get care without leaving home. Those regulatory
changes may be temporary, but experts say telehealth is here to stay.

Hospitality Biz Faces Visa Hurdles As Virus Forces Closures

Restaurants and hotels, which rely heavily on foreign workers, are being
forced to lay off their staffers, who in turn face the risk of immigration
penalties. Here, Law360 takes a look at how the coronavirus pandemic is
taking an especially heavy toll on the hospitality industry.

Coping With A Pandemic: 5th Circ. Judge Jennifer Elrod

With distancing and isolation the new norm amid the COVID-19 pandemic,
Law360 is sharing reactions from around the business and legal community.
Today's perspective comes from Judge Jennifer Elrod of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit.

PODCAST 

Law360's Pro Say: COVID At The High Court

The U.S. Supreme Court has issued its first ruling dealing with COVID-19,
refusing to postpone Wisconsin’s election. On this week’s episode of Pro Say,
we’re breaking down the decision, the blowback and how the court might rule
on future coronavirus fights. 

EXPERT ANALYSIS 

Don't Just Delay The Bar Exam — Cancel It Forever

The bar exam tells us nothing about whether a law student will be a
competent lawyer, and now that exams have been delayed due to COVID-19,
it's a good time to reevaluate why we have it in the first place, says Brian
Tannebaum at Bast Amron.

How A Small Law Firm Adapts To Remote Work

Stay-at-home orders mean small firms like mine — six lawyers and 14 staff
members — suddenly need to make rapid changes, but the initial shock has
turned into excitement about this opportunity to improve old processes, says
David Kwartler at Kwartler Manus.

A Call To Action For The Coming Insurance Litigation Siege

Anticipating an onslaught of insurance litigation over coronavirus business
interruption claims, Andrew Lundberg at Burford Capital paints a picture of
what cooperation could look like among lawyers, courts, legislatures,
regulators, insurers and policyholders dealing with this once-in-a-generation
stress on the nation's judicial resources.
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View this email in your browser

Hello Randa,

First and foremost, COVID-19 is a health emergency, but it has also created an economic one. 

Join me tonight at 5:30 PM for a Facebook Live event with economic experts to find out the truth about the health of San

Diego’s economy as a result of COVID-19.

Guest speakers will include SANDAG Economist Ray Major and Real Estate Economics Expert Alan Nevin.

This webcast will be broadcasted via Facebook Live and will be viewable on my City Council Facebook Page. Make sure

you tune in at 5:30 PM.  

  

If you have a question you would like to ask our experts or have questions on how to access the webinar, please

email khanr@sandiego.gov. 

 

See you there!

 

Barbara Bry 

Candidate for Mayor of San Diego

Health Check-Up

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT

Donna Frye - SDUT
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From: Mike Gray <mgray@govtraining.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 3:33 PM EDT 
To: ahall@imperialbeachca.gov <ahall@imperialbeachca.gov>; Aly Zimmerman <azimmermann@cityofvista.com>;
Amanda Rogers <arogers@ci.la-mesa.ca.us>; Amy Uruburu <auruburu@cosb.org>; Angela Wells
<wellsak@sandiego.gov>; Arliss Cates <ACates@CityofSanteeCa.gov>; Ashley Jones <ajones@delmar.ca.us>; Bauguess,
Laura <Laura.Bauguess@sdcounty.ca.gov>; Bell Reza <breza@sandiego.gov>; Brad Raulston
(braulston@nationalcityca.gov) <braulston@nationalcityca.gov>; Carol Legg <clegg@poway.org>; Cassandra Mendenhall
<cmendenhall@lemongrove.ca.gov>; Catherine Hill <chill@cacities.org>; Cathy Gin <cathy.gin@sandag.org>; Chris
Hazeltine <chazeltine@poway.org>; Christa Johnson <cjohnson@delmar.ca.us>; Danny King <dking@cosb.org>; Deanna
Lorson <dlorson@ci.oceanside.ca.us>; Dominique Albrecht (dalbrecht@coronado.ca.us) <dalbrecht@coronado.ca.us>;
Ellie Gomez <egomez@delmar.ca.us>; Erik Caldwell <ecaldwell@sandiego.gov>; Erika Cortez
<ecortez@imperialbeachca.gov>; Esther Clemente <eclemente@nationalcityca.gov>; Gary Brown
(grbrown1946@gmail.com) <grbrown1946@gmail.com>; Gary Halbert <GHalbert@ci.chula-vista.ca.us>; Geoff Patnoe
<geoff.patnoe@carlsbadca.gov>; Graham Mitchell <GMitchell@cityofelcajon.us>; Greg Humora <ghumora@ci.la-
mesa.ca.us>; Greg Wade (gwade@cosb.org) <gwade@cosb.org>; Griffin, Jack <JGriffin@san-marcos.net>; Jay Petrek
<jpetrek@escondido.org>; Jeff Sturak <jeffsturak@sandiego.gov>; jepp@escondido.org <jepp@escondido.org>; Jessica
Gonzalez <JBGonzalez@sandiego.gov>; Jessica Mackey <jmackey@ci.la-mesa.ca.us>; Johnnie Perkins
<jlperkins@sandiego.gov>; Julie Chapin <jchapin@ci.vista.ca.us>; Karen Brust <kbrust@encinitasca.gov>; Kathy Valverde
<kvalverde@ci.santee.ca.us>; Kelley Bacon (KBacon@chulavistaca.gov) <KBacon@chulavistaca.gov>; Kimberely King
<Kimberly.king@sandag.org>; King, Blair <blair.king@coronadoca.gov>; Kris Michell <kmichell@sandiego.gov>; Kristen
Crane <kcrane@delmar.ca.us>; Laura Cote <laura.cote@sandag.org>; Leticia Reyes <Leticia.reyes@carlsbadca.gov>; Lisa
Kiss <lkiss@san-marcos.net>; Lori Pike <lpike@escondido.org>; Lydia Romero <lromero@lemongrove.ca.gov>; Maria
Kachadoorian <mkachadoorian@chulavistaca.gov>; Mark Delin (mdelin@encinitasca.gov) <mdelin@encinitasca.gov>;
Marlene Best <mbest@CityofSanteeCa.gov>; Matt Little <mlittle@san-marcos.net>; Mike Gray <mgray@govtraining.com>;
Michael Gossman <mgossman@oceansideca.org>; Michelle Bender <mbender@san-marcos.net>; Michelle Frick
<MFrick@sandiego.gov>; Michelle Miller <mmiller@coronado.ca.us>; Mike James <mjames@lemongrove.ca.gov>; Morgen
Fry <Morgen.Fry@carlsbadca.gov>; Patrick Johnson <patrickj@cityofvista.com>; Priscilla.jaszkowiak@sdcounty.ca.gov
<Priscilla.jaszkowiak@sdcounty.ca.gov>; Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org>; Robert Vacchi
<ravacchi@sandiego.gov>; Sandra Cowan <scowan@imperialbeachca.gov>; Scott Chadwick
<scott.chadwick@carlsbadca.gov>; Sharon Hauser <shauser@portofsandiego.org>; T Bussey <tbussey@cityofelcajon.us>;
Terry Gorman-Brown <TBrown@ci.oceanside.ca.us>; Tony Winney <twinney@nationalcityca.gov>; Tonya Hussain
<thussain@nationalcityca.gov>; Vince Dimaggio <vdimaggio@cityofelcajon.us>; Wendy Kasserman
<wkaserman@poway.org>; Yolanda Garcia <ygarcia@chulavistaca.gov> 
Subject: Bi-Weekly CCMA Covid-19 Update Meetings 
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sender and know the content is safe.

Hello CCMA group,

 
The Bi-weekly meetings are continuing. They are held on Monday at 2 pm and on Thursday at 3 pm. Below is a listing of dates and

times for the meetings as well as the Zoom information for participating.

 

Topic: CCMA COVID-19 Bi-Weekly Update Meeting

Time: Apr 13, 2020 02:00 PM Pacific Time (US and Canada)

        Apr 13, 2020 02:00 PM

        Apr 16, 2020 03:00 PM

        Apr 20, 2020 02:00 PM

        Apr 23, 2020 03:00 PM

        Apr 27, 2020 02:00 PM

        Apr 30, 2020 03:00 PM

        May 4, 2020 02:00 PM

        May 7, 2020 03:00 PM

        May 11, 2020 02:00 PM

        May 14, 2020 03:00 PM

        May 18, 2020 02:00 PM

        May 21, 2020 03:00 PM

        May 25, 2020 02:00 PM

        May 28, 2020 03:00 PM

        Jun 1, 2020 02:00 PM

        Jun 4, 2020 03:00 PM

 

https://zoom.us/meeting/tJ0tfuquqDoo1VLwRI9K8lP5GUjGyA65lA/ics?

icsToken=98tyKuChrjIpHNKUsl39ArIvA534b9_ujSB4hrRvtUbOWyxjNyTDPMVbE-QqHPmB

 

Join Zoom Meeting

https://zoom.us/j/990936612?pwd=ZUdabUFlUElYeHdDVlYrbkFjTU9TUT09

 

Meeting ID: 990 936 612

Password: 781016





From: Urban Land Magazine <urbanland@uli.org> 

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 3:46 PM EDT  

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: This Week in Urban Land 
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Having trouble viewing this message, click here

Confronting

COVID-19:

ULI Members

Give Back to

Communities

ULI members are

mobilizing their

businesses to serve

urgent needs of their

communities in the

time of COVID-19.

READ MORE

Team Representing Columbia University and Pratt Institute Wins

2020 ULI Hines Student Competition with Plan to Redevelop

Miami Site

.

A redevelopment plan for a Miami site presented by a team comprising students from Columbia

University and Pratt Institute has taken top honors in the 2020 ULI/Gerald D. Hines Student

Urban Design Competition.

READ MORE



Developing Mixed-Income Communities to Ease Housing

Attainability in New Orleans

.

As in many growing U.S. cities, much of the new housing in New Orleans is on the high end. 

READ MORE

Arizona Trends Day Session Focuses on Health Care Innovation

.

Innovations in medicine and trends in health care delivery are affecting the design of health-

related facilities, services, and amenities in Arizona, panelists said during the "The Future of

Healthcare and Biotechnology" session at the 2020 ULI Arizona Trends Day.

READ MORE

How Building Environments and Social Interaction May Have

Influenced COVID-19 Outbreaks in South Korea

.

 Amid a cacophony of hearsay and contradictory directives, there is timely and verified real data

from South Korea that can provide guidance to policymakers and building owners as well as the

general public.

READ MORE



The Effects of COVID-19 on Multifamily and Affordable Housing

.

"Confronting COVID-19: Considerations for Multifamily and Affordable Housing," hosted jointly

by ULI's Terwilliger Center for Housing and the Institute's Responsible Property Investment

Council, was the third in a series of ULI webinars exploring how the virus is affecting the real

estate industry, along with the industry's response.

READ MORE

Upcoming Webinar:

Economics of COVID-19 Webinar

Don't miss another timely webinar this week. Register for Economics of COVID-19 – How small-

scale, entrepreneurial ('Main Street') CRE/MF owners are navigating the crisis with their tenants.

ULI members can also search for past webinars and view them on-demand on Knowledge

Finder.

REGISTER NOW



Urban Land Institute

2001 L St. NW, Suite 200

Washington, DC 20036

uli.org

Manage My

Account:

members.uli.org

Unsubscribe: 

Click here to

unsubscribe

Follow us

 

 

 

 

 

 

The mission of the Urban Land Institute is to provide leadership in the responsible use of land

and in creating and sustaining thriving communities worldwide.



From: Angie Craig <campaign@angiecraig.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 4:14 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: campaign update for Randa 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.



Angie is focused on helping the folks and businesses in her district get through this public health emergency, and we hope that you are most importantly

taking precautions to keep yourself and your family safe. Thank you for your consideration of support to help keep her doing this important work. If you

would like to pause from receiving our emails until this public health emergency has passed, please fill out this form.

One of the largest Republican super PACs just reserved $3.3 million in TV ads to show negative ads against me.

They’re flooding our district with outside money in an attempt to flip this seat red. We can’t let them.  

That’s why we’re not taking anything for granted and we’re organizing earlier than ever. We can outwork the GOP but we

need your help.

We need 500 people to chip in before Wednesday at midnight. If you can, will you contribute now?

If you've saved your payment information with ActBlue Express, your donation will go through immediately:

Chip in $8 now!

Chip in $15 now!

Chip in $35 now!

Or, donate another amount

With seven opponents in the race against me, we can’t slow down. We are making huge decisions about how much

outreach we can do.

If we’re going to out-work and out-organize the GOP, we must hit all of our goals between now and Election Day.

Randa, will you join our campaign by making a donation right away? 

Thanks,

Angie

 

 

 

 

For the most up to date information on COVID-19 (Coronavirus) please visit the Minnesota State Department of Health website here.

 

 

 

 

 
Angie Craig is fighting in Congress to bring affordable healthcare, high-quality public education, and good-paying jobs to Minnesota. You can learn more about

Angie’s priorities by liking us on Facebook and following us on Twitter. Raised by a single mother in a mobile home park, Angie knows the struggles hardworking
Americans face every day. She’s working to build a Minnesota for all of us but she needs grassroots support from people like you. Click here to contribute to her

campaign. 

Thanks for your support of our campaign. If you would like to receive fewer emails from us, please click here. If you believe you received this message in error or
wish to no longer receive email from us, please unsubscribe.

 

Paid for by Angie Craig for Congress

 
Angie Craig for Congress

PO Box 22116
Eagan, MN 55122

United States

 



From: Wood, Pat J [SLS] <Pat.Wood@sprint.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 5:37 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Sprint Solutions –Coronavirus Impact 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Hello ,

I hope this email finds you well. I am reaching out regarding Sprint initiatives to help businesses due to the Corona Virus outbreak.
We are offering mobile hot spots, tablets, phones, fleet tracking, and a solution called Sprint Multi Line.

·         FREE Samsung Tab A 8” & Samsung Tab S 10.1” after monthly credits with Sprint Flex Lease

·         FREE Fleet Tracking -Free Devices/$ 15.95 monthly rate plan

·         Bring Your Own Tablet/$15 for Unlimited Data

·         Samsung Galaxy A51 phone for $10/after monthly credits with Sprint Flex Lease  
 

·         iPhone XR for $10 after monthly credits with Sprint Flex lease

·         Hot Spot devices

·         Unlimited data $30 on $99 iPad Air (latest model) on installment billing with a minimum of 1 handset on Sprint lease

·         Sprint Multi Line (SML)

Is a cloud virtual company phone line that separates company calls versus personal calls. Also added security features (track
phone calls made, program hours of business). Companies can centrally manage and protect corporate phone numbers
when employees leave.  Service is month to month, no contract, and very inexpensive at $15/month. This can be added to an
employee’s current device even if they don’t have Sprint. It works with all carriers.

 

My team and I are here to help you. Happy to discuss further if you have any questions.

 
Sincerely,
 
Pat Wood
Technology Solutions Executive | Sprint Business | Southern California
10250 Constellation Blvd, Suite 23-101, Los Angeles, CA 90067
Mobile: (310) 261-2781 
pat.wood@sprint.com  
12x President’s Circle Award Winner │ Celebrating over 26 Years

 
  



From: Wood, Pat J [SLS] <Pat.Wood@sprint.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 5:53 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Sprint Solutions –Coronavirus Impact 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Hello Randa,

I hope this email finds you well. I am reaching out regarding Sprint initiatives to help businesses due to the Corona Virus outbreak.
We are offering mobile hot spots, tablets, phones, fleet tracking, and a solution called Sprint Multi Line.

·         FREE Samsung Tab A 8” & Samsung Tab S 10.1” after monthly credits with Sprint Flex Lease

·         FREE Fleet Tracking -Free Devices/$ 15.95 monthly rate plan

·         Bring Your Own Tablet/$15 for Unlimited Data

·         Samsung Galaxy A51 phone for $10/after monthly credits with Sprint Flex Lease  
 

·         iPhone XR for $10 after monthly credits with Sprint Flex lease

·         Hot Spot devices

·         Unlimited data $30 on $99 iPad Air (latest model) on installment billing with a minimum of 1 handset on Sprint lease

·         Sprint Multi Line (SML)

Is a cloud virtual company phone line that separates company calls versus personal calls. Also added security features (track
phone calls made, program hours of business). Companies can centrally manage and protect corporate phone numbers
when employees leave.  Service is month to month, no contract, and very inexpensive at $15/month. This can be added to an
employee’s current device even if they don’t have Sprint. It works with all carriers.

 

My team and I are here to help you. Happy to discuss further if you have any questions.

 
Sincerely,
 
Pat Wood
Technology Solutions Executive | Sprint Business | Southern California
10250 Constellation Blvd, Suite 23-101, Los Angeles, CA 90067
Mobile: (310) 261-2781 
pat.wood@sprint.com  
12x President’s Circle Award Winner │ Celebrating over 26 Years

 
  



An update from LEAD San Diego

View this email in your browser

Dear Randa,

We are looking forward to hosting our first virtual Impact program this week. This month’s program, focusing on housing

and homelessness in San Diego, is sponsored by U.S. Bank. Speakers include Executive Coach Amanda Flisher, San Diego

Housing Commission Chair Stefanie Benvenuto (18), Downtown San Diego Partnership’s Ketra Carter, and San Diego

County’s Omar Passons, and a panel on housing moderated by U.S. Bank’s Gordon Boerner (93). Panelists will include

Community HousingWorks President & CEO Sue Reynolds and LISC San Diego Executive Director Ricardo Flores. 

 

On Wednesday, we have the second "Leading in a New Reality" program. This week's topic is boundaries and schedules,

and LEAD VP Elizabeth Fitzsimons will be joined by Robin Toft of Toft Group, and Channelle McNutt of JONES for this

exclusive discussion. 

The Chamber also invites you take part in their virtual programs this week. The Small Business + Education and Workforce

Roundtable, a joint meeting between two policy committees will touch on assistance for small businesses including EIDLs

and the Paycheck Protection Program. And, Chamber member Steve Heroux is leading a program focused on transitioning

your sales skill set to the new work from home environment.    

Details and registration for these programs are available below. As always, if the LEAD team can be of assistance to you

please don't hesitate to reach out. We also continue to update our coronavirus business resource page with the latest

information. We have recently added a Job Opportunities section to this page and will continue to add to it as more

becomes available. 

Best regards,

Jerry Sanders  

President & CEO

LEAD San Diego

San Diego Regional

Chamber of Commerce

UPCOMING VIRTUAL PROGRAMS

From: Jerry Sanders <jerry@sdchamber.org> 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 6:52 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Leading in a New Reality: Boundaries & Schedules this Wednesday 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



LEAD SAN DIEGO'S

LEADING IN A NEW REALITY 
April 15

The second in this weekly series will address boundaries & schedules and creating a schedule that

works professionally and personally.

Learn more >>

SMALL BIZ + EDUCATION & WORKFORCE ROUNDTABLE 
April 15

Congressmember Scott Peters, the U.S. Chamber, and San Diego SBDC will join to discuss assistance for small businesses.  

Learn more >>

 

KEEP YOUR BIZ THRIVING IN

A WFH

ENVIRONMENT 
April 15

Steve Heroux with Victory Selling shares strategies to make working from home productive and to

improve your sales skill set in this new environment.

Learn more >>



Visit the Community Resources page for opportunities to contribute time, resources, or talent to

organizations throughout the region. 

SMALL BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT

Woodstock’s Pizza 

Free Delivery throughout the City of San Diego as well as $5 off an XL pizza. (858) 220-4094 

BioMed Health Center 

10% discount on supplements

Yoga Jawn 

Free online yoga courses every Sunday morning at 11 AM

Office Depot 

Chamber member discount card available.

Law offices of J. Demetrios Mellos III 

20% discount on Full estate planning packet for any Chamber member or referral.

See the full list of small business resources & offers here
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An update from the San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce

View this email in your browser

Dear Coniglio,

We have three virtual programs lined up this week. In our Small Business + Education and Workforce Roundtable, we'll be

addressing assistance programs for small businesses. If you have questions about EIDLs and the Paycheck Protection

Program, this program can help you make sense of those initiatives. 

LEAD San Diego is also hosting the second in their weekly "Leading in a New Reality" series. This week's topic is boundaries

and schedules. 

And, Chamber member Steve Heroux is leading a program focused on transitioning your sales skillset to the new work from

home environment.    

Details and registration for these programs is available below.

For restaurants looking to raise awareness of delivery and takeout options, Cox Media, the advertising sales division of Cox

Communications, is offering free television advertising to bring public awareness to those restaurants that remain open and

ready to serve. Click here to learn more.  

As always, if the Chamber can be of assistance to you please don't hesitate to reach out. We also continue to update our

coronavirus business resource page with the latest information. We have recently added a Job Opportunities section to this

page and will continue to add to it as more becomes available. 

Best regards,

Jerry Sanders  

President & CEO

San Diego Regional

Chamber of Commerce

UPCOMING VIRTUAL PROGRAMS

From: Jerry Sanders <jerry@sdchamber.org> 
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SMALL BIZ + EDUCATION & WORKFORCE ROUNDTABLE 
April 15

Congressmember Scott Peters, the U.S. Chamber, and San Diego SBDC will join to discuss assistance for small businesses.  

Learn more >>

 

KEEP YOUR BIZ THRIVING IN

A WFH

ENVIRONMENT 
April 15

Steve Heroux with Victory Selling shares strategies to make working from home productive and to

improve your sales skill set in this new environment.

Learn more >>

LEAD SAN DIEGO'S

LEADING IN A NEW REALITY 
April 15

The second in this weekly series will address boundaries & schedules and creating a schedule that

works professionally and personally.

Learn more >>



Our Policy Committee and Business Alliance Group meetings are being held virtually. Visit the events calendar for a full list of

meetings & programs.  

 

SMALL BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT

Woodstock’s Pizza 

Free Delivery throughout the City of San Diego as well as $5 off an XL pizza. (858) 220-4094 

BioMed Health Center 

10% discount on supplements

Yoga Jawn 

Free online yoga courses every Sunday morning at 11 AM

Office Depot 

Chamber member discount card available.

Law offices of J. Demetrios Mellos III 

20% discount on full estate planning packet for any Chamber member or referral.

See the full list of small business resources & offers here
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D A I L Y  U P D A T E

The Latest Data on Coronavirus

As business leaders and policymakers continue to navigate the global coronavirus pandemic, Morning Consult has been tracking

the fallout on public sentiment and consumer habits. Every day, we will provide you with the latest data on how the pandemic is

transforming the way we live and what that means for businesses, the economy and political institutions.

S E E  T H E

L A T E S T

TRUST AND APPROVAL

Net Approval for Trump’s Handling of Coronavirus Dips Underwater

For the first time in Morning Consult polling, more voters disapprove than approve of President Donald Trump’s handling of the

coronavirus outbreak in the United States. Read More.

CONSUMER BEHAVIOR

Lion’s Share Says Their Smartphone Habits Haven’t Changed During Pandemic

With many Americans stuck at home due to social distancing guidelines, most office meetings, school classes and gym sessions

have moved online, making one thing more indispensable than ever: screens. But according to a new Morning Consult poll,

pluralities of Americans say they haven’t changed their smartphone habits much. Read More.

OTHER THINGS TO KNOW

Considered Essential, Utilities Sound Alarm on Worker Safety, Lack of COVID-19 Testing 

Energy, water and public works employees are included on the DHS list of essential workers, but industry leaders say their

sectors have already seen or expect to see shortages of personal protective equipment for their employees, and they are worried

that a lack of testing access will mean putting these critical workers at additional risk. And while the federal government has so

far been receptive to their concerns, they say a timeline on protection or testing resources remains out of reach. Read More.

From: Morning Consult <reply@em.morningconsult.com> 
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OTHER THINGS TO KNOW

Ticket Sales Pros Say They’d Welcome Back Tax Incentive, but It’s Not a Game Changer 

Amid the uncertainty prompted by the coronavirus pandemic, ticket sales professionals say they would welcome the return of a

tax incentive that until 2018 allowed businesses to write off a portion of what they spent entertaining clients, including by bringing

them to sporting events. But they add that the move, advocated for by President Donald Trump, would only have a marginal

impact. Read More.

R E A D  M O R E  C O R O N A V I R U S

C O V E R A G E
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COVID-19 Update| April 13, 2020

California Association of Port Authorities

IN THE NEWS

Coronavirus causes drop in cargo at Port of Oakland, Long Beach, LA 

The coronavirus pandemic is weakening international trade, with the Port of Oakland reporting a 7.4% drop in loaded

containers in March, compared to the previous year.  Overall loaded container volume was 150,000 20-foot-equivalent

units, the lowest number since February 2019, when the port handled 137,800 units, said port spokesman Mike Zampa.

Caltrans is speeding up highway projects while coronavirus keeps Californians off the road 

As state and local officials extend stay-at-home orders, road construction crews across California are taking advantage of

reduced traffic to speed up projects.  Contractors said they are working during the day instead of at night, extending work

hours and closing longer stretches of road at a time under temporary agreements with the state Department of

Transportation and local agencies.

FEDERAL

Barring an Emergency: The House announced today that the chamber would not meet until May 4, barring an

emergency. House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer said in a letter to his colleagues that, should the House be called into

session before that time, he would give Members ample notice – language that typically signals 24-hours’ notice prior to

votes. House and Senate leadership are still negotiating over additional coronavirus relief provisions, as the initial small

business protection funds are at risk of running out this week. The Senate maintains its current return date of April 20.

 

Census Delay: The U.S. Census Bureau has officially requested a delay in conducting the census on account of the

logistical hurdles posed by the coronavirus. The Bureau has requested a 120-day delay for many of the reporting

requirements legally obligated of it in order to accommodate census workers who are following social distancing guidelines

that inevitably delay their work. 

 

Roosevelt Sailor: A U.S. Navy sailor stationed aboard the U.S.S. Theodore Roosevelt has died of complications from

COVID-19. The former commanding officer of the ship, Captain Brett Crozier, was relieved of command after a letter he sent

to Navy leadership was leaked to the press. The letter warned of dire consequences for the crew if the Navy did not respond

to a coronavirus outbreak on the ship. Following Captain Crozier’s dismissal, then Acting Secretary of the Navy Thomas

Modly flew to Guam to address the crew of the Roosevelt. In a profanity-laced address that was leaked to the press, Modly

referred to Crozier as either “naïve” or “stupid” if the Captain thought that his letter would not be leaked to the press. Modly

offered his resignation upon returning to Washington.

From: Martha Miller <mem@platinumadvisors.com> 
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CALIFORNIA

The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

24,086confirmed cases

3,015 Hospitalizations

1,178 ICU

725 Deaths

 

Governor’s Press Conference: Governor Gavin Newsom is now holding daily updates at noon via his Twitter and

Facebook feeds. Below are today’s press conference highlights:

 

Stabilizing?: Things seem to be stabilizing from a hospitalization and ICU perspective, but the total number of cases

continues to grow: 22,348 tested positive

 

West Coast Plan: California, Oregon and Washington have developed a shared framework for reopening from the

coronavirus pandemic. The specific plan will be released tomorrow.

 

Children in Welfare System: Disparities need to be addressed with children in our welfare system, particularly at a

time when we have stay-at-home orders which reduce CPS in-person visits.

 

School Closures Affect Referrals: Schools are main point of contact where school nurses, caregivers and teachers can

make referrals. Those referrals are down, “but what is not down is our guard,” said Newsom.

 

Investments in Vulnerable Kids Announced: $42.6 million effort to build support throughout the state:

The State is currently tracking 86,500 children in our system (59,000 within our foster care system)

We want to extend supports: resource referrals, more amplification of our 2-1-1 family resource

More support for county-based employees

Building more capacity to continue to knock on the doors of those most vulnerable, use telehealth and phone calls to

manage caseloads.

$6.8 million additional for social worker outreach across communities

$3 million investment for family resource centers

Providing resources through Parents Anonymous that provides hotlines and support groups for families in need

$313,000 investment in laptops and cell phone to ensure all foster youth across the state have resources and

education they need to be successful

$27.8 million investment for the $200/month for families in emergency response & family reunification programs.

Over 25,000 families will be served.

$1.7 million for additional rates for those caring for foster youth who may have additional complex needs that have

intensified as a result of COVID.

Foster Child Emancipations: Approximately 200 foster children are emancipated each month. At this moment, we

think we should extend the emancipation time, where people can stay with their current caregivers.

 

Preview Tomorrow: Tomorrow, Newsom will be laying out California’s specific strategy and framework. “It’s a vexing

prospect for every governor across this country, including the president himself, to figure out a way of doing this where we

don’t invite a second wave where we regret moving too quickly. You’ll see that laid out in detailed terms tomorrow… this is



an iterative process with us moving from containment to mitigation to surge, then next phase suppression and ultimately

herd immunity vaccine.”

 

Crafting a Completely New Budget: The Administration is still putting the new budget together. “We have a ballpark

estimate but are still working out the details,” said Newsom. The Budget committee is meeting on Thursday where the

Administration will make the numbers public, looking at the economic toll the virus has taken from a General Fund

perspective, as well as a support-structure need and how the State can do both at once:

 

1. Address shortfall in revenue from what was projected,

2. Increase investments in the pandemic head on in addition to the impact it has had on those who are most vulnerable.
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Hotel News Resource

April, 14 2020

Read Online

HVS Report - The Impact of

COVID-19 on Hotels - By

Anne R. Lloyd-Jones ,

Suzanne R. Mellen , Tanya

J. Pierson

The COVID-19 pandemic and the related

restrictions on travel, business activity,

and individual movement are having an

unprecedented impact on our industry

and economy. Hotel owners, operators,

lenders, and investors are all facing

greater challenges than ever anticipated,

as they grapple with plummeting

occupancy, average rate (ADR), and

RevPAR and seek solutions to mitigate

the impact on EBITDA. Read More

Managing During The Coronavirus

Outbreak

Managing Hotels During the

Coronavirus Outbreak -

Open or Closed, Think

Local - By Nicki Graham

Top tips to help you manage your

employees, marketing and strategy

during the coronavirus outbreak Read

more

Market Report Sydney

Sydney Hotel Industry

Reports Significantly Lower

Performance for March

Sydney's hotels reported occupancy fell

47% in March to 46.2%, according to

preliminary monthly data. ADR dropped

11.1% to 204.89 Australian dollars

($127.53) and RevPAR plummeted to

52.9% to AU$94.56 ($58.86). Read more
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Market Report Colombia

Colombia's Daily Hotel

Occupancy Sinks to 3.9%

At the market-level, significant downward

movement in Bogotá began on 17 March

as the government implemented

measures to combat the spread of

COVID-19. In year-over-year

comparisons, Bogotá reached its

steepest occupancy decline on 31 March

(-94.0%). Read more

HFTP Hangouts

HFTP Hangouts Key

Takeways - The Road to

Peak Hotel Occupancy

Rates Has Many Forks,

Bends - By Briana Gilmore

Hotel industries across the world have

endured plummeting downturns in room

occupancy and staffing, and the worst

may not yet be in the rear-view mirror. As

we take stock of our losses to date, it is

clearly going to be a winding and

uncertain road ahead to recovery. To

understand more of what this road might

look like, HFTP turns to the experts like

Jamie Lane, senior director, economics

and forecasting at CBRE, who moderated

the hotel-focused HFTP Hangout on

Thursday, April 9. Read more

COVID-19 Response

LA Hotels Double Available

Rooms to 20,000 for COVID-

19 Response

Almost 250 Hotels Step Up From Initial

10,000 Rooms in Unprecedented

Action Read more



Post COVID-19 Business Environment

Hotels Can Increase

Operational Efficiency

Through a Range of Small-

scale Initiatives

Using this current downtime to prepare

future operations for a post-COVID-19

business environment is a must for

lodging companies, says GlobalData, a

leading data and analytics

company. Read more

COVID-19 Business Environment

TUI and HostelWorld

Suspend Dividends to Ease

Financial Difficulty

As banks worldwide cancel dividend

payments, more travel-related companies

are following suit to keep cash flow

circulating in a bid for survival. Both TUI,

the European travel giant,and

HostelWorld, a hostel-focused online

booking platform, are some of the latest

travel intermediaries to suspend dividend

payments. This is happening industry

wide, with major players across hotels,

airlines and technology providers

following suit, says GlobalData, a leading

data and analytics company. Read more

Coronavirus Relief

85% Drop in Traveler

Spending Underscores Dire

Need for Further Support

Measures

Next Round of Coronavirus Relief: What

the Travel Industry Needs Read more

In Brief...

Hotel Development Shanghai 
Regent Shanghai Pudong Announced
for This May
UNWTO World Forum On Gastronomy
Tourism 
6th Edition of UNWTO World Forum on
Gastronomy Tourism Postponed Until
2021
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CARES ACT: COVID-19 Legislation and the Impact to Payroll

Live Webinar | Presented By: Dayna J Reum 

Date: May 4, 2020 | Time: 1 pm EST 

Apply "USA100" to get $100 off

REGISTER NOW

Since early March of 2020 the COVID-19 pandemic has changed our world and our everyday lives. But with the US

government working quickly to pass several levels of legislation hat impact employers across the country it is almost

impossible for the payroll professional to keep up to date.

This webinar is designed to review several legislative actions to include. On March 18, 2020, President Trump signed

H.R. 6201 the Families First Coronavirus Response Act and on March 27, 2020President Trump signed into law the H.R.

748, the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act otherwise known as the CARES Act. This Act had several

portions that impacted employers and payroll department. 

Session Highlights 

Paid Sick/Family Leave Legislation

Emergency paid sick leave

Required Notice

Tax Credits

DOL releases temporary regulations and how it affects employers

Department of Education and student loan wage garnishments

When to stop garnishments

Should employers give refunds

When does the garnishments start again

How to communicate to employees

I-9 Flexibility & E-verify modifications

IRS

Form 7200 Advance Payment of Employer Credits Due to COVID-19

How does the 7200 interact with the Form 941

Unemployment Changes

Special Rule for using retirement funds

Learning Objectives 

This webinar will give the most up to date information on the payroll impacts of both phases of legislation that was

passed in March to include how employers should handle them and implement. 

Apply "USA100" at check-out to get $100 off on your registration.

REGISTER NOW

If you prefer to order by phone, call +18004638122 or email at support@yourown60.com.

If you do not wish to receive any further emails, please reply to this message with 'Unsubscribe' as the subject, alternatively, click on the following link: Unsubscribe

If you are unable to view the contents of this email, please click here
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By Alyssa Meyers

Top Stories

Publicis Groupe SA Chief Executive Arthur Sadoun said in an interview that the current

financial crisis will cause a steeper drop in ad spending than the 10 percent drop the

industry saw during the recession in 2009. The ad giant also reported first-quarter revenue

of €2.48 billion ($2.70 billion), up 17 percent from the first quarter last year, but sales fell

2.9 percent on an organic basis.  (The Wall Street Journal)

Comcast Corp.'s NBCUniversal released the full lineup of sponsors for Peacock, its

streaming service set to launch tomorrow: Capital One Financial Corp., L'Oréal USA,

Molson Coors Beverage Co., Subaru of America and Verizon Communications Inc. join

previously announced sponsors Apartments.com, State Farm, Target Corp., Unilever PLC

and Eli Lilly Co. They paid $15 million to $25 million as sponsors, according to people

familiar with the situation. (Ad Age)

Condé Nast, the publisher of Vogue, Vanity Fair and The New Yorker, will reduce the

salaries of employees earning $100,000 or more by 10 to 20 percent for five months starting

in May, according to a memo sent by Chief Executive Roger J. Lynch, who said he expects to

make a decision about layoffs next month, after freezing hiring for hundreds of open

positions.  Lynch will halve his salary, while Anna Wintour, the artistic director, will see a

20 percent pay cut. (The New York Times)

Chart Review

Coronavirus breaks the telecom bundle 

Axios



Events Calendar (All Times Local)

04/15/2020

Affiliate Marketing: Revenue and Control When You Need It Most 2:00 pm

04/16/2020

Insights Studio Series - Brand Purpose: An Effective Advertising
Response in a Crisis

12:00 pm

Rebalancing Ad Spend During COVID-19: Finding Your Audience on
Connected TV

2:00 pm

View full calendar

Morning Consult Debuts Daily Consumer Confidence
Tracking Data

As the coronavirus outbreak continues to upend global markets and roil businesses, Morning

Consult is committed to delivering daily economic data on how consumer confidence is

shifting in these economically uncertain times.

Recently, we debuted our newest product, Morning Consult Economic Intelligence:

Global Consumer Confidence, the most robust data set on consumer confidence available

today.

Click here to learn more or speak to one of our specialists.

Advertising

Dentsu Aegis Network Cuts Employee Salaries By 10% 

Alison Weissbrot, AdExchanger 

The holding company, which employs about 45,000 people in 145 countries at agencies such

as Mcgarrybowen, will cut all employee salaries by 10 percent, but declined to say whether or

not executives will see deeper cuts.

How Bad Actors Manipulate Google, Facebook And Snapchat With Fraudulent

COVID-19 Ads 

Garett Sloane, Ad Age

One company, registered under the name Novads OU, claims to sell a product that blocks



airborne viruses and has run misleading ads on popular platforms such as Google, Bing,

Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat.

Poll of Asian American Ad Pros Shows Majority Have Encountered Pandemic

Bias 

Mary Emily O'Hara, Adweek

Adweek and industry app Fishbowl polled Asian Americans working in advertising and found

that more than 70 percent have encountered anti-Asian bias during the pandemic.

Movie Theater TV Ads Come To Near Halt, 'Trolls' Continues To Spend 

Wayne Friedman, MediaPost

Nearly all advertising of theatrical release movies has stopped on TV because of the

coronavirus crisis, although "Troll World Tour" spent about $19.7 million in national TV

advertising, from March 12 to April 12.

Media and Entertainment

Quibi to Let People Watch On TV Sets After Viewers Complain 

Kelly Gilblom et al., Bloomberg

With viewers stuck at home, Quibi Holdings LLC Chief Executive Officer Meg Whitman said

the mobile-only streaming service is planning to upgrade to TV screens, potentially within the

next six months.

With projects pushed off, publishers are adapting their branded content

strategies 

Kayleigh Barber, Digiday

The amount of branded content being produced dipped in the 25 days since the World Health

Organization declared the coronavirus to be a pandemic, as the space was highly populated

with travel and tourism campaigns. 

Vox plans to announce around 100 employee furloughs later this week, hoping to

avoid layoffs, sources say 

Lauren Thomas, CNBC

Vox Media Inc. is negotiating with the Writers Guild of America, East and plans to make an

announcement by the end of the week.

How The Cookieless Future Will Shift Power To Publishers 

Meredith Goldman, Ad Age

Without cookies, publishers could have more control over their data, and thus more influence

on advertising strategy.



ESPN Asks Highest-Paid TV Personalities to Take 15% Pay Cut 

Christopher Palmeri, Bloomberg

One hundred of the highest-paid employees at Walt Disney Co.'s ESPN will take pay cuts as

the company continues to cut costs.

No commuting, no problem: Podcasting ad revenue continues to grow 

Max Willens, Digiday

Podcast listening has dipped slightly since the pandemic, according to industry analytics site

Chartable, but several publishers said they started the year strong and are still selling ads.

Sponsors drop Kyle Larson over use of slur in iRacing event 

Steven Taranto, 247 Sports

Larson, a racecar driver, was suspended by NASCAR and Chip Ganassi Racing for using a

racial slur during an iRacing event, and Credit One Bank NA and McDonald's Corp. both

ended sponsorship deals with him as a result.

Social Media and Technology

Instagram Redesigns IGTV App, Improves How Videos Are Shared to Stories 

David Cohen, Adweek

The redesign was executed with creators and discovery in mind, although IGTV videos can not

yet be monetized.

As YouTube Traffic Soars, YouTubers Say Pay Is Plummeting 

Chris Stokel-Walker, OneZero

Much like news sites, traffic to YouTube is up, but creators say advertising rates have dropped.

YouTube Sees 75% Jump in News Views on Thirst for Virus Updates 

Mark Bergen et al., Bloomberg

Views on news videos in particular are soaring, up 75 percent from this time last year,

according to Chief Product Officer Neal Mohan, who declined to discuss falling ad revenue.

Airbnb Debuts Online Experiences With Unique Activities 

Ian Zelaya, Adweek

The company pivoted from its "Experiences" business to create "Online Experiences," a

program that allows hosts to continue earning income by holding events via Zoom.

PR and Marketing

Ford reveals how it's rewriting its PR playbook as it shifts to making coronavirus



medical supplies 

Sean Czarnecki, Business Insider Prime

Ford Motor Co. reworked its marketing and advertising efforts in mid-March, focusing on

internal communications and promoting its work producing medical equipment.

Hotels and retailers not paying rent due to the coronavirus pandemic spikes in

April, Trepp says 

Lauren Thomas, CNBC

Conduit loans not paid in April rose to about 9 percent, up from 1.7 percent in March,

according to research firm Trepp.

Amazon to Expand Shipments of Nonessential Items, Continue Adding Staff 

Dana Mattioli, The Wall Street Journal

Amazon.com Inc. will allow shipments of nonessential items from third-party sellers after it

cut off that option last month to focus on products like cleaning supplies and health-care

items.

Amazon fires two tech workers who criticized the company's warehouse

workplace conditions 

Jay Greene, The Washington Post

The employees said they were fired for speaking out against the company, while Amazon said

they were fired for "repeatedly violating internal policies."

True Religion Files for Bankruptcy Again as Denim's Allure Fades 

Kim Bhasin, Bloomberg

Denim brand True Religion Apparel Inc. filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy for the second time

since 2017.

How Bush's Beans Found a Way to Venture Outside of the Canned Foods Aisle 

Kathryn Lundstrom, Adweek

The company spent a year and a half doing product tests and consumer research before

launching a line of bean-flavored snacks this year.

How Hello Kitty Became a Global Olympic Ambassador 

Robert Klara, Adweek

Hello Kitty was set to be Team USA's Global Ambassador for Inclusivity at the 2020 Olympics.

Warner Bros Appoints Johanna Fuentes as Global Communications Head 

Beatrice Verhoeven, The Wrap

Before joining Warner Bros, Fuentes led public relations strategy at Showtime Networks Inc.

for a decade as executive vice president of communications.



Work-From-Home Shift May Hammer Beauty Firms, Jefferies Warns 

Bailey Lipschultz, Bloomberg

Recent surveys show that about 90 percent of women who are working from home are not

wearing makeup, which could mean a big decline in sales for beauty companies.

Coronavirus T-shirts: Funny or Offensive? 

Jacob Gallagher, The Wall Street Journal

Entrepreneurs around the world are selling coronavirus-themed merchandise, and while some

shoppers find the products novel or amusing, others find them exploitative, and Etsy banned

them from being sold on its online marketplace.

Opinions, Editorials, Perspectives and Research

Forrester: Advertising Faces 'Imminent Upheaval' From Targeting Practices 

Sarah Sluis, AdExchanger

Joanna O'Connell, a vice president and principal analyst at market research company

Forrester, said advertisers and marketers need to adapt amid industry upheaval.

Now Is Not the Time for Cause Marketing Around COVID-19 

Mike Shaheen, Adweek

Brands should be doing all they could to provide assistance to those who need it during the

pandemic, but without focusing on awards or recognition.

This email was sent by: Morning Consult

729 15th St. NW Washington, DC, 20005, US

Update Email Preferences | Unsubscribe From All



From: Kathleen Colon <kathleen.colon@ata.auroratrainingadvantage.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 10:10 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: CARES Act Explained 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

   

 

CARES Act Explained

Live Webinar or Recording

April 23, 2020

HRCI/CPE/SHRM: 1.0

Register Before It's Full!

Join Fisher Phillips attorney Samantha Monsees for a webinar discussing the key issues

facing employers during the global COVID-19 pandemic. Samantha is management-side

employment attorney and is a member of Fisher Phillips’ COVID-19 task force.  Samantha

been analyzing COVID-19 related issues facing employers in the workplace, including the

evolving law, since January 2020.  Samantha will discuss the CARES Act, including

stimulus benefits for small employers such as the paycheck protection loans and state

unemployment, and how they intersect.

Paycheck Protection Program

Eligibility

Terms

Process of Application

Permissible purpose of funds

Forgiveness

Impact on employee retention and wages

EIDL

Eligibility

Terms

Process

Difference between EIDL and PPP

Permissible purpose of funds

Employee Retention Credit

Process

Interplay with other laws, including FFCRA

Delay of Employer Payroll Taxes

Benefits/Group Health Plans

Individual Benefits and Tax Rebates

Unemployment

Who is qualified

How it works with present UI

Reduction in hours

Scenarios

Learn More About This Program
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From: Steven Jast at ROI Research on Investment <marketing@researchoninvestment.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 10:45 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject:  EDO Webinar: Experts discuss strategies for recovery 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know
the content is safe.

The Great Reset - Webinar April 2020 - Final 03

Hi Randa,

Communities everywhere are impacted by the COVID-19 crisis. Economic developers,

Chambers and businesses of all sizes are wondering what's next? When can we start

talking about recovery?

We invite you to join our free IEDC supported Webinar entitled: The Great Reset –

Strategies and Data for Recovery, moderated by Steven Jast, President & CEO of ROI

Research on Investment/Gazelle.ai.Our expert panel will address how your EDO can lead

your community through the new business hurdles and opportunities presented by the

crisis. We'll also review business impact data from over 3,000 companies collected by the

COVID-19 Emergency Response Network.

Our Expert Panel

Nadine Jeserich, PhD, VP of Analytics at ROI Research on Investment

Graham Toft, Ph.D, President & Founder of GrowthEconomics Inc.

Rob Fowler, CEO at Small Business Association of Michigan (SBAM)

Robert Grewe, AICP, Executive Director at Vermillion Rise Mega Park

Eric Canada, CEO at Blane, Canada Ltd.

Steve Jast, President & Founder of ROI / Gazelle.ai

→ Learn more about the speakers 

What You'll Learn

Webinar attendees will come away with new ideas for recovery including:

Preparing your EDO for the new “normal” 

Identifying and competing for industries and businesses that will be in high demand 

Information and tools to support existing business 

Shifting supply chains 

Potential decoupling from China and repatriating strategic manufacturing 

Potential new policies and legislation headed our way

DATE: April 21st, 2020

TIME: 1:00-2:30 PM (Eastern time)

Can’t join us live?Register now to receive the recording and listen at your

convenience.  

SAVE MY SPOT

Sign up now. See you April 21st!

Sincerely,

  

  



Steven Jast

President & CEO

Gazelle.ai | ROI Research On Investment

+1 833-903-1344

gazelle.ai | researchoninvestment.com

ROI-Gaz_Combo

Gazelle.ai, an ROI Research on Investment company, 416 De Maisonneuve Blvd West, Montreal, QC,

Canada, 866-625-5136

Unsubscribe Manage preferences



From: Craig Campaign Update <campaign@angiecraig.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11:14 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: things aren’t slowing down for our campaign 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Angie is focused on helping the folks and businesses in her district get through this public health emergency, and we hope that you are most importantly

taking precautions to keep yourself and your family safe. Thank you for your consideration of support to help keep her doing this important work. If you

would like to pause from receiving our emails until this public health emergency has passed, please fill out this form.

 

UPDATE: A Republican super PAC just pledged to spend millions here in Minnesota against Angie.

 

We have to be prepared to fight back. Chip in right away →

Things aren’t slowing down. Not only are there seven opponents in the race against Angie, but we just found out that more

outside money is going to be pouring into our district.

We can’t take anything for granted.

Randa, we need another 243 people to join us before midnight tomorrow. Can Angie count on you to chip in?

If you've saved your payment information with ActBlue Express, your donation will go through immediately:

Chip in $8 now!

Chip in $15 now!

Chip in $35 now!

Or, donate another amount

 

 

 

 

For the most up to date information on COVID-19 (Coronavirus) please visit the Minnesota State Department of Health website here.

 

 

 

 

 
Angie Craig is fighting in Congress to bring affordable healthcare, high-quality public education, and good-paying jobs to Minnesota. You can learn more about

Angie’s priorities by liking us on Facebook and following us on Twitter. Raised by a single mother in a mobile home park, Angie knows the struggles hardworking
Americans face every day. She’s working to build a Minnesota for all of us but she needs grassroots support from people like you. Click here to contribute to her

campaign. 

Thanks for your support of our campaign. If you would like to receive fewer emails from us, please click here. If you believe you received this message in error or
wish to no longer receive email from us, please unsubscribe.

 

Paid for by Angie Craig for Congress

 
Angie Craig for Congress

PO Box 22116
Eagan, MN 55122

United States

 



Maritime Professional Update

From: Maritime Logistics Professional <update@maritimeprofessional.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11:15 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: China's Commodity Imports Remain Robust 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

US CDC Extends 'No Sail Order' for All Cruise ShipsUS Grants BWTS Extension Due to COVID-19An NYK First: Internally Trained Seafarer Promoted to Captain

CHINA'S COMMODITY IMPORTS REMAIN

ROBUST

The new coronavirus

caused barely a blip in

China's imports of major commodities,

but this likely underscores the ways

China differs from the rest of the world,

rather than providing a template for the

globe's recovery from the pandemic.

US CDC EXTENDS 'NO SAIL ORDER'

FOR ALL CRUISE SHIPS

The U.S. Centers for

Disease Control and

Prevention extended its “no sail order” for

all cruise ships, as it looks to prevent the

spread of the novel coronavirus

pandemic.The new CDC order says that

cruise ships have to cease operations for

up to

US GRANTS BWTS EXTENSION DUE TO

COVID-19

The U.S. Coast Guard is

giving additional time for

vessels impacted by the COVID-19

pandemic to comply with regulations

requiring ballast water treatment systems

(BWTS) to be installed on board.

Employers – Post Job

FEATURED JOBS

Steward Cook
Military Sealift Command

Assistant Cook
Military Sealift Command - Norfolk, VA, USA

Third Officer
Military Sealift Command - Norfolk, VA, USA

Electrician
Military Sealift Command - Norfolk, VA, USA

Cook Baker
Military Sealift Command

Search Jobs

Post your Resume

NEWS

OPEC+ OUTLINES RECORD OIL PRODUCTION CUT; MEXICO
BALKS

RECORD OIL OUTPUT CUTS FAIL TO MAKE WAVES IN
CORONAVIRUS-HIT MARKET

SAFEGUARDING THE MARITIME TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

SAUDI, RUSSIA CLOSING IN ON RECORD OIL CUT DEAL

COAST GUARD ACADEMY TO HOLD VIRTUAL GRADUATION

PORT IMPROVEMENTS CONTINUE IN MOBILE

SUEZ CANAL ZONE ANNOUNCES DEAL TO BOOST
COMPETITIVENESS, INVESTMENT

PORT OF INDIANA-BURNS HARBOR KICKS OFF 2020
INTERNATIONAL SEASON

OAKLAND LOADED BOX VOLUME DIPS IN MARCH

OPERATIONS AT THREE PORTS RUN BY INDIA'S ADANI
DISRUPTED - SOURCES

ICS ISSUES GUIDANCE ON MANAGING SHIP AND SEAFARER
CERTIFICATES AMID COVID-19

DAVID ROODENBURG TAKES OVER AS HUISMAN CEO

FEATURED EMPLOYERS



AN NYK FIRST: INTERNALLY TRAINED

SEAFARER PROMOTED TO CAPTAIN

In its storied 135-year

history of NYK, Akihiro

Mori now holds a distinguished place in

the company, as effective April 1, 2020,

Mori becomes the first internally trained

seafarer promoted to captain.

OPEC+ OUTLINES RECORD OIL

PRODUCTION CUT; MEXICO BALKS

OPEC, Russia and other

allies outlined plans on

Thursday to cut their oil output by more

than a fifth and said they expected the

United States and other producers to join

in their effort to prop up prices hammered

by the coronavirus crisis.

RECORD OIL OUTPUT CUTS FAIL TO

MAKE WAVES IN CORONAVIRUS-HIT

MARKET

The minimal impact on

oil prices from a global

deal for record output cuts showed that

oil producers have a mountain to climb if

they are to restore market balance as the

coronavirus shreds demand and sends

stockpiles soaring, industry watchers

said.

SAFEGUARDING THE MARITIME

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM DURING

THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

The marine

transportation system

(MTS) is critical to both our national

security and economic prosperity.  The

U.S. Coast Guard has an enduring

responsibility to safeguard the MTS and

enable the uninterrupted flow of maritime

commerce.

MILITARY SEALIFT COMMAND

Maritime Professional App
Get instant updates on shipbuilding, contracts, technology,
legal issues, and business innovations - organized for mobile
users.
Download Android , iPhone(iPad) or Windows Phone app

 



SAUDI, RUSSIA CLOSING IN ON

RECORD OIL CUT DEAL

OPEC and it allies held

talks on Thursday on

record oil output curbs of about 15 million

barrels per day (bpd) or more, roughly

15% of global supplies, to support prices

hammered by the coronavirus crisis,

sources involved in the discussions said.

COAST GUARD ACADEMY TO HOLD

VIRTUAL GRADUATION

The U.S. Coast Guard

Academy announced it

is preparing to hold a virtual graduation

ceremony on Wednesday, May 20 due to

the coronavirus pandemic.The

graduating Class of 2020, along with the

rest of the Academy Corps of Cadets

were on spring break

PORT IMPROVEMENTS CONTINUE IN

MOBILE

The Alabama Port

Authority completed its

400-foot container dock extension at the

APM Terminals Mobile facility on March

20, and three days later, the terminal for

the first time simultaneously handled two

containerships at the newly expanded

berth.

This is an email sent to RConiglio@portofsandiego.org by World News International, to receive no further e-mails submit your e-mail address, 

or mail us a written request to the attention of: World News International Contact Manager, 118 East 25th Street, 2 Floor, New York, NY 10010

USA 

Please allow up to seven days for the complete removal process to take place. 

NOTE: If you have multiple accounts with us, you must opt out of all of them so the mailings will be fully discontinued.
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From: Hydro International <newsletter@hydro-international.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11:22 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Were Tide Prediction Machines the First Analogue Computers? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Latest news! - Web version

Were Tide Prediction Machines the First Analogue Computers?

Pay off

 
Coronavirus lockdowns have been touted on social media as helping to fight climate change. However, in the Arctic Circle, the virus is disrupting climate science and could leave important gaps in our

understanding, Deutsche Welle (DW) reports. Every year, 150 climate scientists travel far into the ice-cold wilderness, more than a thousand miles from the nearest airport, and bore deep into

Greenland's largest glacier as part of the EastGRIP project. This project aims to understand how ice streams beneath the glacier are pushing vast amounts of ice into the ocean, and how this

contributes to rising sea levels. This year, the drills will be silent and the ice streams will go unmeasured, because of the coronavirus pandemic. Read more here

 

 

Were Tide Prediction Machines the First Analogue Computers?

In a research paper recently published in History of Geo- and Space Sciences, National Oceanography Centre (NOC)

scientist Professor Philip Woodworth describes the history and basic principles of tidal prediction machines. Invented in

around 1873, tidal prediction machines were analogue computers that provided an accurate and efficient means of

predicting the ocean tide. Professor Woodworth: "Although only around 10% of the tidal prediction machines ever

created were in operation at the Liverpool Tidal Institute, this paper demonstrates the central role of this institution, Arthur

Doodson, and the UK more generally in this area of tidal science."

Why Ocean’s Biological Carbon Pump Has Been Drastically Underestimated

Every spring in the Northern hemisphere, the ocean surface erupts in a massive bloom of phytoplankton. Like plants,

these single-celled floating organisms use photosynthesis to turn light into energy, consuming carbon dioxide and

releasing oxygen in the process. When phytoplankton dies or is eaten by zooplankton, the carbon-rich fragments sink

deeper into the ocean, where they are, in turn, eaten by other creatures or buried in sediments. This process is key to

the 'biological carbon pump', an important part of the global carbon cycle.

A d v e r t o r i a l

 



iXblue Top advertorial image Atlans 1

Atlans Series, new cost-effective FOG based INS for georeferencing applications

 
The Atlans Series is a scalable range of North seeking and North keeping Inertial Navigation Systems. Providing FOG performance to the full spectrum of land &

air georeferencing applications, they offer highly accurate positioning (up to 0.01m) in all conditions, including within GNSS-denied environments. Quick and

simple to install on all platforms, the new Atlans Series offers a complete range of scalable INS that each meet the specific requirements of every land and air

applications and enables efficient “set-and-forget” operations. More info on the webinar click here! 

 

 

How Oceanographic Research Continues in the Time of COVID-19

The onset of the coronavirus has put research on hold for a wide swath of the science community, but several programmes are continuing at the

Scripps Institution of Oceanography at UC San Diego (US). Many are automated and not subject to the restrictions that operators face, but others

continue with human intervention: keeping critical specimens alive, taking measurements in solitude and, in one case, continuing on with shipboard

work because there is no option to leave. One project has gone on for so long that it was disrupted not just by this pandemic but also the influenza

pandemic of 1918. 

Russian Navy Research Vessel Starts Search for South Magnetic Pole

The Russian navy's oceanographic research vessel Admiral Vladimirsky has arrived in the Antarctic sea as part of a circumnavigation and will start

to identify the exact location of the South Magnetic Pole, according to the Russian press agency TASS. Navy spokesman Captain 1st Rank Igor

Dygalo said: "The vessel has arrived in the D’Urville Sea, which washes into the Antarctic, to carry out oceanographic research with the aim of

identifying the location of the South Magnetic Pole’s point." 

 

 

What Can Sea Animals Teach Us About Viruses?

A variety of sea animals can take up virus particles while filtering seawater for oxygen and food. Sponges are particularly efficient, wrote marine

ecologist Jennifer Welsh from the Royal Netherlands Institute for Sea Research (NIOZ) this week in a publication in Scientific Reports. 

This is How Fugro Responds to the COVID-19 Pandemic

Fugro's first priority is to protect the health and safety of employees, partners and clients, the company states. Therefore, the company is taking

appropriate measures to ensure business continuity. Current liquidity is strong with over €400 million in cash and available facilities. A cost and

CAPEX reduction programme is being implemented and Fugro has withdrawn its earlier guidance for 2020.
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Featured:

oceanwise

We are an independent UK company operating worldwide that specialises in

all aspects of marine environmental data acquisition, data management,

GIS and other services. Our highly skilled team has expertise in

oceanography, hydrography, information technology, system integration and

software development so are well placed to assist you in solving your

offshore environmental and engineering challenges by providing cost-

effective end-to-end solutions.

Read more...

Add your company

 A d v e r t o r i a l

 

Connect with Hydro International on Social Media!

 

Talk to us on LinkedIn

Follow us on Twitter

Like us on Facebook
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From: Art Sign Works <sales@artsignworksemail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11:32 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Carved State Seal Wall & Podium Plaques 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

        

To: US State Executives, Managers, Administrators, and 
Facility Managers 

We hope your state is not seriously  impacted by the COVID-19  pandemic, or if it is, it is 
in the way to recovery. and that you , your family, associates and the citizens of your city 
or town stay healthy. 

We are the Wood & Metal Plaque Company, a Division of Art Sign Works, Inc., and we 
design and manufacture beautiful custom made-to-order carved 3-D bas-relief, 
2.5-D multi-level relief, and engraved wall and podium plaques featuring the seals, logos, 
emblems, memorials, and commemorative displays for state government and other 
state organization buildings. These can be place on a building  entrance sign or next to 
an entrance door, in a lobby, in an auditorium, in an office, in a conference room, or on a 
podium. We design and fabricate these in the following styles: 
  (1) artist-painted in full color brilliant high-quality Matthews and 1-Shot sign enamels 
  (2) plated with bronze, brass, aluminum, copper, silver, or 24k gold. and polished to a high 
shine 
  (3) cast in solid bronze or aluminum  
  (4) stained in MinWax colors (wood only) 
  (5) partially covered with printed giclee vinyl appliques for photos or intricate artwork . 

We carve  our plaques from  high-density-urethane and wood (Mahogany, Maple, Walnut,
Oak, Cedar & Redwood) substrates. We make custom plaques of seals, logos, 
emblems, flags, badges and shoulder patches for every state and their subsidiary 
organizations, and their counties, cities, towns  and village governments, courts, 
and  police & sheriff and fire & emergency service departments. We also make wall and 
podium plaques for Federal government agencies, commissions and bureaus; Federal,
State, County and local courts; police /sheriffs, and our five armed forces. We can design
and fabricate any copies of art and text, including custom modifications.

Prices depend on size, style, and materials, and range from $90 for small 2-D giclee 
images or photos printed on acrylic to more than a thousand dollars for large complex 
3-D carved artist-painted, bronze or brass-plated, or wood plaques. Our most popular custom
carved artist-painted, stained wood or metal-plated plaques have diameters of 18 to 24 inches.
These  have prices that range from $250 to $750 depending on size and style. 
  
A few of our custom made-to-order wall plaques are shown below. Over 200 more photo 
examples  of custom plaques of state seals and logos with a wide variety of designs, 
styles and prices are shown on our website section  State Seal Plaques and over 2000 
plaques for other Federal,county, city and court government organizations are shown on our
website The Wood & Metal Plaque Company.  We can make any custom style or design 

in any plaque size from 10 inches to 10 feet wide, and we can ship these plaques 
anywhere in the USA.  



Carved 3-D  Artist-Painted Plaque

of the Seal of the State of Ohio

Carved 3-D Artist-Painted  Plaque of 

 Great Seal of the State of California Carved 3-D Bronze-Plated Plaque

of the Seal of Louisiana

Carved 3-D Bronze-Plated Plaque of

the Seal of the State of Florida

 Carved 2.5-D  Plaque of the

Seal of the State of Louisiana

Carved 3-D Gold-Leaf Gilded Plaque of the

Seal of the State of Pennsylvania

   

 Carved 3-D Bronze-Plated Plaque of

the Seal of the State of Illinois

Carved 3-D Artist-Painted Plaque

of Seal of  North Carolina

Large Carved 3-D Plaque of 

the Seal of State of Maryland

Carved 3-D Maple Wood Plaque of 

the Seal of the State of Florida  

 Carved 3-D 24k Gold-Leaf Gilded Plaque

of the Seal of California

    Carved 3-D German Silver-

Plated Plaque of the Seal of

Georgia

 



Art Sign Works, Inc., 41785 Elm Street Ste 302, Murrieta, California, 99562, United States

If you do not want to receive emails from Art Sign Works, Inc. you may unsubscribe at any time.

Carved 3-D Aluminum-Plated

Plaque of the Seal of Nevada

Carved 3-D Plaque for the State of

Louisiana

Carved 3-D Brass-Plated Plaque of

the Seal of the State of Virginia

Carved 3-D Artist-Painted Plaque 

of the Seal of the State of Florida

Carved 3-D Bronze-Plated Plaque of

the Seal of the State of Pennsylvania  

 

 Large

Carved 3-D Aluminum-Plated

Plaque of the State of Maryland

  Carved 3-D 24K Gold-Leaf Gilded

Emblem for the State of

Washington

Carved Aluminum-Plated Plaque of

the Seal of the State of

Washington

Carved 3-D Artist-Painted Plaque

of the Seal of the  State of Hawaii

  
We have factory-direct discounted prices, 4 to 5  week turnaround, and outstanding 
custom service with multiple proofs so that we can make the exact custom plaque or 
sign you or your organization wants. All our long-lasting, low-maintenance signs &
plaques are made in the USA by skilled craftsmen using the finest materials available. 
All of our plaques are suitable for outside as well as inside locations.

We also make  dimensional exterior and interior custom signs for state, county and city
buildings. These include building entrance signs, monument signs, wall signs, hanging
signs, directory signs, directional signs, memorial plaques, and podium plaques. 
Our signs are displayed on our website Art Sign Works.  We design and 
make custom retirement/award plaques featuring state, county, city or military  seals and 
logos and photos.  

For more information, please email us or call us at 951-698-8484, and one of our
 three helpful Customer Service Representatives, Christie, Regina or Liz,  will be pleased 
to answer any questions, provide you with  preliminary designs,  or give you a quote. 
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From: CalChamber Membership Offer <customer-service@calchamber.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 12:24 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject:  $25 in DoorDash + 2 Extra Months of HR Expert Access 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

logo

Dear Randa,

The new reality of COVID-19 is setting in and we have some new resources to to

assist your business:   

COVID-19 Best Telework Practices (Podcast plus written summary)

COVID- 19 Workforce Reduction Guidance (Podcast plus written summary)

Recent COVID-19 Questions from CalChamber's Labor Law Helpline

Since the pandemic broke out in mid-March our Labor Law Helpline has

answered over 2,177 calls from Preferred and Executive members. 

In fact, more than 40,000 employers in California rely on CalChamber as a

trusted resource for navigating state and federal compliance requirements.

Below is an offer for 2 extra months of membership when you join in April. If

you're not ready to become a Preferred member today, we understand!

Why not sign up for a free 15-day trial of our HRCalifornia website to check out

the compliance resources that member companies use to stay strong. You'll

receive a $25 DoorDash Gift Card, just by taking a 15-minute tour with a site

specialist.

2 Extra Months of Access to Our Trusted

California Employment Law Experts 

When You Become a CalChamber Preferred Member 
Call (800) 649-4921 and mention priority code QAPRIL20

    LEARN MORE    

Preferred members speak directly with our employment law

experts through Labor Law Helpline.

Join CalChamber today:

(800) 649-4921

Mention priority code QAPRIL20. Phone-only offer ends 4/30/20.



Unsubscribe | Privacy Policy

14 months for the price of 12 offer is good for new Preferred memberships (excludes renewals). New Preferred

membership must be purchased by calling (800) 649-4921 and using priority code QAPRIL20 by 4/30/2020 to

receive offer.

Sign up for a free 15-day trial of HRCalifornia, now through 4/30/20, and receive the $25 DoorDash Gift Card via

email when you take the 15-minute tour before the end of your trial period. Priority Code DASH. Please allow one

business week to receive your Gift Card. DoorDash Gift Cards are given away on behalf of CalChamber.

DoorDash, Inc. is not a sponsor of the promotion.

California Chamber of Commerce, 1215 K Street, Suite 1400, Sacramento, CA 95814

CalChamber and HRCalifornia are registered trademarks, and "HR Expert & Business Advocate" is a trademark of

the California Chamber of Commerce.

© 2020 California Chamber of Commerce

Your Customer #: 32850



JLL

   Read more   

Economic Insights: Seeking economic stability during a global pandemic

To no one’s surprise, massive job losses have led to negative consumer sentiment as the world economy tries to find equilibrium

during this global pandemic. The Fed is doing its best to shore up small and medium-sized businesses and the volatile financial

markets have responded with a bit of stabilization.

   Learn More 

 

Creating next: Changing consumer behaviors in a post COVID-19 reality

An abrupt shift in consumer attitudes has resulted in significant behavioral changes that have ramifications across the commerce

landscape. In this new reality, a consumer-first orientation to solution development is the key to acknowledging and addressing the

experience evolution necessary for commercial success.

From: JLL <covid19resources@am.jll.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 12:26 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: JLL: will China’s recovery be a window into our future? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Trouble reading this e-mail? View as a web page

Heightened caution around the COVID-19 health crisis remains in almost all aspects of daily life around the world. Greater China,

however; is beginning to see evidence of resumption in economic activity within certain sectors. While only in the initial stages of what

will be a gradual recovery, China’s experience indicates the “green shoots” that individuals and businesses globally should be looking

for as signs of stabilization.

Our latest research paper, “Are green shoots emerging in Mainland China?” provides a window into what could be our future here in

the Americas.

The latest trends and resources



   Register

Now 

April 16: COVID-19: Preparing for re-entry and reimagining the workplace

While social distancing mandated by COVID-19 is likely to be in effect for the foreseeable future, now’s the time to think about re-entry

into what will be a fundamentally different workplace model. Hear JLL Consulting’s leaders share their perspective on the paradigm

shift that will forever change the corporate real estate landscape.

Save the date: April 23 – Retail post COVID-19

As we look ahead to recovery, what will retail look like post COVID-19? What can we expect from retailers and how will consumer

behavior change? Join us for our next webinar on April 23 at 10am CDT, Retail post COVID-19, hosted by Naveen Jaggi with guest

speakers James Cook from JLL Research, Sucharita Kodali from Forrester, Emily Miller from Big Red Rooster and more.

Invitation to follow

Operational Resilience Webinar Series 

In case you missed it: our latest webinar, COVID-19 Retail Perspectives and Insights, is now available on demand to watch at your

leisure.Have a topic you’d like to hear on a future webinar? Submit here. 

You can find these weekly updates and more on our COVID-19 resource hub.

 
Although information contained herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable, neither JLL nor any of its clients makes any guarantees or representations, express or implied, as to the completeness or

accuracy of such information. Any projections, opinions, assumptions or estimates used are for example only. Neither JLL nor any of its clients accepts any liability for loss resulting from reliance on such

information. There may be material differences between projected results and actual results. Any property offered for sale or lease may be withdrawn without notice. If the recipient of this information has signed a

confidentiality agreement regarding this matter, this information is subject to the terms of that agreement. Copyright © 2020 Jones Lang LaSalle IP, Inc. All rights reserved.

This email was sent to rconigli@portofsandiego.org by Jones Lang LaSalle Americas, Inc.

200 E Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois, 60601, United States

View Privacy Policy Unsubscribe from ALL Emails Update Preferences



From: CPACinc.com <itservices@cpacinc.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 12:47 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Tech Industry Assistance During COVID-19 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Limited Time Discounts & Promotions

UPS / Battery Backup

and Surge Protectors

Staying connected is vital for your customer's home office. APC Back-UPS and Surge Protectors help
stay connected while boosting your home office efficiency.

3 Months Free

RingCentral Office

New non-profit, education & healthcare industry's impacted by COVID-19 get free access to RingCentral
Office for 3 months

6 Months Free Microsoft Teams &

OpenStack Public Cloud

Current Rackspace customers can now add Microsoft Teams to their Office 365 account for free for 6
months

HPE offers $2 billion in financing and new programs
to help customers weather COVID-19

Pay 1% of the total contract value for 8

months deferring 90% of the cost until

2021

Beginning in 2021, each monthly payment would equal approximately 3.3% of the total contract value

Deep Discounts on Microsoft Surface

Laptops
Up to 65% Off Select Dell EM PowerEdge

Servers

Barracuda researchers have seen a steady increase in the number of  coronavirus COVID-19-related
spear-phishing attacks

Up 667% since the end of February

Run a FREE & Easy Email Threat Scan
Scan your Office 365 environment Now

fast - free - safe - no performance impact



Have a CPAC Rep call you back when its most convenient for you to discuss these offers simply fill out our quick Call Back

Request Form

Callback Request

Or Give Us A Call Now

CPACinc | 800-778-2722 | sales@cpacinc.com

     

CPACinc.com

4749 E. Wesley Dr.

Anaheim, CA 92807

Unsubscribe rconiglio@portofsandiego.org

Update Profile | Our Privacy Policy

About Constant Contact

Sent by itservices@cpacinc.com

in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!



From: Consulate General of Mexico <cc@consulmexsd.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 1:38 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Informació Importante: ¿Cómo cuidar a tu familia en México frente al COVID-19? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Consulate General of Mexico

1549 India St

San Diego, CA 92101

Cancelar suscripción rconiglio@portofsandiego.org

Actualice su perfil | About Constant Contact

Enviado por cc@consulmexsd.org



View this email in your browser

April 14, 2020

DHS Announces Modified Document Inspection Process For Remote Workers and

Inspection Extension Amid COVID-19 Pandemic

On March 20, 2020, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) announced flexibility in the requirements related to

Form I-9 compliance for employers and workplaces operating remotely due to COVID-19 social distancing

recommendations.  DHS announced that it will defer the physical presence or physical inspection requirements

associated with the verification of List of Acceptable documents.

To take advantage of this deferment, employers must do all of the following...

Copyright © 2020 AALRR, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you have indicated that you would like to receive email communications from AALRR.

Our mailing address is: 
AALRR

12800 Center Court Drive, Suite 300
Cerritos, CA 90703

Add us to your address book 

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.

From: Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo <aalrr_programs@aalrr.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 2:41 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: ALERT | DHS Announces Modified Document Inspection Process For Remote Workers and Inspection Extension Amid
COVID-19 Pandemic 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

CLICK HERE TO READ
MORE



This email was sent to

rconiglio@portofsandiego.org

why did I get this?

    

unsubscribe from this list

    

update subscription preferences

AALRR · 12800 Center Court Drive, Suite 300 · Cerritos, CA 90703 · USA 



Share:

  

From: Best Friends Animal Society <info@bestfriends.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4:20 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: How is your pet helping you get by? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Trouble with links or images? Click here to view an online version of this email.

Best Friends - Save Them All(R)

Best Friends

Dear Randa, 

The thump-thump-thump of the tail on the floor. The unmistakable purr as you enter the room. The look of

unwavering loyalty in their eyes. As COVID-19 continues to create uncertainty, the unconditional love of our

furry family members provides priceless healing, easing the isolation and worry. They lift us up simply by

being themselves. 

For so many of us here at Best Friends, our pets are living reminders of the beauty and joy around us,

even in the darkest of times. They are such an important part of our families, and we know your pets are

important to your family, too. For me, my dogs Shadow and Stanley have been exceptionally comforting and

wonderful these last intense weeks. 

So today, we’d like to hear about your pets, your tales of comfort and solace, laughter and reassurance. We

care about you and how you’re doing, so tell us how your pets have been there for you during this crisis. 

Share my story >

As anyone who has ever loved an animal knows, adopting or fostering a pet is a lifesaver. These days,

that’s especially true. Their mere presence is the anchor around which all else falls into place — steady as a

heartbeat, warm as a bundle of fur. Our pets are family, and it’s why we’re working so hard to keep dogs

and cats with the people who love them during this uncertain stretch. Together, we will Save Them All. 

Thank you for sharing your life with an animal and thank you for sharing your story with us. We wish you

and yours health and happiness in the weeks ahead. 

Julie Castle, CEO

Best Friends Animal Society

P.S. Our dogs and cats are beloved family members, but so many are still waiting for a place to call home.

Help give them a lifesaving second chance during this crisis with a gift today. 

Follow Us:

     



        

You are receiving this email because rconigli@portofsandiego.org is signed up to receive Best Friends Animal Society

emails.

Unsubscribe | Privacy Policy | Contact Us 

© 2020 Best Friends Animal Society®. All Rights Reserved

— 5001 Angel Canyon Rd, Kanab, UT 84741 



From: Environmental Health Coalition <EHC_Action_Alert@environmentalhealth.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4:32 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Toxinformer: April 2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Empowering People, Organizing Communities, Achieving Justice

Environmental Health Coalition

 

Toxinformer
April 2020

 
EMPOWERING PEOPLE. 

ORGANIZING COMMUNITIES. ACHIEVING JUSTICE.
 

COVID-19

A deadly pandemic is affecting every individual, family, community, and country
around the world. EHC is adjusting to meet this crisis head-on. Environmental
Justice communities are disproportionately vulnerable to climate change and
toxic pollution, but now they are also coping with unemployment, lack of health
care, and chronic health conditions. If you or anyone you know needs assistance,
please regularly visit this EHC webpage for COVID-19 community information
and resources.

 

COVID-19 community information and resources

#EJ Champion: IBEW

The International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, IBEW Local 569, represents
approximately 750,000 active members and retirees who work in a wide variety of
fields including utilities, construction, telecommunications, broadcasting,
manufacturing, railroads, and government.

Founded in 1920, IBEW Local 569 has over 3,000 members and 100 years of
electrical experience.They advocate for climate policies to address our climate
crisis while creating a just, equitable and sustainable economy that lifts working
families. EHC thanks IBEW Local 569 for their tireless work and partnership.

 

IBEW Local 569

Tell MTS to Prioritize Environmental Justice

San Diego’s public transit system is not connecting people to jobs and schools,
leaving many communities and families behind. In 2020 the MTS Board will
announce the priority projects for a ballot measure that will raise $24 billion over
the next 50 years. These projects must serve disadvantaged communities by
reducing pollution and increasing accessibility. Please sign this petition and tell
the MTS Board to prioritize environmental justice in the 2020 Ballot Measure.

 

Tell MTS to Prioritize Environmental Justice



Equity Gap Persists in Rooftop Solar Installation

Did you know California leads the nation in solar installation, with over 27 million
megawatts of solar electric capacity installed in 2019? That is enough to power
over 7.6 million homes. Even so, solar installation in multifamily housing is
lagging far behind single-family homes, especially in environmental justice
communities.

For a view of apartment buildings eligible for solar installation incentives through
the state’s Solar on Multifamily Affordable Housing program, check out their
new interactive property map. 

SOMAH

POSTPONED – EHC’s 40th Anniversary Celebration

Community Calendar

Due to the COVID-19 crisis, all in-person events and meetings are postponed
until further notice. Online meetings are being scheduled. For more information,
please contact the EHC staff members listed here:

Barrio Logan Planning Group Meeting and Elections 
Allie Fen: AllieF(at)environmentalhealth.org

City Heights Area Planning Committee 
Laura Benavidez: LauraB(at)environmentalhealth.org

For more information on the community calendar, please contact our Organizing
Director Franco Garcia: franco(at)environmentalhealth.org  

      

 

Versión en Español

 

Environmental Health Coalition

 

Toxinformer
abril 2020

 
EMPODERANDO A LA GENTE. 

ORGANIZANDO A LAS COMUNIDADES. LOGRANDO LA
JUSTICIA.

 



COVID-19

Una mortal pandemia está afectando a toda persona, familia, comunidad y país
alrededor del mundo entero. EHC está haciendo los ajustes necesarios para
atacar de frente a esta crisis. Además de que las comunidades de justicia
ambiental son desproporcionadamente vulnerables al cambio climático y a la
contaminación tóxica, ahora deben lidiar también con desempleo, carencia de
atención médica y afecciones crónicas de salud.

Si usted o alguien que usted conozca necesita apoyo, le invitamos a visitar
periódicamente el portal en internet de EHC, donde encontrará información y
recursos para la comunidad respecto de COVID-19.

#EJChampion: Sindicato IBEW Local 569

La Hermandad Internacional de Trabajadores Eléctricos (International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, o IBEW) es un sindicato que representa a
alrededor de 750,000 miembros activos y jubilados que laboran en una amplia
variedad de actividades, entre ellas servicios públicos, construcción,
telecomunicaciones, difusoras, ferrocarriles y dependencias gubernamentales.

El Local 569 del IBEW, fundado en 1920, tiene una membresía de más de 3,000
integrantes y 100 años de experiencia en el ramo eléctrico.

El IBEW 569 aboga en pro de políticas climáticas que atiendan nuestra crisis
climática a la par de crear una economía justa, equitativa y sustentable que eleve
a familias trabajadoras. EHC agradece al Local 569 del sindicato IBEW por su
incansable labor y su alianza.

Exija al Sistema de Transporte Público (MTS) Priorizar la
Justicia Ambiental

El sistema de transporte público de San Diego hoy no conecta plenamente a
personas a sus trabajos y escuelas, dejando atrás a muchas comunidades y
familias. En 2020, la Junta Directiva de MTS anunciará sus proyectos prioritarios
para una iniciativa que se integrará a la boleta electoral, misma que recaudará
$24 mil millones de dólares durante los próximos 50 años.

Es indispensable que dichos proyectos atiendan a comunidades marginadas
mediante reducciones en contaminación y una mayor accesibilidad. Por favor
firme esta petición para exigirle a la Junta Directiva de MTS priorizar la justicia
ambiental en la Iniciativa 2020.

Persiste Brecha de Equidad en Instalación de Generación
Solar en Techos

¿Sabías que California ocupa el primer lugar en el país en instalación de
generación solar, con más de 27 millones de megavatios de capacidad eléctrica
solar instalados en 2019? Dicha capacidad es suficiente para suministrar
electricidad a más de 7.6 millones de hogares. No obstante, la instalación de
paneles solares en vivienda multifamiliar está sumamente rezagada en
comparación con viviendas unifamiliares, especialmente en comunidades de
justicia ambiental.



 

Para conocer cuáles edificios de departamentos califican para incentivos para
instalación solar a través del programa estatal de generación solar en vivienda
asequible multifamiliar (Solar on Multifamily Affordable Housing), le invitamos
a revisar su nuevo mapa interactivo de inmuebles. 

POSPUESTO – Celebración del 40º Aniversario de EHC 

Calendario e la Comunidad

Debido a la crisis ocasionada por el COVID-19, todos los eventos y reuniones
presenciales se posponen hasta nuevo aviso. Se están programando reuniones
en línea. Para mayores informes, favor de comunicarse con el personal de EHC
que se indica a continuación:

Sesiones del Grupo de Planeación de Barrio Logan y Elecciones 
Allie Fen: AllieF(at)environmentalhealth.org

Comité de Planeación del Área de City Heights 
Laura Benavidez: LauraB(at)environmentalhealth.org

Para mayores informes acerca del Calendario Comunitario, favor de
comunicarse con Nuestro Director Organizador Franco Garcia:
franco(at)environmentalhealth.org 

      

About EHC | Contact Us 

Unsubscribe from this mailing | Unsubscribe from all mailings 

Sent by EHC: ehc_action_alert@environmentalhealth.org

2727 Hoover Ave, Suite 202, National City, CA 91950, USA



From: Payroll Link, Inc. <info@payrolllink.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 6:06 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: April 15 Expert Panel: COVID-19 Impacts 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know
the content is safe.

Expert Panel_ COVID-19 Impacts from Different Business Perspectives

Expert Panel: COVID-19 Impacts from Different

Business Perspectives

As the world continues to feel the impacts of COVID-19 and recently-passed

legislation has gone into effect, businesses are navigating a completely new

landscape in managing their teams and adapting to new challenges. And, with so

many new resources being offered via legislation, it can be overwhelming to

determine which make the most sense for your business.

In short, we know that business owners and leaders have countless questions right

now.

Join us for a webinar panel where you can talk directly with our panel of experts,

asking questions that apply to you and your business. Our panelists are experts

across Human Resources, Payroll, Retirement Savings and Banking backgrounds,

and they will provide insights based on their individual expertise.

calendar

Date: 

April 15, 2020

clock

Time: 

11:00am - 12:00pm PST 

Sign Up

P.S. Even if you can't attend the webinar, be sure to sign up to receive exclusive access to the webinar replay. 

Payroll Link, Inc., 10251 Trademark St, Bldg. B, Rancho Cucamonga, California 91730-5889, United

States, 833.382.6624

Unsubscribe Manage preferences

   

   





From: CalChamber <noreply@calchamber.com> on behalf of CalChamber <noreply@calchamber.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 7:36 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: CalChamber CIT Trade Update 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

 

Tuesday, April 14, 2020

Featured Headlines

A message from the Lt. Governor of California
Ambassador Eleni Kounalakis

These last two months have been difficult for the global
community and for the citizens of all our countries. Many
thousands of people have lost their lives, or suffered the
loss of family members. Millions have sustained and
continue to experience significant financial losses. Many
small- and medium-sized businesses have closed their
doors. And we have all had our lives severely disrupted.
But I am proud to say that California has led the way in
responding to this crisis, and under the leadership of
Governor Gavin Newsom we have mitigated this tragedy
to the best extent possible.

California’s early steps at requiring social distancing have
no doubt taken a toll on our economy, but we now know
these measures have saved countless lives. I am
confident that in the months ahead, as we move to rebuild
our economy and our lives, California will continue to lead
the way. Our dynamism, entrepreneurial spirit, can-do
attitude, diverse population and world-renowned
academic and business institutions will spearhead the
United States’ economic revival.

We look forward to doing it hand-in-hand with you, our
international friends and partners. Rest assured that the
California Dream is alive and well and will never be
dimmed. Let’s get back to work together!

 

CalChamber President Issues Statement
on Departure of Governor’s Key

Business Adviser, Lenny Mendonca 
CalChamber, April 13, 2020

Newsom’s Business Advisor Steps Down 
The Sacramento Bee, April 13, 2020

 

Share Trade Update: 

      

 

2020 Business Issues Guide

 

CalChamber Alert Newsletter

 

Impact California

 



World Trade Organization Annual Report:
Trade Numbers Fall 
CalChamber, April 9, 2020

Remarks: Trade Forecast Press Conference 
World Trade Organization, April 8, 2020 

VIDEO

Trade Set to Plunge as COVID-19
Pandemic Upends Global Economy 

World Trade Organization, April 8, 2020

WTO’s Guide to a Quick Rebound Blotted
with Export Bans 
Bloomberg, April 9, 2020

IMF Chief Says Pandemic Will Unleash
Worst Recession Since Great Depression 

Reuters, April 10, 2020

CalChamber Companies in the News

UPS Expedites Global Deliveries of QIAGEN Coronavirus Testing Kits  
American Journal of Transportation, April 14, 2020

Almond Market Update:
March Shipments Show Strong Increase Over Last Year 
Blue Diamond Growers, April 10, 2020

Masimo Announces Full Market Release of Masimo SafetyNet™,
a Remote Patient Management Solution Designed to Aid COVID-19
Response Efforts 
Masimo Corporation, April 10, 2020

Trade Policy

From the U.S. International Trade Commission

Lawmakers Ask USITC to Identify Imported Products Needed
for COVID-19 Response and Related Tariff and Trade Information 
April 13, 2020

From the U.S. Trade Representative

Invitation for Applications for Inclusion
on the Dispute Settlement Rosters

for the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement 
Federal Register, Deadline April 20, 2020

Agency Information Collection Activities:
NAFTA Regulations and Certificate of Origin 

Federal Register, April 10, 2020 – Deadline 30 Days from Notice

Agency Information Collection Activities:
Foreign Assembler’s Declaration 

Federal Register, April 10, 2020 – Deadline 30 Days from Notice

Request for Comments on Additional Modifications
to the 301 Action to Address COVID-19: China’s Acts,

Policies, and Practices Related to Technology
Transfer, Intellectual Property, and Innovation 

Federal Register, Deadline June 25, 2020

Notice of Product Exclusion Extensions: China’s
Acts, Policies, and Practices Related to Technology

Transfer, Intellectual Property, and Innovation 
Federal Register, April 10, 2020

Statement on Call Between Ambassador Lighthizer and Brazilian
Foreign Minister Araújo 
April 10, 2020

USTR Announces Fiscal Year 2020 Allocation of Additional Tariff-Rate
Quota Volume for Raw Cane Sugar and Refined Sugar 
April 9, 2020

From the U.S. Department of State

United States Continues U.S. Foreign Assistance for El Salvador,
Guatemala, and Honduras 
April 13, 2020

U.S. Assistance to Italy  
April 11, 2020

Continuing U.S. Leadership in the Global COVID-19 Response

2017 California Export Guide

 
The California Export Guide is published by

ThinkGlobal Inc. in partnership with the

Center for International Business

Education and Research (CIBER) at San

Diego State University. The guide provides

expert advice and information for exporters. 

You can view the entire 

Trade Update on our website.

Export Award Lopo

 
President's Export Award Recipien t

Visit CalChamber.com/International for

export/import information, trade stats, trade

policy, FAQs and more. 
 

Upcoming Events:

Webinar: U.S. Manufacturers Respond,

Pivot and Look Ahead: 3-Part Video Chat 

4/15/2020

Webinar: COVID Conversations from the

Field – Brazil 

4/16/2020

CANCELED - Discover Indo Pacific

Business Opportunities 

4/20/2020 - 4/27/2020

POSTPONED - Hannover Messe Trade

Shows 

4/20/2020 - 4/24/2020

POSTPONED:: 94th Annual World Trade

Week 

5/5/2020

WEBINAR: Introduction to the Bureau of

Industry and Security (BIS) and Export

Basics 

5/5/2020

WEBINAR - Opportunities in Turkey's

Automotive Sector 

5/6/2020

WEBINAR: License Exceptions for “600

Series” 

5/7/2020

WEBINAR  - Complying with the

International Traffic in Arms Regulations

(ITAR) 

5/12/2020

WEBINAR: Office of  Foreign Asset Control

5/14/2020

WEBINAR - Developing a Corporate Export

WEBINAR: Management and Compliance

Program (EMCP) 

5/19/2020

WEBINAR: Export Controls at Trade Shows

5/21/2020



Through Additional U.S. Foreign Assistance 
April 8, 2020

From the Export-Import Bank of the U.S.

EXIM Board Takes Action in Fight Against COVID-19 Pandemic
by Temporarily Restricting Export Support for Needed U.S. Medical
Supplies and Equipment 
April 14, 2020

EXIM Reduces Fees, Streamlines Delegated Authority and Fast Track
Loans for Small Businesses 
April 7, 2020

From the World Trade Organization

DDG Wolff: Time to Start Planning for the Post-Pandemic Recovery  
April 9, 2020

Trade Agreements

Virus Pandemic May Force Japan to Give Up RCEP Agreement in 2020  
Kyodo News, April 14, 2020

China Buys More U.S. Farm Products Amid Plunge in Trade  
CNBC, April 14, 2020

Leveraging the Vietnam-EU Free Trade Agreement for Development  
East Asia Forum, April 13, 2020

Success Reported in Second Round of Cambodia-China
Free-Trade Agreement 
Khmer Times, April 13, 2020

China Still Implementing U.S. Trade Deal, Chinese Envoy Says  
American Journal of Transportation, April 12, 2020

Trump Agrees to Help Mexico Meet Global Oil Target  
Reuters, April 10, 2020

UK-U.S. Trade Talks Postponed Indefinitely as Coronavirus Crisis Puts
Quick Deal in Doubt 
The Telegraph, April 9, 2020

Mexico Asks U.S., Canada to Grant Automakers Transition
for USMCA Rules 
Reuters, April 7, 2020

Federal

Ports and Trade in the Time of Covid-19 
American Journal of Transportation, April 13, 2020

The U.S. Is Waging War on Digital Trade Barriers  
Wired, April 10, 2020

China Telecom Should Be Barred in U.S. as Threat, Agencies Say  
Yahoo Finance, April 10, 2020

Trump Exhorts Allies to Buy American First to Solve Oil Glut  
Bloomberg, April 9, 2020

First Edition of COVID-19 Port Economic Impact Barometer Confirms
Cargo Build Up at Some Ports and Fairly Stable Port Worker
Availability 
American Journal of Transportation, April 9, 2020

U.S. – FEMA Implements Export Restrictions on Certain PPE Products,
with Immediate Effect 
International Trade Compliance Update, April 8, 2020

Government and Businesses Turn Attention to Eventual Reopening
of $22 Trillion U.S. Economy 
The Wall Street Journal, April 8, 2020

Estimated March Imports Hit Five-Year Low, Declines Expected
to Continue Amid Pandemic 
National Retail Federation, April 7, 2020

California

Governor Newsom Outlines Six Critical Indicators the
State Will Consider Before Modifying the Stay-at-
Home Order and Other COVID-19 Interventions 

Office of Governor Gavin Newsom, April 14, 2020

California Will Look at 6 Factors to Determine When
Stay-at-Home Orders Will Loosen, Newsom Says 

The Sacramento Bee, April 14, 2020

 

 

 

POSTPONED :Select LA Investment

Summit 

5/27/2020

U.S Commercial Service: Women's Global

Trade Empowerment Forum 

5/27/2020

WEBINAR: Deemed Exports 

5/27/2020

WEBINAR: Exporter Readiness

Requirements for CMMC/NIST  

6/2/2020

 

CalChamber Logo

CalChamber International Forum,

Host Reception,

and Host Breakfast

on June 3 -4, 2020

Have Been Cancelled

WEBINAR: Foreign Corrupt Practices Act  

6/4/2020

WEBINAR: Site Visits, Enforcement

Actions and Voluntary Disclosures 

6/9/2020

Hannover Mease Trade Shows 

7/13-2020 - 6-1/2020-

EXIM Bank 2020 Annual Conference 

9/10/2020

Construction Indonesia 2020 -

Construction and Concrete Show 

9/16/2020-9/18/2020

Select LA Investment Summit 

9/17/2020

World Trade Week

94th Annual Trade Week  

9/22/2020

China International Import Expo (CIIE)  

11/5/2020

12th World Chambers Congress: Dubai

2021 

2/23/2021

California Coalition

for Free Trade 

A broad-based group of companies and

business organizations working to secure a

national free trade agenda. 

Join or Learn More  

Resources:

California Congressional

Delegation Pictorial Roster

California Congressional

Committee Assignments

California Legislative Pictorial Roster 

International Job Positions  

Trade Promotion Opportunities

Federal Government:

The White House 

The U.S. Senate 



California, Oregon and Washington to Work Together on Plan
to Lift Coronavirus Restrictions 
Los Angeles Times, April 13, 2020

Port of Oakland Loaded Box Volume Dipped 7.4 Percent in March  
Port of Oakland, April 13, 2020

California Faces Two Years of High Unemployment from Coronavirus,
UCLA Predicts 
Los Angeles Times, April 10, 2020

Port of Long Beach Receives $14.5 Million Grant for Rail Project  
American Journal of Transportation, April 10, 2020

Port of Los Angeles Executive Director Acknowledges Supply Chain
Stakeholders, USNS Mercy 
American Journal of Transportation, April 10, 2020

First Quarter Volumes Drop 18.5% at Port of Los Angeles  
American Journal of Transportation, April 8, 2020

Productivity Metrics at Port of Long Beach Terminals Remain Steady
Despite COVID Impacts 
American Journal of Transportation, April 8, 2020

Port of Long Beach: Coronavirus Slows Trade in March  
American Journal of Transportation, April 8, 2020

Watch: How California Plans to Keep Small Businesses Afloat  
CalMatters, April 7, 2020

More International Articles

COVID-19 Updates

John’s Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center 
with COVID-19 Interactive Map

Tracking the Spread of the
Coronavirus Outbreak in the U.S. 

Bloomberg, April 2020

COVID-19 Tracker 
Channel News Asia, April 2020

Policy Tracker: Policy Responses to COVID-19 
International Monetary Fund

Global Dashboard on COVID-19 Government Policies  
U.S. Chamber of Commerce

Essential Critical Infrastructure Workforce Tracker 
U.S. Chamber of Commerce, April 2020

Europe Begins Tentative Easing
of Coronavirus Lockdown 

Politico, April 14, 2020

Fauci Says ‘Rolling Reentry’ Possible
as Soon as Next Month 

Politico, April 12, 2020

China Encourages Export Goods Sales
Domestically as Virus Batters Global Trade 

The New York Times, April 10, 2020

IMF, World Bank Face Deluge
of Aid Requests from Developing World 

The Wall Street Journal, April 9, 2020

Produce-Rich Argentina’s Exports
Ravaged by Coronavirus 

France24, April 9, 2020

International Principles for Safeguarding Essential
Economic Functions in the COVID-19 Pandemic 

U.S. Chamber of Commerce, April 6, 2020

Beyond COVID-19: Supply Chain
Resilience Holds Key to Recovery 

Baker McKenzie, April 2020

Semiannual Report of the Latin America and Caribbean Region:
The Economy in the Time of COVID-19 
The World Bank, April 2020

China Holds Online Trade Fair to Boost Cooperation
with Latin America 
Market Screener, April 14, 2020

The U.S. House of Representatives 

U.S. State Department 

U.S. Department of Commerce 

U.S. Trade Representative

State Government:

Governor 
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California State Assembly 
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Global Stocks Gain on China Trade Data, Easing Pandemic Worries  
Reuters, April 13, 2020

G-20 to Freeze Sovereign Debt Payments for Poor Countries  
Bloomberg, April 12, 2020

How Joe Biden Can Learn from Trump’s Mistakes on Trade  
The Washington Post, April 10, 2020

Global Trade Sputters, Leaving Too Much Here, Too Little There  
The New York Times, April 10, 2020

How China Could Use This Moment to Charge Ahead
with Its Geopolitical Agenda 
CNBC, April 10, 2020

China Just Upgraded the Status of Dogs from 'Livestock' to 'Pets '
Quartz, April 9, 2020

E-Commerce Takes Off in Mexico Amid Epidemic  
XinhuaNet, April 9, 2020

EU Nations Upgrade Trade Arsenal to Offset U.S. Attack on WTO  
Bloomberg, April 8, 2020

Coronavirus: China Yet to Meet Key Phase One Trade Deal Target Due
to COVID-19 Lockdown 
South China Morning Post, April 8, 2020

Mexican Auto Sector to Resume Operations Once U.S. Industry
Gears Up 
Reuters, April 8, 2020

2019 Nordic-U.S. M&A Study 
Alston & Bird, April 8, 2020

Japan to Fund Firms to Shift Production Out of China  
American Journal of Transportation, April 8, 2020

Europe Struggles to Agree on Economic Response to Virus  
The Associated Press, April 8, 2020

Brexit Negotiators Want to Start Talking Despite Virus Setbacks  
Bloomberg, April 7, 2020

U.S. Firms Lobby to Keep Working in Mexico Despite
Coronavirus Curbs 
The New York Times, April 7, 2020

Trade War Spurs Sharp Reversal in 2019 Reshoring Index,
Foreshadowing COVID-19 Test of Supply Chain Resilience 
Kearney, April 2020
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COVID-19 Update 
April 14, 2020

Federal

WHO: President Trump today announced that the United States would halt funding to the World Health Organization over

its “role in severely mismanaging and covering up the spread of coronavirus.” While the President has not indicated which

way he intends to carry out his announcement, as WHO funding is congressionally appropriated to some extent, the

announcement marks an escalation in what had previously been a contest of words between the President and the WHO’s

Director General. The U.S. is by far the largest national contributor, donating over $400 million annually. 

 

Hydroxychloroquine Study: A new study in France has thrown into question President Trump’s assertions that the

antimalarial hydroxychloroquine may be an effective coronavirus treatment. The study, which was not peer reviewed, did

not find statistically significant changes in either ICU admission rates or deaths for patients who took hydroxychloroquine.

The study was discontinued due to heart complications caused by the hydroxychloroquine doses.

 

Testing Capacity: Private labs are pushing back against claims from the White House that they are underutilizing some of

their testing capabilities. In a letter to coronavirus task force coordinator Deborah Brix, the Association of American Medical

Colleges pointed to a severe lack of components required to perform tests. The association asked the White House to take an

increased role in ensuring that supply lines for those components were open.

California

The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

24,578 confirmed cases

733 Deaths

 

Governor’s Press Conference: Governor Gavin Newsom is now holding daily updates at noon via his Twitter and

Facebook feeds. Below are today’s press conference highlights:

 

Governor Gavin Newsom today unveiled six key indicators and key questions that will guide California’s thinking for when

and how to modify the stay-at-home and other orders during the COVID-19 pandemic:

 

1. The ability to monitor and protect our communities through testing, contact tracing, isolating, and

supporting those who are positive or exposed

How prepared is our state to test everyone who is symptomatic?

Do we have the ability to identify contacts of those who are positive to reduce further transmission?

2. The ability to prevent infection in people who are at risk for more severe COVID-19
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Are older Californians and the medically vulnerable living in their own homes supported so they can continue

appropriate physical distancing?

Have we developed a plan to quickly identify and contain outbreaks in facilities housing older Californians, those

living with disabilities, those currently incarcerated, and those with co-morbidities?

3. The ability of the hospital and health systems to handle surges

Do we have adequate bed capacity, staff and supplies such as ventilators and masks?

Can our healthcare system adequately address COVID-19 and other critical healthcare needs?

4. The ability to develop therapeutics to meet the demand

Have we built a coalition of private, public, and academic partners to accelerate the development of therapeutics?

Have we identified potential therapeutics that have shown promise?

5. The ability for businesses, schools, and childcare facilities to support physical distancing

Have we worked with businesses to support physical distancing practices and introduced guidelines to provide health

checks when employees or the general public enter the premises?

Do we have supplies and equipment to keep the workforce and customers safe?

6. The ability to determine when to reinstitute certain measures, such as the stay-at-home orders, if

necessary

Are we tracking the right data to provide us an early warning system?

Do we have the ability to quickly communicate the need to reinstate these measures?

 

The Governor said there is not a precise timeline for modifying the stay-at-home order, but that these six indicators will

serve as the framework for making that decision. He also noted that things will look different as California makes

modifications. For example, restaurants will have fewer tables and classrooms will be reconfigured.

 

Transition: There's no light switch here. It’s more like a dimmer. It's a ‘toggling’ between stricter and more relaxed

interventions.

New “Normal: We talked about what the new normal will look like. As I said, normal, it will not be --at least until

we have herd immunity and we have a vaccine.

Western Framework: It's also likely other western states will join in on the reopening framework California,

Oregon and Washington have built together.

Schools: This academic year is still over. The focus is now on making sure physical contact is reduced in the fall, that

classes can be staggered, that there's greater distancing in classrooms.

When Will Stay-at-Home Order be Loosened? We want to see hospitalization numbers flatten and start to

decline, and we want to see ICU numbers, flatten and start to decline. The Administration will have to build the

workforce and infrastructure that can handle tracing requirements.

New Economic Team: This week, Newsom will announce a new economic team with an explanation of how it plans

to jump start the economy.

Mass Gatherings? The process of mass gatherings is negligible at best, until there's a vaccine and expansive

therapeutics. So hundreds, thousands, tens of thousands of strangers coming together is not in the cards based on our

current guidelines and expectations. June, July, August – unlikely?

Cleaning: The new reality will also include massive deep cleaning, lots of sanitation. Disinfecting parks,

playgrounds, benches, sidewalks, streets, etc., will be the new norm.

 

Juvenile Reentry: This afternoon, Governor Gavin Newsom signed an executive order that addresses the release and



reentry process at the Division of Juvenile Justice (DJJ) in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, so that eligible youth

serving time at DJJ can be discharged safely and expeditiously.

 

The executive order calls for all discharge and reentry hearings to be held via videoconference to minimize the youth’s and

other participants’ exposure to COVID-19. Additionally, notification given to county probation departments, the court in the

county of commitment, and the youth’s legal counsel will be shortened from 60 days to 30 days before holding a discharge

consideration hearing. The discharge hearing is conducted by the Board of Juvenile Hearings.

 

The order also allows for reentry consideration hearings—which are held in the court of commitment after approval of

discharge consideration hearings—to take place at the DJJ facility where the youth are housed, instead of transferring youth

to a county jail to await these hearings.

 

This new timeframe does not impact victim notification, as they already receive a 30-day notice. Victims and victim

representatives will be able to participate in the videoconference hearings.

Bay Area

SF Pride Cancelled: Organizers of San Francisco Pride announced today that the annual event will be cancelled.  The

celebration, which typically takes place in late June, would have marked the occasion’s historic 50th anniversary. 

Organizers had hoped to postpone the parade until later this year but decided to cancel the event due to the spread of

COVID-19.  More than 1 million people were expected to attend. 

 

Cases at SF Homeless Shelter Increase to 102: The number of confirmed coronavirus cases from San Francisco’s

largest homeless shelter, MSC South, increased to 92 residents and 10 staff. That was up from the total of 91 infected

residents and staff that health officials disclosed on Monday.

 

Eviction Moratorium Could Be Made Permanent: Today, Supervisor Dean Preston introduced an ordinance that

would make it illegal to evict tenants unable to pay their rent due to the COVID-19 crisis.  Mayor London Breed first

announced a moratorium on tenant evictions on March 13th. The moratorium was set to last 30 days but officials said that

it would be extended as needed.  The legislation proposed by Preston also seeks to prohibit late fees, penalties, interest or

other charges tenants may face related to delayed rent payments while modifying existing rules to “make clear that delayed

rent cannot be used as a ground for eviction.”

 

Not Out of The Woods Yet: Santa Clara County Public Health Director Dr. Sara Cody, one of the first to sound the alarm

about the outbreak of COVID-19 in the Bay Area, gave an update on the region's fight against the virus today. Dr. Cody

provided cautious optimism, saying the number of new confirmed COVID-19 cases in Santa Clara County is "somewhat

stable" at 50 to 100 per day. "We are not out of the woods but we're making the progress and slowing things down," she said.

 

Cracking Down: Despite the shelter-in-place order, out-of-area visitors flocked to San Mateo County’s coastal parks over

Easter weekend, ignoring “no parking signs” and prompting the sheriff’s office to give over 900 verbal warnings and write

299 parking citations.

 

Rent Freeze Discussion: Last week’s attempt to implement a rent suspension for San Jose families who have been

financially affected by COVID-19 was quickly struck down over concerns that the proposal violated the Constitution. The

lawmakers who authored the initiative — Councilmembers Raul Peralez and Magdalena Carrasco — have instead opted to

pursue a citywide rent freeze, which they are discussing at this afternoon’s City Council meeting.
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From: mark.murphy@vistage.com <mark.murphy@vistage.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 1:25 AM EDT 
To: bobbem@calmont.com <bobbem@calmont.com>; gary@worldstage.com <gary@worldstage.com>;
james@superiortank.com <james@superiortank.com>; jenniferdietz@fssi-ca.com <jenniferdietz@fssi-ca.com>;
Jheusner@PRMech.com <Jheusner@PRMech.com>; jrmiller@jrma.com <jrmiller@jrma.com>;
jrochford@snyderlangston.com <jrochford@snyderlangston.com>; jstephens@keenan.com <jstephens@keenan.com>;
kmcdonald@lbtransit.com <kmcdonald@lbtransit.com>; lgregson@withum.com <lgregson@withum.com>;
npoonian@ibaset.com <npoonian@ibaset.com>; pbelinsky@paklab.com <pbelinsky@paklab.com>; pjung@wsgcorp.com
<pjung@wsgcorp.com>; Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org>; ssunshine@bclplaw.com
<ssunshine@bclplaw.com>; wphillips@orangelabeladvertising.com <wphillips@orangelabeladvertising.com> 
Subject: FW: Insurance Refunds, Credits and Reductions in Response to COVID-19 Pandemic 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Call you insurance brokers to ask for your (mandated) credits.

Mark

 

From: John Hoefer <jhoefer@milestonepromise.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 2:01 PM

To: Mark Murphy <mark.murphy@vistagechair.com>

Subject: Insurance Refunds, Credits and Reductions in Response to COVID-19 Pandemic

 
Are you aware of this yet?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

IMPORTANT INFORMATION REGARDING

INSURANCE PREMIUM RELIEF

April 14th, 2020

Yesterday morning, the Insurance Commissioner Ricardo Lara

ordered insurers to refund or credit policyholders adversely affected

by COVID19.

Several Personal Auto insurers are already giving a 15% credit to their

policyholders either by returning a flat amount or applying a discount if

they renew during the months of the pandemic.

All personal and commercial insurance carriers will have the flexibility
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From: Bunkerspot <updates@bunkerspot.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4:00 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Take a look at your free-to-access copy of the new Bunkerspot magazine 
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Free-to-access digital

magazine

No images? Click here

Bunkerspot

Take a look at your

free-to-access copy of

the new Bunkerspot

magazine

Bunkerspot Digital Magazine

The new issue of Bunkerspot

magazine is out now, delivering the

best in news, views, and articles

about the global marine fuels

industry.

The April/May issue features expert

insights on the current commercial

climate for bunkering as well as fuel

quality trends, legal viewpoints,

environmental regulations, and up-to-

the-minute technical and operational

issues.

Highlights in the latest copy of

Bunkerspot include a focus on the US

Defense Logistics Agency’s work in

fuelling the US Navy’s fleet, views on

how to tackle the issue of methane slip

when using LNG as bunker fuel, a very

timely look at the tight availability of

bunker credit insurance, an interview

with Xavier Pfeuty of Total Marine Fuel

Global Solutions about LNG supply

infrastructure, and a cautionary

investigation into the growing problem

of cybersecurity fraud in the marine fuel

sector.

The magazine also keeps you up to

speed on the people who work in the

global bunker sector through its very

popular Bunkerspotted and On the



Bunkerspot is published by Petrospot Limited.

For more information on Petrospot Limited visit

www.petrospot.com or call +44 1295 814455.

© Petrospot Limited 2020 (Company No. 4768142).

Add us to your address book or 'safe senders' list.

Whilst circulations are free, the material in these

updates may not be copied or used other than for

internal reference.

Move pages.

Bunkerspot has been published in print

every two months since February 2004

but this issue of the magazine is only

available in digital format. Given

printing and distribution problems

associated with the coronavirus

outbreak and the fact that

homeworking is currently the new

normal for many in the industry, we

have decided that sending out a digital

copy of the magazine is the best way

of reaching our many subscribers.

Keeping the information flow going is

essential in these difficult times. We

are therefore also making this issue

of Bunkerspot available, free of

charge, to everyone who works in

the marine fuels and related sectors.

You can access your copy of the

April/May issue of Bunkerspot here.

Our aim is to keep you informed – and

connected – during this difficult time,

and we hope that you enjoy the new

issue.

If you also have market news and

developments to share or would like to

contribute an article for the June/July

issue of the magazine, we would love

to hear from you.

Lesley Bankes-Hughes

Director of Publishing

Email: Lesley@petrospot.com 

Tel: +44 1295 814455
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Hotel News Resource

April, 15 2020

Read Online

COVID-19 Hotel Recovery

Strategy: Top 10 Digital

Strategies While Travel is

on Pause - By Margaret

Mastrogiacomo, EVP

Strategy

Based on research from CBRE, from the

start of the US outbreak in January 2020,

it is predicted that it will take

approximately 6-10 months (June) for US

hotel demand to recover, and 12-16

months (December) for ADR and

RevPAR to recover. Therefore, hoteliers

need to take the necessary steps to

adequately prepare for recovery, while

also setting proper expectations and

KPIs. Read More

TrustYou Review Insights Report

TrustYou Provides Outlook

for Global Hotel Industry

with Release of Global and

Regional Review Insights

Reports

TrustYou announced today the release of

its most ambitious data projects to date.

The in-depth and comprehensive Global

version of the Review Insights Report

highlights the state of online guest

reviews on a global level, along with

insights into the company’s own data

regarding the top hotel impact scores and

review sources of 2019. Read more
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COVID-19 Business Environment

Hong Kong Recovery

Strategy Could Prove to Be

a Success

Following today’s news that Hong Kong

tourism chief, Dane Cheng, has stated

that tourism will be returning back to

normality in July and the destination will

be focusing on attracting mainland

visitors and new markets Read more

COVID-19 Impact On Travel

MMGY Global COVID-19

Travel Insight Report - April

13th

The Balance Between Short-Term

Tactics and Long-Term Strategy Read

more

Coronavirus Relief Effort

IHG Taskforce Responds to

Government Relief Efforts

Across Europe

HG hotels offer hotel rooms at reduced

rates for key workers, medical staff and

other Government relief efforts Read

more

Coronavirus Relief Effort

Best Western Rolls out

Support Package for Front

Line Workers

Discounted Rates, Rewards Benefits and

Donation Programs Designed to Support

Essential Workers During COVID-19

Pandemic Read more

Coronavirus Relief Effort

Hyatt Launches Hyatt Care

Fund to Provide Financial

Relief to Global Colleagues

Program supports colleagues with

pressing financial needs due to COVID-

19 Read more



COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Data

Fuel Hotel Marketing

Podcast: Episode 146 - A

Deep Dive Into Fuel’s

COVID-19 Consumer

Sentiment Data

Fuel recently conducted a consumer

sentiment study to more than 10,000

leisure travelers to see how the COVID-

19 pandemic is impacting their travel

planning. In this episode, the Fueligans

dig into the data and discuss ways that

your property can take advantage of the

situation as we begin to plan for

recovery. Read more

COVID-19 Response Effort

HVS Report - Hospitality

Industry is Joining Forces

with the Indian Government

to Combat COVID-19 - By

Ritvika Sethi

As the COVID-19 emergency continues

to spread across nations, everyone is

experiencing some level of uncertainty

and disruption. On a more positive note,

not all news is bad news. The hospitality

and food & beverage (F&B) industry in

India, along with the government, are

constantly working to alleviate the impact

of COVID-19. Our hotel and restaurant

heroes are working tirelessly during these

unprecedented times to help the country

tide over the current crisis. Find out

how! Read more

Economic Recovery

EU Travel & Tourism Sector

Will Be Critical to the EU's

Economic Recovery

Sector shows significant growth

compared to overall economy Read

more



Consumers Still Want To Hear From

Brands

How Brands Should

Respond During the COVID-

19 Crisis

A pair of studies conducted in the midst

of the COVID-19 crisis reveal two hopeful

facts for organizations weighing the risks

and opportunities of marketing during a

global pandemic: 1) consumers still want

to hear from brands; and 2) more

Americans than not believe advertisers

should carry on as normal. The crucial

question is, what messages should

brands communicate - and how? Read

more
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Impact
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From: Transport Events <iela@transportevents.com> 
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From: TMA BlueTech <mbjones@tmabluetech.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 7:15 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: BlueTech Global Connect monthly webinar launch & other updates 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Wednesday, April 15, 2020

Join Us Tomorrow for the BlueTech Global Connect Monthly Webinar Series
Launch!

The 3 exciting companies from Canada, France and the U.S.

presenting on April 16 will be:

BioLargo is an innovator of
proprietary life sciences technologies
and environmental engineering
solutions provider aimed at solving
environmental challenges like
advanced water treatment, air quality
control, PFAS contaminant removal,
and recently, COVID-19 mitigation.

www.biolargoengineering.com

Reeferpulse is a predictive
maintenance solution, able to detect
reefer (refrigerated containers)
issues before they occur and able to
save some of the $10 billion food
and energy wasted every year
during cold maritime transport.

https://reeferpulse.com

Rutter Inc., headquartered in St.
John’s, Newfoundland, Canada is a
developer of sophisticated radar
signal processing technologies for
marine safety, security, and
environmental monitoring and
protection industries.

http://www.rutter.ca



The BlueTech Global Connect (BGC) monthly webinar series is designed to connect exciting BlueTech companies from
around the world with potential advisors, investors and partners globally. Please join us to hear and virtually meet 3
innovative BlueTech companies each month.

What: One-hour webinars (+ optional breakout rooms) presenting three innovative BlueTech companies each month - one
U.S. company and two companies from other countries - looking for global advisors, investors, management and/or
partners.

When: Our launch on Thursday, April 16 (Typically 3rd Thursday of each month, subject to change)

Following webinars: May 21 and June 18

Where: Zoom webinar available on your cell phone or computer.
MUST REGISTER IN ADVANCE TO PARTICIPATE (and receive webinar details)

Why:  The Blue Economy is large, growing and global. Innovative BlueTech SMEs need help to expand as they offer
solutions to global problems. The goal of this webinar series is to connect exciting BlueTech SMEs to the array of contacts
they need to successfully expand internationally - investors, management, and academic, channel, distribution, Joint
Venture, services and technology partners.

Format: The format for each webinar will be:
7:45-8:00 am Pacific Time: sign-in, introduction of the format and 3 presenting companies
8:00-9:00 am PT: 20 minutes each for 3 companies consisting of 10-minute company; presentations with 10 minutes
of responses to questions submitted via the chat function;
9:00-9:30 am PT: separate break-out rooms for each of the three companies for more intimate discussion (can
extend to 10 am PT if there is sufficient interest)

Presenters: Innovative SMEs (small to medium-size enterprises) will be selected to provide geographic and size balance
with an attempt to group them by themes when possible. The series will focus on innovative ocean and water/wastewater
tech companies. As we say at TMA BlueTech: "If it's wet, it's Blue".

NOTE: If you are an SME that is interested in presenting, please speak with your

BlueTech Cluster Alliance (BTCA) cluster leadership. If you are not part of a BTCA

cluster, please submit an Organization Profile on-line here to be considered.

Attendees:  Anyone interested in connecting with innovative BlueTech SMEs! The audience each month will likely include
representatives of academia, accelerators, clusters, companies, distributors, government agencies, incubators, investors,
management candidates, military, service providers and others. Each webinar participant MUST sign in with name and
contact details which will be available to TMA BlueTech and to the presenting companies each webinar.

Sponsors: TMA BlueTech is a proud member of BTCA with 10 leading BlueTech clusters in 8 countries, which are
helping source innovative SMEs and helping promote the BGC webinar series. We look forward to other organizations
becoming co-sponsors, as well.

Special thanks to DG Mare (Maritime Affairs and Fisheries) at the European Union and

its BlueInvest team for helping us publicize this event! We have a common interest to

attract more smart capital into the Blue Economy and BlueTech globally.

Register Now!

Waterhub Funding Opportunity

"If you have a water tech idea or prototype with high potential for implementation or commercialization, we’re the link to get you to the next stage of development
with corporate sponsors ready to help you make your idea a reality. As an applicant, your application will be reviewed by the corporate R&D team sponsors and if
you are chosen, you’ll get the opportunity to present your innovation in-person to A.O. Smith, Badger Meter and Zurn and compete for:

Funding with maximum total prize money of $25,000
Opportunity for high potential for joint commercialization with market leaders
Access to sponsoring companies’ R&D team expertise"

Applications Open from March 2 - May 3

See More Here



TMA May Executive Talk - The Export-Import Bank of the United States

(EXIM)

The Export-Import Bank of the United States (EXIM) is the official export credit agency of the United States. EXIM is an
independent Executive Branch agency with a mission of supporting American jobs by facilitating the export of U.S. goods
and services.

When private sector lenders are unable or unwilling to provide financing, EXIM fills in the gap for American businesses by
equipping them with the financing tools necessary to compete for global sales. In doing so, the agency levels the playing
field for U.S. goods and services going up against foreign competition in overseas markets, so that American companies
can create more good-paying American jobs.

Because it is backed by the full faith and credit of the United States, EXIM assumes credit and country risks that the private
sector is unable or unwilling to accept. The agency’s charter requires that all transactions it authorizes demonstrate a
reasonable assurance of repayment; EXIM consistently maintains a low default rate, and closely monitors credit and other
risks in its portfolio.

Register Here

Most Recent TMA Blogs

BlueTech Company Resources During COVID-19 Ocean Reef's Pivot to PPE - Finding Solutions in a Time of
Need

TMA BlueTech

4420 Hotel Circle Ct.

Suite 215

San Diego, CA 92108-3423

Unsubscribe rconigli@portofsandiego.org
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From: Verdict Survey <noreply@verdict.co.uk> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9:09 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: GlobalData COVID-19 Business Confidence Survey 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Email not displaying correctly? View content online

 

Image Image

We'd love to here from you

 

GlobalData COVID-19 Business Confidence Survey

Simply take 10 minutes to tell us about your business

confidence levels.

Results will stay anonymous and we will send you

a summary of these by email.

 

TAKE SURVEY

 

 

Click here to unsubscribe | Privacy Policy

You are receiving this email because you are either a valued subscriber to Verdict or have signed up via a partner web site. Your email
address has not been, and will not be, given to third parties.

www.verdict.co.uk is a product of Verdict. Copyright 2020, Verdict Media Limited.



From: Apple News <newsdigest@insideapple.apple.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10:01 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Trump says he’s halting WHO funding, why you may feel extra-tired working from home, and more from Apple News 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR

Try Apple News+ for Free

Some content requires specific hardware or software. Internet access required; data fees may

apply. Content availability is subject to change. For more information, click here.

Copyright © 2020 Apple Inc. One Apple Park Way, Cupertino, California 95014 USA

Privacy Policy | Terms and Conditions | Support | Account

Unsubscribe



From: Verdict Survey <noreply@verdict.co.uk> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9:09 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: GlobalData COVID-19 Business Confidence Survey 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Email not displaying correctly? View content online
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confidence levels.

Results will stay anonymous and we will send you

a summary of these by email.
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Click here to unsubscribe | Privacy Policy

You are receiving this email because you are either a valued subscriber to Verdict or have signed up via a partner web site. Your email
address has not been, and will not be, given to third parties.

www.verdict.co.uk is a product of Verdict. Copyright 2020, Verdict Media Limited.



From: Apple News <newsdigest@insideapple.apple.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10:01 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Trump says he’s halting WHO funding, why you may feel extra-tired working from home, and more from Apple News 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR

Try Apple News+ for Free

Some content requires specific hardware or software. Internet access required; data fees may

apply. Content availability is subject to change. For more information, click here.

Copyright © 2020 Apple Inc. One Apple Park Way, Cupertino, California 95014 USA

Privacy Policy | Terms and Conditions | Support | Account
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From: John Stephens <jstephens@Keenan.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11:16 AM EDT 
To: mark.murphy@vistage.com <mark.murphy@vistage.com>; bobbem@calmont.com <bobbem@calmont.com>;
gary@worldstage.com <gary@worldstage.com>; james@superiortank.com <james@superiortank.com>; jenniferdietz@fssi-
ca.com <jenniferdietz@fssi-ca.com>; Jheusner@PRMech.com <Jheusner@PRMech.com>; jrmiller@jrma.com
<jrmiller@jrma.com>; jrochford@snyderlangston.com <jrochford@snyderlangston.com>; kmcdonald@lbtransit.com
<kmcdonald@lbtransit.com>; lgregson@withum.com <lgregson@withum.com>; npoonian@ibaset.com
<npoonian@ibaset.com>; pbelinsky@paklab.com <pbelinsky@paklab.com>; pjung@wsgcorp.com <pjung@wsgcorp.com>;
Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org>; ssunshine@bclplaw.com <ssunshine@bclplaw.com>;
wphillips@orangelabeladvertising.com <wphillips@orangelabeladvertising.com> 
Subject: RE: Insurance Refunds, Credits and Reductions in Response to COVID-19 Pandemic 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

 

There are all sorts of contested areas as the insurance commission doesn’t have regulatory authority over a lot of what he’s asking

carriers to do.  Carriers are not going to roll over just because of what the Insurance Commissioner says.  The Insurance Commissioner is

a very political position so just understand that first in terms of his motivation.  For those who have reinsurance or are part of some

reinsured or non-admitted coverages, this most likely won’t apply.  It’ll be interesting to see what happens.

 

 

From: mark.murphy@vistage.com <mark.murphy@vistage.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 10:25 PM

To: bobbem@calmont.com; gary@worldstage.com; james@superiortank.com; jenniferdietz@fssi-ca.com; Jheusner@PRMech.com;

jrmiller@jrma.com; jrochford@snyderlangston.com; John Stephens <jstephens@Keenan.com>; kmcdonald@lbtransit.com;

lgregson@withum.com; npoonian@ibaset.com; pbelinsky@paklab.com; pjung@wsgcorp.com; rconigli@portofsandiego.org;

ssunshine@bclplaw.com; wphillips@orangelabeladvertising.com

Subject: FW: Insurance Refunds, Credits and Reductions in Response to COVID-19 Pandemic

 

Call you insurance brokers to ask for your (mandated) credits.

Mark

 

From: John Hoefer <jhoefer@milestonepromise.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 2:01 PM

To: Mark Murphy <mark.murphy@vistagechair.com>

Subject: Insurance Refunds, Credits and Reductions in Response to COVID-19 Pandemic

 
Are you aware of this yet?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

IMPORTANT INFORMATION REGARDING

INSURANCE PREMIUM RELIEF







From: ICMA SmartBrief <icma@smartbrief.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11:19 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Gold mine seen as danger to Nev. wetlands 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

3 ways to keep your energy up during uncertain times | El Paso, Texas, faces $26M in lost revenue from pandemic | Ohio city deploys banners to thank dispatchers

Created for rconiglio@portofsandiego.org |  Web Version

April 15, 2020 CONNECT WITH ICMA          
ICMA SmartBrief

SIGN UP ⋅   SHARE

LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

3 ways to keep your energy up during uncertain times

Knowing your strengths and your purpose can help you maintain energy during stressful times, which is good for any leader's self-

care and also for the teams they lead, write Nicholas Eyrich, David Fessell and Gretchen Spreitzer. "Invest in relationships that

energize so you can be, as much as possible, a person who helps energize others," they write. Full Story: SmartBrief/Leadership

(4/13) 

   

Help Us Research Nationwide COVID-19 Impacts 

We need your help to inform communities recovering from the COVID-19 crisis. National Research Center is surveying residents

to understand their physical, emotional and economic health. We'll report crucial results to local governments. Thank you for

sharing this survey with your community.

ADVERTISEMENT:

BUDGETING AND FINANCE

El Paso, Texas, faces $26M in lost revenue from pandemic

Business closures prompted by the spread of coronavirus -- and the resulting decline in sales tax revenue -- has left El Paso,

Texas, facing $26 million in lost revenue this year. City Manager Tommy Gonzalez has proposed cutting municipal staff salaries to

make up some of the difference, as well as reducing city services and halting construction projects. Full Story: KDBC-TV (El

Paso, Texas) (4/13) 

   

Free Software for Local Governments to Combat COVID-19 

GovPilot is providing easy to use software applications to local governments that address their specific needs in response to

Coronavirus. On April 16th at 2pm EST GovPilot will share its free software and demonstrate its Expense Tracking module

designed with input from Camden County, NJ officials. Register Now.

ADVERTISEMENT:



(Facebook/Kent Police
Department)

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SAFETY

Ohio city deploys banners to thank dispatchers

The city of Kent, Ohio, has installed "thin gold line" banners along its Main Street Bridge to honor

dispatchers during National Public Safety Telecommunicators Week. "We have 12 [dispatchers] in Kent

and, frankly, the respect needs to go with them because when somebody dials 911, these young ladies and

gentlemen are there to serve the citizens of Kent," says Mayor Jerry Fiala. Full Story: Record-Courier (Ravenna, Ohio) (4/13) 

   

Mexico City staff deliver medical supplies to ill residents

Government employees in Mexico City have been tasked with helping respond to the city's coronavirus outbreak and are

delivering thermometers and medical supplies to residents who have reported symptoms. The city is also checking on elderly

residents and providing food and financial aid to vulnerable people. Full Story: Voice of America (4/10) 

   

Maintain Governance Continuity in a Crisis 

A crisis event that prevents public governing bodies from holding live meetings can significantly impact governance continuity.

iCompass, a Diligent Brand put together critical tips and best practices for local governments to effectively navigate crises of any

kind. Download your copy now.

ADVERTISEMENT:

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, RESTORATION AND SUSTAINABILITY

Minn. county aims to compost 75% of food waste by 2030

Officials in Hennepin County, Minn., are hoping to see 75% of food waste produced in the county recycled or composted by 2030

under an ordinance that levies fines against organizations who don't comply. "There's a huge opportunity to divert all that food

waste from landfills and have it made into something new," says Mallory Anderson, a county water reduction and recycling

specialist. Full Story: Great Lakes Echo (Michigan State University) (4/14) 

   

LEGISLATION, POLICY AND GRANTS

HOAs exempt from Calif. town's new RV ordinance

The city of Ventura, Calif., is allowing residents to live in RVs on private property temporarily as a measure to limit the spread of

the coronavirus. The ordinance does not override HOA restrictions on parking or the use of RVs as dwellings, but HOAs can

waive their rules in response to the pandemic. Full Story: Ventura County Star (Calif.) (free content) (4/9) 

   



PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Gold mine seen as danger to Nev. wetlands

Nevada Gold Mines wants to pump the water table down about 1,000 feet to extend its operations in the Long Canyon Gold Mine,

but critics say the plan would endanger nearby wetlands and deprive area water users. The project would pull as much as 43,000

gallons of water per minute from Goshute Valley, establishing the highest mine dewatering rate in the state, say

environmentalists. Full Story: The Associated Press (4/10) 

   

HUMAN RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT

Pratt, Kan., city workers praised in online meeting

Pratt, Kan., City Manager Bruce Pinkall had generous praise in an online meeting last week for the way city employees are

responding to the coronavirus crisis. "It's been an amazing process how we've changed and adapted and are still able to provide

services to our community," he said. Full Story: Leavenworth Times (Kan.) (4/14) 

   

ICMA NEWS

Free Webinar: Budgeting During a Crisis

Join us, Friday, April 17, for this 90-minute webinar on the first principles of cutback budgeting, lessons from real-world

experience during the Great Recession, and exploration of how simulation software can be used to frame the fact-based trade-off

discussions your public entity will need to have, both internally and externally, in the near future. Case studies from local

governments of all sizes will be profiled to show how online public engagement can help provide essential feedback to

governments making these difficult choices. Register today! For more information and resources, visit ICMA's Coronavirus

Resources page. Get more content about COVID-19 - subscribe today!

   

Build Your Supervisory Skills Online and at Home

The ICMA Effective Supervisory Practices webinar series robust online program is accessible to you live and on demand and is a

must for any local government professional looking to lead change, improve customer service, and strengthen communication

with staff members. Get ready to build your management skills and address the more complex challenges all managers confront

as they seek to effectively communicate, motivate, and model ethical decisions to lead a team. Program begins May 13, register

today!

   

LEARN MORE ABOUT ICMA:

Home | About | News & Events | Join ICMA | Career Network



If you don't step forward, you're always in the same place.

Nora Roberts, 
writer

   

SmartBrief publishes more than 200 free industry newsletters - Browse our portfolio

Sign Up  |    Update Profile  |    Advertise with SmartBrief

Unsubscribe  |    Privacy policy

CONTACT US: FEEDBACK  |    ADVERTISE

SmartBrief, Inc.®, 555 11th ST NW, Suite 600, Washington, DC 20004

 



From: CalChamber <customer-service@calchamber.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11:26 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Randa, Are You Keeping Your WFH Team Posted? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

logo

 
We're here to help when it counts most.

 

“CalChamber's all-in-one paper poster is a low-cost option for providing

each remote employee with mandatory employment notices to post.”

Goldie, Your Loyal Compliance Companion

Take comfort in saving 50% on California and Federal Labor Law paper posters in

English or Spanish.

Reg. $28.49 Now $14.25 each through April 30

Our space-saving 2020 California and Federal Labor Law Poster contains the 18

different employment notices every California employer must post in each workplace

or job site—including where employees work remotely 100% of the time.* 

Each paper poster arrives folded to 7" x 11.5" and shrink-wrapped—ready to mail to

remote employees after filling in required information specific to your company.

    SAVE NOW    

Use priority code REE to save 50% when purchasing online or calling (800) 331-

8877, now through April 30, 2020. Plus, receive a volume discount when you buy 10

or more of the same paper poster version (English or Spanish).

*If you have employees who work 100 percent from home and never report to a

headquarters or other location, you're required to mail hard copies of mandatory

employment notices to the employees' homes, where they can be posted.

Otherwise, if you have employees who do report to a physical location some of the

time, ensure that the appropriate notices are posted and visible in that particular

location.

CalChamber cares about your business. Stay on top of virus- and workforce-related

developments by visiting our Coronavirus (COVID-19) resource page, complete with

the most relevant government information and CalChamber's employment-related

coverage.



Unsubscribe | Privacy Policy

Your 50% savings applies to new purchases of CalChamber's 2020 California and Federal Labor Law paper posters

made between 4/15/20 and 4/30/20. Use priority code REE. Preferred and Executive members enjoy the 50%

discount instead of their 20% member discount. Offer is not combinable with other offers. Prepayment is required.

Any shipping charges are nonrefundable.

California Chamber of Commerce, 1215 K Street, Suite 1400, Sacramento, CA 95814

CalChamber is a registered trademark, and "HR Expert & Business Advocate" is a trademark of the California

Chamber of Commerce. All other trademarks and service marks are the property of their respective owners.

© 2020 California Chamber of Commerce

Your Customer #: 32850



From: ITS / Navigo® Team <insights@itouchinc.com> on behalf of ITS / Navigo® Team <nbobila@itouchinc.ccsend.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11:35 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: How are you managing COVID-19? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Tell us how you've been handling property management with

all the changes brought on by COVID-19.

Brought to you by Interactive Touchscreen Solutions, Inc., developers of  

Main: 410.451.1540 | 800.652.4830

Interactive Touchscreen Solutions, Inc. | www.iTouchinc.com | ITS on LinkedIn

Mon-Fri, 8am-6pm Eastern | After-Hours Support 443-302-2615

Interactive Touchscreen Solutions, Inc.

1655 Crofton Blvd.

Suite 103

 Crofton MD 21114

SafeUnsubscribe™ rconigli@portofsandiego.org

Forward this email 

Update Profile

About our service provider

Sent by insights@itouchinc.com in collaboration with

Constant Contact
Try email marketing for free today!



From: Animal Wellness Magazine <info@animalwellnessmagazine.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11:51 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Coronavirus and your pet... 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

View a web copy of this email

While there is a lot of information on how coronavirus can affect us, and what preventative measures we should be taking, pet owners

still have many questions. How does it affect their furry family members and what, if any, measures they should be taking? 

Here are the ins and outs of what you need to know.

1. Can pets get COVID-19? We do know that two dogs, two cats, and several tigers and lions at the Bronx Zoo have tested

positive for the COVID-19 coronavirus. At this time it is believed that pets are unlikely to be a source of transmission.

Remember, viruses are constantly evolving, and we are still learning about this particular virus. For now we can simply take

precautions to protect us and our pets. 

2. If you are sick, limit contact with pets: The American Veterinary Medical Association states: 

"Out of an abundance of caution and until more is known about this virus, if you are ill with COVID-19 you should restrict

contact with pets and other animals, just as you would restrict your contact with other people. When possible, have another

member of your household or business take care of feeding and otherwise caring for any animals, including pets. If you have a

service animal or you must care for your animals, including pets, wear a cloth facemask; don’t share food, kiss, or hug them;

and wash your hands before and after any contact with them." 

In addition, the Center For Disease Control states, "We are still learning about this virus, but we know that it is zoonotic and it

appears that it can spread from people to animals in some situations." 

3. Veterinary Clinics: Vet clinics have been declared essential in many provinces and states, with a number of petitions

circulating in provinces/states that have not yet declared veterinarians an essential service. 

4. Get Prepared Now! Having an emergency supply kit ready will help ease the stress, and remember, it's important to include

pets in your family's preparedness planning. Make sure you always have 2-4 weeks worth of pet food, litter, supplements, and

medication on hand. It’s also a good idea to have a supply kit of natural remedies on hand for your pet such as NaturPet

Urinary Care, Ear Drops, Lung Care, and other general health or symptom relief products so that you can avoid having to find a

family or friend to take your pet to the vet during your quarantine. 

5. Other precautions: As always, good hygiene is one of the best defences so wash your hands frequently, including before

and after handling pets or animal waste. If you or your pet is ill, seek appropriate medical or veterinary attention. 

So while the threat as we understand it is low for our pets, it’s a good time to think about our pet’s health and
immunity. 



NaturPet
Immuno
Boost is an

all natural,

herbal

immune

modulator

supports

your pet’s

healthy

immune

function and

helps to

maintain

physical

performance.

Immuno

Boost can be

used daily in

chronically ill

or aging

pets, or, in

healthy pets

as a cleanse

periodically

for 2-3

weeks

throughout

the year as a

preventative

measure

against

illness. 



NaturPet
Lung Care
soothes your

pet’s

respiratory

system,

calming

bronchial

spasm and

dry,

spasmodic

coughs. The

formula uses

antimicrobial,

antibacterial,

and antiviral

herbs that

combat

infection and

boost the

immune

system.

(note: both

are human

grade and

can be used

in pet

parents too!)



Lung Care and Immuno Boost are both on sale now! 

Use promo code ANIMALWELLNESS for an additional $5 off plus free shipping!

Sign up for Ruff Rewards and receive 1000 points for joining the club – that’s
$10!

Hurry before the sale ends! 

SHOP NOW!

 

 
 

North
America's
#1
resource
for the
health of
your pets!

 

Powered by 

Redstone Media Group Inc.  

 

You subscribed to receive updates. If you no longer wish to be notified, unsubscribe here.

Animal Wellness Magazine, 6834 S. University Blvd, PMB 155, Centennial, CO 80122, United States 

The opinions expressed are not necessarily those of the editor, and different views may appear in other emails. Redstone Media Group Inc., publisher of Animal Wellness, does not verify the

accuracy of any claims made in connection with such advertisers.



April 15, 2020 

AALRR COVID-19 ToolKit™ 

Looking for guidance on managing your remote workforce? Need sample leave notices in the era of COVID?   Want

information on the California WARN Act and required notices? Look no further…

Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo has developed a COVID-19 ToolKit™ that contains critical sample forms, notices

and vital information and guidance. The ToolKit™ contents can streamline your management responsibilities and limit

liability during these difficult times.  Our COVID-19 ToolKit™ is available for the Private Sector and Public Agencies but is

not intended for educational institutions.

© 2020 Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo, All rights reserved.

Copyright © 2020 AALRR, All rights reserved. 

You are receiving this email because you have indicated that you would like to receive email communications from AALRR.

Our mailing address is: 

AALRR

12800 Center Court Drive, Suite 300

Cerritos, CA 90703

Add us to your address book 

Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.

From: Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo <aalrr_programs@aalrr.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 1:31 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: COVID-19 ToolKit™  |  Available for Purchase 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Click here to learn more and order AALRR COVID-19 ToolKit™

This email was sent to

rconiglio@portofsandiego.org

why did I get this?

    

unsubscribe from this list

    

update subscription preferences

AALRR · 12800 Center Court Drive, Suite 300 · Cerritos, CA 90703 · USA 



View this email in your browser

April 15, 2020

OPR Issues Guidance and Information Regarding CEQA and COVID-19 and California

Judicial Council Tolls Statutes of Limitations

The Governor’s Office of Planning and Research (OPR) has issued guidance and information regarding the California

Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and COVID-19.  The guidance and information is available on OPR’s CEQA website

at the following link: http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/.  OPR first notes that there has not been a change in CEQA’s deadlines,

noticing, or filing requirements and that the State Clearinghouse is still operating every weekday from 9 am to 4 pm. 

OPR’s guidance and information then focuses on CEQA meetings and public review of documents. 

In addition, while not discussed in OPR’s guidance, on April 6, 2020, the California Judicial Council approved 11

temporary emergency rules, extending deadlines and providing for remote litigation proceedings (Emergency Rules)

which may have an impact on the timing of CEQA lawsuits.

Copyright © 2020 AALRR, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you have indicated that you would like to receive email communications from AALRR.

Our mailing address is: 
AALRR

12800 Center Court Drive, Suite 300
Cerritos, CA 90703

Add us to your address book 

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.

From: Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo <aalrr_programs@aalrr.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 1:31 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: ALERT | OPR Issues Guidance and Information Regarding CEQA and COVID-19 and California Judicial Council Tolls
Statutes of Limitations 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

CLICK HERE TO READ
MORE
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rconiglio@portofsandiego.org

why did I get this?
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AALRR · 12800 Center Court Drive, Suite 300 · Cerritos, CA 90703 · USA 



From: Kenneth Beck <news@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 1:45 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Limited Access: CEO discussion re COVID-19 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa,

We have added interactive video discussions for CEOs through our Mid-Market Action Committees so you can connect, share insights, and to
strategize regarding the COVID-19 impact on specific functional areas.

The calls will be hosted on the following dates and times: 

Digital Transformation Committee - Wednesday, April 22 at 5:30 p.m. ET 
Government Partnership Committee - Wednesday, April 29 at 5:30 p.m. ET 
Women’s Advisory Board - Monday, May 4 at 5:30 p.m. ET 
Talent Management Committee - Wednesday, May 6 at 5:30 p.m. ET 

You can register for any of the calls by clicking this link. We will take the first eight registrants for each meeting and then go to a wait-list.

The meetings will be confidential, Small Group, Video discussions that are Interactive, 60-minute conversation to ensure meaningful dialogue. 

The agenda for each meeting will be focused on each CEO sharing what he/she is seeing and doing in the respective committee area.

The weekly calls all have wait-lists so sign up now.  

Finally, if you just want to talk, I will be available for any one-on-one calls and will help you in any way I can.
 
We are facing a once in a generation event that impacts everyone.  This is the time for people, companies, and organizations to come together
for the greater good.
 
To that end, we have shifted all of CEO Connection’s energy and resources to focus on helping you, our community, and our country come
through the COVID-19 crisis. 

We will get through this together.

Kenneth Beck WG'87
Chief Executive Officer  | CEO Connection
Chairman  | Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991  | F 646.292.5129
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com

Unsubscribe from email communications

CEO Connection

338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791





  



From: Chris Kluthe <campaign@angiecraig.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 6:08 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Super PACs spending millions against Angie 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Angie is focused on helping the folks and businesses in her district get through this public health emergency, and we hope that you are most importantly

taking precautions to keep yourself and your family safe. Thank you for your consideration of support to help keep her doing this important work. If you

would like to pause from receiving our emails until this public health emergency has passed, please fill out this form.

A Republican super PAC just pledged to spend millions against Angie in the coming months. We must have the resources

to respond and organize all across this district.

We need another 23 people to step up before midnight tonight. Randa, can I count on you to be one of those

people?

https://secure.actblue.com/donate/ac_april20 

Angie really appreciates your support.

-Chris

 

 

 

 

For the most up to date information on COVID-19 (Coronavirus) please visit the Minnesota State Department of Health website here.

 

 

 

 

 
Angie Craig is fighting in Congress to bring affordable healthcare, high-quality public education, and good-paying jobs to Minnesota. You can learn more about

Angie’s priorities by liking us on Facebook and following us on Twitter. Raised by a single mother in a mobile home park, Angie knows the struggles hardworking
Americans face every day. She’s working to build a Minnesota for all of us but she needs grassroots support from people like you. Click here to contribute to her

campaign. 

Thanks for your support of our campaign. If you would like to receive fewer emails from us, please click here. If you believe you received this message in error or
wish to no longer receive email from us, please unsubscribe.

 

Paid for by Angie Craig for Congress

 
Angie Craig for Congress

PO Box 22116
Eagan, MN 55122

United States

 



From: Martha Miller <mem@platinumadvisors.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 6:22 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org>; Job Nelson <jnelson@portofsandiego.org>; David Yow
<dyow@portofsandiego.org> 
CC: Kelly Hitt <kmh@platinumadvisors.com>; Danny Offer <dpo@platinumadvisors.com>; Paul Murre
<pgm@platinumadvisors.com>; Steven Wallauch <stw@platinumadvisors.com> 
Subject: GoBiz Call Prep: April 16 at 4PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Randa –
Below are proposed talking points for our weekly call with GoBiz tomorrow at 4PM (note later time). Port issues are at the
beginning of the agenda so I will turn it to you at the onset. The goal of this call is to raise issues facing the supply chain and ensure
that the Administration understands impacts, partners on solutions and helps with requests like regulatory relief (e.g. at-berth) during
this crisis and we set ourselves up for economic stimulus discussions. We have heard that our messaging has not been strong or
‘dire’ enough and there is a misconception that we (Ports specifically) are operating normally and don’t need relief.
 
Staff from GoBiz, Caltrans (including Secretary David Kim) and staff from the Lt Governor’s Office will be on the call as well as a wide
breadth of our partners in the supply chain space including CA Truckers, BNSF, PMSA, SSA, CA Retailers, deputies from most of
the Port complexes and Fran Inman (CTC and Majestic Realty).
 

Goal: To serve as the principal voice for CAPA to kick off the call and articulate the larger supply chain implications of the COVID-19
pandemic including the new reality that California’s Port community, workforce and broader supply chain are dealing with both
reactive and proactively. Dispel the misconception that Ports are operating normally with no issues.
 
Issue: We have heard feedback that because all of the challenges facing the supply chain are not raising to the level of government
agency intervention that the issues are not that significant and therefore requests for economic stimulus and regulatory relief do not
need to be prioritized. CARB At Berth has specifically been pointed to given the multiple letters we have sent on the issue.
 
Key Points:

Outline the ‘new normal’ at the Ports in response to COVID and the amount of adjustments and challenges the Ports and
workforce have been faced with.
Outline the responsive measures taken by Ports in response to the crisis including, sourcing medical supplies, sanitizing
protocol that has resorted in gate changes, other operations adjustments, labor impacts
Provide high level overview of the work undertaken by Port of Oakland (Grand Princess) and Port of Los Angeles (Mercy) to
accommodate in reaction to COVID, those Ports will be on and can articulate further if needed but we want to show how Ports
are ‘answering the call.’

 
Other Anecdotal Port Impacts/Statistics:

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) announced [4/10/2020] the extension of a No Sail Order for all cruise
ships. This Order shall continue in effect until the earliest of three situations.
Ports are bracing for a coming decrease of automobile imports/exports due to US and EU manufacturers shut down or
switching to producing ventilators.
Ports have secured bandanas/masks to hand out to our waterfront workers, ILWU, and stevedores. We continue to provide
handwashing stations, gloves, and sanitizers to our essential workforce on dock, encouraging social distancing.
 

Specific Port Statistics:

Port of Stockton

While operations are intact tenants are asking for relief from the port as the landlord
 

Port of San Francisco

Impacted by the no sail order for all cruise ships, estimates (as of 4/10) a loss of $4.6 million
 

Port of Oakland

March containerized import volume dropped 10.3 percent from March 2019.  Export loads were off 5 percent. The return of
empty containers to origins in Asia decreased 23 percent.  Total volume – which combines all three measures – declined 11
percent.
Shipping lines have canceled 15 sailings to Oakland between May and mid-June; a 10-to-15 percent drop from normal
schedule.
Southwest Airlines has announced flight reductions systemwide; Oakland impact: 41 percent reduction in flights
More than 95% drop in airport passenger count (~600 passengers departed on Monday, a nearly 99 percent reduction from
usual volumes);

Port of San Diego

The Port of San Diego estimates that it will lose from $70 million - $95 million in revenue from March 2020 to June 2021.
The Port of San Diego is forecasting that its roro volumes will drop by about 30% from forecasted levels for FY2020 and then
recover by 70%-90% through June 2021. 
From March 2 to April 2, 2020, the Port of San Diego spent about $350,000 on coronavirus response.  This figure reflects a
combination of qualifying workforce hours for the request for public assistance that will ultimately be sent to FEMA and
expenditures made up of purchases, service and contracts needed to respond to this crisis.  We expect to spend between
$100,000-$200,000 per month moving forward until this crisis ends.



Port of Long Beach

Long Beach 19 vessels cancelled in 1Q, 14 cancelations 2nd Q. Last year 2nd Q it was 3. Each vessel is $300K in lost
revenue. Currently there are 6 container vessels and 1 Bulk Vessel at port.

Port of Los Angeles

Cargo volumes were down 30.9% in March 2020 compared to March 2019.  For the first quarter of 2020, volumes
have decreased 18.5% compared to 2019. This is the lowest amount of monthly cargo moving through the Port since
February 2009.
Gene Seroka has been leading the Logistics Victory (LoVLA) effort as the city’s Chief Logistics Officer, in addition to
his role as POLA Executive Director.  This effort is assisting our local hospitals in obtaining the vital supplies needed to
battle COVID-19. The website for LoVLA (www.LOVLA.org) is now live.  Numerous POLA employees are engaged in
supporting this effort.  The Los Angeles Times covered our efforts in the attached article.

 

Let me know if you have questions or want to discuss in advance tomorrow! Thank you for being willing your voice will provide a
stronger position.
 
 
Martha Miller, State Director
California Association of Port Authorities

Sacramento | 415.271.4180
www.californiaports.org
 



From: Pep Boys <pepboys@emails.pepboys.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 7:21 PM EDT 
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Subject: For Your Safety: Touchless Drop-Offs, Mobile Pay, and More 
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Pep Boys





Need Help?
Schedule
Service Shop Online

Find a Store My Account

1. Offer applies only to single-receipt qualifying

purchases. No interest will be charged on the promo

purchase if you pay it off, in full, within the promo

period. If you do not, interest will be charged on the

promo purchase from the purchase date. The

required minimum monthly payments may or may not

pay off the promo purchase by the end of the promo

period. Regular account terms apply to non-promo

purchases and, after promo period ends, to the

remaining promo balance. For new accounts:

Purchase APR is 29.99%. Minimum interest charge is

$2. Existing cardholders: See your credit card

agreement terms. Subject to credit approval. We

reserve the right to discontinue or alter this promotion

prior to your purchase. Offer expires 4/30/20. 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS | UNSUBSCRIBE |

PRIVACY POLICY 

© 2020 PEP BOYS #62507 All rights reserved. 3111

West Allegheny Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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D A I L Y  U P D A T E

The Latest Data on Coronavirus

As business leaders and policymakers continue to navigate the global coronavirus pandemic, Morning Consult has been tracking

the fallout on public sentiment and consumer habits. Every day, we will provide you with the latest data on how the pandemic is

transforming the way we live and what that means for businesses, the economy and political institutions.

S E E  T H E

L A T E S T

NEW REPORT

Weathering the Storm: Brand Management in the COVID-19 Era

The coronavirus pandemic is the most complex and multifaceted threat that brand and business leaders have faced in the 21st

century. Our new special report, Weathering the Storm: Brand Management in the COVID-19 Era, provides insights into the role

consumers want brands to play, actions brands can take, how to manage through difficult economic times, and how brands

should communicate & advertise. Read More.

NEW DATA

COVID-19 Ad Tracker

Advertising in the age of the coronavirus pandemic must reflect our new reality — consumers still expect to see ads, but better

aligned with the boundaries placed around our in-real-life interactions. To see which messages are resonating with consumers,

Morning Consult tested a range of ads launched by major brands in response to the pandemic. Read More.

CONSUMER BEHAVIOR

For Consumers, Brands’ Care for Staff Amid Pandemic as Important as Stocked Items

To lessen the financial blow of the coronavirus, many companies across the country are resorting to employee pay cuts,

furloughs, layoffs and other measures. But a new report from Morning Consult serves as a warning sign for executives leading

these actions, as consumers are more likely to buy from brands that treat their employees with care amid the pandemic. Read

More.

From: Morning Consult <reply@em.morningconsult.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 7:21 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Coronavirus: Daily Update 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.



TRUST AND APPROVAL

As Leaders Mull Reopening Economy, Voters Still Prioritize COVID-19’s Health Impacts

Sixty-four percent of registered voters in an April 10-12 Morning Consult/Politico poll said they were more concerned about the

public health impact of COVID-19 than how it is affecting the stock market and unemployment numbers. Three-quarters said they

believe it is more important for the government to address the spread of coronavirus than its impact on the economy. Read More.

TRUST AND APPROVAL

Nearly Half of Voters Support Using Drug Touted by Trump as COVID-19 Treatment 

In light of the news that the National Institutes of Health has launched its own research into the effectiveness of

hydroxychloroquine, new Morning Consult/Politico data shows almost half of voters support the drug’s use as a coronavirus

treatment before the NIH concludes its study, but a much smaller percentage would seek out the drug for themselves. Read

More.

R E A D  M O R E  C O R O N A V I R U S

C O V E R A G E

This email was sent to rconigli@portofsandiego.org by: Morning Consult 

729 15th St. NW, Washington, DC, 20005 US 

No longer interested in receiving emails like this? You can Update your Preferences or Unsubscribe. 



COVID-19 Update 
April 15, 2020

Federal

Guidelines: President Trump announced today that the White House would issue new national coronavirus guidelines

meant to begin the process of reopening the country. While Trump initially received criticism for claiming “absolute

authority” over reopening the economy, the President today admitted that governors would have the ultimate say over how

and when to restart parts of their economies.

 

Ongoing Negotiations: Democratic leaders on the Hill have continued their efforts to negotiate directly with the White

House – simultaneously looking to edge out Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell during funding negotiations.

Congressional Democrats are negotiating an additional $250 billion for the small business relief efforts created in the

CARES Act – which are estimated to run out of funding later this week. 

 

California

The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

26,838 tested positive

864 deaths

Hospitalization up 1.5% 

1,175 in ICU (went down 0.2%)

 

Governor’s Press Conference: Governor Gavin Newsom is now holding daily updates at noon via his Twitter and

Facebook feeds. Below are today’s press conference highlights:

 

Unprecedented Unemployment: 2.7 million filed for unemployment insurance in just over a month.

Call Centers: Newsom has signed an executive order that will extend call center hours to 8am – 8pm, 7 days a

week, beginning Monday.

EDD Workforce: Newsom says by early next week, some 1,340 state workers will have been redeployed to boost

EDD's efforts. 500 of these workers skipped Easter Sunday time off to process 200,000 unemployment applications.

Payments: The goal is to process approximately 1 million payments per week.

Independent Contractors: California will be issuing checks under the federal government-funded plan for

independent contractors who are not normally eligible for unemployment assistance. The state will launch the

application on April 28 and expects to process the applications within 24-48 hours.

AB 5 Continues: “This is not a way to get away with misclassification,” Newsom said. “Anybody who's asked whether

From: Platinum Advisors <platinum@platinumadvisors.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9:40 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: COVID-19 Update: April 15, 2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



AB 5 will be suspended, no. This system is not the ultimate determination of these workers' classification and this

won't push us backwards in terms of righting those wrongs."

Employment Insurance: Newsom advocated for the U.S. to shift its unemployment insurance system into one

where people can keep their jobs and benefits but have their hours reduced, rather than one based on people losing

their jobs and then applying for relief, “like they do in Germany.”

Undocumented Assistance: Noting that 10% of our workforce are undocumented but still do not benefit from the

federal stimulus, Newsom announced $125 million in disaster relief assistance for working Californians. $75

million will come from the State and $50 million will come from philanthropic organizations.

Approximately 150,000 undocumented adult Californians will receive a one-time cash benefit of $500 per adult with

a cap of $1,000 per household to deal with the specific needs arising from the COVID-19 pandemic. Individuals can

apply for support beginning next month.

Budget & Legislature: When asked if Newsom has had much contact with the Legislature about their priorities, he

said, “I had a call with the Speaker this morning. We are in constant contact. My teams are available to both caucuses

in the Senate and Assembly.”

Latino Caucus: Newsom will be on a Zoom call today with the Latino Caucus talking about the budget expectations

and the legislative calendar, which has substantially changed. The Administration starts coordinating more formally

with the Legislature beginning tomorrow during the first budget hearing since the coronavirus shutdown began.

Shortchanged by Feds: Newsom says he doesn't know why the state's small businesses aren't getting more help

from the federal SBA paycheck protection program. "California has been shortchanged in that respect. We're trying to

understand exactly why," he says.

Task Forces for Easing Stay-at-Home Orders: Newsom said that his office will be updating the public on a

weekly basis on the six areas he's monitoring to decide when to start easing up on stay-at-home orders.

 

Budget: The Senate Special Budget and Fiscal Review Subcommittee on COVID-19 Response is meeting tomorrow and the

Assembly Budget Subcommittee on Budget Process, Oversight, and Program Evaluation is meeting April 20th to discuss

COVID-19 response, including what has been done, what needs to be done, and what the outlook is for the upcoming budget

as well as next year’s budget.

 

There is uncertainty at this time as to whether current year augmentations will be pulled back, and until revenues are

counted in August, the gravity of the budget deficit is unknown. It has been rumored that the Legislative Analyst’s Office is

estimating a 20-40% hit to state revenues.

 

The Department of Finance provided the Legislature with an interim fiscal update on April 10th, stating that the pandemic is

expected to result in a recession.

 

Finance is anticipating that, in consideration of the 2.7 million unemployment requests already, California may

experience unemployment numbers higher than the Great Recession in the coming months.

They are estimating emergency expenditures beyond the $1 billion already allocated to total about $7 billion in 2020,

however significant federal reimbursement is also expected.

Finance is preparing for significant caseload increases in Medi-Cal, CalWORKs, and other social services.

Cash flow is sufficient through the end of the current fiscal year, however, because of the fluid nature of the situation,

the governor authorized the State Controller to open and transfer funds to the General Cash Revolving Fund. This

allows the State to issue Revenue Anticipation Warrants (external cash borrowing beyond a single fiscal year) if

necessary.

 

Newsom Letter to Pelosi: The Administration also shared Governor Newsom’s letter to Speaker Nancy Pelosi requesting

that Congress appropriate $1 trillion in direct flexible relief to states and local governments. In addition, he requested action

in the following five areas:



 

Health:  Newsom asked that Congress double the temporary Federal Medical Assistance Percentage from 6.2% to

12.4% and tie the duration of the increase to unemployment-rate benchmarks. He also asked for additional hospital

funding, and that Congress prohibit the enactment of the Medicaid Fiscal Accountability Rule.

Workers:  The governor encouraged Congress continue the $600/week increase to unemployment and eligibility

expansion until the unemployment rate recovers.

Small Business:  He suggested that fixing the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) legislation

with (among other requests) expanded funding, clear guidance on how small business owners can qualify for grants,

structural changes to encourage banks to process applications from all eligible owners, expedited guidance on the

application process for new 7a lenders, and expanding eligibility for nonprofits.

Food, Housing, and Homelessness:  Governor Newsom requested an increase in SNAP benefits by at least 15%,

providing funding for more rental assistance and housing for homeless, and lifting the bond cap for tax-exempt

financing for low-income housing.

Education:  Doubling the maximum PELL grant, investing tens of billions to foster a more robust federal-state

higher education partnership, expanding loan forgiveness, allocating hundreds of billions to shore up the K-12 system,

increasing the Child Care & Development Block Grant, and prioritizing the provision of broadband-for-all are among

his education related asks.

Bay Area



Contact Tracing Program: Through a partnership with UCSF, the City and County of San Francisco will enhance its

capability to conduct contact tracing.  The City will launch an app that will help facilitate contact tracing, allowing people to

keep track of their symptoms, check in with a medical professional, and get tested if necessary.  So far, 50 people have been

trained by UCSF to do the work, including San Francisco librarians, staff from the public health department and city

attorney’s office, and UCSF medical students.

 

Expanded Testing: Today, Mayor Breed and Director of Health, Dr. Grant Colfax announced the creation of a new

COVID-19 testing facility CityTestSF - SoMa. The facility will provide COVID-19 testing for the public in collaboration with

Verily’s Baseline COVID-19 Program and primary care group, One Medical. CityTestSF – SoMa, along with the previously

announced CityTestSF site on the Embarcadero for frontline workers, will help expand San Francisco’s testing capacity,

Mayor Breed said:

 

“Expanding San Francisco’s testing capacity is essential to not only slowing the spread of the virus, but also helping us to

have the tools we need to manage this virus through the coming months. People need to have complete information about

their health so they can seek treatment and take the necessary precautions to protect themselves, their loved ones, and the

entire community. CityTestSF – SoMa is an important resource for members of the public who are experiencing

symptoms and are looking for a safe and convenient place to get tested.” 

 

GRT Reform Scrapped: This afternoon, Mayor Breed said that in light of the recent economic crisis, the City will no

longer pursue reforms of San Francisco’s gross receipts tax structure this year.  She said the City may explore “some changes

or revamp of business taxes in general,” but the City will not move forward with the initial plan related to GRT reform. 

 

Over the past year, Controller Ben Rosenfield had been analyzing the city’s gross receipts tax structure to find new sources of

revenue that would help fund city programs, including the recently adopted Mental Health SF legislation that came with a

$100 million annual price tag. Mayor Breed said that the new economic realities had forced the City to reconsider gross

receipts tax reform:

 

“The fact is at the time we were planning for a revamp of the gross receipts tax in San Francisco, we were living in a

different reality.  The focus is going to be on our economic recovery, some changes we need to make on how we could be

spending our money currently.  But more importantly, there could be some changes or revamp of business taxes in

general.  But unfortunately, what we had planned before isn’t something we can move forward especially in light of the

new reality with the economy.” 

 

Not all Heroes Wear Capes: Workers at Santa Clara Valley Medical Center in San Jose received a heroes’ welcome as

they reported to the hospital for their Wednesday morning shifts. First responders showed their appreciation by lighting up

Bascom Avenue, which is the main corridor leading to the county-run hospital. Among the agencies showing thanks during

the 6:30 a.m. shift change were: Santa Clara County sheriff's deputies; police from San Jose, Campbell, Gilroy, Los Altos,

Milpitas, Morgan Hill and San Jose State University; and crews from the San Jose and Santa Clara County fire departments.

 

Hope in San Mateo County: The last time Dr. Scott Morrow penned a message to the citizens of San Mateo County, it

was to inform them of the “grave crisis” facing the county and the country — that without heeding shelter-in-place orders,

“we will be facing an Italy-type catastrophe very soon.” That was March 23, more than three weeks ago, at which point

there were 142 confirmed cases of COVID-19 in the county. On Monday, Morrow wrote again: “It appears that we have

flattened the curve, at least this first curve, for now. I am hopeful we have avoided the catastrophe that New York and Italy

experienced, for the time being.”
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Identify the impact Coronavirus is having upon complex global supply chains

Image

Coronavirus outbreak: Impact on complex global

supply chains and beyond
 

As coronavirus continues to spread globally, it is becoming clear that the

economic backlash of the outbreak will be colossal. The world economy is

more globalized than ever and as a result the spread of the virus and the

measures taken to contain it have become highly disruptive to fragile global

supply chains.
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While the devastating toll of the ongoing outbreak on human lives is clear,
it is now becoming apparent that the economic fallout will also be
significant. China, often referred to as the ‘workshop of the world’, is a
manufacturing giant, as a result the disruption caused by factory closures
and export restrictions has had a knock-on effect in multiple markets
globally. The automotive, electrical and pharmaceutical industries have been
amongst the worst hit, due to their highly complex, globally integrated
supply chains. 

While the impact of disruptions is already being felt, the true

devastation caused by the fragility of these supply chains is yet to be

seen. >>

This case study covers:

How economic globalization underpins the impending disruptions

How Coronavirus will have a substantial impact on fragile global supply

chains

How the global transportation industry is also facing major disruptions

Lessons that can be learnt to improve global supply chains in the future

If you'd like more information about a report in the series, contact us

by email or click below:

 

Ask A Question

Find Out More

MarketLine offers a variety of reports ranging from country to industry profiles to help analyze the market. It
includes market size and segmentation data, textual and graphical analysis of market growth trends and leading
companies. Click here to see our report library.
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Dear Randa,

Jeff Brooks has worked through every fundraising crisis of the last 30 years,

This webinar will help you separate the things you can’t control in this crisis from

the things you can control. Knowing the difference -- and acting on it -- can help

your organization.

Learn More -

Register

Jeff Brooks, named "America's top fundraising writer" by the legendary Tom

Ahern, has been serving the nonprofit community for more than 30 years. He

has worked with organizations large and small around the world, and has served

in many charity sectors.

AJ Steinberg

Want fewer emails? Change your email frequency preferences here.

If you no longer wish to get invited to free and premium webinars you can unsubscribe here.

CharityHowTo 273 Hale St Beverly, Massachusetts 01915 United States (617) 439-4511



Hotel News Resource

April, 16 2020

Read Online

U.S. Hotel Industry Reports

21.0 Percent Occupancy for

Week Ending April 11th -

2020

Reflecting the continued impact of the

COVID-19 pandemic, the U.S. hotel

industry reported significant year-over-

year declines in the three key

performance metrics during the week of

5-11 April 2020, according to data from

STR. Read More

Hospitality Financial Leadership

Hospitality Financial

Leadership - Balance

Sheet: Financially, Nothing

Else Matters - By David

Lund

Over the years I have seen a lot of

messes in my career. Not only the ones

that catch your eye because of the clutter

and disorganization you see in the back

spaces of your hotel but I’m talking about

a mess on the balance sheet. Read

more
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Forecasting In An Economic Decline

Forecasting in an Economic

Decline - Putting the Past to

Use Redux - Expense

Elasticity in a Downturn -

By Erich Baum

Reprising and updating a study from the

last downturn, this article surveys

operating expense elasticity in the

industry’s most recent period of acute

revenue loss, 2008–2009, using data

presented across a range of product

types and quality levels. The study is

intended to help industry participants

build or evaluate a forecast in a context of

economic decline and provides a

forecasting tool for the same. Read

more

Market Report U.S.

March Flash Vintage of U.S.

Monthly GDP Visualizes

2020 First Quarter Growth

at 0.9%

e-forecasting.com's flash vintage of U.S.

monthly-GDP™, fell in March to $19,230

billion of chained 2012 dollars, expressed

at seasonally adjusted annual

rates. Read more

Navigating The COVID-19 Crisis

Upcoming Live Webinars -

Restaurant Industry in NYC

and Travel Industry’s Road

to Recovery

Presented by eCornell and the School of

Hotel Adminsitration Read more



Commingle:engage

Commingle:engage Offers

Free Direct Messaging

Services to Capture Future

Hotel Bookings

commingle:engage, by Lodging

Interactive is helping hotels maximize

their direct-to-consumer relationships

through its RFPAssist Conversational

Marketing Service. In efforts to further

support the hospitality industry, the

service is being offered at no charge to

hotels through the end of 2020. Read

more

Coronavirus Recovery

The Great Reset for

Revenue Management in

Travel - Boston Consulting

Group

The COVID-19 crisis quickly brought the

travel and tourism industry to a virtual

standstill, as steep drops in demand

forced unprecedented capacity

adjustments by airlines, cruise lines,

hotels, railways, car rental companies,

and tour operators. But when the

inevitable recovery comes - perhaps in

months, although it may take longer - this

industry will confront a problem that few

have ever faced: setting prices and

generating revenue from scratch. Read

more

COVID-19 Response Effort

Maestro PMS Recognizes

Hoteliers That Stand Up to

CV-19. Community

Donations Cover Over 1000

Room Nights for Health

Care Heroes

Hotel Companies Ready to Help; Provide

Rooms for Front-Line Medical Staff and

First Responders Read more



Coronavirus Rescue Package

US Airlines to Receive

$25bn Rescue Package -

BBC

The US has agreed a roughly $25bn

(£19.8bn) rescue package for 10 of the

country's biggest airlines as travel

plunges due to the coronavirus. Read

more

Communities Fighting COVID-19

Next Level Hospitality: How

Hotels Are Helping During

COVID-19?

Their occupancy and revenue may have

plummeted, but the service standards of

these hotels are incomparable as they

help communities fight COVID-19. Read

more

Communities Fighting COVID-19

WTTC Thanks Millions of

People in the Travel &

Tourism Sector for Going

the Extra Mile

The World Travel & Tourism Council

(WTTC) have praised millions of people

around the world in the Travel & Tourism

sector for going the extra mile to lend

crucial help to combat the global

coronavirus pandemic. The huge thank

you from World Travel & Tourism Council

President & CEO Gloria Guevara was

made on behalf of travel companies

throughout the globe’s private

sector. Read more

In Brief...

Hotel Development Singapore 
Mandarin Orchard Singapore to
Rebrand As Hilton Singapore Orchard
Typsy COVID Support Plan 
Typsy Provides Free Hospitality
Education to the World
Other News 
Bitte Ferngren, Senior Vice President
Human Resources & Sustainability, to
Leave Scandic
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From: ICMA SmartBrief <icma@smartbrief.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 11:28 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Why you can't be a superhero in a crisis 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Why you can't be a superhero in a crisis | Kan. city foots electric bills for residents, small businesses | NYC finds new sources for coronavirus tests

Created for rconiglio@portofsandiego.org |  Web Version

April 16, 2020 CONNECT WITH ICMA          
ICMA SmartBrief

SIGN UP ⋅   SHARE

ADVERTISEMENT

LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

Why you can't be a superhero in a crisis

A crisis "is not the time to put on your Superman cape and think you can fly around and protect everything yourself," says Pam

Fields, president of Fieldwork and a former CEO. "If you create a culture of help and helpfulness, you're much better positioned to

deal with bumps in the road, however large," she says. Full Story: LinkedIn (4/14) 

   

Northwestern MA in Public Policy & Administration 

Build the skills needed to drive change in government, education, and nonprofit organizations in one of the few programs to focus

on both policy and administration. Study online and on campus and earn your degree in as little as one year. Learn more.

ADVERTISEMENT:

BUDGETING AND FINANCE

Kan. city foots electric bills for residents, small businesses

Officials in Gardner, Kan., have approved a plan for the city to cover the cost of all residents' electrical bills

for March and provide rebates for small businesses in the city. The total cost to the city is $790,000, which

Mayor Steve Shute is a worthwhile expense to show residents the city is supporting them. Full Story: KCTV-TV (Kansas City,

Mo.) (4/14) 

   

Free Software for Local Governments to Combat COVID-19 

GovPilot is providing easy to use software applications to local governments that address their specific needs in response to

Coronavirus. On April 16th at 2pm EST GovPilot will share its free software and demonstrate its Expense Tracking module

designed with input from Camden County, NJ officials. Register Now.

ADVERTISEMENT:



EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SAFETY

NYC finds new sources for coronavirus tests

Starting in May, New York City will have its own supply of 100,000 coronavirus test kits a week, Mayor Bill de Blasio said. Half will

come from companies within the city and half will be provided by Indiana-based Aria Diagnostics. Full Story: Vox (4/14) 

   

Savannah, Ga., offers supports for city staff, homeless

Employees in the city of Savannah, Ga., who are still required to work outside of their homes are getting an additional $2.50 per

hour in hazard pay through the end of May, Mayor Van Johnson announced this week. Interim City Manager Pat Monahan says

the city is also distributing pre-packaged meals in homeless camps and working to find a more permanent housing solution for the

city's homeless during the pandemic. Full Story: WTOC-TV (Savannah, Ga.) (4/14) 

   

Maintain Governance Continuity in a Crisis 

A crisis event that prevents public governing bodies from holding live meetings can significantly impact governance continuity.

iCompass, a Diligent Brand put together critical tips and best practices for local governments to effectively navigate crises of any

kind. Download your copy now.

ADVERTISEMENT:

LEGISLATION, POLICY AND GRANTS

Australian city moves to break with Chinese sister city

City Council members in Wagga Wagga, Australia, this week narrowly approved a decision to end the city's relationship with its

Chinese sister city of Kunming, citing concerns about being connected to China, which some officials say is to blame for the

current pandemic. The move has drawn criticism from within and outside the council. Full Story: The Guardian (London) (4/15) 

   

Working remotely? This webinar is for you. 

Whether you work remotely 100% of the time or find yourself navigating this situation for the very first time, working at a physical

distance can pose a unique set of challenges. Slack is here to help. This 30-minute webinar will provide tips and tactics within

Slack that you can put into action right away. Watch the webinar.

ADVERTISEMENT:



PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Wis. city council OKs stormwater infrastructure study

The Mayville Common Council in Wisconsin has awarded Kunkel Engineering Group a contract to study stormwater infrastructure

in a portion of the city and make recommendations regarding flood control. The city may have to add a pump system, reroute

infrastructure and add a wing dam, said Mayor Rob Boelk. Full Story: Daily Citizen (Beaver Dam, Wis.) (4/14) 

   

HUMAN RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT

Albert Lea, Minn., aims to mitigate outbreak burden on staff

The city of Albert Lea, Minn., may be forced to lay off municipal staff because of the ongoing coronavirus pandemic, but officials

say they are doing their best to minimize the outbreak's damage. "I attribute furloughs as a loss of job for a lot of folks, and I take

this very seriously," says City Manager David Todd, while noting the city also has a fiscal responsibility to taxpayers. Full Story:

Albert Lea Tribune (Minn.) (4/13) 

   

RECOGNITIONS AND TRANSITIONS

Royal Oak., Mich., officials unanimous on city manager

Commissioners in Royal Oak, Mich., this week voted unanimously to approve a contract for Morgantown, W. Va., City Manager

Paul Brake to run operations in their city. "I am humbled and honored to serve as the next city manager in Royal Oak," Brake

said. Full Story: The Daily Tribune (Royal Oak, Mich.) (4/14) 

   



ICMA NEWS

Free Webinar: Budgeting During a Crisis

Join us, Friday, April 17, for this 90-minute webinar on the first principles of cutback budgeting, lessons from real-world

experience during the Great Recession, and exploration of how simulation software can be used to frame the fact-based trade-off

discussions your public entity will need to have, both internally and externally, in the near future. Case studies from local

governments of all sizes will be profiled to show how online public engagement can help provide essential feedback to

governments making these difficult choices. Register today! For more information and resources, visit ICMA's Coronavirus

Resources page. Get more content about COVID-19 - subscribe today!

   

Build Your Supervisory Skills Online and at Home

The ICMA Effective Supervisory Practices webinar series robust online program is accessible to you live and on demand and is a

must for any local government professional looking to lead change, improve customer service, and strengthen communication

with staff members. Get ready to build your management skills and address the more complex challenges all managers confront

as they seek to effectively communicate, motivate, and model ethical decisions to lead a team. Program begins May 13, register

today!

   

LEARN MORE ABOUT ICMA:

Home | About | News & Events | Join ICMA | Career Network



It is what we know already that often prevents us from learning.

Claude Bernard, 
physiologist

   

FOLLOW ICMA ON TWITTER

SmartBrief publishes more than 200 free industry newsletters - Browse our portfolio

Sign Up  |    Update Profile  |    Advertise with SmartBrief

Unsubscribe  |    Privacy policy

CONTACT US: FEEDBACK  |    ADVERTISE

SmartBrief, Inc.®, 555 11th ST NW, Suite 600, Washington, DC 20004

 



From: Hal Meyer <HalMeyer@calchamber.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 12:14 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Randa, $25 DoorDash Gift Card + 15-Minute Tour of HRCalifornia 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Stay up-to-date with free access to HRCalifornia.com 

CalChamber Logo

Dear Randa,

Since 1890, we at CalChamber have taken seriously our commitment

to helping all California businesses survive and thrive.

After sheltering in place for several weeks, it's easy to go a bit stir

crazy. That's why we're offering a $25 DoorDash Gift Card for taking a

tour of our HRCalifornia website.

$25 DoorDash Gift Card

It all starts with a 15-day free trial and immediate free access to

our online resources. When you take a short, 15-minute tour with a

site specialist during your trial period we'll email you a $25 DoorDash

Gift Card for free food delivery.

Not ready to speak with anyone just yet? That's OK! You can start your

free access now.

If you have HR-related questions I can help you now, such as

record keeping requirements and the temporary exception to the

WARN Act for COVID-19, please feel free to call me directly at 1 (800)

649-4921 Ext. 541.

As a not-for-profit for 130 years, CalChamber's sole mission is to

assist businesses like yours. Together, as we look toward the future,

we will get through this! 

Sincerely,

Hal Meyer

District Manager 

1 (800) 649-4921 Ext. 541

 



Unsubscribe | Privacy Policy

Your CalChamber Customer# 32850 

Sign up for a free 15-day trial of HRCalifornia, now through 4/30/20, and receive the $25 DoorDash Gift Card via

email when you take the 15-minute tour before the end of your trial period. Priority Code DASH. Please allow one

business week to receive your Gift Card. DoorDash Gift Cards are given away on behalf of CalChamber.

DoorDash, Inc. is not a sponsor of the promotion.

California Chamber of Commerce, 1215 K Street, Suite 1400, Sacramento, CA 95814

CalChamber and HRCalifornia are registered trademarks and "HR Expert & Business Advocate" is a trademark of

the California Chamber of Commerce. All other trademarks and service marks are the property of their respective

owners.

© 2020 California Chamber of Commerce



From: Kenneth Beck <Kenneth.Beck@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 1:06 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: RE: What happens next: CoronaVirus CEO Action Calls 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa, 

It is time to discuss what happens when the economy re starts. 

Two additional calls have been added. Sign up for our small-group interactive video discussions for you to connect, share insights, and to strategize with other Mid-
Market CEOs regarding the Coronavirus and the restart of the economy :

Monday, April 20 at 5:30 p.m. ET 
Monday, April 27 at 5:30 p.m. ET

All calls have had wait-lists so sign up now : Register here for the call 

We will take the first eight registrants for each meeting and then go to a wait-list.

As a reminder, here is the call agenda:

Confidential, Small Group, Video Meetings. CEOC will convene a series of small, interactive, 60-minute video conference calls for our
Premium members. This format will enable close, confidential conversation and meaningful dialogue. We will consider scaling this
program to additional CEO members as well.
Focused Agenda. The agenda for each meeting will be focused on each CEO sharing what he/she is seeing and doing in four areas:

Individual Observations – Both in the U.S. and internationally (if applicable);
Financial/Business Impact – Impact to operations, supply chain and financials;
People strategy – Communication/morale/remote work strategies; and,
Forecast/Planning - Insights about what might happen next, ways to prepare, etc.

Register here for the call

If you cannot make these virtual meetings but want to be kept informed send an email to events@ceoconnection.com. 

Our country is at its best when faced with a common challenge. I have full faith that the government (both parties) and medical experts will put
their differences aside and once again, as Americans have always done in the face of adversity, rise to the occasion to find a solution that will
stop the spread of this disease.   In the meantime, we as the Mid-Market business community will join together to help each other manage the
challenges ahead.

You do great things on your own … we can do even greater things together!

Speak to you soon.

Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer | CEO Connection
Chairman | Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991 | F 646.292.5192
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com 

Unsubscribe from email communications

CEO Connection

338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791



From: Infraday <ken@infraday.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 1:22 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Infraday Weekly (April 23) - State of the Market (Online) 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

This message is sent to you because your email address is on our subscribers list. If you are not interested in receiving more emails like this one, please unsubscribe below.

Infraday Weekly is an online event series, hosted by Infraday and partners, which will unite public and private sector

infrastructure & transportation executives from across the U.S. on a range of critical issues impacting the market today.

Taking place between 10am and 2pm EST every Thursday, each event will feature 10-15 public sector speakers and

have 4 - 1 hour panel discussions. We will leave 15 mins after each panel for Q&A.

Register

www.infraday.com/events/infraday-state-of-the-market-april-23

Once you register for the event, you will receive an invitation link to join the Webex. The event will be hosted using Cisco

Webex Platform.

Cost for registration is $100 per person.

If you'd like to inquire about participation as a speaker or content sponsor, please contact ken@infraday.com.

April 23 Agenda

More panelists TBA - please check website for updates

10:00-11:00: Remote Construction Workers? Online Collaboration in the time of COVID-19
 
In many areas of the United States, construction is being deemed an essential service amid ongoing shelter-in-place

restrictions. While there are aspects of building that do require an in-person presence on a job site, many jobs in

construction might be done remotely. Adjusting to a remote work lifestyle represents a major shift for a vast majority of

construction professionals. How can mass (forced) adoption of remote working accelerate nascent trends in the

construction industry? Panelists will provide best practices in overcoming challenges in navigating a new type of jobsite.

Moderator:

David Green, Director, Turner & Townsend

Panelists:

Dan Ringo, Director of Public Works, City of Pontiac, MI
Antonio Valenzuela, Public Works Director, City of South Fulton, GA
Mark Muenzer, Community Development & Transportation Director, City of Redwood City, CA

11:00-12:00: Post CARES Act Infrastructure Stimulus Funding: How will the industry deliver?

While the government’s response thus far has been centered around mitigating the pressing health and economic issues

related to the pandemic, lawmakers have begun to consider longer-term impacts of the crisis, and the subsequent need for

new infrastructure investment to get the American economy back on track. In the case that a stimulus does in fact pass,

will there be there be a reprioritization of projects and programs for people most impacted by COVID-19? Also, will the

public and private sector be able to coordinate in such a way to efficiently deliver on the stimulus? This panel brings

together key stakeholders from the public and private sector to discuss what could be in the potential post-virus

infrastructure plan.

Moderator:

David Green, Director, Turner & Townsend

Panelists:

Eric Newman, Accountant and Treasury Manager, City of Stamford, CT
Denise M. Berger, FAIA, Senior Vice President & Chief Operating Officer for the Northeast, AECOM
David Elder, AICP, Assistant Planning Director, Office of Strategic Planning and Projects, Bureau of Policy and Planning,

CT DOT
Michael Ereti, Director of Capital Projects, Houston Public Works



 
12:00-1:00: Mental Health Awareness & Reducing Density at a Jobsite
 
Social distancing. What are the practical solutions to reduce density? How do we address employees worries about

coming into contact? As COVID-19 mortality rises into the tens of thousands and the number of infections well over half a

million, it’s likely the labor work force will have some apprehension about going back to work prior to approved

pharmaceutical and vaccine therapies. How does the industry address the physical and mental health concerns of the

workforce? And, can we leverage modular construction, remote/robotic drone inspections, autonomous rovers, 360

cameras, and artificial intelligence to reduce worker density on sites?

Moderator:

David Green, Director, Turner & Townsend
 

Panelists:

Keith B. Gabriel, Economic Development, Site Readiness Manager, Certified Drone Pilot, Duke Energy

1:00-2:00: Contracts in a Post Pandemic World: What Will Change

All contracts contain Force Majeure language, but an epidemic or pandemic can be a gray area for both the Client and

contractor and what relief is available to them. Unfortunately living in this gray area today means contracts in the future will

undoubtedly change to better address such unprecedented global events. Panelists will discuss what contractual issues

they have faced on their projects as a direct result of COVID-19 and their plans for contracts in the future as a result of

those experiences.

Moderator:

James V. Hamilton, Business Development Manager, AMECO

Panelists:

Bryan Amann, Chief Legal Counsel Capital & Infrastructure, City of Detroit, MI

2:00: End of Meeting

Register

For registration assistance or questions about becoming a partner, please contact ken@infraday.com.

Infraday, LLC

109 S 5th St, 2nd Floor

Brooklyn, NY 11249

646-760-9242

Unsubscribe rconiglio@portofsandiego.org

Update Profile | Our Privacy Policy

About Constant Contact

Sent by ken@infraday.com

in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!
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From: Korn Ferry Institute <kfinstitute@kf.kornferry.com> 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 1:58 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: A Grand Reopening? | Networking During COVID-19 | Food Shortages  

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the

content is safe.

This-Week-in-Leadership.jpg

Lessons in leadership from this week's news, as reported by our team.

 

 

Why Reopening Won’t Be Easy

As governments hint at reopening the economy, organizational leaders realize their task ahead is “massively complicated.”  

Read_more.gif

 

Are We Nearing a Food Crisis?

Facing plant closings and labor shortages, the food industry suddenly needs to get creative to keep the country fed. 

Read_more.gif

 

Onboarding During a Pandemic

In an ironic twist, smart firms are finding ways to make executive onboarding more personal without any face-to-face meetings.  

Read_more.gif

 

Networking in the Age of COVID-19

The steps—and scripts—have changed. Four moves to help you reach out to your professional connections. 

Read_more.gif

 

Business as ‘Unusual’

Korn Ferry CEO Gary Burnison recalls a childhood song, lines from Lewis Carroll, and six directives as inspiration for today’s “get-

through-it” times. 

Read_more.gif



Not receiving our email regularly? 

Sign up here

This email was sent to you to market Korn Ferry services. Please click here to unsubscribe from our email announcements and promotional communications.

You may continue to receive transactional emails such as registration confirmations, product updates, and responses to your direct requests.

Korn Ferry | 1900 Avenue of the Stars, Suite 2600 | Los Angeles, CA 90067 U.S.A. © 2019 Korn Ferry. All rights reserved. Privacy Policy.





From: Dodge Data & Analytics <cs@marketing.construction.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 4:01 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: The Scoop: The Effect of Coronavirus on the Construction Industry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

View online

WEBINAR REPLAY: The Potential Impact of Coronavirus (COVID-19) on Construction Starts

Where is the Construction Market Heading?

Coronavirus (COVID-19) has quickly become top-of-mind for Construction Professionals across the US. Companies large and small are

trying to make the best decisions for their firms and employees by trying to get a better understanding of where the construction market is

heading.

Sign-up now to hear Richard Branch, Chief Economist, Dodge Data and Analytics share his insights into the potential impact of

Coronavirus on the economy and the construction industry.

Richard will outline how projects have been faring in planning, as well as a look into our updated forecast for construction starts.  This on-

demand webinar presentation includes:

Review of Current Market Situation

Macroeconomic Overview

Commercial Building Outlook

Manufacturing Building Outlook

Institutional Building OutlookNonbuilding Outlook

Don't miss this opportunity to learn about critical industry insights that will help you stay ahead of the competition.

Plus, sign-up today and you'll receive access to the on-demand webinar, a PDF copy of the presentation deck and a transcript of the Q&A

session - all for $249!

WATCH THE ON-DEMAND REPLAY

FREE RESOURCES: COVID-19 Construction Industry News

As the coronavirus pandemic unfolds in North America, many news articles pertaining to COVID-19 and its impact upon the construction

industry and construction projects are being published. To help you stay on top of this rapidly evolving situation, we're monitoring news

outlets and providing links to these stories for reference. As new stories break, we'll be posting links to those stories on this page. Click

below to access:

COVID-19 CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY UPDATES



FREE RESOURCES: Projects in Pre-Planning, Planning, and Bidding

The COVID-19 (Coronavirus) outbreak is having a significant impact on our daily lives. The full economic effect still remains largely

unknown, but one thing is for certain – it won’t be business as usual for the construction industry in the coming weeks. Some areas of the

country, such as Boston, California, and Washington state, have curtailed construction activity. While in others, the construction business,

from planning to permitting to project start, has proceeded, albeit perhaps at a slower pace than just a few weeks ago. Our Dodge Data &

Analytics data specialists have seen bid dates for projects being pushed out to later dates, resulting in Dodge Reports being updated, while

many others have shifted to online/virtual bidding.

Since April 3rd over 3,700 new bidding opportunities have been added to Dodge's construction bidding opportunity database. This

indicates that across the U.S. many public entities are still moving forward and finding ways to safely manage bidding, virtually and in other

ways that prevent the further spread of coronavirus.

Dodge Data & Analytics continues to add new projects and issue updates on projects in the planning stages, even though on-site work is

slowing down on projects under construction. As of March 30, there are over 200,000 projects actively being reported on in the various

planning stages; 42% are private projects and 58% are public.

Click the links below to view data on the numbers of projects in pre-planning, planning, or bidding

PROJECT BIDDING OPPORTUNITIES

PROJECTS IN PLANNING/PRE-PLANNING



WEBINAR REPLAY: Canada and Construction: What’s Ahead?

This Dodge Canada Construction Outlook webinar will provide you with key Canadian construction market trends and insights you need to

plan for business success in 2020 and beyond.

Presented by Dodge Data & Analytics’ Economist Sarah Martin, this 30-minute webinar highlights construction permits and market trends

across several project types, along with the major construction trends affecting the industry today.  

WATCH WEBINAR REPLAY

CONSTRUCTION STARTS DECLINE IN MARCH
Growth in nonbuilding starts not enough to offset pullback in building activity

NEW JERSEY — April 15, 2020 — Total construction starts declined 5% from February to March to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of

$746.9 billion. Volatility caused by the presence or absence of large projects in healthcare and the utility/gas plant category, however,

skewed the analysis. In March, nonresidential building starts fell 9% from February (seasonally adjusted), while residential building

dropped 11%. Nonbuilding construction starts, however, rose 14% during the month.

READ FULL REPORT

Manage My Preferences  |  Unsubscribe Globally  |  Privacy Policy  |  Construction.com

 Dodge Data & Analytics | 300 American Metro Boulevard, Suite 185 | Hamilton, NJ 08619 

 



From: Jim Doyle, Business Forward <info@businessfwd.org> 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 4:37 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: How is COVID-19 Affecting Your Business? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Business Forward Foundation

 

Hi Randa,

Tell us how COVID-19 has affected your business.

Small businesses are facing an unprecedented number of challenges due to COVID-19. We want to hear from you on whether

you’ve applied for relief and, if so, how it’s going.

So far, 4 out of 10 U.S. businesses have closed temporarily due to COVID-19, and 9 out of 10 businesses have been affected

negatively.

The Small Business Administration has established two stimulus programs in response: the Economic Injury Disaster Loan (EIDL)

and the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP). These emergency loans were intended to keep businesses afloat, but funds have run

out in less than two weeks.

We’d like to hear from you about how your business is handling these challenges, and what help you need.

Thank you

Jim Doyle

President, Business Forward

   

 

       
 

Business Forward Foundation

1155 Connecticut Ave, Suite 1000

Washington, DC 20036

Unsubscribe

 

 



From: Consulado General de México en San Diego <cc@consulmexsd.org> 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 5:52 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: COVIDー19 Interdependencia y Cooperación México  - Estados Unidos   

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

El Centro de Estudios México Estados Unidos de la Universidad de Calfornia, San Diego (UCSD),

junto con Alianza UCMX & UC San Francisco Institute for Global Health Sciences,

cordialmente lo invitan el próximo

viernes, 17 de abril del 2020
a las 09:00 horas PDT

a

COVID-19: Interdependencia y cooperación México-Estados UnidosCOVID-19: Interdependencia y cooperación México-Estados Unidos
Webinar 5 - Los avances en los tratamientos y la respuesta de la comunidad científica y médicaWebinar 5 - Los avances en los tratamientos y la respuesta de la comunidad científica y médica

En este quinto webinar se analizará el estado del arte de los tratamientos para el COVID-19, con investigadores de clase

mundial como el Dr. Carlos del Rio de la Universidad de Emory. También evaluaremos los esfuerzos de la comunidad

científica y médica en México para hacer frente a la pandemia.

Rafael Fernández de Castro y Stefano Bertozzi, Presentación

Panel 1. El estado del arte de los tratamientos vs COVID-19

Dra. Brenda Crabtree-Ramírez, Instituto Nacional de Ciencias Médicas y Nutrición Salvador Zubirán. 

Dr. Carlos del Río, Profesor Hubert y Director del Departamento Hubert de Salud Global, Universidad de Emory.

Dra. Jeannette Guarner, Profesora de la escuela de Medicina, Universidad de Emory.

Panel 2. La respuesta de la comunidad científica y médica

Dra. Martha Espinosa Cantellano, Secretaria de Planeación, Centro de Investigación y de Estudios Avanzados

(Cinvestav).

Dra. Gabriela Olmedo, Unidad Irapuato, Centro de Investigación y de Estudios Avanzados.

Dr. Alfredo Herrera Estrella, Unidad de Genómica Avanzada (Uga-Langebio), Centro de Investigación y de Estudios

Avanzados.

Este webinar será en español. La información para conectarse al webinar se dará durante el proceso de confirmación de

registro.

Si tiene preguntas adicionales, contacte a Arturo Chiquito.

Registro aquí



The Center for U.S.-Mexico Studies at the University of California, San Diego (UCSD),

in collaboration with Alianza UCMX & UC San Francisco Institute for Global Health Sciences,

cordially invite you this

Friday, April 17, 2020
at 9:00 AM PDT

to

COVID-19: COVID-19: Interdependencia y cooperación México-Estados UnidosInterdependencia y cooperación México-Estados Unidos
Webinar 5 - Webinar 5 - Los avances en los tratamientos y la respuesta de la comunidad científica y médicaLos avances en los tratamientos y la respuesta de la comunidad científica y médica

In this fifth webinar, the state of the art of treatments for COVID-19 will be analyzed, with world-class researchers such as

Dr. Carlos del Río from Emory University. We will also evaluate the efforts of the scientific and medical community in

Mexico to face the pandemic.

Rafael Fernández de Castro and Stefano Bertozzi, Introduction

Panel 1. The state of the art of treatments vs. COVID-19

Dra. Brenda Crabtree-Ramírez, Instituto Nacional de Ciencias Médicas y Nutrición Salvador Zubirán. 

Dr. Carlos del Río, Professor and Chair, Hubert Department of Public Health, Emory University.

Dra. Jeannette Guarner, Professor, Emory University School of Medicine, Emory University.

Panel 2. The response of the scientific and medical community

Dra. Martha Espinosa Cantellano, Secretaria de Planeación, Centro de Investigación y de Estudios Avanzados

(Cinvestav).

Dra. Gabriela Olmedo, Unidad Irapuato, Centro de Investigación y de Estudios Avanzados.

Dr. Alfredo Herrera Estrella, Unidad de Genómica Avanzada (Uga-Langebio), Centro de Investigación y de Estudios

Avanzados.

This webinar will be conducted in Spanish. The information to connect to the webinar will be given during the

registration confirmation process.

For questions, please contact Arturo Chiquito.

Register here

   

Consulate General of Mexico

1549 India St

San Diego, CA 92101

Cancelar suscripción rconiglio@portofsandiego.org

Actualice su perfil | About Constant Contact

Enviado por cc@consulmexsd.org



Hello Climate Warriors, 

Unfortunately, when one crisis starts, another doesn't stop. In fact, as we all grapple with the current health

and economic crisis, the Trump Administration is actively rolling back some of our most basic

environmental regulations, harming our health and making it impossible to meet climate goals. 

At CAC, we are doubling our efforts to fight for a safe and livable future, and we urge you to join us.

Here’s what we’ve been working on:

Helping to Organize the Earth Day Virtual Climate Uprising

CAC has been working with partners to help organize a virtual climate uprising in honor of the 50th

Anniversary of the first Earth Day on Wednesday, April 22nd from 12:00 pm - 7:00 pm.

We’ve got an amazing program planned, and we hope you’ll join us and stand in solidarity with others

across the globe demanding climate justice!

Our Co-Director of Policy, Maleeka Marsden, will be on the San Diego Green New Deal Discussion Panel

from 5:10-5:30 pm and will also be giving closing remarks at 6:00 pm. Click here to RSVP. 

Flattening the Curve By Fighting for Slow Streets

Climate Action Campaign, along with a diverse coalition of organizations, is calling for the City of San Diego

to make our streets safer for everyone.

We can join cities like Boston, Minneapolis, Oakland, and Philadelphia that are adapting to give residents,

including kids, the space they need to make essential trips, stay active, and get much-needed sun and

fresh air. 

Together, we can help flatten the curve by re-imagining our roads. Read our recommendations here.

Fighting for a Just Recovery

The COVID-19 crisis has devastated our economy. Now, as governments look to invest stimulus dollars

into the economy, we are faced with the choice of perpetuating fossil fuels, or investing in a sustainable

future. We must help everyday people and prioritize investments in jobs, infrastructure, and communities

that advance a zero carbon future.  

ICYMI, read the San Diego Green New Deal Alliance’s recommendations here.

In Community,

- The CAC Team

P.S. You can find resources for support during this crisis here.

From: Climate Action Campaign <info@climateactioncampaign.org> 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 5:59 PM EDT 
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Subject: Still Fighting For Our Future | Earth Day Virtual Climate Uprising 
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From: NAMEPA <m.dushay@namepa.net> 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 6:00 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Crisis or Change?? NAMEPA Chooses Change One Habit, Change the World 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Crisis or Change?? NAMEPA Chooses Change One Habit, Change the
World

I don’t know about you, but I have watched enough reporting on COVID-19. Why not change one habit by exercising while

listening to a podcast? Living Planet, Resources Radio, and Leadership and the Environment are some that come to

mind! You can get fit while learning how you can make a difference!!!

So work on those abs, while making our world a better place to live in!!!

Be well and safe,

The NAMEPA Change Team 

Take 10!
Take 10 minutes and go for a walk outside. Bring a bag &

gloves and pick up 10 pieces of trash. It is proven a few

moments out in nature helps the mind, body and spirit!

Learn More

Spring Activity!
Build an egg carton garden! A fun way to celebrate
the coming of the season with your family!

Learn More

     

North American Marine Environment Protection Association (NAMEPA)

21 Davis Hill Rd

Weston, CT 06883

Unsubscribe rconigli@portofsandiego.org

Update Profile | About Constant Contact

Sent by m.dushay@namepa.net

in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!



Nancy Eldred

Account Executive  

Address  1800 J Street, Sacramento, CA
95811 

Phone 916-448-4234 

Email neldred@fsbcorestrategies.com Website fsbpublicaffairs.com 

From: Nancy Eldred <neldred@fsbcorestrategies.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 6:15 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
CC: Jason Giffen <jgiffen@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Support for small and medium sized cruise line industry businesses 

WARNING: The sender of this email could not be validated and may not match the person in the "From" field!

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Hello Randa,

 

I hope that you and your staff are staying healthy and safe. I realize that your industry is one of the many that is highly impacted

during this time.

I’m with FSB Public Affairs, and I’m reaching out on behalf of a client. As you know, per directives from the CDC and other

authorities, the cruise line industry, alongside other industries like hospitality, tourism, travel, conventions, etc., have come to a

standstill due to the coronavirus pandemic and steps taken to mitigate it. This of course has an outsized impact on Southern

California due to the tremendous importance of tourism to our part of the state, and California as a whole. The shutdown of the cruise

industry doesn’t simply affect them, but also all the small and medium sized business on shore and in ports that support those ships

and their operations: laundry and linen services, food production, fuel, security services, tour operators, travel agents, and more.

We’re reaching out to leaders, like yourself, asking you to consider signing on to and sending letters (or make phone calls to) to the

offices Senator Feinstein and Senator Harris to encourage them to keep in mind the employers and workers who rely on the cruise

industry as Congress begins to formulate another step in economic stimulus. As a Port leader, you understand the importance that

these businesses have on our local and statewide economy, and we must protect them at all costs.

I can provide a letter template or I am happy to answer any questions you might have. Thank you so much for your consideration!

Best,

Nancy

 

 

 



COVID-19 Survey Results: Revenue impacts continue, but most firms favor

temporary shutdown over permanent closures

From: San Diego Regional EDC <info@sandiegobusiness.org> 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 6:53 PM EDT 
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Subject: COVID-19 Survey Results: Revenue impacts continue, but most firms favor temporary shutdowns over permanent
closures 
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In order to assess immediate economic impacts and understand the evolving business sentiment surrounding

COVID-19, San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce and San Diego Regional EDC, in partnership with San Diego

and Imperial Small Business Development Center, Downtown San Diego Partnership and National City Chamber of

Commerce, developed a survey.

These are the results from week four of the analysis. Sign up below to receive our complete analysis every

Thursday. 

Key Takeaways

Three trends stood out based on what employers told us during the first four weeks of surveying. These findings are

based on responses from 692 companies across the San Diego region.

1. Few firms surveyed have closed permanently but temporary shutdowns are increasing. Only about 1% of

survey respondents have permanently closed their business, but 42% have temporarily shut down operations.

2. Vulnerable industries expect revenue impacts to continue. The industries in San Diego most vulnerable to

the effects of policies aimed at containing the spread of the virus include arts and entertainment, food and

beverage, retail, and tourism. Compared to when the survey began in mid-March, more firms in these industries

increasingly expect revenue impacts to occur over the next 1-3 months, rather than immediately. 

3. More businesses seek financial assistance and access to capital. Compared to earlier survey results, more

businesses are expressing interest in financing and capital to cope with the massive revenue shortfalls

associated with COVID-19.

Featured Chart
To segment data by industry, size of company and revenue, please view the interactive visualization in the post. 

If your company is still hiring, you can add yourselves to the list here. 

Share Tweet Forward

Of surveyed

companies

1% 

permanently closed

business

View the full analysis

We're here to help. If EDC, the Chamber or SBDC can help, please get in touch. 

The survey will remain open. We will release new findings every Thursday. Subscribe here and select research

releases to get the full analysis emailed to you weekly.

 

Stay safe, stay strong, and stay home, San Diego. 
 

View the full analysis
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D A I L Y  U P D A T E

The Latest Data on Coronavirus

New Today: We've updated our coronavirus public opinion tracker to provide you with daily updates, more data and more

analysis on how the pandemic is changing the way we live.

To get deeper insight into consumer expectations and how brands can navigate the COVID-19 era, join Morning Consult and the

American Advertising Federation for a webinar next Tuesday, April 21 at 12:30 p.m. ET. Register here or download the report.

Here's the latest: 

WHO's Standing Drops Amid Trump Criticism

The net approval (the share who approve minus the share who disapprove) of the World Health Organization's handling of the

pandemic fell from +54 to +35 over the last week, and currently stands at +62 among Democrats and +13 among Republicans.

Read More. 

Boris Johnson’s Approval Rating Climbs Even Higher After He Contracted the Coronavirus

The day before he was released from the ICU, the U.K. prime minister’s approval rating hit an all-time high of 66 percent. Of the

10 world leaders Morning Consult is tracking, only Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison has seen a larger rise in approval

since the beginning of the year. Read More. 

From: Morning Consult <reply@em.morningconsult.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 7:19 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Coronavirus Daily Update: WHO's Standing Drops Amid Trump Criticism, and More 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
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Other Trends We're Watching 

Face masks are in high demand, but consumers say they want to pay only $1 for one . Read More.

Amid record job losses, over 3 in 4 adults support collective bargaining actions. Read More.

Layoffs aren’t yet leading to reputation hits for major brands. Read More.

As U.S. leaders mull reopening the economy, voters still prioritize COVID-19’s health impacts. Read More.

Net approval of Trump’s handling of the outbreak is underwater for the first time. Read More.

Gen Z’s level of concern about the pandemic is moving closer to match that of older generations. Read More.

The word most Americans associate with the country’s response: “slow." Read More.

Thirteen percent of Americans say someone in their household has lost a job. Read More.

Fox News’ trust rating hits a 52-week high. Read More.

S E E  T H E

F U L L  T R A C K E R
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An update from LEAD San Diego

View this email in your browser

Dear Randa,

We are excited to introduce the newest member of the LEAD San Diego team, Samantha Beck.

Samantha is our new Director overseeing all programs and outreach. She joins us from Sacramento where she served as

Director, Member & Community Relations for Power Inn Alliance, a business improvement district focused on strengthening

the physical, business, and economic conditions of the Power Inn community. Before that, Samantha was Director of

Membership for the Sacramento Chamber of Commerce. She’s also a Certified StrengthsFinder Trainer and a graduate of

the Sacramento version of Impact. She brings a lot of great ideas, experience, and enthusiasm to the role and we’re really

excited to welcome her to the team. If you see Samantha in one of our upcoming webinars or programs please give her a

virtual hello!

Registration is open now for our next "Leading in a New Reality" webinar on April 22. We'll be discussing how we can

leverage our strengths as we are adapting to new situations. Our featured speakers are Nancy Maldonado, President & CEO

of the Chicano Federation, and Self Leadership Coach Amanda Flisher. If you missed this week's conversation about

boundaries and schedules, we have it available on YouTube.

Please see below for additional upcoming programs, the Chamber's Legislative Update, new results from the business

impact survey the Chamber is conducting with EDC and the San Diego and Imperial SDBC, as well as opportunities to

support our small businesses.  

Please let us know how the LEAD team can support you. And for additional information and resources to support you

during this crisis visit the coronavirus business resource page.

Best regards,

Jerry Sanders  

President & CEO

LEAD San Diego

San Diego Regional

Chamber of Commerce

UPCOMING VIRTUAL PROGRAMS

From: Jerry Sanders <jerry@sdchamber.org> 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 7:39 PM EDT 
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REMOTE WORK SERIES: OFFICE 365 TRAINING 
April 21

Chamber member Managed Solution provides tips for Microsoft tools including Outlook, Teams, OneDrive.   

Learn more >>

LEADING IN A NEW REALITY 
April 22

The third in this weekly series will discuss leveraging your and your team’s strengths during a crisis, and how we can mobilize

extended family. 

Learn more >>

BUILD YOUR RESILIENCE 
April 23

Using the concept of bio-mimicry, you'll gain six tips we learn from nature about how to build personal & professional resilience in

challenging times. 

Learn more >>

 

Click here for additional webinar opportunities. 

Get caught up on this week's COVID-19 related legislative news including:

Action Opportunity: Urge Congressional members to appropriate more funds to the EIDL program,

PPP, and other initiatives to support small businesses

State Insurance Commissioner to hold virtual Town Hall tomorrow

State of Baja launches economic support program

COVID-19 BUSINESS IMPACT SURVEY RESULTS

The latest results are in from the survey the Chamber is conducting with San Diego Regional EDC and San Diego and Imperial Small

Business Development Center to assess COVID-19's effect on San Diego’s economy. 

The full results are available here, and the three main takeaways are:

Few firms surveyed have closed permanently but temporary shutdowns are increasing. Only about 1% of survey

respondents have permanently closed their business, but 42% have temporarily shut down operations.

Vulnerable industries expect revenue impacts to continue. Compared to when the survey began in mid-March, more

firms in industries including arts and entertainment, food and beverage, retail, and tourism increasingly expect revenue

impacts to occur over the next 1-3 months, rather than immediately.

More businesses seek financial assistance and access to capital. Compared to earlier survey results, more businesses

are expressing interest in financing and capital to cope with the massive revenue shortfalls associated with COVID-19.

Read More



Visit the Community Resources page for opportunities to contribute time, resources, or talent to

organizations throughout the region. 

SMALL BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT

Bluewater Seafood Market and Grill- Mission Hills 

Open for takeout & curbside pickup. Also- 25% off to first responders, doctors, nurses and healthcare

workers.

San Diego Training Systems 

Virtual 1-on-1 Personal Training

Firehouse American Eatery PB  

Headquarters of Stay Home San Diego a nonprofit that brings groceries and much-needed supplies to

individuals over 65 in San Diego County. Call for specials. 

Optima Office, Inc 

Chamber members receive a 10% discount on all hourly HR and accounting services through June 2020

Mike Hess Brewing 

Special deals on six-packs, 32-oz canned growlers, cases and kegs at all locations.

See the full list of small business resources & offers here



Did you get this email forwarded from a friend? 

Sign up to receive our twice-weekly COVID-19 updates directly to your Inbox. 
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An update from the San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce
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Dear Randa,

This week I had the opportunity to join several of our Business Alliance Group and Policy Committee virtual meetings and it

was great to see members connecting and the support that exists between our members. Our diverse small businesses are

the heart of the Chamber and being part of these groups this week really brought to life the importance of the work we are

doing to support our region's businesses through this crisis and into recovery and beyond. I want to thank all of our

members for your support and investment in the Chamber. You're making the work we do possible.  

We have heard from many of you that the federal loan programs - EIDLs and PPP - are exhausted. Please know we are

working all channels to urge our members of Congress to find a resolution on this and get more funding for loans to help

our small businesses. You can help by contacting Congress. Read more on how to share your voice and other recent news

in our Legislative Update.

COVID-19 Business Impact Survey Results 

The latest results are in from the survey the Chamber is conducting with San Diego Regional EDC and San Diego and

Imperial Small Business Development Center to assess COVID-19's effect on San Diego’s economy. 

The full results are available here, and the three main takeaways are:

Few firms surveyed have closed permanently but temporary shutdowns are increasing . Only about 1% of

survey respondents have permanently closed their business, but 42% have temporarily shut down operations.

Vulnerable industries expect revenue impacts to continue . Compared to when the survey began in mid-March,

more firms in industries including arts and entertainment, food and beverage, retail, and tourism increasingly expect

revenue impacts to occur over the next 1-3 months, rather than immediately.

More businesses seek financial assistance and access to capital. Compared to earlier survey results, more

businesses are expressing interest in financing and capital to cope with the massive revenue shortfalls associated

with COVID-19.

Also, see below for next week's virtual programs. We are covering topics and issues you can use right now from tips on

remote work tools to resiliency strategies and leaning into your strengths. 

Please let us know how the Chamber can support you, our team is ready to help. For online support and information please

check our coronavirus business resource page. 

Best regards,

Jerry Sanders  

President & CEO

San Diego Regional

Chamber of Commerce

UPCOMING VIRTUAL PROGRAMS



REMOTE WORK SERIES: OFFICE 365 TRAINING 
April 21

Chamber member Managed Solution provides tips for Microsoft tools including Outlook, Teams, OneDrive.  

Learn more >>

 

LEADING IN A NEW REALITY 
April 22

The third in this weekly series will discuss leveraging your and your team’s strengths during a crisis, and how we can mobilize

extended family. 

Learn more >>

BUILD YOUR RESILIENCE 
April 23

Using the concept of bio-mimicry, you'll gain six tips we learn from nature about how to build personal &

professional resilience in challenging times.

Learn more >>



Our Policy Committee and Business Alliance Group meetings are being held virtually. Visit the events calendar for a full list of

meetings & programs. 

Get caught up on this week's COVID-19 related legislative news including:

Action Opportunity: Urge Congressional members to appropriate more funds to the EIDL program,

PPP, and other initiatives to support small businesses

State Insurance Commissioner to hold virtual Town Hall tomorrow

State of Baja launches economic support program

SMALL BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT

Bluewater Seafood Market and Grill- Mission Hills 

Open for takeout & curbside pickup. Also- 25% off to first responders, doctors, nurses and healthcare

workers.

San Diego Training Systems 

Virtual 1-on-1 Personal Training

Firehouse American Eatery PB  

Headquarters of Stay Home San Diego a nonprofit that brings groceries and much-needed supplies to

individuals over 65 in San Diego County. Call for specials. 

Optima Office, Inc 

Chamber members receive a 10% discount on all hourly HR and accounting services through June 2020

Mike Hess Brewing 

Special deals on six-packs, 32-oz canned growlers, cases and kegs at all locations.

Read More
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From: Kenneth Beck <news@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 8:00 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Economy relaunch petition: make sure Mid-Market has a voice 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa, 
 

Mid-Market companies must be represented on the COVID-19 "Opening the Country Councils." They need a seat at the table.

As a Mid-Market CEO, you know that Mid-Market companies are essential to global economic success. Combined, they create over $10
trillion dollars in gross receipts and 30 million jobs.

You also know that the programs in the COVID-19 stimulus packages focus on large companies and small businesses, but do not address
YOUR company needs. Currently, local, state, and federal governments are creating task forces to help plan the relaunch of the economy.

The Mid-Market must be represented! You need a seat at the table.

We are facing a once-in-a-generation event that impacts everyone. This is the time for people, companies, and organizations to come together
for the greater good.

Please take a moment to help ensure that Mid-Market companies have a seat at the table by doing the following:

Sign the Mid-Market “Seat At The Table” Petition, by clicking here.
Have all of your employees, friends, and family sign the petition too.
Forward this email to your elected officials (local, state, and federal).

Finally, if you would like to join the CEOC Mid-Market Taskforce click here.

You do great things on your own, but we can do even better things together!

Be healthy and safe.

Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer  | CEO Connection
Chairman  | Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991  | F 646.292.5129
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com

Unsubscribe from email communications

CEO Connection

338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791



COVID-19 Update 
April 16, 2020

Federal

To be Continued: Today, the Senate adjourned without reaching a deal to replenish the $350 billion fund designed to

aid small businesses during the coronavirus pandemic. Republican congressional leaders had been pushing for a straight

$250 billion boost to the Paycheck Protection Program, but Democrats, pointing out that other small business provisions

in the law were running out of money as well, demanded that a more robust package be considered. Negotiations are

expected to continue over the weekend.

 

Go Ask Your Governor: The White House announced its plan for reopening the economy today. Despite previous claims

by the President that he had the authority to unilaterally rescind stay-at-home orders, official guidance makes it clear that

governors will be responsible for deciding when businesses may open. The guidelines do not contain a timeline but do

contain benchmark testing and capacity criteria for states to use in their decision making.

 

Unemployment: More than 5 million additional unemployment claims were filed this week, bringing the most recent

four-week total to nearly 22 million new claims. The sheer volume of claims has overwhelmed some unemployment

divisions, and there are entire categories of unemployed who are currently ineligible to access the unemployment system

and are thus not counted in the totals. 

 

California

The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

26,838 tested positive

3,141 hospitalizations (A modest decline – 0.9%)

1,191 ICU  (1.4% increase)

864 deaths

 

Sick Pay: Governor Gavin Newsom today signed an executive order to support California workers from large employers in

the food sector industry impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic with two weeks of paid sick leave, filling a gap left by federal

relief that had provided similar paid leave benefits for employers with fewer than 500 workers.

 

“These workers on the front lines of this crisis are our unsung heroes for continuing to work to ensure that Californians have

food on their tables during these challenging times, and we must do everything in our power to make sure they are taken

care of at home and in the workplace. Making sure they have paid sick leave and added protections in their place of work is

critical,” said Governor Newsom.

 

Additionally, the Executive Order provides health and safety standards to increase worker and customer protection by

permitting workers at food facilities to wash their hands every 30 minutes, or as needed, to increase proper sanitation

From: Platinum Advisors <platinum@platinumadvisors.com> 
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measures.

 

 “I hope this will significantly address some of the anxiety our farmworkers have, anxiety our fast-food workers have, anxiety

around the delivery of our food and those workers have about their own health," Newsom said. “We don’t want you going to

work if you’re sick.”

  

In today’s press conference, Newsom noted 69 deaths in California over the past 24 hours, serving the reminder that "we're

not out of the woods, that we need to continue to be vigilant." There are still emerging coronavirus hotspots in California,

including a skilled nursing facility in Tulare.

 

First COVID Budget Hearing: Today, the Senate Budget Committee held a 4-hour COVID-19 response hearing with

only 2 masked senators physically present and 7 calling in remotely.

 

 

 

 

In short, the Administration, as well as the Legislative Analyst’s Office (LAO) painted a bleak outlook, a sharp turn from the

January fiscal outlook, when the State was anticipating a $21 billion surplus. Now, that surplus is likely gone, the State is

already looking at spending $7 billion in COVID response and could see a $35 billion revenue shortfall in the first year,

followed by an additional $85 billion revenue shortfall for several years thereafter, according to the LAO. As an example,

well into the 2012-13 Budget year, the State was still grappling with budget issues remaining from the 2008 Recession.

 

Because of the economic hit that the State is taking from COVID-19, unemployment rates are expected to exceed 12%

percent this year, bleeding into the coming years.

 

The Department of Finance (DOF) said that the federal stimulus package is not enough to address the State’s needs. Last

week, Governor Newsom sent a letter to Speaker Nancy Pelosi, requesting another $1 trillion for California and other

states. “Even $1 trillion won't be enough to avoid the hole we're in, but it will help us minimize the most devastating cuts,"

said DOF Chief Deputy Director Vivek Viswanathan. As the federal government is much better positioned to run deficits,

and the adequacy of the feds’ response will largely determine the pace of an eventual economic recovery, the State will be

leaning heavily on Congress for more relief.

 

The Governor’s Office still plans to release a revised budget of the January Proposal by May 14th but given the extension of

tax deadlines from April to July (which leads to a delay in estimating revenues), the State will not have a full budget picture

until the later summer months at best.

 

While the State’s historic budget reserve amount will be helpful, it will still most likely be looking at drastic cuts and

borrowing. Some potential piecemeal solutions that were floated today include:

 

1. Loans from other State special funds – there are currently approximately $10 billion in accumulated balances from

special funds (i.e. outside of the General Fund).

 

2. Deferrals: During prior budget crisis, the State has used deferrals, shifting payments from one period to another

period.

 

3. Fund shifts: Some funds that are traditionally used in one way can be shifted over to the General Fund for a period

of time.

 

4. Feds: A major form of assistance comes from the feds, although you can’t dictate what form of aid they provide.

 



Multiple legislators raised concerns about the near $1 billion contract that the State signed to procure hundreds of millions

of protective masks for the State. So far, there has been an air of secrecy around the contract, with reports of red flags in the

supplier’s record.  Senate Budget Chair sent a letter to Governor Newsom, requesting more information about the contract.

Many were expecting those details to emerge today – instead, they were met with more roadblocks from the Administration,

saying that releasing details at this moment may put the procurement of masks at risk because there is so much demand for

masks.

 

The Department of Finance provided an update on how the State’s emergency funding has been spent. To date, the State has

allocated $769 million out of SB 89 emergency funding legislation passed in March. Below is a summary of the allocations:

 

Bay Area

 First Case Reported in SF Jails: Today, Sheriff Paul Miyamoto confirmed the first case of the coronavirus among

inmates at San Francisco jails. Miyamoto said that the person who tested positive had been in custody 24 hours and had

been isolated from the general population.

 

County Jails Release Inmates: The San Mateo County Sheriff's Office is rapidly releasing inmates from county jails in

order to minimize the risk of COVID-19 spreading to those incarcerated locally. Between February 29 and April 13, the

sheriff's office released 382 inmates, lowering occupancy at the county's two correctional facilities to 39% of total capacity.

 

Senior Living Focus: San Mateo County’s Health Officer, Dr. Scott Morrow, slapped new requirements on senior living

communities Wednesday in an attempt to prevent COVID-19 from spreading among the county’s elderly. Morrow is

requiring that assisted care and skilled nursing facilities screen all employees and residents are screened for fever and signs

of respiratory illness. They’re also required to get PPE for employees and to tell the county within an hour of learning that a

resident or employee has tested positive for the virus.
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CalEPA signals willingness to relax some environmental rules during pandemic 

California Environmental Protection Agency officials are asking businesses to let them know which regulations they may

need relief from during the coronavirus pandemic, signaling that CalEPA may provide some leniency. Industry groups have

already cited the crisis in asking for delays to a host of rules under development at the agency and its departments, including

sales requirements for electric trucks, requirements for ships to connect to onshore power at port and emissions rules for

refrigerated trucks and shipping containers. 

Commerce locks up and retail sales plunge unprecedented 8.7% 

U.S. retail sales plummeted 8.7% in March, an unprecedented decline, as the viral outbreak forced an almost complete

lockdown of commerce nationwide. The deterioration of sales far outpaced the previous record decline of 3.9% that took

place during the depths of the Great Recession in November 2008.

 

Airlines Begin Pulling Passenger Seats to Make Room for Cargo 

With a global shortage of air cargo space and extraordinary demand to move emergency medical supplies, some overseas

passenger airlines are taking out the seats on aircraft to make more room for freight.

 

Commerce Locks Up and Retail Sales Plunge Unprecedented 8.7% 

U.S. retail sales plummeted 8.7% in March, an unprecedented decline, as the viral outbreak forced an almost complete

lockdown of commerce nationwide. The deterioration of sales far outpaced the previous record decline of 3.9% that took

place during the depths of the Great Recession in November 2008.

 

March US imports slammed by effects of COVID-19 

US imports from Asia in March fell to the lowest level in seven years as retailers and manufacturers pulled back on orders of

non-essential merchandise and inputs amid plunging consumer demand and factory closures caused by the coronavirus

disease 2019 (COVID-19).

 

FedEx Freight furloughs a ‘small number’ of workers 

A “small number” of employees at FedEx Freight, the company’s less-than-truckload (LTL) division, are being furloughed. 

FedEx confirmed reports that the furloughs will be “to align our workforce with current operational and business needs.” In

its statement, FedEx said the furloughs are “a temporary action that affects a very small percentage of our overall workforce,

and we will continue to evaluate the environment and bring back furloughed employees as business circumstances allow.”

 

Coronavirus Stimulus Boosts Access for Funding Harbors, Ports 

Additional funding for the Army Corps of Engineers to pursue port maintenance projects was approved in the $2.2 trillion

economic stimulus package that recently was signed into law.

 

Lead times are up 200% or more across the world 

Lead times from input manufacturers increased by 222% in China, 201% in Europe and 200% in the U.S. between March 17

and 30, according to a survey of 559 primarily U.S.-based companies conducted by the Institute for Supply Management

released Tuesday.

 

Seafarers in limbo as coronavirus hits shipping 

Hundreds of ship sailings have been cancelled as first ports in China, and then across the globe, have seen trade fall away -

with millions of workers and consumers in lockdown.

 

Why Can’t We Build Infrastructure Cheaply, Quickly and Well? 

As the nation hunkers down and confronts the coronavirus, there have been calls for a surge to build infrastructure to

restart the economy while we simultaneously repair, replace and modernize our fraying web of roads, bridges, and train,

power and fiber-optic lines. 

 



FEDERAL

To be Continued: Today, the Senate adjourned without reaching a deal to replenish the $350 billion fund designed to

aid small businesses during the coronavirus pandemic. Republican congressional leaders had been pushing for a straight

$250 billion boost to the Paycheck Protection Program, but Democrats, pointing out that other small business provisions

in the law were running out of money as well, demanded that a more robust package be considered. Negotiations are

expected to continue over the weekend.

 

Go Ask Your Governor: The White House announced its plan for reopening the economy today. Despite previous claims

by the President that he had the authority to unilaterally rescind stay-at-home orders, official guidance makes it clear that

governors will be responsible for deciding when businesses may open. The guidelines do not contain a timeline but do

contain benchmark testing and capacity criteria for states to use in their decision making.

 

Unemployment: More than 5 million additional unemployment claims were filed this week, bringing the most recent

four-week total to nearly 22 million new claims. The sheer volume of claims has overwhelmed some unemployment

divisions, and there are entire categories of unemployed who are currently ineligible to access the unemployment system

and are thus not counted in the totals. 

 

CALIFORNIA

The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

26,838 tested positive

3,141 hospitalizations (A modest decline – 0.9%)

1,191 ICU  (1.4% increase)

864 deaths

 

Sick Pay: Governor Gavin Newsom today signed an executive order to support California workers from large employers in

the food sector industry impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic with two weeks of paid sick leave, filling a gap left by federal

relief that had provided similar paid leave benefits for employers with fewer than 500 workers.

 

“These workers on the front lines of this crisis are our unsung heroes for continuing to work to ensure that Californians have

food on their tables during these challenging times, and we must do everything in our power to make sure they are taken

care of at home and in the workplace. Making sure they have paid sick leave and added protections in their place of work is

critical,” said Governor Newsom.

 

Additionally, the Executive Order provides health and safety standards to increase worker and customer protection by

permitting workers at food facilities to wash their hands every 30 minutes, or as needed, to increase proper sanitation

measures.

 

 “I hope this will significantly address some of the anxiety our farmworkers have, anxiety our fast-food workers have, anxiety

around the delivery of our food and those workers have about their own health," Newsom said. “We don’t want you going to

work if you’re sick.”

  

In today’s press conference, Newsom noted 69 deaths in California over the past 24 hours, serving the reminder that "we're



not out of the woods, that we need to continue to be vigilant." There are still emerging coronavirus hotspots in California,

including a skilled nursing facility in Tulare.

 

First COVID Budget Hearing: Today, the Senate Budget Committee held a 4-hour COVID-19 response hearing with

only 2 masked senators physically present and 7 calling in remotely. 

 

In short, the Administration, as well as the Legislative Analyst’s Office (LAO) painted a bleak outlook, a sharp turn from the

January fiscal outlook, when the State was anticipating a $21 billion surplus. Now, that surplus is likely gone, the State is

already looking at spending $7 billion in COVID response and could see a $35 billion revenue shortfall in the first year,

followed by an additional $85 billion revenue shortfall for several years thereafter, according to the LAO. As an example,

well into the 2012-13 Budget year, the State was still grappling with budget issues remaining from the 2008 Recession.

 

Because of the economic hit that the State is taking from COVID-19, unemployment rates are expected to exceed 12%

percent this year, bleeding into the coming years.

 

The Department of Finance (DOF) said that the federal stimulus package is not enough to address the State’s needs. Last

week, Governor Newsom sent a letter to Speaker Nancy Pelosi, requesting another $1 trillion for California and other

states. “Even $1 trillion won't be enough to avoid the hole we're in, but it will help us minimize the most devastating cuts,"

said DOF Chief Deputy Director Vivek Viswanathan. As the federal government is much better positioned to run deficits,

and the adequacy of the feds’ response will largely determine the pace of an eventual economic recovery, the State will be

leaning heavily on Congress for more relief.

 

The Governor’s Office still plans to release a revised budget of the January Proposal by May 14th but given the extension of

tax deadlines from April to July (which leads to a delay in estimating revenues), the State will not have a full budget picture

until the later summer months at best.

 

While the State’s historic budget reserve amount will be helpful, it will still most likely be looking at drastic cuts and

borrowing. Some potential piecemeal solutions that were floated today include:

 

1. Loans from other State special funds – there are currently approximately $10 billion in accumulated balances from

special funds (i.e. outside of the General Fund).

 

2. Deferrals: During prior budget crisis, the State has used deferrals, shifting payments from one period to another

period.

 

3. Fund shifts: Some funds that are traditionally used in one way can be shifted over to the General Fund for a period

of time.

 

4. Feds: A major form of assistance comes from the feds, although you can’t dictate what form of aid they provide.

 

Multiple legislators raised concerns about the near $1 billion contract that the State signed to procure hundreds of millions

of protective masks for the State. So far, there has been an air of secrecy around the contract, with reports of red flags in the

supplier’s record.  Senate Budget Chair sent a letter to Governor Newsom, requesting more information about the contract.

Many were expecting those details to emerge today – instead, they were met with more roadblocks from the Administration,

saying that releasing details at this moment may put the procurement of masks at risk because there is so much demand for

masks.

 

The Department of Finance provided an update on how the State’s emergency funding has been spent. To date, the State has



allocated $769 million out of SB 89 emergency funding legislation passed in March. Below is a summary of the allocations:
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Read Online

Reopening The World's Workplaces

Reopening The World's

Workplaces

The implications of COVID-19 have been

profound, and the path to business

recovery is evolving and fluid. This paper

is a briefing for occupiers of space and

landlords who manage their buildings -

wherever they are in the response-to-

recovery process. Read More

U.S. Airline Traffic Data

February 2020 U.S. Airline

Traffic Data (Preliminary)

U.S. airlines carried 6.7% more

scheduled service passengers in

February 2020 than in February 2019,

according to preliminary data filed with

the Bureau of Transportation Statistics

(BTS) by the 25 airlines that carry the

most passengers. Read more

TrustYou Review Insights Report

TrustYou Provides Outlook

for Global Hotel Industry

with Release of Global and

Regional Review Insights

Reports

TrustYou announced today the release of

its most ambitious data projects to date.

The in-depth and comprehensive Global

version of the Review Insights Report

highlights the state of online guest

reviews on a global level, along with

insights into the company’s own data

regarding the top hotel impact scores and

review sources of 2019. Read more
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U.S. Air Travel Consumer Report

U.S. Air Travel Consumer

Report: February 2020

Numbers

In February 2020, reporting marketing

carriers posted an on-time arrival rate of

83.8%, down from the 84.6% on-time rate

in January 2020 but up from 73.8% in

February 2019. Read more

Coronavirus Impact

HVS Report - The Impact of

COVID-19 on Hotel Values -

By Anne R. Lloyd-Jones ,

Suzanne R. Mellen , Tanya

J. Pierson

The COVID-19 pandemic and the related

restrictions on travel, business activity,

and individual movement are having an

unprecedented impact on our industry

and economy. Hotel owners, operators,

lenders, and investors are all facing

greater challenges than ever anticipated,

as they grapple with plummeting

occupancy, average rate (ADR), and

RevPAR and seek solutions to mitigate

the impact on EBITDA. Read more

U.S. Airline Employment Trends

February 2020 U.S.

Passenger Airline

Employment Data

The 22 U.S. scheduled passenger

airlines employed 3.6% more workers in

February 2020 than in February

2019 Read more

Hospitality Financial Leadership

Hospitality Financial

Leadership - Balance

Sheet: Financially, Nothing

Else Matters - By David

Lund

Over the years I have seen a lot of

messes in my career. Not only the ones

that catch your eye because of the clutter

and disorganization you see in the back

spaces of your hotel but I’m talking about

a mess on the balance sheet. Read

more



Forecasting In An Economic Decline

Forecasting in an Economic

Decline - Putting the Past to

Use Redux - Expense

Elasticity in a Downturn -

By Erich Baum

Reprising and updating a study from the

last downturn, this article surveys

operating expense elasticity in the

industry’s most recent period of acute

revenue loss, 2008–2009, using data

presented across a range of product

types and quality levels. The study is

intended to help industry participants

build or evaluate a forecast in a context of

economic decline and provides a

forecasting tool for the same. Read

more

Off-premise Dining

Consumers Are Still

Seeking Off-premises

Options from Restaurants

While it doesn’t come close to making up

for sales losses, a majority of consumers

are maintaining their off-premises usage

of restaurants. Read more

Market Report U.S.

March Flash Vintage of U.S.

Monthly GDP Visualizes

2020 First Quarter Growth

at 0.9%

e-forecasting.com's flash vintage of U.S.

monthly-GDP™, fell in March to $19,230

billion of chained 2012 dollars, expressed

at seasonally adjusted annual

rates. Read more



Hotel Digital Marketing In The Time Of

COVID-19

COVID-19 Hotel Recovery

Strategy: Top 10 Digital

Strategies While Travel is

on Pause - By Margaret

Mastrogiacomo, EVP

Strategy

Based on research from CBRE, from the

start of the US outbreak in January 2020,

it is predicted that it will take

approximately 6-10 months (June) for US

hotel demand to recover, and 12-16

months (December) for ADR and

RevPAR to recover. Therefore, hoteliers

need to take the necessary steps to

adequately prepare for recovery, while

also setting proper expectations and

KPIs. Read more

Managing During The Coronavirus

Outbreak

Managing Hotels During the

Coronavirus Outbreak -

Open or Closed, Think

Local - By Nicki Graham

Top tips to help you manage your

employees, marketing and strategy

during the coronavirus outbreak Read

more
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April, 17 2020

Read Online

Industry Partners: We Want

to Be There for Hotels

When Recovery Begins - By

Briana Gilmore

During HFTP’s second vendor-focused

Hangout on April 15, 125+ hospitality

technology solution providers came

together to give their perspectives on the

current state of the industry, as well as

what it would take for small and mid-sized

hospitality tech businesses to emerge

intact on the other side and be part of the

recovery process. The Hangout was

moderated by Rich Siegel, president of

Siegel Communications and publisher of

Hospitality Upgrade, a publication

dedicated to technology for the hospitality

industry. Read More

Market Report Canada

Canadian Hotel Industry

Reports Steep Year-over-

year Declines

During the week of 5-11 April, Canadian

hotel occupancy dropped 81.2% to 12%,

ADR fell 33.8% to 101.34 Canadian

dollars ($71.82) and RevPAR decreased

87.6% to CA$12.17 ($8.62). Read more

Coronavirus Impact

HotStats Annual Report -

Asia Profit Decline Deepens

Hopes for a 2020 rebound in hotel

performance in Asia were all but dashed

away by the emergence and spread of

the coronavirus. While 2019 was already

a down year, this year will likely outdo

it. Read more
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U.S. Lodging Tax

HVS Report - HVS COVID-

19 Impact on Lodging Tax

Revenues - By Thomas A.

Hazinski , Joseph Hansel

Based on patterns of recovery following

the two most recent recessions, HVS

projected the lodging tax revenues of 24

U.S. urban markets. Compared to a

baseline scenario without the pandemic,

HVS estimates combined lodging tax

losses across these markets could range

from $4.0 to $5.5 billion. Losses of this

magnitude will force stakeholders to

consider steps such as debt refinancing

or seeking alternative revenue streams

until the hospitality industry recovers from

this pandemic. Read more

The New Normal

Horwath Industry Report:

Hospitality – Planning for

the ‘New Normal’ - By Philip

Bacon

With the arrival of the COVID-19 Black

Swan, where you were on the curve of

your own business cycle will determine

your plan for the immediate future and

how you eventually emerge from the

crisis – Philip Bacon, from Horwath HTL

Spain reviews key issues with a series of

questions to determine your planning

strategy for the 'New Normal'. Read

more

The World's Workplaces

Reopening The World's

Workplaces

The implications of COVID-19 have been

profound, and the path to business

recovery is evolving and fluid. This paper

is a briefing for occupiers of space and

landlords who manage their buildings -

wherever they are in the response-to-

recovery process. Read more



Stay Home, Send Beds

Choice Hotels Joins Serta

'Stay Home, Send Beds'

Initiative, Enabling Loyalty

Members to Donate Points

Towards Hospital Mattress

Donations

Beginning today, members of Choice

Hotels’ award-winning Choice Privileges

loyalty program can donate their points

towards beds for hospitals in need, and

Choice will increase the impact by

matching 100 percent of donated Choice

Privileges points for a limited time. Read

more

#FirstRespondersFirst

#FirstRespondersFirst and

IHG Hotels & Resorts

Partner to House Frontline

COVID-19 Teams

Nationwide

National partnership sees donation of

rooms worth 50 million IHG Rewards

Club points and dedicated VIP

reservation service Read more

Operations During A Pandemic

Hotel Operations in the

COVID Era - By Ajay

Mehtani , Dipti Mohan

Social distancing has become the new

normal in today's COVID-19 world and

hotels need to re-evaluate and update

their SOPs to quickly adapt to this

change. This document will help hotels in

the planning process for the formulation

of COVID-19 related SOPs. Read more



Coronavirus Thermal Imaging

Thermal Imaging and Its

Potential Effect on The

Travel and Hospitality

Sector - By Alan E. Young

These days, you can’t help but notice that

virtually every COVID-19 news clip has

repeatedly depicted a person being

screened for fever using some device that

looks like it is from Star Trek. The use of

the non-contact handheld infra-red

thermometer has become, somewhat

disturbingly, commonplace. So does this

mean our 'new normal' will include the

frequent practice of our temperatures

being monitored via these portable

infrared devices wherever we go? Read

more

Hotel Vs. OTAs

What Hoteliers Have

Learned About the Big Two

OTAs During COVID-19

Crisis - Travolution

Why is it that when Covid-19 comes

along we realise that we are not insured

against the unknown, not even the

unknown unknowns made famous by

Donald Rumsfeld? What we do know is

that our insurance industry will find an

escape clause - and one that we always

knew would be unknown to us? Read

more

Hotel Marketing Advice

Campaigns Your Hotel

Email Marketing Needs

With the large bulk of bookings at your

hotel coming from the world wide web,

implementing a strategy around your

hotel email marketing is critical. Gone are

the days of agents making inbound

phone reservations. With phone

reservations, it allows the agent to build a

relationship using voice interaction and

personality. Generating less phone

reservations in 2020, automated and

personalized communication is the key

via email blasts. Read more



Holistic Brand Management

Why Airbnb Made a Big

Mistake by Ditching Its

Marketing - Fast Company

The lesson here for any company is that

holistic brand management should be the

new marketing. Read more
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GLOBAL: New ABS report

addresses shipping's energy

transition

In its latest Low Carbon Shipping Outlook,

ABS argues that there are three elements to

the decarbonisation challenge – vessel

energy efficient technologies, operational

optimisation and low carbon fuels.

READ MORE...
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Seahawk Services

 

EUROPE: CLECAT calls for

‘clarity and dialogue’ on bunker

surcharges during COVID-19

outbreak

CLECAT, the European Association for

Forwarding, Transport, Logistics and

Customs Services, has voiced its concern

that carriers are using the bunker adjustment

factor as ‘a revenue-raising tool as well as a

cost-recovery’ during the COVID-19 crisis.

READ MORE...

 

EUROPE: MINSHIP begins bulk

carrier biofuel trial

Bavarian ship management company and its

subsidiary MINMARINE have announced

that the M/V Trudy, a bulk carrier in their

fleet of managed vessels, was refuelled at

the Port of Rotterdam today with GoodFuels’

sustainable Bio-fuel Oil MR1-100.

READ MORE...



 

AMERICAS: NYC Ferry takes

delivery of low-emission ferries

Hornblower’s NYC Ferry operation has taken

delivery of two low-emission, Tier 4

compliance passenger ferries designed by

Incat Crowther.

READ MORE...

 

ASIA PACIFIC: VARD to construct

hybrid SOV for offshore

renewable energy sector

Fincantieri subsidiary VARD is to design and

build a service operation vessel, featuring

hybrid and diesel electric propulsion, for Ta

San Shang Marine, a joint venture between

Mitsui O.S.K. Lines and Ta Tong Marine.

READ MORE...

 

GLOBAL: Teekay reiterates IMO

2020 compliance strategy; still

says ‘no’ to scrubbers

In its 2019 Sustainability Report published

this week, Teekay says, ‘The scrubber in its

present form is not an optimal solution to

deal with the stringent and growing

limitations to sulphur emission.'

READ MORE...

 



Get noticed with Bunkerspot

In today’s competitive maritime environment,

advertising via Bunkerspot will enable you to

deliver your company message directly to

your target market in a highly cost-effective

and dynamic way.

For subscription and advertising options,

contact: 

Steve Simpson 

Advertising Sales Manager

Tel: +44 1295 814455 x 203

Email: steve@petrospot.com  

To find out more or to subscribe  

Read More...

Bunkerspot Magazine

View Media Kit here

Keep in touch with breaking news on the

marine fuels sector, by signing up

to Bunkerspot's RSS news feed. Find out

more here

 
books

Save 25% when you purchase any

Petrospot book pack

Petrospot publishes some of the most

influential text books on marine fuels,

shipping and marine surveying and is the go-

to source for comprehensive yet easy to

read books, appealing to both newcomers

and experts alike.

All books are available to buy individually or

purchase a Technical Pack, Basic Bunker

Pack, Advanced Bunker Pack or Marine

Surveying Pack and SAVE 25%.

BROWSE ALL PETROSPOT BOOKS
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Magazine

Bunker Price Index

Bunkerspot is published by Petrospot Limited.

For more information on Petrospot Limited visit

www.petrospot.com or call +44 1295 814455.

© Petrospot Limited 2020 (Company No. 4768142).
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From: Morning Consult <reply@em.morningconsult.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 8:58 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Morning Consult Brands: BBDO Lays Off New York Chief Creative Officer, Production Head 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

By Alyssa Meyers

Top Stories

BBDO Worldwide let go of two of its top executives, New York Chief Creative Officer Greg

Hahn and Director of Integrated Production Dave Rolfe, in the highest-profile layoffs in the

U.S. advertising industry during the pandemic. Hahn, who joined BBDO in 2005, is known

for steering some of the agency's best campaigns for clients such as FedEx Corp., HBO and

AT&T Inc., and Rolfe, who had been with the agency since 2012, is largely credited for

introducing the concept of "integrated production," which has now become standard in the

ad industry, when he was at CPB. (Ad Age)

Nick Tran, Hulu's vice president of brand marketing and culture, is leaving the company to

serve as TikTok's head of marketing for North America starting Monday. Tran's exit marks

the second high-level departure from the streaming service to a social media platform in two

weeks, after Peter Naylor, Hulu's former head of advertising, left to work at Snap Inc.

(Adweek)

WPP PLC Chief Executive Mark Read said the holding company will "have to expect there

will be layoffs," following WPP agency Grey New York's decision to furlough 3.5 percent of

its staff. Read added that the company is working to protect its employees and will do

"everything we can" to bring back furloughed employees in three months. (Ad Age)

Chart Review

Face Masks in High Demand, but Consumers Say They Want to Pay Only $1 for

One 

Morning Consult



Events Calendar (All Times Local)

04/17/2020

Martin Sorrell On Weathering The Global Crisis: Ad Age Virtual Pages 11:00 am

04/20/2020

Amazon Strategies Virtual Forum

Elevate AI: Live Virtual Event 3:00 pm

Politico's Playbook Virtual Briefing with Momofuku Restaurant Group
Founder David Chang and Chief Executive Marguerite Mariscal, on what
Washington can do to help the restaurant industry

9:00 am

04/21/2020

Discover MarTech: A Virtual Event For Strategies & Solutions

Amazon Strategies Virtual Forum

Weathering the Storm: Brand Management in the COVID-19 Era 12:30 pm

Best Practices & Tactics in Social Media Marketing During COVID-19 2:00 pm

04/22/2020

Discover MarTech: A Virtual Event For Strategies & Solutions

PRWeek Convene: Communicating in the Coronavirus Era 12:00 pm

Amazon Strategies Virtual Forum

SOF Digital Discussion: Survey Says: Measuring Public Opinion Amid
Pandemic

1:30 pm

View full calendar

Special Report - Weathering the Storm: Brand
Management in the COVID-19 Era

The coronavirus pandemic is the most complex and multifaceted threat that brand and

business leaders have faced in the 21st century. Our new special report, Weathering the Storm:

Brand Management in the COVID-19 Era, is the quintessential resource for communications,

marketing and insights executives navigating their brands through this difficult time.



Advertising

Every COVID-era commercial is the same, and this video supercut proves it 

Joe Berkowitz, Fast Company

YouTuber Microsoft Sam edited together a video of ads made during the era of the

coronavirus that share a nearly identical style, which tends to include B-roll and messages of

solidarity.

The Ad Council Launches A Private Marketplace For White House Coronavirus

Messaging 

Garett Sloane, Ad Age

The platform, launched with the help of The Trade Desk and Cadreon, will let publishers

programmatically donate ad space for coronavirus PSAs.

Can Ad Tech Provide an Alternative to Traditional Upfronts? 

Ronan Shields, Adweek

Some emerging companies believe they have a way to better trade ad placement opportunities

down the line, as the coronavirus derails upfronts.

Comcast's FreeWheel Rolling Out Unified Ad Decisioning Across Direct,

Programmatic 

Karlene Lukovitz, MediaPost

Comcast Corp.'s ad-server business is rolling out a capability for buyers and sellers to make

deals across all demand sources for both direct-sold and programmatic advertising, which

NBCUniversal and The Trade Desk are already using.

Why That Viral 'NY Tough' Video From an Agency Seemed to Vanish Overnight 

Erik Oster, AgencySpy

Brooklyn-based agency Convicts' "NY Tough" video reached millions, but filmmakers said the

agency used their footage without permission.

Behind ESPN's Sponsorship Approach For Its Highly Anticipated Michael Jordan

Documentary 

E.J. Schultz, Ad Age

The documentary will have limited ad time, which will only go to presenting sponsors State

Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co., Reese's, Facebook Inc. and an unnamed fourth

sponsor in the pharmaceutical category.

Uncle Ben's Connects Distanced Families Via Cooking 

Steve Ellwanger, MediaPost



The new campaign, created by agency Energy BBDO, features a real-life father and daughter

and was filmed in an unoccupied apartment with a minimal number of cast members. 

A New Honda Ad, Made During Quarantine, Ends With a Surprise Twist 

T.L. Stanley, Adweek

Memac Ogilvy used a miniature car attached to a hook and fishing line to create a car

commercial entirely from home.

'We pulled every lever to protect jobs': Hill Holliday parts with 10% of total staff 

Oliver McAteer, Campaign

The Interpublic Group of Companies agency let go of no more than 30 employees in Boston

and New York.

Internal Memo: DDB U.S. President, COO Tells Staff 'We Have Completed Our

Tasks for Today' After Layoffs in Chicago 

Erik Oster, AgencySpy

After DDB Chicago laid off about 30 employees across all departments, in addition to

furloughs and salary reductions, one source said President and Chief Operating Officer Paul

Gunning's end-of-day email came across as insensitive. 

Production problems are leading marketers to try crowdsourcing marketing

again 

Seb Joseph, Digiday

Crowdsourced campaigns are inexpensive, and also tend to draw less criticism for being

perceived as ignorant, as they highlight human stories. 

Ad Industry Bodies Urge Michigan Governor To Recant Ban On Advertising

Nonessential Items 

Ilyse Liffreing, Ad Age

The Association of Advertising Agencies, the American Advertising Federation, Association of

National Advertisers, Interactive Advertising Bureau and Network Advertising Initiative

released a statement asking the Michigan governor to walk back a ban that prevents retailers

from advertising nonessential items and property owners from advertising short-term rentals.

Barry Diller: Expedia normally spends $5 billion on ads but probably 'won't

spend $1 billion' this year 

Megan Graham, CNBC

Expedia Group Inc. Chairman Barry Diller said the company typically spends about $5 billion

a year on advertising, but will likely not spend even $1 billion this year.

Media and Entertainment



Live Sports and Entertainment Are Shut. Sponsorships Are Taking a Hit. 

Sahil Patel, The Wall Street Journal

The cancellation of live sports and other events has disrupted 120,000 sponsorship

agreements with over 5,000 brands, according to consulting company IEG.

AMC Networks Rolls Out Upfront Portal to Assist Buyers During Pandemic 

Jason Lynch, Adweek

AMC Networks Inc.'s latest upfront strategy is Upfront Connect, an online hub that lets buyers

see full seasons of AMC Networks programs, upcoming original shows and The Content Room,

the company's branded content studio.

Google to waive ad serving fees and provide aid to shrinking newsrooms 

Jessica Goodfellow, Campaign

The tech giant will waive serving fees for select publishers for five months, as news outlets

struggle to stay afloat during the coronavirus crisis. 

The Biggest Live-Sports Fans Are Still Watching TV, Even Without New Games 

Jason Lynch, Adweek

Die-hard sports fans are watching other genres with league games canceled, and increased

their TV viewing by 10 percent from March 8- 29, according to Nielsen.

Social Media and Technology

Verizon Uses Twitter To Support Small Businesses In Uncertain Times 

E.J. Samson, Ad Age

Verizon Communications Inc. partnered with Twitter Inc.'s Live Brand Studio for a livestream

campaign that features performances by top artists and entertainers.

Microsoft Joins NBA to Personalize Games for Basketball Fans 

Nico Grant, Bloomberg

Microsoft Corp. and the National Basketball Association Inc. partnered to use cloud

computing and artificial intelligence in order to create personalized games for fans.

Snapchat Shares 5 Tips for Brands Looking to Use Its AR Lenses 

David Cohen, Adweek

Snapchat advised brands to provide entertaining or educational experiences and to use

augmented reality to let users "try" products and turn their homes into showrooms.

PR and Marketing



When Even Amazon Is Sold Out of Exploding Kittens 

Karen Weise, The New York Times

As shipping delays create confusion and frustration, some regular Amazon.com Inc. customers

are turning toward other retailers. 

Costco Is Thriving During The Coronavirus Pandemic. Its Workers Say They've

Paid The Price. 

Brianna Sacks et al., BuzzFeed News

Costco Wholesale Corp. employees said management moved slowly to respond to the

coronavirus crisis and was not transparent about confirmed cases of the virus at the company.

Taco Bell is launching a new flavor of Doritos Locos despite workers begging the

chain to stop encouraging customers to swarm stores 

Irene Jiang, Business Insider

The fast-food chain is releasing its new flavor via drive-thru and delivery, even though workers

have expressed concerns that promotions result in increased traffic which risks their safety.

Starbucks is preparing to reopen cafes as local coronavirus conditions allow 

Amelia Lucas, CNBC

The company has been relying on drive-thru and delivery sales, but is planning to reopen some

locations and will extend catastrophe paid leave for baristas until the end of May.

Going Out to Eat Will Look Different When Lockdowns Lift 

Leslie Patton et al., Bloomberg

When restaurants reopen, it will likely be without some offerings like self-serve buffets or

shared appetizers.

Procter & Gamble US sales surged 10% as consumers stocked up ahead of

coronavirus outbreak 

Amelia Lucas, CNBC

United State sales spiked in the third quarter, but changes in foreign currency had a negative

impact on overall revenue, so the company cut its revenue forecast for fiscal 2020.

Opinions, Editorials, Perspectives and Research

After Social Distancing, a Strange Purgatory Awaits 

Juliette Kayyem, The Atlantic

Kayyem, a former Department of Homeland Security official, said social norms dictated by the

coronavirus will likely linger for years to come.
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From: Paycor <mktg@paycor.com> 

Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 10:01 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Expert advice on COVID, HR software built for leaders 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Paycor

For 30 years, Paycor has partnered with SMB leaders, so we
know what you need

We’re new in town and although our name might not ring a bell, we’re very familiar with supporting

organizations like yours.

    

More than 40,000 SMBs trust their HR and payroll to Paycor because for 30 years, we’ve been listening

to and partnering with leaders of small and medium-sized business, so we know what you need: HR software

that saves time and deep industry expertise to help you see around corners, stay compliant and optimize

every aspect of the way you manage people.

    

To help leaders stay on top of COVID-19, including the latest regulations and compliance

implications, we’ve created the COVID-19 Support Center for SMB Leaders. It’s updated with explainers

on the latest legislation, tips to communicate with employees and downloadable templates you can customize

as needed.

    

Paycor lives by the motto: Take Care of Customers First and Do the Right Thing. They are our guiding

principles, and they shape the decisions we make to support you during this challenging time and set you up

for growth in the future.

             Visit COVID-19 Support Center             

Paycor logo

4811 Montgomery Road,
Cincinnati, OH 45212 USA 

Unsubscribe · View online



From: "Daily SDBJ.com eNews" <e-edition@sdbj.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 10:06 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: SDBJ.com Daily eNews 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

 
San Diego Business Journal Daily eNews

Click on a headline below for the full story 

San Diego County Fair Postponed to 2021
Due to COVID-19

“The health and safety of our community takes
precedence during this unprecedented time of crisis,”
said Tim Fennell, CEO and general manager of the Del
Mar Fairgrounds.   

April 16, 2020

Chicago Firm Acquires Two Life Science
Buildings In Sorrento Mesa

The Two Buildings Have a Total Of 234,000 Square
Feet of Space   

April 16, 2020

TTE AWARDS

North San Diego Business Chamber:
Message from President And CEO, Debra
Rosen

A Message from North San Diego Business Chamber's

President and CEO, Debra Rosen, on COVID-19 

April 16, 2020

Jack in the Box Names New CEO

Harris will also join the Jack in the Box Board of

Directors effective on the start of his employment no

later than June 15, 2020. 

April 16, 2020

Robotics Startup Provides Platform For
Security, Defense And Industry

Leading Way With Cutting Edge Drone Technology 

April 16, 2020



San Diego Regional EDC: Message from
President And CEO, Mark Cafferty

A Message from San Diego Regional EDC's President

and CEO, Mark Cafferty, on COVID-19. 

April 16, 2020

April Will Tell Us More About Home Market

Real Estate Sales Listed As Essential Service During

Pandemic 

April 16, 2020

Bumble Bee Foods Rebrands to Meet
Consumer Needs

FOOD: Local Historic Canned Seafood Co. Moves

Away From Turbulent Past 

April 16, 2020

San Diego Restaurants Open for Business

A list of the San Diego restaurants offering delivery,

take-out and drive-thru options, during the COVID-19

crisis. 

April 16, 2020

Santee Auto Repair Property Sold For $5.7M

Property is occupied by Service King 

April 16, 2020

Westcore Buys Phoenix Industrial Building
For $12.4M

Building is 148,689 square-feet 

April 16, 2020

Carlsbad Retail Condos Sold For $3.6M

Project has three retail units 

April 16, 2020

CEO AWARDS

 

San Diego Business Journal | 4909 Murphy Canyon Rd., Suite 200 | San Diego, CA 92123 | (858) 277-6359
Copyright © 2018. All Rights Reserved.

A Southern California™ publication.

SUBSCRIBE today: Includes the print edition, digital edition, annual Book of Lists (plus FREE PDFS of updated lists), 
and FREE ACCESS to SDBJ archives.   Click Here to SUBSCRIBE
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From: National City Chamber of Commerce <reynoso@nationalcitychamber.org> 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 12:01 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Business Hookups and News 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

April 17, 2020

Member News & Updates

Stay informed and up to date on the latest business news and resources. Support commerce and work with us to to build a resilient local
economy.

Visit our Website

Membership
50% OFF

NEW MEMBER DISCOUNT
Enter code

COVID-19 at checkout to save!
(Valid April 20 - Thru May 31)

* For Businesses with 5 employees or less

JOIN NOW

Upcoming Events

April 29, 2020 - VIRTUAL JOB FAIR

Register as an Employer or Job Seeker before Monday,
April 20, 2020.

SPONSORSHIPS AVAILABLE!
Press Release

REGISTER

May 28, 2020 - CENTURION AWARDS

Register for our Annual Centurion Awards to honor our
local community heroes in Education, Public Safety, and
Government.

SPONSORSHIPS AVAILABLE!

REGISTER

COVID-19 UPDATES

Keep up to date on the latest COVID-19 business
resources.

Link to Additional Resources

US Chamber Grants $5,000 to Small Businesses



The grant application will go live on Monday, April 20 at 12:00 PM PT /
I:00 PM MT / 9:00 AM Hawaii. To learn more about the Save Small Business
Fund and to apply for a grant, visit www.savesmallbusiness.com

Applications Open April 20 at 12 PM

U.S. Chamber of Commerce Foundation – in partnership
with Vistaprint and a coalition of supporting companies,
foundations, and philanthropic donors – is working to
provide financial relief through the Save Small Business
Fund.
 
The Fund is providing $5,000 in short-term relief to
employers across the United States, including chambers of

commerce. These one-time supplemental cash grants are for businesses that
have between three and 20 employees and operate in an economically
vulnerable community (bottom 80% of zip codes in the country).

Senator Hueso Hosts Small Biz Tele
Conference on April 16th

Learn about Small Biz Resources during COVID-19 from the State Board of
Equalization, South County Economic Development Council, and the Small
Business Development Center.

WATCH HERE

KSDY 50 OFFERS $2,500 PROMO GIFT !

KSDY 50, local media partner and chamber member,
leads the way by offering a FREE $2,500 Promotional
Package for Small Businesses!

Rotational TV Crawlers (English/ Spanish broadcast)
Hosted Interview (Remote or in location)
Social media engagement (Stories, Posts,
Giveaways

TAKE ADVANTAGE

National City Chamber of Commerce

901 National City Blvd.

National City, CA 91950

Unsubscribe rconiglio@portofsandiego.org

Update Profile | About Constant Contact

Sent by reynoso@nationalcitychamber.org

in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!



From: Executives Unlimited Inc. <customerservice@executivesunlimited.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 12:18 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Adapting to Consumer Needs During the COVID-19 Outbreak 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Three Ways to Become Change Ready as a Leader

Adapting to
Consumer Needs

During the COVID-
19 Outbreak

Millennials are constantly influencing our

perceptions and reshaping the way our

world works, including how we enjoy dining

and health experiences. Their interests in

technology and sustainability are leading

manufacturers, distributors, and even

restaurants to reexamine their products

and services. Over the past few years,

services like Doordash, Instacart, and Blue

Apron have made it incredibly easy for

consumers to get their favorite foods

delivered right to their door.

Prior to the global pandemic that we are all

now experiencing, there was an

accelerated movement toward healthier,

sustainable, higher-quality products and

more dynamic eatery experiences in the

foodservice industry. Some leaders had

been wavering in their progress to get on

board, and those who were slow to the

take are at risk of being left behind. 

How is the foodservice industry to survive

the economic turbulence? Through

resilience and adaptation.

 



32450f2f-bdb2-44c4-89f3-d8293aaece98.jpg

Supporting Our Clients

Over the years we have had the pleasure of partnering with small businesses across many industries. Recent events have

severely impacted this important sector of our economic community.  Executives Unlimited is committed to helping our current

and former clients in any way possible, including utilizing our powerful network to bring wider awareness to companies who are

creatively working to make their products and services available.

 

We are happy to introduce you to Jafflz. Jafflz is a gourmet, All Natural Toasted Pocket with NO FAKE STUFFZ. These savory

treats are fully cooked, pre-toasted and stuffed with Yumminess. And since they are ready in minutes they can be enjoyed any

time of the day. Jafflz taste great and are packed with protein and little to no added sugar. Flavors include Sloppy Joe, Mac and

Cheese, and Ham, Egg and Cheese.

Jafflz is currently offering a 35% discount to friends of EUI by using the promo code Jafflz35. Please check out their website

at jafflz.com and we thank you in advance for your support!

 

Working together will bring us through these tough times. 

 

If you would like us to spotlight your business, or can provide any of our advisory or consultative services, please give us a call. 

 

We are here to help.

OUR OFFICE LOCATIONS

Long Beach, CA (HQ)

Salt Lake City, UT

Stamford, CT

OFFICE PHONE NUMBERS

562-627-3800 

(direct and int’l.)

866-957-4466 

(toll free, U.S. only)

Copyright © 2019 Executives Unlimited, Inc. All rights reserved.   

Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.

in



From: Kenneth Beck <Kenneth.Beck@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 1:10 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: What happens next: CoronaVirus CEO Action Calls 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa, 

It is time to discuss what happens when the economy re starts. 

Two additional calls have been added. Sign up for our small-group interactive video discussions for you to connect, share insights, and to strategize with other Mid-
Market CEOs regarding the Coronavirus and the restart of the economy :

Monday, April 20 at 5:30 p.m. ET 
Monday, April 27 at 5:30 p.m. ET

All calls have had wait-lists so sign up now : Register here for the call 

We will take the first eight registrants for each meeting and then go to a wait-list.

As a reminder, here is the call agenda:

Confidential, Small Group, Video Meetings. CEOC will convene a series of small, interactive, 60-minute video conference calls for our
Premium members. This format will enable close, confidential conversation and meaningful dialogue. We will consider scaling this
program to additional CEO members as well.
Focused Agenda. The agenda for each meeting will be focused on each CEO sharing what he/she is seeing and doing in four areas:

Individual Observations – Both in the U.S. and internationally (if applicable);
Financial/Business Impact – Impact to operations, supply chain and financials;
People strategy – Communication/morale/remote work strategies; and,
Forecast/Planning - Insights about what might happen next, ways to prepare, etc.

Register here for the call

If you cannot make these virtual meetings but want to be kept informed send an email to events@ceoconnection.com. 

Our country is at its best when faced with a common challenge. I have full faith that the government (both parties) and medical experts will put
their differences aside and once again, as Americans have always done in the face of adversity, rise to the occasion to find a solution that will
stop the spread of this disease.   In the meantime, we as the Mid-Market business community will join together to help each other manage the
challenges ahead.

You do great things on your own … we can do even greater things together!

Speak to you soon.

Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer | CEO Connection
Chairman | Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991 | F 646.292.5192
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com 

Unsubscribe from email communications

CEO Connection

338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791



From: Kenneth Beck <news@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 1:45 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Invite: CEO discussion re COVID-19 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa,

We have added interactive video discussions for CEOs through our Mid-Market Action Committees so you can connect, share insights, and to
strategize regarding the COVID-19 impact on specific functional areas.

The calls will be hosted on the following dates and times: 

Digital Transformation Committee - Wednesday, April 22 at 5:30 p.m. ET 
Government Partnership Committee - Wednesday, April 29 at 5:30 p.m. ET 
Women’s Advisory Board - Monday, May 4 at 5:30 p.m. ET 
Talent Management Committee - Wednesday, May 6 at 5:30 p.m. ET 

You can register for any of the calls by clicking this link. We will take the first eight registrants for each meeting and then go to a wait-list.

The meetings will be confidential, Small Group, Video discussions that are Interactive, 60-minute conversation to ensure meaningful dialogue. 

The agenda for each meeting will be focused on each CEO sharing what he/she is seeing and doing in the respective committee area.

The weekly calls all have wait-lists so sign up now.  

Finally, if you just want to talk, I will be available for any one-on-one calls and will help you in any way I can.
 
We are facing a once in a generation event that impacts everyone.  This is the time for people, companies, and organizations to come together
for the greater good.
 
To that end, we have shifted all of CEO Connection’s energy and resources to focus on helping you, our community, and our country come
through the COVID-19 crisis. 

We will get through this together.

Kenneth Beck WG'87
Chief Executive Officer  | CEO Connection
Chairman  | Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991  | F 646.292.5129
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com

Unsubscribe from email communications

CEO Connection

338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791



From: MANA de San Diego <manasd@manasd.org> 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 2:25 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: An Update from MANA de San Diego 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

 

A Message from MANA's Interim Executive Director
 

April 17, 2020

 

Estimada Familia de MANA de San Diego,

I hope this email finds you well and that you are doing all you can to stay healthy and safe.

We are all going through a lot together during these unprecedented times, and living a day at a time,

while trying to follow Local, State and Federal guidelines, and it can be very overwhelming. There is

quite a bit of information being published and MANA de San Diego has been simplifying the information

to put it at the fingertips of our members. We created a COVID-19 web page on our MANA website. This

page contains important links that will take you to current information on the Coronavirus Pandemic and

related resources. We included links on current updates from our government agencies, small business

loan opportunities, food bank resources, employment development department and a few others.

We have reached out to our Hermanitas’ families to check on their well-being and together with our

Advocacy Committee, will be initiating a calling campaign, to personally reach out to our MANA

members, to offer support and assistance to anyone that is in need. These are trying times and not

everyone is equipped with the appropriate tools to access the information and resources being offered

so MANA is here to support you in this process.

We have seen many people come together during this time of crisis, to support each other in whatever

ways possible, and our MANA members have been right there doing the same. We have heard stories of

members helping each other by buying and delivering groceries to other hermanas, picking up

prescriptions for each other and reaching out just to talk, and this is just to name a few. In spite of the

situation, the spread of love and support continues and we appreciate all those making these

contributions.

I want to encourage anyone that is in need of any type of support to please reach out to us via phone

at (619) 297-0115 or email at manasd@manasd.org. We are here to help you! I ask that you stay

strong and know that this too shall pass and we will be back to living our normal lives before we know

it.

Juntos podemos lograr mucho, apoyandonos unos a otros! Bendiciones y un fuerte abrazo.

 

Saludos,

Elena Perez

Interim Executive Director

MANA de San Diego

(619) 415-3485 Cell



 

Felicidades to MANA Hermanitas and Scholarship Recipients:
MANA members, let us congratulate our Hermanitas and scholarship recipients as they complete

another year of high school, and for many of them, their first year of college! Well done, HerMANAs.

 

 

Other Community Information                  

SDG&E Energy Tips: Wonder where your energy dollars go? Find out your home’s energy use

breakdown and get a personalized savings action plan at sdge.opower.com. You need to be an

SDG&E My Account user and you can sign up at sdge.com/myaccount. 

Employment Opportunities 

Community Health Group: Multiple opportunities, Qualcomm: Multiple openings, County of San

Diego: Housing Specialist II, U.S. Bank: Multiple openings

Please help MANA achieve its mission

 

Federal Tax ID: 33-0821060 
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From: Dina Love <dlove@goengineer.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 2:38 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: GoEngineer Blog - See What's New! 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

7 Steps to Set Up a Fatigue Analysis, 3D Printing Community Tackles COVID-19, Altair Guest Blog Series, and More

GoEngineer

APRIL PROMOS | BLOG | DESIGN FROM HOME | WEBINARS | CONTACT US

COVID-19_3DPrintedFaceShieldsPPEforHealthcareWorkers3.jpg

3D Printing World Responds Quickly
TO AID IN BATTLE WITH COVID-19

COVID-19 has affected us all by now, either directly or indirectly and companies have had to adapt fast to the changing economic

landscape. The 3D Printing world has responded quickly. Makers, hobbyists, and major 3D printer manufacturers alike are all united

in a singular cause. 

LEARN MORE

fatigue-analysis-0.png

7 Steps to Perform a Fatigue Analysis 
IN SOLIDWORKS SIMULATION

Setting up a fatigue analysis in SOLIDWORKS Simulation will allow us to determine whether a product will be able to withstand

usage requirements over a period of time and not just if the product will hold up a single specified load environment.

LEARN MORE



Altair-Inspire-cast-Common-Mesh-issues-sleeves.png

8 Altair Inspire Cast Tips: Meshing Issues
TIP #1 SLEEVES

Having trouble getting your high-pressure die casting simulation to mesh? The problem may be in the long, thin geometric features.

Specifically the sleeve on a hot chamber. Check out this quick tip for how to remove troublesome features from your mesh and other

tutorials in our eight-part Altair Inspire Cast series.

LEARN MORE

Capture12.png

Creaform VX Inspect Tutorial
SCAN ONLY BLUEPRINT WORKFLOW

The most robust use of any Inspection Software is to have a CAD or scan as the nominal reference, but there are cases where

companies do not have CAD, only a blueprint drawing to reference. Here we show how to import a scanned part and perform an

alignment into a coordinate system.

WATCH

 

Solidworks
   

Stratasys
   

Altair
   

Camworks
   

Creaform



GoEngineer Logo  

    

GoEngineer delivers software, technology and expertise that enable companies to unlock innovation. 

GoEngineer has multiple office locations throughout the United States. View all locations.  

Please help us make sure you get the email communications you prefer. Adjust your EMAIL PREFERENCES.

This email was sent to rconiglio@portofsandiego.org. If you no longer wish to receive these emails you may unsubscribe at any time.



From: San Diego County Credit Union <offers@sdccu.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 3:03 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Join us for a FREE Cyber Security Webinar April 22 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

View this email in your browser.





This email was sent to: RCONIGLI@PORTOFSANDIEGO.ORG 

This email was sent by: San Diego County Credit Union

6545 Sequence Drive San Diego, CA 92121 USA
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From: Payroll Link, Inc. <info@payrolllink.com> 

Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 4:57 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Download:Your COVID-19 Business Q&A Guide 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know
the content is safe.

Payroll Link

[FACT SHEET] COVID-19 Business Q&A

Guide
Download our Q&A guide for COVID-19 business impact insights from payroll,

loan/banking, HR and retirement savings perspectives. You don’t want to miss out on

these expert answers to real questions from business leaders across California and the

country.

Download

More Resources for You and Your Workforce

We know that employers are navigating uncharted territory and settling into new

working conditions. Here are some resources to help you during these challenging

times.

Coronavirus Weekly HR Update: April 17, 2020

This week, Social Security Tax Referral, Two Weeks Supplemental Sick Leave for

Essential Food-Workers, Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) Depleted and

New Small Business Grants.

Read more>>

cash-dollars-hands-money-271168

Paycheck Protection Program: 5 Things You Need to Know

With the shelter-in-place orders in full effect, many businesses have not been able

to make payroll or retain employees. The Paycheck Protection Program is the

government's attempt to address this problem and provide financial relief. Check out

the 5 things you need to know.

 

Read more>>

Loans, Grants, and Tax Credits: Coronavirus Relief for Small

Businesses

   

   

   



Recent legislation introduced a variety of financial relief tools for small businesses,

including loans, grants, and tax credits. To help you navigate the choices available,

we broke down the newest relief efforts most relevant to small businesses.

 

Read more>>

4 Evolving HR Roles During COVID-19

As the global COVID-19 pandemic and its impacts continue, many turn to their HR

departments for answers and guidance. Here are 4 ways HR professionals can

make sure they are staying on top of their ever-evolving roles during this pandemic.

 

Read more>>

Payroll Link, Inc., 10251 Trademark St, Bldg. B, Rancho Cucamonga, California 91730-5889, United

States, 833.382.6624

Unsubscribe Manage preferences



From: Drew Dougherty <drew@leadershipdna.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 6:56 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org>; Karen Porteous <kporteou@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: FW: A leader's guide: Communicating with teams, stakeholders, and communities during COVID-19 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Hi  – I thought this was good…..could be useful for you and your leaders now and in the returning to new-normal.  FYI

 

I hope you and yours are well.

 

Drew

 
Catalyze positive change
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A leader’s guide:
Communicating with teams,
stakeholders, and
communities during
COVID-19

COVID-19’s speed and scale breed uncertainty and

emotional disruption. How organizations communicate

about it can create clarity, build resilience, and catalyze

positive change.

Give people what they need

LinkedIn Twitter Facebook

Related Reading
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Applying past leadership lessons to the coronavirus pandemic
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From: San Diego Regional EDC <communications@sandiegobusiness.org> 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 6:59 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: San Diego's Good News of the Week - April 17 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

View this email in your browser

Manpower ®

Apr. 17, 2020

San Diego Regional Economic Development Corporation - Good News of the Week

Stories we're following:

Inovio

Pharmaceuticals

gets $6.9M for

clinical trial of

COVID-19

vaccine in

South Korea 

Inovio Pharmaceuticals

received $6.9 million

from the Coalition for

Epidemic Preparedness

Innovations to launch a

clinical trial of its

COVID-19 vaccine

candidate in South

Korea. The company

developed the vaccine

in San Diego, where it

operates a roughly 100-

employee research

facility. Read more.

 



San Diego

businesses

donate to

expand

Small

Business

Relief

Fund 

San Diego has

expanded its $6

million COVID-

19 Small

Business Relief

Fund, with Cal

Coast Credit

Union,

Qualcomm, and

GoFundMe

each donating

$100,000 to

kickstart the

expansion.

While

applications to

receive funding

closed this

week, the fund

continues to

accept

donations

– Deloitte has

contributed

$25,000,

Chatmeter has

contributed

$1,000, and

Sweep has

pledged $500

per month for a

year. Read

more.

 



San Diego

biotech

company

launches

drug trials

to treat

COVID-19

pneumonia

San Diego

biotech

company

CalciMedica

has partnered

with two

hospitals in the

Midwest to test

a drug

designed to

help COVID-19

patients who

are battling

severe

pneumonia. If

the ongoing

Phase 2 trials

are successful,

the anti-

inflammatory

drug could help

COVID-19

patients stay off

ventilators and

return home

from the

hospital

sooner. Read

more.

 



San Diego

County

Water

Authority

launches

virtual

drive to

support

San Diego

Food Bank 

The San Diego

County Water

Authority and its

24 member

agencies have

launched a

virtual food drive

in partnership

with the Jacobs

& Cushman San

Diego Food

Bank. So far,

the effort has

collected

nearly $6,000 in

donations. Read

more and

donate.

 

Aspen

Neuroscience

gets $70M

Series A

funding

round 

La Jolla-based

Aspen

Neuroscience, a

private biotech

company

developing the first

autologous neuron

replacement

therapy to treat

Parkinson’s

disease, raised $70

million in its Series

A round. The funds

will support Phase

1 clinical

development of

the company's lead

therapy, and

support its

continued R&D

pipeline. Read

more.

 



 

ACI Medical

pivots to

manufacture

portable

ventilators 

San Marcos-

based ACI

Medical, which

builds proprietary

medical products

focused on

vascular

diseases, has

pivoted

operations to help

combat the

shortage of

portable

ventilators. The

company applied

for certification

with the

Department of

Health and

Human Services

and the Food and

Drug

Administration to

produce and

distribute the

ventilators to

emergency

medical vehicles,

ambulances, and

fire trucks. Read

more.

 

Events we're (virtually) attending:

 



Events we're (virtually) attending:

Leading

in a New

Reality -

April 22 

Join San

Diego

Regional

Chamber of

Commerce's

upcoming

webinar to

discuss

strategies for

leveraging

individual and

team

strengths

during a

crisis. Register

here.

 

COVID-19 & San Diego:



Amidst everything

happening in the world,

we need a reminder that

there’s plenty of ‘Good

News’ to go around in

SD. We have also

compiled additional

resources for businesses

and individuals seeking

additional guidance.

For businesses:

Fill out

our Business

Impact Survey 

Find information

at EDC's COVID-

19 page

Find North

County

information at

Innovate78's

page 

Apply for disaster

loan assistance

Access San

Diego Workforce

Partnership's

updates

for businesses

Pivot operations

to produce PPEs,

sanitizer, & more

Find additional

guidance from

the CDC

For individuals:

See which San

Diego companies

are still hiring

Access San

Diego Workforce

Partnership's

updates

for individuals

Donate to

the COVID-19

Community

Response Fund

Support South

Bay Community

Services' food

distribution efforts

Find additional

guidance from

the CDC

 



 

Assessing the impact of COVID-19:

COVID-19

Survey

Results:

Most firms

favor

temporary

shutdowns

over

permanent

closures 

This is the latest

of our

assessments

about the

evolving

economic impact

of COVID-19 on

San Diego. This

week's key

takeaways:

temporary

shutdowns are

increasing,

vulnerable

industries expect

revenue impacts

to continue, and

more businesses

are seeking

financial

assistance. Read

more.

 



San

Diego’s

Economic

Pulse:

April 2020

Each month

the California

Employment

Development

Department

(EDD)

releases

employment

data for the

prior month.

This analysis

covers March

2020 and

reflects some

—but not all—

of the early

effects of the

coronavirus

pandemic on

the labor

market. Read

more.
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D A I L Y  U P D A T E

The Latest Data on Coronavirus

Understanding the evolving public response to the coronavirus outbreak is vital in grasping the nature of this crisis and mapping

where we go next. On a weekly basis, Morning Consult is conducting thousands of surveys to track the ways the outbreak is

impacting our politics, economy, culture, and daily life. Every day, we’ll comb through the latest data and update this page with

the key takeaways and trends you need to understand.

The Latest Data 

As Trump Gives Governors the Green Light to Reopen States, Many Americans Expect a Long Wait 

Recent Morning Consult/Politico polling finds just 4 percent of registered voters anticipate they will be able to return to public

spaces within the next two weeks, while about half (49 percent) expect to wait more than two months. There is, however, a large

partisan divide in expectations: 34 percent of voters who strongly approve of the president expect to wait more than two months,

compared to 62 percent of those who strongly disapprove. Read More.

 

High-Income Earners Most Likely to Say They’ve Cut Down On Spending Due to the Coronavirus 

Of all the demographic groups tracked in Morning Consult polling, high-income earners (those making at least $100,000 per year)

are the most likely to say their spending levels have fallen since the outbreak started, with 58 percent saying they’re spending

less and 14 percent said they are spending more. Read More.

 

From: Morning Consult <reply@em.morningconsult.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 7:21 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Coronavirus: Daily Update 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.



Other Things to Know

Advocates See Pandemic as Possible Tipping Point to Regulate Social Media Influencers 

In the face of the coronavirus pandemic, stakeholders are hopeful that consumer uproar over a handful of social media

influencers sharing misinformation about COVID-19 could spur the FTC into action — especially as the agency undergoes a

scheduled review this year of its rules regarding how social media influencers disclose brand sponsorships in posts. Read More.

Eleven Sports Looks to Crowd Noise Tech to Liven Up Telecasts From Empty Arenas

With the sports industry facing the prospect of play resuming before fans are back in the stands, one broadcaster is

experimenting with a technology that aggregates “crowd noise” from at-home spectators for real-time use in telecasts of sporting

events being played in empty stadiums and arenas due to the coronavirus pandemic. Read More. 

Webinar - Weathering the Storm: Brand Management in the COVID-19 Era 

Morning Consult and the American Advertising Federation will be hosting a webinar next Tuesday, April 21 at 12:30 p.m. ET to

discuss new data examining how brands can navigate this tumultuous and troubling time by driving situation-sensitive, yet

purpose-led growth. Register Here. 

S E E  T H E

F U L L  T R A C K E R



This email was sent to rconigli@portofsandiego.org by: Morning Consult 

729 15th St. NW, Washington, DC, 20005 US 

No longer interested in receiving emails like this? You can Update your Preferences or Unsubscribe. 



COVID-19 Update 
April 17, 2020

Federal

Liberation: President Trump called for the “liberation” of several states today. In a rapid series of tweets, the President

sent “LIBERATE MINNESOTA!” followed by similar calls for Michigan and Virginia. In his Virginia tweet, the President

also expressed support for the 2nd amendment, which he said was under siege in that state. The tweets come after small

groups of protestors in several states demanded an end to local stay-at-home orders.

 

But Wait: Following the White House’s guidelines for opening the nation’s economy, states have started rolling out their

own guidelines and requirements for what would be necessary before easing social distancing requirements. While the

White House has indicated a May 01 date to begin easing such requirements, many states have announced that they will not

do so by that time. 

 

California

The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

29,154 tested positive

983 deaths

 

Governor’s Press Conference: Governor Gavin Newsom is now holding daily updates at noon via his Twitter and

Facebook feeds. Below are today’s press conference highlights:

 

Pandemic Economy: 3.1 million Californians have filed for unemployment insurance since March 12. "We are now

in a pandemic induced recession here in the state of California.” Prior to the COVID outbreak, California averaged 3.8

percent GDP growth. 120 months of net job growth ended in March.

 

Still Not Out of the Woods: California had its highest death toll last night: 95 lives lost. In total, 985 people have

died after testing positive for the coronavirus in California. “We are coming close to that 1,000 mark, a mark we hoped

we would never see,” Newsom said. “It puts this moment in perspective. We need to continue practicing physical

distancing.”

 

More Data: In light of nursing home hotspots, the State is going to start releasing more information on outbreaks at

nursing homes. "It may not be everything everybody wants but it's an area that needs more transparency.” Over 3,500

people at some of the state's 400 senior nursing/care facilities have tested positive for the virus.

From: Platinum Advisors <platinum@platinumadvisors.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 8:17 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: CAPA Weekly Update: April 17, 2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



 

Economic Advisory Task Force: Bringing together leaders across California’s diverse, innovative economic and social

sectors to chart a path forward on recovery in the wake of COVID-19, Governor Gavin Newsom today announced the

formation of a state Task Force on Business and Jobs Recovery.

 

The Task Force will be co-chaired by Governor Newsom’s Chief of Staff Ann O’Leary and philanthropist, environmentalist

and businessman Tom Steyer, who was also appointed Chief Advisor to the Governor on Business and Jobs Recovery. He

will receive no compensation for his service.

 

Read the full list of Task Force members here.

 

Mission Statement: Per Co-Chair Tom Steyer, their mission will be to develop a strategy to help California recover as fast

as safely possible from the COVID-19 induced recession, and to create a fair green and prosperous future. The group will be

broken into both regional and industry groups that include, among others, entertainment, health care, manufacturing,

retail.

 

Next COVID Budget Hearing: The Assembly will hold its first Budget subcommittee hearing on Monday, April 20,

at 10:00am in Room 4202 in the California State Capitol. 

 

The Capitol building will be open to the public and the press for the express purpose of attending this meeting. Sergeants

and medical staff will be screening visitors at the door to ensure health and safety of those attending the hearing. Access to

Room 4202 during this hearing will be extremely limited to the press and public. 

 

The Assembly will have a method of remote public comment via phone available for those who do not physically attend the

hearing. Details on how to participate in public comment remotely will be made available Monday morning. 

 

The press and public are encouraged to watch the hearing through live stream on the Assembly's website. The agenda can

be accessed here. We will be monitoring and will report back at the hearing’s end.

 

Potential Worker’s Compensation Executive Order:  The Administration is floating a potential Executive Order to

be issued next week regarding worker’s compensation.  The proposal is as follows:

 

1. All employees working outside of the home (not just essential workers) that contract coronavirus while the shelter in

place order is in effect will be automatically covered by worker’s compensation.  It is not a presumption, as there

would be no opportunity to rebut it.  It would be absolutely covered.

2. Employees may be required to file claims during the period of the shelter in place order as well – but this is not final.

3. Claims made under this proposal would not impact an employer’s rating.

4. An employer would still be able to apportion liability for permanent disability determinations.

Bay Area

“My mask protects you, and your mask protects me.  Covering your face is a great way to show you care for your

neighbors, friends and family. We are going to have to continue to work together to slow down the virus and reduce

transmission. The virus is still out there, and we need to be vigilant.”

-  San Francisco Director of Health Dr. Grant Colfax

Bay Area Counties Will Require Face Masks:  Today, health officials in San Francisco, Contra Costa, and Marin

Counties announced that residents will be required to wear face coverings when they are outside of their homes for essential

needs, including waiting in line for or inside of a grocery store or on public transportation. Additionally, transportation

workers and other employees who interact with the public must also cover their face while doing essential work.



 

For the public, face coverings will be required:

 

While inside or waiting in line to enter an essential business like a grocery store or pharmacy.

When seeking health care.

When waiting for or riding transit.

When entering facilities allowed to operate under the Stay at Home Order (such as government buildings).

 

Businesses must:

 

Inform customers about the need to wear a face covering, including posting signs;

Take reasonable steps to keep people who are not wearing a face covering from entering their business, and

Refuse service to anyone not wearing a face covering.

 

For essential workers and transportation workers:

 

All workers and volunteers at essential businesses, operating public transportation, or operating other types of shared

transportation must wear a face covering when at work in most settings, when interacting with the public or co-

workers.

Workers doing minimum basic operations, like security or payroll, essential infrastructure work, or government

functions must wear a face covering when others are nearby or when they are in areas that the public regularly visits.

 

Face coverings are not required to be worn when by people who are:

 

At home;

In their cars alone or with members of their household;

Outdoors, walking, hiking, bicycling, or running. However, people are recommended to have a face covering with them

and readily accessible when exercising, even if they are not wearing it at that moment;

Children 12 years old or younger. Children age 2 and under must not wear a face covering due to the risk of

suffocation. Children age 3 to 12 are not required to wear a face covering, but if they do, they should be supervised by

an adult.

 

The orders are effective at 11:59 p.m. tonight, but they will not be enforced until 8:00 a.m. on April 22.  Sonoma County had

issued a similar order earlier this week and today was the first day it went into effect.

 

Planning for Recovery: San Jose has launched a new advisory council to help map out economic recovery in the tenth-

largest U.S. city, as leaders begin mulling the region’s “new normal.” The five co-chairs of the council, announced by Mayor

Sam Liccardo yesterday, will aim to jump-start the region’s economy and help bring back the 200,000 Santa Clara County

jobs lost in the past four weeks as residents stay home due to the novel coronavirus outbreak and resulting regional and

statewide orders to shelter in place.

PA Clients Stepping Up



In light of these unprecedented challenges brought on by the COVID crisis, our client, SAP is offering free access to select

technologies that can help you remotely connect with your team and cope with new market realities:

 

Touch Base with Teams 

Qualtrics Remote Work Pulse helps organizations understand how employees are doing and determine what support they

need as they adapt to new work environments.

 

The California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation has used the Qualtrics Remote Work Pulse in its Peace

Officer Selection and Employee Development (POSED) area to measure employee engagement and the impact that

mandatory telework has had during the COVID-19 pandemic.  These insights have proven useful to POSED leadership in

understanding what tools and resources are most helpful to employees during this crisis, and in maintaining a culture of

collaboration and empathy.  

 

COVID-19 Case Tracker 

 

Qualtrics offers a statewide screener available to all residents with comprehensive tracking of the virus and daily monitoring

of symptomatic individuals. The screener prioritizes individuals who need immediate medical attention and/or COVID-19

testing and can be deployed statewide within 2 to 5 days.

 

INCLUDES 

 

Resident Assessment (to be taken by everyone regardless of symptoms);

Automated aggregation of data to inform decisions such as the location of testing centers, the deployment of personal

protective equipment (PPE), and the targeting of social distancing guidelines to specific groups;

Case management system to follow up, monitor, and trace individuals for continued risk assessment, including weekly

or daily symptom pulses as appropriate.

 

Minimize Supply Chain Disruption 

The SAP Ariba Discovery solution enables buyers to post their immediate sourcing needs and suppliers to respond and show

they can deliver.

 

Notify Employees on the Go 

Concur TripIt Pro allows employees who must travel to remain informed. Sign up for TripIt and get TripIt Pro free for six

months.

 

Establish Business Best Practices 

SAP Litmos’s on-demand Remote Readiness & Effectivity Academy provides info on best practices for remote work and how

to develop leaders in difficult times.

 

Anticipate and React to Challenges 

Ruum by SAP, a project management and collaboration solution, created two custom checklist templates, adapted from the

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), to help businesses plan, prepare, and respond to COVID-19.

 

Supply Chain Planning 

SAP is offering Supply Chain Planning as a Service free for 90 days! With this offer, qualified partners can help

organizations who currently do not have SAP’s IBP solution leverage the cloud to quickly load critical data and provide

instant visibility to how demand is matched across a supply network.

 

Feel free to share these complimentary offers with your colleagues.
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COVID-19 Update 
April 17, 2020

Federal

Liberation: President Trump called for the “liberation” of several states today. In a rapid series of tweets, the President

sent “LIBERATE MINNESOTA!” followed by similar calls for Michigan and Virginia. In his Virginia tweet, the President

also expressed support for the 2nd amendment, which he said was under siege in that state. The tweets come after small

groups of protestors in several states demanded an end to local stay-at-home orders.

 

But Wait: Following the White House’s guidelines for opening the nation’s economy, states have started rolling out their

own guidelines and requirements for what would be necessary before easing social distancing requirements. While the

White House has indicated a May 01 date to begin easing such requirements, many states have announced that they will not

do so by that time. 

 

California

The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

29,154 tested positive

983 deaths

 

Governor’s Press Conference: Governor Gavin Newsom is now holding daily updates at noon via his Twitter and

Facebook feeds. Below are today’s press conference highlights:

 

Pandemic Economy: 3.1 million Californians have filed for unemployment insurance since March 12. "We are now

in a pandemic induced recession here in the state of California.” Prior to the COVID outbreak, California averaged 3.8

percent GDP growth. 120 months of net job growth ended in March.

 

Still Not Out of the Woods: California had its highest death toll last night: 95 lives lost. In total, 985 people have

died after testing positive for the coronavirus in California. “We are coming close to that 1,000 mark, a mark we hoped

we would never see,” Newsom said. “It puts this moment in perspective. We need to continue practicing physical

distancing.”

 

More Data: In light of nursing home hotspots, the State is going to start releasing more information on outbreaks at

nursing homes. "It may not be everything everybody wants but it's an area that needs more transparency.” Over 3,500

people at some of the state's 400 senior nursing/care facilities have tested positive for the virus.
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Economic Advisory Task Force: Bringing together leaders across California’s diverse, innovative economic and social

sectors to chart a path forward on recovery in the wake of COVID-19, Governor Gavin Newsom today announced the

formation of a state Task Force on Business and Jobs Recovery.

 

The Task Force will be co-chaired by Governor Newsom’s Chief of Staff Ann O’Leary and philanthropist, environmentalist

and businessman Tom Steyer, who was also appointed Chief Advisor to the Governor on Business and Jobs Recovery. He

will receive no compensation for his service.

 

Read the full list of Task Force members here.

 

Mission Statement: Per Co-Chair Tom Steyer, their mission will be to develop a strategy to help California recover as fast

as safely possible from the COVID-19 induced recession, and to create a fair green and prosperous future. The group will be

broken into both regional and industry groups that include, among others, entertainment, health care, manufacturing,

retail.

 

Next COVID Budget Hearing: The Assembly will hold its first Budget subcommittee hearing on Monday, April 20,

at 10:00am in Room 4202 in the California State Capitol. 

 

The Capitol building will be open to the public and the press for the express purpose of attending this meeting. Sergeants

and medical staff will be screening visitors at the door to ensure health and safety of those attending the hearing. Access to

Room 4202 during this hearing will be extremely limited to the press and public. 

 

The Assembly will have a method of remote public comment via phone available for those who do not physically attend the

hearing. Details on how to participate in public comment remotely will be made available Monday morning. 

 

The press and public are encouraged to watch the hearing through live stream on the Assembly's website. The agenda can

be accessed here. We will be monitoring and will report back at the hearing’s end.

 

Potential Worker’s Compensation Executive Order:  The Administration is floating a potential Executive Order to

be issued next week regarding worker’s compensation.  The proposal is as follows:

 

1. All employees working outside of the home (not just essential workers) that contract coronavirus while the shelter in

place order is in effect will be automatically covered by worker’s compensation.  It is not a presumption, as there

would be no opportunity to rebut it.  It would be absolutely covered.

2. Employees may be required to file claims during the period of the shelter in place order as well – but this is not final.

3. Claims made under this proposal would not impact an employer’s rating.

4. An employer would still be able to apportion liability for permanent disability determinations.

Bay Area

“My mask protects you, and your mask protects me.  Covering your face is a great way to show you care for your

neighbors, friends and family. We are going to have to continue to work together to slow down the virus and reduce

transmission. The virus is still out there, and we need to be vigilant.”

-  San Francisco Director of Health Dr. Grant Colfax

Bay Area Counties Will Require Face Masks:  Today, health officials in San Francisco, Contra Costa, and Marin

Counties announced that residents will be required to wear face coverings when they are outside of their homes for essential

needs, including waiting in line for or inside of a grocery store or on public transportation. Additionally, transportation

workers and other employees who interact with the public must also cover their face while doing essential work.



 

For the public, face coverings will be required:

 

While inside or waiting in line to enter an essential business like a grocery store or pharmacy.

When seeking health care.

When waiting for or riding transit.

When entering facilities allowed to operate under the Stay at Home Order (such as government buildings).

 

Businesses must:

 

Inform customers about the need to wear a face covering, including posting signs;

Take reasonable steps to keep people who are not wearing a face covering from entering their business, and

Refuse service to anyone not wearing a face covering.

 

For essential workers and transportation workers:

 

All workers and volunteers at essential businesses, operating public transportation, or operating other types of shared

transportation must wear a face covering when at work in most settings, when interacting with the public or co-

workers.

Workers doing minimum basic operations, like security or payroll, essential infrastructure work, or government

functions must wear a face covering when others are nearby or when they are in areas that the public regularly visits.

 

Face coverings are not required to be worn when by people who are:

 

At home;

In their cars alone or with members of their household;

Outdoors, walking, hiking, bicycling, or running. However, people are recommended to have a face covering with them

and readily accessible when exercising, even if they are not wearing it at that moment;

Children 12 years old or younger. Children age 2 and under must not wear a face covering due to the risk of

suffocation. Children age 3 to 12 are not required to wear a face covering, but if they do, they should be supervised by

an adult.

 

The orders are effective at 11:59 p.m. tonight, but they will not be enforced until 8:00 a.m. on April 22.  Sonoma County had

issued a similar order earlier this week and today was the first day it went into effect.

 

Planning for Recovery: San Jose has launched a new advisory council to help map out economic recovery in the tenth-

largest U.S. city, as leaders begin mulling the region’s “new normal.” The five co-chairs of the council, announced by Mayor

Sam Liccardo yesterday, will aim to jump-start the region’s economy and help bring back the 200,000 Santa Clara County

jobs lost in the past four weeks as residents stay home due to the novel coronavirus outbreak and resulting regional and

statewide orders to shelter in place.

PA Clients Stepping Up



In light of these unprecedented challenges brought on by the COVID crisis, our client, SAP is offering free access to select

technologies that can help you remotely connect with your team and cope with new market realities:

 

Touch Base with Teams 

Qualtrics Remote Work Pulse helps organizations understand how employees are doing and determine what support they

need as they adapt to new work environments.

 

The California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation has used the Qualtrics Remote Work Pulse in its Peace

Officer Selection and Employee Development (POSED) area to measure employee engagement and the impact that

mandatory telework has had during the COVID-19 pandemic.  These insights have proven useful to POSED leadership in

understanding what tools and resources are most helpful to employees during this crisis, and in maintaining a culture of

collaboration and empathy.  

 

COVID-19 Case Tracker 

 

Qualtrics offers a statewide screener available to all residents with comprehensive tracking of the virus and daily monitoring

of symptomatic individuals. The screener prioritizes individuals who need immediate medical attention and/or COVID-19

testing and can be deployed statewide within 2 to 5 days.

 

INCLUDES 

 

Resident Assessment (to be taken by everyone regardless of symptoms);

Automated aggregation of data to inform decisions such as the location of testing centers, the deployment of personal

protective equipment (PPE), and the targeting of social distancing guidelines to specific groups;

Case management system to follow up, monitor, and trace individuals for continued risk assessment, including weekly

or daily symptom pulses as appropriate.

 

Minimize Supply Chain Disruption 

The SAP Ariba Discovery solution enables buyers to post their immediate sourcing needs and suppliers to respond and show

they can deliver.

 

Notify Employees on the Go 

Concur TripIt Pro allows employees who must travel to remain informed. Sign up for TripIt and get TripIt Pro free for six

months.

 

Establish Business Best Practices 

SAP Litmos’s on-demand Remote Readiness & Effectivity Academy provides info on best practices for remote work and how

to develop leaders in difficult times.

 

Anticipate and React to Challenges 

Ruum by SAP, a project management and collaboration solution, created two custom checklist templates, adapted from the

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), to help businesses plan, prepare, and respond to COVID-19.

 

Supply Chain Planning 

SAP is offering Supply Chain Planning as a Service free for 90 days! With this offer, qualified partners can help

organizations who currently do not have SAP’s IBP solution leverage the cloud to quickly load critical data and provide

instant visibility to how demand is matched across a supply network.

 

Feel free to share these complimentary offers with your colleagues.
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Weekly Update| Friday, April 17, 2020

California Association of Port Authorities

IN THE NEWS

ALAN puts COVID-19 supply chain impacts on the map 

The American Logistics Aid Network (ALAN) has released a free-to-use, online tool that shows supply chain managers and

transportation providers a country-wide map of where COVID-19 is impacting roads, airports and seaports.

 

Coronavirus Upends Trucking Networks, With Heavy One-Way Flows 

The coronavirus pandemic is whipsawing the trucking industry, as retailers clamor for delivery of food and household

staples while lockdowns aimed at curbing contagion shut other businesses, leaving rigs empty on the return trip.

 

The Truck Stops Here: As Retail Transforms, So Does the Supply Chain That Supports It 

While store closures grab headlines and pundits ruminate on the “death of the department store” and the pending “retail

apocalypse” — all due to the explosive growth of e-commerce — another transformation has been underway: the

reconfiguration of ground transportation, fulfillment and retail logistics.

 

The Other Side of Disruption: Supply Chain Strategies to Employ During a Recession 

Freight Waves is hosting a complimentary webinar on Thursday, April 23, 2020 at 11am, PST to share strategies on how

supply chains can adapt to positive and negative market conditions and be best poised for success. Click here if you would

like to register for this free webinar hosted by Redwood. 

US ports offer temporary storage ahead of anticipated May surge 

Although terminal operators at US ports acknowledge operations are fluid now, an expected spike in imports beginning

mid-May has prompted them to begin offering on-terminal storage space for laden import containers carrying non-essential

merchandise.

The move, which is unprecedented in that terminal operators always encourage shorter container dwell times at their

facilities, is being taken to prevent a backlog of non-essential shipments from interfering with the expeditious movement of

containers carrying essential goods needed during the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) crisis.

“This should be a last resort for a terminal — to increase dwell,” Jeremy Ford, chief commercial officer, North America at

APM Terminals, told JOC.com Wednesday.

Ports and terminal operators on the West, East and Gulf coasts are implementing container storage programs because they

anticipate a short but intense spike in imports beginning in two to three weeks, first to the West Coast and then to the East

Coast, followed by a sharp dropoff in import volumes. Carriers have signaled that import volumes could drop beginning in

late May by announcing blank sailings continuing into mid-June.

Bay Area Counties Will Require Face Masks  

Today, health officials in San Francisco, Contra Costa, and Marin Counties announced that residents will be required to
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wear face coverings when they are outside of their homes for essential needs, including waiting in line for or inside of a

grocery store or on public transportation. Additionally, transportation workers and other employees who interact with the

public must also cover their face while doing essential work.

 

For the public, face coverings will be required:

 

While inside or waiting in line to enter an essential business like a grocery store or pharmacy

When seeking health care

When waiting for or riding transit

When entering facilities allowed to operate under the Stay at Home Order (such as government building)

 

Businesses must:

 

Inform customers about the need to wear a face covering, including posting signs

Take reasonable steps to keep people who are not wearing a face covering from entering their business, and

Refuse service to anyone not wearing a face covering

 

For essential workers and transportation workers:

 

All workers and volunteers at essential businesses, operating public transportation, or operating other types of shared

transportation must wear a face covering when at work in most settings, when interacting with the public or co-

workers

Workers doing minimum basic operations, like security or payroll, essential infrastructure work, or government

functions must wear a face covering when others are nearby or when they are in areas that the public regularly visits

 

Face coverings are not required to be worn by people who are:

At home

In their cars alone or with members of their household

Outdoors, walking, hiking, bicycling, or running. However, people are recommended to have a face covering with them

and readily accessible when exercising, even if they’re not wearing it at that moment.

Children 12 years old or younger. Children age 2 and under must not wear a face covering due to the risk of

suffocation. Children age 3 to 12 are not required to wear a face covering, but if they do, they should be supervised by

an adult.

 

In San Francisco, the Order is effective at 11:59 p.m. tonight, but it will not be enforced until 8:00 a.m. on April 22.  Sonoma

County issued a similar Order earlier this week and today was the first day it went into effect. 

FEDERAL



Liberation: President Trump called for the “liberation” of several states today. In a rapid series of tweets, the President

sent “LIBERATE MINNESOTA!” followed by similar calls for Michigan and Virginia. In his Virginia tweet, the President

also expressed support for the 2nd amendment, which he said was under siege in that state. The tweets come after small

groups of protestors in several states demanded an end to local stay-at-home orders.

 

But Wait: Following the White House’s guidelines for opening the nation’s economy, states have started rolling out their

own guidelines and requirements for what would be necessary before easing social distancing requirements. While the

White House has indicated a May 01 date to begin easing such requirements, many states have announced that they will not

do so by that time.

CALIFORNIA



The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

29,154 tested positive

983 deaths

 

Governor’s Press Conference: Governor Gavin Newsom is now holding daily updates at noon via his Twitter and

Facebook feeds. Below are today’s press conference highlights:

 

Pandemic Economy: 3.1 million Californians have filed for unemployment insurance since March 12. "We are now

in a pandemic induced recession here in the state of California.” Prior to the COVID outbreak, California averaged 3.8

percent GDP growth. 120 months of net job growth ended in March

Still Not Out of the Woods: California had its highest death toll last night: 95 lives lost. In total, 985 people have

died after testing positive for the coronavirus in California. “We are coming close to that 1,000 mark, a mark we hoped

we would never see,” Newsom said. “It puts this moment in perspective. We need to continue practicing physical

distancing.”

More Data: In light of nursing home hotspots, the state is going to start releasing more information on outbreaks at

nursing homes. "It may not be everything everybody wants but it's an area that needs more transparency.” Over 3,500

people at some of the state's 400 senior nursing/care facilities have tested positive for the virus.

 

Economic Advisory Task Force: Bringing together leaders across California’s diverse, innovative economic and social

sectors to chart a path forward on recovery in the wake of COVID-19, Governor Gavin Newsom today announced the

formation of a state Task Force on Business and Jobs Recovery.

 

The Task Force will be co-chaired by Governor Newsom’s Chief of Staff Ann O’Leary and philanthropist, environmentalist

and businessman Tom Steyer, who was also appointed Chief Advisor to the Governor on Business and Jobs Recovery. He

will receive no compensation for his service.

 

Read the full list of Task Force members here 

 

Mission Statement: Per Co-Chair Tom Steyer, their mission will be to develop a strategy to help California recover as fast

as safely possible from the COVID-19 induced recession, and to create a fair green and prosperous future. The group will be

broken into both regional and industry groups that include, among others, entertainment, health care, manufacturing,

retail.

 

Next COVID Budget Hearing: The Assembly will hold its first Budget subcommittee hearing on Monday, April 20,

at 10:00am in Room 4202 in the California State Capitol. 

 

The Capitol building will be open to the public and the press for the express purpose of attending this meeting. Sergeants

and medical staff will be screening visitors at the door to ensure health and safety of those attending the hearing. Access to

Room 4202 during this hearing will be extremely limited to the press and public. 

 

The Assembly will have a method of remote public comment via phone available for those who do not physically attend the

hearing. Details on how to participate in public comment remotely will be made available Monday morning. 

 

The press and public are encouraged to watch the hearing through live stream on the Assembly's website. The agenda can

be accessed here. We will be monitoring and will report back at the hearing’s end.

LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITY



  
 AB 1839 (Bonta D)   Climate change: California Green New Deal.

 Introduced: 1/6/2020
 Status: 1/7/2020-From printer. May be heard in committee February 6.
 Location: 1/6/2020-A. PRINT

 

Summary: Current law establishes various environmental and economic policies.This bill would create the California
Green New Deal Council with a specified membership appointed by the Governor. The bill would require the California
Green New Deal Council to submit a specified report to the Legislature no later than January 1, 2022. The bill also would
make various findings and declarations.

 

   

  

 AB 2027 (Boerner Horvath D)   Ocean resources management: state policy.
 Introduced: 1/30/2020
 Status: 1/31/2020-From printer. May be heard in committee March 1.
 Location: 1/30/2020-A. PRINT

 

Summary: Current law, the California Ocean Resources Management Act of 1990, declares that it is the
policy of the State of California to take specified actions related to the preservation, protection,
development, and enhancement of the state’s ocean resources and ensure the coordinated management
of ocean resources with the appropriate federal, state, and local agencies.This bill would make
nonsubstantive changes in these provisions.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2148
(Quirk D)   Climate change: adaptation: regional climate adaptation planning groups:
regional climate adaptation plans.

 Introduced: 2/10/2020
 Last Amend: 3/5/2020
 Status: 3/9/2020-Re-referred to Com. on NAT. RES.
 Location: 3/5/2020-A. NAT. RES.

 

Summary: Current law establishes the Integrated Climate Adaptation and Resiliency Program,
administered by the Office of Planning and Research, to coordinate regional and local efforts with state
climate adaptation strategies to adapt to the impacts of climate change, as specified. This bill would
require the Strategic Growth Council, by July 1, 2021, to establish guidelines for the formation of regional
climate adaptation planning groups. The bill would require the council, by July 1, 2022, to develop
criteria for the development of regional climate adaptation plans.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2241 (Calderon D)   State Air Resources Board: report.
 Introduced: 2/13/2020
 Status: 2/14/2020-From printer. May be heard in committee March 15.
 Location: 2/13/2020-A. PRINT

 

Summary: Current law requires the State Air Resources Board to post on its internet website, at a
minimum by January 1 of each odd-numbered year, information on air quality conditions and trends
statewide and on the status and effectiveness of state and local air quality programs, as specified.This bill
would make nonsubstantive changes to that provision.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2262
(Berman D)   Regional transportation plans: sustainable communities strategies: zero-
emission vehicle readiness plan.

 Introduced: 2/14/2020



 Status: 2/24/2020-Referred to Coms. on TRANS. and NAT. RES.

 Location: 2/24/2020-A. TRANS.

 

Summary: Current law requires the sustainable communities strategy to, among other things, identify a
transportation network to service the transportation needs of the region. After adopting a sustainable
communities strategy, current law requires a metropolitan planning organization to submit the strategy
to the state board for review to determine whether the strategy, if implemented, would achieve the
greenhouse gas emission reduction targets. Current law requires each transportation planning agency to
adopt and submit to the California Transportation Commission and the Department of Transportation an
updated regional transportation plan every 4 or 5 years, as specified. This bill would require each
sustainable communities strategy to also include a zero-emission vehicle readiness plan, as specified. By
imposing new requirements on local agencies, the bill would impose a state-mandated local program.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2323
(Friedman D)   California Environmental Quality Act: specific plan: community plan:
exemption.

 Introduced: 2/14/2020
 Status: 3/2/2020-Referred to Coms. on NAT. RES. and L. GOV.
 Location: 3/2/2020-A. NAT. RES.

 

Summary: CEQA requires a lead agency to prepare a mitigated negative declaration for a project that
may have a significant effect on the environment if revisions in the project would avoid or mitigate that
effect and there is no substantial evidence that the project, as revised, would have a significant effect on
the environment. CEQA exempts from its environmental review provisions certain residential,
employment center, and mixed-use development projects meeting specified criteria, including that the
project is undertaken and is consistent with a specific plan for which an environmental impact report has
been certified. This bill would require, in order to qualify for the CEQA exemption, that the project is
undertaken and is consistent with either a specific plan prepared pursuant to specific provisions of law or
a community plan as defined in a specific provision of law. Because a lead agency would be required to
determine the applicability of this exemption, this bill would impose a state-mandated local program.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2370 (Limón D)   Ventura Port District: aquaculture plots: federal waters.
 Introduced: 2/18/2020
 Last Amend: 3/16/2020
 Status: 3/17/2020-Re-referred to Com. on L. GOV.
 Location: 3/12/2020-A. L. GOV.

 

Summary: Under the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local Government Reorganization Act of 2000, a city or
district may only provide new or extended services by contract or agreement outside of its jurisdictional
boundary if it requests and receives written approval, as provided, from the local agency formation
commission in the county in which the extension of service is proposed. This bill would, notwithstanding
the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local Government Reorganization Act of 2000, authorize the Ventura Port
District, to the extent permitted by federal law, to construct, maintain, operate, lease, and grant permits
to others for the installation, maintenance, and operation of aquaculture plots in federal waters off the
coast of California the County of Ventura, as prescribed, in order to aid in the development or
improvement of navigation or commerce to the port district.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2371 (Friedman D)   Climate change: adaptation.
 Introduced: 2/18/2020
 Last Amend: 3/16/2020
 Status: 3/17/2020-Re-referred to Com. on NAT. RES.
 Location: 2/24/2020-A. NAT. RES.



 

Summary: Would require the Strategic Growth Council, by July 1, 2021, to convene a science advisory
team of distinguished scientists to advise on climate planning and adaptation efforts in the state and to,
among other things, review and make recommendations to improve the plan. The bill would require the
council, by July 1, 2024, to submit to the relevant policy and fiscal committees of the Legislature a report
summarizing the actions of the science advisory team, the team’s contribution to climate resiliency and
adaptation planning, and recommendations to improve the effectiveness of the team.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2441 (Rivas, Luz D)   Climate change: Safeguarding California Plan.
 Introduced: 2/19/2020
 Status: 2/27/2020-Referred to Com. on NAT. RES.
 Location: 2/27/2020-A. NAT. RES.

 

Summary: Existing law requires the Natural Resources Agency every 3 years to update the Safeguarding
California Plan. As part of the update, current law requires the agency to coordinate with other state
agencies to identify a lead agency or group of agencies to lead adaptation efforts in each sector. Current
law requires state agencies to work to maximize specified objectives. This bill would include, as objectives
to be maximized, building resilient communities by developing projects that incorporate, to the
maximum extent feasible, cool surface materials and investing in communities to develop community-
specific climate resilience plans and to establish community resilience centers to mitigate impacts of local
climate risks.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2444 (Gallagher R)   California Environmental Quality Act: guidelines.
 Introduced: 2/19/2020
 Status: 2/20/2020-From printer. May be heard in committee March 21.
 Location: 2/19/2020-A. PRINT

 

Summary: CEQA requires a lead agency to prepare a mitigated negative declaration for a project that
may have a significant effect on the environment if revisions in the project would avoid or mitigate that
effect and there is no substantial evidence that the project, as revised, would have a significant effect on
the environment. CEQA requires the Office of Planning and Research to prepare and develop, and the
Secretary of the Natural Resources Agency to certify and adopt, guidelines for the implementation of
CEQA by public agencies. CEQA requires the office, at least once every 2 years, to review the adopted
guidelines and to recommend proposed changes or amendments to the secretary. This bill would make
nonsubstantive changes to the requirements regarding the preparation, development, certification, and
adoption of the guidelines.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2536 (Obernolte R)   California Environmental Quality Act.
 Introduced: 2/19/2020
 Status: 2/20/2020-From printer. May be heard in committee March 21.
 Location: 2/19/2020-A. PRINT

 

Summary: The California Environmental Quality Act requires a lead agency, as defined, to prepare, or
cause to be prepared, and certify the completion of an environmental impact report on a project that it
proposes to carry out or approve that may have a significant effect on the environment or to adopt a
negative declaration if it finds that the project will not have that effect. The act requires all public
agencies to adopt by ordinance, resolution, rule, or regulation specified objectives, criteria, and
procedures for the evaluation of projects and the preparation of environmental impact reports and
negative declarations, as specified. This bill would make nonsubstantive changes to those provisions.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     



 

   

  

 AB 2566 (Garcia, Cristina D)   Consumption-based greenhouse gas inventory.
 Introduced: 2/20/2020
 Last Amend: 3/12/2020
 Status: 3/16/2020-Re-referred to Com. on NAT. RES. In committee: Hearing postponed by committee.
 Location: 3/2/2020-A. NAT. RES.

 

Summary: Would require the State Air Resources Board to create and track a consumption-based
greenhouse gas inventory for animal products for human consumption and to update that inventory
every 5 years. The bill would require the state board to update the scoping plan once the initial
consumption-based greenhouse gas inventory has been completed.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2621 (Mullin D)   Climate resiliency.
 Introduced: 2/20/2020
 Status: 2/21/2020-From printer. May be heard in committee March 22.
 Location: 2/20/2020-A. PRINT

 

Summary: Current law establishes the Integrated Climate Adaptation and Resiliency Program under
the administration of the Office of Planning and Research to coordinate regional and local efforts with
state climate adaptation strategies to adapt to the impacts of climate change, as specified.This bill would
express the intent of the Legislature to enact subsequent legislation relating to climate resiliency.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2737 (Garcia, Cristina D)   Community emissions reduction programs.
 Introduced: 2/20/2020
 Status: 3/2/2020-Referred to Com. on NAT. RES.
 Location: 3/2/2020-A. NAT. RES.

 

Summary: Current aw requires the State Air Resources Board, by October 1, 2018, to prepare and
update, at least once every 5 years, a statewide strategy to reduce emissions of toxic air contaminants and
criteria air pollutants in communities affected by a high cumulative exposure burden. Current law
requires the state board to select locations around the state for the preparation of community emissions
reduction programs, and to provide grants to community-based organizations for technical assistance
and to support community participation in the programs. Current law requires an air quality
management district or air pollution control district containing a selected location, within one year of the
state board’s selection, to adopt a community emissions reduction program. This bill would prohibit a
district that contains a selected location from authorizing a new major source, or revisions to an existing
source, that increases toxic air contaminants and criteria air pollutants above the levels included in the
community emissions reduction plan for that location without requiring the major source to mitigate the
increased emissions directly in the affected communities.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2831 (Flora R)   Greenhouse gas reduction: carbon sequestration.
 Introduced: 2/20/2020
 Status: 2/21/2020-From printer. May be heard in committee March 22.
 Location: 2/20/2020-A. PRINT

 
Summary: Would state the intent of the Legislature to enact legislation regarding carbon sequestration
through whole orchard recycling.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     



 

   

  

 AB 2832 (Garcia, Cristina D)   Greenhouse gases: carbon neutrality.
 Introduced: 2/20/2020
 Status: 3/2/2020-Referred to Com. on NAT. RES.
 Location: 3/2/2020-A. NAT. RES.

 

Summary: Would declare the policy of the state to achieve carbon neutrality as soon as possible, but no
later than 2045, and to achieve and maintain net negative greenhouse gas emissions thereafter. The bill
would require the state board to work with relevant state agencies to develop a framework for
implementation and accounting that tracks progress toward achieving carbon neutrality, and to ensure
that updates to the scoping plan identify and recommend measures to achieve carbon neutrality. The bill
would require a specified plan prepared by the state board and other specified agencies to include
sequestration targets consistent with achieving carbon neutrality, and would impose other requirements
on state agencies relating to working toward carbon neutrality.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2866 (Garcia, Eduardo D)   Vehicular air pollution: Clean Fleet Program.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Status: 3/5/2020-Referred to Coms. on TRANS. and NAT. RES.
 Location: 3/5/2020-A. TRANS.

 

Summary: Would require the State Air Resources Board, by July 1, 2021, to adopt the Clean Fleet
Program to reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases, to improve air quality, and to benefit low-income
residents by providing certain incentives for the displacement of petroleum diesel with biofuels, as
defined, The bill would require the state board to adopt guidelines for the program and to begin the
implementation of the program on January 1, 2022. The bill would require the state board, on July 1,
2021, and every fiscal year thereafter, to set specific and measurable goals for the displacement of
petroleum fuel with biofuels.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2951 (Chiu D)   Harbor and port districts: energy management plan.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Status: 2/24/2020-Read first time.
 Location: 2/21/2020-A. PRINT

 

Summary: Current law requires, if a district prepares an energy management plan, that the plan
include, among other things, an assessment of other energy efficiency and management issues the district
determines to evaluate in order to inform the development of specific goals and actions that reduce air
emissions and promote economic development. Current law requires that assessment to include, among
other things, an electric or natural gas load forecast and an assessment that identifies domestic and
international shipping requirements and operations related to energy use and consumption. This bill
would require that assessment to also include an assessment of the capacity of ports to advance the
state’s greenhouse gas reduction targets by facilitating the development, construction, and creation of a
supply chain for eligible renewable energy resources.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 3049 (Levine D)   Economic development: climate change impact.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Status: 2/24/2020-Read first time.
 Location: 2/21/2020-A. PRINT

 

Summary: Would state the intent of the Legislature to enact legislation that would require the
Governor’s Office of Business and Economic Development to make publicly available information on the
economic impacts of climate change on California’s gross domestic product.



 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 3111 (Gipson D)   Carl Moyer Memorial Air Quality Standards Attainment Program.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Status: 2/24/2020-Read first time.
 Location: 2/21/2020-A. PRINT

 

Summary: Current law establishes the Carl Moyer Memorial Air Quality Standards Attainment
Program, which is administered by the State Air Resources Board. The program authorizes the state
board to provide grants to offset the incremental cost of eligible projects that reduce emissions from
covered vehicular sources. The program also authorizes funding for a fueling infrastructure
demonstration program and for technology development efforts that are expected to result in
commercially available technologies in the near-term that would improve the ability of the program to
achieve its goals. This bill would make technical, nonsubstantive changes to these provisions.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 3211 (Bauer-Kahan D)   Toxic air contaminants.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Status: 3/9/2020-Referred to Coms. on NAT. RES. and TRANS.
 Location: 3/9/2020-A. NAT. RES.

 

Summary: Current law authorizes local air pollution control districts and air quality management
districts, in carrying out their responsibilities with respect to the attainment of state ambient air quality
standards, to adopt and implement regulations that accomplish certain objectives. This bill would
additionally authorize the districts to adopt and implement regulations to require data regarding air
pollution within the district’s jurisdiction from areawide stationary sources of air pollution, including
mobile sources drawn by those stationary sources, to enable the calculation of health risks from toxic air
contaminants.

 

        

   Position     

   High Watch     

 

   

  

 ACA 1
(Aguiar-Curry D)   Local government financing: affordable housing and public
infrastructure: voter approval.

 Introduced: 12/3/2018
 Last Amend: 3/18/2019

 
Status: 8/19/2019-Read third time. Refused adoption. Motion to reconsider made by Assembly Member
Aguiar-Curry.

 Location: 5/20/2019-A. RECONSIDERATION

 

Summary: The California Constitution prohibits the ad valorem tax rate on real property from
exceeding 1% of the full cash value of the property, subject to certain exceptions. This measure would
create an additional exception to the 1% limit that would authorize a city, county, city and county, or
special district to levy an ad valorem tax to service bonded indebtedness incurred to fund the
construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, or replacement of public infrastructure, affordable housing,
or permanent supportive housing, or the acquisition or lease of real property for those purposes, if the
proposition proposing that tax is approved by 55% of the voters of the city, county, or city and county, as
applicable, and the proposition includes specified accountability requirements.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 45
(Allen D)   Wildfire Prevention, Safe Drinking Water, Drought Preparation, and Flood
Protection Bond Act of 2020.



 Introduced: 12/3/2018

 Last Amend: 1/23/2020
 Status: 1/30/2020-In Assembly. Read first time. Held at Desk.
 Location: 1/29/2020-A. DESK

 

Summary: Would enact the Wildfire Prevention, Safe Drinking Water, Drought Preparation, and Flood
Protection Bond Act of 2020, which, if approved by the voters, would authorize the issuance of bonds in
the amount of $5,510,000,000 pursuant to the State General Obligation Bond Law to finance projects for
a wildfire prevention, safe drinking water, drought preparation, and flood protection program.

 

        

   Position     

   Support     

 

   

  

 SB 278 (Beall D)   Metropolitan Transportation Commission.
 Introduced: 2/13/2019
 Last Amend: 3/28/2019

 
Status: 1/27/2020-Ordered to special consent calendar. Read third time. Passed. (Ayes 38. Noes 0.)
Ordered to the Assembly. In Assembly. Read first time. Held at Desk.

 Location: 1/27/2020-A. DESK

 

Summary: The Metropolitan Transportation Commission Act creates the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission as a local area planning agency to provide comprehensive regional transportation planning
for the region comprised of the 9 San Francisco Bay area counties. The act requires the commission to
continue to actively, on behalf of the entire region, seek to assist in the development of adequate funding
sources to develop, construct, and support transportation projects that it determines are essential. This
bill would also require the commission to determine that those transportation projects are a priority for
the region.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 883 (Monning D)   Vessels: for-hire operators’ licenses.
 Introduced: 1/23/2020
 Status: 3/18/2020-March 24 hearing postponed by committee.
 Location: 2/6/2020-S. N.R. & W.

 
Calendar:  4/21/2020  1:30 p.m. - 113  SENATE HEARING CANCELED - NATURAL RESOURCES AND
WATER, STERN, Chair

 

Summary: Current law requires an operator of a for-hire vessel, as defined, to obtain a valid license to
operate a for-hire vessel on the waters of this state, except as provided. Current law defines for-hire vessel
to include a vessel propelled by machinery carrying more than 3 passengers for hire, except as specified.
Under existing law, a violation of the provisions governing the licensing of an operator of a for-hire vessel
is a misdemeanor. This bill, for the purposes of those provisions governing the licensing of an operator of
a for-hire vessel, would revise the definition of for-hire vessel to instead include a vessel propelled by
machinery carrying one or more passengers for hire, except as specified.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 900
(Hill D)   Department of Industrial Relations: worker status: employees and independent
contractors.

 Introduced: 1/30/2020
 Last Amend: 3/26/2020

 
Status: 3/26/2020-From committee with author's amendments. Read second time and amended. Re-
referred to Com. on L., P.E. & R.

 Location: 2/12/2020-S. L., P.E. & R.

 

Summary: Current law expressly authorizes the Department of Industrial Relations to assist and
cooperate with the federal Wage and Hour Division and the federal Children’s Bureau in enforcing of the
federal Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 within this state.This bill would recast those provisions and
would delete the express authorization for the department to assist and cooperate with the bureau.

 



        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 904 (Monning D)   Vessels: arrests.
 Introduced: 2/3/2020
 Status: 2/12/2020-Referred to Com. on TRANS.
 Location: 2/12/2020-S. TRANS.

 

Summary: Current law generally requires every undocumented vessel, as defined, using the waters or
on the waters of the state to be currently numbered. The owner of each vessel requiring numbering by the
state is required to, among other things, paint on or attach to each side of the forward half of the vessel
the identification number, as specified. This bill would additionally require an arresting officer to permit
a person arrested for various offenses, including, among others, the failure to paint on or attach to each
side of the forward half of the vessel the identification number, as specified, to execute a notice, prepared
by the officer in triplicate, containing a promise to correct the violation and to deliver proof of correction
to the issuing agency, unless the officer finds that a disqualifying condition exists.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 964 (Skinner D)   Chemicals: outdoor application: residential areas.
 Introduced: 2/11/2020
 Last Amend: 3/26/2020

 
Status: 3/26/2020-From committee with author's amendments. Read second time and amended. Re-
referred to Com. on RLS.

 Location: 2/11/2020-S. RLS.

 

Summary: Would require a government agency or an entity with which a government agency contracts
to submit a plan for the application of a chemical to the Office of Environmental Health Hazard
Assessment before applying the chemical outdoors in a residential area, defined as a residential
neighborhood, school, daycare center, park and recreational facility, or other location where infants and
children generally spend time. The bill would require the office to conduct an independent review of any
health impacts of the chemical, including reviewing any relevant scientific literature, studies, or other
independently peer-reviewed information relating to the chemical’s adverse health effects on infants and
children.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 986 (Allen D)   Coastal resources: new development: greenhouse gas emissions.
 Introduced: 2/12/2020
 Status: 3/18/2020-March 24 hearing postponed by committee.
 Location: 2/20/2020-S. N.R. & W.

 
Calendar:  4/21/2020  1:30 p.m. - 113  SENATE HEARING CANCELED - NATURAL RESOURCES AND
WATER, STERN, Chair

 

Summary: The California Coastal Act of 1976 regulates development, as defined, in the coastal zone, as
defined, and requires that new development comply with specified requirements, including, among other
things, requirements intended to minimize the adverse environmental impacts of the new development,
minimize energy consumption and vehicle miles traveled, and, where appropriate, protect special
communities and neighborhoods that, because of their unique characteristics, are popular visitor
destination points for recreational uses.This bill would additionally require that new development
minimize greenhouse gas emissions.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 1090
(Bates R)   Coastal erosion: installation of shoreline protective devices: application
process.



 Introduced: 2/19/2020
 Last Amend: 4/9/2020

 
Status: 4/9/2020-From committee with author's amendments. Read second time and amended. Re-
referred to Com. on RLS.

 Location: 2/19/2020-S. RLS.

 

Summary: Would, except as provided, require the California Coastal Commission or a local government
with an approved local coastal program to approve the repair, maintenance, or construction of retaining
walls, return walls, seawalls, revetments, or similar shoreline protective devices for beaches or adjacent
existing residential properties in the coastal zone in the Counties of Orange and San Diego that are
designed to mitigate or protect against coastal erosion. If a local government denies the application for a
shoreline protective device, the bill would require the local government to inform the commission, in
writing, of its decision with supporting evidence. The bill would require the commission, if it denies an
application or if it receives notice of a local government’s denial, to submit a report to the Legislature of
its denial or the report from the local government.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 1100 (Atkins D)   Coastal resources: sea level rise.
 Introduced: 2/19/2020
 Status: 3/18/2020-March 24 hearing postponed by committee.
 Location: 2/27/2020-S. N.R. & W.

 

Summary: The California Coastal Act of 1976 establishes the California Coastal Commission and
provides for planning and regulation of development in the coastal zone, as defined. The act requires the
commission, within 90 days after January 1, 1977, to adopt, after public hearing, procedures for the
preparation, submission, approval, appeal, certification, and amendment of a local coastal program,
including a common methodology for the preparation of, and the determination of the scope of, the local
coastal programs, as provided. This bill would also include, as part of the procedures the commission is
required to adopt, recommendations and guidelines for the identification, assessment, minimization, and
mitigation of sea level rise within each local coastal program, as provided.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 1101 (Caballero D)   Water and Climate Science Advisory Board.
 Introduced: 2/19/2020
 Last Amend: 3/25/2020

 
Status: 3/25/2020-From committee with author's amendments. Read second time and amended. Re-
referred to Com. on RLS.

 Location: 2/19/2020-S. RLS.

 

Summary: Would require the Department of Water Resources to convene a Water and Climate Science
Advisory Board to consist of 5 members with certain qualifications appointed by the department, the
agency, and the State Water Resources Control Board, as provided. The bill would require board
members to serve 3-year terms. The bill would require the department to consult with the board when
initiating, reviewing, or expanding policies or guidelines regarding impacts of climate change on water
resources. The bill would require the department to establish an internal process for department review
of and comment on the work of the board, which shall be made publicly available.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 1113 (Gonzalez, Lena D)   State Air Resources Board: report.
 Introduced: 2/19/2020
 Status: 2/27/2020-Referred to Com. on RLS.
 Location: 2/19/2020-S. RLS.



 

Summary: Current law requires the State Air Resources Board to post on its internet website, at a
minimum by January 1 of each odd-numbered year, information on air quality conditions and trends
statewide and on the status and effectiveness of state and local air quality programs, as specified.This bill
would make nonsubstantive changes to that provision.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 1195 (Gonzalez, Lena D)   Vehicular air pollution: State Air Resources Board: regulations.
 Introduced: 2/20/2020
 Status: 3/5/2020-Referred to Com. on RLS.
 Location: 2/20/2020-S. RLS.

 

Summary: Current law requires the State Air Resources Board to adopt rules and regulations relating to
vehicular emissions standards, as specified, that will achieve the ambient air quality standards required
by federal law in conjunction with other measures adopted by the state board, air pollution control and
air quality management districts, and the United States Environmental Protection Agency. Current law
requires the state board to adopt and enforce rules and regulations that anticipate the development of
new technologies or the improvement of existing technologies if necessary to carry out its duty. This bill
would make a nonsubstantive change to this provision.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 1293
(Allen D)   California Infrastructure and Economic Development Bank: Sea Level Rise
Revolving Loan Program.

 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Last Amend: 3/30/2020

 
Status: 3/30/2020-From committee with author's amendments. Read second time and amended. Re-
referred to Com. on RLS.

 Location: 2/21/2020-S. RLS.

 

Summary: Would create the Sea Level Rise Revolving Loan Program within the I-Bank to provide low-
interest loans to local jurisdictions for the purchase of coastal properties in their jurisdictions identified
as vulnerable coastal property. The bill would require the California Coastal Commission, before January
1, 2022, in consultation with the California Coastal Commission, the State Lands Commission, and any
other applicable state, federal, and local entities with relevant jurisdiction and expertise, to determine
criteria and guidelines for the identification of vulnerable coastal properties eligible for participation in
the program. The bill would authorize specified cities and counties to apply for, and be awarded, a low-
interest loan under the program if the city or county develops and submits to the bank a vulnerable
coastal property plan.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 1320 (Stern D)   Climate change: California Climate Change Assessment.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Status: 4/6/2020-April 14 hearing postponed by committee.
 Location: 3/5/2020-S. N.R. & W.

 

Summary: Would require the Office of Planning and Research to develop the California Climate Change
Assessment, in coordination with the Natural Resources Agency, the State Energy Resources
Conservation and Development Commission, and the Strategic Growth Council, and in consultation with
partner public agencies designated by the office. The bill would require the office to conduct the
assessment every 2 years and to publish the assessment in October of each odd-numbered year. The bill
would require the assessment to assess and report the impacts and risks of climate change and identify
potential solutions to inform legislative policy, as provided. The bill would require the assessment to
include sector-specific liability projections that assess the impacts of climate change under varied
emissions scenarios for the years 2025, 2030, 2050, and 2100.

 

        



   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 1323
(Skinner D)   Carbon sequestration: state goals: natural and working lands: registry of
projects.

 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Status: 3/18/2020-April 1 hearing postponed by committee.
 Location: 3/12/2020-S. E.Q.

 

Summary: Would require, no later than July 1, 2021, that the Natural Resources Agency, in
coordination with the California Environmental Protection Agency, the State Air Resources Board, and
the department establish carbon sequestration goals for natural and working lands, as defined. The bill
would require the board to include specified carbon dioxide removal targets as part of its scoping plan.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 1362 (Stern D)   Carbon neutrality: comprehensive strategy.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Status: 3/12/2020-Referred to Coms. on EQ. and N.R. & W.
 Location: 3/12/2020-S. E.Q.

 

Summary: Would require the State Air Resources Board, no later than July 1, 2021, to adopt a
comprehensive strategy to achieve carbon neutrality in the state by no later than December 31, 2045, as
specified. The bill would require the state board, before adopting the comprehensive strategy, to conduct
at least 3 public workshops in consultation with the Natural Resources Agency and incorporate peer-
reviewed data and models, as specified. The bill would require the state board to update the
comprehensive strategy at least once every 5 years.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 1374 (Bradford D)   Personal income taxes: timeliness penalty: abatement.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Last Amend: 3/25/2020

 
Status: 3/25/2020-From committee with author's amendments. Read second time and amended. Re-
referred to Com. on TRANS.

 Location: 3/12/2020-S. TRANS.

 
Calendar:  4/28/2020  1:30 p.m. - John L. Burton Hearing Room (4203)  SENATE HEARING
CANCELED - TRANSPORTATION, BEALL, Chair

 

Summary: Would, for taxable years beginning on and after January 1, 2021, require the Franchise Tax
Board, upon request by an individual taxpayer, to grant a one time abatement of a failure-to-file or
failure-to-pay timeliness penalty if the taxpayer was not previously required to file a California personal
income tax return or has not previously been granted abatement under this section, the taxpayer has filed
all required returns as of the date of the request for abatement, and the taxpayer has paid, or is in a
current arrangement to pay, all tax currently due.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2027 (Boerner Horvath D)   Ocean resources management: state policy.
 Introduced: 1/30/2020
 Status: 1/31/2020-From printer. May be heard in committee March 1.
 Location: 1/30/2020-A. PRINT



 

Summary: Current law, the California Ocean Resources Management Act of 1990, declares that it is the
policy of the State of California to take specified actions related to the preservation, protection,
development, and enhancement of the state’s ocean resources and ensure the coordinated management
of ocean resources with the appropriate federal, state, and local agencies.This bill would make
nonsubstantive changes in these provisions.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2148
(Quirk D)   Climate change: adaptation: regional climate adaptation planning groups:
regional climate adaptation plans.

 Introduced: 2/10/2020
 Last Amend: 3/5/2020
 Status: 3/9/2020-Re-referred to Com. on NAT. RES.
 Location: 3/5/2020-A. NAT. RES.

 

Summary: Current law establishes the Integrated Climate Adaptation and Resiliency Program,
administered by the Office of Planning and Research, to coordinate regional and local efforts with state
climate adaptation strategies to adapt to the impacts of climate change, as specified. This bill would
require the Strategic Growth Council, by July 1, 2021, to establish guidelines for the formation of regional
climate adaptation planning groups. The bill would require the council, by July 1, 2022, to develop
criteria for the development of regional climate adaptation plans.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2241 (Calderon D)   State Air Resources Board: report.
 Introduced: 2/13/2020
 Status: 2/14/2020-From printer. May be heard in committee March 15.
 Location: 2/13/2020-A. PRINT

 

Summary: Current law requires the State Air Resources Board to post on its internet website, at a
minimum by January 1 of each odd-numbered year, information on air quality conditions and trends
statewide and on the status and effectiveness of state and local air quality programs, as specified.This bill
would make nonsubstantive changes to that provision.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2262
(Berman D)   Regional transportation plans: sustainable communities strategies: zero-
emission vehicle readiness plan.

 Introduced: 2/14/2020
 Status: 2/24/2020-Referred to Coms. on TRANS. and NAT. RES.
 Location: 2/24/2020-A. TRANS.

 

Summary: Current law requires the sustainable communities strategy to, among other things, identify a
transportation network to service the transportation needs of the region. After adopting a sustainable
communities strategy, current law requires a metropolitan planning organization to submit the strategy
to the state board for review to determine whether the strategy, if implemented, would achieve the
greenhouse gas emission reduction targets. Current law requires each transportation planning agency to
adopt and submit to the California Transportation Commission and the Department of Transportation an
updated regional transportation plan every 4 or 5 years, as specified. This bill would require each
sustainable communities strategy to also include a zero-emission vehicle readiness plan, as specified. By
imposing new requirements on local agencies, the bill would impose a state-mandated local program.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  



 AB 2323
(Friedman D)   California Environmental Quality Act: specific plan: community plan:
exemption.

 Introduced: 2/14/2020
 Status: 3/2/2020-Referred to Coms. on NAT. RES. and L. GOV.
 Location: 3/2/2020-A. NAT. RES.

 

Summary: CEQA requires a lead agency to prepare a mitigated negative declaration for a project that
may have a significant effect on the environment if revisions in the project would avoid or mitigate that
effect and there is no substantial evidence that the project, as revised, would have a significant effect on
the environment. CEQA exempts from its environmental review provisions certain residential,
employment center, and mixed-use development projects meeting specified criteria, including that the
project is undertaken and is consistent with a specific plan for which an environmental impact report has
been certified. This bill would require, in order to qualify for the CEQA exemption, that the project is
undertaken and is consistent with either a specific plan prepared pursuant to specific provisions of law or
a community plan as defined in a specific provision of law. Because a lead agency would be required to
determine the applicability of this exemption, this bill would impose a state-mandated local program.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2370 (Limón D)   Ventura Port District: aquaculture plots: federal waters.
 Introduced: 2/18/2020
 Last Amend: 3/16/2020
 Status: 3/17/2020-Re-referred to Com. on L. GOV.
 Location: 3/12/2020-A. L. GOV.

 

Summary: Under the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local Government Reorganization Act of 2000, a city or
district may only provide new or extended services by contract or agreement outside of its jurisdictional
boundary if it requests and receives written approval, as provided, from the local agency formation
commission in the county in which the extension of service is proposed. This bill would, notwithstanding
the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local Government Reorganization Act of 2000, authorize the Ventura Port
District, to the extent permitted by federal law, to construct, maintain, operate, lease, and grant permits
to others for the installation, maintenance, and operation of aquaculture plots in federal waters off the
coast of California the County of Ventura, as prescribed, in order to aid in the development or
improvement of navigation or commerce to the port district.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2371 (Friedman D)   Climate change: adaptation.
 Introduced: 2/18/2020
 Last Amend: 3/16/2020
 Status: 3/17/2020-Re-referred to Com. on NAT. RES.
 Location: 2/24/2020-A. NAT. RES.

 

Summary: Would require the Strategic Growth Council, by July 1, 2021, to convene a science advisory
team of distinguished scientists to advise on climate planning and adaptation efforts in the state and to,
among other things, review and make recommendations to improve the plan. The bill would require the
council, by July 1, 2024, to submit to the relevant policy and fiscal committees of the Legislature a report
summarizing the actions of the science advisory team, the team’s contribution to climate resiliency and
adaptation planning, and recommendations to improve the effectiveness of the team.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2441 (Rivas, Luz D)   Climate change: Safeguarding California Plan.
 Introduced: 2/19/2020
 Status: 2/27/2020-Referred to Com. on NAT. RES.
 Location: 2/27/2020-A. NAT. RES.



 

Summary: Existing law requires the Natural Resources Agency every 3 years to update the Safeguarding
California Plan. As part of the update, current law requires the agency to coordinate with other state
agencies to identify a lead agency or group of agencies to lead adaptation efforts in each sector. Current
law requires state agencies to work to maximize specified objectives. This bill would include, as objectives
to be maximized, building resilient communities by developing projects that incorporate, to the
maximum extent feasible, cool surface materials and investing in communities to develop community-
specific climate resilience plans and to establish community resilience centers to mitigate impacts of local
climate risks.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2444 (Gallagher R)   California Environmental Quality Act: guidelines.
 Introduced: 2/19/2020
 Status: 2/20/2020-From printer. May be heard in committee March 21.
 Location: 2/19/2020-A. PRINT

 

Summary: CEQA requires a lead agency to prepare a mitigated negative declaration for a project that
may have a significant effect on the environment if revisions in the project would avoid or mitigate that
effect and there is no substantial evidence that the project, as revised, would have a significant effect on
the environment. CEQA requires the Office of Planning and Research to prepare and develop, and the
Secretary of the Natural Resources Agency to certify and adopt, guidelines for the implementation of
CEQA by public agencies. CEQA requires the office, at least once every 2 years, to review the adopted
guidelines and to recommend proposed changes or amendments to the secretary. This bill would make
nonsubstantive changes to the requirements regarding the preparation, development, certification, and
adoption of the guidelines.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2536 (Obernolte R)   California Environmental Quality Act.
 Introduced: 2/19/2020
 Status: 2/20/2020-From printer. May be heard in committee March 21.
 Location: 2/19/2020-A. PRINT

 

Summary: The California Environmental Quality Act requires a lead agency, as defined, to prepare, or
cause to be prepared, and certify the completion of an environmental impact report on a project that it
proposes to carry out or approve that may have a significant effect on the environment or to adopt a
negative declaration if it finds that the project will not have that effect. The act requires all public
agencies to adopt by ordinance, resolution, rule, or regulation specified objectives, criteria, and
procedures for the evaluation of projects and the preparation of environmental impact reports and
negative declarations, as specified. This bill would make nonsubstantive changes to those provisions.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2566 (Garcia, Cristina D)   Consumption-based greenhouse gas inventory.
 Introduced: 2/20/2020
 Last Amend: 3/12/2020
 Status: 3/16/2020-Re-referred to Com. on NAT. RES. In committee: Hearing postponed by committee.
 Location: 3/2/2020-A. NAT. RES.

 

Summary: Would require the State Air Resources Board to create and track a consumption-based
greenhouse gas inventory for animal products for human consumption and to update that inventory
every 5 years. The bill would require the state board to update the scoping plan once the initial
consumption-based greenhouse gas inventory has been completed.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 



   

  

 AB 2621 (Mullin D)   Climate resiliency.
 Introduced: 2/20/2020
 Status: 2/21/2020-From printer. May be heard in committee March 22.
 Location: 2/20/2020-A. PRINT

 

Summary: Current law establishes the Integrated Climate Adaptation and Resiliency Program under
the administration of the Office of Planning and Research to coordinate regional and local efforts with
state climate adaptation strategies to adapt to the impacts of climate change, as specified.This bill would
express the intent of the Legislature to enact subsequent legislation relating to climate resiliency.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2737 (Garcia, Cristina D)   Community emissions reduction programs.
 Introduced: 2/20/2020
 Status: 3/2/2020-Referred to Com. on NAT. RES.
 Location: 3/2/2020-A. NAT. RES.

 

Summary: Current aw requires the State Air Resources Board, by October 1, 2018, to prepare and
update, at least once every 5 years, a statewide strategy to reduce emissions of toxic air contaminants and
criteria air pollutants in communities affected by a high cumulative exposure burden. Current law
requires the state board to select locations around the state for the preparation of community emissions
reduction programs, and to provide grants to community-based organizations for technical assistance
and to support community participation in the programs. Current law requires an air quality
management district or air pollution control district containing a selected location, within one year of the
state board’s selection, to adopt a community emissions reduction program. This bill would prohibit a
district that contains a selected location from authorizing a new major source, or revisions to an existing
source, that increases toxic air contaminants and criteria air pollutants above the levels included in the
community emissions reduction plan for that location without requiring the major source to mitigate the
increased emissions directly in the affected communities.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2831 (Flora R)   Greenhouse gas reduction: carbon sequestration.
 Introduced: 2/20/2020
 Status: 2/21/2020-From printer. May be heard in committee March 22.
 Location: 2/20/2020-A. PRINT

 
Summary: Would state the intent of the Legislature to enact legislation regarding carbon sequestration
through whole orchard recycling.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2832 (Garcia, Cristina D)   Greenhouse gases: carbon neutrality.
 Introduced: 2/20/2020
 Status: 3/2/2020-Referred to Com. on NAT. RES.
 Location: 3/2/2020-A. NAT. RES.

 

Summary: Would declare the policy of the state to achieve carbon neutrality as soon as possible, but no
later than 2045, and to achieve and maintain net negative greenhouse gas emissions thereafter. The bill
would require the state board to work with relevant state agencies to develop a framework for
implementation and accounting that tracks progress toward achieving carbon neutrality, and to ensure
that updates to the scoping plan identify and recommend measures to achieve carbon neutrality. The bill
would require a specified plan prepared by the state board and other specified agencies to include
sequestration targets consistent with achieving carbon neutrality, and would impose other requirements
on state agencies relating to working toward carbon neutrality.

 

        



   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2866 (Garcia, Eduardo D)   Vehicular air pollution: Clean Fleet Program.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Status: 3/5/2020-Referred to Coms. on TRANS. and NAT. RES.
 Location: 3/5/2020-A. TRANS.

 

Summary: Would require the State Air Resources Board, by July 1, 2021, to adopt the Clean Fleet
Program to reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases, to improve air quality, and to benefit low-income
residents by providing certain incentives for the displacement of petroleum diesel with biofuels, as
defined, The bill would require the state board to adopt guidelines for the program and to begin the
implementation of the program on January 1, 2022. The bill would require the state board, on July 1,
2021, and every fiscal year thereafter, to set specific and measurable goals for the displacement of
petroleum fuel with biofuels.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 2951 (Chiu D)   Harbor and port districts: energy management plan.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Status: 2/24/2020-Read first time.
 Location: 2/21/2020-A. PRINT

 

Summary: Current law requires, if a district prepares an energy management plan, that the plan
include, among other things, an assessment of other energy efficiency and management issues the district
determines to evaluate in order to inform the development of specific goals and actions that reduce air
emissions and promote economic development. Current law requires that assessment to include, among
other things, an electric or natural gas load forecast and an assessment that identifies domestic and
international shipping requirements and operations related to energy use and consumption. This bill
would require that assessment to also include an assessment of the capacity of ports to advance the
state’s greenhouse gas reduction targets by facilitating the development, construction, and creation of a
supply chain for eligible renewable energy resources.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 3049 (Levine D)   Economic development: climate change impact.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Status: 2/24/2020-Read first time.
 Location: 2/21/2020-A. PRINT

 

Summary: Would state the intent of the Legislature to enact legislation that would require the
Governor’s Office of Business and Economic Development to make publicly available information on the
economic impacts of climate change on California’s gross domestic product.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 3111 (Gipson D)   Carl Moyer Memorial Air Quality Standards Attainment Program.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Status: 2/24/2020-Read first time.
 Location: 2/21/2020-A. PRINT



 

Summary: Current law establishes the Carl Moyer Memorial Air Quality Standards Attainment
Program, which is administered by the State Air Resources Board. The program authorizes the state
board to provide grants to offset the incremental cost of eligible projects that reduce emissions from
covered vehicular sources. The program also authorizes funding for a fueling infrastructure
demonstration program and for technology development efforts that are expected to result in
commercially available technologies in the near-term that would improve the ability of the program to
achieve its goals. This bill would make technical, nonsubstantive changes to these provisions.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 AB 3211 (Bauer-Kahan D)   Toxic air contaminants.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Status: 3/9/2020-Referred to Coms. on NAT. RES. and TRANS.
 Location: 3/9/2020-A. NAT. RES.

 

Summary: Current law authorizes local air pollution control districts and air quality management
districts, in carrying out their responsibilities with respect to the attainment of state ambient air quality
standards, to adopt and implement regulations that accomplish certain objectives. This bill would
additionally authorize the districts to adopt and implement regulations to require data regarding air
pollution within the district’s jurisdiction from areawide stationary sources of air pollution, including
mobile sources drawn by those stationary sources, to enable the calculation of health risks from toxic air
contaminants.

 

        

   Position     

   High Watch     

 

   

  

 ACA 1
(Aguiar-Curry D)   Local government financing: affordable housing and public
infrastructure: voter approval.

 Introduced: 12/3/2018
 Last Amend: 3/18/2019

 
Status: 8/19/2019-Read third time. Refused adoption. Motion to reconsider made by Assembly Member
Aguiar-Curry.

 Location: 5/20/2019-A. RECONSIDERATION

 

Summary: The California Constitution prohibits the ad valorem tax rate on real property from
exceeding 1% of the full cash value of the property, subject to certain exceptions. This measure would
create an additional exception to the 1% limit that would authorize a city, county, city and county, or
special district to levy an ad valorem tax to service bonded indebtedness incurred to fund the
construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, or replacement of public infrastructure, affordable housing,
or permanent supportive housing, or the acquisition or lease of real property for those purposes, if the
proposition proposing that tax is approved by 55% of the voters of the city, county, or city and county, as
applicable, and the proposition includes specified accountability requirements.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 45
(Allen D)   Wildfire Prevention, Safe Drinking Water, Drought Preparation, and Flood
Protection Bond Act of 2020.

 Introduced: 12/3/2018
 Last Amend: 1/23/2020
 Status: 1/30/2020-In Assembly. Read first time. Held at Desk.
 Location: 1/29/2020-A. DESK

 

Summary: Would enact the Wildfire Prevention, Safe Drinking Water, Drought Preparation, and Flood
Protection Bond Act of 2020, which, if approved by the voters, would authorize the issuance of bonds in
the amount of $5,510,000,000 pursuant to the State General Obligation Bond Law to finance projects for
a wildfire prevention, safe drinking water, drought preparation, and flood protection program.

 

        

   Position     



   Support     

 

   

  

 SB 278 (Beall D)   Metropolitan Transportation Commission.
 Introduced: 2/13/2019
 Last Amend: 3/28/2019

 
Status: 1/27/2020-Ordered to special consent calendar. Read third time. Passed. (Ayes 38. Noes 0.)
Ordered to the Assembly. In Assembly. Read first time. Held at Desk.

 Location: 1/27/2020-A. DESK

 

Summary: The Metropolitan Transportation Commission Act creates the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission as a local area planning agency to provide comprehensive regional transportation planning
for the region comprised of the 9 San Francisco Bay area counties. The act requires the commission to
continue to actively, on behalf of the entire region, seek to assist in the development of adequate funding
sources to develop, construct, and support transportation projects that it determines are essential. This
bill would also require the commission to determine that those transportation projects are a priority for
the region.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 883 (Monning D)   Vessels: for-hire operators’ licenses.
 Introduced: 1/23/2020
 Status: 3/18/2020-March 24 hearing postponed by committee.
 Location: 2/6/2020-S. N.R. & W.

 
Calendar:  4/21/2020  1:30 p.m. - 113  SENATE HEARING CANCELED - NATURAL RESOURCES AND
WATER, STERN, Chair

 

Summary: Current law requires an operator of a for-hire vessel, as defined, to obtain a valid license to
operate a for-hire vessel on the waters of this state, except as provided. Current law defines for-hire vessel
to include a vessel propelled by machinery carrying more than 3 passengers for hire, except as specified.
Under existing law, a violation of the provisions governing the licensing of an operator of a for-hire vessel
is a misdemeanor. This bill, for the purposes of those provisions governing the licensing of an operator of
a for-hire vessel, would revise the definition of for-hire vessel to instead include a vessel propelled by
machinery carrying one or more passengers for hire, except as specified.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 900
(Hill D)   Department of Industrial Relations: worker status: employees and independent
contractors.

 Introduced: 1/30/2020
 Last Amend: 3/26/2020

 
Status: 3/26/2020-From committee with author's amendments. Read second time and amended. Re-
referred to Com. on L., P.E. & R.

 Location: 2/12/2020-S. L., P.E. & R.

 

Summary: Current law expressly authorizes the Department of Industrial Relations to assist and
cooperate with the federal Wage and Hour Division and the federal Children’s Bureau in enforcing of the
federal Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 within this state.This bill would recast those provisions and
would delete the express authorization for the department to assist and cooperate with the bureau.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 904 (Monning D)   Vessels: arrests.
 Introduced: 2/3/2020
 Status: 2/12/2020-Referred to Com. on TRANS.
 Location: 2/12/2020-S. TRANS.



 

Summary: Current law generally requires every undocumented vessel, as defined, using the waters or
on the waters of the state to be currently numbered. The owner of each vessel requiring numbering by the
state is required to, among other things, paint on or attach to each side of the forward half of the vessel
the identification number, as specified. This bill would additionally require an arresting officer to permit
a person arrested for various offenses, including, among others, the failure to paint on or attach to each
side of the forward half of the vessel the identification number, as specified, to execute a notice, prepared
by the officer in triplicate, containing a promise to correct the violation and to deliver proof of correction
to the issuing agency, unless the officer finds that a disqualifying condition exists.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 964 (Skinner D)   Chemicals: outdoor application: residential areas.
 Introduced: 2/11/2020
 Last Amend: 3/26/2020

 
Status: 3/26/2020-From committee with author's amendments. Read second time and amended. Re-
referred to Com. on RLS.

 Location: 2/11/2020-S. RLS.

 

Summary: Would require a government agency or an entity with which a government agency contracts
to submit a plan for the application of a chemical to the Office of Environmental Health Hazard
Assessment before applying the chemical outdoors in a residential area, defined as a residential
neighborhood, school, daycare center, park and recreational facility, or other location where infants and
children generally spend time. The bill would require the office to conduct an independent review of any
health impacts of the chemical, including reviewing any relevant scientific literature, studies, or other
independently peer-reviewed information relating to the chemical’s adverse health effects on infants and
children.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 986 (Allen D)   Coastal resources: new development: greenhouse gas emissions.
 Introduced: 2/12/2020
 Status: 3/18/2020-March 24 hearing postponed by committee.
 Location: 2/20/2020-S. N.R. & W.

 
Calendar:  4/21/2020  1:30 p.m. - 113  SENATE HEARING CANCELED - NATURAL RESOURCES AND
WATER, STERN, Chair

 

Summary: The California Coastal Act of 1976 regulates development, as defined, in the coastal zone, as
defined, and requires that new development comply with specified requirements, including, among other
things, requirements intended to minimize the adverse environmental impacts of the new development,
minimize energy consumption and vehicle miles traveled, and, where appropriate, protect special
communities and neighborhoods that, because of their unique characteristics, are popular visitor
destination points for recreational uses.This bill would additionally require that new development
minimize greenhouse gas emissions.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 1090
(Bates R)   Coastal erosion: installation of shoreline protective devices: application
process.

 Introduced: 2/19/2020
 Last Amend: 4/9/2020

 
Status: 4/9/2020-From committee with author's amendments. Read second time and amended. Re-
referred to Com. on RLS.

 Location: 2/19/2020-S. RLS.



 

Summary: Would, except as provided, require the California Coastal Commission or a local government
with an approved local coastal program to approve the repair, maintenance, or construction of retaining
walls, return walls, seawalls, revetments, or similar shoreline protective devices for beaches or adjacent
existing residential properties in the coastal zone in the Counties of Orange and San Diego that are
designed to mitigate or protect against coastal erosion. If a local government denies the application for a
shoreline protective device, the bill would require the local government to inform the commission, in
writing, of its decision with supporting evidence. The bill would require the commission, if it denies an
application or if it receives notice of a local government’s denial, to submit a report to the Legislature of
its denial or the report from the local government.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 1100 (Atkins D)   Coastal resources: sea level rise.
 Introduced: 2/19/2020
 Status: 3/18/2020-March 24 hearing postponed by committee.
 Location: 2/27/2020-S. N.R. & W.

 

Summary: The California Coastal Act of 1976 establishes the California Coastal Commission and
provides for planning and regulation of development in the coastal zone, as defined. The act requires the
commission, within 90 days after January 1, 1977, to adopt, after public hearing, procedures for the
preparation, submission, approval, appeal, certification, and amendment of a local coastal program,
including a common methodology for the preparation of, and the determination of the scope of, the local
coastal programs, as provided. This bill would also include, as part of the procedures the commission is
required to adopt, recommendations and guidelines for the identification, assessment, minimization, and
mitigation of sea level rise within each local coastal program, as provided.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 1101 (Caballero D)   Water and Climate Science Advisory Board.
 Introduced: 2/19/2020
 Last Amend: 3/25/2020

 
Status: 3/25/2020-From committee with author's amendments. Read second time and amended. Re-
referred to Com. on RLS.

 Location: 2/19/2020-S. RLS.

 

Summary: Would require the Department of Water Resources to convene a Water and Climate Science
Advisory Board to consist of 5 members with certain qualifications appointed by the department, the
agency, and the State Water Resources Control Board, as provided. The bill would require board
members to serve 3-year terms. The bill would require the department to consult with the board when
initiating, reviewing, or expanding policies or guidelines regarding impacts of climate change on water
resources. The bill would require the department to establish an internal process for department review
of and comment on the work of the board, which shall be made publicly available.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 1113 (Gonzalez, Lena D)   State Air Resources Board: report.
 Introduced: 2/19/2020
 Status: 2/27/2020-Referred to Com. on RLS.
 Location: 2/19/2020-S. RLS.

 

Summary: Current law requires the State Air Resources Board to post on its internet website, at a
minimum by January 1 of each odd-numbered year, information on air quality conditions and trends
statewide and on the status and effectiveness of state and local air quality programs, as specified.This bill
would make nonsubstantive changes to that provision.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     



 

   

  

 SB 1195 (Gonzalez, Lena D)   Vehicular air pollution: State Air Resources Board: regulations.
 Introduced: 2/20/2020
 Status: 3/5/2020-Referred to Com. on RLS.
 Location: 2/20/2020-S. RLS.

 

Summary: Current law requires the State Air Resources Board to adopt rules and regulations relating to
vehicular emissions standards, as specified, that will achieve the ambient air quality standards required
by federal law in conjunction with other measures adopted by the state board, air pollution control and
air quality management districts, and the United States Environmental Protection Agency. Current law
requires the state board to adopt and enforce rules and regulations that anticipate the development of
new technologies or the improvement of existing technologies if necessary to carry out its duty. This bill
would make a nonsubstantive change to this provision.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 1293
(Allen D)   California Infrastructure and Economic Development Bank: Sea Level Rise
Revolving Loan Program.

 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Last Amend: 3/30/2020

 
Status: 3/30/2020-From committee with author's amendments. Read second time and amended. Re-
referred to Com. on RLS.

 Location: 2/21/2020-S. RLS.

 

Summary: Would create the Sea Level Rise Revolving Loan Program within the I-Bank to provide low-
interest loans to local jurisdictions for the purchase of coastal properties in their jurisdictions identified
as vulnerable coastal property. The bill would require the California Coastal Commission, before January
1, 2022, in consultation with the California Coastal Commission, the State Lands Commission, and any
other applicable state, federal, and local entities with relevant jurisdiction and expertise, to determine
criteria and guidelines for the identification of vulnerable coastal properties eligible for participation in
the program. The bill would authorize specified cities and counties to apply for, and be awarded, a low-
interest loan under the program if the city or county develops and submits to the bank a vulnerable
coastal property plan.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 1320 (Stern D)   Climate change: California Climate Change Assessment.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Status: 4/6/2020-April 14 hearing postponed by committee.
 Location: 3/5/2020-S. N.R. & W.

 

Summary: Would require the Office of Planning and Research to develop the California Climate Change
Assessment, in coordination with the Natural Resources Agency, the State Energy Resources
Conservation and Development Commission, and the Strategic Growth Council, and in consultation with
partner public agencies designated by the office. The bill would require the office to conduct the
assessment every 2 years and to publish the assessment in October of each odd-numbered year. The bill
would require the assessment to assess and report the impacts and risks of climate change and identify
potential solutions to inform legislative policy, as provided. The bill would require the assessment to
include sector-specific liability projections that assess the impacts of climate change under varied
emissions scenarios for the years 2025, 2030, 2050, and 2100.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 1323
(Skinner D)   Carbon sequestration: state goals: natural and working lands: registry of
projects.

 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Status: 3/18/2020-April 1 hearing postponed by committee.



 Location: 3/12/2020-S. E.Q.

 

Summary: Would require, no later than July 1, 2021, that the Natural Resources Agency, in
coordination with the California Environmental Protection Agency, the State Air Resources Board, and
the department establish carbon sequestration goals for natural and working lands, as defined. The bill
would require the board to include specified carbon dioxide removal targets as part of its scoping plan.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 1362 (Stern D)   Carbon neutrality: comprehensive strategy.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Status: 3/12/2020-Referred to Coms. on EQ. and N.R. & W.
 Location: 3/12/2020-S. E.Q.

 

Summary: Would require the State Air Resources Board, no later than July 1, 2021, to adopt a
comprehensive strategy to achieve carbon neutrality in the state by no later than December 31, 2045, as
specified. The bill would require the state board, before adopting the comprehensive strategy, to conduct
at least 3 public workshops in consultation with the Natural Resources Agency and incorporate peer-
reviewed data and models, as specified. The bill would require the state board to update the
comprehensive strategy at least once every 5 years.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     

 

   

  

 SB 1374 (Bradford D)   Personal income taxes: timeliness penalty: abatement.
 Introduced: 2/21/2020
 Last Amend: 3/25/2020

 
Status: 3/25/2020-From committee with author's amendments. Read second time and amended. Re-
referred to Com. on TRANS.

 Location: 3/12/2020-S. TRANS.

 
Calendar:  4/28/2020  1:30 p.m. - John L. Burton Hearing Room (4203)  SENATE HEARING
CANCELED - TRANSPORTATION, BEALL, Chair

 

Summary: Would, for taxable years beginning on and after January 1, 2021, require the Franchise Tax
Board, upon request by an individual taxpayer, to grant a one time abatement of a failure-to-file or
failure-to-pay timeliness penalty if the taxpayer was not previously required to file a California personal
income tax return or has not previously been granted abatement under this section, the taxpayer has filed
all required returns as of the date of the request for abatement, and the taxpayer has paid, or is in a
current arrangement to pay, all tax currently due.

 

        

   Position     

   Watch     
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San Diego Unified School District

Our Schools Make San Diego a Better Place

Every student, every day for a #BetterSD

The Student Perspective: Distance Learning an Opportunity to Finish the Year Strong

San Diego Unified has instituted a “grade protection policy” during Distance Learning that

will not lower a grade that’s been achieved up to this point. Student Board Member

Zachary Patterson discusses the different motivators that exist for students beyond the

traditional class grade, including college applications, letters of recommendation, and

personal pride, and explains to fellow students the importance of finishing the school year

on a strong note.

From: Superintendent Cindy Marten <communications@sandi.net> 
Sent: Saturday, April 18, 2020 10:03 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Making this school year count #BetterSD 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



Making this school year count

San Diego Unified students are exceptional. That’s not

just a matter of opinion, it’s clear based on how our students stack up nationally against

their peers. 

Long before the COVID-19 pandemic forced the schools to close, students were working

together collaboratively on computers and educators were honing their skills in teaching a

diverse student population with a wide array of learning styles. This experience makes

San Diego Unified well positioned to launch distance learning and the formal return to

graded instruction on April 27. (May 11 for year-round students).

The determination of teachers and students to make this interrupted year count

academically are critical. One day soon, we will emerge from the current COVID-19

health crisis. We will be back in classrooms. We will have a future. And for students, what

that future looks like may depend on how they embrace the months ahead, starting with

Distance Learning.

San Diego Unified wants families to know the focus for the rest of the academic year is on

continued learning for students, not solely grades. Of course, grades do matter. Students

have put in countless hours toward maximizing their potential this school year and it

should count for something. It should count for a lot. Read More



Standout Scripps Ranch student inducted into latest "100 High School Students America Needs to

Know About"

Athena Amanatidis, a student at Scripps Ranch High

School, was inducted into the “100 High School Students America Needs to Know About”

for this year, chosen out of thousands of students nationwide.

Athena is the student lead for the Student Equity Ambassador program this year, leading

students from various high schools throughout San Diego Unified to initiate projects and

implement solutions on how to improve schools within the district. Athena is involved in

JROTC and is currently on the senior staff for her unit, overseeing 5 drill teams with over

100 students. She also serves as 1 out of 11 students on the SDUSD Joint Brigade Staff,

overseeing 13 units comprised of over 1,500 cadets.

Outside of JROTC, Athena acts as the MEChA (Movimiento Estudiantil Chicanx de

Aztlan) club president where she helps to advocate equal opportunities for

Hispanic/Latino students. This year, she is also leading and managing a team of students

in a seven-week-long Students of the Year 2020 campaign for the Leukemia &

Lymphoma Society to improve the quality of life for children with cancer. Let’s give her a

well-deserved round of applause!

Point Loma students delivering supplies, hope to

senior citizens in need

For San Diego’s most elderly residents, simply getting

to the grocery store is a risk many are unable to take as the nation fights to slow the

spread of Covid-19. But help is now just a click away, thanks to a highly motivated group

of students from Point Loma High School.

Dozens of homes across the city have seen this quiet act of kindness as a teenager,

wearing a protective mask, arrives to deliver a hefty assortment of food, household goods,

and hygiene items to senior citizens in need.

With each bundle of bags carefully placed on a doorstep, another senior finds support and

a reason to smile.

“When someone contacts me saying they need help, I reach out to my team and whoever

is available grabs a mask, some gloves, and gets to shopping,” said Maddie Wozniak, a

Point Loma junior and the founder of Store 2 Door SD. 

Since launching in March, the Store 2 Door team has grown to 27 team members, most of

whom are also Point Loma students. Read More



Tonight: Don't miss the VAPA Foundation's Spotlight Gala

to support the arts 

Reminder: the VAPA Foundation’s second annual

Spotlight Gala to support the arts in San Diego schools is taking place tonight!

Originally set to take place at The Conrad in La Jolla, the event will feature high-level

student performances and artwork in a virtual experience open to the public. The event

will be livestreamed here tonight at 6:00 p.m.

Proceeds from the benefit will support enhanced arts education programs for all students

at SDUSD schools. With schools currently being closed, the need for arts education and

funding is greater than ever.

Knox Middle student shares culture, positivity through

singing - even from home

For AB Ochoa, an 8th grade student at Knox Middle

School, singing is not only a passion but a way to experience and share culture as well.

He has made a mark with performances at Knox pep rallies, the Cesar Chavez and Martin

Luther King marches, and even the Lincoln youth choral community organization.

“AB is a wonderful mariachi singer who always dedicates his time to performing around

the Southeast community,” said Knox teacher Michelle Hesse. “He sings about his culture

in Mexico but also more modern English songs to embrace everyone on our campus.”

AB has also performed on the show "Tengo Talento, Mucho Talento" on Estrella TV out of

Los Angeles – but at Knox he’s best known for his humble and kindhearted character.

“His positivity is contagious - he truly has the ability to light up a room," said history

teacher Alicia Stevens, who had AB as a student last year.

Head counselor Lori Watkins added, “He is so well-liked and respected which tells much

about his character as a person. He always says hi to everyone and asks students how

they are no matter who they are,” Watkins said. “Even if he doesn't know specific students

around campus he is also courteous and makes everyone feel welcome and included.”

With schools, concerts, and most other events now on hold, AB took a moment to record

and share a quick performance with us here. Please give it a listen!
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From: Kenneth Beck <Kenneth.Beck@ceoconnection.com> 
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To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: RE: What happens next: CoronaVirus CEO Action Calls 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa, 

It is time to discuss what happens when the economy re starts. 

Two additional calls have been added. Sign up for our small-group interactive video discussions for you to connect, share insights, and to strategize with other Mid-
Market CEOs regarding the Coronavirus and the restart of the economy :

Monday, April 20 at 5:30 p.m. ET 
Monday, April 27 at 5:30 p.m. ET

All calls have had wait-lists so sign up now : Register here for the call 

We will take the first eight registrants for each meeting and then go to a wait-list.

As a reminder, here is the call agenda:

Confidential, Small Group, Video Meetings. CEOC will convene a series of small, interactive, 60-minute video conference calls for our
Premium members. This format will enable close, confidential conversation and meaningful dialogue. We will consider scaling this
program to additional CEO members as well.
Focused Agenda. The agenda for each meeting will be focused on each CEO sharing what he/she is seeing and doing in four areas:

Individual Observations – Both in the U.S. and internationally (if applicable);
Financial/Business Impact – Impact to operations, supply chain and financials;
People strategy – Communication/morale/remote work strategies; and,
Forecast/Planning - Insights about what might happen next, ways to prepare, etc.

Register here for the call

If you cannot make these virtual meetings but want to be kept informed send an email to events@ceoconnection.com. 

Our country is at its best when faced with a common challenge. I have full faith that the government (both parties) and medical experts will put
their differences aside and once again, as Americans have always done in the face of adversity, rise to the occasion to find a solution that will
stop the spread of this disease.   In the meantime, we as the Mid-Market business community will join together to help each other manage the
challenges ahead.

You do great things on your own … we can do even greater things together!

Speak to you soon.

Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer | CEO Connection
Chairman | Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991 | F 646.292.5192
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com 

Unsubscribe from email communications

CEO Connection

338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791



 

From: AMERICA'S #1 CHOICE <Contact@tvdippage.rest> 
Sent: Sunday, April 19, 2020 7:54 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: CORONAVIRUS ALERT: FREE Breathing Masks 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

 

*WORLD CORONAVIRUS ALERT*

Dear Patriot,

Due to the Coronavirus there is a massive shortage of breathing masks worldwide and I have

personally seen some companies sell protective breathing masks for up to $79 each!

But, don't worry. I have secured a small supply of 2000 masks that I am offering to my loyal

subscribers for free from here!

T h e PROTAC PM2.5 Breathing Mask is a new generation of breathing mask that's

comfortable, washable and most importantly has a high protection PM2.5 filter!

WARNING: These masks WILL NOT LAST LONG!

"Coronavirus is NO JOKE!"

The Coronavirus growth rate is still in a fierce upward trend with no signs of slowing down

any time soon. According to Worldmeters.info, as of March 2020 there have been over

114,000 reported cases with multiple governments declaring state of emergency.

Pick up a PROTAC PM2.5 Breathing Mask for free from

here

We have these IN STOCK IN USA! We are shipping these out within 24 business hours to

all USA addresses!

Again, these protection masks WILL NOT LAST LONG!

Please get your PROTAC PM2.5 Mask here.

Stay safe, 

Peter Villarreal

 

If you does'nt like this update, no problem please Click here 

3292 Coffman Alley

Cloverport, KY 40111

 

d_[emailhexid] relative obscurity. She said the system verifies "volunteers' licenses, credentials, and accreditations, as well as training skills, competencies, and employment" in advance, saving "valuable time in emergency situations."The White House did not respond to a request for comment.



From: Olivia <boylejames340@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, April 19, 2020 11:36 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Home stay Safe During COVID-19 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

HI,



From: Fitbit <noreply@e.fitbit.com> 
Sent: Sunday, April 19, 2020 3:50 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Your Weekly Boost: April 19 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

New inspiration to fuel your week.

Fitbit

 

it's your weekly boost by Fitbit



Unsubscribe | Blog | We're Hiring 

Fitbit and the Fitbit logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of

Fitbit, Inc. in the US and other countries. Additional Fitbit trademarks can

be found at www.fitbit.com/legal/trademark-list. Third-party trademarks

mentioned are the property of their respective owners. 

Fitbit, Inc. — 199 Fremont Street, 14th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94105



From: Morning Consult <reply@em.morningconsult.com> 
Sent: Sunday, April 19, 2020 4:34 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Morning Consult Brands: Week in Review & What's Ahead 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

By Alyssa Meyers



Week in Review

Agency layoffs

BBDO Worldwide let go of two of its top executives, New York Chief Creative Officer Greg

Hahn and Director of Integrated Production Dave Rolfe, in the highest-profile layoffs in the

U.S. advertising industry during the pandemic. 

WPP PLC Chief Executive Mark Read said the holding company will "have to expect there

will be layoffs," following WPP agency Grey New York's decision to furlough 3.5 percent of

its staff.

Omnicom Group Inc. Chief Executive John Wren said in an all-staff memo, obtained by a

media outlet, that layoffs and furloughs will occur at many of the holding company's

agencies. Wren will forgo his salary through the end of September, while other Omnicom

executives will reduce their pay by one-third as the company freezes most of its hiring and

cuts back on employing freelancers.

After a round of layoffs at MullenLowe, Michael Roth, the chief executive officer at The

Interpublic Group of Companies Inc., sent a memo to all of the holding company's agencies

outlining cost-cutting measures, including staff reductions.

Advertising declines

Ad rates on YouTube have dropped more than 20 percent from the highs seen earlier this

year, according to two publishers, who are expecting the decline to get worse this year.

Publicis Groupe SA Chief Executive Arthur Sadoun said in an interview that the current

financial crisis will cause a steeper drop in ad spending than the 10 percent drop the

industry saw during the recession in 2009. 

Facebook Inc.'s advertising business is declining amid the coronavirus crisis, and despite

attempts to encourage spending on the platform, the cost to reach 1,000 users dropped 15 to

20 percent from February to March, according to one advertising holding company's buying

group.

Logos

Land O'Lakes Inc. Chief Executive Beth Ford said that the company would repackage its

products ahead of its 100th anniversary, replacing the American Indian maiden featured on

its logo for almost a century with images of farm owners who help produce the dairy

products.



What's Ahead

Companies reporting earnings this week include JetBlue Airways Corp., Coca-Cola Co.,

Chipotle Mexican Grill Inc., Snap Inc. and Netflix Inc. on Tuesday; Delta Air Lines Inc.,

AT&T Inc. and Spirit Airlines Inc. on Wednesday; Hershey Co. and Domino's Pizza Inc. on

Thursday; and Verizon Communications Inc. and Interpublic Group of Companies Inc. on

Friday.

Politico will host a virtual briefing event on Monday featuring David Chang, the founder of

Momofuku Restaurant Group, and Marguerite Mariscal, Momofuku's chief executive,

discussing the ways Washington can help the restaurant industry recover from the

pandemic.

Morning Consult and the American Advertising Federation will on Tuesday host

"Weathering the Storm: Brand Management in the COVID-19 Era," a webinar examining

new data about how brands can navigate through the coronavirus crisis.



Events Calendar (All Times Local)

04/20/2020

Amazon Strategies Virtual Forum

Elevate AI: Live Virtual Event 3:00 pm

Politico's Playbook Virtual Briefing with Momofuku Restaurant Group
Founder David Chang and Chief Executive Marguerite Mariscal, on what
Washington can do to help the restaurant industry

9:00 am

04/21/2020

Discover MarTech: A Virtual Event For Strategies & Solutions

Amazon Strategies Virtual Forum

Weathering the Storm: Brand Management in the COVID-19 Era 12:30 pm

Best Practices & Tactics in Social Media Marketing During COVID-19 2:00 pm

04/22/2020

Discover MarTech: A Virtual Event For Strategies & Solutions

PRWeek Convene: Communicating in the Coronavirus Era 12:00 pm

Amazon Strategies Virtual Forum

SOF Digital Discussion: Survey Says: Measuring Public Opinion Amid
Pandemic

1:30 pm

Lunch & Learn featuring Sailthru SVP of Marketing Jason Grunberg and
Raise marketing maven Kelly Hickey

12:00 pm

From Survival to Revival: Best Practices in SMB Marketing Amid the
Coronavirus Crisis

2:00 pm

View full calendar



Webinar - Weathering the Storm: Brand Management in
the COVID-19 Era

The coronavirus pandemic is the most complex and multifaceted threat that leaders in

business have faced in the 21st century.

On Tuesday, April 21 at 12:30 p.m. ET, Morning Consult and the American Advertising

Federation will be discussing new data examining how brands can navigate this tumultuous

and troubling time by driving situation-sensitive, yet purpose-led growth. Register for the

webinar here.



Morning Consult Brands Top Reads

1) When Consumers Say They'll Feel OK About Dining Out and Other Activities 

Alyssa Meyers, Morning Consult

2) IPG CEO Michael Roth Addresses Layoffs and Cost-Cutting Across IPG Agencies 

Erik Oster, Adweek

3) Omnicom Group's John Wren Warns Staff That Furloughs And Layoffs Are Coming 

Lindsay Rittenhouse, Ad Age

4) Facebook Ad Rates Fall as Coronavirus Undermines Spending 

Sahil Patel, The Wall Street Journal

5) Coronavirus breaks the telecom bundle 

Kim Hart et al., Axios

6) BBDO Layoffs Include New York Chief Creative Officer Greg Hahn And Production Chief

Dave Rolfe 

Ann-Christine Diaz, Ad Age

7) Every COVID-era commercial is the same, and this video supercut proves it  

Joe Berkowitz, Fast Company

8) For Consumers, Brands' Care for Staff Amid Pandemic as Important as Stocked Items  

Alyssa Meyers, Morning Consult

9) The News Is Making People Anxious. You'll Never Believe What They're Reading Instead. 

Taylor Lorenz, The New York Times

10) Baseball? Coachella? Handshakes? Tinder? Anthony Fauci on the New Rules of Living

With Coronavirus 

Peter Hamby, Vanity Fair

This email was sent by: Morning Consult

729 15th St. NW Washington, DC, 20005, US

Update Email Preferences | Unsubscribe From All



From: Shawn Glisson <Shawn@glisson.us> on behalf of Shawn Glisson <gsglisson@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, April 19, 2020 5:34 PM EDT 
To: Wilma Wooten <wilma.wooten@sdcounty.ca>; Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
CC: Greg Cox <greg.cox@sdcounty.ca.gov>; Nathan Fletcher <nathan.fletcher@sdcounty.ca.gov>; Kevin Faulconer
<kevinfaulconer@sandiego.gov>; kgtv_assignmentdesk@10news.com <kgtv_assignmentdesk@10news.com>;
news@fox5sandiego.com <news@fox5sandiego.com>; yourstories@kfmb.com <yourstories@kfmb.com>;
news@timesofsandiego.com <news@timesofsandiego.com> 
Subject: Boats more danfgerous than Planes, Trains & Automobiles? 
Attachment(s): "addendum-facecovering-business-water-recreation.pdf" 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Dr. Wooten,
 
We can take the family on a car drive to get out of the house, without police hassle (thank god).  Amtrak & the Trolley still operate.  We can still
go to the airport and fly in an aluminum tubed airplane re-circulating bad air with a bunch of strangers, but we can't take our private boat out
into the fresh ocean air of the harbor or seek unfettered transit to the Pacific, without facing the threat to be stopped and questioned by the
Harbor Police, facing citations with fines of up to $1,000 and up to 6 months in jail?
 
Why the heck not?  What is the justification for such an extreme prohibition?  What could be more secluded and safe from spreading the
Covid-19 virus than floating out on the water in a private boat?  This is the kind of government overreach than undermines public support for
important public policies.  Reverse it!  In a crisis mistakes can be made.  Correct your poor decision and this institutional mistake.

Ms. Coniglio,
 
I request that the Port of San Diego cease enforcing this obviously ill-considered declaration by our County Public Health Office.  Such a
policy does nothing to promote the protection of life and property and to the contrary is more likely to undermine other regulations that do
such.  I suspect they know nothing about boating and failed appropriate consultation.

- Shawn

 
 
https://www.portofsandiego.org/covid-19-port-san-diegos-response
 

If I have a boat on the water, (at a mooring, marina, etc.) can I go out on it, fish, sail, etc? / Is kayaking/stand up

paddle boarding on San Diego Bay permitted?

The County of San Diego’s Public Health Officer issued a public health order, effective Saturday, April 4, 2020, that

prohibits boating for recreational purposes, watersports, or swimming on or in public waterways and at beaches. This order,

which reinforces the State and County’s stay-at-home orders, is effective until further notice. Therefore, in support of and in

compliance with the County Health order, the Port has closed San Diego Bay to recreation – including boating, kayaking,

paddle boarding, and recreational fishing – until further notice.

As a public agency, the Port supports and enforces all State and San Diego County public health directives where

appropriate and will continue to follow them during this global health and economic crisis. Remember, the only exceptions to

these orders are for essential needs – recreational boating has been deemed non-essential. While these orders present

challenges and inconveniences for us all, please understand they allow public agencies, including the Port and our Harbor

Police Department, to focus resources on protecting public health and safety. The Port’s top priority at this time, and at all

times, is to protect public health and safety.

It’s also important to note that, during a proclaimed state of emergency, like the current COVID-19 public health emergency

proclaimed by California Governor Newsom on March 4, 2020, California state law grants the governor and local agencies,

such as the Port of San Diego and the County of San Diego, emergency powers beyond those they have in non-emergency

times. Generally, California Government Code, as well as California Health & Safety Code, give the governor and the county

health officials broad powers to take action to make rules to deal with such an emergency. Additional state laws specifically

grant the County Health Officer broad power to make rules to prevent and control the spread of a communicable disease,

such as COVID-19.

Note: Those who continue to participate in recreation on San Diego Bay should be prepared to be stopped and

questioned by Port of San Diego Harbor Police. Law enforcement, including Harbor Police, is prepared to issue

citations for violations of the State and County stay-at-home orders. Those citations carry a maximum fine of up to

$1,000 and up to 6 months in jail.

 



Virus-free. www.avast.com



Gounty of San Diego 
NICK MACCHIONE, FACHE HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES AGENCY WILMA J. WOOTEN, M.D. 

AGENCY DIRECTOR PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES PUBLIC HEALTH OFFICER 

3851 ROSECRANS STREET, MAIL STOP P-578 

SAN DIEGO, CA 92110-3134 

(619) 531-5800 - FAX (619) 542-4186 

ADDENDUM 2 

TO ORDER OF THE HEALTH OFFICER 

AND EMERGENCY REGULATIONS 

The Health Officer Order dated March 27, 2020, and effective as of 12:00 a.m. on Sunday, 

March 29, 2020, is amended through this Addendum 2 effective as of 12:00 a.m. on Saturday, 

April 4, 2020. 

Section 1 q of the Health Officer Order is amended as follows: 

“q. All employees who may have contact with the public in any grocery store, 

pharmacy/drug store, convenience store, gas station, restaurant, and other business 

establishment that serves food, or when making a delivery to a customer, shall wear a 

cloth face covering as described in the California Department of Public Health Face 

Covering Guidance referenced in section 1 0 above. Owners of business 

establishments are responsible for ensuring compliance with this section.” 

Section 1 of the Health Officer Order is amended to add subsection s as follows: 

“s. Boating for recreational purposes, watersports, or swimming, are prohibited on or in 

public waterways and at beaches.” 

IT IS SO ORDERED: 

Date: April 3, 2020 Woes Wine) MW 
Wilma J. Wodgén, MD., M.P.H7 
Public Health Officer 

County of San Diego 



This Addendum shall be promulgated as a regulation for the protection of life and property. 

Date: April 3, 2020 wh A besser ) 
Helen Robbins-Meyer 

Chief Administrative Officer 

Director of Emergency Services 

County of San Diego 

Page 2 of 2 

ADDENDUM 2 TO ORDER OF THE HEALTH OFFICER AND EMERGENCY REGULATIONS 



From: NAMEPA <m.dushay@namepa.net> 
Sent: Sunday, April 19, 2020 6:00 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Reminder: Crisis or Change?? NAMEPA Chooses Change One Habit, Change the World 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Crisis or Change?? NAMEPA Chooses Change One Habit, Change the
World

I don’t know about you, but I have watched enough reporting on COVID-19. Why not change one habit by exercising while

listening to a podcast? Living Planet, Resources Radio, and Leadership and the Environment are some that come to

mind! You can get fit while learning how you can make a difference!!!

So work on those abs, while making our world a better place to live in!!!

Be well and safe,

The NAMEPA Change Team 

Take 10!
Take 10 minutes and go for a walk outside. Bring a bag &

gloves and pick up 10 pieces of trash. It is proven a few

moments out in nature helps the mind, body and spirit!

Learn More

Spring Activity!
Build an egg carton garden! A fun way to celebrate
the coming of the season with your family!

Learn More

     

North American Marine Environment Protection Association (NAMEPA)

21 Davis Hill Rd

Weston, CT 06883

Unsubscribe rconigli@portofsandiego.org

Update Profile | About Constant Contact

Sent by m.dushay@namepa.net

in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!





Apr 17, 2020 3:05 PM

Mark Abeles-Allison

Good Day:

I am brainstorming about what can be done to help our local business during COVID-19.  Physical distancing is a major

issue for business.  There is only so much space in a restaurant, store, bar, etc.

Could local government relax ordinances regarding use of public lands, parking lots, parks, streets that would benefit /

allow business to expand their working area?

Could we lease a public parking lot or portion of it to a business?  Could we allow for a tent to be setup in a park to be

used for a business?

I am curious if you have considered anything like this in response to business needs in the months ahead?

Thank you.

------------------------------

Mark Abeles-Allison

County Administrator

County of Bayfield

Washburn WI

markaa@bayfieldcounty.org

------------------------------
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2. Bridging the Digital Divide

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2020 9:53 AM

Weston Davis

During this pandemic social media has become a critical tool to keeping the community updated.  We already know that

access to internet and devices are a problem in lower income areas.  We know that many younger and mid-life people

have Facebook and can get critical updates.  

With all of this in mind we know that there are people in our communities that cannot get our updates via electronic

means.  Although this is the easiest means to get out timely critical information, it cannot reach everyone.  What are you

doing to ensure that those without access to digital means get your messaging?  How does one without access to

internet get messaging?  How does someone with internet, but not on social media get your messaging?

------------------------------

Weston Davis MPA

EMS Director

City of El Campo

El Campo TX

wdavis@cityofelcampo.org

------------------------------
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3. Re: Equity Issues in Reassignment of Nonessential Employees

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2020 10:28 AM

Lee Feldman

We wrestled with this as well.  I focused on re-purposing the tasks of all of our community builders (employees).  For

example, we are now using Parks & Rec staff to call elderly shut-ins to provide scheduled time for them to socialize.  I

think we jest need to think of creative ways to engage the entire workforce.

------------------------------

Lee Feldman ICMA-CM

City Manager

City of Gainesville

Gainesville FL

feldmanlr@cityofgainesville.org

------------------------------
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-------------------------------------------

Original Message:

Sent: 04-16-2020 11:32 AM

From: Melissa Bridges

Subject: Equity Issues in Reassignment of Nonessential Employees

How are other cities handling potential equity issues in reassigning nonessential employees to other work duties?  In

March our employees were designated essential or nonessential and we have been providing full pay and benefits to

nonessential while they stay at home.  The question has arisen as to how long that is sustainable and how we can bring

some of them back to work, but assign them where we need them.  

Any insights would be appreciated.

------------------------------

Melissa Bridges

Performance & Innovation Coordinator

City of Little Rock

Little Rock AR

mbridges@littlerock.gov 

------------------------------

 

top previous  next

4. Re: Equity Issues in Reassignment of Nonessential Employees

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2020 11:27 AM

Katherine Wand



Melissa:

We, too, have some FT and PT benefitted employees who are not working their regular number of weekly hours.  At this

time, none of our employees have been furloughed or laid off and we, too, have not cut pay for any FT or PT benefitted

employee due to lack of available work.  What we have done is:

1. Ask Departments to identify any backlogs or available assignments within their depts. or divisions

2. Created staffing plans for programs that we have implemented in response to COVID (Torrance Cares 2 Go Grocery

Delivery; Park Ambassador Program; Senior Hotline; Farmers' Market; etc.)

3. Created an "employee pool" of all employees who are not currently working their regular number of weekly hours.

4. Assign employees to available assignments in the following priority order: FT employees without full regular hours; PT

benefitted employees without full regular hours; if any available assignments remaining, may fill using our recurrent

employees.

5. If someone turns down an assignment for whatever reason, then they are choosing to be off work on their own time.

Our intent is not to give any employee more hours than they typically work, nor is it to give employees overtime when

others are in need of hours.  So far, this has worked for us.  We are a full service City and have been able to continue to

provide all essential services to our residents.

I hope this helps!  Please feel free to reach out to me directly.  Stay healthy!

------------------------------

Katherine Wand BA

Management Associate

City of Torrance

Torrance CA

kwand@torranceca.gov

------------------------------
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-------------------------------------------

Original Message:

Sent: 04-16-2020 11:32 AM

From: Melissa Bridges

Subject: Equity Issues in Reassignment of Nonessential Employees

How are other cities handling potential equity issues in reassigning nonessential employees to other work duties?  In

March our employees were designated essential or nonessential and we have been providing full pay and benefits to

nonessential while they stay at home.  The question has arisen as to how long that is sustainable and how we can bring

some of them back to work, but assign them where we need them.  

Any insights would be appreciated.

------------------------------

Melissa Bridges

Performance & Innovation Coordinator

City of Little Rock

Little Rock AR

mbridges@littlerock.gov 

------------------------------

 





With our Recreation program shut down we've reassigned their staff to assist with 'to-go' meals (prep & distribution) at

our Senior Center and have them working with our Clerk's office on filing/scanning projects.  But, as you note this is not

sustainable over the long term.

------------------------------

John Vodopich AICP

City Administrator

City of Bonney Lake

BONNEY LAKE WA

vodopichj@ci.bonney-lake.wa.us

------------------------------
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-------------------------------------------

Original Message:

Sent: 04-16-2020 11:32 AM

From: Melissa Bridges

Subject: Equity Issues in Reassignment of Nonessential Employees

How are other cities handling potential equity issues in reassigning nonessential employees to other work duties?  In

March our employees were designated essential or nonessential and we have been providing full pay and benefits to

nonessential while they stay at home.  The question has arisen as to how long that is sustainable and how we can bring

some of them back to work, but assign them where we need them.  

Any insights would be appreciated.

------------------------------

Melissa Bridges

Performance & Innovation Coordinator

City of Little Rock

Little Rock AR

mbridges@littlerock.gov 

------------------------------
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7. Re: Equity Issues in Reassignment of Nonessential Employees

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2020 1:28 PM

Peter Burchard



This is one of the best questions I've seen since the start. I like that you are thinking ahead and reaching out for ideas. I

wonder what innovations may occur - what rethinking of service levels may need to be discussed.

------------------------------

Peter Burchard

CEO

Burchard Consulting

Geneva IL

peter@peterburchard.com

------------------------------
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-------------------------------------------

Original Message:

Sent: 04-16-2020 11:32 AM

From: Melissa Bridges

Subject: Equity Issues in Reassignment of Nonessential Employees

How are other cities handling potential equity issues in reassigning nonessential employees to other work duties?  In

March our employees were designated essential or nonessential and we have been providing full pay and benefits to

nonessential while they stay at home.  The question has arisen as to how long that is sustainable and how we can bring

some of them back to work, but assign them where we need them.  

Any insights would be appreciated.

------------------------------

Melissa Bridges

Performance & Innovation Coordinator

City of Little Rock

Little Rock AR

mbridges@littlerock.gov 

------------------------------
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8. Re: Zoom Quick Guide and Tips

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2020 8:24 AM

Elizabeth Stahlman



If you have an IT professional, I would ask them to  "co-host" of the Zoom meeting and taking care of the Livestream to

Facebook or YouTube.  We have done a work session and Council Meeting using Zoom and Facebook Live.  As the

City Administrator (that is somewhat tech savvy), it can be a bit distracting/stressful attempting to run the meeting and

take care of things like muting people with background noise, etc..

------------------------------

Elizabeth Stahlman MBA

City Administrator

City of Frostburg

FROSTBURG MD

estahlman@frostburgcity.org

------------------------------
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-------------------------------------------

Original Message:

Sent: 04-16-2020 08:28 AM

From: Marsha Toler

Subject: Zoom Quick Guide and Tips

There is a link for a basic Zoom tutorial that is nicely done by the K State Research and Extension office in Cowley

County, Kansas.  It provides a nice overview in two short videos, one for the attendee and how to join the Zoom meeting

and the other for setting up a Zoom meeting.  Here is the link, https://www.cowley.k-state.edu/.  I hope you find this

helpful.

Have a good day!

Marsha Toler

Original Message------

Has anyone found (or created) a good YouTube or other orientation to Zoom, suitable for commissioners?  Like many

agencies we've now done council meetings with Zoom webinar, and are now expanding to our commissions so need to

get more people familiar with the platform and its features.  Examples welcome; thanks!

------------------------------

Edward Shikada ICMA-CM, PE

City Manager

City of Palo Alto

Palo Alto CA

ed.shikada@cityofpaloalto.org 

------------------------------
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9. Re: Zoom Quick Guide and Tips

Reply to Group Reply to Sender





We are working on a set of protocols and policies both to utilize at our sites but also for use as a guide for business. I

am working with a research team from our local hospital to verify efficacy of measures and sort them into guidelines by

exposure. Workers in contact with the public will utilize different mitigation strategies than those in office settings, etc.

We are also considering how we will hold elections in June and how to institute mitigation measures to offer a safe

election. Colorado has mail in voting so that reduces the demand for in-person voting but we still have to provide in-

person options. We are working with the State to produce a drive-through election options which we will operate at

several sites. Attached is our working document of ideas, this is our first run at listing options based on initial research. 

A lot of our efforts will be around encouraging use of online and phone options to provide service, we are engaging with

marketing professionals to develop outreach and education about options for all gov. services that have online or over

the phone service options.

------------------------------

John Cattles MPA

Sustainable Operations Director

County of Gunnison

Gunnison CO

jcattles@gunnisoncounty.org

------------------------------
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Original Message:

Sent: 04-15-2020 12:12 PM

From: T. Hanna

Subject: Returning to Work Policies and Procedures

Good Morning,

Considering there will likely be some continuous danger of COVID-19 for months, has anyone have policies and/or

procedures they have developed in plans of some or all employees returning to work?

T. Dwight Hanna, IPMA-SCP, CCP, SHRM-SCP, CBP, ADAC

Director of Human Resource Services Department

Richland County Government

2020 Hampton Street, Suite 3058

Columbia, SC 29204

Email: hannad@rcgov.us

Phone: 803.576.2111

Fax: 803.576.2119

"Employers and business leaders need people who can think for themselves - who can take initiative and be the solution

to problems."

- Stephen Covey
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11. Re: Returning to Work Policies and Procedures

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2020 11:40 AM

Robert Cole

With discussion of phasing at the federal level, this is something we should all be actively planning for, of course.

I suspect there will be a federal and/or state guidelines/rules promulgated in order to reduce the likelihood of adverse

public health outcomes associated with transitioning back to a new normal; however, there are certain elements that are

either already known, reasonable to anticipate, or will never be the subject of state or federal guidance.

Here are some example planning considerations that we've started to discuss:

* Consideration of continued remote work options for at-risk persons;

* Consideration of whether remote work can or should be used more routinely on a moving forward basis;

* Continued or amplified disinfection protocols for public areas and high-touch surfaces;

* Consideration of enhanced point-of-service employee and resident protections, e.g., Plexiglas barriers like some of us

may have seen deployed in groceries;

* Availability and location of hand sanitizer stations;

* PPE availability for all staff unable to maintain social distancing -- perhaps even including those that can maintain

greater than 6' separation;

* Question of whether (and how) to implement thermal screening;

* Reaffirming HIPPA limitations on release of health information;

* Updates or modifications to sick leave policy;

* Question of how/whether to re-purpose staff unable to perform duties due to the nature of their roles and

responsibilities, e.g., pool manager if the pool can't be opened;

* Review and consideration of labor agreements, including potential need to engage union representation on issues of

shared concern;

* Need for contact tracing protocol;

* How to handle internal staff meetings and/or those involving members of the public in conference rooms settings, etc;

* How to handle municipal court;

* How to handle meetings of legislative/quasi-judicial boards and councils;

* Safe operation of parks and rec facilities, including nature centers, pool complexes, playgrounds, organized sport

fields, etc.

* Consideration of library rules of operation -- there are a lot of high-touch surfaces in libraries, of course; 

* Consideration of potential meeting constraints volunteer boards, councils, and committees, etc; and

* How to communicate updates and changes to staff ahead of their reintegration into the workplace, making workplace

protections for them clear and any policy changes/modifications known and understood, etc.

------------------------------

Robert Cole

Deputy Village Manager

Village of Scarsdale

Millwood NY

rcole@scarsdale.com

------------------------------
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Original Message:

Sent: 04-15-2020 12:12 PM

From: T. Hanna

Subject: Returning to Work Policies and Procedures

Good Morning,

Considering there will likely be some continuous danger of COVID-19 for months, has anyone have policies and/or

procedures they have developed in plans of some or all employees returning to work?

T. Dwight Hanna, IPMA-SCP, CCP, SHRM-SCP, CBP, ADAC

Director of Human Resource Services Department

Richland County Government

2020 Hampton Street, Suite 3058

Columbia, SC 29204

Email: hannad@rcgov.us

Phone: 803.576.2111

Fax: 803.576.2119

"Employers and business leaders need people who can think for themselves - who can take initiative and be the solution

to problems."

- Stephen Covey
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12. Re: Returning to Work Policies and Procedures

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2020 1:37 PM

Peter Burchard

Great job with the document.

------------------------------

Peter Burchard

CEO

Burchard Consulting

Geneva IL

peter@peterburchard.com

------------------------------
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Original Message:

Sent: 04-17-2020 11:05 AM

From: John Cattles

Subject: Returning to Work Policies and Procedures

We are working on a set of protocols and policies both to utilize at our sites but also for use as a guide for business. I

am working with a research team from our local hospital to verify efficacy of measures and sort them into guidelines by

exposure. Workers in contact with the public will utilize different mitigation strategies than those in office settings, etc.

We are also considering how we will hold elections in June and how to institute mitigation measures to offer a safe

election. Colorado has mail in voting so that reduces the demand for in-person voting but we still have to provide in-

person options. We are working with the State to produce a drive-through election options which we will operate at

several sites. Attached is our working document of ideas, this is our first run at listing options based on initial research. 

A lot of our efforts will be around encouraging use of online and phone options to provide service, we are engaging with

marketing professionals to develop outreach and education about options for all gov. services that have online or over

the phone service options.

------------------------------

John Cattles MPA

Sustainable Operations Director

County of Gunnison

Gunnison CO

jcattles@gunnisoncounty.org 
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13. Re: Opening of Swimming Pools

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2020 1:38 PM

Dan Ralley



I view the CDC guidance as most relevant to a private household pool.   

Karen, I inferred from your question that you may have been asking about public pools. My sense is that public pools will

be evaluated in much the same way that other gathering spaces are evaluated.  What is the ability to do basic

screenings for ill persons, and what precautions can be put in place for distancing?   

That being said, I think its unlikely that this will be a normal public pool season in most parts of the country.   Best case

scenario, public pools are able to open by doing screenings and significantly cutting back on capacity, but I think its a

very difficult environment to maintain distancing in and I suspect many parents would not feel comfortable allowing their

children to utilize.   We are also expecting summer labor market to be disrupted.   How many lifeguards will elect to

avoid working in such a public space where they could potentially be called on to perform CPR when there is uncertainty

about public health?

------------------------------

Dan Ralley

Assistant City Manager

City of Upper Arlington

Upper Arlington OH

dralley@uaoh.net

------------------------------

-------------------------------------------

Original Message:

Sent: 04-14-2020 05:39 PM

From: John Titkanich

Subject: Opening of Swimming Pools

Karen:

From CDC website, "There is no evidence that COVID-19 can be spread to humans through the use of pools, hot tubs or

spas, or water playgrounds. Proper operation, maintenance, and disinfection (e.g., with chlorine and bromine) of pools,

hot tubs or spas, and water playgrounds should inactivate the virus that causes COVID-19.

While there is ongoing community spread of COVID-19, there should be appropriate care taken both in and outside the

pool,  to protect yourself and others. Owners and operators of community pools, hot tubs, or spas should follow

the interim guidance for businesses and employers to plan and respond to COVID-19."

Link to CDC website, hope this helps, www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/water.html.

Regards,

John

------------------------------

John Titkanich AICP, ICMA-CM

Innovation and Performance Division Director

County of St. Lucie

Fort Pierce FL

jtitkanich@protonmail.com 

------------------------------

Original Message:

Sent: 04-14-2020 02:15 PM

From: Karen Daly

Subject: Opening of Swimming Pools

Has anyone come across good data/guidelines for the opening and then safe operating of local swimming pools?

------------------------------

Karen Daly

Mountain Plains Regional Director

ICMA

Georgetown TX

kdaly@icma.org 

------------------------------
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14. Re: Equity in Working from Home

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 17, 2020 8:19 AM

Ashley Traynum-Carson

Our Equity and Inclusion office has done a few virtual learning sessions:

Self-Care & COVID-19

Description: We're gonna talk about bubble baths, massages...juuuust kidding. While bubble baths and massages are

great, self-care can be deeper than that.

With all of the news, constant changes, and impacts on our community, there's a lot, so how are we coping?

We'll share some resiliency tips that we use to keep us grounded and ready to do equity and inclusion work. We'll also

provide some resources for you to explore. You can't pour from an empty cup.

The only way through is together, so let's hold some space for one another!

Race the Power of an Illusion Part 1, Part 2, and Part 3 

Each part of the series consists of:

Reading the 10 things and answering a couple of questions

Viewing the film (each is 58 minutes long)

Reflecting and responding to questions related to the film

Advancing Racial Equity 101  

Description: Intro to Racial Equity – We have an Equity Action Plan? Who's in the Office of Equity and Inclusion? Why

racial equity at the City of Asheville?  

Advancing Racial Equity 201 

racial equity by introducing implicit bias and microaggressions. We're also doing a deeper dive into individual, systemic,

and structural racism, as well as the Equity Action Plan and what the City is doing to operationalize equity.

Seeing White Podcast Discussions 

We're excited to offer another opportunity to plug into conversations around racial equity. Seeing White from Scene On

Radio is a podcast that takes a historical view on how the construction of "whiteness" came to be and brings the

conversation to the present day. 

This is an 8 part class that will consist of:

-Listening to assigned episodes

-Journaling/responding to provided prompts

-Group discussions - Participants must attend at least 5 discussion sessions for completion of this class

------------------------------

Ashley Traynum-Carson

Communications Specialist

City of Asheville

Asheville NC

atraynum-carson@ashevillenc.gov

------------------------------
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Original Message:

Sent: 04-09-2020 04:04 PM

From: Lisa Brown

Subject: Equity in Working from Home

Any recommendations on professional development courses, certifications, etc. that are free/no cost? Like most places,

we have a wide-range of services so any direction would be helpful!

------------------------------

Lisa Brown MPA

Communications Manager

City of Rock Hill

Rock Hill SC

lisa.brown@cityofrockhill.com 
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Hotel News Resource

April, 20 2020

Read Online

96% Of Global Destinations

Impose Travel Restrictions,

UNWTO Reports

The scale of disruption caused by

COVID-19 to global tourism is shown in a

comprehensive new report on travel

restrictions from the World Tourism

Organization (UNWTO). The landmark

report, published at a time of

unprecedented disruption for the sector,

shows that almost all global destinations

have imposed restrictions on travel since

January 2020, including complete bans

on all travel as they work to contain the

pandemic. Read More

Use Downtime To Up Your Game

Hotel Sales Teams: Use

Downtime To Up Your

Game At Using Screen

Share, Video Email,

Webcam Sales - By Doug

Kennedy

Based on the conversations I’m having

this week with our KTN clients, it seems

that hotel sales teams are finding that

there’s a lull in activity right now. The

flood of calls and emails regarding

cancellations and postponements has

abated, and most hotels are lucky to have

even a trickle of RFP’s coming in from

traditional channels. For most markets,

being too aggressive with traditional cold-

call prospecting right now might be

perceived as being insensitive. As a

result, salespeople might be finding

themselves with far more downtime than

they’ve had in years. Read more

From: Hotel News Resource <support@nevistas.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 4:52 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Daily Hotel Industry News 2020-04-20 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



COVID-19 Impact On Hotels

How Will the Societal and

Economic Impacts of

COVID-19 Influence the

Performance of U.S.

Hotels? - By Robert

Mandelbaum

Operating Performance At Low

Occupancy Levels Read more

Business Travel Trends

As Business Travel

Bottoms Out, Near-term

Optimism Remains High -

PhocusWire

As we have watched travel come to a

near standstill due to the COVID-19

pandemic, questions and opinions

abound on how its effect will vary across

different segments or categories. Will

corporate or leisure travel return first?

Will travel permanently become a smaller

part of how the world does

business? Read more

Relief For Destination Marketing

Organizations

80-Plus House Members

Urge Relief for Destination

Marketing Organizations

More than 80 U.S. House members from

both sides of the political aisle have

signed onto a letter urging congressional

leaders to provide relief for destination

marketing organizations (DMOs) whose

funding has been crippled by the

coronavirus crisis. Read more



#TogetherInTravel

World Travel & Tourism

Council Launches

#TogetherInTravel

Campaign to Inspire the

Global Tourism Communit

Going live at 11.00hrs BST on Monday

20th April, the campaign encourages

travellers from around the world to share

the hashtag #TogetherInTravel along with

a video simultaneously uniting everyone

in solidarity at the same moment. Read

more

Las Vegas Sands COVID-19 Update

Las Vegas Sands Affirms

Strategic Priorities Amid

Covid-19 Pandemic

Greatest Priorities Remain the Safety and

Security of Team Members and Guests

and Support for Local Communities in

Macao, Singapore and Las Vegas - Will

Suspend Dividend Program Due to

Impact of Covid-19, but will Continue

Previously Announced Capital

Expenditure Programs in both Macao and

Singapore Read more

Go Beyond Words

Words Alone Will Not Save

Jobs: UNWTO Leads Call

For Firm Action By

Governments to Support

Tourism Recovery

The Global Tourism Crisis Committee

has united behind the World Tourism

Organization’s rallying cry for

governments to 'go beyond words' and

begin taking decisive action to safeguard

the millions of jobs under threat as a

result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Read

more



COVID-19 Relief

IHG Launches Global Effort

to Feed Local Communities

in Response to Covid-19

Pandemic

HG’s True Hospitality for Good

programme will support food bank and

food provision charities across 70

countries Read more

Green Cleaning Technologies

To Sanitize & Disinfect,

Sometimes All You Need is

Electricity & Water - By

Glenn Hasek

With so much attention on virus

elimination given the COVID-19

pandemic, Green Lodging News has

been exploring green cleaning

technologies that make it easier for

hoteliers to provide a safe, hygienic,

disinfected environment for guests and

employees. Read more

In Brief...

COVID-19 Impact On Hotels 
Sentiment Survey: Australian Hotel
Industry and the Impact of Covid-19 -
By Damien Little
White House Economic Task Force 
U.S. Travel Praises Travel and
Tourism’s Inclusion in White House
Economic Task Force
Post COVID-19 Business Environment 
HVS Hotel Transaction Activity: The
Factors Influencing a Return to
Normalcy in a Post-COVID-19 Time -
By Drew Noecker
Airbnb Host Community 
Airbnb Could Lose Significant Portion
of Host Community to Long-term
Rental Sites

Our Websites 

Subscribe to our list | Unsubscribe from this list |

Forward to a friend

© Nevistas & Hotel News Resource All rights reserved



From: Apple News <newsdigest@insideapple.apple.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 8:32 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Why antibody tests are raising alarms, a shooting rampage in Canada, and more from Apple News 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.
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Try Apple News+ for Free
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apply. Content availability is subject to change. For more information, click here.

Copyright © 2020 Apple Inc. One Apple Park Way, Cupertino, California 95014 USA
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ASIA PACIFIC: Scale of Hin

Leong’s financial woes becomes

clearer

OK Lim, the founder of the Singapore oil

trader, is said to have instructed the

company’s accounts team not to disclose

around $800 million in futures trading losses.

READ MORE...

From: Bunkerspot <updates@bunkerspot.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 8:54 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: The Bunkerspot Noon Report 20/04/2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

No images? Click here

Bunkerspot

NOON REPORT
 

 
Seahawk Services

 

GLOBAL: LR and UMAS publish

new zero-carbon fuels

assessment

The new report, Techno-Economic

Assessment of Zero-Carbon Fuels, includes

an examination of energy source price

scenarios, ship-specific case studies,

operation costs, fuel related voyage costs,

impact on cargo carrying capacity, a

sensitivity analysis and also considers

lifecycle emissions and the evolution of the

energy landscape in other industry sectors.

READ MORE...

 



GLOBAL: IWSA: Wind propulsion

developments progressing

despite ‘double challenges’ of

coronavirus and falling bunker

prices

The International Windship Association has

reported that ‘windship propulsion

developments are progressing’ despite the

‘double challenges of the Coronavirus

pandemic and also the steep fall in bunker

prices’.

READ MORE...

 

GLOBAL: SOHAR Port joins

SEA\LNG

The Middle Eastern port is the location of a

proposed LNG liquefaction plant and

bunkering facility to be developed by MARSA

LNG, a venture between Total and OQ.

READ MORE...

 

EUROPE: ESPO and FEPORT

oppose EC proposal for ‘fast-

track’ crew change ports

The European Sea Ports Organisation and

the Federation of European Private Port

Operators have spoken out against the

European Commission’s proposal for a

network of ports providing ‘fast-track’ crew

changes – arguing that ‘Member States

should facilitate crew changes in all of their

seaports’.

READ MORE...

 

AMERICAS: Marathon set to idle

Martinez refinery

Marathon Petroleum will idle its 166,000

barrel-a-day refinery in Martinez, California

next week in response to the fall in demand

for oil products caused by the coronavirus

pandemic

READ MORE...



Get noticed with Bunkerspot

In today’s competitive maritime environment,

advertising via Bunkerspot will enable you to

deliver your company message directly to

your target market in a highly cost-effective

and dynamic way.

For subscription and advertising options,

contact: 

Steve Simpson 

Advertising Sales Manager

Tel: +44 1295 814455 x 203

Email: steve@petrospot.com  

To find out more or to subscribe  

Read More...

Bunkerspot Magazine

View Media Kit here

Keep in touch with breaking news on the

marine fuels sector, by signing up

to Bunkerspot's RSS news feed. Find out

more here

 

 
books

Save 25% when you purchase any

Petrospot book pack

Petrospot publishes some of the most

influential text books on marine fuels,

shipping and marine surveying and is the go-

to source for comprehensive yet easy to

read books, appealing to both newcomers

and experts alike.

All books are available to buy individually or

purchase a Technical Pack, Basic Bunker

Pack, Advanced Bunker Pack or Marine

Surveying Pack and SAVE 25%.

BROWSE ALL PETROSPOT BOOKS

 

 



News

Magazine

Bunker Price Index

Bunkerspot is published by Petrospot Limited.

For more information on Petrospot Limited visit

www.petrospot.com or call +44 1295 814455.

© Petrospot Limited 2020 (Company No. 4768142).
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From: Morning Consult <reply@em.morningconsult.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 9:03 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Morning Consult Brands: Shake Shack to Return $10 Million Loan Issued Under Small-Business Relief Program 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

By Alyssa Meyers

Top Stories

After several large companies, including chain restaurants and hotels, came under criticism

for receiving government loans as part of the Paycheck Protection Program for small

businesses, Shake Shack Inc. will return the $10 million small-business loan it received

from the federal government, said Chief Executive Randy Garutti and Chairman Danny

Meyer in an open letter posted to LinkedIn. Garutti and Meyer said Shake Shack no longer

needs the money, instead expecting to raise up to $75 million from investors by selling

shares, and called for the Small Business Administration to increase funding to the

program, which ran out of money last week. (CNN)

Neiman Marcus Group is expected to file for bankruptcy as early as this week, according to

people familiar with the matter. The company, which missed a debt payment last week, has

already shut all 43 of its Neiman Marcus stores, about two dozen Last Call stores and its two

Bergdorf Goodman stores in New York and furloughed many of its roughly 14,000

employees. (Reuters)

Previously reported furloughs at Dentsu Aegis Network agencies are expected to last for

about two to eight months at about 20 percent pay, while 10 percent salary reductions will

last through the end of the year for employees earning $75,000 or more, said sources with

knowledge of the matter. The agency has also eliminated bonuses and 401(k) matching for

the rest of the year, paused hiring and promotions and cut consultant and freelance roles.

(AgencySpy)

Chart Review

Mindshare Detects Signs Of Pandemic Wear-Out: Less Brand Awareness, Time

With Media 

MediaPost



Events Calendar (All Times Local)

04/20/2020

Amazon Strategies Virtual Forum

Elevate AI: Live Virtual Event 3:00 pm

Politico's Playbook Virtual Briefing with Momofuku Restaurant Group
Founder David Chang and Chief Executive Marguerite Mariscal, on what
Washington can do to help the restaurant industry

9:00 am

04/21/2020

Discover MarTech: A Virtual Event For Strategies & Solutions

Amazon Strategies Virtual Forum

Weathering the Storm: Brand Management in the COVID-19 Era 12:30 pm

Best Practices & Tactics in Social Media Marketing During COVID-19 2:00 pm

04/22/2020

Discover MarTech: A Virtual Event For Strategies & Solutions

PRWeek Convene: Communicating in the Coronavirus Era 12:00 pm

Amazon Strategies Virtual Forum

SOF Digital Discussion: Survey Says: Measuring Public Opinion Amid
Pandemic

1:30 pm

Lunch & Learn featuring Sailthru SVP of Marketing Jason Grunberg and
Raise marketing maven Kelly Hickey

12:00 pm

From Survival to Revival: Best Practices in SMB Marketing Amid the
Coronavirus Crisis

2:00 pm

04/23/2020

Discover MarTech: A Virtual Event For Strategies & Solutions

Amazon Strategies Virtual Forum

No Wrong Answers-Making or Breaking Customer Trust 2:00 pm

ARF Virtual Town Hall Series: What Behaviors Will Stay After the Crisis
Passes?

12:00 pm

04/24/2020

Amazon Strategies Virtual Forum



View full calendar

Webinar - Weathering the Storm: Brand Management in
the COVID-19 Era

The coronavirus pandemic is the most complex and multifaceted threat that leaders in

business have faced in the 21st century.

On Tuesday, April 21 at 12:30 p.m. ET, Morning Consult and the American Advertising

Federation will be discussing new data examining how brands can navigate this tumultuous

and troubling time by driving situation-sensitive, yet purpose-led growth. Register for the

webinar here.

Advertising

'In These Uncertain Times,' Coronavirus Ads Strike Some Repetitive Notes 

Nat Ives, The Wall Street Journal

Marketers worked to quickly change their campaigns once the pandemic hit, and the resulting

work is similar across several categories. 

How Ford, Hershey's and Popeyes Quickly Pivoted as the Pandemic Hit 

Kathryn Lundstrom, Adweek

Some brands relied on in-house teams while others worked more closely with agencies to

revise their content after the start of the coronavirus crisis.

Plunge in digital ad prices opens spending opportunity for start-ups in gaming, e-

commerce and online education 

Ari Levy et al., CNBC

While companies in sectors like travel and physical retail have cut their marketing budgets, e-

commerce, internet gaming, online education and remote work software companies are

experiencing spikes in sales and seeing new branding opportunities amid the pandemic.

McCann Implements Layoffs, Furloughs and Other Measures Across Agencies 

Erik Oster, AgencySpy

215 McCann is one the agencies hit by layoffs and pay cuts, while other agencies have seen

reduced work schedules.

Wasserman Lays Off Around 3% of Staff, Furloughs 5% 



Doug Zanger, AgencySpy

The move impacted employees at the Laundry Service agency at offices in New York, Portland,

Los Angeles and London.

Mekanism Lays Off 5% of Staff, Cuts Salaries for Partners 

Minda Smiley, AgencySpy

Mekanism, the agency behind last year's Peloton ad, said the decision was a direct result of the

pandemic. 

Univision's Interactive Digital Upfront Is Ready-When the Time Is Right 

Kelsey Sutton, Adweek

After becoming one of the first presenters to create an interactive experiential upfront in 2018,

Univision Communications Inc. is planning a similar presentation to share when marketers

are ready.

People are paying more attention to advertising during the coronavirus

lockdown, and brands that pull their ads could be missing out 

Patrick Coffee, Business Insider Prime

As people have more free time during quarantine, the attention they paid to ads was up 6

percent in March, and as much as 23 percent in some categories, according to adtech company

Playground XYZ.

CPB Goes Through Round of Furloughs and Layoffs 

Erik Oster, AgencySpy

It is unclear how many employees were impacted, but the agency classified the layoffs as

small.

State Farm and Kenny Mayne Brilliantly Faked Us All Out During The Last Dance

David Griner, Adweek

ESPN's branded content studio and State Farm generated buzz on social media for an ad that

ran during a broadcast of ESPN documentary series "The Last Dance."

Media and Entertainment

'This is a negotiator's market': TV networks see rough going through the fall 

Tim Peterson, Digiday

As deadlines for when TV advertisers can cancel some of their annual upfront commitments

for the third quarter approach, networks are preparing for more lost ad revenue and trying to

prevent advertisers from making premature decisions about spending. 

The Music Industry's Lost Summer: No Bieber, No Swift and Mass Layoffs 



Lucas Shaw, Bloomberg

Many artists and promoters think 2020 will be a year without concerts, which could represent

about a $5 billion dollar loss for the industry in ticket sales alone this summer, not including

lost revenue from ads, merchandise and other sales.

Vivendi Sales Gain With Justin Bieber Hit 

Angelina Rascouet, Bloomberg

Vivendi SA's Havas advertising unit experienced a 3.3 percent drop in organic growth in the

first quarter, but sales of new albums from blockbuster artists helped mitigate the damage.

Esports Continues To Attract Marketers, Even As Other Categories Take Hits

From Covid-19 

Ilyse Liffreing, Ad Age

Brands including BMW AG, Nissan Motor Co. and Verizon Communications Inc. are leaning

into marketing via esports, as the category attracts users stuck at home without live sports.

Social Media and Technology

Facebook's New Portal TV Ad Targets Quarantined Families With Emotional

Appeal 

Garett Sloane, Ad Age

The new commercial for Facebook Inc.'s Portal will run alongside news programs and

primetime on broadcast and cable, relying on an emotional appeal to families at home who

want to connect with their loved ones.

Lockdown's Unexpected Stars: The Bread Influencers 

Abram Brown, Forbes

Many Americans have turned to breadmaking as a pastime during quarantine, making

amateur bakers on social media rising celebrities.

PR and Marketing

Don't Mention the Virus! And Other Marketing Tips 

Sapna Maheshwari, The New York Times

Major brands and influencers alike have all had to change the style and tone of their social

media posts to reflect the new reality. 

Millennials, Gen Z Want Distraction-and Action-From Brands During Crisis 

Kathryn Lundstrom, Adweek

A study from Dentsu Aegis found that more than half of millennials and Gen Z said they're



paying more attention than usual to how brands are behaving and advertising these days.

Retailers plan to permanently reduce reliance on pop-ups, marketplace

platforms 

Shareen Pathak, Digiday

A Digiday/Glossy Research survey of 100 executives in fashion and beauty brands found that

majorities were "leaving" or reducing use of retail channels including pop-up shops, shop-in-

shops, permanent brand stores and "retail-as-a-service" platforms.

FTC approves PepsiCo acquisition of Rockstar Energy for $3.85B: sources 

Josh Kosman, New York Post

The Federal Trade Commission was reviewing the deal to be sure it wouldn't reduce

competition, as PepsiCo Inc. also owns Mountain Dew Kickstart.

The coronavirus pandemic will likely leave a lasting legacy on retail: Fewer

department stores 

Lauren Thomas, CNBC

Department stores were already struggling to attract shoppers before the pandemic, and will

likely come out the other end even worse off.

Luxury fashion brands have been aiding the fight against the global pandemic -

here's what comes next for them 

Shalini Nagarajan, Business Insider

A study by research firm Bernstein provided insight into how luxury brands might go about

recovering as consumers change their spending habits.

Are Face Masks the New Condoms? 

James Gorman, The New York Times

One virus researcher said face masks should be marketed like condoms: fashionable tools that

everyone should wear to prevent the spread of diseases.

Yes to brunch, no to Coachella. Here's how younger Americans plan to spend

after the coronavirus crisis 

Kenneth Kiesnoski, CNBC

A recent poll from research company TruePublic found many Gen Z and millennial consumers

are eager to go out to eat and drink again, but might hesitate when it comes to attending large

events like festivals and sporting events.

Brands, Celebrities Partner For COVID-19 Fundraiser 

Tanya Gazdik, MediaPost

Brands including Fanatics Inc., ESPN, FedEx Corp., Sports Illustrated and iHeartRadio



sponsored an event featuring celebrities participating in challenges to raise money to combat

food insecurity.

Opinions, Editorials, Perspectives and Research

The Business Case for Apple and Google's Social Altruism 

Ronan Shields, Adweek

The tech giants set aside their rivalry to work on contact-tracing to help stop the spread of the

coronavirus, and the advertising industry could stand to learn from their example.

A-List Awards 2020 

Ad Age

Wieden+Kennedy won agency of the year for the third year in a row for its work for clients

including Nike Inc., Ford Motor Co., McDonald's Corp. and KFC.

This email was sent by: Morning Consult

729 15th St. NW Washington, DC, 20005, US

Update Email Preferences | Unsubscribe From All



From: WorkFusion Events <events@workfusion.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 9:59 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Join this webinar and help raise funds while you learn: Organize your operations with AI-powered automation 

WARNING: The sender of this email could not be validated and may not match the person in the "From" field!

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Register for the webinar now. 

Can't see this email? Click here.

Register now: Maintaining Business Continuity with Intelligent Automation

Hi Randa,

 

Help raise funds while you learn! WorkFusion will be giving $10 for every

registration and $10 for every webinar attendee to NY hospitals in need.

 

Companies worldwide are navigating the COVID-19 pandemic, but their current

operating models are not crisis-proof and can be hard to pivot to a digital work

environment within only a few hours/days.

 

Banking leaders should consider this an opportunity to organize new, agile

operating models, powered by Intelligent Automation.

 

In this can’t miss webinar, WorkFusion experts discuss how automating

processes and focusing the workforce on exceptions & controls delivered from a

digital environment can offer a crisis-proof operating model for banks —

including proven examples of customers implementing our platform for AML and

Account Opening activities.

 

Key takeaways:

How IA-powered automation can help establish a new “crisis-proof”

operating model

Live demos on mission-critical processes for banks, including AML and

Account Opening

Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2020

Time: 10:00am EDT

Register now

 

Not able to attend? Register now and we will send an on-demand recording of

the completed webinar.

 

Please feel free to reach out our events team at events@workfusion.com.

 
 



Follow us on social media.

Keep up-to-date with the latest events and other happenings.

 

© 2020 WorkFusion, Inc. All rights reserved.

WorkFusion 48 Wall Street, 7th floor New York NY 10005 United States

You received this email because you are subscribed to Marketing Information from WorkFusion. Update your

email preferences to choose the types of emails you receive. Unsubscribe from all future emails.
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From: ICMA SmartBrief <icma@smartbrief.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 11:31 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: N.M. county first responders adapt to pandemic challenges 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Why rising to a challenge is like gardening | 2 Calif. cities struggle without casino tax revenue | N.M. county first responders adapt to pandemic challenges

Created for rconiglio@portofsandiego.org |  Web Version

April 20, 2020 CONNECT WITH ICMA          
ICMA SmartBrief

SIGN UP ⋅   SHARE

ADVERTISEMENT

LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

Why rising to a challenge is like gardening

Caring for an orchid from his wife taught Tanveer Naseer that overcoming the "internal narrative about what

we can and cannot do" is a common problem for leaders, especially when we feel the challenge wasn't our

choice. The pandemic is a larger example of how we can choose to adapt and grow despite feeling constrained and pressured by

outside forces, he writes. Full Story: Tanveer Naseer (4/14) 

   

Free Software for Local Governments to Combat COVID-19 

GovPilot is providing easy to use software applications to local governments that address their specific needs in response to

Coronavirus. View GovPilot's free software and the Expense Tracking module designed with input from Camden County, NJ

officials. Watch the on-demand.

ADVERTISEMENT:

BUDGETING AND FINANCE

2 Calif. cities struggle without casino tax revenue

Officials in the California cities of Hawaiian Gardens and Bell Gardens are seeking financial assistance from the state, noting that

casino closures caused by the pandemic are costing them millions in tax revenue. Both cities rely on local casinos for the majority

of their revenue. Full Story: CardPlayer (4/14) 

   

Build Your Supervisory Skills Online and at Home 

The ICMA Effective Supervisory Practices Webinar Series robust online program is a must for any local government professional

looking to lead change, improve customer service, and strengthen communication with staff members. Build your management

skills and address the challenges to lead a team. Program beings May 13, register today!

ADVERTISEMENT



EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SAFETY

N.M. county first responders adapt to pandemic challenges

First responders in Bernalillo County, N.M., are used to facing challenging, dangerous tasks, and are adapting some of their

procedures so they can continue to serve the community during the coronavirus pandemic. First responders use gowns and

masks for all calls now, and the county is providing mental and behavioral health supports for them too. Full Story: KRQE-TV

(Albuquerque, N.M.) (4/16) 

   

Maintain Governance Continuity in a Crisis 

A crisis event that prevents public governing bodies from holding live meetings can significantly impact governance continuity.

iCompass, a Diligent Brand put together critical tips and best practices for local governments to effectively navigate crises of any

kind. Download your copy now.

ADVERTISEMENT:

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, RESTORATION AND SUSTAINABILITY

Ohio city's proposal includes transferring 11 parks

Mansfield City Parks in Mansfield, Ohio, has released a proposed master plan that includes new construction of an aquatic facility,

skate park and playground, as well as updating 19 parks. The other 11 parks would be transferred to the Richland County Land

Bank. Full Story: Richland Source (Mansfield, Ohio) (4/15) 

   

N.D. city keeps parks open, but with precautions

Parks in Jamestown, N.D., are open, although playgrounds and public restrooms are closed and other precautions have been

taken. Hillcrest Golf Course is also likely to be functional this season, but with restrictions. Full Story: Jamestown Sun (N.D.)

(free registration) (4/15) 

   

Working remotely? This webinar is for you. 

Whether you work remotely 100% of the time or find yourself navigating this situation for the very first time, working at a physical

distance can pose a unique set of challenges. Slack is here to help. This 30-minute webinar will provide tips and tactics within

Slack that you can put into action right away. Watch the webinar.

ADVERTISEMENT:



LEGISLATION, POLICY AND GRANTS

Amsterdam eyes short-term rental ban in some areas

Officials in Amsterdam are moving to ban all short-term rental activity in three of the city's historic neighborhoods starting July 1,

citing complaints from residents about the repercussions of heavy tourism on daily life. The city has already said that, beginning

July 1, property owners will need a city permit to operate short-term rentals, and it will not issue permits to any properties in the

three specified areas. Full Story: The Associated Press (4/16) 

   

Frontline Staff Management Through the Pandemic 

Management teams are grappling with major questions about how to manage frontline staff as the pandemic runs its course.

Register for the Webinar (4/22, 2pm ET) to learn how leading companies are applying a three-phase framework to manage non-

desk workers in the months ahead.

ADVERTISEMENT:

PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Ind. city aims to replace wastewater plant

Greenfield, Ind., wants to build a nearly $39 million wastewater treatment plant to ensure compliance with state requirements. The

plant would go up near the old one and would offer greater capacity. Full Story: Greenfield Daily Reporter (Ind.) (4/15) 

   

HUMAN RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT

Manitoba city forced to let staff go amid pandemic closures

Six hundred seventy-four nonpermanent municipal employees in Winnipeg, Manitoba, have been laid off as the city works to trim

its budget to adjust to closures caused by the coronavirus pandemic. Staff who have been laid off will have access to mental

health supports, and those who qualify for employment insurance will have their benefits boosted by a federal supplement, the

city says. Full Story: CBC News (Canada) (4/15) 

   



ICMA NEWS

Learn the fundamentals of the budgeting process at home

The Budgeting Guide for Local Government webinar series is back! This program is designed for local government managers,

assistant managers, elected officials, department heads, and anyone who would like to gain a better understanding of the

fundamentals of the budgeting process. This three-part webinar series takes a forward-looking, strategic approach to budgeting,

while showing participants how to improve the process and promote economic vitality in their communities. Program begins June

2, register today!

   

Free webinars on Managing Crisis Communications and Employment Law During

COVID-19

Join us for these upcoming 90-minute webinars covering topics important to local government: Wednesday, April 22, Managing

Crisis Communications During the COVID-19 Pandemic; Friday, May 1, Employment Law and COVID-19. Experts from the

private sector and local government will offer strategies to prepare for both the short-term and long-term realities. Register for

these and other events on icma.org. For more information, visit ICMA's Coronavirus Resources page where you can also access

past webinars on demand and subscribe to get more content on COVID-19.

   

LEARN MORE ABOUT ICMA:

Home | About | News & Events | Join ICMA | Career Network

I have a rendezvous with Life.

Countee Cullen, 
writer, poet, playwright

   

SmartBrief publishes more than 200 free industry newsletters - Browse our portfolio

Sign Up  |    Update Profile  |    Advertise with SmartBrief

Unsubscribe  |    Privacy policy

CONTACT US: FEEDBACK  |    ADVERTISE

SmartBrief, Inc.®, 555 11th ST NW, Suite 600, Washington, DC 20004

 



From: Seniors Housing Business <SRSH@francemediacre.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 12:07 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Sponsored: The State of Senior Living Webinar 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.





From: Kenneth Beck <news@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 12:12 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Reminder: #bealonetogether 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa,

During the COVID-19 crisis, CEO Connection has reallocated all of our resources to help you, our community, and our country.

To help address all of the uncertainty you are facing, we have arranged for you to have three hours of free one on one executive coaching.

Click here for more information or to register. 

We are facing a once in a generation event that impacts everyone.  This is the time for people, companies, and organizations to come together
for the greater good.

As part of the CEOC Community, you are alone together!  
 
Be healthy and safe. 

Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer  |  CEO Connection
Chairman  |  Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991  |  F 646.292.5129
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com 

Unsubscribe from email communications

CEO Connection

338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791



 
VIRTUAL
EVENTS

A unique curation of webinars around the evolving work environment and how “we have you all

covered"

From: Konica Minolta <info@kmbs.konicaminolta.us> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 12:33 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Business Help for Pandemic Times 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Help My Biz!

RESERVE YOUR SEAT FOR ONE OF OUR VIRTUAL EVENTS

Hi RANDA,  

At this point you’re probably in the groove of remote work, but there is still so much to think about and get ahead of. Let us help! In our virtual series, you can join

us every Tuesday and Thursday to help your business thrive in a time of uncertainty. Check out the list of topics below and click the button to register for whichever

you like. 

Our Virtual Events:

Lean Workflow: Maximize Efforts and Minimize Waste

The Law Firm of the Future is Here

COVID 19 Era – Newcomers to Remote Work

The 3 Pillars of Cybersecurity

Business Continuity: Documenting your business process to take the next steps leveraging your people and your investment

Working Remotely: A Challenge for Printers to Rethink Work

If you’ve missed any of our past virtual series – you can access the recordings here. 

SIGN ME UP

ig tw in yt

Corporate Headquaters

100 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ 07446

Contact Us  |  Unsubscribe

Terms of Use & Privacy Policy  |  © 2019 Konica Minolta Inc.

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, click on the following link: Unsubscribe 



From: YSI, a Xylem brand <ysi@ysi.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 1:31 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Ocean & Coastal Water Update | Spring 2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Xylem
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EVENT REMINDER
E-Talk-About Series

Please join us for our next E-Talk-About event, featuring retired former service officer and Iran expert

Ms. Jillian Burns. This lecture will take place over Zoom tomorrow Tuesday, April 21 st from 5:00 – 6:00 PM

Pacific Time. 

Thus far, 2020 has been a tumultuous year in U.S.-Iran relations, with tensions in Iraq leading to the U.S.

assassination of the head of the Iranian IRGC-Qods Force, Major General Qasem Soleimani, and pressures

on the U.S. to relax sanctions on Iran in the wake of the coronavirus crisis. Ms. Burns will discuss policy

options moving forward on Iran, including the potential impact of the upcoming U.S. presidential

election.

Jillian Burns has taught at George Washington University since 2015, in the Political Science Department and

Elliott School of International Affairs (ESIA). 

Ms. Burns joined the Foreign Service in 1993 and spent most of her career as a political officer working on the

Middle East, particularly on Iran. Prior to retiring in November 2014, she served as the Director of the Near

East Affairs Office in the Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor (DRL). She served as Consul and

Senior Civilian Representative in Herat, Afghanistan from September 2012 – September 2013. 

In 2012 Ms. Burns was the first National Intelligence Officer (NIO) for Iran at the National Intelligence Council

(NIC), which falls under the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI). From 2008-2011, she

worked in the Office of Policy Planning, where she was responsible for issues relating to Iran and also served

six months as Acting Director of the Iran office in the Bureau of Near East Affairs (NEA). Ms. Burns also

previously served in the U.S. Consulate in Dubai; in Baghdad, Iraq, focused on Iran’s actions in Iraq; in NEA

on the Syria and Iran desks; and at the U.S. Embassies in Jordan and Poland. 

Ms. Burns received her B.A. from Davidson College and her M.A.in Journalism & Mass Communication from

the University of Georgia. Prior to joining the Foreign Service, she taught communications at Georgia

Southern University.

After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the meeting.

From: San Diego Diplomacy Council <operations@sandiegodiplomacy.org> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 1:34 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Book your spot on tomorrow's webinar! 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

INFO & RSVP



Facebook

Twitter

Website

LinkedIn

Instagram

Copyright © 2016 San Diego Diplomacy Council
All rights reserved. 

Our mailing address is: 
4305 University Ave, Suite 510

San Diego CA 92105

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list



From: Councilmember Barbara Bry <cd1news@sandiego.gov> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 1:46 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: REMINDER: Expert Webinar with COVID-19 Nurses and CPPT Barbara Bry TODAY 

WARNING: The sender of this email could not be validated and may not match the person in the "From" field!

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Dear community members,

Please join me tonight at 5 p.m. PT on Zoom, to hear San Diego nursing experts

share their local front-line COVID-19 experiences.

Esteemed guests include: 

Katie Moss, a clinical nurse at UCSD Health  

Dr. Karen Macauley, an associate dean of advanced practice programs at USD 

Dr. Heather Warlan, an assistant director of nursing quality, education,

development, and research at UCSD Health  

Dr. Kathy Marsh, an associate dean at the USD Hahn School of Nursing 

You can register for the webinar here, and submit questions for our experts

to khanr@sandiego.gov.

I hope you tune in tonight!

Sincerely,

Image

Council President Pro Tem

Unsubscribe to Email News Letter



From: Angie Craig <campaign@angiecraig.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 3:43 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Find your local food pantry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

logo

Randa,

I hope you and your loved ones are healthy and well.

During these challenging times, many in our communities are relying on their local food banks or soup kitchens for their

next meal.

One of the best things we can do to help our neighbors in need is support our local food pantry. Find yours here → 

I’m doing everything I can to make sure folks have everything they need to remain healthy and at home during this public

health crisis.

For folks in our communities who were already facing food insecurity, things have only gotten tougher.

Lending a helping hand is something many of us can do to ensure our neighbors have access to the food and supplies they

need to remain healthy during these trying times.

If you’re able, please consider donating to your local food pantry or food bank. Click here to find yours → 

Thanks so much,

Angie

 

 

 

 

Angie is focused on helping the folks and businesses in her district get through this public health emergency, and we hope that you are most importantly

taking precautions to keep yourself and your family safe. Thank you for your consideration of support to help keep her doing this important work. If you

would like to pause from receiving our emails until this public health emergency has passed, please fill out this form.

 

For the most up to date information on COVID-19 (Coronavirus) please visit the Minnesota State Department of Health website here.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Angie Craig is fighting in Congress to bring affordable healthcare, high-quality public education, and good-paying jobs to Minnesota. You can learn more about
Angie’s priorities by liking us on Facebook and following us on Twitter. Raised by a single mother in a mobile home park, Angie knows the struggles hardworking
Americans face every day. She’s working to build a Minnesota for all of us but she needs grassroots support from people like you. Click here to contribute to her

campaign. 

Thanks for your support of our campaign. If you would like to receive fewer emails from us, please click here. If you believe you received this message in error or
wish to no longer receive email from us, please unsubscribe.

 

Paid for by Angie Craig for Congress

 
Angie Craig for Congress

PO Box 22116
Eagan, MN 55122

United States

 



From: Urban Land Magazine <urbanland@uli.org> 

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 3:59 PM EDT  

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: This Week in Urban Land Magazine  

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Having trouble viewing this message, click here

Economics of COVID-19: How "Main Street" Owners Are Working

with Tenants

.

Insights on working with tenants and lenders to weather the coronavirus crisis were shared by a

diverse group of real estate professionals—a niche developer and investor specializing in space

for life science companies, a mixed-use developer focused primarily on downtown revitalization

and development, an affordable housing developer, and a real estate debt and equity adviser—

during an April 14 webinar hosted by ULI's Center for Capital Markets and Real Estate.

READ MORE

Confronting COVID-19: Global Real Estate Leaders Share Their

Evolving Outlook

.

ULI Europe gathered experts for an online panel discussion titled "Confronting the Pandemic:

Perspectives from Global Real Estate Leaders." With their short-term plans focusing on the

health and safety of employees and tenants, forward-thinking developers and investors are

looking at medium- and long-term horizons as well.

READ MORE



Shared Parking: How Future Mobility Technology May Drive

Parking Demand

.

This article is adapted from Shared Parking, Third Edition, published this spring by ULI, ICSC,

and the National Parking Association.

READ MORE

ULI Earns 2020 Energy Star Award for Excellence

.

ULI has received the 2020 Excellence in Energy Star Promotion Award for its efforts in

promoting energy-efficient and sustainable buildings, and its thought leadership on energy

conservation throughout the real estate sector.

READ MORE

ULI Americas

Spring Meeting Webinar Series

ULI is excited to introduce the Spring Meeting Webinar Series, which will consist of 15 webinars

held over the course of six weeks. The programming will be similar to the offerings of Spring

Meeting, and will be available both live and on-demand. You will be able to engage in webinars

with global leaders at the cutting-edge of the real estate industry as they share lessons learned

and look ahead.



REGISTER NOW

Urban Land Institute

2001 L St. NW, Suite 200

Washington, DC 20036

uli.org

Manage My

Account:

members.uli.org

Unsubscribe: 

Click here to

unsubscribe

Follow us

 

 

 

 

 

 

The mission of the Urban Land Institute is to provide leadership in the responsible use of land

and in creating and sustaining thriving communities worldwide.



Hello Climate Warriors, 

Unfortunately, when one crisis starts, another doesn't stop. In fact, as we all grapple with the current health

and economic crisis, the Trump Administration is actively rolling back some of our most basic

environmental regulations, harming our health and making it impossible to meet climate goals. 

At CAC, we are doubling our efforts to fight for a safe and livable future, and we urge you to join us. Here’s

what we’ve been working on:

Helping to Organize the Earth Day Virtual Climate Uprising

CAC has been working with partners to organize a virtual climate uprising in honor of the 50th Anniversary

of the first Earth Day this Wednesday, April 22nd from 12:00 pm - 7:00 pm.

We’ve got an amazing program planned, and we hope you’ll join us and stand in solidarity with others

across the globe demanding climate justice!

Our Co-Director of Policy, Maleeka Marsden, will be on the San Diego Green New Deal Discussion Panel

from 5:10-5:30 pm and will also be giving closing remarks at 6:00 pm. Click here to RSVP. 

Flattening the Curve By Fighting for Slow Streets

Climate Action Campaign, along with a diverse coalition of organizations, is calling for the City of San Diego

to make our streets safer for everyone.

We can join cities like Boston, Minneapolis, Oakland, and Philadelphia that are adapting to give residents,

including kids, the space they need to make essential trips, stay active, and get much-needed sun and

fresh air. 

Together, we can help flatten the curve by re-imagining our roads. Read our recommendations here.

Fighting for a Just Recovery

The COVID-19 crisis has devastated our economy. Now, as governments look to invest stimulus dollars

into the economy, we are faced with the choice of perpetuating fossil fuels, or investing in a sustainable

future. We must help everyday people and prioritize investments in jobs, infrastructure, and communities

that advance a zero carbon future.  

ICYMI, read the San Diego Green New Deal Alliance’s recommendations here.

In Community,

- The CAC Team

P.S. You can find resources for support during this crisis here.

From: Climate Action Campaign <info@climateactioncampaign.org> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 3:59 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Join Us Wednesday | Earth Day Virtual Climate Uprising  

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



View this email in your browser 

Did you receive this email forwarded from a friend and want more?

Sign up for our newsletters here.

Facebook

Twitter

Website

Email

Email

Instagram

Our mailing address is: 
Climate Action Campaign
3900 Cleveland Ave. #208

San Diego, CA 92103

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list 

 



From: Shopping Center Business <SCB@francemediacre.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 4:08 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Sponsored: The One Thing Worse than a Health Pandemic is a Fear Pandemic 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



Consumer confidence in a rapidly changing world

View email in your browser

Faris Lee featured in SCB

Faris Lee: The One Thing Worse than a Health Pandemic is a

Fear Pandemic

With talks of a flattened curve and battered economy, we are left wondering when, exactly, the country will be able to

reopen — and what that post-coronavirus world looks like.

“I think it’s very optimistic to hope we can reopen in May,” Richard Chichester, president and CEO of Faris Lee, explains.

“At a minimum, I think it’s going to be a rolling opening. I don’t believe we can have three months off, flip the light switch

and just get back to normal. You’re going to see an elastic expansion-contraction where businesses will open, contract a bit

and slowly open more over the next 18 to 24 months.”

According to Chichester, people have been spooked. Regardless of whether people view themselves as patients, workers,

citizens, observers, part of or apart from any certain belief or political system, the result is that many don’t view the world —

or the people in it — the way they used to.

 

How will the shift in perception affect consumer behavior and retail real estate? Click here to read more about Chichester’s

expectations.

Faris Lee

About Faris Lee

Faris Lee Investments is a national leading retail advisory and investment sales firm. The company’s high-level retail

investment advisors and sophisticated financing experts develop forward-thinking strategies for all retail acquisitions and

dispositions and guide clients through complex transactions. Through its strategic partnership with X-Team Retail Advisors,

a nationwide affiliation of seasoned retail leasing experts, Faris Lee offers a fully integrated platform with disciplined

expertise in landlord leasing, tenant representation, capital markets, and investment sales to maximize value for clients.

 

For more information visit www.farislee.com.

 

Article by Nellie Day, contributing writer for Shopping Center Business.

This article was written in conjunction with Faris Lee Investments, a content parter of Shopping Center Business.

 

For more information about content partners, contact France Media. 
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"The Best of IT for Over 25 Years"

Let Us Help You with Custom Telecom Solutions... Successfully!

+ UC (Cloud Phone Systems)

+ 4G LTE Continuity

+ Contact Center

+ Managed SD-Wan

+ Managed Security / Firewalls & Endpoints

Most Telecom contracts have an auto-renew clause that locks in high Voice & Data rates.  Do not

let this happen to You!!  

Cloud 
Private Cloud, Public Cloud, Bare Metal, DRaaS, Desktop

as a Service, E-commerce, Data Center , 0365, Email

Connectivity 
SD-WAN, MPLS, VPLS, IP VPN, Ethernet, Fiber, Internet,

Global Aggregation Services

Voice 
UCaaS, CCaaS (Contact Center), CPaaS, SIP, PRI,

POTS Lines 
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loT, MDM, Life Cycle Management, Global Remote

Workforce, Fleet Tracking, Simplified Invoice, Wireless

Failover, Managed Services 

Collaboration 
Saas, Audio I Web I Video Conferencing 

Security 
MSSP / MDR, IDS/IPS, SIEM, 24/7 SOC, DDoS, 
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Insurance May Significantly Help Your Company Survive Covid-19
 

The bad news is all California Businesses Have Been Very Significantly Impacted by the Patchwork of State,

County, and City COVID-19 Related Shutdown Orders. 

The uncertainty about when there will be return of some semblance of normalcy for California businesses for their

suppliers, their customers, and their employees adds to the problem.

The good news is various forms of business interruption insurance coverage may be available under one or more

insurance policies which many businesses may have already purchased. Additionally, AALRR can help.

Copyright © 2020 AALRR, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you have indicated that you would like to receive email communications from AALRR.
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JLL

   Read more 

 

Economic insights: Markets hopeful despite COVID-19 fallout

Roughly 22 million people have made unemployment claims over the past four weeks—virtually erasing the gains made during the

last expansion. Still, as Chief Economist Ryan Severino explains, there are bright spots amidst the pain.

From: JLL <covid19resources@am.jll.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 6:23 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: JLL: Global implications of COVID-19 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Trouble reading this e-mail? View as a web page

We are excited to bring you an updated version of our COVID-19 Global Real Estate Implications report that looks at lessons from

China, the global policy response and the practical challenges businesses will face for re-entry, as well as capital market implications

and sector-specific impact.

New research



   Learn more   

Tenant needs in a post-pandemic world

The abrupt shift in workplace operations may have a lasting impact on workspace design thinking and use. JLL Research examines

the future of work in a post-COVID-19 world.

   Listen now 

 

PODCAST: How can companies prepare for the future ahead?

In the latest episode of our new podcast, Building Places, Host James Cook and JLL’s Chief Research Officer Ben Breslau discuss

the challenge of forecasting real estate in these uncertain times.

April 23: Changing consumer behaviors post COVID-19

Join us to gain insights and perspectives focused on changing consumer behavior and new expectations as a result of COVID-19.

Hear from JLL and industry leaders as they discuss how the pandemic will force the retailers of today to adapt to the consumer of

tomorrow.

Register now >

Operational Resilience Webinar Series 

In case you missed last week's webinar,  COVID-19: Preparing for re-entry and reimagining the workplace, is now available on demand

to watch at your leisure. Have a topic you’d like to hear on a future webinar? Submit here. 

You can find these weekly updates and more on our COVID-19 resource hub.
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D A I L Y  U P D A T E

The Latest Data on Coronavirus

Older Americans Sour on Trump’s Handling of the Outbreak 

By a nearly 6-to-1 margin, people ages 65 and older say it’s more important for the government to address the spread of

coronavirus than it is to focus on the economy. And as President Donald Trump increasingly signals interest in prioritizing

economic interests, America’s senior citizens are growing critical of his approach.

In mid-March, this group approved of Trump’s handling of the outbreak at a higher rate than any other age group, with a net

approval of +19. A month later, that level of support has dropped 20 points and is now lower than that of any age group other

than 18-29-year-olds. Read More.

 

Congressional Approval Rating Drops as Voters Seek Further Action 

Net approval of Congress’ handling of the coronavirus outbreak is down 22 points from a poll taken at the end of March, shortly

after the $2 trillion stimulus bill was signed into law. 

The discontent appears to be driven by a sense of urgency among the public for further action, a concern that could be

addressed this week as Congress and the Trump administration are reportedly nearing a deal on an additional $450 billion relief

package. In the latest Morning Consult/Politico poll, nearly 9 in 10 voters said that passing an emergency funding bill should be a

priority for Congress. For voters of both parties, it is the top priority by at least a 20-point margin. Read More.

 

Other Things to Know

Nearly 70 Percent of Voters Back Limits to Public Activities Amid Protests

Nearly 7 in 10 (69 percent) registered voters said people should be prohibited from moving freely outside for social, recreational

or work-related activities unless they are essential, while 21 percent said people should be permitted to engage in these activities

regardless of whether they are essential. Read More.

Webinar - Weathering the Storm: Brand Management in the COVID-19 Era  

Morning Consult and the American Advertising Federation will be hosting a webinar this Tuesday, April 21 at 12:30 p.m. ET to

discuss new data examining how brands can navigate this tumultuous and troubling time by driving situation-sensitive, yet

purpose-led growth. Register Here. 
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Other Trends We're Watching

The World Health Organization’s approval rating dropped even further this week amid Trump’s vocal criticism. Read

More.

Overall concern about the outbreak dropped 7 percentage points this week, hitting the lowest level of concern in nearly a

month. Read More.

The share of Americans who say the outbreak is a severe health risk in their community has declined, particularly among

Republicans. Read More.

8 percent of Americans know someone personally who has died from the virus. Read More. 
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April 2020 Happy Hour

View this email in your browser

Zoom in for ABC's Happy Hour...

"Corona Style"!

With the coronavirus pandemic having a strong chokehold on the wedding & events industries, we could all

use some community and connection and just hanging out. Join us on a virtual happy hour zoom call to say

hi, share what you’re up to and just connect with your industry friends. 

The Happy Hour is FREE to attend. For security reasons, we only require you to you pre-register. 

We look forward to seeing you online!

Event Details:

Date: Wednesday, April 22, 2020

Venue: ZOOM

Register here for a free account! 

Start Time: 4:30pm

End Time: 6:00pm
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COVID-19 Update 
April 20, 2020

Federal

Deal Another Day: Lawmakers failed to reach an agreement today to replenish the small business relief funds that ran

out last week. Senators are continuing to negotiate, and an additional pro forma session has been scheduled for tomorrow in

the hopes that an agreement can be reached in the next 24 hours. Negotiators remain at an impasse over providing

additional funding to states and localities but both sides remain publicly eager to reach a deal.

 

Georgia, Georgia: Georgia governor Brian Kemp announced today that certain businesses in the state would be allowed

to reopen as early as Friday. Gyms, bowling alleys, tattoo and piercing studios, hair and nail salons, and estheticians may all

open. On April 27, theaters and restaurants will be allowed to reopen, while bars, nightclubs, and music venues will remain

shuttered. The governor has stated that no local ordinances will be allowed to preempt the order, and that social distancing

guidelines would be enforced.

California

The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

33,404 tested positive

1,203 deaths

 

Governor’s Press Conference: Governor Gavin Newsom is now holding daily updates at noon via his Twitter and

Facebook feeds. Below are today’s press conference highlights:

 

Governor Gavin Newsom today announced new cross-sector partnerships to support the State’s distance learning efforts

and help bridge the digital divide. Earlier this month, Governor Newsom issued a call to action to business, government, and

community leaders to help bridge the digital divide. Leaders across sectors stepped up to heed the call.

 

Companies, business leaders, and philanthropists have committed to providing internet access for hundreds of thousands of

households and over 70,000 laptops, Chromebooks, and tablets for students.

T-Mobile is donating 13,000 tablet devices, in addition to the previously-announced 100,000 hotspot devices (for

which they partnered with Google.)

Amazon is donating 10,000 tablet devices.

Apple is actively working with 800 districts across the state, offering free coaching sessions to teachers to help them

with the transition to remote learning. In addition, Apple is offering special pricing for iPads with cellular, and has

given the equivalent of 9,000 iPads to ensure the most vulnerable in our state have access.

Verizon is partnering with the State of California to provide 250,000 students with unlimited internet service at a

discount.

The Chan-Zuckerberg Initiative is donating $1,000,000.
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Jack Dorsey (via #startsmall) is donating $1,000,000.

Ann & John Doerr are donating $1,000,000.

HP Inc. is donating 5,000 Chromebooks and launching HP Refresh with dedicated resources to the State. 

Lenovo is donating 4,000 Chromebooks.

An anonymous foundation is donating $1,000,000.

Box is donating free 12-month licenses to its secure file-sharing services (up to $1,000,000) for school districts to

enable administrators and teachers to collaborate. Box CEO Aaron Levie is also personally donating $100,000.

Scott Cook and Signe Ostby through The Valhalla Charitable Foundation are donating $500,000.

An anonymous foundation is donating $500,000 for LA County public schools.

Zoom is donating $500,000.

AT&T is donating $300,000 for devices and $250,000 for distance learning programs.

Microsoft is donating 1,000 Surface tablets.

The Stuart Foundation is donating $250,000.

Todd McKinnon and Roxanne Stachon are donating $250,000.

Heising-Simons Foundation is donating $200,000.

Akiko Yamazaki and Jerry Yang are donating $100,000.

Silver Giving Foundation is donating $100,000.

The Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation is donating $100,000.

Craig Newmark Philanthropies is donating $100,000.

VIPKid is donating $50,000.

PayPal Gives is donating $50,000.

Broadband: The CPUC will make $25 million available from the California Teleconnect Fund for hotspots and internet

service for student households. School districts will be able to apply to receive 50% discounts on the cost of hotspot devices

and on monthly recurring service charges until September 30, 2020. Rural, small, and medium-sized districts will be

prioritized. More information is available here.

 

The CPUC is also proposing to make $5 million available from the California Advanced Services Fund to help cover the costs

of computing and hotspot devices. Low-income communities, communities with high percentages of residents with limited

English proficiency, and communities with high percentages of residents with limited education attainment will be

prioritized. More information is available here.

 

Assembly Budget Oversight Hearing: Today, the Assembly Budget Subcommittee on Budget Process, Oversight &

Program Evaluation met to essentially host a rerun of last week’s Senate Budget hearing – with some new questions from

Assembly Members mixed in.

 

Both the Committee, as well as the Legislative Analyst’s Office admonished the Governor’s office to include the Legislature

more in the decision-making process of how COVID-19 funds are being distributed.

 

Assembly Member Wood – Chair of the Assembly Health Committee – said, “It's clear that the Administration is working

with stakeholders, but not with the Legislature or legislative staff. I have a Health Committee staff that has over 100 years of

health policy experience and we have not been engaged. And we've been trying to engage….Getting information that my

constituents need has been difficult.”

 

Oversight is of growing concern now that the most recent estimate is $7 billion that the State will initially spend on

COVID-19 response. That number is likely to fluctuate as testing figures and the public’s buy-in of social distancing

measures plays out. "There is considerable uncertainty," said Vivek Viswanathan with the Department of Finance. "We are

doing projections and modeling in regard to how we expect this pandemic to go, but the truth is nobody really knows for

sure."

 

There is some hope for more assistance from federal legislation, as well as potential reimbursements.  Under the federal

disaster declarations, FEMA can reimburse states for COVID-19 costs. FEMA likely will reimburse the State for 75% of

eligible costs.

 

Vice Chair Assembly Member Jay Obernolte said that while he agrees with some of the Administration’s spending of the $1



billion authorized by the Legislature, he does not believe spending on social safety net programs is directly related to

COVID-19, and the money should be spent in more coordination with the Legislature.

 

The Department of Finance contended that, in light of vulnerable communities being made even more vulnerable in the

pandemic, there was an "immediate need" for some of these services and that federal assistance was not going to come for a

couple of months. "So, the State stepped in to make an investment there.”

 

Assembly Member Obernolte was not satisfied with the answer and noted that the funding bill – SB 89 – actually does not

allow this kind of spending and that Newsom should be partnering more with members. "I feel like the Legislature has been

bypassed on this issue," said Obernolte.

 

Budget Committee Chair Phil Ting concurred in Obernolte’s concern: "The emergency powers that were granted were with

an understanding that this would be for a certain amount of discreet time. It wasn't the sense that there was a blank check or

we would just be notified after expenditures were already committed to," Ting said.

 

The Assembly Budget Subcommittee will meet again next Monday to further discuss COVID-19 response and economic

stimulus.

Bay Area

 

SF’s Latino Population Disproportionately Affected by COVID-19: Mayor London Breed and Director of Health

Dr. Grant Colfax today released a new map that displays confirmed cases of coronavirus in San Francisco by zip code.  A

quarter of positive COVID-19 cases in the city are among the Latino population, although the Latino community makes up

only 15% of San Francisco’s population, Colfax said during a news conference.

 

SFPD Shelter-in-Place Enforcement: San Francisco Police Chief Bill Scott said during a news conference today that

his department has issued 16 citations for violations of the shelter-in-place order, including seven businesses and nine

people. In addition, police have issued 67 formal admonishments and hundreds of additional informal warnings.

 

Portions of Muni Service Return: Jeffrey Tumlin, director of SFMTA, announced that the agency will bring back

portions of four Muni lines beginning April 25 in response to community feedback and ridership data. The lines include 5

Fulton, 12 Folsom, 28 19th Avenue and 54 Felton. The 9 San Bruno, N bus and L bus will also increase frequency in

response to crowding on those buses.

 

Santa Clara County by the Numbers: The number of coronavirus infections in Santa Clara County could be between

50 and 80 times higher than the officially confirmed count, preliminary results from a community-based study by a team of

Stanford University researchers indicates. The prevalence study has not been formally published and is still undergoing peer

review but the early findings indicate that between 48,000 and 81,000 residents in Santa Clara County were infected as of

April 1, back when the official count was 956.

 

Mask Requirements Starting This Week: Beginning Wednesday, San Mateo County will be one of 6 Bay Area

counties to require face masks in most public contact settings. Also announcing such orders were the counties of San

Francisco, Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin and Sonoma. Santa Clara County has not issued a face mask order. 
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California Association of Port Authorities

IN THE NEWS

COVID-19 positive trucking couple finds little help 

Two days after taking a test for COVID-19, OOIDA member Christopher Drew received confirmation he had the virus on

April 15.  His wife and co-driver, Chante, was tested the same day he got his results. She’s still waiting for confirmation that

the dry, painful cough, general aches, pains, malaise and fever she’s experienced for almost a week are caused by the same

virus her husband is certain they picked up out on the road.

 

Virginia port to idle terminal due to COVID-19 volume drop 

The Port of Virginia will temporarily suspend container operations in the Portsmouth Marine Terminal beginning May 3, a

result of the dropoff in volume due to the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic.

 

US import demand uncertainty extends trans-Pacific service talks 

This year’s negotiations on trans-Pacific service contracts have been more amicable than in previous years, as both carriers

and their customers face significant challenges forecasting consumer demand and oil prices.

FEDERAL

Deal Another Day: Lawmakers failed to reach an agreement today to replenish the small business relief funds that ran

out last week. Senators are continuing to negotiate, and an additional pro forma session has been scheduled for tomorrow in

the hopes that an agreement can be reached in the next 24 hours. Negotiators remain at an impasse over providing

additional funding to states and localities but both sides remain publicly eager to reach a deal.

 

Georgia, Georgia: Georgia governor Brian Kemp announced today that certain businesses in the state would be allowed

to reopen as early as Friday. Gyms, bowling alleys, tattoo and piercing studios, hair and nail salons, and estheticians may all

open. On April 27, theaters and restaurants will be allowed to reopen, while bars, nightclubs, and music venues will remain

shuttered. The governor has stated that no local ordinances will be allowed to preempt the order, and that social distancing

guidelines would be enforced. 

 

CALIFORNIA

The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)
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33,404 tested positive

1,203 deaths

 

Governor’s Press Conference: Governor Gavin Newsom is now holding daily updates at noon via his Twitter and

Facebook feeds. Below are today’s press conference highlights:

 

Governor Gavin Newsom today announced new cross-sector partnerships to support the state’s distance learning efforts

and help bridge the digital divide. Earlier this month, Governor Newsom issued a call to action to business, government, and

community leaders to help bridge the digital divide. Leaders across sectors stepped up to heed the call.

 

Companies, business leaders, and philanthropists have committed to provide Internet access for hundreds of thousands of

households and over 70,000 laptops, Chromebooks, and tablets for students.

 

T-Mobile is donating 13,000 tablet devices, in addition to the previously-announced 100,000 hotspot devices (for

which they partnered with Google.)

Amazon is donating 10,000 tablet devices.

Apple is actively working with 800 districts across the state, offering free coaching sessions to teachers to help them

with the transition to remote learning. In addition, Apple is offering special pricing for iPads with cellular, and has

given the equivalent of 9,000 iPads to ensure the most vulnerable in our state have access.

Verizon is partnering with the State of California to provide 250,000 students with unlimited Internet service at a

discount.

The Chan-Zuckerberg Initiative is donating $1,000,000.

Jack Dorsey (via #startsmall) is donating $1,000,000.

Ann & John Doerr are donating $1,000,000.

HP Inc. is donating 5,000 Chromebooks and launching HP Refresh with dedicated resources to the state. 

Lenovo is donating 4,000 Chromebooks.

An anonymous foundation is donating $1,000,000.

Box is donating free 12-month licenses to its secure file-sharing services (up to $1,000,000) for school districts to

enable administrators and teachers to collaborate. Box CEO Aaron Levie is also personally donating $100,000.

Scott Cook and Signe Ostby through The Valhalla Charitable Foundation are donating $500,000.

An anonymous foundation is donating $500,000 for LA County public schools.

Zoom is donating $500,000.

AT&T is donating $300,000 for devices and $250,000 for distance learning programs.

Microsoft is donating 1,000 Surface tablets.

The Stuart Foundation is donating $250,000.

Todd McKinnon and Roxanne Stachon are donating $250,000.

Heising-Simons Foundation is donating $200,000.

Akiko Yamazaki and Jerry Yang are donating $100,000.

Silver Giving Foundation is donating $100,000.

The Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation is donating $100,000.

Craig Newmark Philanthropies is donating $100,000.

VIPKid is donating $50,000.

PayPal Gives is donating $50,000.

 

Broadband: The CPUC will make $25 million available from the California Teleconnect Fund for hotspots and Internet

service for student households. School districts will be able to apply to receive 50% discounts on the cost of hotspot devices

and on monthly recurring service charges until September 30, 2020. Rural, small, and medium-sized districts will be

prioritized. More information is available here.

 

The CPUC is also proposing to make $5 million available from the California Advanced Services Fund to help cover the costs

of computing and hotspot devices. Low-income communities, communities with high percentages of residents with limited

English proficiency, and communities with high percentages of residents with limited education attainment will be

prioritized. More information is available here.



 

Assembly Budget Oversight Hearing: Today, the Assembly Budget Subcommittee on Budget Process, Oversight &

Program Evaluation met to essentially host a rerun of last week’s Senate Budget hearing – with some new questions from

Assembly Members mixed in.

 

Both the Committee, as well as the Legislative Analyst’s Office admonished the Governor’s office to include the Legislature

more in the decision-making process of how COVID funds are being distributed.

 

Assembly Member Wood – Chair of the Assembly Health Committee – said, “It's clear that the Administration is working

with stakeholders, but not with the Legislature or legislative staff. I have a Health Committee staff that has over 100 years of

health policy experience and we have not been engaged. And we've been trying to engage….Getting information that my

constituents need has been difficult.”

 

Oversight is of growing concern now that the most recent estimate is $7 billion that the State will initially spend on COVID

response. That number is likely to fluctuate as testing figures and the public’s buy-in of social distancing measures plays out.

"There is considerable uncertainty," said Vivek Viswanathan with the Department of Finance. "We are doing projections and

modeling in regard to how we expect this pandemic to go, but the truth is nobody really knows for sure."

 

There is some hope for more assistance from federal legislation, as well as potential reimbursements.  Under the federal

disaster declarations, FEMA can reimburse states for COVID costs. FEMA likely will reimburse the state for 75% of eligible

costs.

 

Vice Chair Assembly Member Jay Obernolte said that while he agrees with some of the Administration’s spending of the $1

billion authorized by the Legislature, he does not believe spending on social safety net programs is directly related to

COVID-19, and the money should be spent in more coordination with the Legislature.

 

The Department of Finance contended that, in light of vulnerable communities being made even more vulnerable in the

pandemic, there was an "immediate need" for some of these services and that federal assistance was not going to come for a

couple of months. "So, the state stepped in to make an investment there.”

 

Assembly Member Obernolte was not satisfied with the answer and noted that the funding bill – SB 89 – actually does not

allow this kind of spending and that Newsom should be partnering more with members. "I feel like the Legislature has been

bypassed on this issue," said Obernolte.

 

Budget Committee Chair Phil Ting concurred in Obernolte’s concern: "The emergency powers that were granted were with

an understanding that this would be for a certain amount of discreet time. It wasn't the sense that there was a blank check or

we would just be notified after expenditures were already committed to," Ting said.

 

The Assembly Budget Subcommittee will meet again next Monday to further discuss COVID-19 response and economic

stimulus. 
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Announcement: ICMA Connect Mobile App Now Available!

Apr 20, 2020 3:45 PM

ICMA Connect Support Team



The complimentary ICMA Connect app, powered by MemberCentric, is the best way to connect and collaborate with

peers, participate in community discussions, and access up-to-date content and news from ICMA, directly on your

mobile device. Download Instructions: Search for and install our 'MemberCentric' app from the app store on your mobile

device Once MemberCentric is installed, search for ‘ICMA’... more
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1. ICMA Connect Mobile App Now Available for Download

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2020 3:49 PM

ICMA Connect Support Team

The complimentary ICMA Connect app, powered by MemberCentric, is the best way to connect and collaborate with

peers, participate in community discussions, and access up-to-date content and news from ICMA, directly on your

mobile device.

Download Instructions:

1. Search for and install our 'MemberCentric' app from the app store on your mobile device

2. Once MemberCentric is installed, search for 'ICMA' within the app

3. Login with your ICMA credentials

Apple Users: apps.apple.com/us/app/membercentric/id524165235

Android Users: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=net.rd.android.membercentric.base&hl=en_US

------------------------------

ICMA Connect Support Team

appsupport@icma.org

------------------------------
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2. Re: ICMA Connect Mobile App Now Available for Download

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Scot Fodi
Apr 20, 2020 6:07 PM

Scot Fodi

Literally how new? I just deleted and reinstalled based on website and it worked (finally). 

---------------------------------

Scot Fodi

Borough Manager

Borough of Oakmont

Oakmont PA

boroughmanager@oakmontborough.com

---------------------------------
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Original Message:

Sent: 04-20-2020

From: ICMA Connect Support Team

Subject: ICMA Connect Mobile App Now Available for Download

The complimentary ICMA Connect app, powered by MemberCentric, is the best way to connect and collaborate with

peers, participate in community discussions, and access up-to-date content and news from ICMA, directly on your

mobile device.

Download Instructions:

1. Search for and install our 'MemberCentric' app from the app store on your mobile device

2. Once MemberCentric is installed, search for 'ICMA' within the app

3. Login with your ICMA credentials

Apple Users: apps.apple.com/us/app/membercentric/id524165235

Android Users: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=net.rd.android.membercentric.base&hl=en_US

------------------------------

ICMA Connect Support Team

appsupport@icma.org

------------------------------
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3. Wide Area Disinfecting

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2020 8:32 AM

J. Wagoner

We have never had a need for wide area disinfecting for facilities such as playgrounds, picnic shelters, etc., but we will

likely have to do this once stay-at-home orders are lifted. I am interested in knowing what type of devices (foggers,

sprayers) and the type of disinfectants that your locality may be using in these devices.  I know there are approved

disinfectants on the CDC website, but I want to know what works from a practical local gov't standpoint. I also know that

bleach is a very cheap option, but will it work in foggers/sprayers, etc.  Thanks in advance.

------------------------------

J. Wagoner MPA

Deputy County Administrator

County of Henry

Collinsville VA

dwagoner@co.henry.va.us

------------------------------
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4. Mobile food trucks
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Apr 20, 2020 7:37 AM

Edward Lavallee

By Executive Order of  Florida Governor DeSantis, during the pandemic all restaurants are closed for in-facility service . Take-

out business or delivery service  is still allowed. In support of these local businesses and to help keep restaurant employees

working during this stressful period,  I issued an Executive Order for the City of Venice enabling restaurants to apply locally for a

temporary permit to operate food trucks or trailers from sites remote from their restaurant facility. Through a no-cost permitting

process we will authorize businesses that have the proper restaurant licensing and health department certification to operate

from a designated public or private site, meeting certain criteria. The trucks cannot be closer than 500 feet to an existing

restaurant facility and no closer than 150 feet from a residence. The apparent popular sites appear to be public parks and

recreation areas, although there is also an opportunity to go to defined neighborhoods with private streets (typically gated

communities) and establishment agreements with the local home owners association for the same mobile service. The program

just started and we have received immediate interest ans expect to be issuing permits this week

Need to Report an Issue? SeeClickFix Venice Connect is available as an app for Android and iPhone. Select

SeeClickFix from your app store on your device and choose Venice, Florida. There is also a link to the program on the

city's website, www.venicegov.com, or go directly to SeeClickFix at venice.seeclickfix.com/venice 

PLEASE NOTE: This agency is a public entity and is subject to Chapter 119, Florida Statutes, concerning public

records. Email communications are covered under such laws; therefore, email sent or received on this entity's computer

system, including your email address, may be disclosed to the public and media upon request. If you do not want your

email address released to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office

by phone or in writing.
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5. Re: Mobile food trucks

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2020 5:44 PM

Kevin Knutson

What a great idea, Ed. I hope it works out. Will your process include normal inspections of the truck, or is that different,

given the circumstances?

---------------------------------

Kevin Knutson ICMA-CM

Envisio Solutions, Inc.

Richmond BC

kknutson@envisio.com

---------------------------------
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-------------------------------------------

Original Message:

Sent: 04-20-2020

From: Edward Lavallee

Subject: Mobile food trucks

By Executive Order of  Florida Governor DeSantis, during the pandemic all restaurants are closed for in-facility service . Take-

out business or delivery service  is still allowed. In support of these local businesses and to help keep restaurant employees

working during this stressful period,  I issued an Executive Order for the City of Venice enabling restaurants to apply locally for a

temporary permit to operate food trucks or trailers from sites remote from their restaurant facility. Through a no-cost permitting

process we will authorize businesses that have the proper restaurant licensing and health department certification to operate

from a designated public or private site, meeting certain criteria. The trucks cannot be closer than 500 feet to an existing

restaurant facility and no closer than 150 feet from a residence. The apparent popular sites appear to be public parks and

recreation areas, although there is also an opportunity to go to defined neighborhoods with private streets (typically gated

communities) and establishment agreements with the local home owners association for the same mobile service. The program

just started and we have received immediate interest ans expect to be issuing permits this week

Need to Report an Issue? SeeClickFix Venice Connect is available as an app for Android and iPhone. Select

SeeClickFix from your app store on your device and choose Venice, Florida. There is also a link to the program on the

city's website, www.venicegov.com, or go directly to SeeClickFix at venice.seeclickfix.com/venice 

PLEASE NOTE: This agency is a public entity and is subject to Chapter 119, Florida Statutes, concerning public

records. Email communications are covered under such laws; therefore, email sent or received on this entity's computer

system, including your email address, may be disclosed to the public and media upon request. If you do not want your

email address released to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office

by phone or in writing.
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6. Re: Relaxed Public Land Standards During COVID-19 ?

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2020 9:15 PM

Timothy Eggleston

Our downtown partnership has taken the lead and created a disaster relief fund in which the local business can apply for

a few thousand dollars. The local foundations contributed 10,000 to start the fund and a local benefactor gave 5,000.

most businesses are doing online or allowing phone call orders in the meeting people at the door. So they need to find a

way in which to keep the business going. City has waived disconnection fees and interest etc. There's no easy decision

but we do it we can.

------------------------------

Timothy Eggleston ICMA-CM, MPA

City Manager

City of Tipp City

Tipp City OH

egglest10@gmail.com

------------------------------
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Original Message:

Sent: 04-17-2020 03:04 PM

From: Mark Abeles-Allison

Subject: Relaxed Public Land Standards During COVID-19 ?

Good Day:

I am brainstorming about what can be done to help our local business during COVID-19.  Physical distancing is a major

issue for business.  There is only so much space in a restaurant, store, bar, etc.

Could local government relax ordinances regarding use of public lands, parking lots, parks, streets that would benefit /

allow business to expand their working area?

Could we lease a public parking lot or portion of it to a business?  Could we allow for a tent to be setup in a park to be

used for a business?

I am curious if you have considered anything like this in response to business needs in the months ahead?

Thank you.

------------------------------

Mark Abeles-Allison

County Administrator

County of Bayfield

Washburn WI

markaa@bayfieldcounty.org 

------------------------------
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7. Re: Bridging the Digital Divide

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2020 12:05 PM

Joseph Collins

Weston,

We have printed numerous copies of a resource guide we developed and will be handing it out to families who

participate in a local food drive. It's not perfect, but I think it will effectively get this critical information to those in need

and don't follow us on social media.

The guide is linked here, cms5.revize.com/revize/norwoodma/Covid-19/....

------------------------------

Joseph Collins

Budget and Management Analyst

Town of Norwood

Norwood MA

jccollins62@gmail.com

------------------------------
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Original Message:

Sent: 04-17-2020 09:52 AM

From: Weston Davis

Subject: Bridging the Digital Divide

During this pandemic social media has become a critical tool to keeping the community updated.  We already know that

access to internet and devices are a problem in lower income areas.  We know that many younger and mid-life people

have Facebook and can get critical updates.  

With all of this in mind we know that there are people in our communities that cannot get our updates via electronic

means.  Although this is the easiest means to get out timely critical information, it cannot reach everyone.  What are you

doing to ensure that those without access to digital means get your messaging?  How does one without access to

internet get messaging?  How does someone with internet, but not on social media get your messaging?

------------------------------

Weston Davis MPA

EMS Director

City of El Campo

El Campo TX

wdavis@cityofelcampo.org 

------------------------------
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8. Re: Equity Issues in Reassignment of Nonessential Employees

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2020 7:31 AM

James Proce



Although we are a small city and outer ring suburb of Dallas we still have had exposures and impacts. In efforts to keep

things moving we implemented a series of initiatives and strategies. Here are a few of them.

We classified all employees as essential but two categories: essential on site; essential off site. This tell everyone

they are important.

We utilized alternative scheduling to reduce exposures. For example public works crews have been reduced in

size and coming led by division. What this looks like is each crew has a water, sewer, and streets worker enabling

them the skill set to be available to address most any task, while cross training these folks simultaneously.

Additionally the teams are split in half, working alternating days, 3 days a week and 14 hour shifts. So we have no

overtime, and 14 hours of coverage, 6 days a week. 

We have assigned staff specific training modules to complete on-line such as FEMA/NIMS/ICS classes; this is a

prime opportunity to get things like this caught up. 

We purchased several laptops to deploy enabling staff to work remotely.

We have gone to all zoom meetings with staff and council meetings and workshops having recently completed a

day long strategic planning workshop. Development Review Committee meeting all happen this way as well. 

We have had staff take their IP phones home and plug in and we are taking calls from neighbors as if we were

sitting in city hall. 

We have maintained our website remotely and built a detailed COVID-19 page sharing resources and information

with our neighbors. 

We have had full staff zoom meetings with no agenda just to keep in touch and check in with those we have not

seen for a while.

We have engaged staff across department boundaries, as we are all in this together. Non-traditional lines of

authority have been deployed in several areas based upon employee skill, availability, and results. 

We have kept everyone engaged and working. As a small city we have to be agile as we are not deep in several

positions and departments so it is integral to our collective success that everyone sees the big picture goals and not get

wrapped up in the old normal since the new normal may be here for a while if not in part permanently, nevertheless our

approach is scalable. 

Jim

------------------------------

James Proce ICMA-CM, MBA

City Manager

City of Anna

Anna TX

jimproce@gmail.com

------------------------------
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Original Message:

Sent: 04-16-2020 11:32 AM

From: Melissa Bridges

Subject: Equity Issues in Reassignment of Nonessential Employees

How are other cities handling potential equity issues in reassigning nonessential employees to other work duties?  In

March our employees were designated essential or nonessential and we have been providing full pay and benefits to

nonessential while they stay at home.  The question has arisen as to how long that is sustainable and how we can bring

some of them back to work, but assign them where we need them.  

Any insights would be appreciated.

------------------------------

Melissa Bridges

Performance & Innovation Coordinator

City of Little Rock

Little Rock AR

mbridges@littlerock.gov 

------------------------------
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9. Re: Equity Issues in Reassignment of Nonessential Employees

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2020 9:46 AM

Melissa Bridges

Thank you all for the great responses.  Little Rock has done several of the suggested programs as well.  I think the heart

of the issue we are trying to figure out is the equity of non equal paid positions doing the same job function.  From the

responses, it doesn't look like that has come up for any of the reassigned employees in any of the responding cities.

------------------------------

Melissa Bridges

Performance & Innovation Coordinator

City of Little Rock

Little Rock AR

mbridges@littlerock.gov

------------------------------
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Original Message:

Sent: 04-16-2020 11:32 AM

From: Melissa Bridges

Subject: Equity Issues in Reassignment of Nonessential Employees

How are other cities handling potential equity issues in reassigning nonessential employees to other work duties?  In

March our employees were designated essential or nonessential and we have been providing full pay and benefits to

nonessential while they stay at home.  The question has arisen as to how long that is sustainable and how we can bring

some of them back to work, but assign them where we need them.  

Any insights would be appreciated.

------------------------------

Melissa Bridges

Performance & Innovation Coordinator

City of Little Rock

Little Rock AR

mbridges@littlerock.gov 

------------------------------
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10. Re: S.3548 - CARES Act - Funding - Rural Communities and Hospitals

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 20, 2020 7:39 PM

Willie Morales



It is advisable to approach your respective state organizations to start lobbying governor’s offices to ensure that federal

relief funds are equitably disbursed in a manner where smaller communities have a fighting chance to receive aid. 

What is unclear is how each respective state will disburse; some states might use mechanisms that are already in place.

Here in MN that could mean Local Government Aid through the MNDOR or via one of the many available grant

programs of our Department of Employment and Economic Development (DEED).

What is very important to know regarding the PAYCHECK PROTECTION PROGRAM from the SBA, this is if any of your

communities also own hospitals like we do, there are proposed interim rule expansions that are calling for municipally

own healthcare facilities to apply for the PPP program. Currently, the SBA standards (page 108, article 10), does not

allow for publicly owned organizations to benefit from SBA programs.

Get on the phone or email your Senators and tell them to support, Senators Smith and Barrasso bipartisan effort to help

rural hospitals participate in SBA’s PPP 

m.box.com/shared_item/... 

Hope this helps,

Best

---------------------------------

Willie Morales MPP

MIT History

Appleton MN

WILLIEMORALES27@YAHOO.COM

---------------------------------
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Original Message:

Sent: 03-31-2020

From: Willie Morales

Subject: S.3548 - CARES Act - Funding - Rural Communities and Hospitals

Hello All,

I was wondering if any of you within your respective states and localities has begun the process of trying to apply for

assistance from Congresses' recent CARES Act to address the COVID-19 Pandemic?

In particular, I am interested in hearing back from community leaders whom also have a hospital within their jurisdiction.

Our City is in rural MN and we have a small hospital. Our state health agency together with our Governor Mandated that

all elective surgeries be suspended. Elective surgeries being a significant revenue driver for our hospital, important

operational losses are expected in terms of days of cash on hand. Our hospital being in a vulnerable financial position

might have its days of cash on hand metric reduced to zero or negative numbers.

My hospital CEO will likely look into reducing unnecessary purchasing and reducing staff levels, but support is still

needed.

Any of you in a similar situation and have some recommendations?

------------------------------

Willie Morales, M.P.P

Appleton City Administrator

------------------------------
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From: Seatrade Maritime News <SeatradeMaritime@go03.informamarkets.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 4:03 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Dr. Martin Stopford on Coronavirus, Climate Change & Smart Shipping 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

If you are having trouble reading this email, read the online version

WHITEPAPER DOWNLOAD

Coronavirus, Climate Change & Smart Shipping:

Three Maritime Scenarios: 2020 – 2050

Written by Dr. Martin Stopford

Read Now

COVID-19: Could a Pandemic Provide a Catalyst for Radical Industry Change?

A pivotal point in the voyage towards 2050, this year saw the shipping industry with presented with choppy waters as climate change and

smart shipping challenges litter the landscape. The addition of the COVID-19 pandemic laid the foundations for an even darker outlook -

but, could this global pandemic be provide the industry a critical catalyst for change?

Curated by renowned industry analyst Dr. Martin Stopford, this invaluable whitepaper provides a digestible insight into the

future of our industry with a dedicated focus on:

Analysis of the severity of shipping cycles over the last 135, and what this indicates ahead of the voyage for 2050

How COVID-19 will disrupt sea trade, ship building, ship technology and the economic picture

Three long-term scenarios ahead of 2050, based on the impact of smart shipping, climate change and COVID-19

The potential impact of COVID-19 on increasing the pace on radical change needed to meet targets on decarbonisation and

efficiency gains ahead of 2050

Discover Dr. Stopford's Strategy

Supported by:

 
This email was sent to you by the Informa Markets Division of Informa PLC (Privacy Policy).

Informa PLC's registered office is 5 Howick Place, London SW1P 1WG.

Registered in England and Wales. Number 8860726.

 

If you do not wish to receive further information from us, please click here.

Alternatively, to contact our data services team to have your details or preferences updated please email imdatateam@informa.com.
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Read Online

HVS Report - Impact of

COVID-19 on Los Angeles &

Southern California Hotel

Markets - By Luigi Major

A record-breaking decade of growth in

the hospitality space in Southern

California has now been brought to a halt

by COVID-19. This article explores the

impact of the pandemic on Los Angeles

and other major Southern California hotel

markets. Read More

Hotel Construction Pipeline U.S.

US Hotel Construction Hit

All-time High in March

The U.S. hotel industry’s previous

construction peak occurred in December

2007 with 211,694 hotel rooms in

construction. That level was slightly

surpassed in February 2020 at 211,859

rooms in the final phase of the

development pipeline. Read more

Booking.com Lay Offs

Booking.com Plans for Lay

Offs After Landing $4bn

Loan - ShortTermRentalz

Online travel agent Booking.com has told

employees in an internal memo that

layoffs from the company are 'probable',

just days after the Financial Times

reported it had received a $4 billion loan

in bonds from investors to fend off severe

effects caused by the coronavirus

crisis. Read more

From: Hotel News Resource <support@nevistas.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 4:39 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Daily Hotel Industry News 2020-04-21 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



Tourism Marketing

Travel and Tourism

Marketing Should Aim to

Understand How Consumer

Behaviour Will Change

Post-pandemic

Worldwide, this is a dark time for the

travel industry. As global destinations

remain closed and travel company

operations continue to be wound down,

the industry will increasingly look to its

marketing functions to provide campaigns

of hope or more simple communications

to maintain their engagement with

customers and let them know they are still

operational, says GlobalData, a leading

data and analytics company. Read more

Sentiment Unsurprisingly Turns Negative

Seeking Economic Stability

During a Global Pandemic

Massive job losses have led to negative

consumer sentiment, leading to a

downshift in the desire/ability to spend.

Enter the Fed to shore up small and

medium-sized businesses while financial

markets seek stability. Read more

COVID-19 Response

CA Hotels Volunteer

145,000 Rooms for COVID-

19 Response

More than 1,100 California hotels have

volunteered 145,000 rooms to the

California Department of Public Health

and other agencies as temporary shelter

to support the state’s COVID-19

response, the California Hotel and

Lodging Association (CHLA) announced

on Friday. Read more



Cleaning Protocols

Accor and Bureau Veritas

Launch a Label Based on

Sanitary Measures to

Support the Return to

Business in the Hospitality

and Restaurant Industry

Accor and Bureau Veritas have joined

forces to develop a label designed to

certify that the appropriate safety

standards and cleaning protocols have

been achieved to allow businesses to

reopen. Read more

Nights For Your Days

Meliá Hotels International to

Reward 10,000 Healthcare

Workers Combatting

COVID-19 with 10,000 2-

night Hotel Stays

Under the slogan 'nights for your days',

the hotel company announces a gesture

to acknowledge the work of heroes on the

front line against coronavirus Read more

The New Face Of Travel

OTAs on the Path to

Recovery - How to Prepare

for a Post COVID-19

Traveler - By Laura Badiu

In the midst of these uncertain and trying

times, two things are becoming clear:

one, that the world will eventually travel

again and two, that travel will be

significantly different. From the booking

journey to traveler behavior and the

actual stay, it is safe to assume that the

industry needs to prepare for the new

face of travel. Read more



New Sales Habitat

Kennedy Training Network

Announces Two New Hotel

Sales Team Programs,

Delivered Live Via Webcam,

To Prepare For A New Sales

Habitat

This week, KTN is introducing two hotel

sales training programs, personally

delivered live on webcam by KTN

President Doug Kennedy, directly for

your hotel sales team, each of whom is

also asked to be on webcam. Doug is an

experienced webcaster and vlogger,

presenting from the KTN office studio.

Rather than being a one-way “lecture-

style” webcast, Doug uses activities and

exercises to engage and involve your

team. Read more

In Brief...

COVID-19 Hotel Status Directory 
EproDirect Creates a Free COVID-19
Hotel Status Directory for Hotels
Worldwide
Navigating The COVID-19 Crisis 
Upcoming Live Webinar - Commercial
Real Estate in the Wake of a Pandemic
- How Borrowers and Lenders Are
Responding to COVID-19
HFTP Hangouts 
Build Skills, Save Money: Special Offer
on New USALI Professional
Certificates - By Briana Gilmore
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From: Hewlett Packard Enterprise <enterprise@connect.hpe.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 7:02 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Do not miss it! Webinar- Implementing a Remote Work Strategy for your Municipality 
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sender and know the content is safe.

   | Web view

 

Implementing a Remote Work Strategy 
for Your Municipality

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 | 11:00AM EDT

Implementing a Distance Learning Strategy

Join our government technology experts to hear more about how online

collaboration, working remotely, and security best practices are helping to keep

government organizations operational during this COVID-19 pandemic. We’ll

discuss how to choose the correct solutions for your municipality and we’ll give

a live demonstration of HPE MyRoom with Visual Remote Guidance (VRG).

We’ll also provide helpful tips regarding how to get in touch with an expert from

HPE to help plan and implement a solution that is right for your situation.

Register for the

webinar



What You Can Expect from This Webinar

Learn how state and local government organizations are moving forward with remote work
and how the following collaboration, security, and on-demand solutions are enabling
government employees to address key challenges in the wake of this new normal:

HPE MyRoom with Visual Remote Guidance (VRG) for online collaboration and
hands-free video communication to host virtual town halls, run committee meetings,
and address field support issues by only deploying one or two field workers
HPE Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) solutions to provide all government
employees and management with access to applications on any device in a secure
fashion
Cybersecurity best practices using a holistic approach to combat the escalation in
cyber threats
HPE GreenLake for on-demand capacity and planning to effectively scale your
infrastructure as demand changes, and to better manage constrained budgets and
stimulus fund allocations

Presenters: 
James Morrison 
Distinguished Technologist, Cybersecurity (Formerly with the FBI Cyber Task Force) 
Hewlett Packard Enterprise 

Scott Koehler 
North America, Public Sector Category Manager 
Hewlett Packard Enterprise 

Jim Barbera and Michael Head 
Technologist / Online Solutions 
Hewlett Packard Enterprise 

Join us on Tuesday, April 21st at 11:00AM EDT.

Register today

Unable to click the link? Access the webinar registration page by copying and pasting
this link into your browser: https://bit.ly/2ykaipw 
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GLOBAL: WTI crude price goes

negative for first time in history

The NYMEX West Texas Intermediate

benchmark price for crude oil dipped into

negative figures for the first time in history

yesterday, closing at -$37.63 a barrel.

READ MORE...

From: Bunkerspot <updates@bunkerspot.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 8:07 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: The Bunkerspot Noon Report 21/04/2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

No images? Click here

Bunkerspot

NOON REPORT
 

 
Seahawk Services

 

GLOBAL: Vopak: All 66 terminals

remain operational

Announcing its Q1 2020 results today,

Vopak says that the coronavirus outbreak

has had a limited impact on its operations to

date but it is too early to assess longer term

outcomes, including ‘the delays of projects

under construction, general operating and

market conditions as well as currency

movements.’

READ MORE...

 



ASIA PACIFIC: TFG Marine’s

Singapore bunker operations to

start in early May

Following yesterday’s announcement that

TFG Marine is one of two new suppliers to

receive a bunker licence from the Maritime &

Port Authority of Singapore, the company

says it is ‘rapidly scaling up its global

footprint’ and has plans to announce further

developments in Asia, Europe and the

Americas.

READ MORE...

 

GLOBAL: Wärtsilä’s profitability

‘burdened by COVID-19’

Wärtsilä has reported that its profitability in

the first quarter of 2020 was 'burdened’ by

the coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak and it

expects this will ‘materially impact’ its net

sales and earnings for 2020 as a whole.

READ MORE...

 

ASIA PACIFIC: South Korea

supporting electric ferry project

South Korea’s Ministry of Oceans and

Fisheries is supporting a project that aims to

develop an electrically-powered coastal ferry

that could come into commercial operation by

2024, according to local media sources.

READ MORE...

 

ASIA PACIFIC: Singapore

police launch investigation into

Hin Leong Trading

The focus of the police enquiries has not

been disclosed as financial institutions line

up to file claims against the Singapore oil

trader which has racked up debts of $3.85

billion.

READ MORE...

 



Get noticed with Bunkerspot

In today’s competitive maritime environment,

advertising via Bunkerspot will enable you to

deliver your company message directly to

your target market in a highly cost-effective

and dynamic way.

For subscription and advertising options,

contact: 

Steve Simpson 

Advertising Sales Manager

Tel: +44 1295 814455 x 203

Email: steve@petrospot.com  

To find out more or to subscribe  

Read More...

Bunkerspot Magazine

View Media Kit here

Keep in touch with breaking news on the

marine fuels sector, by signing up

to Bunkerspot's RSS news feed. Find out

more here

News

Magazine

Bunker Price Index

 
books

Save 25% when you purchase any

Petrospot book pack

Petrospot publishes some of the most

influential text books on marine fuels,

shipping and marine surveying and is the go-

to source for comprehensive yet easy to

read books, appealing to both newcomers

and experts alike.

All books are available to buy individually or

purchase a Technical Pack, Basic Bunker

Pack, Advanced Bunker Pack or Marine

Surveying Pack and SAVE 25%.

BROWSE ALL PETROSPOT BOOKS

 

 



Bunkerspot is published by Petrospot Limited.

For more information on Petrospot Limited visit

www.petrospot.com or call +44 1295 814455.

© Petrospot Limited 2020 (Company No. 4768142).
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From: Morning Consult <reply@em.morningconsult.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 8:49 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Morning Consult Brands: Planters' Baby Nut Returns After Over 2-Month Hiatus 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

By Alyssa Meyers

Top Stories

Kraft Heinz Co.'s Planters' new mascot, Baby Nut, resurfaced after more than two months of

social media silence that followed the reborn Mr. Peanut's Super Bowl Sunday debut. The

original campaign following the Super Bowl spot featuring Mr. Peanut's death and his

reincarnation as Baby Nut had dropped off after less than two weeks on social media, but a

tweet from Baby Nut's account offered an excuse for the absence - he had apparently lost his

Twitter password. (Adweek)

WPP PLC will close shopper marketing agency Triad, which it bought in 2016 for a reported

$300 million, within 90 days, according to sources familiar with the matter, after the agency

took a hit last year when its largest client, Walmart Inc., and its Sam's Club brand both took

their retail media business in house. Some employees were laid off right away, while others

are expected to stay on through a transition period, said one source with knowledge of the

situation. (Ad Age)

Roger Solé, the former Sprint Corp. chief marketing officer, will be WeWork's next chief

marketing officer, Chief Executive Sandeep Mathrani in a statement. Solé, who spent five

years in his most recent role at Sprint and announced his departure last weekend on social

media, succeeds former Publicis Groupe SA CEO Maurice Lévy, who left WeWork after a

three-month stint as interim chief marketing officer. (Adweek)

Chart Review

Advocates See Pandemic as Possible Tipping Point to Regulate Social Media

Influencers 

Morning Consult



Events Calendar (All Times Local)

04/21/2020

Discover MarTech: A Virtual Event For Strategies & Solutions

Amazon Strategies Virtual Forum

Weathering the Storm: Brand Management in the COVID-19 Era 12:30 pm

Best Practices & Tactics in Social Media Marketing During COVID-19 2:00 pm

04/22/2020

Discover MarTech: A Virtual Event For Strategies & Solutions

PRWeek Convene: Communicating in the Coronavirus Era 12:00 pm

Amazon Strategies Virtual Forum

SOF Digital Discussion: Survey Says: Measuring Public Opinion Amid
Pandemic

1:30 pm

Lunch & Learn featuring Sailthru SVP of Marketing Jason Grunberg and
Raise marketing maven Kelly Hickey

12:00 pm

From Survival to Revival: Best Practices in SMB Marketing Amid the
Coronavirus Crisis

2:00 pm

Adweek Presents: The Way Forward - Entertainment and Esports with
Quibi Chief Executive Meg Whitman and EA Chief Marketing Officer
Chris Bruzzo

3:00 pm

04/23/2020

Discover MarTech: A Virtual Event For Strategies & Solutions

Amazon Strategies Virtual Forum

No Wrong Answers-Making or Breaking Customer Trust 2:00 pm

ARF Virtual Town Hall Series: What Behaviors Will Stay After the Crisis
Passes?

12:00 pm

DealBook Debrief: The Retail Fallout 11:00 am

04/24/2020

Amazon Strategies Virtual Forum

View full calendar



Webinar - Weathering the Storm: Brand Management in
the COVID-19 Era

The coronavirus pandemic is the most complex and multifaceted threat that leaders in

business have faced in the 21st century.

Today at 12:30 p.m. ET, Morning Consult and the American Advertising Federation will be

discussing new data examining how brands can navigate this tumultuous and troubling time

by driving situation-sensitive, yet purpose-led growth. Register for the webinar here.

Advertising

The Trade Desk Asks SSPs for a Single Supply Path to Publisher Inventory 

Ronan Shields, Adweek

The Trade Desk has been contacting sell-side ad-tech companies with a deadline of this week

for them to provide the independent buyer with a more specific path to inventory types,

meaning the sell-side platforms will have to send publisher-specific bid requests to The Trade

Desk through a single tech integration.

Ad Veterans Bryan Wiener, Sarah Hofstetter Join E-Commerce Firm 

Sahil Patel, The Wall Street Journal

Wiener was named chief executive and Hofstetter will serve as president at Profitero Inc.,

which offers digital commerce software and services for brands.

U.S. TV Ad Spending To Sink 25% In The First Six Months Of 2020: eMarketer 

Wayne Friedman, MediaPost

TV ad spend in the United States is expected to fall between 22.3 percent and 29.3 percent in

the first half of 2020 without sports programming, according to eMarketer.

How Fox News Ad Sales Chief Is Navigating His First Upfront At The Helm Amid

The Pandemic 

Jeanine Poggi, Ad Age

Fox News hosted a virtual event to answer questions for agencies and marketers and is being

as flexible as possible with sponsors to keep them from pulling back on deals.

'The pendulum swings every time': Just like the last recession, this crisis will

stress-test the client 'relationship' 

Lara O'Reilly, Digiday



Some agencies are offering discounts to keep clients during the coronavirus crisis, but it could

be difficult to get them back to typical prices when the time comes. 

Pizza Hut Manager's Letter To Workers Inspires 'Proud To Serve' Campaign 

Steve Ellwanger, MediaPost

A new national TV campaign from Pizza Hut features one of the chain's managers, after a

letter he wrote to his team caught the attention of executives. 

Oikos Triple Zero Shows There's Crying In Football In A New Spot For The NFL

Draft 

Jessica Wohl, Ad Age

Oikos Triple Zero's draft ad "Flex Your Cryceps" uses real footage of players crying during past

NFL Drafts, and was put together quickly after the yogurt brand had to pause plans for an in-

person fan experience.

Anomaly Applies Furloughs, Salary and Schedule Reductions Across Agency 

Erik Oster, AgencySpy

The agency laid off employees at its New York office last month, and now every office will

experience furloughs, salary reductions or reduced hours in some capacity.

Media and Entertainment

Walmart to Sell Vudu Streaming Service to Comcast's Fandango 

Nick Turner et al., Bloomberg

Walmart acquired Vudu in 2010 as it tried to move away from DVDs, but will now step back

from competing with other online-video giants. 

NPR Cuts Executive Pay as Corporate Sponsors' Payments Fall 

Marc Tracy, The New York Times

The non-profit does not run traditional advertisements, but relies on sponsorships for almost

one-third of its revenue, which are expected to fall $12 million to $15 million short of the

amount the company anticipated for the year.

People magazine's publisher joins growing list of media companies slashing pay

as ads slump 

Alex Sherman, CNBC

Meredith Corp. is cutting pay for about 60 percent of its employees, suspending its dividend

and withdrawing its fiscal 2020 forecast.

ESPN's Sports-Starved Viewers Set Rating Record for 'Last Dance' 

Lucas Shaw, Bloomberg



About 6.3 million viewers tuned in to ESPN and its sister network ESPN2 to watch the first

installment of the Michael Jordan documentary.

Social Media and Technology

YouTube Takes Criticism After Shaking Up Measurement Program 

George P. Slefo, Ad Age

YouTube added new companies including Channel Factory, DoubleVerify, Integral Ad Science,

Sightly and VuePlanner to its lineup of approved vendors, but left out longtime partner

OpenSlate after it refused to sign a contract limiting what it can report to its clients.

How Animal Crossing is emerging as a media channel for brands in lockdown 

Katie Deighton, The Drum

Avatars in the game can be personalized, so brands are creating virtual clothing lines for

players.

Retailers like Levi's are finding early success selling products on TikTok - and say

the video-sharing app could help bolster online sales amid coronavirus-related

store closures 

Bethany Biron, Business Insider

Beta partners of TikTok's Shop Now feature have seen early success, and Levi Strauss & Co.

said its TikTok campaign more than doubled some of its product page views.

Meet the minds behind the bizarre, truth-bombing Steak-umm Twitter account 

Travis M. Andrews, The Washington Post

The brand's Twitter account has emerged as a voice of reason during the pandemic, primarily

run by social media manager Nathan Allebach, the 28-year-old son of the owners.

Zoom Parties Are So Five Weeks Ago: Hello Virtual Reality 

Jordyn Holman, Bloomberg

Virtual reality companies like Virtual Reality for Rent are making money by selling technology

that allows people to virtually visit carnivals or clubs without leaving home.

PR and Marketing

Scores of US public companies took small business rescue funds 

Sujeet Indap, Financial Times

More than 80 publicly listed companies received loans meant to keep small businesses afloat, 

including Shake Shack Inc., which returned the funds. 

They Own More Than 1,000 Burger Kings. They May Apply For A Coronavirus



Small Business Loan. 

David Mack, BuzzFeed News

Carrols Restaurant Group, the largest Burger King franchise in the country, which owns 1,036

locations in 23 states, indicated in a filing to the Securities and Exchange Commission that it

might apply for a federal loan.

Shake Shack is giving hourly employees a temporary 10% raise after it gave back

$10 million in small business loans and raised $150 million in stock offerings 

Bryan Pietsch, Business Insider

The burger chain will also give managers a 10% bonus through the second quarter.

Lord & Taylor explores bankruptcy as stores remain shut in coronavirus

pandemic 

Jessica DiNapoli et al., Reuters

The retailer temporarily shut all of its 38 department stores in the United States and is now

exploring options including filing for bankruptcy, trying to negotiate relief from creditors and

finding additional financing.

How the Covid-19 Pet Ownership Boom Has Impacted Pet Brands 

Mónica Marie Zorrilla, Adweek

Following a surge in pet adoptions and fostering, major pet product brands are experiencing

growth but have to balance business with employee safety. 

'It's Black Friday in April' as Closed Stores Get Desperate to Unload Spring

Clothes 

Suzanne Kapner, The Wall Street Journal

Clothing retailers are offering big discounts on their websites to get rid of tens of billions of

dollars in unsold merchandise.

How T.J. Maxx and Ross will (eventually) come out of the coronavirus crisis even

stronger 

Phil Wahba, Fortune

Off-price giants like TJX Companies Inc. buy items closer to when they hit shelves than

department stores, so they could be better positioned to survive the pandemic financially.

Coca-Cola says demand in April has been weakened by coronavirus pandemic,

volume off 25% so far this month 

Amelia Lucas, CNBC

The company reported adjusted earnings of 51 cents on $8.60 billion for the first quarter, and

said the volume plunge is expected to impact its second-quarter results. 



BCW corporate reputation chief Ramiro Prudencio joins McKinsey & Company

after 30 years 

John Harrington, PRWeek

Prudencio will lead global communications at management consulting giant McKinsey & Co.

Opinions, Editorials, Perspectives and Research

Lessons Learned After Founding an Agency During the Recession 

PJ Pereira, Adweek

Pereira, the creative chairman and co-founder of Pereira O'Dell, started his agency in the

middle of a recession, but pressure from clients for results worked in his favor.

This email was sent by: Morning Consult

729 15th St. NW Washington, DC, 20005, US
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From: Apple News <newsdigest@insideapple.apple.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 8:57 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Trump plans to suspend immigration, states start easing restrictions, and more from Apple News 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.
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Try Apple News+ for Free

Some content requires specific hardware or software. Internet access required; data fees may

apply. Content availability is subject to change. For more information, click here.

Copyright © 2020 Apple Inc. One Apple Park Way, Cupertino, California 95014 USA
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From: LIVE WEBINAR <expertspeaks@email.unitedmirror.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 8:57 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Tips for Managing a Remote Workforce During Coronavirus 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Hello,

Hope this email finds you well.

I would like to invite you to a Upcoming Webinar on the topic "Coronavirus and Remote Work: How

Do We Manage Virtual Teams efficiently & effectively in Multiple Locations?" presented by

Christopher R. Devany is scheduled go live on "April 23rd, 2020 at 01:00 PM ET".

About Webinar: This webinar will help determine the fastest way to get a poorly performing location

up to speed and offer attendees pointers on how to quickly and accurately check the quality of products

or services at any location. It will also discuss ideal frequency for site visits, and best ways to approach

a site problem without alienating anyone...more

Key Learning Objectives

How to give multiple locations a business road map that'll keep them headed in the right

direction

How to create crystal-clear procedures that off-site staff will follow to the letter

How to quickly smooth things over when you have to lay down the law and enforce an unpopular

policy from a distance

How to keep your finger on the pulse of off-site action without making employees feel like they

are being watched

How to quickly and accurately check the quality of products or services at any location

How to structure teams so they'll pull together - no matter which site they're from

How to ease resentment at a satellite location when a home-office employee is chosen for a

promotion

How to build an emergency response team that'll know what can be handled independently and

when to call you immediately

How often you should be visiting each site?

How to ensure the isolation factor won't turn into a problem at remote locations

Please be informed if you won't be able to attend the live session on scheduled day, then you still can

go ahead and register for Recorded or Digital Download option of the webinar because we record the

entire live session into Recorded and Digital Download format.

Please Click Here to complete the registration.

Warm Regards, 

Angela Harrison

Customer Relation Manager

www.abideedict.com 

angela.harrison@abideedict.com 

Note: This New Letter was sent to rconiglio@portofsandiego.org. If you would like to no longer receive AbideEdict promotional e-

mails, please Unsubscribe here or e-mail to support@abideedict.com and type UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line, or Call us on

+1-913-871-1466

This email was sent by: ABIDEEDICT LLC 

2712w.121st ter Leawood, USA, 66209, USA

Update Profile



From: Infraday <ken@infraday.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9:12 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Infraday Weekly (April 23 / 10am-2pm) 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

This message is sent to you because your email address is on our subscribers list. If you are not interested in receiving more emails like this one, please unsubscribe below.

Infraday Weekly is an online event series, hosted by Infraday and partners, which will unite public and private sector

infrastructure & transportation executives from across the U.S. on a range of critical issues impacting the market today.

Taking place between 10am and 2pm EST every Thursday, each event will feature 10-15 public sector speakers and

have 4 - 1 hour panel discussions. We will leave 15 mins after each panel for Q&A.

Register

www.infraday.com/events/infraday-state-of-the-market-april-23

Once you register for the event, you will receive an invitation link to join the Webex. The event will be hosted using Cisco

Webex Platform.

Cost for registration is $100 per person.

If you'd like to inquire about participation as a speaker or content sponsor, please contact ken@infraday.com.

April 23 Agenda

10:00-11:00: Remote Construction Workers? Online Collaboration in the time of COVID-19

In many areas of the United States, construction is being deemed an essential service amid ongoing shelter-in-place

restrictions. While there are aspects of building that do require an in-person presence on a job site, many jobs in

construction might be done remotely. Adjusting to a remote work lifestyle represents a major shift for a vast majority of

construction professionals. How can mass (forced) adoption of remote working accelerate nascent trends in the

construction industry? Panelists will provide best practices in overcoming challenges in navigating a new type of jobsite. 

Moderator:

Christopher Villari, Head of Communications, North America, Turner & Townsend

Panelists:

Antonio Valenzuela, Public Works Director, City of South Fulton, GA
Dan Ringo, Director of Public Works, City of Pontiac, MI
Kini Knudson, Street Transportation Director, City of Phoenix
Mark Muenzer, Community Development & Transportation Director, City of Redwood City, CA

11:00-12:00: Post CARES Act Infrastructure Stimulus Funding: How will the industry deliver?

While the government’s response thus far has been centered around mitigating the pressing health and economic issues

related to the pandemic, lawmakers have begun to consider longer-term impacts of the crisis, and the subsequent need for

new infrastructure investment to get the American economy back on track. In the case that a stimulus does in fact pass,

will there be there be a reprioritization of projects and programs for people most impacted by COVID-19? Also, will the

public and private sector be able to coordinate in such a way to efficiently deliver on the stimulus? This panel brings

together key stakeholders from the public and private sector to discuss what could be in the potential post-virus

infrastructure plan. 

Moderator:

Dominic Leadsom, Director of Corporate Compliance and Assurance, North America, Turner & Townsend

Panelists:

David Elder, AICP, Assistant Planning Director, Office of Strategic Planning and Projects, Bureau of Policy and Planning,

CT DOT
Denise M. Berger, FAIA, Senior Vice President & Chief Operating Officer for the Northeast, AECOM
Eric Newman, Accountant and Treasury Manager, City of Stamford, CT
Michael Ereti, Director of Capital Projects, Houston Public Works



12:00-1:00: Mental Health Awareness & Reducing Density at a Jobsite
 

Social distancing. What are the practical solutions to reduce density? How do we address employees worries about

coming into contact? As COVID-19 mortality rises into the tens of thousands and the number of infections well over half a

million, it’s likely the labor work force will have some apprehension about going back to work prior to approved

pharmaceutical and vaccine therapies. How does the industry address the physical and mental health concerns of the

workforce? And, can we leverage modular construction, remote/robotic drone inspections, autonomous rovers, 360

cameras, and artificial intelligence to reduce worker density on sites? 

Moderator:

John Robbins, Managing Director, USA, Turner & Townsend 
 

Panelists:

John Travers, Building Official, Building Services Division, City of Fort Lauderdale, FL
Joseph Barr, Director of Traffic, Parking, and Transportation, City of Cambridge, MA
Keith B. Gabriel, Economic Development, Site Readiness Manager, Certified Drone Pilot, Duke Energy
Todd Kinskey, Director of Planning & Community Development, City of Dayton, OH

1:00-2:00: Contracts in a Post Pandemic World: What Will Change 

All contracts contain Force Majeure language, but an epidemic or pandemic can be a gray area for both the Client and

contractor and what relief is available to them. Unfortunately living in this gray area today means contracts in the future will

undoubtedly change to better address such unprecedented global events. Panelists will discuss what contractual issues

they have faced on their projects as a direct result of COVID-19 and their plans for contracts in the future as a result of

those experiences.

Moderator: 

James V. Hamilton, Business Development Manager, AMECO

Panelists:

Allan Marks, Partner, Milbank
Anthony Sanger, Senior Vice President & Head of Program Advisory (Americas), Turner & Townsend
Clarence Boone, Senior Director of Economic Development, The City of Stonecrest, Georgia
Scott Blumenreich, Chief Innovation & Technology Officer (CITO), City of Centennial, CO

2:00: End of Meeting

Register

For registration assistance or questions about becoming a partner, please contact ken@infraday.com.

Infraday, LLC

109 S 5th St, 2nd Floor

Brooklyn, NY 11249

646-760-9242

Unsubscribe rconiglio@portofsandiego.org

Update Profile | Our Privacy Policy
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From: YSI, a Xylem brand <ysi@ysi.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9:19 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: How Environmental Scientists WFH | Live Webinar May 6th 
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From: Amy from CharityHowTo <info@charityhowto.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9:22 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Free Webinar: How to Find New Monthly Donors for your Nonprofit in the Time of Coronavirus 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

image

Dear Randa,

Join Erica Waasdorp on this 60 minute free webinar and she'll show you step-by-

step how to find new monthly donors and keep the ones you have, yes, even

during a crisis like the one caused by the coronavirus.

Learn More -

Register

Erica Waasdorp is the President of A Direct Solution and author of the recently

published how-to guide on starting and growing a monthly giving program:

“Monthly Giving. The Sleeping Giant.” She has been an expert at direct

response and fundraising for over 20 years.

Erica Waasdorp

Want fewer emails? Change your email frequency preferences here.

If you no longer wish to get invited to free and premium webinars you can unsubscribe here.

CharityHowTo 273 Hale St Beverly, Massachusetts 01915 United States (617) 439-4511



From: Andrea Davis <andrea.davis@ata.auroratrainingadvantage.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 10:13 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Coronavirus Payroll Update: What You Must Know 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

   

 

Coronavirus 2020 Payroll Update: What the Payroll Department Must Know

Live Webinar or Recording

May 4, 2020

CPE/HRCI/SHRM: 1.0

Register Before It's Full

This event discusses the quickly changing regulations…federal and state…that the payroll

department and payroll professionals must comply with as governments and businesses

respond to the COVID-19 pandemic.

The global pandemic is here and has caused us to change and adapt our working and

personal lives. Regardless of those changes, the payroll department must keep their

fellow employees paid and their companies in compliance with the quickly changing

regulations at all levels!  

We will Cover:

Federal Regulations:

Families First Act

Cares Act

All New Pertinent Regulations Passed and Signed by the Webinar Date

State Updates On:

Tax Filing

Unemployment Insurance

Paid Sick Leave

Garnishment Updates:

Student Loans

Creditor Garnishments

Child Support

Federal Tax Levies

Learn More About This Program

  

 

This email was sent to: rconigli@portofsandiego.org

This email was sent by: Aurora Training Advantage

520 W Lake Mary Blvd, Ste 200 Sanford FL 32773
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Maritime Professional Update

From: Maritime Logistics Professional <update@maritimeprofessional.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11:01 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Crude Oil Held in Sea Storage Hits New Record 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

US Crude Futures Plunge to Lowest on RecordLNG Tanker to Discharge First US Cargo in China in 13 MonthsMackay Marine Open for Business in the U.A.E.

CRUDE OIL HELD IN SEA STORAGE
HITS NEW RECORD

Traders are storing an
estimated record 160

million barrels of oil on ships - double the
level from two weeks ago as they seek to
tackle a glut of stocks created by a slide
in global demand from the coronavirus,
shipping sources say.

US CRUDE FUTURES PLUNGE TO
LOWEST ON RECORD

U.S. crude oil futures
collapsed below $0 on

Monday for the first time in history, amid
a coronavirus-induced supply glut,
ending the day at a stunning minus
$37.63 a barrel as desperate traders paid
to get rid of oil.

LNG TANKER TO DISCHARGE FIRST US
CARGO IN CHINA IN 13 MONTHS

The tanker Maran Gas
Vergina has arrived in

China with the first delivery of U.S.
liquefied natural gas (LNG) in 13 months,
shipping data showed on Monday.This is
the first shipment since March 2019 after
a long-standing trade war in which China

Employers – Post Job

FEATURED JOBS

Electrician
Military Sealift Command - Norfolk, VA, USA

Chief Radio Electronics Technician (IAT)
Military Sealift Command - Norfolk, VA, USA

Any Entry Level
Military Sealift Command

Cook Baker
Military Sealift Command

Assistant Damage Control Officer
Military Sealift Command

Search Jobs

Post your Resume

NEWS

CROWLEY ADDS 222 REEFER CONTAINERS

MPA AWARDS TWO BUNKER LICENSES

NAKILAT REPORTS $76M Q1 PROFIT

TANKER BOTTLENECK GROWS AT MEXICO'S PORTS

BRAZIL AGREES TO RAISE LEVEL OF THE PARANA RIVER

JAPAN EXPORTS SLUMP AS CORONAVIRUS HITS DEMAND

CHINA TO BUILD COMMODITY TRADING CENTER IN
CAOFEIDIAN

RETREATING CHINESE STEEL STOCKPILES A POSITIVE FOR
IRON ORE DEMAND -EASTGATE

HAPAG-LLOYD CRUISES BRINGS ITS FLEET HOME

MATTHEWSDANIEL NAMES COX AS CEO

UKRAINE WHEAT EXPORTS JUMP DESPITE GOVERNMENT
WARNING

HANS F. MUHLERT, P.ENG. AWARDED SNAME FELLOW
STATUS

FEATURED EMPLOYERS

MILITARY SEALIFT COMMAND

Maritime Professional App



MACKAY MARINE OPEN FOR BUSINESS
IN THE U.A.E.

Mackay Marine
announced the opening

of its newest marine electronics service
center, in Fujairah, U.A.E., located on the
east coast of the Gulf of Oman.Mackay
Marine–UAE provides Comm & Nav
electronics sales and service to vessels
in ports

CROWLEY ADDS 222 REEFER
CONTAINERS

Crowley Logistics has
added 222 new

refrigerated (reefer) cargo containers to
its industry-leading equipment fleet to
ensure equipment availability at origin for
perishables moving through the cold
chain.

MPA AWARDS TWO BUNKER LICENSES

The Maritime and Port Authority of
Singapore (MPA) has awarded two new
bunker supplier licences to Minerva
Bunkering and TFG Marine, following its
call for applications for new licences in
December 2019.

NAKILAT REPORTS $76M Q1 PROFIT

Nakilat  announced
financial results for the

first quarter ended March 31, 2020 with a
net profit of $76 million compared to $64
million during the same period in 2019,
with an increase of 18%.

Get instant updates on shipbuilding, contracts, technology,
legal issues, and business innovations - organized for mobile
users.
Download Android , iPhone(iPad) or Windows Phone app

 



TANKER BOTTLENECK GROWS AT
MEXICO'S PORTS

More than 20 vessels
loaded with fuel have

waited a week or more to discharge
gasoline, jet fuel, diesel and liquefied
petroleum gas at Mexico's ports,
according to Refinitiv Eikon data, as
demand craters due to coronavirus-
related lockdowns.

BRAZIL AGREES TO RAISE LEVEL OF
THE PARANA RIVER

Brazil has agreed to
release water at the

giant Itaipu hydroelectric dam to raise
low water levels in the Parana River, a
key thoroughfare for grains shipments,
Argentina's Foreign Ministry said on
Friday.

JAPAN EXPORTS SLUMP AS
CORONAVIRUS HITS DEMAND

Japan's exports
slumped the most in

nearly four years in March as U.S.-bound
shipments, including cars, fell at the
fastest rate since 2011, highlighting the
damage the coronavirus pandemic has
inflicted on global trade.

This is an email sent to RConiglio@portofsandiego.org by World News International, to receive no further e-mails submit your e-mail address, 
or mail us a written request to the attention of: World News International Contact Manager, 118 East 25th Street, 2 Floor, New York, NY 10010

USA 
Please allow up to seven days for the complete removal process to take place. 

NOTE: If you have multiple accounts with us, you must opt out of all of them so the mailings will be fully discontinued.

Manage Subscription | Privacy Policy | Terms and Conditions



From: American City and County <AmericanCityandCounty@enews.americancityandcounty.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 12:11 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: American City & County April 2020 Digital Edition 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the

content is safe.

If you have trouble viewing this email, read the online version.

 

April 2020 

YOUR NEW
DIGITAL ISSUE
IS HERE
NAME: 

RANDA

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

 

 

 

Read our April 2020 issue

 RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

 



 

Cover

Inside you'll find: 

Technology Goes Viral 

Local governments are using technology to help the communities weather the coronavirus pandemic and social distancing.

Building Better Chains 

Five factors to help assess the effectiveness of business continuity in the wake of the outbreak. 

The Intersection of Traffic and Tech 

Most traffic systems were designed 100 years ago and simply can't handle modern congestion. 

The Thinking Machine 

Treating our Diseased Economy 

Equal Opportunity for the American Dream 

 CONTACT US

We hope you enjoy this month's digital edition of American City & County. If you have any questions or concerns about your

subscription, please contact our Customer Service department at accs@pbsub.com.

Featured Sponsor: 

Click here to learn more about Gov Cloud 

Gov Cloud is American City & County's destination for trends, products, industry news, new applications, articles and commentary from

our editors and contributing experts in the government community.

Learn More About Our Featured Sponsor

Visit americancityandcounty.com for additional news and resources, including:

 WEBINARS

 WHITE PAPERS

 



 

Penton Public Infrastructure

 

 
If you do not wish to receive this digital edition in the future, click here.

American City & County | Informa | 605 Third Avenue, 22nd Floor, New York, NY 10158 | Privacy Policy
 

 



           Keeping our Community of Business™ Together  

Support your local community of business - $49 for the year CLICK HERE 

Subscribe today to the San Diego Business Journal!

 our staff is committed to cover information on how we can help your business during these challenging times.

To show our support for new subscribers we are offering a special rate of $49 for one year –significant savings -Sign up now and

you'll get the weekly print edition plus instant digital access to this important business news and information.

You will also receive the print and digital copies of the annual Book of Lists and SD 500 edition, and digital copies of our Coronavirus

Business Resource Guides.

Through everything, it’s important that we remain united and that you know we are here with you, and are committed to continuing to

serve you, our Community of Business™.

 

Copyright © 2020 San Diego Business Journal, All rights reserved. 

Our mailing address is: 

4909 Murphy Canyon Road, Suite 200

San Diego, CA 92123

Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.

From: San Diego Business Journal <sbarry@sdbj.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 12:44 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Subscribe today for $49 and Stay informed with the San Diego Business Journal! 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



From: Angie Craig <campaign@angiecraig.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 1:13 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: campaign update 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.



One of the largest Republican super PACs has reserved $3.3 million in TV ads to show negative ads against me.

They’re flooding our district with outside money in an attempt to flip this seat red. We can’t let them.  

That’s why we’re not taking anything for granted and we’re organizing earlier than ever. We can outwork the GOP but we

need your help.

We need 500 people to chip in before tomorrow at midnight. If you can, will you contribute now?

If you've saved your payment information with ActBlue Express, your donation will go through immediately:

Chip in $8 now!

Chip in $15 now!

Chip in $35 now!

Or, donate another amount

With seven opponents in the race against me, we can’t slow down. We are making huge decisions about how much

outreach we can do.

If we’re going to out-work and out-organize the GOP, we must hit all of our goals between now and Election Day.

Randa, will you join our campaign by making a donation right away? 

Thanks,

Angie

 
Angie is focused on helping the folks and businesses in her district get through this public health emergency, and we hope that you are most importantly

taking precautions to keep yourself and your family safe. Thank you for your consideration of support to help keep her doing this important work. If you

would like to pause from receiving our emails until this public health emergency has passed, please fill out this form.

 

 

For the most up to date information on COVID-19 (Coronavirus) please visit the Minnesota State Department of Health website here.

 

 

 

 

 
Angie Craig is fighting in Congress to bring affordable healthcare, high-quality public education, and good-paying jobs to Minnesota. You can learn more about

Angie’s priorities by liking us on Facebook and following us on Twitter. Raised by a single mother in a mobile home park, Angie knows the struggles hardworking
Americans face every day. She’s working to build a Minnesota for all of us but she needs grassroots support from people like you. Click here to contribute to her

campaign. 

Thanks for your support of our campaign. If you would like to receive fewer emails from us, please click here. If you believe you received this message in error or
wish to no longer receive email from us, please unsubscribe.

 

Paid for by Angie Craig for Congress

 
Angie Craig for Congress

PO Box 22116
Eagan, MN 55122

United States

 





From: Kenneth Beck <Kenneth.Beck@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 3:15 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: RE: What happens next: CoronaVirus CEO Action Calls 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa, 

It is time to discuss what happens when the economy re starts. 

Additional calls have been added. Sign up for our small-group interactive video discussions for you to connect, share insights, and to strategize with other Mid-Market
CEOs regarding the Coronavirus and the restart of the economy :

Monday, April 27 at 5:30 p.m. ET

All calls have had wait-lists so sign up now : Register here for the call 

We will take the first eight registrants for each meeting and then go to a wait-list.

As a reminder, here is the call agenda:

Confidential, Small Group, Video Meetings. CEOC will convene a series of small, interactive, 60-minute video conference calls for our
Premium members. This format will enable close, confidential conversation and meaningful dialogue. We will consider scaling this
program to additional CEO members as well.
Focused Agenda. The agenda for each meeting will be focused on each CEO sharing what he/she is seeing and doing in four areas:

Individual Observations – Both in the U.S. and internationally (if applicable);
Financial/Business Impact – Impact to operations, supply chain and financials;
People strategy – Communication/morale/remote work strategies; and,
Forecast/Planning - Insights about what might happen next, ways to prepare, etc.

Register here for the call

If you cannot make these virtual meetings but want to be kept informed send an email to events@ceoconnection.com. 

Our country is at its best when faced with a common challenge. I have full faith that the government (both parties) and medical experts will put
their differences aside and once again, as Americans have always done in the face of adversity, rise to the occasion to find a solution that will
stop the spread of this disease.   In the meantime, we as the Mid-Market business community will join together to help each other manage the
challenges ahead.

You do great things on your own … we can do even greater things together!

Speak to you soon.

Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer | CEO Connection
Chairman | Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991 | F 646.292.5192
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com 

Unsubscribe from email communications

CEO Connection

338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791



From: Clean Events <info@om.cleanevents.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 4:49 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Thank you from our team to yours 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

We’re seeing many companies associated with the emergency and spill response industry doing
something exceptional to help battle the coronavirus. Many are out there decontaminating and disinfecting
businesses and sites. Some are donating large sums of money to relief organizations and healthcare
workers. Others are using their resources to develop products and services to help in the response to
COVID-19. Seeing all of the good things that are happening out there brings us so much pride to serve
this industry.

A personal thank you from our team to yours:
 

The CLEAN Events would like to remain a resource for you to turn to. We will continue to
provide important coronavirus coverage and industry updates as the situation evolves. Please continue to
share your stories and use #cleaneventsproud in social media so that we can continue to share some
good news during these trying times. If you want to see your story shared in a future email, please
email cbuchholtz@accessintel.com.

Join our social media networks!

 
@WaterwaysEvent | @CleanGulf | @CleanPacific

CLEAN WATERWAYS | CLEAN GULF Conference & Exhibition | CLEAN PACIFIC

CLEAN WATERWAYS Conference | CLEAN GULF Conference & Exhibition | CLEAN PACIFIC Conference

View in web browser 

This message was sent to rconiglio@portofsandiego.org 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, add us to your address book. 

CLEAN EVENTS * Access Intelligence LLC * 9211 Corporate Blvd., 4th Floor, Rockville, MD 20850 

Update My Preferences | Unsubscribe | Privacy Policy | Contact Us 



View online forward email

STRONGER TOGETHER

The San Diego tourism community is coming together to support our region as it grapples with the ongoing COVID-19 crisis. Each week, the

SDTA will share how our Members and industry partners are getting creative to support each other and the larger community. Be sure to share

your own story here or on social media using #WithLoveSanDiego. 

SAN DIEGO STORIES

This local distillery is keeping healthcare workers in good spirits by changing up its production line to produce hand sanitizer, and a restaurant

is changing the face of modern dinner parties by bringing the industry together over a mutual love of tacos. Learn more about how San Diego

companies are supporting others.

READ MORE

MEMBER OFFERS

Decorate your dream cookie confection, treat a healthcare worker to a delicious meal, work in peace and comfort and create a LEGO work of

art in this week's roundup of offers.  

VIEW OFFERS

A TASTE OF SAN DIEGO

Restaurants are eager to share the dish and cocktail recipes that put their eateries on the map. Sip on a fresh and fruity cocktail or create a

delicious taco infused with an iconic San Diego craft beer. Use one of these recipes to spice up your day and get a taste of what makes San

Diego so delicious!

START COOKING

From: San Diego Tourism Authority <members@update.sandiego.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 5:02 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: How the San Diego Tourism Community is Coming Together 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



VIRTUAL SUNSHINE

Don't forget to log into Membernet to download marketing plans, assets, videos and more to leverage in your own marketing communications.

DOWNLOAD

ASSETS

BILL WALTON RIDES FOR FEEDING SAN DIEGO

Basketball Hall of Famer and San Diego native Bill Walton is hosting Bike for Humanity on Saturday, April 25 from 9 – 11 a.m. to raise funds to

help Feeding San Diego and other frontline organizations to increase the reach of their coronavirus response.

Brought to you by Feeding San Diego

LEARN MORE

SHARE THE LOVE

Want to be featured next week? Share your story or offer below. 

SUBMIT

HERE

Privacy Policy | SANDIEGO.ORG | Profile Center | Unsubscribe

The San Diego Tourism Authority is funded in part by the San Diego Tourism Marketing District Corporation with City of San Diego Tourism Marketing District

assessment funds.

This email was sent by: San Diego Tourism Authority 

750 B. Street, Suite 1500 San Diego, CA, 92101, United States



From: CalChamber <noreply@calchamber.com> on behalf of CalChamber <noreply@calchamber.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 6:59 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: CalChamber CIT Trade Update 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

 

Tuesday, April 21, 2020

Featured Headlines

Governor Newsom Taps California Business,
Labor, Health Care and Community Leaders

for New Task Force on Business and Jobs Recovery 
Office of Governor Gavin Newsom, April 17, 2020  

Including
CalChamber President and CEO, Allan Zaremberg 

and CalChamber Board Members:

Ted Balestreri, Cannery Row Company (in his capacity
as chairman of the California Restaurant Association);

Dorene Dominguez, chairman and CEO,
The Vanir Group of Companies, Inc.;

Janet Lamkin, California president, United Airlines; and

Fred Ruiz, founder, Ruiz Foods.

Full list here. 

CalChamber President and CEO
Allan Zaremberg Named to Governor’s Business/Jobs

Recovery Task Force 
CalChamber, April 20, 2020

 

U.S. Delays Some Tariff Payments,
Leaves China Levies in Place 

American Journal of Transportation, April 20, 2020

CSMS #42423171 – COVID-19 – 90 Day
Postponement of Payment for the Deposit

of Certain Estimated Duties, Taxes, and Fees 
U.S. Customs and Border Protection, April 20, 2020

CSMS #42421561 – COVID-19 – Payment Instructions
for 90-Day Postponement of Payment for the Deposit

of Certain Estimated Duties, Taxes, and Fees 
U.S. Customs and Border Protection, April 20, 2020

 Executive Order on National Emergency Authority
to Temporarily Extend Deadlines 
for Certain Estimated Payments 

White House, April 19, 2020

Temporary Postponement of the Time
to Deposit Certain Estimated Duties, Taxes,

and Fees During the National Emergency
Concerning the COVID-19 Outbreak 
U.S. Customs and Border Protection, April 19 2020

Brady: President Trump Helps U.S.
Manufacturing with Duty Deferral 

GOP House Ways and Means Committee, April 19, 202 0

Treasury and CBP Announce Deferment
of Duties and Fees for Certain Importers

During COVID-19 Response 
U.S. Department of the Treasury, April 19, 2020

CalChamber Companies in the News

Boeing Activates Airlift Capabilities for First COVID-19
Transport Mission 
American Journal of Transportation, April 19, 2020

Southwest Grabs Spot as the World’s Largest Airline (This Week)  

Share Trade Update: 

      

 

2020 Business Issues Guide

 

CalChamber Alert Newsletter

 

Impact California

 



American Journal of Transportation, April 17, 2020

Boeing Soars on Plan to Reopen Seattle-Area Jetliner Factories  
American Journal of Transportation, April 16, 2020

General Motors Says Will Make 1.5 Million Masks a Month in Mexico  
Reuters, April 14, 2020

State Farm Mutual Returning $2 Billion Dividend
to Auto Insurance Customers 
State Farm Newsroom, April 9, 2020

Trade Policy

From the White House

President Donald J. Trump Is Beginning the Next Phase
in Our Fight Against Coronavirus: Guidelines for Opening
Up America Again 
April 16, 2020

President Donald J. Trump Announces Guidelines for Opening
Up America Again 
April 16, 2020

President Donald J. Trump Is Demanding Accountability
from the World Health Organization 
April 15, 2020

President Donald J. Trump Announces Great American Economic
Revival Industry Groups 
April 14, 2020

From the U.S. Trade Representative

Procedures for the Submission of Petitions by North
American Producers of Passenger Vehicles or Light
Trucks to Use the Alternative Staging Regime for the

USMCA Rules of Origin for Automotive Goods 
Federal Register, April 21, 2020 – Deadline July 1, 2020

CBP Implementing Instructions and Procedures
for the Submissions of Petitions Regarding

USMCA Rules of Origin 
April 21, 2020

Agency Information Collection Activities:
NAFTA Regulations and Certificate of Origin 

Federal Register, April 10, 2020 – Deadline 30 Days from Notice

Agency Information Collection Activities:
Foreign Assembler’s Declaration 

Federal Register, April 10, 2020 – Deadline 30 Days from Notice

 

Request for Comments on Additional Modifications
to the 301 Action to Address COVID-19: China’s Acts,

Policies, and Practices Related to Technology
Transfer, Intellectual Property, and Innovation 

Federal Register, Deadline June 25, 2020

Notice of Product Exclusion Extensions: China’s
Acts, Policies, and Practices Related to Technology

Transfer, Intellectual Property, and Innovation 
Federal Register, April 10, 2020

Brazil – U.S. Joint Statement on Enhancement of Bilateral Economic
and Trade Partnership 
April 17, 2020

From the U.S. Department of State

The United States Is Assisting Pacific Island Countries to Respond
to COVID-19 
April 21, 2020

Support for 5G and Internet of Things Development  
April 16, 2020

Release of U.S. Government Action Plan to Support the International
Response to COVID-19 
April 16, 2020

UPDATE: The United States Is Continuing to Lead the Humanitarian
and Health Assistance Response to COVID-19 
April 16, 2020

From the World Trade Organization

2017 California Export Guide

 
The California Export Guide is published by

ThinkGlobal Inc. in partnership with the

Center for International Business

Education and Research (CIBER) at San

Diego State University. The guide provides

expert advice and information for exporters. 

You can view the entire 

Trade Update on our website.

Export Award Lopo

 
President's Export Award Recipien t

Visit CalChamber.com/International for

export/import information, trade stats, trade

policy, FAQs and more. 
 

Upcoming Events:

WEBINAR: Conversations From the Field -

Middle East 

4/22/2020

WEBINAR -  Disaster Relief, Initiatives and

Others Resources for Textiles and Apparel

Companies in California 

4/24/2020

WEBINAR - Infrastructure Sector Business

Opportunities in Mexico 

4/28/2020

POSTPONED:: 94th Annual World Trade

Week 

5/5/2020

WEBINAR: Introduction to the Bureau of

Industry and Security (BIS) and Export

Basics 

5/5/2020

WEBINAR - Opportunities in Turkey's

Automotive Sector 

5/6/2020

WEBINAR: License Exceptions for “600

Series” 

5/7/2020

WEBINAR  - Complying with the

International Traffic in Arms Regulations

(ITAR) 

5/12/2020

WEBINAR: Office of  Foreign Asset Control

5/14/2020

WEBINAR - Upcoming ICT Sectior

Opportunities in Central America  

5/14/2020

WEBINAR - Defense and Security

Opportunities in Mexico 

5/19/2020

WEBINAR - Developing a Corporate Export

WEBINAR: Management and Compliance

Program (EMCP) 

5/19/2020



DG Azevêdo Welcomes G20 Farm Ministers’ Commitment
to Safeguard Global Food Security 
April 21, 2020

Heads of WTO, WHO Cite Importance of Open Trade in Ensuring Flow
of Vital Medical Supplies 
April 20, 2020

WTO Members Discuss Use of Virtual Platforms During
COVID-19 Lockdown 
April 17, 2020

Trade Agreements

South Korea Takes Part in Videoconferences for Asia-Pacific
Trade Deal 
Yonhap News Agency, April 19, 2020

U.S., Brazil to Aim for Trade Facilitation Deal in 2020  
Deccan Herald, April 18, 2020

Britain, Ukraine to Sign New Deal on Free Trade, Strategic Partnership  
Kyiv Post, April 16, 2020

Economic Havoc Wreaked by Coronavirus Has Likely Throttled
U.S.-China Trade Deal, Experts Say 
South China Morning Post, April 15, 2020

Federal

Several States Move to Reopen Economy as Disruptions
from Coronavirus Rise 
The Wall Street Journal, April 21, 2020

Trump Suggests Restrictions at Canada-U.S. Border Could
Soon Be Eased 
Toronto CityNews, April 15, 2020 

U.S. Industry Lobbies Mexico to Protect Supply Chains
During Pandemic 
Reuters, April 15, 2020 

China’s Logistics Capabilities for Expeditionary Operations  
U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission, April 15, 2020

California

West Coast Trade Report 
Pacific Merchant Shipping Association, April 2020

California Is Now in a Recession That Could Last Years,
State Fiscal Experts Say 
The Sacramento Bee, April 20, 2020

Port of Oakland Welcomes 19,200 TEU MSC Anna, One
of the Largest Container Ships to Call North America 
American Journal of Transportation, April 17, 2020

More International Articles

COVID-19 Trackers

John’s Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center
with COVID-19 Interactive Map

Tracking the Spread of the Coronavirus
Outbreak in the U.S. 

Bloomberg, April 2020

Tracking Coronavirus Hospitalizations
in California by County 

CalMatters, April 2020

COVID-19 Tracker 
Channel News Asia, April 2020

Policy Tracker: Policy Responses to COVID-19 
International Monetary Fund

Global Dashboard on COVID-19 Government Policies  
U.S. Chamber of Commerce, April 2020

Essential Critical Infrastructure Workforce Tracker 
U.S. Chamber of Commerce, April 2020

 

 

 

 

5/21/2020

WEBINAR: Export Controls at Trade Shows

5/21/2020

WEBINAR - Alcantara Launch Center

Buisiness Opportunities in Brazil 

5/22/2020

WEBINAR - Infrastructure Sector Business

Opportunities in Peru 

5/26/2020

WEBINAR - Opportunities in the

Cybersecurity Sector in Argentina,

Paaguay and Uruguay 

5/27/2020

POSTPONED :Select LA Investment

Summit 

5/27/2020

U.S Commercial Service: Women's Global

Trade Empowerment Forum 

5/27/2020

WEBINAR: Deemed Exports 

5/27/2020

POSTPONED  

2020 SelecUSA Investment Summit  

6/1/2020 - 6/3/2020

WEBINAR - Exporter Readiness

Requirements for CMMC/NIST 

6/2/2020

WEBINAR - Upcoming ITC Sector

Opportunities in Colombia 

6/2/2020

WEBINAR: Exporter Readiness

Requirements for CMMC/NIST  

6/2/2020

WEBINAR- Upcoming Infrastructure

Porjects in Caribbean Region 

6/3/2020 

 

CalChamber Logo

CalChamber International Forum,

Host Reception,

and Host Breakfast

on June 3 -4, 2020

Have Been Cancelled

WEBINAR: Foreign Corrupt Practices Act  

6/4/2020

WEBINAR: Site Visits, Enforcement

Actions and Voluntary Disclosures 

6/9/2020

WEBINAR - Electrimobility/Infrastructure

Business Opportunities in Chile 

6/9/2020

WEBINAR - Upcoming Energy Projects in

the Caribbean Region 

6/10/2020

Hannover Mease Trade Shows 

7/13-2020 - 6-1/2020-

EXIM Bank 2020 Annual Conference 

9/10/2020

Construction Indonesia 2020 -

Construction and Concrete Show 

9/16/2020-9/18/2020

Select LA Investment Summit 

9/17/2020

World Trade Week

94th Annual Trade Week  

9/22/2020



COVID-19 Updates 

Italy to Relax Lockdown in Key Step
for Europe’s Virus Fight 

Bloomberg, April 21, 2020

Nations Credited with Fast Response
to Coronavirus Moving

to Gradually Reopen Businesses 
The Washington Post, April 20, 2020

Europe Slowly Emerges
from Coronavirus Lockdown 
The Wall Street Journal, April 20, 2020

Japan’s Exports Slumps as Coronavirus
Hits U.S., Chinese Demand 

Reuters, April 19, 2020

Poorer Nations Face Bigger Risk
in Easing Virus Restrictions 
The Associated Press, April 17, 2020

U.S. Asks China to Revise Export Rules
for Coronavirus Medical Gear 

Reuters, April 16, 2020

Wuhan Starts Testing to Determine Level
of Immunity from Coronavirus 

The Wall Street Journal, April 16, 2020

Japan’s Abe Declares Nationwide State
of Emergency 

The Wall Street Journal, April 16, 2020

Germany Plans Cautious 1st Steps
to Restart Public Life 

The Associated Press, April 15, 2020

Oil-Price Crash Deepens, Weighs on Global Markets  
The Wall Street Journal, April 21, 2020

China Rolls Out Pilot Test of Digital Currency  
The Wall Street Journal, April 20, 2020

Forecasts from World Bank Project First Global Poverty Increase Since
1998 
Politico, April 20, 2020

‘Cartels Are Scrambling’: Virus Snarls Global Drug Trade  
ABC News, April 19, 2020

How China’s Didi Chuxing Quietly Grew into a Latin American
Ride-Hailing Giant 
South China Morning Post, April 19, 2020

‘A Failure Foretold’: Mexican President’s Business Brawl
Gets Political 
Reuters, April 19, 2020

Pemex Debt Slashed to Junk as Moody’s Downgrades Batter
Mexico Oil Company 
Reuters, April 17, 2020

China’s Economy Shrinks, Ending a Nearly Half-Century of Growth  
The New York Times, April 16, 2020

The Crash of the $8.5 Billion Global Flower Trade  
Bloomberg, April 16, 2020

The ‘Mad Rush’ for Medical Gear Triples Air Cargo Rates  
American Journal of Transportation, April 16, 2020

Poverty and Distributional Impacts of COVID-19: Potential Channels
of Impact and Mitigating Policies 
World Bank, April 16, 2020

Brazilian Agri-Business Exploring and Confirming New Markets  
MercoPress, April 15, 2020

Argentina Is Readying to Announce Terms of the U.S.
$83 Billion Debt Restructure 
MercoPress, April 15, 2020

Mexico’s 100,000 BPD Contribution to OPEC+ Oil Cuts Will Last
Two Months 
Reuters, April 15, 2020

The Virus Is About to Hit Banana Supplies Next  
Yahoo Finance, April 15, 2020

 

China International Import Expo (CIIE)  

11/5/2020

12th World Chambers Congress: Dubai

2021 

2/23/2021

2021 SelectUSA Investment Summit 

6/6/2021 - 6/9/2021 
 

California Coalition

for Free Trade 

A broad-based group of companies and

business organizations working to secure a

national free trade agenda. 

Join or Learn More  

Resources:

California Congressional

Delegation Pictorial Roster

California Congressional

Committee Assignments

California Legislative Pictorial Roster 

International Job Positions  

Trade Promotion Opportunities

Federal Government:

The White House 

The U.S. Senate 

The U.S. House of Representatives 

U.S. State Department 

U.S. Department of Commerce 

U.S. Trade Representative

State Government:

Governor 

California State Senate 

California State Assembly 

California Department of Finance 

 
california-business-portal

 

ca step

 

bizfile california

 

VisitCalifornia

Free eNewsletters

Receive free eNewsletters to help keep you up

to date on the laws affecting you and your

business. To subscribe to any of the

newsletters, visit this link. 



Connect with CalChamber

           

 

Capitol Insider

 

HRCalifornia

 

CalChamber Store

 
 

Note: This email is being sent to members of the

CalChamber Council for International Trade;

CalChamber members with international interests;

local, binational and American chambers of

commerce abroad; the consular corps; California

congressional delegation, selected U.S. and

California government officials; and representatives

of business and trade associations. 
 

If you would like to be added to the subscriber list

for this free e-newsletter, please click here.

To unsubscribe from Trade Update,

please email us.

1215 K Street, Suite 1400

Sacramento, CA 95814

916 444 6670

www.calchamber.com/international
international@calchamber.com

 

 



D A I L Y  U P D A T E

The Latest Data on Coronavirus

Black Americans, Hit Hard by Both Economic and Health Costs of the Outbreak,
Overwhelmingly Support Social Distancing Measures 

One in 10 black Americans say they know someone personally who has died from the coronavirus, and nearly 1 in 5 say

someone in their household has lost a job due to the outbreak. On both metrics, rates of impact among black Americans are

higher than the national average, highlighting disparities in who is affected by the outbreak and how. 

Bearing the brunt of both the economic and health fallout, 70 percent of black Americans believe social distancing measures

should remain in place, a policy that has become more politically fraught in recent days as governors in Colorado, Georgia,

Tennessee and South Carolina move to allow businesses to restart operations. In a separate poll, 77 percent of black voters said

the government should focus on the spread of coronavirus rather than the economy. For now, most Americans are committed to

social distancing policies, but a partisan gap is emerging. Read More.

 

Trump’s Attacks on the World Health Organization Are Hurting Its Brand 

President Donald Trump’s repeated attacks on how the World Health Organization and China handled the onset of the

coronavirus pandemic appear to be having an impact on voters.

In the latest Morning Consult poll, 55 percent of voters approved of the global health organization’s handling of the pandemic

while 30 percent disapproved, a decline of 29 percentage points in net approval from earlier this month. The change was driven

by a dramatic drop among Republican voters as the share of the electorate that primarily blames China for the spread of the

coronavirus in the United States ticked up in recent weeks. Read More.

 

From: Morning Consult <reply@em.morningconsult.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 7:21 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Coronavirus: Daily Update 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.



Other Things to Know

Play-Caller Q&A: Univision’s Loewenstein Plays Soccer’s Greatest Hits Amid Shutdown

Amid the ongoing moratorium on live sports, Univision Communications Inc.’s TUDN is turning to classic games from its four

most prominent soccer properties — the Mexican National Team, Liga MX, MLS and UEFA — to fill gaps in its programming

schedule and entertain its core audience. Olek Loewenstein, executive vice president of sports strategy and planning for TUDN

in the United States and Mexico, explains in an interview with Morning Consult that there’s more to delivering archived games

than just pressing play. Read More.

Webinar - Weathering the Storm: Brand Management in the COVID-19 Era  

Morning Consult and the American Advertising Federation hosted a webinar to discuss new data examining how brands can

navigate this tumultuous and troubling time by driving situation-sensitive, yet purpose-led growth. Watch On-Demand Here. 

S E E  T H E

F U L L  T R A C K E R



This email was sent to rconigli@portofsandiego.org by: Morning Consult 

729 15th St. NW, Washington, DC, 20005 US 

No longer interested in receiving emails like this? You can Update your Preferences or Unsubscribe. 



From: Athena <kfair@athenasd.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9:00 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Athena Presents: 'Athena in Focus' with Dr. Wall 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

April 21, 2020 | #TheAthenaEffect

NEW MEMBERS-ONLY

Athena Unveils
“Athena In Focus”

with Dr. Alessandra Wall

The COVID-19 global health crisis forces all of us to

significantly elevate our situational awareness. Am I an

“essential” employee; am I conveying my strategic value in no

uncertain terms; how best can I reposition my STEM career as

I navigate this unemployment crisis? In military parlance this is

characterized as... for your situational awareness (FYSA).

The demand for answers to these common questions

inspired us to present: "Athena in Focus.' This

members-only forum provides focused career strategies

that factor in a post-COVID backdrop. Athena members

will access this weekly column by Dr. Alessandra Wall,

Athena's resident diversity expert and clinical

psychologist. Dr. Wall's column empowers members

with timely career and personal guidance on

ways to elicit your personal agency, articulate your

corporate value and bring about change in a world that

demands new ways of collaborative and inclusive

leadership.

Athena continues to invest in ways to enrich your

member experience through value creation. We invite

members to access the wisdom, compassion, and

expertise of Dr. Alessandra Wall as we bolster support

for our STEM community in a creative and sustained

fashion.

What's Next

NOW OPEN!

Spring FEW Enrollment
Deadline: May 20

APRIL 29
VIRTUAL EVENT

FEW POC Meeting
By Invitation | 5pm-6pm

JUNE 3
VIRTUAL EVENT

FEW Orientation
By Invitation | 8am-9am

JUNE | TBD

Athena on Boards
Cohort 3

AUGUST | TBD

The 22nd Annual Pinnacle Awards Celebration

MORE

ATHENA VIRTUAL EVENTS
COMING SOON!

ATHENA SPONSOR

SPOTLIGHT

Meet the companies that support Athena in powering the leadership journey for
Women in STEM and join us as we reimagine San Diego as a "Destination for

Diversity!

Take Advantage of Athena's New Member Privileges
JOIN TODAY

Athena Launches Interactive Membership Listing
Members-Only Access @ AthenaSD.org





www.AthenaSD.org          

Athena

9255 Towne Center Drive

Suite 235

San Diego, CA 92121

858.481.0710

Unsubscribe rconigli@portofsandiego.org

Update Profile | About Constant Contact

Sent by kfair@athenasd.org

in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!
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IN THE NEWS

From: Martha Miller <mem@platinumadvisors.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9:09 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: CAPA Weekly Update | April 21, 2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



Residents in L.A.’s Latino neighborhoods less likely to receive relief funds amid COVID-19 

Fifty-six percent of Latino-majority neighborhoods in Los Angeles County have a high proportion of residents at high risk

for not receiving individual relief funds from the federal Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security Act, known as the

CARES Act, according to a UCLA report.

UCLA report finds Latino, Asian American areas at high economic risk due to COVID-19 

Los Angeles County neighborhoods with significant Latino and Asian American populations are particularly vulnerable to

economic uncertainty during the COVID-19 pandemic, according to a new report sponsored by the Latino Policy and

Politics Initiative and the Center for Neighborhood Knowledge at the UCLA Luskin School of Public Affairs, along with Ong

and Associates.

Garcetti: L.A. Is ‘Under Attack’ and Will Need to Furlough Thousands of City Workers 

Mayor Eric Garcetti warned Sunday that the economic downturn facing Los Angeles will be more painful than the 2008

recession, requiring cuts to government programs and the furlough of thousands of city employees. In a remarkable State of

the City address, one that comes five weeks into the shutdown of many businesses, government buildings and other

facilities, Garcetti declared that the city is “under attack” from the coronavirus and the economic fallout that has come with

it.

No Plans by Cash-Strapped Carriers to Ease Zero-Carbon Goals 

Two of the world’s top container carriers are rejecting suggestions that industry commitments to decarbonize shipping may

lose priority in the struggle to rebuild balance sheets devastated by the demand-crushing global measures to combat the

coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). “The global COVID-19 situation will not change our overall commitments in reducing

CO2 [carbon dioxide] levels materially by 2030 and becoming carbon neutral by 2050,” was the brief response from a

spokesperson for Maersk Line. The Danish carrier in February secured a $5 billion revolving credit facility linked to

sustainability projects to help achieve the zero-carbon goal.

Georgia ports don’t foresee volume bounceback anytime soon 

Griff Lynch, the Georgia Ports Authority executive director, doesn’t expect an uptick in cargo volume anytime soon as the

coronavirus pandemic continues to wreak havoc on global supply chains.  “The longer this goes, the longer it’s going to take

to get the ship righted,” Lynch said. “At minimum, you’re talking about three-quarters of a year before we start seeing some

positive numbers again.”

Treasury and CBP Announce Deferment of Duties and Fees for Certain Importers during COVID-19 Response 

President Trump signed an Executive Order on April 18 to provide additional economic support for U.S. businesses,

including critical supply chains for U.S. manufacturers, during the COVID-19 pandemic.  The order gives the

Administration the flexibility to allow for a 90-day deferment period on certain payments for importers who have faced a

significant financial hardship due to the COVID-19 pandemic response.

Supply chains after COVID-19: A conversation with Jim Tompkins 

If there’s a supply chain Jim Tompkins hasn’t seen, it hasn’t been invented. As the chairman and CEO of the international

consultancy he founded in 1975, Tompkins has been at the forefront of every supply chain management trend of the past

half-century. He sees the coronavirus pandemic as a before-and-after event for supply chains worldwide, saying businesses

that structured their product flows to emphasize optimization and efficiency will need to radically change their models to

balance cost imperatives with resiliency. As Tompkins, who announced his retirement as CEO on Monday (he remains the

company’s chairman), told Mark B. Solomon in an early April interview, the challenges will not be easy, nor will they have a

finish line.

Navigating supplier relationships in the COVID-19 era 

Coronavirus-related ruptures in the supply chain are leading to canceled, invalidated or ignored contracts, emphasizing the

importance of buyer-supplier relations.

Crude oil held in sea storage hits new record at 160 million bbls: sources 

Traders are storing an estimated record 160 million barrels of oil on ships - double the level from two weeks ago as they seek

to tackle a glut of stocks created by a slide in global demand from the coronavirus, shipping sources say.



FEDERAL

Thank You, Next: Today, the Senate passed a $480 billion deal to provide additional relief, primarily to small

businesses and hospitals. The deal contains $380 billion to replenish the small business provisions in addition to $75

billion for hospitals and $25 billion to fund additional coronavirus testing. The agreement comes after negotiations failed

over the weekend, and many lawmakers are already looking ahead toward additional legislation. The House is expected to

take up the bill as soon as Thursday.

 

Immigration on Hold: President Trump announced last evening that the United States would halt all immigration into

the country during the coronavirus pandemic. There has not yet been a policy laid out on how the administration intended

to carry out the executive order, which was reported to be in draft form as of Tuesday. While the executive order is likely to

provide red meat for political fights, most channels for emigration to the U.S. have already been halted due to the

coronavirus.

CALIFORNIA



The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

35,450 tested positive

1,280 deaths

 

Governor’s Press Conference: Governor Gavin Newsom is now holding daily updates at noon via his Twitter and

Facebook feeds. Below are today’s press conference highlights:

Volunteer: Newsom, along with CA Volunteers Director Josh Fryday, announced a new web site called Californians

for All, in which people can sign up to donate blood, take meals to seniors, as well as other volunteer opportunities.

Contact: Participants will receive an email from California Volunteers with information on what they can do in real

time to help out, and those who opt in to volunteer will be contacted by local nonprofit partners when opportunities

open up in their area. The initiative by California Volunteers will partner with a coalition of nonprofit organizations –

including the California Association of Food Banks, United Ways of California, the American Red Cross, media

platforms, businesses such as LinkedIn, and leading entertainment companies like United Talent Agency (UTA),

Westbrook Media and Creative Artists Agency (CAA) – to offer a variety of volunteer opportunities.

Numbers Still Growing: California's death toll rose by 5% yesterday. Hospitalizations (3,365) and ICU (1,241)

numbers are growing, too, although overall they are starting to grow more slowly. The hospitalization and ICU

numbers are key to determining when the stay at home order may be lifted.

Tomorrow: Newsom will do a "deep dive" on testing tomorrow when he gives an update on how far the state has

expanded its ability to track infections.

Another Contract: The State has a new contract on getting more testing sites, including in rural parts of the state.

Additional details will be provided tomorrow.

Response to Legislative Criticism: In response to complaints from lawmakers that they are not being included in his

policy-making process, Newsom said he has regular calls with them. He admitted that there is always room for improvement

but that he has “a responsibility to keep all Californians, not just lawmakers, informed... including these daily press

conferences.”
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COVID-19 Update 
April 21, 2020

Federal

Thank You, Next: Today, the Senate passed a $480 billion deal to provide additional relief, primarily to small

businesses and hospitals. The deal contains $380 billion to replenish the small business provisions in addition to $75

billion for hospitals and $25 billion to fund additional coronavirus testing. The agreement comes after negotiations failed

over the weekend, and many lawmakers are already looking ahead toward additional legislation. The House is expected to

take up the bill as soon as Thursday.

 

Immigration on Hold: President Trump announced last evening that the United States would halt all immigration into

the country during the coronavirus pandemic. There has not yet been a policy laid out on how the administration intended

to carry out the executive order, which was reported to be in draft form as of Tuesday. While the executive order is likely to

provide red meat for political fights, most channels for emigration to the U.S. have already been halted due to the

coronavirus. 
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The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

35,450 tested positive

1,280 deaths

 

Governor’s Press Conference: Governor Gavin Newsom is now holding daily updates at noon via his Twitter and

Facebook feeds. Below are today’s press conference highlights:

 

Volunteer: Newsom, along with CA Volunteers Director Josh Fryday, announced a new web site called Californians

for All, in which people can sign up to donate blood, take meals to seniors, as well as other volunteer opportunities.

Contact: Participants will receive an email from California Volunteers with information on what they can do in real

time to help out, and those who opt in to volunteer will be contacted by local nonprofit partners when opportunities

open up in their area. The initiative by California Volunteers will partner with a coalition of nonprofit organizations –

including the California Association of Food Banks, United Ways of California, the American Red Cross, media

platforms, businesses such as LinkedIn, and leading entertainment companies like United Talent Agency (UTA),

Westbrook Media and Creative Artists Agency (CAA) – to offer a variety of volunteer opportunities.

Numbers Still Growing: California's death toll rose by 5% yesterday. Hospitalizations (3,365) and ICU (1,241)

numbers are growing, too, although overall they are starting to grow more slowly. The hospitalization and ICU

numbers are key to determining when the stay at home order may be lifted.

Tomorrow: Newsom will do a "deep dive" on testing tomorrow when he gives an update on how far the State has

expanded its ability to track infections.

Another Contract: The State has a new contract on getting more testing sites, including in rural parts of the state.

Additional details will be provided tomorrow.

Response to Legislative Criticism: In response to complaints from lawmakers that they are not being included in

his policy-making process, Newsom said he has regular calls with them. He admitted that there is always room for

improvement but that he has “a responsibility to keep all Californians, not just lawmakers, informed... including these

daily press conferences.”

Bay Area



SF Supes Pass Law Intended to Protect Essential Workers: Today, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors

unanimously passed an emergency ordinance that gives employees of grocery stores, drug stores and delivery companies

extra protections during the global pandemic. Protections under the legislation include forcing on-demand delivery

companies to provide protective equipment to workers or reimburse them for the cost. The emergency ordinance will

remain in effect for 60 days and could be renewed by the Board during the public health crisis.

 

SF Defers Business Fees: San Francisco will defer collection of business registration fees for four months to provide

support during the coronavirus pandemic, Mayor London Breed and Treasurer José Cisneros announced today. Also

deferred to Sept. 30 will be collection of unified license fees, which include certain charges paid by restaurants, convenience

stores, many small retailers, hotels, tour operators, and other businesses.

67 People Test Positive at Nursing Home: At least 67 people at Central Gardens Convalescent, a Western Addition

senior living facility, have tested positive for COVID-19, marking the largest outbreak in a San Francisco nursing home. The

facility and the San Francisco Department of Public Health learned of the first positive case on March 30 but the outbreak

only became public late last week.

Warnings in Pacifica: According to separate releases provided by the Pacifica Police Department and the San Mateo

County Sheriff’s Department, 275 people were ordered off Linda Mar Beach in Pacifica and 650 people along the

coastline were issued warnings for violating the shelter-in-place order. The Pacific Police Department said that of the 408

people contacted by officers on Linda Mar Beach from April 17-19, 275 were told to leave after informing police they lived

more than five miles from the beach.

 

Long Road Ahead: The number of new COVID-19 cases recorded on a daily basis has begun to decline in Santa Clara

County, but efforts to manage the public health crisis will continue for a long time. After roughly 50 to 70 new cases were

reported in Santa Clara County each day during the first half of April, numbers have decreased over the last week as the

Public Health Department added just 27 on Tuesday, bringing the countywide total to 1,946 since the pandemic began.  
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Hotel News Resource

April, 22 2020

Read Online

COVID-19 Hotel Recovery

Strategy: Top 10 Ways to

Prepare Your Hotel for the

Rebound in Travel Demand

- By Margaret

Mastrogiacomo, EVP

Strategy

As Coronavirus (COVID-19) continues to

impact travel globally, it is important to

observe industry forecasts and trends

that will ultimately shape your recovery

strategy as hotels begin to plan for the

initial rebound in travel demand. Read

More

New Cleanliness Practices And

Technologies

Transition Technology for

Hospitality - From Clean to

Cleaner - By Frank Wolfe -

Chief Executive Officer

(CEO) at HFTP

Making a comfortable stay for your

guests will shift to new cleanliness

practices and technologies. Read more

Coronavirus Impact On The Travel

Industry

OAG Releases Data on

Coronavirus and the Impact

on Airline Schedules

Globally, the number of scheduled flights

is now down by 64% compared to the

same week last year. Read more

From: Hotel News Resource <support@nevistas.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 4:39 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Daily Hotel Industry News 2020-04-22 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



Market Report U.S.

U.S. Hotel Industry Reports

43.3 Percent Occupancy

Drop for March

RevPAR up 1.7 Percent to

US$81.33 Read more

Market Report U.S.

Led by Low-income Group

and Retirees, U.S.

Consumer Confidence Falls

Sharply in April

Given the need for April data as it relates

to corona virus, highlights of an internal

memo on U.S. consumer confidence are

released today, which visualize that e-

forecasting.com™ barometer for the

world's largest market consisting of $15

trillion purchases per year, falls in April

for a second month in a row. Read more

Market Report Middle East

HotStats Releases MENA

Annual Hotel Performance

Tracker 2020

MENA Chain Hotels Market Review -

January 2020 Read more

Tokyo Olympics

Tokyo's Olympic Hotel

Gains Forecasted to Lessen

in 2021

Tokyo is expected to see double-digit

increases in RevPAR in both July 2021

and August 2021. While growth levels are

similar to the previous forecast, absolute

levels will be much lower. Read more

COVID-19 Fallout

Markets Hopeful Despite

COVID-19 Fallout

Unemployment claims over the past four

weeks have virtually wiped out all the

gains of the last expansion. Retail sales

have plummeted, and manufacturing is

also feeling the pain. Yet the markets

found something to cheer. Read more



Country Specific COVID-19 Assistance

Industry Report: Country

Specific Assistance

Benefiting the Tourism and

Hospitality Sector

Horwath HTL decided to start collating

industry support measurements on a

country by country basis so to create a

best practice benchmark that shows the

different approaches. Hopefully once this

crisis passes we will be able to look at the

various measures adopted and figure out

which was the most effective and

why. Read more

COVID-19 Impact On Travel

MMGY Global COVID-19

Travel Insight Report - April

20th

Focus on the Factors That Will Drive a

Travel Rebound Read more

In Brief...

COVID-19 Relief Initiative 
Rosewood Hotel Group Launches
Rosewood Raise, A Relief Initiative To
Support Associates And Communities
Affected By COVID-19
COVID-19 Response 
IHG Army Hotels Support
Communities and Military Families
During COVID-19 Response
Marriott Global Cleanliness 
Marriott International Launches Global
Cleanliness Council to Promote Even
Higher Standards of Cleanliness in the
Age of COVID-19
Coronavirus Impact On The Travel
Industry 
Latest Analysis: Coronavirus Impact
on Travel 9x Worse Than 9/11
STAAH GuestJoy Integration 
STAAH and GuestJoy Launch
Integration to Redefine Guest
Experience
Culinary Education 
Escoffier Launches Free E-Learning
Partnership With Hospitality Industry

Our Websites 

Subscribe to our list | Unsubscribe from this list |

Forward to a friend
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From: International Cranes and Specialized Transport <digitalissues@khl-mail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 5:16 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: International Cranes and Specialized Transport - Latest Digital Issue 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
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If you are having difficulties viewing this, please click here.

   

 

 

Dear Reader,

The latest issue of International Cranes and

Specialized Transport is now available for you to

download.

The April 2020 issue includes:

Tower cranes

Coronavirus and the industry

Remote controls

ConExpo review

ESTA Awards shortlist

 Click here to read the issue »

MORE THAN JUST A MAGAZINE... 

New digital magazine apps 

International Cranes and Specialized Transport is available as
a digital edition for tablets and mobile devices. This format is
enhanced with additional content including 360 degree photos,
audio and video.

 

Connect With International Cranes

and Specialized Transport 

    

   

 DOWNLOAD (APPLE) »   DOWNLOAD (ANDROID) »   VIEW THE BENEFITS »

   
These versions are free and available on all tablet platforms, including iPad, Android, Blackberry and Kindle Fire.

They are also available on PCs and Macs online, and PCs offline, via www.pocketmags.com.

 

 
Alex Dahm
Editor 
tel: +44 1892 786206
e-mail: alex.dahm@khl.com

Mike Posener
Sales Manager 
tel: +353 860 431219
e-mail: mike.posener@khl.com

 

Click here to view our Privacy Policy. Please do not reply to this email.
Send general and subscription inquiries to circulation@khl.com.

From KHL Group, Southfields, Southview Road, Wadhurst, East Sussex TN5 6TP, UK

   
To unsubscribe please click here.
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April 2020 Happy Hour

View this email in your browser

We'll see you online tonight at 4:30pm

Zoom in for ABC's Happy Hour...

"Corona Style"!

With the coronavirus pandemic having a strong chokehold on the wedding & events industries, we could all

use some community and connection and just hanging out. Join us on a virtual happy hour zoom call to say

hi, share what you’re up to and just connect with your industry friends. 

The Happy Hour is FREE to attend. But for security reasons, we only require you to you pre-register. See

links below.

We look forward to seeing you online!

Event Details:

Date: Wednesday, April 22, 2020

Start Time: 4:30pm

End Time: 6:00pm

Venue: ZOOM  (Pre-registration is required)

Cost: FREE

From: San Diego ABC <events@sandiegoabc.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 9:14 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: ABC’s April's Happy Hour “Corona Style” . . . on Zoom! Tonight at 4:30pm 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

CLICK HERE TO PRE-
REGISTER

Like & Share on
Facebook
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From: Andrea Davis <andrea.davis@ata.auroratrainingadvantage.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 11:37 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: CARES Act Explained - Thursday 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

   

 

CARES Act Explained

Live Webinar or Recording

April 23, 2020

HRCI/CPE/SHRM: 1.0

Register Before It's Full

Join Fisher Phillips attorney Samantha Monsees for a webinar discussing the key issues

facing employers during the global COVID-19 pandemic. Samantha is management-side

employment attorney and is a member of Fisher Phillips’ COVID-19 task force.  Samantha

been analyzing COVID-19 related issues facing employers in the workplace, including the

evolving law, since January 2020.  Samantha will discuss the CARES Act, including

stimulus benefits for small employers such as the paycheck protection loans and state

unemployment, and how they intersect.

Paycheck Protection Program

Eligibility

Terms

Process of Application

Permissible purpose of funds

Forgiveness

Impact on employee retention and wages

EIDL

Eligibility

Terms

Process

Difference between EIDL and PPP

Permissible purpose of funds

Employee Retention Credit

Process

Interplay with other laws, including FFCRA

Delay of Employer Payroll Taxes

Benefits/Group Health Plans

Individual Benefits and Tax Rebates

Unemployment

Who is qualified

How it works with present UI

Reduction in hours

Scenarios

Learn More About This Program
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From: San Diego Architectural Foundation <SDAF@wildapricot.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 12:06 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Craving Connection? SDAF Delivers! 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.



Passport to a Brighter World 

Ready to get out of Dodge? Tune in to PechaKucha Night Vol. 33 and let Nathan Elliott lead the

way. The former SDAF Board Member takes us on a visual tour of all the places we'd like to be

right now, from the Anza-Borrego Desert to Zion National Park. "There are moments when you

just have to do what inspires you," he says. Ain't it the truth.

In Living Color

Two friends, one an artist, the other an interior designer, found common ground in an appreciation

for the arts. But membership in SDAF proved their eye for something else — a valuable

network. Here's their story. 

Creating Connection

During COVID-19, Nikki Kreibich is turning to the SDAF community for support and sustenance.

"Even though we're apart, we're staying in touch in some way," she says. Through her SDAF

membership and involvement in OH! San Diego, Kreibich has found a close-knit community that

helps her feel connected during an unprecedented time. 

Read more.

Partner Spotlight: Carrier Johnson

In a world where people crave connection, Carrier Johnson + CULTURE thrives on

it — believing that people, not companies, create success. The architectural firm

has built its reputation on innovation, entrepreneurship, collaboration and sheer

talent. In a short film, Jeff Durkin of Bread Truck Films shines a light on Carrier

Johnson's Point Loma Nazarene Chapel, showing how design can unlock a

structure's potential.

    Thank You to Our Annual Partners

Media Partners! 

SDAF believes that San Diego deserves design excellence. This is our passion. If you share it,

please JOIN US today.

Have news or ideas to share?  Let Us Know!
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From: Kenneth Beck <news@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 12:22 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Don’t Miss This: #bealonetogether 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa,

During the COVID-19 crisis, CEO Connection has reallocated all of our resources to help you, our community, and our country.

To help address all of the uncertainty you are facing, we have arranged for you to have three hours of free one on one executive coaching.

Click here for more information or to register. 

We are facing a once in a generation event that impacts everyone.  This is the time for people, companies, and organizations to come together
for the greater good.

As part of the CEOC Community, you are alone together!  
 
Be healthy and safe. 

Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer  |  CEO Connection
Chairman  |  Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991  |  F 646.292.5129
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com 

Unsubscribe from email communications

CEO Connection

338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791



From: Kenneth Beck <news@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 12:22 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Don’t Miss This: #bealonetogether 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa,

During the COVID-19 crisis, CEO Connection has reallocated all of our resources to help you, our community, and our country.

To help address all of the uncertainty you are facing, we have arranged for you to have three hours of free one on one executive coaching.

Click here for more information or to register. 

We are facing a once in a generation event that impacts everyone.  This is the time for people, companies, and organizations to come together
for the greater good.

As part of the CEOC Community, you are alone together!  
 
Be healthy and safe. 

Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer  |  CEO Connection
Chairman  |  Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991  |  F 646.292.5129
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com 

Unsubscribe from email communications

CEO Connection

338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791



From: Kenneth Beck <news@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 12:43 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Economy relaunch petition: make sure Mid-Market has a voice 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa, 
 

Mid-Market companies must be represented on the COVID-19 "Opening the Country Councils." They need a seat at the table.

As a Mid-Market CEO, you know that Mid-Market companies are essential to global economic success. Combined, they create over $10
trillion dollars in gross receipts and 30 million jobs.

You also know that the programs in the COVID-19 stimulus packages focus on large companies and small businesses, but do not address
YOUR company needs. Currently, local, state, and federal governments are creating task forces to help plan the relaunch of the economy.

The Mid-Market must be represented! You need a seat at the table.

We are facing a once-in-a-generation event that impacts everyone. This is the time for people, companies, and organizations to come together
for the greater good.

Please take a moment to help ensure that Mid-Market companies have a seat at the table by doing the following:

Sign the Mid-Market “Seat At The Table” Petition, by clicking here.
Have all of your employees, friends, and family sign the petition too.
Forward this email to your elected officials (local, state, and federal).

Finally, if you would like to join the CEOC Mid-Market Taskforce click here.

You do great things on your own, but we can do even better things together!

Be healthy and safe.

Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer  | CEO Connection
Chairman  | Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991  | F 646.292.5129
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com

Unsubscribe from email communications

CEO Connection

338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791
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Hi Randa, 
 

Mid-Market companies must be represented on the COVID-19 "Opening the Country Councils." They need a seat at the table.

As a Mid-Market CEO, you know that Mid-Market companies are essential to global economic success. Combined, they create over $10
trillion dollars in gross receipts and 30 million jobs.

You also know that the programs in the COVID-19 stimulus packages focus on large companies and small businesses, but do not address
YOUR company needs. Currently, local, state, and federal governments are creating task forces to help plan the relaunch of the economy.

The Mid-Market must be represented! You need a seat at the table.

We are facing a once-in-a-generation event that impacts everyone. This is the time for people, companies, and organizations to come together
for the greater good.

Please take a moment to help ensure that Mid-Market companies have a seat at the table by doing the following:

Sign the Mid-Market “Seat At The Table” Petition, by clicking here.
Have all of your employees, friends, and family sign the petition too.
Forward this email to your elected officials (local, state, and federal).

Finally, if you would like to join the CEOC Mid-Market Taskforce click here.

You do great things on your own, but we can do even better things together!

Be healthy and safe.

Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer  | CEO Connection
Chairman  | Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991  | F 646.292.5129
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com
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338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791





TMA BlueTech 2019 Annual Report

TMA BlueTech is proud to announce and release our 2019 Annual Report! We are proud of our growth as an organization and the partners
and members in our ecosystem.

See our Annual Report Here

Most Recent TMA Blogs

BlueTech Company Resources During COVID-19 Ocean Reef's Pivot to PPE - Finding Solutions in a Time of
Need

TMA BlueTech

4420 Hotel Circle Ct.

Suite 215

San Diego, CA 92108-3423

Unsubscribe rconigli@portofsandiego.org

Update Profile | About Constant Contact

Sent by mafischel@tmabluetech.org

in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!



From: City of Chula Vista <business@chulavistaca.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 1:43 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: COVID-19 Business Assistance 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

City of Chula Vista Economic Development Department
April 22, 2020

COVID-19 Business Resources

The City of Chula Vista recognizes the difficulties businesses are experiencing amid the current COVID-19 pandemic. We are very
aware of and saddened by the impacts the State's 'stay at home' order will cause you, your business, your employees and those

you provide services to. The City's Economic Development Department is available now and in the future to support you during the
COVID-19 pandemic and as we begin the recovery process.

We have identified important information and resources available to businesses/employers to aid your financial recovery,
such as low-interest loans. This information is available on our website (www.chulavistaca.gov/businesses). As we begin
to recover from the impacts of COVID-19, we will continue to be a resource to you to help you navigate your business' journey, no

matter what stage you find yourself in.

Visit our Website

Senate Passes $484B 'Phase 3.5' COVID-19 Stimulus Package

Act Now and Apply for Federal Funding

Apply today for federal small business assistance. The Paycheck Protection Program and Economic Injury Disaster Loan
Program are now being replenished with billions of additional dollars intended to support small businesses. Act now to
secure your funding. Past applicants who were not awarded in the last phase are encouraged to apply again. The
Small Business Development Center is available to provide no-cost assistance with completing the loan application
process.

Apply for On-the-Job Training Funds

Employers who have laid off employees and have future rehiring needs are encouraged to apply for On-the-Job Training
Funds. These funds help offset the cost of hiring and training by reimbursing employers up to 50 percent of a new hire’s hourly wage for a maximum of 1,040

hours.

How does it work?

The position must be full-time, regular employment with a minimum of 32 hours per week (not temporary or seasonal)
The position pays $15.99 or more per hour (wages may not be less than the current industry standard)
The employer develops a training or onboarding plan for the new hire
The employer agrees to retain the employee after successful completion of on-the-job training
Only hours worked on the job will be reimbursed (vacations, sick leave, etc. will not be reimbursed)
The employer gets reimbursed at the midpoint and/or completion point of training

Additional information about the On-the-Job Training funds can be accessed here. For questions, or to apply, please
contact the San Diego Workforce Partnership's Business Programs Team via email at business@workforce.org.

Protect Yourself and Employees With Cloth Face Coverings; It's the Law

In accordance with the City of Chula Vista's Emergency Order, all essential workers and volunteers must wear face
coverings if they have contact with the public or prepare food for the public. It is also highly recommended that individuals
also wear a face covering when conducting essential needs, such as grocery shopping, outside of the home.



Only Essential Businesses May Be
Operational

To stop the spread of COVID-19 across workplaces
and communities, all Californians must stay home
except for essential needs such as trips to the grocery
store. This means that only Critical Infrastructure
Businesses can be operational during this time. To view
the State's list describing the Essential Critical
Infrastructure Workforce, click here. Additional
information, including a copy of Governor Newsom's
Executive Order, is available on the State's COVID-19
Response Webpage.

Please be advised that the City of Chula Vista has

moved from an educational phase to an

enforcement phase effective immediately against

operational businesses that are not essential.

Businesses operating illegally can be reported by

calling 2-1-1 or through the ACT Chula Vista app.

This temporary sacrifice is to protect your health

and safety.

Free Parking for Food Pick-Up

In an effort to support Chula Vista businesses, parking
meters on Third Avenue and timed parking zones in
business districts throughout the City will not be enforced
from now through the end of April.

This free parking will allow you plenty of time to pick up
your favorite foods and beverages from our local
businesses.

Calling all Chula Vista Restaurants!

The California Restaurant Association is working to support the local restaurant community by compiling a list of all
restaurants who are offering pick-up, delivery and drive-thru services at this time. Receive free promotion and sign-up your
restaurant on the California Restaurant Association's website.

The South County Economic Development Council is offering one-time, zero interest loans up to $5,000 to South Bay
restaurants to assist in staying open and continuing to serve food. Additional information and the one-page application is
available here. Apply today!

The Economic Development Team is Here to Help

City Hall is currently closed in compliance with Governor Newsom's 'stay at home' order and to protect the health of the
community and City staff, but the City's Economic Development Department is working remotely and is available to help
support your business during this difficult time. Feel free to reach out to us with questions and we will help you the best we
can.

Eric Crockett
Director of Economic Development

ecrockett@chulavistaca.gov

Kevin Pointer
Senior Economic Development

Specialist
kpointer@chulavistaca.gov

Miranda Evans
Economic Development Specialist

mevans@chulavistaca.gov

Stay Connected for New Resources



Sign up for City eNotifications for
Businesses

Stay connected to the City for resources and news
specifically for our business community by signing up for
eNotifications.

Signing up is quick and simple. Follow the steps below:

1. Go to www.chulavistaca.gov and click on
eNotification on the top tool bar.

2. Fill out contact information.
3. Select the 'businesses' list and any other topics you

may be interested in.
4. Click subscribe.

✔ You're now in the know!

City of Chula Vista Economic Development

276 Fourth Avenue

Chula Vista, CA 91910

Unsubscribe rconigli@portofsandiego.org

Update Profile | About Constant Contact

Sent by business@chulavistaca.gov

in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!
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From: Angie Craig <campaign@angiecraig.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 1:52 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: bipartisan efforts to address climate change 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Sign the petition

Randa,

Today is a special day – it’s the 50th anniversary of Earth Day!

I’ve long believed that we need bold actions to address climate change and protect our natural resources.

That’s why I was proud to sign on to bipartisan legislation to limit carbon dioxide emissions, called the Energy Innovation

and Carbon Dividend Act.

Add your name if you agree that Congress must take action to combat climate change → 

 

Add your name

Carbon dioxide emissions are raising global average temperatures and disrupting ecosystems across the globe.

We can’t afford to lose our natural resources, which is why this legislation is so important.

In Minnesota, we’re already seeing milder winters, heat waves, droughts and floods. Climate change further destabilizes

our family farms and threatens our children’s futures.

Demand action from Congress to address climate change by signing the petition now → 

Thank you,

Angie

 

 

 

 

Angie is focused on helping the folks and businesses in her district get through this public health emergency, and we hope that you are most importantly

taking precautions to keep yourself and your family safe. Thank you for your consideration of support to help keep her doing this important work. If you

would like to pause from receiving our emails until this public health emergency has passed, please fill out this form.

 

For the most up to date information on COVID-19 (Coronavirus) please visit the Minnesota State Department of Health website here.

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
Angie Craig is fighting in Congress to bring affordable healthcare, high-quality public education, and good-paying jobs to Minnesota. You can learn more about

Angie’s priorities by liking us on Facebook and following us on Twitter. Raised by a single mother in a mobile home park, Angie knows the struggles hardworking
Americans face every day. She’s working to build a Minnesota for all of us but she needs grassroots support from people like you. Click here to contribute to her

campaign. 

Thanks for your support of our campaign. If you would like to receive fewer emails from us, please click here. If you believe you received this message in error or
wish to no longer receive email from us, please unsubscribe.

 

Paid for by Angie Craig for Congress

 
Angie Craig for Congress

PO Box 22116
Eagan, MN 55122

United States

 





  





From: CSUSM News <news@csusm.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 4:52 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Front-line Heroes, Inspiring Internship, Lasting Impact, Finding Strength 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

CSUSM NewsCenter

Wednesday, April 22, 2020

Front-line Heroes

Front-line Heroes 

Hundreds of alumni from the School of Nursing are putting their training to heroic effect during the fight against COVID-19. Here are

three of their stories.

Inspiring Internship 

Inspiring Internship  

Meeting Tarana Burke, founder of the #MeToo movement, led to a life-changing internship for communication student Gabby Garcia.

Lasting Impact 

Lasting Impact  

Katherine Kantardjieff, the founding dean of the College of Science and Mathematics, may be leaving at the end of the academic year

to become provost at Cal State Monterey Bay, but her legacy won’t soon be forgotten.

Finding Strength 

Finding Strength  

Business student Azita Khatami is painfully aware of the fragility of life, and she wants to instill in her sons a sense of self-reliance.

“Everything can change in a minute,” Khatami says. For Khatami, that life-altering moment occurred in 2011.

Responding to Crisis 

Responding to Crisis 

Jennifer Ballentine, executive director of the CSU Shiley Institute for Palliative Care, is leading an ambitious response to COVID-19,

which has a disproportionate impact on the frail, elderly and those with underlying health conditions.

Virtually Cutting Edge 

Virtually Cutting Edge 

Kinesiology professor Tumay Tunur's research related to virtual and augmented reality helped her land a prestigious speaking

engagement.

A New Kind of Hero 

Horror Renaissance 

Professor Natalie Wilson wants us to look at zombies, vampires and witches as warriors for social justice. Her new book examines

characters in the current horror renaissance as metaphors for the battle in many of those issues.

Arts Professor Wins Fulbright 

Art, Media and Design professor Lucy HG Solomon has received a Fulbright Global Scholar Award for a research project that will take her to three different countries.

Read more... 

University Appoints New Provost 

Dr. Carl Kemnitz will begin his tenure on July 1. “I am grateful to be joining such an extraordinary campus community that is committed to student success,” Kemnitz

said. Read more... 

Celebrate Earth Day Virtually 

Today marks the 50th anniversary of the first Earth Day, and Associated Students, Inc., is presenting a whole week of virtual activities to mark the occasion. Read more...
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D A I L Y  U P D A T E

The Latest Data on Coronavirus

COVID-19’s Economic Impact Starts to Take Center Stage for GOP Voters 

Half of Republican voters are now primarily worried about the economic impact of coronavirus, up 11 percentage points from a

survey conducted in late March. The numbers reveal an emerging rift between President Donald Trump’s base and the broader

electorate as people organize anti-distancing protests and some red-state governors begin taking steps to reopen their

economies. Read More.

 

Consumer Confidence Stabilizes in April After Free Fall in March

Since the coronavirus pandemic hit the United States, consumer sentiment has been on a roller coaster. On Feb. 10, Morning

Consult’s Index of Consumer Sentiment, which measures how consumers gauge their personal finances and broader economic

conditions, reached the highest point recorded since tracking began two years ago, and then subsequently dropped to an all-time

low on April 7. While the drop was less than the average decline experienced during the past five recessions, the speed of the

decline is alarming.

Since then, however, consumer sentiment appears to have stabilized, driven by improvements in consumers’ expectations of the

future and not by their assessment of current economic conditions. Read More.

 

From: Morning Consult <reply@em.morningconsult.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 7:19 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Coronavirus: Daily Update 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.



Other Things to Know

News Media Credibility Rating Falls to a New Low

As America grapples with a historic crisis under the leadership of a Republican president who frequently derides the media as

“fake news,” new Morning Consult trend data finds Americans’ views of the fourth estate’s credibility have hit a new low during

the Trump administration, largely driven by declines among Republicans. Read More.

‘Friends’ Reunion Won’t Be There for HBO Max Launch, but a Table Read Could Help  

Streaming service HBO Max is set to launch May 27, but due to the pandemic, it will premiere without one of its highly touted

originals: a reunion special featuring the cast of “Friends.” A new poll finds that a different kind of reunion — a virtual table read

— could placate some of the sitcom’s fans. Read More.

Twitch Increasingly Appeals to Advertisers as Platform’s Non-Gaming Content Grows  

With live sports and events on hold indefinitely, people are looking online for entertainment, and livestreaming platforms such as

Twitch are seeing spikes in viewership as a result, even in categories outside of gaming. Read More. 

Rep. French Hill Taking Narrow Approach to Coronavirus Relief Oversight 

The economic turmoil caused by the coronavirus pandemic is a whole different ballgame compared to the 2008 financial crisis,

both in how it started and how policymakers attempt to offset some of the damage. This means Congress should take a different

approach to overseeing coronavirus relief programs, according to Rep. French Hill (R-Ark.), who was recently appointed by

House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy (R-Calif.) to the Congressional Oversight Commission. Read More. 

Other Trends We're Tracking

Just 11% of voters say their governor is doing too much, and 49% say the Trump administration isn’t doing enough in

response to the outbreak. Read More.

S E E  T H E

F U L L  T R A C K E R
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COVID-19 Update 
April 22, 2020

Federal

Small Business Relief Vote Tomorrow: The House is scheduled to vote tomorrow on a $480 billion dollar package

designed to reboot several small business relief programs. In addition to renewing funding for the Paycheck Protection

Program and the Economic Injury Disaster Loan assistance program, the bill also contains increased funding for hospitals

and additional coronavirus testing. Many lawmakers have expressed the need for this stopgap funding as they continue to

debate a larger fourth relief package.

 

Winter Storm: CDC Director Robert Redfield stated in an interview that he believed the coming winter could produce an

even more severe health crisis than the one some hospitals currently face. Director Redfield chalked up the potential

catastrophe to a combined COVID-19/flu season that could again threaten to overload healthcare systems. 

 

Other States Reopening: Following Georgia Governor Brian Kemp’s announcement that sections of their state economy

could reopen as soon as this week, officials in several other states have announced plans to begin opening up sectors of their

own economies. Currently, about 95% of Americans are living under stay-at-home orders.

California

“There’s no date. If there’s a date, then we’re denying the facts on the ground, we’re denying the reality of the spread of the

virus, which is dynamic. We need to be adaptive in our decision-making. We don’t want to debate a date. We want to

focus on science and health as a predicate for all our decision-making and recognizing we need to understand prevalence,

and we need to understand spread.” 

Governor Gavin Newsom at Today’s Press Conference 

 

The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

37,286 tested positive

1,407 deaths

3,357 hospitalizations

1,219 in ICU

 

Governor’s Press Conference: Governor Gavin Newsom is now holding daily updates at noon via his Twitter and

Facebook feeds. Below are today’s press conference highlights:

Scheduled Surgeries Back On: In light of the State maintaining a “general range of stability” in ICU and

hospitalization numbers, the governor announced that hospitals can begin scheduling surgeries that are “foundational

to people’s health” which includes surgeries for tumors, issues related to chronic disease, etc.” Note that this does not

include cosmetic surgeries.

From: Platinum Advisors <platinum@platinumadvisors.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 9:26 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: COVID-19 Update: April 22, 2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



Light line: ICU beds and ventilators that the state is using.  

Orange line: Total number of hospitalizations of those who are either confirmed or suspected to have the virus . 

 

HHS Secretary Mark Ghaly said, “You’ll see that we’ve had small peaks since March 27th but in general, we have stayed

within a ‘zone of stability’ that gives us confidence that we’re prepared to move forward with some modifications.”

 

“Stability is the operative word,” said Newsom.

 

It’s not a light switch, it’s a dimmer: The governor said that he is unable to give an exact date for when

California may re-open its retail businesses. “The decision needs to be guided on the basis of the virus and its spread.

The pressure to answer that question, nonetheless, is very real. I wish I could prescribe a specific date to say, ‘we can

turn out the light switch and go back to normalcy. But there is no light switch. There is no date.”

Testing Numbers are Up but Still Not Adequate: California has gone from 2,000 tests/day at the end of March

to 16,000 tests/day currently. The ultimate goal is to get to 60 – 80,000 tests per day. The State has obtained 86

new testing sites to help meet that need, particularly in underserved communities and communities of color that are

often harder hit by the virus. "We know that communities of color are disproportionately affected by COVID-19,” said

Newsom. “We must ensure that we are deploying testing equitably in an effort to reduce the higher death rates we are

seeing in African American and Latino communities."

Trump Promises Swabs: The governor had a call with President Trump this morning, who promised increasing

delivery of swabs:

This week: 100,000

Next week: 250,000

Third week: “Substantial increase above 250,000.” 

"That will go a long way to give us more confidence we can meet testing goals, stretch goals," said Newsom. “That was a very

good phone call.”

Tracing Army: To help track and trace where the virus is spreading, Newsom wants to “build an army of tracers,”

starting with a workforce of 10,000 people to help track and trace virus hot spots in “testing deserts” such as rural,

remote and underserved communities.

The State is also developing isolation protocols and supports by identifying regional alternate isolation sites and building

private-public partnerships to support those who are isolated.

 

Soft, Social-Distanced Reopening: The Assembly is planning to return to the Capitol May 4 th. The Assembly Rules

Committee is meeting April 24th to refer bills that have not yet been referred to policy committee and to reduce committee

referrals for bills that have been double or triple referred. The Assembly is planning for one policy hearing per day and an

accelerated policy and fiscal committee process. Unlike in the Senate where members were asked to prioritize their

legislative packages, Assembly committee chairs have been given the power to determine what bills will and will not be

heard in their respective committees. Once lawmakers return to the Capitol, it is anticipated that the physical presence of

staff and the public in the Capitol will be extremely limited. Members of the public will be pre-screened by a health

professional before being permitted to enter the Capitol and strict social distancing protocols will be observed. 

 

Bay Area



SF Ramps Up Testing: Dr. Grant Colfax, Director of Health, said San Francisco has ramped up testing with the ultimate

goal of universal access to testing. More than 12,000 residents have been tested so far and roughly 12% were positive,

Colfax said.

 

Napa County Updates Shelter-in-Place Order, Expands Some Permitted Activities: Officials in Napa County

issued a modified version of the county’s shelter-in-place order first issued April 2, with some activities now permitted. The

new order permits all construction, drive-in religious services and in-person residential real estate viewings if physical

distancing protocols are followed. 

 

SF Unemployment Rises Above 2008 Recession Levels: About 60,000 people in San Francisco have filed for

unemployment as of April 4, and an additional 40,000 residents are expected to file in the next few weeks, Mayor Breed

said during a news conference today.

Education Partnerships: San Mateo and Santa Clara counties announced an educational partnership to address the

challenges presented by the COVID-19 crisis. San Mateo County Superintendent of Schools Nancy Magee, Silicon Valley

Community Foundation, and the Santa Clara County Office of Education made the joint announcement in a news release

Wednesday.

Sparing the Air: With fewer cars on Bay Area roads during the coronavirus pandemic, the region's air is cleaner. The Bay

Area Air Quality Management District used a model that estimates traffic is down by 70%. Based on that, carbon dioxide

emissions are down by 26%. Nitrogen dioxide, another harmful pollutant, has dropped by 38%. Fine particulates in the air,

which are often found in wildfire smoke, have plummeted by 20%.

PA Clients Stepping Up



NAMI-CA: The National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI-CA) has been active in making sure that those living with a

serious mental illness and their families are able to access services during COVID-19. 

  

1. Digital Response:

a. NAMI Affiliates across the state have adapted our support groups for families and individuals living with mental

illness to provide resources virtually.   

b. NAMI CA COVID-19 Resource page: NAMI CA has a landing page with up-to-date information about how to take care

of your mental wellness during the COVID-19 crisis, in addition to resources for families and individuals who are living

with a mental health condition and are in crisis. 

2. Partnership with counties and state departments to make sure family voices are a part of virtual stakeholder

involvement:

a. NAMI-CA and the County Behavioral Health Directors Association are partnering to host a stakeholder engagement

Zoom meeting next week to gather information from families across California while giving updates on important

policy issues including MHSA and COVID-19 emergency response.

b. NAMI-CA and the Department of State Hospitals partnered to share communication with families that have members

living within the state hospitals about how the department is providing services and taking precautions during COVID-

19.

 

SAP: To commemorate Take Your Child to Work Day tomorrow, SAP will open its “virtual doors”; creating a digital

platform to allow kids and parents to tune in together.

 

SAP’s virtual Take Your Child to Work program will offer interesting and fun content segments – from the homes of

athletes, celebrities, influencers, and kids on the very day set aside for them to be at work with their parents. In celebration

of SAP Virtual Take Your Child to Work Day, SAP is partnering with No Child Hungry to help provide hungry kids with

critical meals during this time of crisis and as our nation recovers.

 

Featured speakers include: 

 

Karlie Kloss, Supermodel, entrepreneur, SAP brand partner, Kode with Klossy | Chris Paul, Oklahoma City Thunder |

Addison Rae, Influencer | Saquon Barkley, New York Giants | Jimmy Garoppolo, San Francisco 49ers | Kyle Juszczyk, San

Francisco 49ers | Sloane Stephens, WTA | Brent Burns, San Jose Sharks | Dario “TLO” Wünsch, Team Liquid | Now United

| and more!

 

When: Thursday 4/23 from 9am-12pm PST

Where: Click the link below. This event is open to the public.

 

https://www.sap.com/about/events/2020-04-23-online-virtual-take-your-child-work-day.html  
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1. Financial Dashboard Templates

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 22, 2020 8:23 PM

Jeffrey Stonehill



Does anyone have a good example of a financial impact dashboard that your municipality created in order to evaluate

the impact on your finances in one good look for your elected officials?

---------------------------------

Jeffrey Stonehill ICMA-CM, MPA

Borough Manager/Director of Utilities

Borough of Chambersburg

Chambersburg PA

jstonehill@chambersburgpa.gov

---------------------------------
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2. Tool for Employee Well-Being

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 22, 2020 4:44 PM

Karen Daly



Here is a free service being offered to see how your employees are doing.  First-come/first-served!  Thanks, ELGL!!

@Kirsten Wyatt 

Survey: How Well is Your Workforce Managing This New Work Environment? - ELGL

ELGL

Survey: How Well is Your

Workforce Managing This New

Work Environment? - ELGL

COVID-19 has presented

unprecedented challenges for our

organizations, our workforces and

how we deliver services. This

includes major changes in how and

where employees work. The CPS

HR Consulting Institute for Public

Sector Employee Engagement

wants to help you understand how

your employees are coping with

the challenges of this new work

environment - and ...

View this on ELGL >

------------------------------

Karen Daly

Mountain Plains Regional Director

ICMA

Georgetown TX

kdaly@icma.org

------------------------------
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3. Financial Article

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 22, 2020 9:31 AM

Tad McGalliard

Here is an interesting article featuring Rick Cole, city manager of Santa Monica, CA. Tough challenges and questions for

the profession.  Thanks to Randy Reid, ICMA Southeast Regional Director for sharing.

www.planningreport.com/2020/04/19/... 

------------------------------

Tad McGalliard

Director, Research & Policy; Lead: Business Development

ICMA

Washington DC

tmcgalliard@icma.org

------------------------------
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4. Wello temperature station

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 22, 2020 2:02 AM

James Proce

Amidst the continuing declaration of emergency the City of Anna TX has deployed a hands-free scanner, requiring

employees and visitors to certify they are fever free before entering any facilities or face to face encounters. While it’s

not “testing” for disease, it is effective monitoring of initial symptoms of illness As a result of this technology we have

identified several folks with fevers who would have otherwise potentially infected others. If there is a positive hit the

system immediately notifies designated staff who act immediately to prevent the employee from going to work and out

quarantine protocol kicks in. Those who pass the daily screening wear the badge of “well being” to certify they are clear

and can access practicing social distancing protocols. It has been working great and only takes a few second to scan. 

#annatexasflattenthecurve 

www.linkedin.com/posts/... 

welloinc.com/wellostationx-body-temperature-screening
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5. Re: ICMA Connect Mobile App Now Available for Download

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 22, 2020 1:44 AM

Liviu Florea

Hi,

It works very well. Thank you.

Liviu

---------------------------------

Liviu Florea

City Manager

Municipality of Aiud

Aiud AB

liviu.florea@aiud.ro

---------------------------------
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-------------------------------------------

Original Message:

Sent: 04-21-2020

From: Benjamin Bitter

Subject: RE: ICMA Connect Mobile App Now Available for Download

Hello Scot,

  The app is based on MemberCentric platform. So as long as you download the MemberCentric app, and search for

ICMA or International City/County Management Association within the app the first time you download, you should be

good to go.

The old app, which was simply branded ICMA Connect, was discontinued.

Hope this helps!

------------------------------

Benjamin Bitter

Assistant to the Town Manager

Town of Florence, AZ

Benjamin.Bitter@FlorenceAZ.gov

Chair, ICMA Digital Strategies Advisory Board

------------------------------
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6. Re: Relaxed Public Land Standards During COVID-19 ?

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 22, 2020 9:02 AM

Edward Lavallee

Mark

 In response to your inquiry about expanding the capacity for restaurants to operate during the pandemic - I posted a

message earlier this week describing a solution for Venice, Florida. I issued an Executive Order for the City of Venice

authorizing local restaurants to operate remote from their established business site in order to promote the business,

keep workers employed, and expand the opportunities for citizens to patronize the local businesses. Through a no-cost

application process, we issue temporary permits to operate a food truck or trailer at specific pre-determined public or

private sites.  The application process requires that the restaurant demonstrate that they have a current business license

(issued locally) and a valid state health department certification. There are established restrictions for operation

including: cannot operate within 150 feet of a residence, or within 500 feet of an operating restaurant facility; hours of

operation between 10AM and 10 PM. Feel free to contact me for more details on the application process if you are

interested. Elavallee@venicegov.com   Thanks

------------------------------

Edward Lavallee MPA

City Manager

City of Venice

North Venice FL

elavallee@venicegov.com

------------------------------
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-------------------------------------------

Original Message:

Sent: 04-21-2020 08:11 AM

From: Joshua Ringel

Subject: Relaxed Public Land Standards During COVID-19 ?

In our small village community we've temporarily waived parking meter fees and setup temporary 15min parking

dedicated to each eatery in the village center (roughly 15 to 20 locations) to support curbside pick up. No other ideas

have come up just yet, but as new York is in the thick of social distancing I'm not sure what else we would do. Our other

parking is being used by residents who normally wouldn't be home.

---------------------------------

Joshua Ringel

Assistant Village Administrator

Village of Tarrytown

New York NY

jringel@tarrytowngov.com 
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7. Re: Opening of Swimming Pools

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 22, 2020 4:02 PM

Steve Carmona

Excellent point on CPR.

------------------------------

Steve Carmona

City Manager

City of Pico Rivera

Pico Rivera CA

scarmona@pico-rivera.org

------------------------------
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-------------------------------------------

Original Message:

Sent: 04-17-2020 01:37 PM

From: Dan Ralley

Subject: Opening of Swimming Pools

I view the CDC guidance as most relevant to a private household pool.  

Karen, I inferred from your question that you may have been asking about public pools. My sense is that public pools will

be evaluated in much the same way that other gathering spaces are evaluated.  What is the ability to do basic

screenings for ill persons, and what precautions can be put in place for distancing?   

That being said, I think its unlikely that this will be a normal public pool season in most parts of the country.   Best case

scenario, public pools are able to open by doing screenings and significantly cutting back on capacity, but I think its a

very difficult environment to maintain distancing in and I suspect many parents would not feel comfortable allowing their

children to utilize.   We are also expecting summer labor market to be disrupted.   How many lifeguards will elect to

avoid working in such a public space where they could potentially be called on to perform CPR when there is uncertainty

about public health?

------------------------------

Dan Ralley

Assistant City Manager

City of Upper Arlington

Upper Arlington OH

dralley@uaoh.net 

 

You are subscribed to "ICMA All-Members" as rconiglio@portofsandiego.org. To change your subscriptions, go to My

Subscriptions. To unsubscribe from this community discussion, go to Unsubscribe.
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By Alyssa Meyers

Top Stories

Interpublic Group of Cos. reported first-quarter organic revenue growth of 0.3 percent from

the year-earlier period but a net revenue decline of 1.6 percent to $1.97 billion. During the

earnings call, Chief Executive Michael Roth warned that the holding company would have a

"very difficult second quarter," which could lead to "staffing reductions" at agencies that

focus on clients in retail, hospitality and events, but said that clients are spending most in

health care, technology, new economy, public relations and first-party data through Acxiom.

(Ad Age)

Walmart Inc. named William White, a former senior vice president at Target Corp., as its

chief marketing officer after an eight-month search, said Executive Vice President and Chief

Customer Officer Janey Whiteside in an email to the company's U.S. employees. White, who

had worked at Target since 2013 and previously served in leadership roles at Coca-Cola Co.,

succeeds Barbara Messing, who departed from Walmart in August, and Rich Lehrfeld, who

was named interim chief marketing officer in January. (Adweek)

Private equity investor Sycamore Partners, which in February agreed to buy a majority stake

in Victoria's Secret from its owner, L Brands Inc., said in a Delaware court filing that it

wants to walk away from the deal due to the retail chain's response to the coronavirus crisis.

Sycamore said actions like store closures, salary cuts and furloughs violated the terms of its

agreement with L Brands, but the company, which also owns Bath & Body Works, said in a

statement that it would defend the lawsuit in hopes of still closing the deal. (The New York

Times)

Chart Review

For Media Sellers, Flexibility Is The New Norm 

MediaPost



Events Calendar (All Times Local)

04/23/2020

Discover MarTech: A Virtual Event For Strategies & Solutions

Amazon Strategies Virtual Forum

No Wrong Answers-Making or Breaking Customer Trust 2:00 pm

ARF Virtual Town Hall Series: What Behaviors Will Stay After the Crisis
Passes?

12:00 pm

DealBook Debrief: The Retail Fallout 11:00 am

04/24/2020

Amazon Strategies Virtual Forum

04/27/2020

Purpose, Trust and the Next Normal for Global Companies, featuring
Edelman Chief Executive Richard Edelman

2:00 pm

04/28/2020

The Rise of the Built-For-Purpose Marketing Stack 2:00 pm

View full calendar

Watch On-Demand: Brand Management in the COVID-19
Era

Morning Consult and the American Advertising Federation came together to discuss new data

examining how brands can navigate this tumultuous and troubling time by driving situation-

sensitive, yet purpose-led growth.

A copy of the webinar presentation, our special report on brand management in the COVID-19

era, and a recording of the full webinar can be accessed here.

Advertising

What Advertisers Have Planned For The NFL's First 'Virtual Draft' 

E.J. Schultz et al., Ad Age



Disney Advertising Sales said it has secured about 100 brands to advertise during the draft -

which will air on ABC, ESPN and the NFL Network over three days - including more than 60

that have never before advertised in the draft. 

CVS is readying the launch of a new ad network 

Kristina Monllos, Digiday

Two buyers said the company has been pitching advertisers on a new ad network in recent

weeks, which will be called CVS Media Exchange when it eventually launches.

Maserati Appoints Droga5 As Global Creative Agency Of Record 

Lindsay Rittenhouse, Ad Age

The company was most recently working with a few smaller shops on creative projects, but

now Droga5 will take over creative, brand strategy and digital services.

With a Hopeful Spot, American Becomes the First Airline to Release an Ad After

Bailout 

Ryan Barwick, Adweek

The airline incorporated user-generated content and original footage shot by a "bare-bones"

crew in a video spot called "You Are Why We Fly," which focuses on applauding staff. 

Edelman Chicago Names Jon Flannery Chief Creative Officer 

Lindsay Rittenhouse, Ad Age

Before joining Edelman, Flannery served as executive creative director for DDB Chicago.

Periscope Implements Staggered Furloughs Across Agency 

Erik Oster, AgencySpy

The agency implemented staggered furloughs in March that are expected to last for three

months, as employees rotate for a week of furloughs every fourth week.

NBCUniversal Introduces Checkout Functionality To Shoppable Ads 

Jeanine Poggi, Ad Age

The network is offering a new feature that allows consumers to buy items directly within

content instead of being redirected to a retailer's website, which could attract direct-to-

consumer brands.

Why Zillow's CMO Is Leaning Into Advertising, Even As The Real Estate Market

Dries Up 

Sarah Sluis, AdExchanger

Zillow Group Inc. worked with its agency FIG to create a new ad campaign instead of going

silent after the coronavirus crisis began in order to stay in touch with consumers and provide

information. 



Home Is Where Lowe's Heart Is As Brand Sponsors NFL Draft 

Adrianne Pasquarelli, Ad Age

Lowe's Cos. is a presenting sponsor of the draft and will air three spots throughout the draft

and beyond as part of its campaign to highlight the importance of home.

Media and Entertainment

Quibi's Head of Brand Marketing Exits After Launch 

Benjamin Mullin, The Wall Street Journal

Megan Imbres, who served as head of brand and content marketing at Quibi after working at

Netflix Inc., is leaving the streaming service after a year. 

AT&T Revenue Drops 4.5% and Crisis Impairs Outlook for 2020 

Scott Moritz, Bloomberg

The coronavirus crisis hurt earnings by 5 cents a share in the first quarter and led to a $600

million drop off in revenue because of lower ad sales from canceled sports events.

'Everybody is in a similar situation': Sports publishers try teaming up on ad deals

Max Willens, Digiday

Publishers including CBS Sports, USA Today Sports and Minute Media have pitched or

discussed the possibility of combining their audiences, media, production capabilities and

content to attract advertisers.

Quibi to Add TV-Casting Feature Next Month, Claims to Hit 2.7 Million App

Downloads 

Todd Spangler, Variety

The streaming service, which is currently only available on mobile devices, said it was

downloaded more than 2.7 million times in the first two weeks since its launch.

Rupert Murdoch, His Son Lachlan and Other Fox Executives Will Take Pay Cuts 

Edmund Lee, The New York Times

Fox Corp. will implement pay cuts impacting 700 executives, while Rupert Murdoch and

Lachlan Murdoch will forgo their salaries, much of which come from stock awards and

bonuses.

Social Media and Technology

Twitch Increasingly Appeals to Advertisers as Platform's Non-Gaming Content

Grows 

Alyssa Meyers, Morning Consult



The platform offers livestreamed content unrelated to the coronavirus and viewership is up

during lockdown, making Twitch an attractive option for marketers.

YouTube creators break down how much money the platform is paying them as

ad rates drop sharply for many 

Amanda Perelli, Business Insider Prime

Influencers on YouTube have been earning less per 1,000 views as advertisers shift budgets

away from the platform.

Next 'SportsCenter' Top 10 Could Feature Your At-Home Trick Shot 

Eben Novy-Williams, Bloomberg

ESPN is partnering with Facebook Inc. to round up user-generated videos to find new

highlights for its SportsCenter Top 10 segment while live games are on hold.

PR and Marketing

Target sees 'Cyber Monday'-sized online sales boom as shoppers avoid trips to

stores during pandemic 

Melissa Repko, CNBC

Target's chief executive said that while the retailer will have lower profits this quarter with

sales inside stores down, online sales have doubled since last year and same-store sales were

up 7 percent in the first quarter.

Lockdowns lower personal hygiene standards, says Unilever 

Judith Evans, Financial Times

The consumer goods company said people use about a quarter of personal care items when

getting ready for school or work, so lockdowns have resulted in a dip in demand for products

such as razors, shampoo and deodorant.

Dentsu Aegis Network's Merkle Names New Global CEO 

Erik Oster, Adweek

Merkle named Craig Dempster, a 14-year agency veteran who spent three years as president of

the Americas, to be its next chief executive.

Consumer brands didn't reap a huge windfall from panic buying, are adjusting to

life under lockdown 

Amelia Lucas, CNBC

Sales for items like diapers and peanut butter spiked at the start of the crisis, but as consumers

adjust to new lifestyles, demand for many products has started to flatten out.

Trendy salad chain Sweetgreen returns $10 million loan meant to help small



businesses survive the coronavirus pandemic 

Kate Taylor, Business Insider

Following in the footsteps of Shake Shack Inc., the salad chain said it was approved for a $10

million loan, but will return it after hearing the Paycheck Protection Program was out of funds.

Bud Light Is Ensuring Fans They Can Still #BooTheCommish, Even From Afar 

Kathryn Lundstrom, Adweek

The beer brand is keeping a tradition alive by asking fans to record themselves booing

National Football League Commissioner Roger Goodell, and will donate $1 for each to the

NFL's fundraising effort to benefit organizations fighting the coronavirus.

Lululemon Fires Employee Over 'Bat Fried Rice' Shirt 

Iliana Magra et al., The New York Times

The yoga retailer fired an art director who promoted an offensive shirt on his personal

Instagram account.

How Brands Are Commemorating Earth Day 2020 

Mónica Marie Zorrilla, Adweek

Brands including Hyundai Motor Co., Impossible Foods Inc., Lego A/S and Snapchat created

campaigns to celebrate earth day despite the pandemic.

Opinions, Editorials, Perspectives and Research

Coronavirus Could Show Brands How To Face Up To The Ultimate Test 

Stephan Loerke, Ad Age

Loerke, the chief executive of the World Federation of Advertisers, said the coronavirus crisis

is bringing out the best in brands that are displaying compassion. 

The CEO of McCann Worldgroup, one of the world's biggest ad agencies, says the

coronavirus will change everything from real estate to awards shows 

Patrick Coffee, Business Insider Prime

McCann Chief Executive Harris Diamond said the pandemic is shifting the ad industry's focus

away from awards shows and events to infrastructure, human resources and legal services.
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GLOBAL: VeriFuel releases Q1

2020 fuel quality statistics

Very low sulphur fuel oils accounted for 49%

of samples tested by Bureau Veritas

VeriFuel in the first quarter of 2020, with the

percentage of VLSFOs meeting the 0.50%

sulphur limit growing from just under 89% in

January to over 95% in March.

READ MORE...
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Seahawk Services

 

GLOBAL: LNG entrepreneur

launches market platform for

clean marine fuels

The Powerzeek Platform opened for

business this week to enable digital LNG

bunker transactions, and, as founder Dag

Lilletvedt tells Bunkerspot, this online

marketplace will also be available for other

cleaner fuels in the future, such as biogas,

hydrogen and ammonia

READ MORE...

 



MIDDLE EAST: Brooge appoints

MUC for Fujairah refinery design

and oil terminal FEED study

Brooge Energy has appointed MUC Oil &

Gas to complete the basic design for a

180,000 barrels a day refinery and undertake

a Front End Engineering Design study for its

planned Phase III oil storage terminal in

Fujairah.

READ MORE...

 

EUROPE: New study offers

pathway to 2050 climate neutral

energy

The Gas for Climate consortium has

published a new study which argues that

additional European Union climate and

energy policies are needed to ‘position

Europe on the road to net zero by 2050’.

READ MORE...

 

ASIA PACIFIC: Sembcorp takes

steps to cut exposure to Hin

Leong Trading

Sembcorp Cogen, a subsidiary of Sembcorp

Industries, has terminated a gasoil supply

and storage agreement with the financially

troubled Singapore oil trader; the book value

of the gasoil reserves stored at Hin Leong

Trading was S$94 million as of 31 December

last year.

READ MORE...

 

AMERICAS: Marathon Petroleum

warns of Q1 losses

US-based refiner Marathon Petroleum has

warned that it is expecting a first-quarter loss

as a result of the coronavirus-driven fall in

global oil demand.

READ MORE...

 



Get noticed with Bunkerspot

In today’s competitive maritime environment,

advertising via Bunkerspot will enable you to

deliver your company message directly to

your target market in a highly cost-effective

and dynamic way.

For subscription and advertising options,

contact: 

Steve Simpson 

Advertising Sales Manager

Tel: +44 1295 814455 x 203

Email: steve@petrospot.com  

To find out more or to subscribe  

Read More...

Bunkerspot Magazine

View Media Kit here

Keep in touch with breaking news on the

marine fuels sector, by signing up

to Bunkerspot's RSS news feed. Find out

more here

News

Magazine

Bunker Price Index

 
books

Save 25% when you purchase any

Petrospot book pack

Petrospot publishes some of the most

influential text books on marine fuels,

shipping and marine surveying and is the go-

to source for comprehensive yet easy to

read books, appealing to both newcomers

and experts alike.

All books are available to buy individually or

purchase a Technical Pack, Basic Bunker

Pack, Advanced Bunker Pack or Marine

Surveying Pack and SAVE 25%.

BROWSE ALL PETROSPOT BOOKS
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From: Apple News <newsdigest@insideapple.apple.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 9:56 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Trump says Georgia is reopening too soon, what to know about “COVID toes,” and more from Apple News 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.
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From: Bunkerspot <updates@bunkerspot.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 10:15 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Don’t miss out on your free-to-access copy of the new Bunkerspot magazine 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Free-to-access digital

magazine

No images? Click here

Bunkerspot

Take a look at your

free-to-access copy of

the new Bunkerspot

magazine

Bunkerspot Digital Magazine

The new issue of Bunkerspot

magazine is out now, delivering the

best in news, views, and articles

about the global marine fuels

industry.

The April/May issue features expert

insights on the current commercial

climate for bunkering as well as fuel

quality trends, legal viewpoints,

environmental regulations, and up-to-

the-minute technical and operational

issues.

Highlights in the latest copy of

Bunkerspot include a focus on the US

Defense Logistics Agency’s work in

fuelling the US Navy’s fleet, views on

how to tackle the issue of methane slip

when using LNG as bunker fuel, a very

timely look at the tight availability of

bunker credit insurance, an interview

with Xavier Pfeuty of Total Marine Fuel

Global Solutions about LNG supply

infrastructure, and a cautionary

investigation into the growing problem

of cybersecurity fraud in the marine fuel

sector.

The magazine also keeps you up to

speed on the people who work in the

global bunker sector through its very

popular Bunkerspotted and On the



Bunkerspot is published by Petrospot Limited.

For more information on Petrospot Limited visit

www.petrospot.com or call +44 1295 814455.

© Petrospot Limited 2020 (Company No. 4768142).

Add us to your address book or 'safe senders' list.

Whilst circulations are free, the material in these

updates may not be copied or used other than for

internal reference.

Move pages.

Bunkerspot has been published in print

every two months since February 2004

but this issue of the magazine is only

available in digital format. Given

printing and distribution problems

associated with the coronavirus

outbreak and the fact that

homeworking is currently the new

normal for many in the industry, we

have decided that sending out a digital

copy of the magazine is the best way

of reaching our many subscribers.

Keeping the information flow going is

essential in these difficult times. We

are therefore also making this issue

of Bunkerspot available, free of

charge, to everyone who works in

the marine fuels and related sectors.

You can access your copy of the

April/May issue of Bunkerspot here.

Our aim is to keep you informed – and

connected – during this difficult time,

and we hope that you enjoy the new

issue.

If you also have market news and

developments to share or would like to

contribute an article for the June/July

issue of the magazine, we would love

to hear from you.

Lesley Bankes-Hughes

Director of Publishing

Email: Lesley@petrospot.com 

Tel: +44 1295 814455
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From: CAPT Wes Pulver, USCG (Ret.) <info@coastguardmuseum.org> 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 11:01 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Coast Guard Rising to the Challenge 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.



Dear Port of San Diego ,

We hope you and your family continue to remain safe and healthy. We are all experiencing a crisis that is

testing our resolve and resources; as a Nation we must continue to be strong and resilient. It will not

surprise you to learn that during this unprecedented time, the men and women of the Coast Guard are rising

to the challenge.

To begin with, the Coast Guard is working with government task forces & frontline

organizations to prevent the spread of COVID-19. Commandant Admiral Karl Schultz shared with lawmakers

that the Service is looking nationwide to support the CDC. In addition, the Coast Guard is working with Vice

President Pence’s COVID-19 task force to provide technical maritime expertise.

Perhaps most importantly, service members continue to carry out their critical work every day –

including the facilitation of maritime commerce. This ensures the safe arrival of 90% of our daily goods,

which in turn enables the sustainment of businesses during this fluid time.

We believe that we will look back on this time as yet another moment when the Coast Guard played an

unsung but instrumental role in ensuring our Country continues to thrive. Our team remains committed in

our mission to highlight and educate the public about the Coast Guard’s important work. Additionally, the

Museum Association staff, and Board of Directors are working thoughtfully to ensure we are stewarding our

donor's investments in the project.

With that, I wanted to thank you for your ongoing interest in our project. We continue to make strides

toward building a national institution showcasing the stories of our Coast Guard heroes – whose efforts in

assuring the stability of our Nation’s citizens and commerce remain unparalleled. While there are many

unknowns ahead, like the Coast Guard, we remain Semper Paratus, Always Ready – and are prepared to

continue our good work.

Respectfully,

CAPT Wes Pulver, USCG (Ret.)  
President, National Coast Guard Museum Association

 

Donate

Be sure to add our email address to your address book or safe senders list so our emails get
to your inbox.

Privacy Policy | Unsubscribe

National Coast Guard Museum Association

78 Howard Street, Suite A, New London, CT

06320



Maritime Professional Update

From: Maritime Logistics Professional <update@maritimeprofessional.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 11:03 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Insights: Contracts are Overrated in Maritime 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Antwerp Port Trials Wristbands for Coronavirus Social DistancingOil Traders Chase Storage Space in World Awash with FuelGFS Storage Tanks Aid Green Energy Growth

INSIGHTS: CONTRACTS ARE
OVERRATED IN MARITIME

My company has been
around since 1875, and

today we actually still do things that were
being done in 1875. We still get calls
from underwriters to attend on disasters
all over the place

ANTWERP PORT TRIALS WRISTBANDS
FOR CORONAVIRUS SOCIAL
DISTANCING

Workers in the port of
Antwerp will next month

begin testing wristbands developed by a
Belgian technology company that could
help guarantee the social distancing
required during the COVID-19 pandemic.

OIL TRADERS CHASE STORAGE SPACE
IN WORLD AWASH WITH FUEL

Oil traders are struggling
to find enough ships,

railcars, caverns and pipelines to store
fuel as more conventional storage
facilities fill up amid abundant supply and
plummeting demand due to the
coronavirus crisis.

Employers – Post Job

FEATURED JOBS

Any Entry Level
Military Sealift Command

Third Officer
Military Sealift Command - Norfolk, VA, USA

Chief Radio Electronics Technician (IAT)
Military Sealift Command - Norfolk, VA, USA

Assistant Storekeeper
Military Sealift Command

Third Assistant Engineer
Military Sealift Command - Norfolk, VA, USA

Search Jobs

Post your Resume

NEWS

US CRUDE FUTURES PLUNGE TO LOWEST ON RECORD

LNG TANKER TO DISCHARGE FIRST US CARGO IN CHINA IN 13
MONTHS

CONTAINER SHIPPING CAPACITY DOWN 9% IN APRIL -EESEA

AUSTRALIAN EXPORTS JUMPED 29% IN MARCH

DP WORLD SAYS UNCLEAR WHEN GLOBAL TRADE WILL
RECOVER

JAAP DE LANGE NAMED MD AT AEGIR-MARINE

MACKAY MARINE OPEN FOR BUSINESS IN THE U.A.E.

CROWLEY ADDS 222 REEFER CONTAINERS

MPA AWARDS TWO BUNKER LICENSES

NAKILAT REPORTS $76M Q1 PROFIT

TANKER BOTTLENECK GROWS AT MEXICO'S PORTS

BRAZIL AGREES TO RAISE LEVEL OF THE PARANA RIVER

FEATURED EMPLOYERS

MILITARY SEALIFT COMMAND

Maritime Professional App
Get instant updates on shipbuilding, contracts, technology,



GFS STORAGE TANKS AID GREEN
ENERGY GROWTH

Balmoral Tanks
introduced a new range

of glass fused to steel (GFS) liquid
storage tanks, part of the company’s
portfolio of storage tanks for the water,
wastewater, anaerobic digestion and
processing markets.

US CRUDE FUTURES PLUNGE TO
LOWEST ON RECORD

U.S. crude oil futures
collapsed below $0 on

Monday for the first time in history, amid
a coronavirus-induced supply glut,
ending the day at a stunning minus
$37.63 a barrel as desperate traders paid
to get rid of oil.

LNG TANKER TO DISCHARGE FIRST US
CARGO IN CHINA IN 13 MONTHS

The tanker Maran Gas
Vergina has arrived in

China with the first delivery of U.S.
liquefied natural gas (LNG) in 13 months,
shipping data showed on Monday.This is
the first shipment since March 2019 after
a long-standing trade war in which China

CONTAINER SHIPPING CAPACITY
DOWN 9% IN APRIL -EESEA

A total of 302 of 2,693
containership sailings, or

11%, have been canceled in May on all
the main line trades, according to the
latest data from maritime intelligence
company eeSea, revealing the extent of
the impact of COVID-19 on global
shipping.

legal issues, and business innovations - organized for mobile
users.
Download Android , iPhone(iPad) or Windows Phone app

 



AUSTRALIAN EXPORTS JUMPED 29% IN
MARCH

Australia's goods
exports rose sharply in

March as the resource-rich country
shipped more iron ore to China and more
gold to Hong Kong and the UK,
preliminary data on Thursday showed.

DP WORLD SAYS UNCLEAR WHEN
GLOBAL TRADE WILL RECOVER

The timing of a trade
recovery from the

economic crisis caused by the new
coronavirus pandemic is uncertain,
global ports operator DP World warned
on Thursday.The Dubai state-controlled
company just last month said it was
seeing demand bounce back

JAAP DE LANGE NAMED MD AT AEGIR-
MARINE

Jaap de Lange was
appointed Managing

Director of AEGIR-Marine, a stern seal
and propulsion services company.  He
started his career in the Royal Dutch
Navy, and was in consulting for 23 years
in a variety of roles.
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EEOC Expands COVID-19 Guidance In Anticipation Of Return To Work Issues
 

As this pandemic continues, employers face new concerns about allowing employees to return to the workplace.  How

can employers make the workplace safe? How can employers make their employees feel safe to return to the

workplace?

Since March 17, 2020 the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (“EEOC”) has provided COVID-19 related

guidance in the form of questions and answers on its website. On April 17, 2020, the EEOC updated and expanded its

guidance with an eye toward the easing of stay-at-home orders and employees’ eventual return to the workplace.

 Following is a summary of the main areas covered by the new guidance. 
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From: Bill Wolpin, American City & County <AmericanCityandCounty@info.informapubinf.com> 

Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 12:03 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Survey: Share your COVAD-19 Concerns 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the

content is safe.

If you have trouble viewing this email, read the online version.

American City & County

Dear RANDA, 

Local and state government leaders share similar concerns about COVID-19,
and the American City & County editors want to know yours. Like the results of
our first COVID-19 survey, we will share them nationally with your colleagues.

Please take this 1 question survey to help all of us gain better insight into
the probems our communities face together.

Click here to start the survey.

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to reach out to me via
email at Bill.wolpin@informa.com.

Thank you for your time and let me know if you have any questions.

Bill Wolpin 

Bill Wolpin | Managing Director | Public Infrastructure Government Group American City & County ● Government

Product News ● Government Procurement ● IWCE’s Urgent Communications

 

 

 

Periodically, American City & County will inform you of special events, products and other offers that we believe you will find

helpful in your business or career. To STOP receiving promotional e-mails from American City & County, please click here.
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From: Hal Meyer <HalMeyer@calchamber.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 12:14 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject:  How We Can Help You With Pressing HR Issues Right Now 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Useful COVID-19 HR Resources During Unprecedented Times

CalChamber Logo

Dear Randa,

We know you're facing difficult business decisions amid COVID-19. The

last month has been challenging and worrisome for all of us.

As a not-for-profit since 1890, CalChamber continually strives to

improve California's business landscape. Today, more than 40,000

businesses in the state rely on CalChamber for employment law and

HR compliance resources. This includes up-to-date information on

COVID-19's impact on the workplace. 

In this recent episode of The Workplace podcast, "COVID-19 Paid

Leaves Explained," CalChamber Executive Vice President and General

Counsel Erika Frank and employment law expert Jennifer Shaw discuss

how the federal Emergency Paid Sick Leave Act and the Emergency

Family and Medical Leave Expansion Act interact with California laws.

Through a free trial of our HRCalifornia.com website you can gain

insight into pressing employment issues right now.

Here's How:

1. Sign up for a 15-day free trial  of HRCalifornia.com to access

helpful HR tools and easy-to-understand explanations of state,

federal and local employment laws.

2. Take a brief online tour with a site specialist to see how we assist

employers during the COVID-19 crisis.

3. Receive a $25 Amazon.com eGift Card via email.

If you need answers right now, this is the quickest way to gain

immediate access to compliance resources and guidance in handling

challenging HR decisions.

Sign up for your free access to HRCalifornia today. We'll follow up with

a phone call to arrange your personalized site tour so you can receive a

$25 Amazon.com eGift Card.

Together, we will get through this!

Sincerely,

Hal Meyer 

District Manager

1 (800) 649-4921 Ext. 541
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Sign up for a free HRCalifornia trial now through 4/30/20, and take the 15-minute tour before the end of your 15-day

trial period to receive the $25 Amazon.com eGift Card via email. Priority code HRCHAMZ. Please allow 1 week to

receive your eGift Card. Amazon.com eGift Cards are given away on behalf of CalChamber. Amazon is not a

sponsor of the promotion.
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From: Supply Chain Best Practices <do_not_reply_knighthousemedia@strongmail.cfmvmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 1:04 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: How to Add Flexibility to Your Supply Chain 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

View Email In Browser

Week of April 20, 2020

Industry Updates You Should Know

Add Flexibility to Your Supply Chain 
Have your investments in enterprise resource planning or forecasting

systems not yielded the supply chain improvements you had hoped for?

Maybe it’s time to consider the SSP approach.

It’s a Wonderful Idea 
No one is suggesting you adopt an “It’s a Wonderful Life” approach and

trek down to your vendors’ homes with jars of spare change. But it does

make sense to help your key supply chain partners during this crisis.

Protecting Your Supply Chain 
The coronavirus has created significant challenges for suppliers in

fulfilling their contracts. But there are steps companies can take to

decrease risk in their supply chains.

Latest Edition

New Best Practice Case Studies

Not Happy with Status Quo 
Many of WinCup’s products are used for to-

go food orders. So, it’s only appropriate that

its senior managers are always on the go,

too, looking for new approaches to

sustainable products.

Facing a Changing Environment 
Traditionally a brick-and-mortar business, dr.

brandt skincare is strengthening its e-

commerce model to provide a seamless

experience — regardless of which platform,

device or channel used.



Building a Supply Chain to the
Moon … and Beyond 
“Last-mile” delivery is a thorny problem for

any shipper. But what if your “last mile” is

actually 238,900 miles? And what if failure,

as they say in the movies, is not an option?

Videos Worth Viewing

TRG Trucking demonstrates its

resources.

75 percent of companies worldwide

disrupted.

What is the circular supply chain?

The challenges of supplying PPE

equipment.

This email was sent to rconiglio@portofsandiego.org.

You received this email from Knighthouse Media because we thought you would benefit from the

information.

Knighthouse Media

150 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 900, Chicago, IL 60601
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From: Eric Hess <ehess@helical-inc.com> 

Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 1:43 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Back To School With COVID Contact Tracing & Social Distancing for Kids 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

 

With most of the U.S. having been under some form of “Stay at Home” restrictions for over a month, many of us are grappling
with the question of how to manage the transition back to the new normal.  As many think about businesses, our school
systems are becoming a more burning question.  First, as children get the mildest of symptoms and are even less inclined to
naturally observe social distancing than adults, not addressing the fact that children could be a prime vector for community
retransmission recasts the societal problem that the schools face in a whole new light.  Putting on my cybersecurity and privacy
attorney cap (and face mask, of course), I cannot help but wonder at the liability implications for schools that do not take
reasonable transmission mitigation efforts and, as a result, unleashes a fresh new wave of COVID infection on their community.
For many, this concept seems ludicrous….how can schools ever be held liable for parents wrongfully sending children to
school. On its face, yes, but lawyers will be debating what is, in fact, “reasonable mitigation” for years to come and the actions
that were or were not taken (and their consequences for community retransmission) will look very different in the rear view
mirror.
 
Enter contact tracing apps….the key to the future or is it really that easy? For starters, any tracking system that monitors
personal health information in the US would have to follow HIPAA requirements which dictate how this information can be

collected and used, as the Department of Health and Human Services has only issued narrow guidance providing for limited

discretion in relaxing HIPAA requirements related to community testing sites.  FTC’s Children’s Online Privacy Protection Rule

imposes additional restrictions on the online storage of information related to minors and certain states, like California, impose

additional privacy requirements respecting the collection of information relating to minors.

 
From a technology perspective, GPS type applications are simply useless in a classroom environment as that technology

cannot achieve the requisite accuracy. Bluetooth is more accurate, but has its share of security vulnerabilities when used by

smartphone apps.  We have seen companies, like Volan Technologies, deploy more favored AI-based technologies in smart

sensors that use precise-location positioning, micro-geofencing, and proximity detection to enable private contact tracing (we
also like that their systems can trace both live and historical exposure and automatically send risk alerts).
 
Enforceability will, of course, raise its own headaches. Would the application be mandatory?  Will parents be able to withhold
consent?  What happens if they do?
 
Irrespective of what system a school system deploys, there are other key data security considerations, such as:
 
Architecture: What technology (e.g. Bluetooth / GPS) and security protocols will be adopted? How will the data be encrypted?
Where will it be encrypted (the right answer must consider the threat model)? What is the key management process for
encrypted data?
 
Data Access/Purpose: Who will have access to the data collected (government, health authorities, academia, police, private
companies, other app users)? What can the data be used for by these parties? How can the storage of sensitive information be
minimized?
 
Categories of data collected: Will the app collect the user's name and contact details, their geolocation data, whether they are
showing symptoms and / or have been tested positive for COVID-19?
 
Data retention: How long will the data be retained for? Will it be anonymized? When will it be deleted?
 
Data storage: Where will the data be stored?  How secure is that storage?
 
Legal basis: What will be the legal basis for processing the personal data? Will the app rely on user's consent or use public
interest as a basis for processing?
 
Quality of data: How will information relating to COVID testing be entered? Will it treat a positive test differently than showing
symptoms?
 

As always, feel free to reach out to me to learn more or just talk at ehess@helical-inc.com or visit our website.  We are here for

the community and want to be as helpful as we can.

Stay healthy.  Stay distant.

Helical, Inc. | 184 North Avenue East, Cranford, New Jersey 07016

Not Interested? Unsubscribe

 



From: Finn Partners <updates@finnpartners.com> 

Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 1:53 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Finn Partners Travel, Marketing, and Research Insights 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know
the content is safe.

FINN Partners

 
FINN PARTNERS TRAVEL,
MARKETING, AND RESEARCH
INSIGHTS
PRACTICAL CONTENT FROM OUR GLOBAL TEAM OF EXPERTS

 

FINN Travel 

In the fast-changing times of the COVID-19 Pandemic, travel and lifestyle
companies around the globe are learning the importance of adapting. From utilizing
virtual experiences and other tools to remain top of mind with consumers, to re-
thinking how hotels, airlines and cruise lines function within social distancing
guidelines, now is a time to re-think the old norms and adapt to the new traveler and
a new global travel landscape. FINN Partner’s Travel & Lifestyle specialists weigh in
with expert perspectives from around the globe.

THE CRUISE INDUSTRY - WHAT IT WILL TAKE TO
SURVIVE
A View from North America: The coronavirus pandemic has cut a deep and
devastating swath through the travel industry – with negative impact on all
sectors...Read more

THE POST PANDEMIC WORLD AND A NEW TYPE OF
TRAVEL CONSUMER
The UK look at travel in a post-pandemic world: It’s the question on the lips of
every travel industry professional: “What will the travel industry landscape
look...Read more

HOW TO RECAPTURE CHINESE OUTBOUND
TRAVELLERS IN A POST - COVID-19 WORLD
A view on outbound Chinese travelers from our Asia experts:
What destinations and travel companies can do now to initiate a quick
and sustained...Read more

HOTELS IN THE TIME OF COVID: SILVER LININGS
AND A LOOK AHEAD
U.S. Hotel outlook, including silver linings: There is no question that our world
has been turned upside down, and the global hospitality....Read more



For more information on Finn Partners Travel Practice please contact: 

Debbie Flynn – Global Travel

Amy Skelding – UK/Europe

Virginia Sheridan – U.S.

Cathy Chon – Asia 

Terry Ferraro – Promotions and Partnerships

 

For more information on Finn Partners Research please contact: 

Barry Reicherter - Research, Planning, and Measurement

FINNPARTNERS.COM

Finn Partners, 301 East 57th Street, New York, NY
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From: AngieCraig.com <campaign@angiecraig.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 2:32 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: this is already happening 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Climate change is happening. In Minnesota, we’re already seeing milder winters, heat waves, droughts and floods.

Climate change further destabilizes our family farms and threatens our children’s futures.

Add your name and tell Congress to take bold action on climate change → 

Begin forwarded message: 

Randa,

Today is a special day – it’s the 50th anniversary of Earth Day!

I’ve long believed that we need bold actions to address climate change and protect our natural resources.

That’s why I was proud to sign on to bipartisan legislation to limit carbon dioxide emissions, called the Energy Innovation

and Carbon Dividend Act.

Add your name if you agree that Congress must take action to combat climate change → 

 

Add your name

Carbon dioxide emissions are raising global average temperatures and disrupting ecosystems across the globe.

We can’t afford to lose our natural resources, which is why this legislation is so important.

In Minnesota, we’re already seeing milder winters, heat waves, droughts and floods. Climate change further destabilizes

our family farms and threatens our children’s futures.

Demand action from Congress to address climate change by signing the petition now → 

Thank you,

Angie

 

 

 

 

Angie is focused on helping the folks and businesses in her district get through this public health emergency, and we hope that you are most importantly

taking precautions to keep yourself and your family safe. Thank you for your consideration of support to help keep her doing this important work. If you

would like to pause from receiving our emails until this public health emergency has passed, please fill out this form.

 

For the most up to date information on COVID-19 (Coronavirus) please visit the Minnesota State Department of Health website here.

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
Angie Craig is fighting in Congress to bring affordable healthcare, high-quality public education, and good-paying jobs to Minnesota. You can learn more about

Angie’s priorities by liking us on Facebook and following us on Twitter. Raised by a single mother in a mobile home park, Angie knows the struggles hardworking
Americans face every day. She’s working to build a Minnesota for all of us but she needs grassroots support from people like you. Click here to contribute to her

campaign. 

Thanks for your support of our campaign. If you would like to receive fewer emails from us, please click here. If you believe you received this message in error or
wish to no longer receive email from us, please unsubscribe.

 

Paid for by Angie Craig for Congress

 
Angie Craig for Congress

PO Box 22116
Eagan, MN 55122

United States

 





From: Kenneth Beck <news@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 3:11 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Mid-Market: 30 million workers need help too 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa

Below is the new text for our petition for Mid-Market representation courtesy of CEO Connection member Wade Miquelon, CEO of JOANN,
and his Vice President, Tax, Government Affairs and Internal Audit, Ed Weinstein.  A big thank you to them both!

Mid-Market Petition text:

Mid-Market companies must be represented on the “Opening the Country Councils” being formed throughout the United
States.  They need a seat at the table. 
 
Mid-Market companies create over $10 trillion in gross receipts and 30 million jobs in the United States alone.
 
We appreciate that many of the tax provisions of the CARES Act, including the 5-year net operating loss carryback, the upfront deduction
of qualified improvement property, the enhanced deductibility of interest expense, the employee retention credit and the deferral of
payment of the employer share of FICA taxes, will help Mid-Market companies improve their liquidity positions, as intended by the
Administration and Congress.
 
Having said that, we are disappointed that other aspects of the CARES Act focus on large companies and small businesses while not
adequately addressing the needs of the Mid-Market.  Specifically, the lending programs found in the CARES Act in large part target
qualifying small businesses and large, investment grade companies.  We hope that the loans included in future COVID legislation will
apply to Mid-Market companies which are not necessarily investment grade. As indicated above, Mid-Market companies are significant
job creators and engines of the U.S. economy. Their enhanced liquidity is crucial in that it will enable these companies to continue to fund
payroll demands so that the current unemployment problem will not grow.
 
We recognize that the Administration and federal legislators have been reaching out to Mid-Market companies in order to discuss how
they can provide additional help in response to liquidity challenges arising during these difficult times.  As a result, we remain optimistic
that there will be more relief provided by the Administration and Congress which addresses the liquidity needs of mid-size companies.
 
Currently, federal, state and local governments are creating task forces to help plan the relaunch of the economy.  We, the undersigned,
call on the federal, state, and local governments to have Mid-Market companies represented on the planning councils.  These companies
must be included in the process relaunching the economy so that their specific concerns, including liquidity, are addressed in the
mandates issued by all levels of government assisting with the transition from the pandemic back to normalcy.

************

We are facing a once-in-a-generation event that impacts everyone. This is the time for people, companies, and organizations to come together
for the greater good.
Please take a moment to help ensure that Mid-Market companies have a seat at the table by doing the following:

Sign the Mid-Market “Seat At The Table” Petition, by clicking here.
Have all of your employees, friends, and family sign the petition too.
Forward this email to your elected officials (local, state, and federal).

Finally, if you would like to join the CEOC Mid-Market Taskforce click here. 

You do great things on your own, but we can do even better things together!

Be healthy and safe.
  
 
Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer  |  CEO Connection
Chairman  |  Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991  |  F 646.292.5129
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com 
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From: Kenneth Beck <Kenneth.Beck@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 3:16 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: What happens next: CoronaVirus CEO Action Calls 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa, 

It is time to discuss what happens when the economy re starts. 

Additional calls have been added. Sign up for our small-group interactive video discussions for you to connect, share insights, and to strategize with other Mid-Market
CEOs regarding the Coronavirus and the restart of the economy :

Monday, April 27 at 5:30 p.m. ET

All calls have had wait-lists so sign up now : Register here for the call 

We will take the first eight registrants for each meeting and then go to a wait-list.

As a reminder, here is the call agenda:

Confidential, Small Group, Video Meetings. CEOC will convene a series of small, interactive, 60-minute video conference calls for our
Premium members. This format will enable close, confidential conversation and meaningful dialogue. We will consider scaling this
program to additional CEO members as well.
Focused Agenda. The agenda for each meeting will be focused on each CEO sharing what he/she is seeing and doing in four areas:

Individual Observations – Both in the U.S. and internationally (if applicable);
Financial/Business Impact – Impact to operations, supply chain and financials;
People strategy – Communication/morale/remote work strategies; and,
Forecast/Planning - Insights about what might happen next, ways to prepare, etc.

Register here for the call

If you cannot make these virtual meetings but want to be kept informed send an email to events@ceoconnection.com. 

Our country is at its best when faced with a common challenge. I have full faith that the government (both parties) and medical experts will put
their differences aside and once again, as Americans have always done in the face of adversity, rise to the occasion to find a solution that will
stop the spread of this disease.   In the meantime, we as the Mid-Market business community will join together to help each other manage the
challenges ahead.

You do great things on your own … we can do even greater things together!

Speak to you soon.

Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer | CEO Connection
Chairman | Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991 | F 646.292.5192
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com 

Unsubscribe from email communications
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338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791



From: T2 Tech Marketing <hello@t2techgroup.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 5:59 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Forbes: Shining Light In Dark Times 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

email-header-logo

How Great Companies, From Technology To Food Service, Are Sharing Expertise And

Resources To Help With The Present Crisis

Featured in a recent Forbes article, Tyme Global Technologies and T2 Tech Group re-employ, train and fully deploy more than 100 staff

members within 48 hours to begin conducting thousands of outbound calls to the New York State Department of Health’s database of

citizens seeking appointments for testing. Read the article here.

Join the team!

Are you or someone you know looking for remote work from the safety and comfort of your own home? Visit our website for more

information and to apply today!

T2 Tech Group, LLC 21250 Hawthorne Blvd. Ste. 250,   

Torrance, CA 90503 

 Unsubscribe  | Manage Subscriptions  | Privacy Policy 



EVENT REMINDER
E-Culinary Diplomacy

As part of our Culinary Diplomacy Series, San Diego Diplomacy Council is delighted to offer our first-ever virtual cooking class for

members. Please join Israeli Chef Gal Sandler for a delicious online cooking class where you will discover Israeli cuisine, one of the

healthiest in the world. Gal will lead you in preparing 4 easy to make, yet delicious and colorful traditional dishes. This taste of healthy

Mediterranean cuisine is a great way to widen cultural connections during this time of isolation and experience the diversity found in Israeli

culture represented through their food. 

Gal Sandler is a Naturopathic and healthy chef. Sandler specializes in natural health, nutrition, and emotional therapy. She is also the creator

of online health and weight loss workshops, using a method that combines easy and quick kitchen practice and knowledge to help people

bring health into their lives in a fun, accessible and long-term way. After registering you will receive a full ingredients list, as well as a

recommended store to order them!

UPCOMING EVENTS
Global Leaders Online Forum

The San Diego Diplomacy Council is pleased to announce our next event in the Global Leaders Online Forum series: “Armed Conflict and

Pandemic in Ukraine: Insight from an IVLP Alum”, to be held on Monday, April 27th from 10:00 – 11:00am Pacific Time . This live webinar

will feature International Visitor Leadership Program (IVLP) alum and Ukrainian journalist, Mr. Andrii Dikhtiarenko. Mr. Dikhtiarenko will

share his experience on how COVID-19 is affecting Ukraine, particularly in Kyiv and the armed conflict zone in Eastern Ukraine. He

will also share how his IVLP visit to the United States has impacted his life and work.

EVENT RECAP
COVID-19 in Africa: Select Stories from our IVLP Alumni

From: San Diego Diplomacy Council <operations@sandiegodiplomacy.org> 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 6:55 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Cook Together, Learn Together 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Register Now

More Information and Registration



San Diego Diplomacy Council was proud to kick off our Global Leaders Online Forum  series last week with “COVID-19 in Africa: Select

Stories from IVLP Alumni”. International Visitor Leadership Program (IVLP) alumni Dr. Dickens Howard Akena (Uganda) and Ms.

Françoise Mukuku (Democratic Republic of Congo) shared their insight on the impact of COVID-19 on their respective countries and

communities.

Dr. Akena, a psychiatrist, described the uncertainty and fear felt in Uganda regarding the pandemic, giving high marks to the central

government for quickly restricting the public’s movement to limit the spread of the disease. He also spoke of the great mental health

challenges the community faces in terms of psychological distress and restricted access to mental health facilities and services.

Ms. Mukuku, a women’s and LGBTQ+ rights activist, praised the decision of her government not to impose mandatory confinement,

emphasizing what that really means for the population where “some people do not have homes or they are not welcome in their families’

homes… what it means to stay inside, to stay home and to clean hands every day when they do not have running water – when they do not

have clean water.” She also noted a rise in sexual and gender-based violence, the lack of accountability of police or security forces, and a

shortage of food in Kinshasha, which is currently cut-off from other food-producing regions in DRC.

SHOP TO SUPPORT US

Do you shop on Amazon? The San Diego Diplomacy Council has partnered with Amazon to raise funds and promote our mission of keeping

diplomacy alive in the San Diego community. While we continue to face uncertainty with our suspended programs and lost revenue, showing

your support is more critical than ever and shopping with Amazon Smile is an easy way to do that.

1. Visit smile.amazon.com

2. Sign in using your Amazon login

3. Select San Diego Diplomacy Council when you’re checking out

We are most grateful for your commitment to the SDDC.

PARTNERSHIP PROGRAMS
Youth Virtual Exchange

World Learning extends application deadline for The Experiment Digital to May 20!  

The Experiment Digital is a fully funded eight-week summer virtual exchange program that brings together

youth from the U.S. and the MENA region to build friendships, mutual understanding, and global awareness.

Please share this call with students you know. Deadline to apply has been extended to Wednesday, May 20! 

To learn more: www.experiment.org/digital/ 

To apply: www.jotform.com/theexperimentdigital/apply

Learn More and Watch Their Conversation
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D A I L Y  U P D A T E

The Latest Data on Coronavirus

Fauci Is the Most Trusted Voice on Coronavirus 

Few governmental officials have ever experienced a star turn quite like Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of

Allergy and Infectious Diseases. And few Americans of any background command the type of bipartisan trust that Fauci currently

does, according to new polling. 

Seventy-one percent of registered voters say they would trust Fauci “a lot” or “some” on the question of when to end social

distancing policies. Seventy-one percent also trust the Center for Disease Control and Prevention, although that organization has

a slightly higher share of distrust than Fauci. Among Republicans, Trump is the most trusted voice, but Fauci is a close second.

Fauci and the CDC are statistically tied as the most trusted source for Democrats. The cable news giants — Fox News, MSNBC,

and CNN — garner relatively limited trust on this matter, even among their respective partisan followers. Read More.

 

Few Voters Think Governors are Overreacting to the Outbreak 

Just 11 percent of registered voters say their state’s governor is doing too much in response to the coronavirus outbreak, while

56 percent say they’re doing the right amount, and 23 percent say they aren’t doing enough. On the other hand, Congress and

the Trump administration are more likely to be viewed as underreacting, as nearly half of voters say each is not doing enough.

Read More.

 

From: Morning Consult <reply@em.morningconsult.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 7:19 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Coronavirus: Daily Update 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.



Other Things to Know

Without Sports, Gamblers Are Willing to Bet on Weather, NFL Draft and COVID-19

Amid the current shutdown of most major and professional college sports, 35 percent of U.S. adults who bet on sports at least

occasionally would be “very” or “somewhat” interested in betting on statistics related to the COVID-19 pandemic. Of the 13

potential alternatives to mainstream sports betting presented in a recent Morning Consult survey — some of which are currently

available through licensed sportsbooks in the United States — only the NFL Draft, which runs from April 23-25, generated more

enthusiasm than the pandemic among sports bettors. Read More.

Lingering Questions About CCPA Add Stress to Businesses During Pandemic 

In almost two months, the California attorney general’s office will start enforcing the state’s new privacy law that went into effect

Jan. 1. But for businesses that are adjusting their models for the economic downturn brought on by the coronavirus pandemic,

one critical issue still remains at the center of compliance: what exactly the regulator’s rules for enforcement will be. Read More.

2020 Could Reimagine Conventions, but Democratic Chairs See Value in Tradition  

With the Democratic Party forced to reassess whether to hold its national nominating convention in person this year, at least one

of the party’s prominent strategists expressed hopes that the changes to traditional campaigning accelerated by the COVID-19

pandemic would also bring the end of the national conventions. But while there is smoke in the air around the state of the

Democratic National Convention in Milwaukee this year, party leaders across the country have concerns about torching the in-

person event entirely. Read More. 
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From: Marriott Bonvoy <marriottbonvoy@email-marriott.com> on behalf of Marriott Bonvoy <marriottbonvoy@email-
marriott.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 7:33 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Your Marriott Bonvoy Account Update: Special Offers, Benefits & More 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

 

 



 

 

 

 



Level up your armchair travel: Go on a virtual world tour.

  

 

 
 







From: City of Chula Vista <business@chulavistaca.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 7:52 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: COVID-19 Business Recovery Survey 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

City of Chula Vista Economic Development Department
April 23, 2020

COVID-19 Business Recovery Survey

The City of Chula Vista and South County Economic Development Council are seeking the thoughts and input of business owners

during the COVID-19 pandemic. Understanding the economic impacts of COVID-19 across our business community is essential to

advocating for resources to best address needs and facilitate the economic recovery. To help us do so, please take a moment of

your day to complete this economic recovery survey.

Take the Survey Now

City of Chula Vista Economic Development

276 Fourth Avenue

Chula Vista, CA 91910

Unsubscribe rconigli@portofsandiego.org

Update Profile | About Constant Contact

Sent by business@chulavistaca.gov

in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!



COVID-19 Update 
April 23, 2020

Federal

Bright Out: The doctor in charge of the federal efforts to develop a coronavirus vaccine claims that he was dismissed from

his position because he pushed for vigorous testing of hydroxychloroquine, an antimalarial touted by the President as a

potential treatment for COVID-19. Dr. Rick Bright said that he lost his position as director of the Biomedical Advanced

Research and Development Authority and removed as a member of the preparedness and response team. When asked about

Dr. Bright’s claims that he was fired for challenging a treatment the President supported, Trump replied, “Maybe he was and

maybe he wasn’t; I don’t know who he is.”

 

House Votes: The House has voted to create a powerful new committee that will be responsible for oversight of the federal

response to the coronavirus pandemic the same day it prepares to juice relief funding by an additional $480 billion. The

funding measure, which has already passed the Senate, will replenish small business relief funds while giving hospitals and

testing a boost as well. The committee created today will authorize its members to conduct, “a full and complete

investigation” into the federal government’s response efforts and to provide a report to Congress upon its completion.

California

The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

39,009 tested positive

1,512 deaths (115 yesterday)

3,343 hospitalizations

1,204 in ICU

 

Governor’s Press Conference: Governor Gavin Newsom is now holding daily updates at noon via his Twitter and

Facebook feeds. Below are today’s press conference highlights:

Deadliest Day: 115 people died in the last 24 hours. "We're not out of the woods yet," Newsom said again.  

 

Some Good News:

1) Hospitalization down 0.4%

2) ICU population down by 1.2%

3) Persons Under Investigation (PUI) for both hospitalization and ICU dropped also "Some stabilization in that

curve," but not anything to feel victorious about yet, said Newsom. 

 

I say that lovingly: In response to a reporter’s question about some local & state officials clamoring for a

reopening, Newsom said, “Most have made public their desires and requests. I haven’t even received them but I read

about them. And I say that lovingly because I recognize the spirit of the moment…. There’s a deep desire to know

when. It’s not a date, it’s an indicator. Eventually there will be a regional approach to loosening our stay at home

From: Platinum Advisors <platinum@platinumadvisors.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2020 9:16 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: COVID-19 Update: April 23, 2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



orders but not yet.” 

 

Newsom on Student Loans: Governor Newsom announced a collaborative effort with Illinois Governor J.B.

Pritzker to get 21 loan servicers to issue a three-month student loan debt forbearance period. An estimated 1.1

million Californians would qualify. For the next 90 days there will be no late fees, no fines, and there will be support

for new payment plans for the future. 

 

Debt Relief: Additionally, he has signed an executive order that will limit debt collections from federal COVID-19

payments, except those involving child support and victim’s compensation. The Governor also said debt collectors

can't take your stimulus check. 

 

22k Strong: More than 22,000 people signed up  for California's new volunteering site on its first day up. 

 

Unemployment: 3.3 million people have filed unemployment claims since March 12. Close to $4 billion in

unemployment insurance has been distributed since mid-March, to 3.9 million people (The other 0.6 million were

already in line for UI). 

 

On Behalf of the Heroes, I Hope & Expect He’ll Take Back His Comments: In response to Senate Majority

Leader Mitch McConnell’s comments today that rather than states hit hard by COVID receiving a federal bailout, they

should instead consider bankruptcy:  “On behalf of the tens of thousands of men and women in uniform, our

firefighters, police, sheriffs, the nurses, so many of our frontline folks who are taking care of our children, let me just

say his comments were offensive. States are laboratories of democracy. Cities are laboratories of innovation. If you

care about democracy and innovation, you care about states, you care about cities. I hope and expect he’ll take back

his comments.”

 

AGs ask for More Homeowner Protection: Today, California Attorney General Xavier Becerra, as part of a coalition

of 35 attorneys general, sent letters to U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Secretary Ben Carson

and Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) Director Mark Calabria requesting further action to protect homeowners

during the COVID-19 public health emergency. In the letters, the coalition argues that more expansive action is necessary to

mitigate the long-term economic effects of the pandemic for families across the country.

 

In the letters, the attorneys general urge Secretary Carson and Director Calabria to take the following actions:

Revise the forbearance programs so that forborne payments are made as additional monthly payments at the end of

the loan's term, rather than requiring immediate repayment of the missed payments as a lump-sum at the end of the

forbearance period;

Expand eligibility for loss mitigation programs for borrowers emerging from forbearance;

Clarify that the federal moratorium on foreclosures and evictions applies to all aspects of the foreclosure and eviction

processes.

Bay Area



Katie Couric Interviews Mayor Breed about SF's COVID-19 Response: San Francisco Mayor London Breed

spoke with Katie Couric during TIME100 Talks: Finding Hope and discussed how Breed was alerted to the coronavirus at a

time when it had not yet affected much of the rest of the country and how she acted to protect the city.

24 People Test Positive at SF Supportive Housing Facility: A total of 22 residents and two staff members have

tested positive for COVID-19 at Casa Quezada, a supportive housing facility in the Mission that serves formerly homeless

people with special needs.  The first resident tested positive on April 13, and after that, officials tested all 71 residents and

staff.

COVID's First: The first recorded victim of the coronavirus in the United States was a 57-year-old woman in Santa Clara

County who died at home on Feb. 6, and though her death was considered suspicious at the time, severe testing shortages

across the country delayed her diagnosis more than two months, public health officials said Wednesday.

 

Masks in Milpitas: While several Bay Area counties are now enforcing the use of face coverings in public during the

coronavirus outbreak, that does not include Santa Clara or Solano counties at this time. Today, the City of Milpitas

announced officials have unanimously passed an ordinance requiring the use of face coverings at essential businesses in the

city. To clarify, face coverings will be required in Milpitas, but remain strongly urged in the rest of the county. The

ordinance goes into effect at 8 a.m. on Friday, April 24.

 

Printer PPE: San Mateo County library staff is using the system’s 3-D printers to make protective equipment for

healthcare workers while branches are closed due to COVID-19. About a dozen library staffers are using the system’s 17 3-D

printers to produce face shields and ear savers that will be given to the county to distribute to medical facilities.

PA Clients Stepping Up

Take Care Tahoe encourages responsible recreation through a collaborative of more than 30 organizations. Platinum

clients, the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency and the Tahoe Fund play leadership roles in this initiative where the team has

been putting their creative talents to work in response to the COVID crisis and the risks now associated with gathering in the

outdoors.

 

The difficulty of getting outside while staying away from others has caused closure of public sites in many areas.  As much as

public information can ensure responsible behavior, we need to be doing something to keep people safe outdoors. Take Care

Tahoe has developed a series of COVID-19 responsible recreation messages to educate people who plan to escape to the

outdoors (with the acrobatics of not promoting outdoor recreation).  
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Hospitality Trends

April, 24 2020

Read Online

OAG Releases Data on

Coronavirus and the Impact

on Airline Schedules

Globally, the number of scheduled flights

is now down by 64% compared to the

same week last year. Read More

COVID-19 Impact On Travel

48% of Americans Canceled

Summer Travel Due to

Coronavirus Concerns

Nearly half of those with an upcoming trip

lost money on nonrefundable

costs. Read more

COVID-19 Travel Restrictions

96% Of Global Destinations

Impose Travel Restrictions,

UNWTO Reports

The scale of disruption caused by

COVID-19 to global tourism is shown in a

comprehensive new report on travel

restrictions from the World Tourism

Organization (UNWTO). The landmark

report, published at a time of

unprecedented disruption for the sector,

shows that almost all global destinations

have imposed restrictions on travel since

January 2020, including complete bans

on all travel as they work to contain the

pandemic. Read more

From: Hospitality Trends <support@nevistas.com> 
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Hotel Construction Pipeline U.S.

US Hotel Construction Hit

All-time High in March

The U.S. hotel industry’s previous

construction peak occurred in December

2007 with 211,694 hotel rooms in

construction. That level was slightly

surpassed in February 2020 at 211,859

rooms in the final phase of the

development pipeline. Read more

COVID-19 Impact On Hotels

How Will the Societal and

Economic Impacts of

COVID-19 Influence the

Performance of U.S.

Hotels? - By Robert

Mandelbaum

Operating Performance At Low

Occupancy Levels Read more

Market Report UAE

Travel & Tourism Reaches

11% of UAE Economy

Travel & Tourism contributed 11.1% of

the economy of the United Arab Emirates

(UAE) in 2018, according to the World

Travel & Tourism Council’s (WTTC)

annual review of the economic impact

and social importance of the sector

released today. Read more



Market Report Germany

HVS Report - Is the German

Hotel Market Poised to Be

One of the Fastest in

Europe to Recover from

COVID-19? - By Arlett S

Hoff

COVID-19 has held the world hostage.

Life and work as we know it came to a

standstill in the first quarter of 2020. The

hospitality industry is amongst the

hardest hit. This article looks beyond the

current status quo as to the reasons why

we consider that the German hotel

market is in pole position in the race for

recovery in Europe. Read more

Hotel Industry Performance Middle East

And Africa

Hotels in the Middle East

And Africa Report Steep

Performance Declines for

March 2020

Hotels in the Middle East reported

occupancy fell 51.5% to 35.6% in March

as ADR dipped 19.3% to $114.88 and

RevPAR dropped 60.8% to $40.86.

Africa's hotels saw occupancy similarly

decrease 51.6% to 31.1%, ADR decline

6.4% to $102.09 and RevPAR decrease

54.7% to $31.72. Read more



Impact Of COVID-19

HVS Report - Impact of

COVID-19 on Los Angeles &

Southern California Hotel

Markets - By Luigi Major

A record-breaking decade of growth in

the hospitality space in Southern

California has now been brought to a halt

by COVID-19. This article explores the

impact of the pandemic on Los Angeles

and other major Southern California hotel

markets. Read more

Market Report U.S.

Led by Low-income Group

and Retirees, U.S.

Consumer Confidence Falls

Sharply in April

Given the need for April data as it relates

to corona virus, highlights of an internal

memo on U.S. consumer confidence are

released today, which visualize that e-

forecasting.com™ barometer for the

world's largest market consisting of $15

trillion purchases per year, falls in April

for a second month in a row. Read more

COVID-19 Recovery Strategy

COVID-19 Hotel Recovery

Strategy: Top 10 Ways to

Prepare Your Hotel for the

Rebound in Travel Demand

- By Margaret

Mastrogiacomo, EVP

Strategy

As Coronavirus (COVID-19) continues to

impact travel globally, it is important to

observe industry forecasts and trends

that will ultimately shape your recovery

strategy as hotels begin to plan for the

initial rebound in travel demand. Read

more



Use Downtime To Up Your Game

Hotel Sales Teams: Use

Downtime To Up Your

Game At Using Screen

Share, Video Email,

Webcam Sales - By Doug

Kennedy

Based on the conversations I’m having

this week with our KTN clients, it seems

that hotel sales teams are finding that

there’s a lull in activity right now. The

flood of calls and emails regarding

cancellations and postponements has

abated, and most hotels are lucky to have

even a trickle of RFP’s coming in from

traditional channels. For most markets,

being too aggressive with traditional cold-

call prospecting right now might be

perceived as being insensitive. As a

result, salespeople might be finding

themselves with far more downtime than

they’ve had in years. Read more

COVID-19 Impact On Travel

MMGY Global COVID-19

Travel Insight Report - April

20th

Focus on the Factors That Will Drive a

Travel Rebound Read more
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World Ports Conference

23 - 25 June 2021 | Antwerp, Belgium

 

IAPH World Ports Conference
2021 dates announced

We would like to announce that the IAPH World Ports Conference 2021

will take place in Antwerp, Belgium on Wednesday 23 June - Friday 25

June.

 
"We’re excited to confirm that the IAPH World Ports Conference will be

taking place in Antwerp in 2021,” said Patrick Verhoeven, IAPH

Managing Director. The goal of the three-day event – for which the Port

of Antwerp is the host sponsor – is to imagine and deliver a future where

ports lead on the key topics of energy transition, data collaboration,

reputation management, and business innovation.

 
“The coronavirus pandemic has only delayed our visit to Antwerp,”

Verhoeven said. “We look forward to bringing together leading ports,

their customers and stakeholders, as well as regulators, in a world-class

interactive event."

 

SIGN UP FOR

UPDATES

 

 

 

Coronavirus web series announced  

A new ongoing series of webinars will launch next month, exploring the

impact of the coronavirus on ports and supply chains.

 
This free webinar series begins on the interconnected topics of adapting

business models, followed by improving ship-shore relations, and driving

data sharing.

 
The summer series of webinars will see expert panelists including Kitack

Lim, (IMO Secretary General), Gene Seroka (Executive Director Port of

Los Angeles) and Noura Al Dhaheri (CEO MAQTA Gateway / Abu Dhabi

Ports) consider the unprecedented impact of the pandemic across ports

and their stakeholders. Attendees will be invited to pose their own

questions about how global trade can stay resilient in the face of a global

crisis unlike anything seen in recent decades.

 



 
Wednesday 1 July 

Is COVID-19 a catalyst to
overcoming obstacles to
true data sharing between
port stakeholders?

 

 

 
View session summary
and confirmed speakers.

 

REGISTER

Host Sponsor Presented by

Logo Logo  

 

View and register for the summer series:

 
Wednesday 13 May 

Business as unusual -
adapting port business
models to survive and thrive
in the post COVID-19 era.

 

 
View session summary
and confirmed speakers.

 

REGISTER

 
Wednesday 10 June 

Improving ship-shore
relations in the post COVID-
19 era. Ports and shipping
working together on
decarbonisation, trade
facilitation and automation.

 
View session summary
and confirmed speakers.

 

REGISTER
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Hotel News Resource

April, 24 2020

Read Online

U.S. Hotel Industry Reports

RevPAR Drop of -79.4% to

US$17.43 for Week Ending

April 18th - 2020

During the week of 12-18 April, U.S. hotel

occupancy dropped 64.4% to 23.4%,

ADR fell 42.% to $74.53 and RevPAR

plummeted 79.4% to $17.43. Read More

COVID19 Middle East Update

HVS - COVID-19 The Hefty

Guest - By Hala Matar

Choufany, Irmak Sen

While we were applauding the ongoing

efforts of GCC governments in

developing further their tourism

infrastructure, an unexpected hefty guest

checks-in that will undoubtedly leave

behind significant losses and a drastic

change to the travel and tourism

landscape. We will continue to engage

with you to provide a framework for

guiding future decision making, analyse

the new dynamics, identify the key

challenges that lie ahead, and endeavor

to forecast future performance. Read

more

Market Report Canada

Canadian Hotel Industry

Reports Occupancy Drop of

-77.7% to 12.8%

During the week of 12-18 April, Canadian

hotel occupancy fell 77.7% to 12.8%,

ADR decreased 31.8% to 101.23

Canadian dollars ($72.19) and RevPAR

dropped 84.8% to CA$13.00

($9.27). Read more

From: Hotel News Resource <support@nevistas.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 4:39 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Daily Hotel Industry News 2020-04-24 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



Market Report UAE

Travel & Tourism Reaches

11% of UAE Economy

Travel & Tourism contributed 11.1% of

the economy of the United Arab Emirates

(UAE) in 2018, according to the World

Travel & Tourism Council’s (WTTC)

annual review of the economic impact

and social importance of the sector

released today. Read more

Hotel Industry Performance Europe

Europe's Hotel Industry

Reports Unprecedented

Performance Lows for

March 2020

Europe hotel occupancy fell 61.6% to

26.3% in March, ADR dipped 8.1% to

€96.13 ($104.17) and RevPAR

decreased 64.7% to €25.27

($27.37). Read more

Hotel Industry Performance Middle East

And Africa

Hotels in the Middle East

And Africa Report Steep

Performance Declines for

March 2020

Hotels in the Middle East reported

occupancy fell 51.5% to 35.6% in March

as ADR dipped 19.3% to $114.88 and

RevPAR dropped 60.8% to $40.86.

Africa's hotels saw occupancy similarly

decrease 51.6% to 31.1%, ADR decline

6.4% to $102.09 and RevPAR decrease

54.7% to $31.72. Read more



Market Report Germany

HVS Report - Is the German

Hotel Market Poised to Be

One of the Fastest in

Europe to Recover from

COVID-19? - By Arlett S

Hoff

COVID-19 has held the world hostage.

Life and work as we know it came to a

standstill in the first quarter of 2020. The

hospitality industry is amongst the

hardest hit. This article looks beyond the

current status quo as to the reasons why

we consider that the German hotel

market is in pole position in the race for

recovery in Europe. Read more

COVID-19 Impact On Travel

48% of Americans Canceled

Summer Travel Due to

Coronavirus Concerns

Nearly half of those with an upcoming trip

lost money on nonrefundable

costs. Read more

Summit Hotel Properties COVID-19

Update

Summit Hotel Properties

Takes Additional Steps to

Mitigate Effects of COVID-

19

Summit Hotel Properties, Inc. (NYSE:

INN) today announced that it has taken

additional steps to enhance its overall

liquidity position in light of the operating

and financial effects on the Company due

to the COVID-19 (Coronavirus)

pandemic. Read more



Coronavirus Refunds

All Big UK Airlines and

Travel Firms Denying

Refunds - The Guardian

Up to £7bn owed for trips cancelled

because of coronavirus - but operators

fear bankruptcy if they pay out Read

more

In Brief...

COVID-19 Crisis Management 
COVID-19: Management During a
Crisis
COVID-19 Recovery 
Only the G20 Can Drive Forward a
Coordinated Recovery Response to
the COVID-19 Crisis
Las Vegas Sands Results 
Las Vegas Sands Reports First
Quarter 2020 Results
Accor Results 
Accor Reports First-quarter 2020
Revenue of €768 Million Down 15.8%
Like-for-like
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View this email in your browser

Third COVID-19 world ports survey report : the impact of blank sailings starts

kicking in

WPSP IAPH

While average weekly number of container vessels calling remains down with further cancellations, some

lines have replaced these by regional feeders with good frequency. Updated WPSP-IAPH COVID19

guidance document for ports also released.

Antwerp, 24 April 2020

In the third of a series of weekly Port Economic Impact Barometer Reports by the WPSP-IAPH COVID19 Taskforce, the

gradual impact of blank sailings by the world’s major container shipping alliances is beginning to be felt by ports.

The situation for container vessel calls shows a clear deterioration compared to the previous two weeks. Only 41% of the

respondents report a rather stable situation (vs.52% and 54% in weeks 15 and 16 respectively). An elevated 42% of the

ports experience moderate declines (minus 5% to 25%) in container vessel calls. Already 1 out of every 10 ports face

significant decreases (in excess of a 25% drop), compared to less than 3% last week.

“We have begun to see a reduction in vessel calls with blank sailings on the main East-West trades” comments report co-

author Professor Theo Notteboom. “Nonetheless an interesting development we have observed from the responses is

that some ocean carriers have replaced these cancellations by regional feeders with good frequency. As a result, the

reduced number of long-haul calls has been counterbalanced. There are also some cases in which a slight increase in

containerised vessels has been reported with public demand for specific goods on the rise during the lock-down period”

he added.

The Task Force has also reported some of the larger container lines requesting quays to be used for cargo storage for

those containers where shippers or forwarders have opted for suspension of transit (SOT), predominantly inbound cargo

from Asia to Europe and the Americas. Reports of transhipment hubs as well as main line ports having capacity available

has alleviated some destination ports in terms of congestion.

WPSP IAPH

Storage capacity levels on the quayside and in warehousing facilities stabilise in some ports

For some ports, yard congestion is the result of laden imports of non-essential goods including new cars, which remain

in port longer than usual. When rules exist to only handle essential goods, the utilization of storage capacity within the

ports has become critical. Therefore respective governments have now allowed the weekly release and acceptance of

import / export of non-essential goods on average of 3 days a week; a move that has brought down storage utilization at

some container yards by 60%.

“While on one hand container and general cargo storage area utilisation has increased, the lockdown of major industries

has led to serious underutilization of terminals and storage areas and warehousing for several other cargoes” comments

co-author Professor Thanos Pallis. “These include black and white breakbulk cargoes, steel, heavy lift cargo and

machinery. Liquid bulk is still suffering from a non-favourable downward trend in market demand. Nonetheless in some

cases, storage tanks for liquid bulk are already full or rented, so no more tank storage is available.”

WPSP-IAPH COVID19 Dashboard debut in Port Economic Impact Barometer Report
WPSP IAPH

In order to provide a visual guide to the data accumulated so far from the world’s ports and to track the impact of

From: WPSP <mail@sustainableworldports.org> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 7:10 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Third COVID-19 world ports survey : impact of blank sailings starts kicking in 
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COVID19, this third report also includes a dashboard summarising the main findings of the surveys so far. IAPH

Managing Director Patrick Verhoeven explained : “In the coming weeks, we expect many ports will feel the full impact of

the collapse of economic activity in many parts of the world. To help ports adapt to the new normal will not be easy.

Having data on precisely what is going on is invaluable, which is why we call out to our members and all other ports to

give us their input, even if the status from the previous week is the same.”

New version of WPSP-IAPH COVID19 Task Force guidance document for ports released
WPSP IAPH

Tessa Major, WPSP-IAPH COVID19 Task Force Chair

Earlier this week, the WPSP-COVID19 Task Force released an updated version of their guidance document for ports, an

initiative led by Tessa Major, the Brazilian Port of Açu’s Director of International Business and Innovation. The Task

Force providing additional input into the latest version includes multidisciplinary port experts from the ports of Antwerp,

Busan, Felixstowe, Guangzhou, London, Los Angeles, Mombasa and Rotterdam as well as digital trade logistics advisors

Maritime Street.

Tessa Major commented : “This second edition of the guidance on ports’ response to the corona virus pandemic is

structured along a three-layered approach, to present a methodology and a range of good practices for potential use

regarding 1) immediate measures addressing port operations, governance and communication, 2) measures to protect

the business and financial returns, and 3) measures to support customers and supply chain stakeholders. The document

is continuously evolving and we anticipate an updated version next week based on input from the Task Force during our

weekly conference call.”

News release contact details :

World Ports Sustainability Program - Victor Shieh, Communications Partner : victor.shieh@sustainableworldports.org

Tel : +32 473 980 855

Technical enquiries:

World Ports Sustainability Program - Dr. Antonis Michail, Technical Director :

antonis.michail@sustainableworldports.org

You can provide input on your port's response to COVID-19 in the survey and contact our Task Force experts by email

on covid19@sustainableworldports.org

About IAPH (iaphworldports.org)

Founded in 1955, the International Association of Ports and Harbors (IAPH) is a non-profit-making global alliance of 170

ports and 140 port-related organisations covering 90 countries. Its member ports handle more than 60 percent of global

maritime trade and around 80 percent of world container traffic. IAPH has consultative NGO status with several United

Nations agencies. In 2018, IAPH established the World Ports Sustainability Program (WPSP). Guided by the 17 UN

Sustainable Development Goals, it aims to unite sustainability efforts of ports worldwide, encouraging international

cooperation between all partners involved in the maritime supply chain. WPSP (sustainableworldports.org) covers five

main areas of collaboration: energy transition, resilient infrastructure, safety and security, community outreach and

governance.

Main image: Jerome Monta | Source: Unsplash



The World Ports Sustainability Program is an initiative of the International Association of Ports and Harbors (IAPH) that aims to

demonstrate global leadership of ports in contributing to the Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations.  The program

empowers port authorities worldwide to collaborate with logistics, industrial and societal stakeholders in creating sustainable added value

for the communities and wider regions in which their ports are embedded. For more information, please contact:

mail@sustainableworldports.org
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The Ultimate HR Generalists Guide For COVID-19 | HRCI & SHRM Certified

From: Peter Mayer <schedule@papermastinc.org> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 7:47 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: The Ultimate HR Generalists Guide For COVID-19 | HRCI & SHRM Certified 

WARNING: The sender of this email could not be validated and may not match the person in the "From" field!

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

The Ultimate HR Generalists Guide For COVID-19 - HRCI & SHRM Certified

May 15, 2020 - Friday | Starts: 01:00 PM EST | Duration: 90 Mins.

Register Now!

Overview

Everyone is worried about COVID-19. We’re all worried about the disease and when we’re done worrying about

the virus we worry about its effect on the economy. COVID-19 is going to affect all of us. The takeaway is

employers know they will be both dealing with serious infec ous respiratory illnesses in some capacity and at the

same me dealing with COVID-19’s brutal effects on their business, customers and employees. So today is the day

to make a plan.

HRCI & SHRM Approved Provider

This Program Has Been Approved For 1.5 HR General Recertification Credit Hours Towards PHR, SPHR ,GPHR , SHRM-CP & SHRM-SCP Recertification
Credit Hours Through HRCI & SHRM, Respectively

Why Should You Attend?

COVID-19 is a new disease. It’s hard for employers to know what to do or what they are expected to do as the

situa on changes daily. State law may affect an employer’s obliga ons. S ll, employees expect employers to do

what they can to keep them safe and be able to answer “what if.”

COVID-19 affects not just your safety protocols but every aspect of your business from IT to wage and hour

situa ons. There are also many other ques ons to be considered, such as what are an employer’s compliance

obligations, and how leave, benefit and sick policies apply and if they should be temporarily changed and how.

This webinar will cover that which HR needs to if not already addressed then needs to address immediately.

Areas Covered Learning Objectives Who Will Benefit?

Unable To Attend The Live Session?
Sign-Up for the Recorded Session Access Or avail an USB Drive

Register Now!

HRCI & SHRM Recertification Credits Apply | Unlimited Viewing Access



Meet Your Instructor

Teri Morning, MBA, MS, SPHR, SPHR-CA, is the president of her own HR consul ng firm ahas over 15 years’ of

human resource and training experience; In addi on to an MBA, she has a master's degree in human resource

development with a specialization in conflict management.

If you have any questions,  please contact us via: 
+1 844 242 0030 (Toll-Free) / +1 332 255 3004 / E-Mail

We hope you enjoyed this email.
If you'd rather not receive future emails from PaperMast Inc. and/or it's affiliates/subsidiaries, unsubscribe here

This message was produced and distributed by PaperMast Inc. - 420 Lexington Avenue, Suite 300, New York City, NY - 10170, USA

© 2020 PaperMast Inc. All rights reserved.



GLOBAL: Container shipping

capacity slumps by 11% in April;

future sailing cancellations loom

New data from maritime intelligence

company eeSea shows that in the first six

months of 2020 a total of 1,675 sailings have

been cancelled as a result of the impact of

the coronavirus outbreak.

READ MORE...

From: Bunkerspot <updates@bunkerspot.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 8:40 AM EDT 
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Bunkerspot

NOON REPORT
 

 
Seahawk Services

 

EUROPE: LR to class new LNG-

fuelled ships for Federal German

Government

Lloyd’s Register has been appointed as the

classification society for two new LNG-fuelled

ships that Abeking & Rasmussen is building

for the German Federal Waterways and

Shipping Administration.

READ MORE...

 

EUROPE: Southern European

ports reflect narrowing high-low

sulphur fuel price differential

Bunker prices in five key ports in Southern

Europe are, by and large, mirroring the price

trends seen at Rotterdam, but with some

ports showing an even narrower price

differential between high sulphur fuel oil and

very low sulphur fuel oil than at the Northern

European bunker hub.

READ MORE...



 

AMERICAS: Epcilon LNG applies

for export permit from US DOE

Texas-based Epcilon LNG has applied for a

long-term natural gas export permit from the

US Department of Energy.

READ MORE...

 

EUROPE: Klaipedos Nafta invites

applications for LNG terminal

capacity

The Lithuanian company has announced

details of the capacity allocation procedures

for the next gas year at the Klaipeda LNG

terminal, and has invited expressions of

interest from potential users.

READ MORE...

 

GLOBAL: SeaQuest to oversee

construction of Finnlines’ hybrid

Ro-Ros

SeaQuest Marine Project Management will

be supervising the construction of Finnlines’

three hybrid Ro-Ro vessels at China

Merchants Group’s Nanjing Jinling Shipyard.

READ MORE...

 



Get noticed with Bunkerspot

In today’s competitive maritime environment,

advertising via Bunkerspot will enable you to

deliver your company message directly to

your target market in a highly cost-effective

and dynamic way.

For subscription and advertising options,

contact: 

Steve Simpson 

Advertising Sales Manager

Tel: +44 1295 814455 x 203

Email: steve@petrospot.com  

To find out more or to subscribe  

Read More...

Bunkerspot Magazine

View Media Kit here

Keep in touch with breaking news on the

marine fuels sector, by signing up

to Bunkerspot's RSS news feed. Find out

more here

News

Magazine

Bunker Price Index

 
books

Save 25% when you purchase any

Petrospot book pack

Petrospot publishes some of the most

influential text books on marine fuels,

shipping and marine surveying and is the go-

to source for comprehensive yet easy to

read books, appealing to both newcomers

and experts alike.

All books are available to buy individually or

purchase a Technical Pack, Basic Bunker

Pack, Advanced Bunker Pack or Marine

Surveying Pack and SAVE 25%.

BROWSE ALL PETROSPOT BOOKS

 

 



Bunkerspot is published by Petrospot Limited.

For more information on Petrospot Limited visit

www.petrospot.com or call +44 1295 814455.

© Petrospot Limited 2020 (Company No. 4768142).
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From: UPIQ <trainings@email.upiq.com> 

Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 9:19 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Guidance for Businesses and Employers to Plan and Respond to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

 
To view this email as a web page, Click Here.



60 Mins Live Webinar 

Guidance for Businesses and Employers to Plan and Respond to Coronavirus

Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

Overview of the webinar:

All employers and business should attend this webinar to learn how to Plan and Respond to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19). A plan for

your workplace or business can help protect you, your employees, and the health of the local community Read More.

What you'll learn?

Introduction to the Problem

About COVID-19

How a COVID-19 Outbreak Could Affect Workplaces

Steps All Employers Can Take to Reduce Workers’ Risk of Exposure to SARS-CoV-2

Classifying Worker Exposure to SARS-CoV-2

Jobs Classified at Lower Exposure Risk (Caution): What to Do to Protect Workers

Jobs Classified at Medium Exposure Risk: What to Do to Protect Workers Read More.

Who will benefit:

HR Manager

Business Owners

Office Manager

CEO

CFO

Communications Read More.

 

 

Thursday,

May 7, 2020

10:00 AM

PDT 

01:00 PM

EDT

Harold Levy,

is a national

and

international

speaker,

trainer,

consultant

and

recognized

expert on civil

rights

compliance

issues,

human

resources,

leadership

and

management.

Read More.

Related Topic:

The Corona Virus and Telecommuting! How are Employers Handling the New Normal for a Remote Workforce 

Tuesday, May 12, 2020 || 10:00 AM PDT | 01:00 PM EDT

Copyrights 2020 UPIQ.com, Proforte Inc. d/b/a UPIQ.com.

This message was sent by : Proforte INC.

2345 Yale Street, 1st Floor, Palo Alto, CA-94306. US 
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From: Kenneth Beck <Kenneth.Beck@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 9:23 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Invite: What happens next: CoronaVirus CEO Action Calls 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa, 

It is time to discuss what happens when the economy re starts. 

Additional calls have been added. Sign up for our small-group interactive video discussions for you to connect, share insights, and to strategize with other Mid-Market
CEOs regarding the Coronavirus and the restart of the economy :

Monday, April 27 at 5:30 p.m. ET

All calls have had wait-lists so sign up now : Register here for the call 

We will take the first eight registrants for each meeting and then go to a wait-list.

As a reminder, here is the call agenda:

Confidential, Small Group, Video Meetings. CEOC will convene a series of small, interactive, 60-minute video conference calls for our
Premium members. This format will enable close, confidential conversation and meaningful dialogue. We will consider scaling this
program to additional CEO members as well.
Focused Agenda. The agenda for each meeting will be focused on each CEO sharing what he/she is seeing and doing in four areas:

Individual Observations – Both in the U.S. and internationally (if applicable);
Financial/Business Impact – Impact to operations, supply chain and financials;
People strategy – Communication/morale/remote work strategies; and,
Forecast/Planning - Insights about what might happen next, ways to prepare, etc.

Register here for the call

If you cannot make these virtual meetings but want to be kept informed send an email to events@ceoconnection.com. 

Our country is at its best when faced with a common challenge. I have full faith that the government (both parties) and medical experts will put
their differences aside and once again, as Americans have always done in the face of adversity, rise to the occasion to find a solution that will
stop the spread of this disease.   In the meantime, we as the Mid-Market business community will join together to help each other manage the
challenges ahead.

You do great things on your own … we can do even greater things together!

Speak to you soon.

Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer | CEO Connection
Chairman | Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991 | F 646.292.5192
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com 

Unsubscribe from email communications

CEO Connection

338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791



From: Amy from CharityHowTo <info@charityhowto.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 9:40 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Free webinar: How to Start a Coronavirus Relief Fund for Nonprofit Employees: A Step By Step Guide 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

image

Dear Randa,

Join us on this free webinar and we'll share with you strategies and tactics that

will help you plan, launch, and execute a Nonprofit Employee Relief campaign

so you can thrive - not just survive - in the current climate.

Learn More -

Register

Julia Campbell is a digital marketing strategist and nonprofit technology

evangelist, providing workshops, webinars, and consulting services to nonprofit

professionals in organizations of all sizes. She was recently named by Forbes as

one of the seven nonprofit thought leaders to follow on Twitter during the

coronavirus crisis.

Julia Campbell

Want fewer emails? Change your email frequency preferences here.

If you no longer wish to get invited to free and premium webinars you can unsubscribe here.

CharityHowTo 273 Hale St Beverly, Massachusetts 01915 United States (617) 439-4511
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From: Bisnow San Diego <newsletter@news.bisnow.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 10:05 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Top 10 Most Popular Commercial Real Estate Stories This Week (San Diego) 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Workers Won't Return To The Same Office Space They Left

Offices Are About To Cause Productivity To Explode

Top Execs Resign At Real Estate Firm Embroiled In FBI Investigation

‘There’s A Wave Coming’: CRE Debt Players Think May Will Be Worse Than April

How Building Owners In Boston Can Ensure COVID-19 Is Out Of Their Offices

'Everyone Is Tense': Office Owners Demand Proof Of Hardship As Tenants Seek Relief

Morgan Stanley CEO Says Company Will Edge Away From Real Estate

Office Workers Will Return With Radically Different Expectations And Worries

Pandemic Likely To Create More Permanent Renters

Bisnow + SelectLeaders: One-Stop-Shop For CRE Hiring

The Most Vulnerable County In The Country To Hospitality's Sudden Collapse

A Quarter Of PPP Funding Went To Real Estate, Retail And Construction

 

BISNOW

You are receiving this email because you are either a member of the Bisnow community, have attended a Bisnow event, because you have a legitimate interest in

real estate news and events because of your profession, or because of your business associations, memberships or partnerships.

This email was sent to: rconiglio@portofsandiego.org

123 William St, Suite 1505, New York NY 10038



From: Alison Stapleton <alison.stapleton@joindailypay.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 10:08 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Re: helping your employees 

WARNING: The sender of this email could not be validated and may not match the person in the "From" field!

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Randa,

I hope all is well on your side. I know things are incredibly busy right now as we navigate through these uncertainties but I'd
love to at least touch base and see if there is anything we can do for your employees at this time.

If it makes sense to talk, just let me know. If not, could you let me know who the appropriate person is on your team?

Cheers,
Alison

Alison Stapleton

Strategic Accounts Analyst

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

55 Broad St, New York, NY 10004

O:

+1-646-513-4771

alison.stapleton@dailypay.com

www.dailypay.com

If you don't want to hear from me again, please let me know.
On April 17, 2020 07:26, Alison Stapleton <alison.stapleton@joindailypay.com> wrote:

Hi Randa,

Have you received my previous note?

Covid-19 has presented many challenges to the workforce, and for Port of San Diego, I'm sure providing them with as



much support as possible is top of mind.

Please see attached, a useful one pager on how to equip your HR and Payroll teams to assist your employees through
on-demand pay during this challenging time.

Would love to connect to see if there is anything at all we can do to help.

Best,

Alison

Alison Stapleton

Strategic Accounts Analyst

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

55 Broad St, New York, NY 10004

O:

+1-646-513-4771

alison.stapleton@dailypay.com

www.dailypay.com

If you don't want to hear from me again, please let me know.
On April 10, 2020 07:29, Alison Stapleton <alison.stapleton@joindailypay.com> wrote:

Hi Randa,

Let me know when you have a moment to connect. I would love to see if we can help out.

Best,
Alison.



Alison Stapleton

Strategic Accounts Analyst

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

55 Broad St, New York, NY 10004

O:

+1-646-513-4771

alison.stapleton@dailypay.com

www.dailypay.com

If you don't want to hear from me again, please let me know.
On April 03, 2020 07:39, Alison Stapleton <alison.stapleton@joindailypay.com> wrote:

Hi Randa,

Hope you're staying safe...I wanted to follow up on my previous note.

Many of our partners that are currently exploring On-Demand Pay and working with DailyPay are reaching out to
accelerate launch dates due to concerns of their employees in terms of paying for child care, potential medical bills,
financial flexibility to prepare for extended stays at home and generally just needing more access to their earned
income during these difficult times.

Support for Port of San Diego's employees is always important, but perhaps now more than ever. Here is a link to an
article about what DailyPay is doing to support our nations workforce.

Would love to connect to see if there is anything at all we can do to help.

Best,

Alison



Alison Stapleton

Strategic Accounts Analyst

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

55 Broad St, New York, NY 10004

O:

+1-646-513-4771

alison.stapleton@dailypay.com

www.dailypay.com

If you don't want to hear from me again, please let me know.
On March 30, 2020 05:36, Alison Stapleton <alison.stapleton@joindailypay.com> wrote:

Hi Randa,

Quick note- I wanted to reach out in light of recent uncertainties in the nation. At DailyPay we've been inundated
with request from logistics organizations across the U.S to assist their employees with financial hardships that they
may incur during these challenging times.

DailyPay has partnered with U.S Express, RLS Logistics and others in the industry, as the have seen the value in
offering their employees access to their earned income. Since these are unprecedented times, DailyPay has
waived our next day transfer fee, making it $0 for your employees to access their money when they need it.

I would love to give you more details about this benefit, would you have 15 minutes open in the coming weeks to
learn more? Either way, would love your feedback. 

Best.



Alison Stapleton

Strategic Accounts Analyst

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

55 Broad St, New York, NY 10004

O:

+1-646-513-4771

alison.stapleton@dailypay.com

www.dailypay.com

If you don't want to hear from me again, please let me know.



From: Elizabeth Mondragon <liz@nationalcitychamber.org> 

Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 11:00 AM EDT  

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: COVID-19 Payment Upgrades 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hello Randa

We understand how much businesses and organizations have been impacted by COVID-19. That is why we moved quickly to implement a new payment
portal that suits your needs. As a nonprofit organization, we value your engagement and count on the support of Port of San Diego as an active member.
We want to ensure that it is easy for you to do business with us so that we may continue to provide valuable benefits and services to our members. 

Setup automatic payments!  Never forget another membership payment! Save on stamps, checks, and late fees.  Please follow these simple steps to
get started.

If you are paying on an open invoice:  
1. *Login to the Member Information Center at http://nationalcity.chambermaster.com/login?dest=paybills
2. Select the invoice you want to pay > continue > checkout
3. Enter payment information and select "Turn on Autopay" > checkout
4. Check the box to accept the terms and set up automatic payments > submit > continue

If you do not have an open invoice:  
1. *Login to the Member Information Center at http://nationalcity.chambermaster.com/login?dest=paymentprofile
2. Add your credit card or bank account as a new Payment Profile.
3. Check the box to "Notify National City Chamber of Commerce that you are interested in setting up automatic payments...".
4. Save your Payment Profile.
5. Print, tear-off, complete and return the form below:

That's it.  We will let you know when the setup is complete and provide confirmation of the automatic payment details.

For questions or concerns, please contact us at liz@nationalcitychamber.org.

Thank you!
National City Chamber of Commerce

Login: 
*Forgot your password? Go to http://nationalcity.chambermaster.com/login/forgotpwd to reset your password.

Or create your login account for the first time at this registration page:
https://nationalcity.chambermaster.com/CreateAccount

YOU MAY ALSO....  

------------------ COPY / PASTE AND RETURN STATEMENT BELOW VIA EMAIL -------------------- 
Return to:  liz@nationalcitychamber.org 

Automatic Payment Authorization for National City Chamber of Commerce  

" I, an authorized representative of Port of San Diego, authorize National City Chamber of Commerce to charge my bank account / credit/debit card
(circle one)   starting in  _(month)_______and on the first day of each month for 1/12th (monthly) / 1/4 (quarterly) / entirety (annually) (circle one)
of the annual total amount of $6,500.00 for membership dues.  The account to be charged has been entered into the Member Information Center and is
identifiable by the last 4 digits _____. 

This payment authorization is valid and to remain in effect unless I, an authorized representative of Port of San Diego, notify National City Chamber of
Commerce of its cancelation by sending written notice.

Your authorized signature: _______________________________________
Phone number:  _______________________________________________
Email:  ______________________________________________________
Date:________________________________________________________ "
 

This email was sent on behalf of National City Chamber of Commerce by GrowthZone, 4837 County Road 77, Nisswa, MN 56468.To unsubscribe click here. If you have questions or
comments concerning this email or GrowthZone services in general, please contact us by email at support@growthzone.com.
 



View this email in your browser

April 24, 2020

New Stimulus Bill Provides Additional Funding for

Paycheck Protection Program and EIDL SBA Loan

Programs
 

A new stimulus bill, the Paycheck Protection Program and Health Care Enhancement Act (the “Act”), was signed into law

today, April 24, 2020. The Act provides approximately $484 billion in relief for small businesses, hospitals, and expanded

COVID-19 testing. This is the fourth coronavirus relief bill to be passed, bringing the total federal funds allocated to the

COVID-19 relief to approximately $2.8 trillion.

Passage of the Act provides much needed additional funding for the Paycheck Protection Program (“PPP”). The Act also

provides for additional funding for economic injury disaster loans (“EIDL”), emergency grants provided under that EIDL

program, and appropriates funds for relief to hospitals and for coronavirus testing.

Copyright © 2020 AALRR, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you have indicated that you would like to receive email communications from AALRR.

Our mailing address is: 
AALRR

12800 Center Court Drive, Suite 300
Cerritos, CA 90703

Add us to your address book 

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.

From: Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo <aalrr_programs@aalrr.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 1:38 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: ALERT | New Stimulus Bill Provides Additional Funding forPaycheck Protection Program and EIDL SBA LoanPrograms

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

CLICK HERE TO READ
MORE
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From: ULI San Diego/Tijuana <dccustomerservice@uli.org> 

Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 2:15 PM EDT  

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: In Conversation: Bill Fulton on the future of cities  

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Having trouble viewing this message, click here

Bill Fulton in Conversation

COVID-19 & the Future of Cities
5.6.20
 

4:30 - 6:00PM

 

 

 

Virtual
Event

Hosted
on

Zoom
RSVP

Bill Fulton in Conversation

COVID-19 and the Future of Cities

Once we get through this, our world and our cities will never be the same.

How will the evolution of cities be affected by the COVID-19 pandemic? Will our built

environment and public leaders change their approach to density?

Former City of San Diego Planning Director, Mayor of Ventura and leading urban thinker Bill

Fulton has already started investigating these questions in his recent piece "How the COVID-19

pandemic will change our cities." Life as we know it is changing, and dramatic shifts are coming

to our urban spaces.

Join ULI San Diego-Tijuana as we host an insightful conversation on these topics and more.

RSVP today.



ULI San Diego-Tijuana 

4960 N. Harbor Drive, Suite 200

San Diego, CA 92147

sandiego-tijuana.uli.org

Manage My

Account:

members.uli.org

Unsubscribe: 

Click here to

unsubscribe

Follow us

 

 

 

 

 

 

The mission of the Urban Land Institute is to provide leadership in the responsible use of land

and in creating and sustaining thriving communities worldwide.



Employee Assistance Program. An In-depth Guide

Maybe you have heard of it and maybe you haven’t, either way, there are many benefits to implementing such a program. The biggest

reason: to help your employees. So let’s get down to what it is, how it works and what it may cost. 

Read article

COVID-19 Outbreak: Why HRTech Is A Smart Investment

Even before the contagious coronavirus spread, the pandemic forced the workforce to shift to work from home. Especially in a crisis like

this, we may be missing out on opportunities to increase the efficiency and accuracy of the HR function. 

Read article

EVENT TYPE

Webinar

DATE

Wednesday, April 29

TIME

12:00 PM CST

SAVE YOUR SEAT

From: Culture Drive <marketing@getworkify.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 3:11 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Employee Engagement During COVID-19 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Workify

FEATURES

  

INSIGHTS
Taking Action During Covid-19: So Now What?

We are reaching an inflection point with COVID-19. As we prepare for the next phase, many organizations are accepting the fact that the

“new normal” will have longer lasting effects on how we do business. Leaders, managers and employees alike are beginning to wonder,

“so now what?”.

Most companies have collected invaluable feedback from their employees during this shift to remote working. Now, we are all wondering

what is coming next and how things will evolve from here. Taking action on employee feedback can be difficult especially now with all of

the risks and uncertainty.

In this webinar, three forward-thinking leaders come together to discuss how companies are working through the difficulties of moving

forward and making work better during these truly unprecedented times.

Gallup Employees Engagement Surveys vs. Modern Employee Feedback

When you’ve got a company with thousands of employees, you know the importance of employee engagement feedback.



READ ARTICLE

Though the systems created decades ago by Gallup and IBM Kenexa were solid options at the time, the reality is that employee

engagement models have drastically changed more quickly than such megaliths could adjust for. Which opened the door to a market of

modern solutions.

  

RESOURCES
Dice: 4 Ways to Lead and Recruit Employees During COVID-19

Cirrus Insight: How to Manage a Suddenly Remote Sales Team

  

EVENTS
Dare Capital: We're preparing a Friday webinar series together with Dare Capital on "how to" on a distributed workforce and best

practices. More information to follow soon.

Workify, 10415 Morado Circle, Building 3, Suite 300, Austin, TX 78759

© 2020 Copyright   
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The COVID-19 Response And Its Impact On Commercial Lease Payment Obligations
 

Following the State of Emergency that was declared in California on March 4, 2020, myriad protective measures have

been issued by both state and local governments in response to residential and commercial tenants struggling to pay

rent due to the COVID-19 pandemic, to different and varying degrees.  This has led to some confusion, particularly for

commercial tenants, as some protections may be applicable only to residential tenants — leaving some commercial

tenants unsure of what standards or laws apply to their lease agreements.

Copyright © 2020 AALRR, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you have indicated that you would like to receive email communications from AALRR.

Our mailing address is: 
AALRR

12800 Center Court Drive, Suite 300
Cerritos, CA 90703

Add us to your address book 

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.

From: Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo <aalrr_programs@aalrr.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 4:02 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: ALERT | The COVID-19 Response And Its Impact On Commercial Lease Payment Obligations 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

CLICK HERE TO READ
MORE
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From: Barb Newton <bnewton@caltravel.org> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 4:17 PM EDT 
To: Barb Newton <bnewton@caltravel.org> 
CC: Emellia Zamani <ezamani@caltravel.org>; Tami Miller <tami@politicalsolutions.us>; Tricia Alvernaz
<talvernaz@caltravel.org>; John Lambeth <jlambeth@civitasadvisors.com>; mkerns@santamonica.com
<mkerns@santamonica.com> 
Subject: CDBG/EDA Grant Information and an ask from Misti Kerns 

WARNING: The sender of this email could not be validated and may not match the person in the "From" field!

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Hi DMO leaders,

In case you didn't see this email from U.S. Travel released today, below is info on the CDBG/EDA Grants. They are being
directed mostly to support public health activity on the local level, but good information is included below if you are
interested in trying to get them.

Also, at the COVID-19 task force call on Tuesday, Misti Kerns, CEO of Santa Monica Travel & Tourism, said smaller cities
with large tourism revenues want DMOs to join their voice to try to get funds released to them. Misti said she agrees that if
these cities can’t function properly with basic services and business support, destination marketers will not have solid
product and experiences to offer. 

She asked any of you at cities with 500k or fewer residents with a large tourism revenue stream to please contact her at
mkerns@santamonica.com, 310.430.5039.

Thank you,

Barb
 

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Tori Emerson Barnes, U.S. Travel Association <feedback@ustravel.org> 
Date: Fri, Apr 24, 2020 at 12:44 PM
Subject: CDBG/EDA Grant Information
To: <bnewton@caltravel.org>

PUBLIC AFFAIRS UPDATE

Dear Barb,

We have recently received important updates on the process for accessing Community

Development Block Grants (CDBG) and Economic Development Administration (EDA)

Disaster Grants. Please see below for a summary of each as well as resources to help you

obtain available funding.

Overview

The first round of CDBG funding has been released (list of grantees can be

found here). We encourage you to reach out ASAP to a state or local grantee in your

region, as grantees determine how funds will be spent.

Links to template letters to 1) request a subgrant from a grantee can be found here

and 2) for the grantee to request a waiver from the Secretary of Housing and Urban

Development (HUD) for tourism promotion here.



You can find region-specific stats on the economic impact of travel to use in the

template letters here.

Find a full summary of eligible CDBG uses here. We expect to receive more

detailed guidance in the coming days.

Summary: Community Development Block Grants – Coronavirus (CDBG-CV)

The CARES Act provides $5 billion to be allocated to and among states and localities in three

tranches:

1. $2 billion to states and localities has been distributed (list of grantees here).

Reach out to a grantee ASAP to seek subgrants: If your organization

wishes to seek a subgrant from a CDBG grantee, we recommend that you

reach out to a state or local grantee in your area ASAP. Grantees have the

ability to determine how funds will be spent within the eligibility guidelines.

A template letter requesting funding from a grantee can be found

here.

A template letter from a grantee to HUD seeking a waiver for

tourism promotion can be found here.

Region-specific stats that can be used in the letters can be found

here.

NOTE: Waivers for tourism promotion must be requested by the

grantee. DMOs cannot receive CDBG grants directly from HUD or

seek a waiver on their own.

Funding will be VERY competitive, spent quickly and likely focus on

public health activities: The CARES Act lifted the 15% cap on how much

states and local governments can spend on public services (e.g. public health,

child care, elderly services, etc.). HUD is also allowing CDBG funds to be used

for reimbursing costs already spent on eligible activities. This means the

competition for dollars will be significant.

Summary guidance for how states and local CDBG funds can be spent

can be found here. HUD will issue more detailed and final guidance very

soon. Since tourism promotion requires a waiver, it is not listed in the summary

of eligible uses of CDBG funds.

2. $1 billion to states and insular areas (to be made available within 3 weeks).

It is unclear how HUD will distribute funding among the states at this time. The

formula is likely to consider COVID-19 infections and healthcare needs, but

could also include some elements of economic disruption.

Guidance on how these CDBG funds can be spent is still forthcoming.

3. $2 billion to states and locals by formula (no estimated timeline for when these

funds will be distributed).

It is unclear how HUD will distribute funding among the states at this time. The

formula is likely to consider COVID-19 infections and healthcare needs, but

could also include some elements of economic disruption.

Guidance on how these CDBG funds can be spent is still forthcoming.

Summary: Economic Development Administration Disaster Grants

The CARES Act provided $1.5 billion total for EDA's Economic Adjustment Assistance

program.

1. A notice of funding opportunity (NOFO) is likely to be released within the next

week.

Once the NOFO is released, eligible grantees must submit grant applications

to an EDA regional office, which then decides which grant applications to fund.

There are six regional offices nationwide.

EDA is in the process of finalizing its NOFO (grant process) and the final

process should be available soon.

2. Focus of these grants will be on long-term economic development.

EDA's program is focused on long-term economic development based on a

locality's or region's economic development plan.

It is important to reach out to your regional economic development authority

ASAP if you want to be a recipient of these grants.

3. Nonprofits are eligible, but MUST partner with a state or local government.

Eligible EDA grantees include state and local governments and nonprofits.

However, a nonprofit cannot apply without the support of the local or state

government. This is a locally driven process and we encourage you to reach



U.S. Travel

out to a local economic development authority in your region to begin these

conversations ASAP.

DMO Relief Now and What's Next

On Tuesday, April 28, at 12:00 p.m. ET, we will hold a second DMO-focused webinar to

cover relief options that are available specifically for your organizations as of now, including

the CDBG and EDA grants. Alejandro Contreras, director of preparedness, communication

and coordination at the Small Business Administration (SBA), will be speaking about how to

navigate the funding that is available through the SBA.

REGISTER HERE

Please feel free to submit questions in advance here.

We hope this guidance is helpful to you as you consider the best relief options for your

organization. We will continue to fight tirelessly for more relief in the coming weeks.

Best,

Tori Barnes

Tori Emerson Barnes

Executive Vice President, Public Affairs and Policy

U.S. Travel Association
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From: Payroll Link, Inc. <info@payrolllink.com> 

Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 4:23 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Download: PPP Loan Forgiveness 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know
the content is safe.

Payroll Link

[FACT SHEET] PPP Loan Forgiveness
PPP loan questions have quickly evolved from “How do I get a PPP loan?” to “How do I

get my PPP loan forgiven?”. Whether you are striving to get your loan either fully or

partially forgiven, download our PPP Loan Forgiveness Fact Sheet for everything you

need to know.

Download

Join us for a webinar panel where you can talk directly with our panel of

COVID-19 experts, asking questions that apply to you and your business. Our

panelists are experts across HR, Payroll and Retirement Savings backgrounds, and

will provide insights based on their individual expertise.

 

Date: April 30, 2020

Time: 11:00am - 12:00pm PST

Register

More Resources for You and Your Workforce

We know that employers are navigating uncharted territory and settling into new

working conditions. Here are some resources to help you during these challenging

times.

More Money— The Paycheck Protection Program and Health Care

Enhancement Act

Thursday, April 23, Congress passed The Paycheck Protection Program and Health

Care Enhancement Act, replenishing funds for small business loans that many

missed out on. Check out everything the bill includes.

 

Read more>>

cash-dollars-hands-money-271168

Paycheck Protection Program: 5 Things You Need to Know

   

   

   



With the shelter-in-place orders in full effect, many businesses have not been able

to make payroll or retain employees. The Paycheck Protection Program is the

government's attempt to address this problem and provide financial relief. Check out

the 5 things you need to know.

 

Read more>>

How to Have Your PPP Loan Forgiven

The surest way to get your PPP loan forgiven is to pay your people first (it is the

Paycheck Protection Program after all). When you make your employees the top

priority and follow the guidelines, your loan will be forgiven. 

 

Read more>>

Loans, Grants, and Tax Credits: Coronavirus Relief for Small

Businesses

Recent legislation introduced a variety of financial relief tools for small businesses,

including loans, grants, and tax credits. To help you navigate the choices available,

we broke down the newest relief efforts most relevant to small businesses.

 

Read more>>

Payroll Link, Inc., 10251 Trademark St, Bldg. B, Rancho Cucamonga, California 91730-5889, United

States, 833.382.6624

Unsubscribe Manage preferences



 

View this email in your browser.

Dear Colleague,

 

In a recent email exchange with one of our Executive Board members, I noted “there is light at the end of the tunnel; I can see it.” As you labor

sometimes up to 20 hours per day, seven days a week leading your staff and communities through the recovery and re-opening process, it

may not seem that way. While we know we will never return to “business as usual” we are doing what city, county, and town managers do best

marshaling the strategies, resources, and actions to help your communities emerge stronger from this crisis.

 

At ICMA we are battling the crisis on several fronts.

 

First, we are fighting for resources for you at the federal level. I sent a letter on Saturday to congressional leaders specifically asking for the

following based on the feedback I have received from many of you:

Reimburse all local governments for both their lost revenue and increased COVID-19 spending. While local governments larger than

500,000 are eligible to receive direct aid to reimburse them for allowable COVID-19 expenses, there is no provision that compensates

any local government for what will be dramatic revenue losses. An immediate aid package of $250 billion is needed to keep thousands of

city and county government workers to provide essential services until the recovery begins in earnest.

To make those dollars go even farther, don’t make local governments pay for COVID-related FEMA grants. Requiring local governments

to contribute a cost share to receive disaster emergency funding is not realistic when already-scarce resources are committed to saving

lives.

Give local governments the same tax credits that were provided to the private sector to offset the expense of the emergency paid leave

required in the Families First Coronavirus Response Act.

In addition, I take part in weekly White House Calls and continue to meet weekly with our partner state and local organizations as part of the

Big 7, to ensure that your voices are heard at the federal level.

 

Second, we are working to keep ahead of your needs by continuing to develop resources that will help you achieve your goals right now, for

example securing federal funding that is currently available, sustaining your local economies, and keeping your community safe from cyber-

attacks.

 

Third, we are looking ahead to what types of networking and professional development experiences will serve you best moving forward. On

Monday we launched an App version of our ICMA Connect member community. Since our launch, we have had more than 2,300 members

log in and begin sharing their questions and their ideas as they move through these uncharted waters.

 

Finally, we know that you need additional support right now. The jobs of chief administrative officer and local government staff in any

community may be among the loneliest in normal times, but in this time of mandated physical distancing, it’s an order of magnitude greater.

Our membership team stands ready to support you—our recent webinar and other content focused on taking care of yourself is one way and

we remain dedicated to providing ethics and other career advice during these challenging times.

 

I know I’ve said this before, but we are continually inspired by you—your commitment to serve and your generous spirit of giving back to this

profession by sharing your experiences and best practices. We thank you for your service. We use your example of perseverance to power

our own resolve to take lessons learned during the current crisis to make ICMA a stronger, better organization as well. As always feel free to

share your thoughts with me directly or by sending your suggestions to COVID19@icma.org.

 

Wishing you well.

Marc Ott

ICMA Executive Director

From: Marc Ott, ICMA Executive Director <executivedirector@icma.org> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 4:28 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: An Update from the Executive Director 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.
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From: T2 Tech Marketing <hello@t2techgroup.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 5:49 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: How T2 Tech and Tyme Global hired 100+ employees in 48 hours 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

email-header-logo

Saving American lives and the economy one phone call at a time.

Tyme Global Technologies and T2 Tech Group are poised and ready to help industries, state and local governments, hotels and hospitals

across the country with remote turnkey services, secure technology infrastructure, and access to experienced and available remote

employees.

T2 Tech and Tyme Global

Join the team!

Are you or someone you know looking for remote work from the safety and comfort of your own home? Visit our website for more

information and to apply today!

T2 Tech Group, LLC 21250 Hawthorne Blvd. Ste. 250,   

Torrance, CA 90503 

 Unsubscribe  | Manage Subscriptions  | Privacy Policy 



D A I L Y  U P D A T E

The Latest Data on Coronavirus

Americans Are Tuning Into Trump’s Coronavirus Briefings and Are Most Likely to View Them
as ‘Frustrating’ and ‘Misleading’ 

Fifty-five percent of U.S. adults say they watch President Donald Trump’s briefings on the coronavirus live at least sometimes,

and 64 percent say they watch news coverage of them. While the reception to these press conferences varies greatly by partisan

affiliation, negative views outweigh positive ones among the general public. Asked to rate how well 11 words describe the press

conferences, “frustrating” and “misleading” rank the highest, while “comforting” and “productive” are the lowest.

Republicans tend to view the press conferences favorably; however, there are signs of vexation within the president’s base.

Nearly a third (31 percent) of GOP adults describe Trump’s appearances as “counterproductive” and 28 percent describe them

as “frustrating,” figures that represent higher-than-usual levels of presidential criticism from the right. Read More.

 

Approval Ratings of World Leaders Remain Elevated as Outbreak Continues 

According to new Morning Consult Political Intelligence data, approval for many world leaders remains elevated, continuing a

trend that started in mid-March when the World Health Organization (WHO) declared the coronavirus to be a global

pandemic. Read More.

 

S E E  T H E

F U L L  T R A C K E R

From: Morning Consult <reply@em.morningconsult.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 7:19 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Coronavirus: Daily Update 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.
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COVID-19 Update 
April 24, 2020

Federal

Numbers: The coronavirus’ U.S. death toll surpassed 50,000 today, merely 10 days after the country recorded its

25,000th death. Experts have warned that the actual effect of the virus is likely much more severe, as inadequate testing

capacity and inconsistencies in reporting methods and processes has led some to speculate the actual toll of the disease is

much higher. As of today, more than 2.7 million people have been sickened by the virus, according to the Johns Hopkins

University tracker.  

 

Reinstatement: In what would mark an abrupt turnaround, Navy officials reportedly recommended today that Captain

Brett Crozier, former commander of the coronavirus-stricken USS Theodore Roosevelt, be reinstated to his command. The

recommendation must first be approved by Defense Secretary Mark Esper. Captain Crozier was fired by then Acting

Secretary of the Navy Thomas Modly for his handling of the outbreak. Modly himself resigned after giving a profanity-laced

tirade about Crozier’s actions to the Roosevelt’s crew.

 

Signed: President Trump today signed a $484 billion booster shot to federal coronavirus relief efforts. $310 billion will

fund the Paycheck Protection Program – a small business relief fund, $75 billion will provide additional funding for

hospitals, $60 billion is set aside to shore up disaster loans, and $25 billion is appropriated for additional testing. The

legislation passed after nearly a week of negotiations over where additional funding is needed. Democrats had been pushing

for a wider program. 

 

California

From: Platinum Advisors <platinum@platinumadvisors.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 8:20 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: COVID-19 Update: April 24, 2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

39,684 tested positive

1,534 deaths (115 yesterday)

 

Helping Seniors in Isolation: Governor Gavin Newsom today announced a series of initiatives to support vulnerable

older Californians who are isolating at home during California's stay at home order.

 

California is launching a meal delivery program, a partnership to make wellness check-in calls, and the expansion of

Friendship Line California to help combat social isolation. These actions will support approximately 1.2 million

Californians over the age of 65 who live alone.

  

Home Meals for Seniors: The Restaurants Deliver: Home Meals for Seniors program will enlist community restaurants

to prepare meals that will be delivered to older Californians who are isolating at home during California's stay at home

order. The program will also support local restaurant workers and owners who have lost business during the pandemic. The

program will be administered by local authorities and will serve older Californians who are ineligible for other nutrition

programs.

 

Social Bridging Project: The Social Bridging Project will mobilize more than 1,000 callers to proactively reach out to

older Californians who are isolating at home. The project will combat social isolation through direct, one-on-one

communication with older Californians, many living alone and isolated. Listos California is partnering with the California

Department of Aging, United Airlines, Community Emergency Response Teams (CERT), and Sacramento State University

to make calls to older Californians. Callers will check on the individual's well-being, connect them to resources, and connect

with them on a personal level. 

 

Bay Area



SF Shelter-in-Place Order Likely to Be Extended: San Francisco’s shelter-in-place order, which is scheduled to

expire on May 3rd, is likely to be extended, according to Mayor London Breed.   Breed said the order will likely be extended

for “another few weeks or even a month.” The Mayor said the City would announce more details next week:

 

“I know it's hard, which is why it's important that as we are talking and convening in our economic recovery task force, we

are developing ways to make recommendations to the Department of Public Health things we could potentially make

available to the general public.”

 

Shelter-in-Place Violations: San Francisco Police Chief Bill Scott said the city has issued 17 citations, including eight

businesses and nine people, for shelter-in-place violations. “I’d like to thank the people of San Francisco for complying,

by and large, when officers interact with them,” he said.

 

Voting by Mail: San Mateo County residents who vote by mail will soon be able to make sure their ballots get to where

they need to go on time. California Secretary of State Alex Padilla announced today that San Mateo County adopted the

“Where’s My Ballot?” vote-by-mail tracking tool. Voters can sign up for the tool here. Voters who sign up can receive

automatic notifications on the status of their mail-in ballots by email, text, or voice call.

 

A Hero’s Pay: Some Bay Area health care workers on the front line dealing with COVID-19 patients just received

notice that they are about to receive a major cut in pay. This week, Stanford Health Care sent an email to its employees

informing them, which reads in part: “Due to the economic impact of COVID-19, rather than implementing layoffs, SHC is

implementing the temporary workforce adjustment (TWA) program. This program is a 10-week program that’s created as

part of our cost saving measures and initiatives.”
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Subject: Carnival Cruises Knew They Had a Virus Problem, but Kept the Party Going 
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From: Kenneth Beck <Kenneth.Beck@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2020 9:26 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Private: CoronaVirus CEO Action Calls 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa, 

It is time to discuss what happens when the economy re starts. 

Additional calls have been added. Sign up for our small-group interactive video discussions for you to connect, share insights, and to
strategize with other Mid-Market CEOs regarding the Coronavirus and the restart of the economy :

Monday, April 27 at 5:30 p.m. ET

All calls have had wait-lists so sign up now : Register here for the call 

We will take the first eight registrants for each meeting and then go to a wait-list.

As a reminder, here is the call agenda:

Confidential, Small Group, Video Meetings. CEOC will convene a series of small, interactive, 60-minute video conference calls for our
Premium members. This format will enable close, confidential conversation and meaningful dialogue. We will consider scaling this
program to additional CEO members as well.
Focused Agenda. The agenda for each meeting will be focused on each CEO sharing what he/she is seeing and doing in four areas:

Individual Observations – Both in the U.S. and internationally (if applicable);
Financial/Business Impact – Impact to operations, supply chain and financials;
People strategy – Communication/morale/remote work strategies; and,
Forecast/Planning - Insights about what might happen next, ways to prepare, etc.

Register here for the call

If you cannot make these virtual meetings but want to be kept informed send an email to events@ceoconnection.com. 

Our country is at its best when faced with a common challenge. I have full faith that the government (both parties) and medical experts will put
their differences aside and once again, as Americans have always done in the face of adversity, rise to the occasion to find a solution that will
stop the spread of this disease.   In the meantime, we as the Mid-Market business community will join together to help each other manage the
challenges ahead.

You do great things on your own … we can do even greater things together!

Speak to you soon.

Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer | CEO Connection
Chairman | Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991 | F 646.292.5192
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com 

Unsubscribe from email communications

CEO Connection

338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791



From: Kenneth Beck <news@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2020 3:13 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Mid-Market Companies need help too 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa

Below is the new text for our petition for Mid-Market representation courtesy of CEO Connection member Wade Miquelon, CEO of JOANN,
and his Vice President, Tax, Government Affairs and Internal Audit, Ed Weinstein.  A big thank you to them both!

Mid-Market Petition text:

Mid-Market companies must be represented on the “Opening the Country Councils” being formed throughout the United
States.  They need a seat at the table. 
 
Mid-Market companies create over $10 trillion in gross receipts and 30 million jobs in the United States alone.
 
We appreciate that many of the tax provisions of the CARES Act, including the 5-year net operating loss carryback, the upfront deduction
of qualified improvement property, the enhanced deductibility of interest expense, the employee retention credit and the deferral of
payment of the employer share of FICA taxes, will help Mid-Market companies improve their liquidity positions, as intended by the
Administration and Congress.
 
Having said that, we are disappointed that other aspects of the CARES Act focus on large companies and small businesses while not
adequately addressing the needs of the Mid-Market.  Specifically, the lending programs found in the CARES Act in large part target
qualifying small businesses and large, investment grade companies.  We hope that the loans included in future COVID legislation will
apply to Mid-Market companies which are not necessarily investment grade. As indicated above, Mid-Market companies are significant
job creators and engines of the U.S. economy. Their enhanced liquidity is crucial in that it will enable these companies to continue to fund
payroll demands so that the current unemployment problem will not grow.
 
We recognize that the Administration and federal legislators have been reaching out to Mid-Market companies in order to discuss how
they can provide additional help in response to liquidity challenges arising during these difficult times.  As a result, we remain optimistic
that there will be more relief provided by the Administration and Congress which addresses the liquidity needs of mid-size companies.
 
Currently, federal, state and local governments are creating task forces to help plan the relaunch of the economy.  We, the undersigned,
call on the federal, state, and local governments to have Mid-Market companies represented on the planning councils.  These companies
must be included in the process relaunching the economy so that their specific concerns, including liquidity, are addressed in the
mandates issued by all levels of government assisting with the transition from the pandemic back to normalcy.

************

We are facing a once-in-a-generation event that impacts everyone. This is the time for people, companies, and organizations to come together
for the greater good.
Please take a moment to help ensure that Mid-Market companies have a seat at the table by doing the following:

Sign the Mid-Market “Seat At The Table” Petition, by clicking here.
Have all of your employees, friends, and family sign the petition too.
Forward this email to your elected officials (local, state, and federal).

Finally, if you would like to join the CEOC Mid-Market Taskforce click here. 

You do great things on your own, but we can do even better things together!

Be healthy and safe.
  
 
Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer  |  CEO Connection
Chairman  |  Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991  |  F 646.292.5129
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com 
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From: Kenneth Beck <news@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Sunday, April 26, 2020 3:12 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Stimulus package for the Mid-Market 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa

Below is the new text for our petition for Mid-Market representation courtesy of CEO Connection member Wade Miquelon, CEO of JOANN,
and his Vice President, Tax, Government Affairs and Internal Audit, Ed Weinstein.  A big thank you to them both!

Mid-Market Petition text:

Mid-Market companies must be represented on the “Opening the Country Councils” being formed throughout the United
States.  They need a seat at the table. 
 
Mid-Market companies create over $10 trillion in gross receipts and 30 million jobs in the United States alone.
 
We appreciate that many of the tax provisions of the CARES Act, including the 5-year net operating loss carryback, the upfront deduction
of qualified improvement property, the enhanced deductibility of interest expense, the employee retention credit and the deferral of
payment of the employer share of FICA taxes, will help Mid-Market companies improve their liquidity positions, as intended by the
Administration and Congress.
 
Having said that, we are disappointed that other aspects of the CARES Act focus on large companies and small businesses while not
adequately addressing the needs of the Mid-Market.  Specifically, the lending programs found in the CARES Act in large part target
qualifying small businesses and large, investment grade companies.  We hope that the loans included in future COVID legislation will
apply to Mid-Market companies which are not necessarily investment grade. As indicated above, Mid-Market companies are significant
job creators and engines of the U.S. economy. Their enhanced liquidity is crucial in that it will enable these companies to continue to fund
payroll demands so that the current unemployment problem will not grow.
 
We recognize that the Administration and federal legislators have been reaching out to Mid-Market companies in order to discuss how
they can provide additional help in response to liquidity challenges arising during these difficult times.  As a result, we remain optimistic
that there will be more relief provided by the Administration and Congress which addresses the liquidity needs of mid-size companies.
 
Currently, federal, state and local governments are creating task forces to help plan the relaunch of the economy.  We, the undersigned,
call on the federal, state, and local governments to have Mid-Market companies represented on the planning councils.  These companies
must be included in the process relaunching the economy so that their specific concerns, including liquidity, are addressed in the
mandates issued by all levels of government assisting with the transition from the pandemic back to normalcy.

************

We are facing a once-in-a-generation event that impacts everyone. This is the time for people, companies, and organizations to come together
for the greater good.
Please take a moment to help ensure that Mid-Market companies have a seat at the table by doing the following:

Sign the Mid-Market “Seat At The Table” Petition, by clicking here.
Have all of your employees, friends, and family sign the petition too.
Forward this email to your elected officials (local, state, and federal).

Finally, if you would like to join the CEOC Mid-Market Taskforce click here. 

You do great things on your own, but we can do even better things together!

Be healthy and safe.
  
 
Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer  |  CEO Connection
Chairman  |  Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991  |  F 646.292.5129
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com 
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From: Morning Consult <reply@em.morningconsult.com> 
Sent: Sunday, April 26, 2020 4:34 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Morning Consult Brands: Week in Review & What's Ahead 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

By Alyssa Meyers



Week in Review

Uproar over Paycheck Protection Program loans

After several large companies, including chain restaurants and hotels, came under criticism

for receiving government loans as part of the Paycheck Protection Program for small

businesses, Shake Shack Inc. will return the $10 million small-business loan it received

from the federal government, said Chief Executive Randy Garutti and Chairman Danny

Meyer in an open letter posted to LinkedIn.

Ruth's Hospitality Group Inc., which owns the chain Ruth's Chris Steak House, also said it

would give back the $20 million loan it received as part of the program when it learned of

funding limitations.

Earnings

Interpublic Group of Cos. reported first-quarter organic revenue growth of 0.3 percent from

the year-earlier period but a net revenue decline of 1.6 percent to $1.97 billion. During the

earnings call, Chief Executive Michael Roth warned that the holding company would have a

"very difficult second quarter," which could lead to "staffing reductions" at agencies that

focus on clients in retail, hospitality and events.

Snap Inc., the parent company of Snapchat, said its advertising revenue totaled $462

million in the first quarter, a 44 percent year-over-year increase, while Snapchat's ad

impressions nearly doubled from the year-earlier period, according to Chief Financial

Officer Derek Andersen.

Netflix Inc. said it broke subscription records in the first quarter, with more than 15.7

million people signing up for the streaming service amid the coronavirus crisis.

Executive appointments 

Walmart Inc. named William White, a former senior vice president at Target Corp., as its

chief marketing officer after an eight-month search, said Executive Vice President and Chief

Customer Officer Janey Whiteside in an email to the company's U.S. employees. 

Roger Solé, the former Sprint Corp. chief marketing officer, will be WeWork's next chief

marketing officer, Chief Executive Sandeep Mathrani in a statement. Solé, who spent five

years in his most recent role at Sprint and announced his departure last weekend on social

media, succeeds former Publicis Groupe SA CEO Maurice Lévy, who left WeWork after a

three-month stint as interim chief marketing officer.



What's Ahead

Companies reporting earnings this week include Keurig Dr Pepper Inc. and Knoll Inc. on

Monday; Alphabet Inc., Southwest Airlines Co., Ford Motor Co., Starbucks Corp. and

Entercom Communications Corp. on Tuesday; Blue Apron Holdings Inc., Yum! Brands Inc.,

Boeing Co., Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd., Gannett Media Corp. and CVS Health Corp. and

Facebook Inc. on Wednesday; American Airlines Group Inc., Amazon.com Inc., Apple Inc.,

Dunkin' Brands Group Inc. and Molson Coors Beverage Co. on Thursday; and Newell

Brands Inc. and Ruth's Hospitality Group on Friday.

Business Insider will on Monday conduct an interview with Edelman Chief Executive

Richard Edelman on "purpose, trust, and the next normal for global companies" as part of a

digital live event series.

EMarketer will host a webinar on how brands can leverage technology to drive consumer

engagement on Tuesday, and one on marketing strategies for direct-to-consumer brands on

Thursday.

Events Calendar (All Times Local)

04/27/2020

Purpose, Trust and the Next Normal for Global Companies, featuring
Edelman Chief Executive Richard Edelman

2:00 pm

04/28/2020

The Rise of the Built-For-Purpose Marketing Stack 2:00 pm

View full calendar



Watch On-Demand: Brand Management in the COVID-19
Era

Morning Consult and the American Advertising Federation came together to discuss new data

examining how brands can navigate this tumultuous and troubling time by driving situation-

sensitive, yet purpose-led growth.

A copy of the webinar presentation, our special report on brand management in the COVID-19

era, and a recording of the full webinar can be accessed here.



Morning Consult Brands Top Reads

1) Mindshare Detects Signs Of Pandemic Wear-Out: Less Brand Awareness, Time With Media

Joe Mandese, MediaPost

2) Mary Meeker's coronavirus trends report 

Dan Primack, Axios

3) Shake Shack returns $10 million emergency loan to the US government 

Michelle Toh, CNN

4) Yes to brunch, no to Coachella. Here's how younger Americans plan to spend after the

coronavirus crisis 

Kenneth Kiesnoski, CNBC

5) 'In These Uncertain Times,' Coronavirus Ads Strike Some Repetitive Notes  

Nat Ives, The Wall Street Journal

6) News Media Credibility Rating Falls to a New Low 

Joanna Piacenza, Morning Consult

7) Dentsu Aegis Network Cost-Cutting Measures Include Salary Reductions of 10-20%, 2-8

Month Furloughs 

Erik Oster, AgencySpy

8) Pizza Hut Manager's Letter To Workers Inspires 'Proud To Serve' Campaign 

Steve Ellwanger, MediaPost

9) For Media Sellers, Flexibility Is The New Norm 

Joe Mandese, MediaPost

10) IPG Mediabrands Implements Furloughs and Layoffs Across Agencies 

Erik Oster, Adweek

This email was sent by: Morning Consult

729 15th St. NW Washington, DC, 20005, US
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From: Councilmember Barbara Bry <cd1news@sandiego.gov> 
Sent: Sunday, April 26, 2020 9:56 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: TOMORROW: Expert Webinar on the Mental Health Impacts of COVID-19 hosted by CPPT Barbara Bry 

WARNING: The sender of this email could not be validated and may not match the person in the "From" field!

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Image

Dear community members,

Please join me tomorrow, 4/27, at 5 p.m. PT on Zoom, to hear from experts about the

mental health impacts of COVID-19.

Esteemed guests include: 

Physician Coach, and Assistant Clinical Professor at University of California, San

Diego Dr. Helane Fronek

Associate Professor in Family Medicine, Public Health, and Psychiatry at

University of California, San Diego Dr. Suzi Hong

Emeritus Professor in Psychiatry at University of California, San Diego Dr.

David Janowsky

Board Certified Behavior Analyst, Licensed Marriage & Family Therapist, and

Health Mentor Marc Rosenberg

You can register for the webinar here, and submit questions for our experts

to khanr@sandiego.gov.

I hope you tune in tomorrow night!

Sincerely,

Image

Council President Pro Tem

Unsubscribe to Email News Letter



EVENT REMINDER
Global Leaders Online Forum

Please join us for our next Global Leaders Online Forum dedicated to the “Armed Conflict and Pandemic in Ukraine: Insight from an IVLP

Alum”, to be held tomorrow from 10:00 – 11:00 am Pacific Time . This live webinar will feature International Visitor Leadership Program

(IVLP) alum and Ukrainian journalist, Mr. Andrii Dikhtiarenko. Mr. Dikhtiarenko will share his experience on how COVID-19 is affecting

Ukraine, particularly in Kyiv and the armed conflict zone in Eastern Ukraine. He will also share how his IVLP visit to the United States

has impacted his life and work.

From: San Diego Diplomacy Council <operations@sandiegodiplomacy.org> 
Sent: Sunday, April 26, 2020 11:42 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Join us tomorrow! 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

More Information and Registration
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Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 24, 2020 2:10 PM

Karen Daly

April 16, 2020-The National Police Foundation (NPF) is pleased to announce it has launched a Law Enforcement

and Public Safety Corporate Caring Resource Center. Through this Center, companies can donate personal

protective equipment (PPE) and other needed supplies that will be distributed to public safety personnel. 

If you are a public safety agency in need of gloves, masks, hand sanitizer, disinfectant or other PPE, you can enter

your impacts and PPE shortages via the NPF's Real-Time COVID-19 Law Enforcement Impact Dashboard and we

can connect you with corporate donors of PPE. If you are a corporation with PPE items to donate, click HERE to enter

your information. NPF will make the match to connect appropriate businesses and public safety agencies.

Agencies that update their data weekly to the NPF's COVID-19 Law Enforcement Dashboard will be prioritized for

PPE donation matching through the Corporate Caring Resource Center. 

 

Learn more

------------------------------

Karen Daly

Mountain Plains Regional Director

ICMA

Georgetown TX

kdaly@icma.org

------------------------------
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2. Virtual/On-Line Building Inspections

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 24, 2020 11:16 AM

Raoul Lavin



As we all start looking at ways to continue to provide essential services during this crisis, I wanted to share what we

have done to ensure we are still conducting building inspections using technology.

New City Process Keeps Tallahassee Building

Home is more than where the heart is these days. It is the center of our worlds due to COVID- 19. Local homes must be

structurally and mechanically sound to help keep residents safe. This is partially ensured by inspectors with the City of

Tallahassee's Growth Management department, who are taking a solution oriented approach to overcome challenges

related to COVID-19. With a commitment to protecting customers and employees, new, innovative processes have been

established to ensure vital building inspections and permits continue.

"This is a time that is critical for our economy, and we must find ways to keep construction and development moving

forward," said Karen Jumonville, Growth Management director for the City. "Our team developed a program that allows

us to continue providing inspection services while also meeting the number one priority right now – protecting the health

and safety of our staff and customers."

To minimize physical contact, the City has implemented virtual, online building inspections for mechanical change out

inspections, gas inspections and window/door inspections in existing, occupied residential homes. Virtual inspections

help protect human health through social distancing and ensure that customers receive efficient, effective service at a

time that is critical to our economy and health.

For a virtual inspection, the contractor uses a smartphone or tablet to visually connect with a City inspector who directs

the contactor on how to move around the site and showcase specific elements. Results are given immediately and

entered into Growth Management's online system to help move the project forward.

Shifting to virtual inspections is a massive change for both the inspectors, who typically get hands-on with

measurements and materials on site, and contractors. This new process relies on technology, video conferencing and

collaboration between both parties. So far, the reception to the new process has been positive.

"I like the video conference option because it helps keep costs down, saving a lot of travel time for both the inspector

and our plumbers. I'd like to see this process remain," said Jay Wolfe of Capital Plumbing. "Plumbers have to be in

people's homes every day, despite what's going on, and we need to do our best to protect them, our customers and the

inspectors. This offers a great benefit for that, too."

"This new inspection process has allowed our department to complete the required inspections while minimizing

personal contact between contractors, the public and our inspectors," said Chris Pope, Deputy Building Official for the

City. "The added convenience of being able to complete the inspections from any physical location has increased our

efficiency in an effort to continue to provide great customer service during this time."

These inspections can total more than 60 each week. Keeping pace on the first day the new process was implemented

(April 6), City inspectors had already conducted four virtual inspections well before lunch.

"Construction activity is continuing throughout our community, and we are actively inspecting these sites on a daily

basis," Jumonville said. "We are open for business and providing all of our plan review and inspection services to the

public. Our team continues to find ways to be flexible in the way we deliver services during this unique time."

Virtual building inspections are a helpful step toward protecting human health while also working to keep our economy

moving. As the process is refined, it may be expanded to other service areas and, ultimately, become a permanent part

of how the City operates. COVID-19 presents extraordinary challenges, but it also offers an opportunity for local

government to innovate. The City of Tallahassee is focused on remaining a national leader in the delivery of public

service during the COVID-19 crisis and well after. Learn more at Talgov.com.

www.talgov.com/uploads/public/documents/publicsafety/... 

------------------------------

Raoul Lavin

Assistant City Manager

City of Tallahassee

Tallahassee FL

raoul.lavin@talgov.com

------------------------------
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3. Re: Virtual/On-Line Building Inspections

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 25, 2020 2:24 PM

Alfredo Melesio

Great work. We went to basically 100% virtual inspections as a response to COVID-19. We have seen drive times go

down to zero, and inspections done via employees kitchen table. Some inspections take longer due to poor quality

signal and because not everyone is a great camera person. As we start talking about opening up, how do we hold on to

some of these efficiencies? Has anyone developed policies around a Risk Based, Self Certification or Auditing Approach

to Virtual Inspections? 

---------------------------------

Alfredo Melesio AICP

City Manager

City of North Las Vegas

North Las Vegas NV

melesioa@cityofnorthlasvegas.com

---------------------------------
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Original Message:

Sent: 04-24-2020

From: Raoul Lavin

Subject: Virtual/On-Line Building Inspections

As we all start looking at ways to continue to provide essential services during this crisis, I wanted to share what we

have done to ensure we are still conducting building inspections using technology.

New City Process Keeps Tallahassee Building

Home is more than where the heart is these days. It is the center of our worlds due to COVID- 19. Local homes must be

structurally and mechanically sound to help keep residents safe. This is partially ensured by inspectors with the City of

Tallahassee's Growth Management department, who are taking a solution oriented approach to overcome challenges

related to COVID-19. With a commitment to protecting customers and employees, new, innovative processes have been

established to ensure vital building inspections and permits continue.

"This is a time that is critical for our economy, and we must find ways to keep construction and development moving

forward," said Karen Jumonville, Growth Management director for the City. "Our team developed a program that allows

us to continue providing inspection services while also meeting the number one priority right now – protecting the health

and safety of our staff and customers."

To minimize physical contact, the City has implemented virtual, online building inspections for mechanical change out

inspections, gas inspections and window/door inspections in existing, occupied residential homes. Virtual inspections

help protect human health through social distancing and ensure that customers receive efficient, effective service at a

time that is critical to our economy and health.

For a virtual inspection, the contractor uses a smartphone or tablet to visually connect with a City inspector who directs

the contactor on how to move around the site and showcase specific elements. Results are given immediately and

entered into Growth Management's online system to help move the project forward.

Shifting to virtual inspections is a massive change for both the inspectors, who typically get hands-on with

measurements and materials on site, and contractors. This new process relies on technology, video conferencing and

collaboration between both parties. So far, the reception to the new process has been positive.

"I like the video conference option because it helps keep costs down, saving a lot of travel time for both the inspector

and our plumbers. I'd like to see this process remain," said Jay Wolfe of Capital Plumbing. "Plumbers have to be in

people's homes every day, despite what's going on, and we need to do our best to protect them, our customers and the



inspectors. This offers a great benefit for that, too."

"This new inspection process has allowed our department to complete the required inspections while minimizing

personal contact between contractors, the public and our inspectors," said Chris Pope, Deputy Building Official for the

City. "The added convenience of being able to complete the inspections from any physical location has increased our

efficiency in an effort to continue to provide great customer service during this time."

These inspections can total more than 60 each week. Keeping pace on the first day the new process was implemented

(April 6), City inspectors had already conducted four virtual inspections well before lunch.

"Construction activity is continuing throughout our community, and we are actively inspecting these sites on a daily

basis," Jumonville said. "We are open for business and providing all of our plan review and inspection services to the

public. Our team continues to find ways to be flexible in the way we deliver services during this unique time."

Virtual building inspections are a helpful step toward protecting human health while also working to keep our economy

moving. As the process is refined, it may be expanded to other service areas and, ultimately, become a permanent part

of how the City operates. COVID-19 presents extraordinary challenges, but it also offers an opportunity for local

government to innovate. The City of Tallahassee is focused on remaining a national leader in the delivery of public

service during the COVID-19 crisis and well after. Learn more at Talgov.com.

www.talgov.com/uploads/public/documents/publicsafety/... 

------------------------------

Raoul Lavin

Assistant City Manager

City of Tallahassee

Tallahassee FL

raoul.lavin@talgov.com

------------------------------
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4. Feeding Homeless In Parks

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 24, 2020 10:05 AM

Toby Cotter

I would appreciate any solutions, including but not limited to ordinances or policies, related to organized feeding of the

homeless population in municipal parks. And have any municipalities taken any additional actions specifically related to

COVID-19 and the problematic issues of physical distancing, wearing of masks and other sanitary issues within these

large gatherings of vulnerable individuals? 

---------------------------------

Toby Cotter ICMA-CM

City Manager

City of Bullhead City

Bullhead City AZ

tcotter@bullheadcity.com

---------------------------------
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5. Re: cost cutting measures for Cities

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 24, 2020 9:51 AM

Susan Robertson

This is excellent information!  Thank you for sharing.

------------------------------

Susan Robertson ICMA-CM

Assistant City Manager/Human Resources Director

City of Augusta

Augusta ME

susan.robertson@augustamaine.gov

------------------------------
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Original Message:

Sent: 04-23-2020 02:52 PM

From: Chris Fabian

Subject: cost cutting measures for Cities

Hi Kathleen - over the past few weeks with GFOA, we modeled 4 versions of worst-case scenarios and fiscal impacts to

local government, as well as cost-cutting approaches appropriate for each scenario - it's all free on GFOA's website, as

well as the PDF slides for "check lists" of strategies and solutions appropriate for each of the 4 scenarios. None of this is

a "silver bullet" - but all of the strategies are actionable.

COVID-19 Webinar Series with GFOA and ResourceX - Free webinar recordings:

Part I: Defining 4 Plausible Scenarios to Plan Around: GFOA and ResourceX Webinar

Part II: Building a Playbook of Solutions for Each of the 4 Scenarios: GFOA and ResourceX Webinar

Part III: Solving for Scenario "L" - Regional Program Mapping and Partnerships: register here for Friday April 24th

session.

For easy to use screen-shots of the Check-lists, here's a PDF file of the "cliff note version" of the slides: click here to

download

Lastly, we published a 3-point plan of action for addressing the financial crisis, including free resources and invite you to

read the brief and full paper here.

------------------------------

Chris Fabian CEO

Co-Founder, CEO

ResourceX

Denver CO

cfabian@resourcex.net 
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6. Re: cost cutting measures for Cities

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 24, 2020 10:22 AM

Magali Kain



Hello:

 

Town of Vienna is the beneficiary of a portion of the CARES monetary benefit allocated to the County of Fairfax, Virginia.   Having said

that, we had previously identified current fiscal year and next year (effective July 1) cuts.  We did this by identifying, first, Mission Critical

activities; then Essential and Non-Essential functions.  This exercise was done by department and division, and by quarter, with each director

participating in the exercise.  We developed three broad options, as well, for Town Council to consider for the yet-to-be adopted FY 20-21

GF budget. 

 

Hope this helps.

 

Maggie Kain
Magali G. Kain

Director of Human Resources

 

 

127 Center Street S

Vienna, VA 22180

703.255.6351 (Office)

202.521.9309 (Fax)

www.viennava.gov

 

It is not about how you can win, but about who you can help cross the finish

line.

                                           -- Author

Unknown
 

Virus-free. www.avast.com

 *** VIRGINIA FREEDOM OF INFORMATION NOTICE *** NOTICE: This e-mail and any of its attachments may constitute 

a public record under the Virginia Freedom of Information Act. Accordingly, the sender and/or recipient 

listed above may be required to produce this e-mail and any of its attachments to any requester unless 

certain limited and very specific exemptions are applicable. Town of Vienna, Virginia 2015 Website: 

www.viennava.gov Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/... Twitter: www.twitter.com/TownofViennaVA 
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Hi Kathleen, 

I've attached a pretty useful paper from UNC School of Government which I found useful. Most tactics are fairly common,

others provoked thought. I hope it is useful.

Karl 

------------------------------

Karl Hafer MPA

Team Lead - Department of Management & Budget

County of Loudoun

Leesburg VA

karl.hafer@loudoun.gov

------------------------------
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Original Message:

Sent: 04-23-2020 02:15 PM

From: Kathleen Ferguson

Subject: cost cutting measures for Cities

Can you please share your cost cutting initiatives within your Cities and towns dealing with the added expenses from COVID-19?

Thank you.

 
Kathleen Ferguson, PHR, SHRM-CP 
Human Resources Director 
 

Please note:

Our new temporary location is:

195 McGregor Street, Unit 201

Manchester, NH  03102
 
                                    
City of Manchester
One City Hall Plaza
Manchester, NH 03101        
                                       
Phone: (603) 624-6543
Fax: (603) 628-6065

email: kferguson@manchesternh.gov

website: www.manchesternh.gov 

 

awardHR_email_250px (2)

Right to Know Law (RSA 91-A) provides that most e-mail communications, to or from City employees and City volunteers regarding the
business of the City of Manchester, are government records available to the public upon request. Therefore, this email communication
may be subject to public disclosure.

 

 

The Right-To-Know Law (RSA 91-A) provides that most e-mail communications, to or from City employees and City

volunteers regarding the business of the City of Manchester, are government records available to the public upon

request. Therefore, this email communication may be subject to public disclosure. 
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8. Re: Financial Dashboard Templates

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 24, 2020 9:59 AM

Jerry Newfarmer

Jeffrey, ICMA hosted a webinar last week on Budgeting in a Crisis that included an overview of Management Partners'

COVID-19 Emergency Fiscal Diagnosis Tool. Here's a look at how one city used the tool and its results to explain the

effects of the pandemic recession to City Council. Hope this helps.

------------------------------

Jerry Newfarmer

President & CEO

Management Partners, Inc.

Cincinnati OH

jnewfarmer@managementpartners.com

------------------------------
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Original Message:

Sent: 04-22-2020 08:23 PM

From: Jeffrey Stonehill

Subject: Financial Dashboard Templates

Does anyone have a good example of a financial impact dashboard that your municipality created in order to evaluate

the impact on your finances in one good look for your elected officials?

---------------------------------

Jeffrey Stonehill ICMA-CM, MPA

Borough Manager/Director of Utilities

Borough of Chambersburg

Chambersburg PA

jstonehill@chambersburgpa.gov 

---------------------------------
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9. Re: Wello temperature station

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2020 3:37 PM

James Proce

For details on cost and installation and set up, please feel free to contact Chief Ray Isom at risom@annatexas.gov and

he will gladly go over any questions on costs, delivery, set-up etc.

Jim Proce

------------------------------

James Proce ICMA-CM, MBA

City Manager

City of Anna

Anna TX

jimproce@gmail.com

------------------------------
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Original Message:

Sent: 04-23-2020 10:31 AM

From: Eden Freeman

Subject: Wello temperature station

James, this looks like a good tool to put in place as we begin moving toward reopening public buildings. If you don't mind

sharing, what was the cost?

------------------------------

Eden Freeman ICMA-CM

Deputy City Manager

City of Greenville

Greenville SC

efreeman@greenvillesc.gov 
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10. Re: Wello temperature station

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 26, 2020 4:20 PM

James Proce



I want to say that this forum has resulted in numerous emails and phone calls about the Wello, mostly those looking for

information and wanting to follow up on how this is going.  My folks have responded to the calls and emails and overall I

am glad this has been helpful for some agencies to consider.  

There have been several resulting benefits that we have realized even though we understand that this is not a

comprehensive detection system for testing for COVID-19 or any other diseases and clearly it is not intended to be.

We have intercepted numerous employees and visitors with fevers that would have otherwise exposed others to

something and was able to quarantine them or prohibit them from unnecessary contacts.  Some of these folks

were diagnosed with other issues (also contagious) but still we avoided the transmission and or the exposure of

disease and sickness. 

Employees have embraced the use of this device and are more comfortable knowing that it is more convenience

and provides less exposure to others because it is quick and hands free.  It's better than other thermometers which

would have to be handled and sanitized after each use.

It is more consistent than having numerous hand held devices. We have used other devices before the installation

of the Wello and found inconsistencies. 

This coupled with the CDC recommended practices, hands clean, social distancing, installing new sanitizing

stations, use of PPE and almost anything else we can do to protect our teammates, has put folks on our team at

ease. While we understand it's not 100% foolproof it has yielded specific avoidance of exposures in our

experience.

We had developed an in-depth protocol for quarantine and exposure which our employees have implemented and

ensure we are doing what we can to protect our teams.

I am sure there are other like systems which would accomplish the same functions.

Until there are foolproof systems in place for testing, getting results, and a vaccine for all, we will continue to do what we

can to protect our employees, visitors, and neighbors within our means and this is one of several initiative we felt were

successful.

------------------------------

James Proce ICMA-CM, MBA

City Manager

City of Anna

Anna TX

jimproce@gmail.com

------------------------------
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Original Message:

Sent: 04-22-2020 02:02 AM

From: James Proce

Subject: Wello temperature station

Amidst the continuing declaration of emergency the City of Anna TX has deployed a hands-free scanner, requiring

employees and visitors to certify they are fever free before entering any facilities or face to face encounters. While it's

not "testing" for disease, it is effective monitoring of initial symptoms of illness As a result of this technology we have

identified several folks with fevers who would have otherwise potentially infected others. If there is a positive hit the

system immediately notifies designated staff who act immediately to prevent the employee from going to work and out

quarantine protocol kicks in. Those who pass the daily screening wear the badge of "well being" to certify they are clear

and can access practicing social distancing protocols. It has been working great and only takes a few second to scan.

#annatexasflattenthecurve 

www.linkedin.com/posts/... 

welloinc.com/wellostationx-body-temperature-screening
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11. Re: Returning to Work Policies and Procedures



Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 24, 2020 5:29 PM

Paulina Martínez

These are the guidelines put out by the CDC and FEMA: www.documentcloud.org/documents/... 

------------------------------

Paulina Martínez MUP

Assistant to the City Manager

City of Evanston

Evanston IL

pmartinez@cityofevanston.org

------------------------------
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Original Message:

Sent: 04-15-2020 12:12 PM

From: T. Hanna

Subject: Returning to Work Policies and Procedures

Good Morning,

Considering there will likely be some continuous danger of COVID-19 for months, has anyone have policies and/or

procedures they have developed in plans of some or all employees returning to work?

T. Dwight Hanna, IPMA-SCP, CCP, SHRM-SCP, CBP, ADAC

Director of Human Resource Services Department

Richland County Government

2020 Hampton Street, Suite 3058

Columbia, SC 29204

Email: hannad@rcgov.us

Phone: 803.576.2111

Fax: 803.576.2119

"Employers and business leaders need people who can think for themselves - who can take initiative and be the solution

to problems."

- Stephen Covey
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12. Re: Opening of Swimming Pools

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 24, 2020 8:22 AM

Ronald Kaczmarek



Karen,

The CDC recommends the following for the opening and operating of local swimming pools:

Keep swimming pools properly cleaned and disinfected.

Proper operation, maintenance, and disinfection (with chlorine or bromine) of swimming pools should kill the virus that

causes COVID-19.

Maintain proper disinfectant levels (1–10 parts per million free chlorine or 3–8 ppm bromine) and pH (7.2–8).

CDC's Model Aquatic Health Code has more recommendations to prevent illness and injuries at public pools in

parks.

------------------------------

Ronald Kaczmarek CEM, CPM, MBA

Facilities & Capital Projects Division Chief

City of Gaithersburg

Chambersburg PA

ron.kaczmarek@gaithersburgmd.gov

------------------------------
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Original Message:

Sent: 04-14-2020 02:15 PM

From: Karen Daly

Subject: Opening of Swimming Pools

Has anyone come across good data/guidelines for the opening and then safe operating of local swimming pools?

------------------------------

Karen Daly

Mountain Plains Regional Director

ICMA

Georgetown TX

kdaly@icma.org 

------------------------------
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13. Re: Opening of Swimming Pools

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 24, 2020 11:56 AM

Scott Nicewarner



We are currently looking at maintaining a Memorial Day Weekend opening of our pool.  We are installing face shields on

our entry / pay counter, placing signage regarding social distancing, etc. throughout the pool area.  Asking staff to

monitor each dressing room, allowing only restroom use and NO locker use.  We will also be limiting entry to the pool of

a limited amount of patrons below capacity, the number of which we have not decided upon yet.  We will use the CDC

guidelines for maintenance, cleaning, etc. This also may be impacted by our Governor's plan to gradually re-open the

Maryland economy which comes out today.

We are looking at how that weekend goes to determine if (1) we continue operations on a weekend only basis and at

limited hours, (2) we need to made modifications that are cost effective to increase safety, or (3) shut down totally for

the summer.  We hesitate to shut down completely for the summer because we have a significant portion of our low

income families that utilize the pool as their only real outdoor option.  However, if the management is just too intensive

to maintain safety, we won't have a choice but to shutdown.

The CPR issue was one we had not thought of and will be discussing that in our weekly services update meeting.  That

was a great thought.

------------------------------

Scott Nicewarner MBA

City Administrator

City of Hagerstown

Hagerstown MD

snicewarner@hagerstownmd.org

------------------------------
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Original Message:

Sent: 04-14-2020 02:15 PM

From: Karen Daly

Subject: Opening of Swimming Pools

Has anyone come across good data/guidelines for the opening and then safe operating of local swimming pools?

------------------------------

Karen Daly

Mountain Plains Regional Director

ICMA

Georgetown TX

kdaly@icma.org 

------------------------------
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14. Re: Opening of Swimming Pools

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 24, 2020 1:05 PM

Austin Bleess



We are pushing back our opening date, originally scheduled for Memorial Day Weekend. We are unable to train our

lifeguards at this point so we can’t open until we have a fully trained staff. 

We are also waiting to hear about reopening plans for our Governor. That will impact a lot of what we do. 

I appreciate everyone sharing their plans and thoughts. It’s very helpful!

---------------------------------

Austin Bleess ICMA-CM, MPA

City Manager

City of Jersey Village

Jersey Village TX

ableess@jerseyvillagetx.com

---------------------------------
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Original Message:

Sent: 04-14-2020

From: Karen Daly

Subject: Opening of Swimming Pools

Has anyone come across good data/guidelines for the opening and then safe operating of local swimming pools?

------------------------------

Karen Daly

Mountain Plains Regional Director

ICMA

Georgetown TX

kdaly@icma.org

------------------------------
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15. Re: Opening of Swimming Pools

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 24, 2020 1:54 PM

Debra Wallace

We are planning on a delayed opening as well for the same reason.

------------------------------

Debra Wallace CPM

Deputy Town Manager/CFO

Town of Flower Mound

Flower Mound TX

debra.wallace@flower-mound.com

------------------------------
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Original Message:

Sent: 04-24-2020 01:05 PM

From: Austin Bleess

Subject: Opening of Swimming Pools

We are pushing back our opening date, originally scheduled for Memorial Day Weekend. We are unable to train our

lifeguards at this point so we can't open until we have a fully trained staff.

We are also waiting to hear about reopening plans for our Governor. That will impact a lot of what we do.

I appreciate everyone sharing their plans and thoughts. It's very helpful!

---------------------------------

Austin Bleess ICMA-CM, MPA

City Manager

City of Jersey Village

Jersey Village TX

ableess@jerseyvillagetx.com 
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16. Re: Opening of Swimming Pools

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 24, 2020 6:54 PM

Timothy Eggleston

Tipp City will follow our County Health Department rules. I am hearing they may allow if individuals are social distancing

and we cut our occupant load in half of what is allowed. They do not seem to care about the water etc., as it is

chlorinated. It is our hope to open in June.

------------------------------

Timothy Eggleston ICMA-CM, MPA

City Manager

City of Tipp City

Tipp City OH

egglest10@gmail.com

------------------------------
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Original Message:

Sent: 04-14-2020 02:15 PM

From: Karen Daly

Subject: Opening of Swimming Pools

Has anyone come across good data/guidelines for the opening and then safe operating of local swimming pools?

------------------------------

Karen Daly

Mountain Plains Regional Director

ICMA

Georgetown TX

kdaly@icma.org 

------------------------------
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Subscriptions. To unsubscribe from this community discussion, go to Unsubscribe.



From: Editor, Modern Power Systems <update@ns-mediagroup.com> 

Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:05 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Your April issue of Modern Power Systems is here 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Modern Power Systems - view this email here

Your April issue is here

Topics include:

• Covid-19 and the energy transition

• Total commitment to floating wind in the Celtic Sea

• Boiler technology: T24 revisited

• Biomass torrefaction: the catalyst needed to make it happen

• Inertia as a service

• Africa power: huge opportunities for PV and gas

 

Click here to view the copy

 
 

View your copy

 

Need access to the searchable archive of past issues for you or your team? Contact us

 

You are receiving this email because you are either a valued client of NS Media Group Ltd (formerly Compelo Ltd) or have signed up via a partner web site. Your email address has not been,

and will not be, given to third parties. Choose what emails you wish to receive by updating your email subscription preferences or unsubscribe from all emails © 2020 NS Media Group Ltd,

40-42 Hatton Garden, London EC1N 8EB



ASIA PACIFIC: MPA reports ‘high

degree of compliance’ with IMO

2020 regulations

The Maritime and Port Authority of

Singapore has reported a ‘high degree of

compliance with IMO 2020’ since the

regulations came into force on 1 January.

READ MORE...

From: Bunkerspot <updates@bunkerspot.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:34 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: The Bunkerspot Noon Report 27/04/2020 
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Seahawk Services

 

ASIA PACIFIC: Sembcorp begins

legal proceedings over GSST

agreement with Hin Leong

Sembcorp Cogen is taking steps to assert its

ownership over gasoil stored at Hin Leong’s

affiliate, Universal Terminal, noting that these

reserves ‘may be subject to competing

claims by one or more third parties’.

READ MORE...

 

GLOBAL: Rosneft extends the

scope of VLSFO supply

The company is now supplying its RMLS 40

low-sulphur residual fuel to ports in the Black

Sea, the Arctic and Baltic regions, in addition

to the Russian Far East.

READ MORE...

 



ASIA PACIFIC: ClassNK grants

‘world first’ AiP for LPG dual-

fuelled bulk carrier

The class society has granted Approval in

Principle to Imabari Shipbuilding for its

design concept for a 180,000 DWT LPG

dual-fuelled bulk carrier.

READ MORE...

 

GLOBAL: Galp cuts spending in

response to plummeting global

energy demand

The Portuguese refiner is looking to pare

back over €500 million a year in planned

investment and spending in both 2020 and

2021.

READ MORE...

 

GLOBAL: IMO looking to ‘keep on

track’ with work to combat climate

change

The International Maritime Organization is

looking at ways to ‘keep on track’ with the

work its subcommittees are doing to combat

climate change – despite the disruption that

the COVID-19 pandemic has caused to the

meetings schedule.

READ MORE...

 



Get noticed with Bunkerspot

In today’s competitive maritime environment,

advertising via Bunkerspot will enable you to

deliver your company message directly to

your target market in a highly cost-effective

and dynamic way.

For subscription and advertising options,

contact: 

Steve Simpson 

Advertising Sales Manager

Tel: +44 1295 814455 x 203

Email: steve@petrospot.com  

To find out more or to subscribe  

Read More...

Bunkerspot Magazine

View Media Kit here

Keep in touch with breaking news on the

marine fuels sector, by signing up

to Bunkerspot's RSS news feed. Find out

more here

News

Magazine

Bunker Price Index

 
books

Save 25% when you purchase any

Petrospot book pack

Petrospot publishes some of the most

influential text books on marine fuels,

shipping and marine surveying and is the go-

to source for comprehensive yet easy to

read books, appealing to both newcomers

and experts alike.

All books are available to buy individually or

purchase a Technical Pack, Basic Bunker

Pack, Advanced Bunker Pack or Marine

Surveying Pack and SAVE 25%.

BROWSE ALL PETROSPOT BOOKS

 

 



Bunkerspot is published by Petrospot Limited.

For more information on Petrospot Limited visit

www.petrospot.com or call +44 1295 814455.

© Petrospot Limited 2020 (Company No. 4768142).
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US Airways Flight 1549 (Mario
Tama/Getty Images)
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ADVERTISEMENT

LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

Don't be a hero during a crisis

When Capt. Chesley "Sully" Sullenberger safely landed his damaged airplane in the Hudson River in 2009,

he did so by prioritizing his actions, communicating clearly and collaborating with his co-pilot and crew,

writes Randy Conley. "There are too many issues at hand for one person to handle, and if the leader tries

to play the hero and doing everything themselves, it will only lead to failure," he writes. Full Story: Blanchard LeaderChat (4/23) 

   

Forward Together: A Virtual Conference 

Let's prepare for the future of local government, in a post-COVID world. Join Polco / National Research Center along with ICMA,

NLC, ELGL and others for the virtual conference of the season. Discover and discuss essentials of good government now and

into recovery. Coming May 12 & 14. Register Here

ADVERTISEMENT:

BUDGETING AND FINANCE

N.Y. county predicts revenue shortage of up to $130M

If Erie County, N.Y., sales tax revenue drops by 50% during the pandemic, the county will see an $80 million drop in revenue, and

the number increases to $130 million if sales tax revenue decreases 80%, says County Comptroller Stefan Mychajliw. The county

will likely see some federal funding through the Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security Act. Full Story: WGRZ-TV

(Buffalo, N.Y.) (4/23) 

   

Free Software for Local Governments to Combat COVID-19 

GovPilot is providing easy to use software applications to local governments that address their specific needs in response to

Coronavirus. View GovPilot's free software and the Expense Tracking module designed with input from Camden County, NJ

officials. Watch the on-demand.

ADVERTISEMENT:



EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SAFETY

Chinese city bans outsiders from entering amid virus fears

The northeastern Chinese city of Harbin has tightened restrictions on entry by nonresidents as it continues to fight the coronavirus

pandemic, banning visitors from outside the city from entering residential areas. The city is also making quarantine mandatory for

anyone arriving from abroad and in homes where residents have tested positive for the virus. Full Story: Reuters (4/21) 

   

Maintain Governance Continuity in a Crisis 

A crisis event that prevents public governing bodies from holding live meetings can significantly impact governance continuity.

iCompass, a Diligent Brand put together critical tips and best practices for local governments to effectively navigate crises of any

kind. Download your copy now.

ADVERTISEMENT:

BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION SMARTBRIEF

Sponsored content brought to you by Philip Morris International

Business transformation that benefits the greater good

EQUAL-SALARY certification: Practical steps and insight

Check gut thinking with evidence-based decision making

Breaking the traditional business model with technology

Diving below the diversity surface for business transformation



ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, RESTORATION AND SUSTAINABILITY

Boston leads path toward zero-carbon affordable housing

Boston is aiming for carbon neutrality by 2050, and the plan includes the 2020 Zero Emissions Building guide for affordable

housing. In a separate effort, two architects in the city are digitally designing and fabricating a cross-laminated-timber affordable

housing project to meet zero-emission standards. Full Story: Engineering News-Record (tiered subscription model) (4/22), 

Energy News Network (4/22) 

   

Masks, other litter targeted for cleanup by Mo. city

Kansas City Parks and Recreation in Missouri is asking residents to pick up discarded face masks, plastic gloves and other litter

at parks under the "Make a Difference While You Distance" campaign. The agency is supplying people with gloves and bags and

providing safety guidelines. Full Story: KCTV-TV (Kansas City, Mo.) (4/23) 

   

How to redesign government work for the future 

In this article, Deloitte explores the opportunity for government orgs to intentionally redesign work to both accommodate the role

of technology and machines, and to design for new needs and activities, including those resulting from broader economic,

workforce, and societal shifts. Read Now

ADVERTISEMENT:



LEGISLATION, POLICY AND GRANTS

Texas county scraps pipeline approval after slurry spill

A pipeline-construction mishap in Blanco County, Texas, that polluted groundwater with slurry has prompted the Hays County

Commissioners Court to no longer let the Kinder Morgan project cut into and drill beneath county roads. Blanco County has a

similar order, but Kinder Morgan is expected to prevail and continue the project, albeit with added safety measures or through a

court victory. Full Story: Austin American-Statesman (Texas) (free content) (4/23) 

   

PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

New bridge left out of Ala. city's plans

The Mobile Metropolitan Planning Organization discussed the need for a new bridge over Alabama's Mobile River during a virtual

meeting but chose not to include it in its long-term plans. The bridge was not included because a funding source has not been

identified for the project, said Transportation Planning Director Kevin Harrison. Full Story: WALA-TV (Mobile, Ala.) (4/22) 

   

RECOGNITIONS AND TRANSITIONS

Bozeman, Mont., selects new city manager

City commissioners for Bozeman, Mont., last week voted unanimously to offer the post of city manager to Fort Collins, Colo.,

Deputy City Manager Jeff Mihelich. The city has been without a manager since December. Full Story: Bozeman Daily Chronicle

(Mont.) (4/20) 

   



ICMA NEWS

Study the foundation of supervisory skills at your own pace

The ICMA Effective Supervisory Practices webinar series is back and available to you live and On Demand for convenient

access. In addition to offering pragmatic recommendations about the day-to-day duties of a supervisor, this webinar series will

offer guidance on addressing the more complex challenges all managers confront as they seek to effectively communicate,

motivate, and model ethical decisions and lead a team. Program begins May 13, register today!

   

Free webinars on employment law during COVID-19 and fiscal strategies during a

pandemic

Join us for these upcoming 90-minute webinars covering topics important to local government during the COVID-19 pandemic:

Friday, May 1, Employment Law and COVID-19 and on Friday, May 8, Fiscal Strategies During a Pandemic. Experts from the

private sector and local government will offer strategies to prepare for both the short-term and long-term realities. Register for

these and other events at the icma.org website. Visit ICMA's Coronavirus Resources page, where you can access webinars on

demand and subscribe to get more content on the topic of COVID-19 in your mailbox.

   

LEARN MORE ABOUT ICMA:

Home | About | News & Events | Join ICMA | Career Network

Practice is a means of inviting the perfection desired.

Martha Graham, 
dancer, choreographer, pioneer of modern dance
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We are living through a time of fear and

uncertainty. While we struggle to understand the

ripple effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, UC San

Diego School of Global Policy and Strategy

faculty and guest experts have come together to

provide weekly seminars to try and help us

understand where we might be headed as a

global community. Each week we'll address a

different sector impacted by the novel

coronavirus.

Join us for the webinar on April 30 at 12 p.m.

(PDT) on COVID-19 Global Impacts: The Global

Economy.

Millions unemployed. Unprecedented supply and

demand shocks. Stock market losses and massive

government spending. How will the global

economy survive in the wake of the most

devastating pandemic of the modern era?

Confirmed speakers:

·    Renee Bowen, Pastor Faculty Fellow and

Director of the Center for Commerce and

Diplomacy, GPS UC San Diego

·    Gordon Hanson, Peter Wertheim Professor in

Urban Policy, Harvard Kennedy School

·    Robert Hormats, Managing Director,

Tiedemann Advisors

The information to connect to the webinar will

be given during the registration confirmation

process.

Register for April 30

 



Upcoming Webinars

COVID-19 Global Impacts: Healthcare and

Biomedical Research

May 7 | Register 

COVID-19 Global Impacts: Energy and the

Climate

May 14 | Register

COVID-19 Global Impacts: Labor

May 21 | Register

To view recordings of previously held webinars,

visit our website. 

Questions? Contact gpsmedia@ucsd.edu

University of California San Diego | 9500 Gilman Drive

#0519 | La Jolla, CA 92093

 

Unsubscribe

 



View this email in your browser

Hello Randa,

San Diegans can now go to the beach as long as they maintain physical distancing and don’t congregate or lay down

blankets. Now, we must begin identifying the opportunities to restart San Diego’s economic engine.

 

The bad news: We can’t be back to “business as usual.”

The good news: We don’t need to.

 

Tough times create an opportunity for positive change. With municipal revenues in freefall and the effects of COVID-19 still

unfolding, the City of San Diego must prepare to operate in new ways and to lead an effort to build an inclusive economic

recovery.

 

On Thursday, I will be holding a virtual news conference on the budget, at which I will outline the incredible

opportunities we have to learn from this crisis and view it as a catalyst to re-think how the city delivers services

and uses tax dollars more efficiently and with greater accountability for results. 

 

In advance of Thursday’s budget news conference, I also want to invite you to attend two “House Calls” hosted by my

Council office this week, which include a few of the experts to whom I am turning to inform my perspective:

 

Monday, April 27 at 5 pm: Mental Health Checkup

From the homeless to those quarantined at home, our current crisis has compounded the challenges of addressing mental

health issues. Please join me and the experts today at 5 pm:

1. Dr. Suzi Hong, Associate Professor at UCSD,

2. Dr. David Janowski, Emeritus Professor at UCSD,

3. Marc Rosenbuerg, Marriage and Family Therapist, and

4. Dr. Helanne Fronek, Physician Coach, and Professor at UCSD

Wednesday, April 29 at 5:30 pm: Small Business Resilience

Small business is the engine of our local economy. As we begin our economic recovery, we must understand the hurdles

small businesses are already facing -- especially those in already disadvantaged communities -- and build the right

platforms to overcome those hurdles. Please join me and the experts on Wednesday at 5:30 pm:

1. Tayde Aburto, President & CEO of Hispanic Chamber of E-Commerce

2. Donna DeBerry, President of San Diego Black Chamber of Commerce

From: Barbara Bry <barbara@barbarabry.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:31 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Good News. Bad News. Opportunity. 
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These are undoubtedly tough times. Tougher for some people than others. But if we are smart, and we embrace a new

perspective with an eye to making city government more efficient and accountable, we can create opportunities out of

crises.

 

May you and your family be safe, secure, and optimistic.

Let’s go,

 

 

Barbara Bry 

Candidate for Mayor of San Diego

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT

Earth Day 2020

Copyright © 2020 Barbara Bry for San Diego Mayor 2020, All rights reserved.  
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3295 Meade Avenue, Suite 212

San Diego, CA 92116

Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.

Paid for by Barbara Bry for San Diego Mayor 2020, ID #1414774



Subject: City Managers - County COVID-19 Telebriefing 
Location: Zoom Meeting Information Below 

Start: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 7:00 PM EDT 
End: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:00 PM EDT 
Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: Weekly 

Meeting Status: Not yet responded 

Organizer: Brown, Tamika 
Required Attendees: Jimenez, Barbara <Barbara.Jimenez@sdcounty.ca.gov>; Aly Zimmerman
<azimmermann@cityofvista.com>; Arliss Cates <ACates@CityofSanteeCa.gov>; Bacon, Kelley
<KBacon@chulavistaca.gov>; Barberio, Gary <gary.barberio@carlsbadca.gov>; Bender, Michelle <mbender@san-
marcos.net>; Best, Marlene <mbest@cityofsanteeca.gov>; Borrego, Jonathan <jborrego@oceansideca.org>; Brown, Gary
<grbrown1946@gmail.com>; Brust, Karen <kbrust@encinitasca.gov>; Chadwick, Scott <scott.chadwick@carlsbadca.gov>;
Chapin, Julie <jchapin@cityofvista.com>; Clemente, Esther <eclemente@nationalcityca.gov>; Randa Coniglio
<rconigli@portofsandiego.org>; Cortez, Erika <ecortez@imperialbeachca.gov>; Crane, Kristen <kcrane@delmar.ca.us>;
Delin, Mark <mdelin@encinitasca.gov>; DiMaggio, Vince <vdimaggio@cityofelcajon.us>; Dush, Steve
<sdush@imperialbeachca.gov>; Epp, Jeffrey <jepp@escondido.org>; Ferguson, Laura <lferguson@encinitasca.gov>; Fry,
Morgen <Morgen.Fry@carlsbadca.gov>; Gary Halbert <ghalbert@chulavistaca.gov>; Geoff Patnoe
<Geoff.Patnoe@carlsbadca.gov>; Gin, Cathy <cathy.gin@sandag.org>; Gonzalez, Jessica <JBGonzalez@sandiego.gov>;
Gorman-Brown, Terry <TBrown@ci.oceanside.ca.us>; Gossman, Michael <mgossman@oceansideca.org>; Gray, Michael
<mgray@govtraining.com>; Griffin, Jack <jgriffin@san-marcos.net>; Hall, Andy <ahall@imperialbeachca.gov>; Hasan
Ikhrata (Hasan.Ikhrata@sandag.org) <Hasan.Ikhrata@sandag.org>; Sharon Hauser <shauser@portofsandiego.org>;
Hazeltine, Chris <chazeltine@poway.org>; Hernandez, Elizabeth A. <Liz.Hernandez@sdcounty.ca.gov>; Hill, Catherine
<chill@cacities.org>; Humora, Greg <ghumora@cityoflamesa.us>; Johnson, Christa <cjohnson@delmar.ca.us>; Johnson,
Patrick <patrickj@cityofvista.com>; Kachadoorian, Maria <mkachadoorian@chulavistaca.gov>; Kasserman, Wendy
<wkaserman@poway.org>; King, Blair <blair.king@coronadoca.gov>; King, Danny <dking@cosb.org>; Legg, Carol
<clegg@poway.org>; Little, Matt <mlittle@san-marcos.net>; Lorson, Deanna <dlorson@ci.oceanside.ca.us>; Mackey,
Jessica <jmackey@ci.la-mesa.ca.us>; Messier, Marisa <mmerssier@govtraining.com>; Michell, Kris
<kmichell@sandiego.gov>; Miller, Michelle <mmiller@coronado.ca.us>; Millstein, Mel <Mel.Millstein@sdcounty.ca.gov>;
Mitchell, Graham <GMitchell@cityofelcajon.us>; Gioia, Stephanie <Stephanie.gioia@sdcounty.ca.gov>; Navarro, Diana
<dnavarro@govtraining.com>; Palermo, Janelle <jpalermo@chulavista.gov>; Petrek, Jay <jpetrek@escondido.org>; Pike,
Lori <lpike@escondido.org>; Raulston, Brad <braulston@nationacityca.gov>; Romero, Lydia
<lromero@lemongrove.ca.gov>; Smith, Caroline <Caroline.Smith@sdcounty.ca.gov>; Sturak, Jeff
<jeffsturak@sandiego.gov>; Uruburu, Amy <auruburu@cosb.org>; Valverde, Kathy <kvalverde@ci.santee.ca.us>; Vigil,
Domingo <Domingo.Vigil@sdcounty.ca.gov>; Wade, Greg <gwade@cosb.org>; Winney, Tony
<twinney@nationalcityca.gov>; Wolfe, William <wwolfe@escondido.org>; Yale, Tracy <tyale@cityofelcajon.us>; Mike
James <mjames@lemongrove.ca.gov>; Hughes, Sharon <Sharon.Hughes@sdcounty.ca.gov>; Riccitelli, Carey
<Carey.Riccitelli@sdcounty.ca.gov>; Bota, Nora <Nora.Bota@sdcounty.ca.gov> 
Optional Attendees: Dominique Albrecht <dalbrecht@coronado.ca.us>; Donnelly, Liberty
<Liberty.Donnelly@sdcounty.ca.gov>; Passons, Omar <Omar.Passons@sdcounty.ca.gov>; Bower, Susan
<Susan.Bower@sdcounty.ca.gov>; Morse, Dawna <Dawna.Morse@sdcounty.ca.gov>; Deanna Lorson
<dlorson@oceansideca.org>; Wooten, Wilma <Wilma.Wooten@sdcounty.ca.gov>; tfoltz@imperialbeachca.gov
<tfoltz@imperialbeachca.gov>; ADGranda@sandiego.gov <ADGranda@sandiego.gov>; braulston@nationalcityca.gov
<braulston@nationalcityca.gov>; Thihalolipavan, Sayone <Sayone.Thihalolipavan@sdcounty.ca.gov>; Sand, Kyle
<Kyle.Sand@sdcounty.ca.gov>; Herrera, Maritza <Maritza.Herrera@sdcounty.ca.gov>; LMaxilom@nationalcityca.gov
<LMaxilom@nationalcityca.gov>; Albright, Brian <Brian.Albright@sdcounty.ca.gov> 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Join Zoom Meeting
https://zoom.us/j/784956673 

Meeting ID: 784 956 673

One tap mobile
+16699006833,,784956673# US

Dial by your location
        +1 669 900 6833 US

Meeting ID: 784 956 673

Find your local number: https://zoom.us/u/acfRMwoWcy

 



From: Urban Land Magazine <urbanland@uli.org> 

Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:08 PM EDT  

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: This Week in Urban Land Magazine  

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Having trouble viewing this message, click here

Don't miss this week's timely ULI webinar Resiliency in a New Normal on April 28. There is no cost to register, but

donations in support of the ULI Annual Fund are encouraged.

Ten Finalists Announced for 2020 ULI Europe Awards for

Excellence

.

ULI has announced 10 finalists in the inaugural 2020 ULI Europe Awards for Excellence, a

regional extension of the ULI Global Awards for Excellence dating back to 1979, for projects that

exemplify best land use practices from across the Europe, Middle East, and Asia region.

READ MORE

How Cities and the Real Estate Industry Can Partner to Fight

Climate Change

.

City policy leaders and the real estate industry must work together when creating climate

mitigation policies to maximize their effectiveness, according to a new report released by ULI.

READ MORE



Healthy Buildings as a Public Health Tool: A Q&A Webinar for

ULI Members

.

The ways people use and interact in commercial buildings—particularly office spaces—will likely

be changed significantly due to the COVID-19 crisis, with building and workplace health being a

top concern, according to two healthy-building experts featured on a ULI webinar.

READ MORE

Searching for Answers and Innovations in the Changing Housing

Market

.

The future of housing is being influenced by evolving demographics, increased urbanization,

higher construction costs, and financially constrained consumers who nonetheless demand

meaningful, walkable communities, said panelists at the 2020 ULI Housing Conference in Miami.

A shower of innovation rains down on the housing designers and builders who sort through

options that include prefabricated homes, modular building components, and low-carbon

technologies that support sustainable development goals.

READ MORE

ULI Americas

Spring Meeting Webinar Series



ULI is excited to introduce the Spring Meeting Webinar Series, which will consist of 15 webinars

held over the course of six weeks. The programming will be similar to the offerings of Spring

Meeting, and will be available both live and on-demand. You will be able to engage in webinars

with global leaders at the cutting-edge of the real estate industry as they share lessons learned

and look ahead.

REGISTER NOW

Urban Land Institute

2001 L St. NW, Suite 200

Washington, DC 20036

uli.org

Manage My

Account:

members.uli.org

Unsubscribe: 

Click here to

unsubscribe

Follow us

 

 

 

 

 

 

The mission of the Urban Land Institute is to provide leadership in the responsible use of land

and in creating and sustaining thriving communities worldwide.





From: Kenneth Beck <Kenneth.Beck@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:13 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: RE: What happens next: CoronaVirus CEO Action Calls 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa,

It is time to discuss what happens when the economy re starts. 

Additional calls have been added. Sign up for our small-group interactive video discussions for you to connect, share insights, and to
strategize with other Mid-Market CEOs regarding the Coronavirus and the restart of the economy :

Wednesday, April 29 at 5:30 p.m. ET: CEOC COVID-19 Task Force 
Monday, May 4 at 5:30 p.m. ET:  CoronaVirus CEO Action Call and the restart of the economy 
Wednesday, May 6 at 5:30 p.m. ET: CoronaVirus CEO Action Call Focus on Talent Management  
Monday, May 11 at 5:30 p.m. ET:  CoronaVirus CEO Action Call and the restart of the economy

All calls have had wait-lists so sign up now : Register here for the call 

We will take the first eight registrants for each meeting and then go to a wait-list.

As a reminder, here is the call agenda:

Confidential, Small Group, Video Meetings. CEOC will convene a series of small, interactive, 60-minute video conference calls for our
Premium members. This format will enable close, confidential conversation and meaningful dialogue. We will consider scaling this
program to additional CEO members as well.
Focused Agenda. The agenda for each meeting will be focused on each CEO sharing what he/she is seeing and doing in four areas:

Individual Observations – Both in the U.S. and internationally (if applicable);
Financial/Business Impact – Impact to operations, supply chain and financials;
People strategy – Communication/morale/remote work strategies; and,
Forecast/Planning - Insights about what might happen next, ways to prepare, etc.

Register here for the call

If you cannot make these virtual meetings but want to be kept informed send an email to events@ceoconnection.com. 

Our country is at its best when faced with a common challenge. I have full faith that the government (both parties) and medical experts will put
their differences aside and once again, as Americans have always done in the face of adversity, rise to the occasion to find a solution that will
stop the spread of this disease.   In the meantime, we as the Mid-Market business community will join together to help each other manage the
challenges ahead.

You do great things on your own … we can do even greater things together!

Speak to you soon.

Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer | CEO Connection
Chairman | Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991 | F 646.292.5192
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com 

Unsubscribe from email communications

CEO Connection

338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791



From: Kenneth Beck <news@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:16 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Support Mid-Market representation on the restart the economy councils 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa

Below is the new text for our petition for Mid-Market representation courtesy of CEO Connection member Wade Miquelon, CEO of JOANN,
and his Vice President, Tax, Government Affairs and Internal Audit, Ed Weinstein.  A big thank you to them both!

Mid-Market Petition text:

Mid-Market companies must be represented on the “Opening the Country Councils” being formed throughout the United
States.  They need a seat at the table. 
 
Mid-Market companies create over $10 trillion in gross receipts and 30 million jobs in the United States alone.
 
We appreciate that many of the tax provisions of the CARES Act, including the 5-year net operating loss carryback, the upfront deduction
of qualified improvement property, the enhanced deductibility of interest expense, the employee retention credit and the deferral of
payment of the employer share of FICA taxes, will help Mid-Market companies improve their liquidity positions, as intended by the
Administration and Congress.
 
Having said that, we are disappointed that other aspects of the CARES Act focus on large companies and small businesses while not
adequately addressing the needs of the Mid-Market.  Specifically, the lending programs found in the CARES Act in large part target
qualifying small businesses and large, investment grade companies.  We hope that the loans included in future COVID legislation will
apply to Mid-Market companies which are not necessarily investment grade. As indicated above, Mid-Market companies are significant
job creators and engines of the U.S. economy. Their enhanced liquidity is crucial in that it will enable these companies to continue to fund
payroll demands so that the current unemployment problem will not grow.
 
We recognize that the Administration and federal legislators have been reaching out to Mid-Market companies in order to discuss how
they can provide additional help in response to liquidity challenges arising during these difficult times.  As a result, we remain optimistic
that there will be more relief provided by the Administration and Congress which addresses the liquidity needs of mid-size companies.
 
Currently, federal, state and local governments are creating task forces to help plan the relaunch of the economy.  We, the undersigned,
call on the federal, state, and local governments to have Mid-Market companies represented on the planning councils.  These companies
must be included in the process relaunching the economy so that their specific concerns, including liquidity, are addressed in the
mandates issued by all levels of government assisting with the transition from the pandemic back to normalcy.

************

We are facing a once-in-a-generation event that impacts everyone. This is the time for people, companies, and organizations to come together
for the greater good.
Please take a moment to help ensure that Mid-Market companies have a seat at the table by doing the following:

Sign the Mid-Market “Seat At The Table” Petition, by clicking here.
Have all of your employees, friends, and family sign the petition too.
Forward this email to your elected officials (local, state, and federal).

Finally, if you would like to join the CEOC Mid-Market Taskforce click here. 

You do great things on your own, but we can do even better things together!

Be healthy and safe.
  
 
Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer  |  CEO Connection
Chairman  |  Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991  |  F 646.292.5129
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com 
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News & Updates April 27, 2020

Governor Suspends Several CEQA Timelines for 60 Days

On April 23, 2020, the Governor issued Executive Order (EO) N-54-20, which, among other things, includes a 60-day suspension of

certain CEQA timelines. Starting with the April 23rd date, the 60-day suspension would apply to notices that would have normally been

filed or posted between April 23 and June 22, 2020.These suspensions may affect your processing of CEQA notices and documents.

Item 8 of the EO suspends for 60 days certain CEQA requirements for the lead agency to file with the County Clerk, and for the

County Clerk to post, the following notices: Notices of Preparation of EIRs (NOPs), Notices of Availability of Draft EIRs (NOAs),

Notices of Intent to Adopt Negative Declarations (NOIs), Notices of Determination for EIRs and Negative Declarations (NODs), and

Notices of Exemption (NOEs). During the 60-day suspension period, if a lead agency, responsible agency, or project applicant would

otherwise have been required to make materials available to the public, it must do all of the following:

Post such materials on the relevant agency's or applicant's public website for the same period of time that physical posting
would otherwise be required;

Submit all materials electronically to the State Clearinghouse CEQAnet Web Portal; and

Engage in outreach to any individuals and entities known by the lead agency, responsible agency, or project applicant to be
parties interested in the project.

Item 9 suspends for 60 days certain AB 52 tribal consultation deadlines. These are the 30-day deadline for when a

tribe must request consultation on a Negative Declaration or EIR after receiving a lead agency's notification of a

project and the 30-day deadline for when the lead agency must begin consultation if requested by the tribe.

The EO does not affect the California Judicial Council’s Emergency Rule 9, which tolls statutes of limitation for all civil causes of action

from April 6, 2020, until 90 days after the Governor declares that the COVID-19 state of emergency is lifted. Emergency Rule 9

appears to toll CEQA statutes of limitations for CEQA actions, although the Judicial Council has been asked to clarify this.

The EO is available here. https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/N-54-20-COVID-19-text-4.22.20.pdf

sohagi.com  

The Sohagi Law Group, PLC

11999 San Vicente Blvd.

Suite 150

Los Angeles, CA 90049
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An update from LEAD San Diego

View this email in your browser

Dear Randa, 

On Wednesday, we are teaming up with the Downtown San Diego Partnership for a webinar on "Leading Through Crisis."

Part of our ongoing series with JONES, this week's discussion features three seasoned executives who will share lessons

learned about leading teams, organizations, and families through crises. Our featured speakers include:

Chamber Board Chair Caroline Winn, COO of SDG&E

Business turnaround expert Ken Barnes, President & Chief Executive Officer, Options For All

Betsy Brennan, President & CEO, Downtown San Diego Partnership 

This program is open to all and there is no charge to participate. Register here. 

Volunteer Opportunity 

LEAD partner, Reality Changers, is looking for mentors for their new Alumni Network Mentor Program. This program

matches an ambitious and talented Reality Changers program graduate with an experienced and invested career

professional. For more information and to apply to be a mentor, click here. The application deadline is this Friday, May 1.   

CARES Act Update 

Last week, Congress approved an additional $310 billion into the CARES Act for small business relief. This includes $250

billion to restore the Paycheck Protection Program and $60 billion toward Economic Injury Disaster Loans. These funds

became available this morning. If you have not yet submitted an application with your financial institution it is advised that

you so as soon as possible. These funds are expected to run out quickly as we saw with the initial round of funding. 

For assistance applying for these loans, you can contact your local Small Business Development Center, and the U.S.

Chamber of Commerce also has helpful guides specifically for PPP loans and EIDLs.  

Please see below for additional upcoming virtual programs and visit our coronavirus business resource page for crisis-

related information and resources. You can reach out to our team via the contact form on that page as well.  

Best regards,

Jerry Sanders  

President & CEO

LEAD San Diego

San Diego Regional

Chamber of Commerce

UPCOMING VIRTUAL PROGRAMS

From: Jerry Sanders <jerry@sdchamber.org> 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:31 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Join us Wednesday for "Leading Through Crisis" webinar 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



LEADING

IN A

NEW REALITY 
April 29

LEAD San Diego and the Downtown San Diego Partnership team up to present the next

weekly webinar on leading through crisis. 

Learn more >>

REMOTE WORK SERIES: OFFICE 365 TRAINING 
April 29

Chamber member Managed Solution provides tips on using Microsoft tools including OneDrive, Outlook & Teams, for remote work.

Learn more >>

 

HOW TO SELL DURING A PANDEMIC 
April 30

Learn tactics for selling during this unique time without being "salesy" and tools to build your pipeline for next quarter.  

Learn more >>

Click here for additional webinar opportunities. 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
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An update from the San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce

View this email in your browser

Dear Coniglio, 

Last week, Congress approved an additional $310 billion into the CARES Act for small business relief. This includes $250

billion to restore the Paycheck Protection Program and $60 billion toward Economic Injury Disaster Loans. These funds

became available this morning. If you have not yet submitted an application with your financial institution it is advised that

you so as soon as possible. These funds are expected to run out quickly as we saw with the initial round of funding. 

For assistance applying for these loans, you can contact your local Small Business Development Center, and the U.S.

Chamber of Commerce also has helpful guides specifically for PPP loans and EIDLs. 

I'd also like to remind you that we are still collecting feedback on reopening business. To let us know what your industry

needs to reopen safely and successfully, please share your input via this web form. (Responder encuesta en español.) 

We have several virtual programs coming up this week including LEAD San Diego's "Leading Through Crisis" webinar, how

to sell during this crisis, and tips for using Office programs for remote work. More on these programs is included below.  

Additional resources and information are available on our coronavirus business resource page and you can reach out to our

team via the contact form on that page as well.  

Best regards,

Jerry Sanders  

President & CEO

San Diego Regional

Chamber of Commerce

UPCOMING VIRTUAL PROGRAMS

From: Jerry Sanders <jerry@sdchamber.org> 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:32 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: CARES Act Funds Available Today & Upcoming Virtual Programs 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



LEADING

IN A

NEW REALITY 
April 29

LEAD San Diego and the Downtown San Diego Partnership team up to present the next

weekly webinar on leading through crisis. 

Learn more >>

REMOTE WORK SERIES: OFFICE 365 TRAINING 
April 29

Chamber member Managed Solution provides tips on using Microsoft tools including OneDrive, Outlook & Teams, for remote work.

Learn more >>

 

HOW TO SELL DURING A PANDEMIC 
April 30

Learn tactics for selling during this unique time without being "salesy" and tools to build your pipeline for next quarter.  

Learn more >>

Our Policy Committee and Business Alliance Group meetings are being held virtually. 

Visit the events calendar for a full list of meetings & programs. 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
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D A I L Y  U P D A T E

The Latest Data on Coronavirus

Tomorrow, Morning Consult will be launching our new content series, "Favorited or Forgotten: How Consumer Behaviors Will

Change Post-Pandemic." The series explores how consumer behavior will change in a post-COVID-19 world, and what business

leaders are doing to prepare for those changes. 

Sign up here to get the latest analyses and exclusive insights direct to your inbox.

Southerners Are Increasingly Discontented With Their State Governments 

Americans in the South have consistently held more negative views about how their state governments are handling the

coronavirus outbreak, a trend that has accelerated over the last two weeks. The negative shift comes as governors in Georgia,

South Carolina and Tennessee have taken earlier action than most states to reopen their economies. 

In the latest Morning Consult survey, 60 percent of Southerners approve of their state government’s response, while 29 percent

disapprove. That’s down 19 points in net approval (approval minus disapproval) from a mid-April survey, when 69 percent

approved and 19 percent disapproved. By contrast, in the Northeast, where the coronavirus outbreak has hit the hardest and

where governors have tended to enact tighter restrictions, 77 percent approve and 15 percent disapprove. Read More.

 

Trump Hits New Low in Coronavirus Response Approval 

For the first time in Morning Consult’s tracking, a slim majority of registered voters disapprove of President Donald Trump’s

handling of the coronavirus crisis. In recent weeks, approval among Republicans and independents has ticked down, while

Democratic approval has remained steady. Read More.

 

From: Morning Consult <reply@em.morningconsult.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:20 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Coronavirus: Daily Update 
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More Things to Know

Agencies Lead Big Tech by Double Digits on Trust in Contact-Tracing Data Security

With academic institutions and technology companies hunkering down to create apps to track those who could have been

exposed to COVID-19, polling shows potential users would be most likely to trust federal agencies and university researchers

with keeping the data collected about them secure and private. Read More.

Americans Remain Pessimistic About Entering Public Spaces in the Near Future

More than a month since President Donald Trump declared a national emergency, new trend data shows that consumers’

timeline for when they’ll feel comfortable heading back to many public spaces and events has not budged. Read More.

Online Dating Use Rises Amid Coronavirus Pandemic

In-person dates may be off the table for the time being, but that hasn’t stopped people from swiping through their dating apps

while they’re on lockdown. To the contrary, new Morning Consult polling finds that more than half of users are spending more

time on online dating apps or services than they were before the start of the coronavirus crisis. Read More.

How Concern Over Climate Change Correlates With Coronavirus Responses

Adults who say they are not concerned about climate change are less likely than the general public to be taking personal actions

to mitigate the effects of the coronavirus, new Morning Consult data shows. And in contrast, climate-concerned U.S. adults are

more likely to be taking these actions, which include wearing masks in public, social distancing and disinfecting the home and

personal electronics. Read More. 

S E E  T H E

F U L L  T R A C K E R
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COVID-19 Update 
April 27, 2020

Federal

Trump Tests: President Trump today announced a plan that he said would help states ramp up the testing many experts

have identified as a prerequisite for opening up the economy. The announcement came during a press conference that

replaced the typical daily coronavirus task force briefing, although many of the same figures were present. The President

also invited several industry executives to speak about industry efforts to ramp up testing.

 

Six New Symptoms: The CDC has listed an additional six symptoms that are presenting in patients with COVID-19:

Chills

Repeated shaking with chills

Muscle pain

Headache

Sore throat

New loss of taste or smell

The CDC has long said that fever, cough, and a shortness of breath were all indicators of the disease.

California

The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

44,949 tested positive

1,776 deaths

 

“The reality is we’re just a few weeks away, not months away, from making measurable and meaningful changes to our

stay-at-home order. However, that’s driven by data, driven by behavior and as we change our behavior, we can impact

the science, the health and the data… That’s why I cannot impress upon you more that we can’t see the images like we saw

in Newport Beach and elsewhere in the state of California.”

– Governor Gavin Newsom

 

Governor’s Press Conference: Governor Gavin Newsom is now holding daily updates at noon via his Twitter and

Facebook feeds. Below are today’s press conference highlights:

Photo Credit: Allen Schaben/Los Angeles Times

 

Beach Blanket Babble: We have made real progress but images of people who flocked to Southern California

beaches over the weekend were a bad sign. Those images are an example of what not to see, what not to do if we want

stay-at-home orders to loosen. 

 

From: Platinum Advisors <platinum@platinumadvisors.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:14 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: COVID-19 Update: April 27, 2020 
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Enforcement: For now, there will be more enforcement of the stay-at-home order. CHP and others could get

involved. "We will avail ourselves to more aggressive enforcement of the stay at home order." Newsom says his

administration had a virtual meeting with local law enforcement about how to respond to people crowding public

spaces. Newsom doesn't want people to be cited unless they are clearly flouting the stay-at-home order and putting

others in danger. 

 

Metric Mods: Tomorrow Newsom will offer more info on stay-home metrics. "And again, the hope and expectation

is that we'll be in a position in a number of weeks to have meaningful modifications.” 

 

Digital Roundtable: Newsom touts "digital roundtables" with businesses in the coming weeks to discuss economic

recovery options. "It's really about talking about the future and what that retail experience may look like a year from

now," he says. 

 

Big Brother’s Baywatch: Cell phone tracking data that the state is compiling and analyzing using artificial

intelligence supports what's shown anecdotally in the photos of crowded beaches. 

 

Tech Roundtable: Beginning tomorrow, press and small-to-large business leaders will be invited to a series of

digital roundtables guided by experts from the newly established Economic Advisory Committee to discuss crafting

specific guidance for “meaningful modifications” of the stay-at-home orders in the short term as well what the retail

experience may look like 2-3 years from now. “We’ll have 2-way conversations at a granular level and be determinative

to how and when guidelines come out,” said Newsom. 

 

Jobless Claims: $4.4 billion in unemployment checks in California have been issued since March 15. Many are still

reporting that they are unable to get through to file a claim, despite expanded hours and staff added to handle the

volume. 15 million calls came in to the EDD call center last week alone. 

 

Rates: Although the death toll in California is still climbing, the rate of death is slowing. The daily number of deaths

dropped from a peak of over 100 deaths/day last week to 45 in the last 24 hours.

Western States Pact: Colorado Governor Jared Polis and Nevada Governor Steve Sisolak announced their respective

states are joining California, Oregon and Washington in the Western States Pact – a working group of Western state

governors with a shared vision for modifying stay at home orders and fighting COVID-19.  

  

California Governor Gavin Newsom, Oregon Governor Kate Brown and Washington Governor Jay Inslee recently

announced they would be working together for gradually modifying their states’ stay at home orders.

 

They listed three shared principles as foundational to the agreement: 

 

Residents’ health comes first. As home to nearly one in five Americans and gateway to the rest of the world, the

West Coast has an outsized stake in controlling and ultimately defeating COVID-19. 

Health outcomes and science – not politics – will guide these decisions.

States will only be effective by working together. Each state will work with its local leaders and communities

within its borders to understand what’s happening on the ground and adhere to our agreed upon approach.

 

As part of the Western States Pact, the Governors commit to working together toward the following four goals: 

 

Protecting vulnerable populations at risk for severe disease if infected. This includes a concerted effort to prevent and

fight outbreaks in nursing homes and other long-term care facilities.

Ensuring an ability to care for those who may become sick with COVID-19 and other conditions. This will require

adequate hospital surge capacity and supplies of personal protective equipment.

Mitigating the non-direct COVID-19 health impacts, particularly on disadvantaged communities.

Protecting the general public by ensuring any successful lifting of interventions includes the development of a system

for testing, tracking and isolating. The states will work together to share best practices.



 

Assembly Budget Round II:

Assembly Budget Chair

Phil Ting shows the pages of public comment that were submitted in advance of today’s Budget Subcommittee hearing on

economic recover from the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 

Today, the Assembly Budget Subcommittee on the Budget Process, Oversight and Program Evaluation

(affectionately known as Budget Sub 6) met for the second time to discuss COVID-19 economic recovery and stimulus.

California, unlike the federal government, cannot deficit spend. Constitutionally, the State must pass a balanced budget by

June 15th, and as such, the State most likely faces difficult cuts.

 

Jerry Nickelsburg, Director of the UCLA Anderson Forecast, offered the Budget Subcommittee an economic outlook based

on a somewhat “optimistic” scenario in which the State reaches the back end of the curve by mid-June and the virus does

not return in 2021, showing:

10% GDP decline “from peak to troth.”

12% employment decline

This particular recession is skewed towards the service sector & lower-skilled, lower-wage communities, which means

employment declines will be greater than GDP. It will take until end of 2022 to recover to 2019 levels.

 

The good news is that this recovery will likely be a more rapid recovery than the 2008-09 recession. COVID-19 recovery will

be skewed towards the higher paying tech industry, which tends to disproportionately favor the California tax-base.

 

While domestic tourism may restart relatively quickly, international tourism "will be muted for a very long time, way past

2022,” said Nickelsburg. Business recovery depends on sector and consumer interest.

 

Rodney Fong, CEO of the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce spoke to how quickly businesses can collapse in a pandemic

and offered a few ideas on how businesses can adapt:

Business Standards: “Waiting for the state to come up with laws & regulations about how we interact in businesses

may be too slow, quite honestly. We need to talk about a volunteer certified healthy ‘place’ standard where businesses

can offer their best practices and adopt some new standardization. Brick and mortar restaurants are going to have to

figure out how they survive with spreading out and having fewer seats. In San Francisco & Los Angeles, it is very

difficult for restaurants, even with a full house, to break even. We need to figure how they adapt themselves.”

New Era, New Standards: “Small retailers may need to think about how many people they let into a store.

Manufacturers will have to look at how they shift their schedules, maybe becoming 24-hour workstations, spreading

out shifts.”

Clear Guidelines from the State: “It’s important for the public health officials in California to give clear

guidelines, to give resources so we can get back in business even starting now. The further ahead we can get and

provide the public health standard – voluntarily or by law – the better.”

Tech Track: “[The State should] track the technology of contact tracing: we’re seeing cities around the world that are

a little more ahead of us—they’re using their phones to track, it’s completely private. They’re finding out their

exposure rate a lot which depends on the volunteer efforts of individuals and businesses who share such information.”

PPE for Re-Opening Businesses: Assembly Member Jim Wood (D-Healdsburg) pushed the Administration for more

efforts to procure PPE for businesses. "The ability to have that across sectors is really instrumental in the recovery process

we're talking about today," OES' Christina Curry said. The supply line for PPE is just still not stable, Curry added.

 

"You talk about it as a problem, I consider it a crisis quite frankly," said Wood. If you tell a business it can open, but don't

give them PPE, that's really not good. We're the fifth largest economy in the world. Can we not figure out our own plan? My

hope is that there will be as concerted effort. I consider this a crisis on top of a crisis.”

 

Republicans Attempt Again to Halt AB 5: Vice Chair Jay Obernolte (R-Big Bear Lake) noted that, prior to the



pandemic, the State was planning to millions on AB 5 enforcement, the gig economy legislation that was signed into law last

year. Republicans in particular have condemned the law as catastrophic to many self-employed people in California: “Maybe

we have to take a pause and re-think. If a ship is partly submerged, you don’t throw extra weight on the ship,” said

Obernolte.

 

The Department of Finance defended their stance, saying that the law is on the books, therefore they will continue to enforce

it.

 

“Comment: I can’t comment on the specific items you mentioned”: Representatives of the Administration played

it fairly close to the vest in answering most of the Committee members questions. With a looming budget revision to be

released by May 14th, most questions were met with, “This is of top priority but nothing new to add at this time.”

 

A few members floated the idea of softening state regulations on businesses to help economic growth. Assembly Member

Gray (D-Merced) suggested convening a bi-partisan task force to explore targeted regulatory relief.

Bay Area

SIP Extension: Six Bay Area counties announced today in a joint statement that they would be extending shelter-in-place

orders through the end of May. The extended orders affect Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, and

Santa Clara counties, as well as the City of Berkeley, which has its own public health department. Full details are expected to

be released later this week and "will include limited easing of specific restrictions for a small number of lower-risk

activities."

 

SF Closes Portions of Golden Gate Park, John McLaren Park to Cars: Mayor London Breed today announced

that beginning Tuesday, April 28 at 6:00am, a portion of John F. Kennedy Drive in Golden Gate Park and John F. Shelley

Drive in John McLaren Park will be closed to vehicles 24 hours per day throughout the duration of San Francisco’s Stay

Home Order. The street closures are intended to ensure there is enough space for people who choose to exercise in Golden

Gate Park and McLaren Park to maintain required physical distancing.

Construction in Santa Clara County: A local construction and trades union is asking the Santa Clara County Board of

Supervisors to recommend the county relax the regulations to allow its members to get back to earning a living. Meanwhile,

health leaders continue to stress the need for social distancing to curb the spread of COVID-19.

PA Clients Stepping Up

SAP has made some incredible donations to local food banks supporting their communities:

Over $100,000 has been donated to local food banks via employee donations and matching gifts through

the #1monthchallenge.

SAP contributed the majority of funding to the San Jose Sharks Foundation which was donated to Second Harvest of

Silicon Valley. Press Release here

SAP’s Palo Alto facilities teams also donated supplies to Second Harvest of Silicon Valley from on-campus supply

closets
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Good Afternoon, 

As part of our review for reductions in the 2020 budget due to revenue loss and increased expenses, we have identified
policies that could be eliminated or adjusted.  Currently, we have a cell phone policy that allows for reimbursements to
employees for the use of their private cell phone for work related communication.  The process does require Department
Head and Finance approval and provides for levels of reimbursement ranging from $10.00 to $75.00 per month. 
Reimbursements are processed through Payroll and are taxable.  We also provide County issued phones that are
financed through the departments for their monthly usage.
If you have a policy that addresses cell phones and their use within your workforce, or if this was something you have
eliminated due to new technology or budget cuts, I'd appreciate your input.

Thank you and stay well!

------------------------------
Lore Stenzel
Shared Services Manager
County of Lake
Waukegan IL
lpowell@lakecountyil.gov
------------------------------
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2. Insurance Requirements for P-card purchases

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2020 4:20 PM

Paul Rosen

Does your jurisdiction require insurance for goods and/or services procured through your P-card?
If so, how do you manage that process since P-card purchases are so easy to complete?

------------------------------
Paul Rosen MPA
Assistant City Manager
City of Port Orange
Port Orange FL
arosen@port-orange.org
------------------------------
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3. Covid-19 Animal Shelter Grants Available-Deadline May 1
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Apr 27, 2020 10:22 AM

Ledy VanKavage

network.bestfriends.org/opportunities/... 

Ledy VanKavage, Esq.
Sr. Legislative Attorney
Best Friends Animal Society
618-550-9469 CELL

bestfriends.org 

facebook.com/bestfriendsanimalsociety | twitter.com/bestfriends 

Together, we can Save Them All®.
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4. Re: Virtual/On-Line Building Inspections
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Apr 27, 2020 7:59 AM

Diane Stoddard

Hi everyone, the City of Lawrence has also implemented virtual inspections and will likely continue this practice post-
COVID-19.  Here is a memo and report, along with our temporary guidelines that we are working under.  

lawrenceks.civicweb.net/document/31343/... 

Diane Stoddard,  Assistant City Manager, City of Lawrence, Kansas 

Get Outlook for iOS
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------Original Message------

As we all start looking at ways to continue to provide essential services during this crisis, I wanted to share what we
have done to ensure we are still conducting building inspections using technology.

New City Process Keeps Tallahassee Building

Home is more than where the heart is these days. It is the center of our worlds due to COVID- 19. Local homes must be
structurally and mechanically sound to help keep residents safe. This is partially ensured by inspectors with the City of
Tallahassee's Growth Management department, who are taking a solution oriented approach to overcome challenges
related to COVID-19. With a commitment to protecting customers and employees, new, innovative processes have been
established to ensure vital building inspections and permits continue.

"This is a time that is critical for our economy, and we must find ways to keep construction and development moving
forward," said Karen Jumonville, Growth Management director for the City. "Our team developed a program that allows
us to continue providing inspection services while also meeting the number one priority right now – protecting the health
and safety of our staff and customers."

To minimize physical contact, the City has implemented virtual, online building inspections for mechanical change out
inspections, gas inspections and window/door inspections in existing, occupied residential homes. Virtual inspections
help protect human health through social distancing and ensure that customers receive efficient, effective service at a
time that is critical to our economy and health.

For a virtual inspection, the contractor uses a smartphone or tablet to visually connect with a City inspector who directs
the contactor on how to move around the site and showcase specific elements. Results are given immediately and
entered into Growth Management's online system to help move the project forward.

Shifting to virtual inspections is a massive change for both the inspectors, who typically get hands-on with
measurements and materials on site, and contractors. This new process relies on technology, video conferencing and
collaboration between both parties. So far, the reception to the new process has been positive.

"I like the video conference option because it helps keep costs down, saving a lot of travel time for both the inspector
and our plumbers. I'd like to see this process remain," said Jay Wolfe of Capital Plumbing. "Plumbers have to be in
people's homes every day, despite what's going on, and we need to do our best to protect them, our customers and the
inspectors. This offers a great benefit for that, too."

"This new inspection process has allowed our department to complete the required inspections while minimizing
personal contact between contractors, the public and our inspectors," said Chris Pope, Deputy Building Official for the
City. "The added convenience of being able to complete the inspections from any physical location has increased our
efficiency in an effort to continue to provide great customer service during this time."

These inspections can total more than 60 each week. Keeping pace on the first day the new process was implemented
(April 6), City inspectors had already conducted four virtual inspections well before lunch.

"Construction activity is continuing throughout our community, and we are actively inspecting these sites on a daily
basis," Jumonville said. "We are open for business and providing all of our plan review and inspection services to the
public. Our team continues to find ways to be flexible in the way we deliver services during this unique time."

Virtual building inspections are a helpful step toward protecting human health while also working to keep our economy
moving. As the process is refined, it may be expanded to other service areas and, ultimately, become a permanent part
of how the City operates. COVID-19 presents extraordinary challenges, but it also offers an opportunity for local
government to innovate. The City of Tallahassee is focused on remaining a national leader in the delivery of public
service during the COVID-19 crisis and well after. Learn more at Talgov.com.

www.talgov.com/uploads/public/documents/publicsafety/... 

------------------------------
Raoul Lavin
Assistant City Manager
City of Tallahassee
Tallahassee FL
raoul.lavin@talgov.com
------------------------------
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6. Re: cost cutting measures for Cities

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 27, 2020 2:04 PM

Christian Morgan

Great article, thanks for sharing.

------------------------------
Christian Morgan MPA
Town Manager
Town of Kersey
Kersey CO
cmorgan@kerseygov.com
------------------------------

  Reply to Group Online    View Thread    Recommend    Forward   



-------------------------------------------
Original Message:
Sent: 04-24-2020 12:45 PM
From: Karl Hafer
Subject: cost cutting measures for Cities

Hi Kathleen, 

I've attached a pretty useful paper from UNC School of Government which I found useful. Most tactics are fairly common,
others provoked thought. I hope it is useful.

Karl 

------------------------------
Karl Hafer MPA
Team Lead - Department of Management & Budget
County of Loudoun
Leesburg VA
karl.hafer@loudoun.gov 

 

You are subscribed to "ICMA All-Members" as rconiglio@portofsandiego.org. To change your subscriptions, go to My
Subscriptions. To unsubscribe from this community discussion, go to Unsubscribe.



From: Claire Poumele <ctpoumele@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 7:50 AM EDT 
To: Jane McIvor <jane@pacificports.org> 
CC: Sherwood Tibon <sherwood.tibon@gmail.com>; Elizabeth Blanchard <blanchard.e@gmail.com>; Pete Slow P. Reyes
<debuslow@gmail.com>; Dick Dodge <dodge605@icloud.com>; Douglas, Leah <leah.douglas@polb.com>; s�ga�[
<hueyyi@twport.com.tw>; Ian Marr <IMarr@npa.ca>; Jadene Villagomez <cpa.boardsec@pticom.com>; Kim Puzey
<kimpuzey@uci.net>; Bynum, Lou Anne <louanne.bynum@polb.com>; Maria Taitano <mdrtaitano@gmail.com>; Patsy
Martin <patsym@portofskagit.com>; Tien-Kuei Kuo <president@twport.com.tw>; Randa Coniglio
<rconigli@portofsandiego.org>; Bob Larson <rnslarson@charter.net>; Sharon Hauser <shauser@portofsandiego.org>; Ann
Wu <wps0612@twport.com.tw> 
Subject: Re: Executive Committee - Action Required 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Either time will work for me.  

Taimalelagi Dr. Claire Tuia Poumele

Director of Port Administration

American Samoa Government

P.O. Box 656

Pago Pago, American Samoa 96799

Email: ctpoumele@gmail.com 

Phone: (684) 633-4251

Mobile: (684) 733-3076

                               May COVID-19 UNITE us, not DIVIDE our efforts 

  

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom

they are addressed. If you have received this email in error please notify the system manager. This message contains

confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not

disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by

mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing,

copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.

On Mon, Apr 27, 2020 at 12:42 PM Jane McIvor <jane@pacificports.org> wrote:

Thanks Sherwood and apologies, please note the correct time on the second choice would be Thursday, May 7, 2020 -- 5pm

Pacific Standard Time (Friday, May 8 – 8am China Standard Time /  10 am Chamorro Standard Time)

 

Jane McIvor

Association of Pacific Ports

Office: 604-893-8800

Cell: 604-418-8546

 

From: Sherwood Tibon [mailto:sherwood.tibon@gmail.com] 
Sent: April 27, 2020 4:41 PM
To: Jane McIvor
Cc: Elizabeth Blanchard; Claire Tuia Poumele; Pete Slow P. Reyes; Dick Dodge; Douglas, Leah; 陳慧宜; Ian Marr; Jadene Villagomez; Kim Puzey
(kimpuzey@uci.net); Bynum, Lou Anne; Maria Taitano; Patsy Martin; Tien-Kuei Kuo; Randa Coniglio; Bob Larson; Sharon Hauser; Ann Wu
Subject: Re: Executive Committee - Action Required

 

Hi Jane,

 

Either is fine with me. Thank you.

 



Sherwood

 

On Tue, Apr 28, 2020 at 11:34 AM Jane McIvor <jane@pacificports.org> wrote:

Dear Executive Committee,

 

For your immediate attention and response:

 

Further to the last email regarding the conference, we’ve had a mixed reaction on holding a virtual version and both Ian

and I strongly recommend we hold a Zoom/video conference call with the Executive Committee to discuss this to set a

clear path forward.

 

Please advise of your availability on both dates:

First choice: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 – 5pm Pacific Standard Time (Wednesday, May 6 – 8am China Standard Time /  10

am Chamorro Standard Time)

 

Second choice:

 

Proposed agenda:

1. 2020 Annual Conference

2. Annual General Meeting options

3. Nomination slate

4. APP Financial update

 

Please advise on your availability – log-in details and agenda materials will be sent once the date has been confirmed.

 

Thanks,

 

Jane McIvor

Association of Pacific Ports

300 – 1275 West 6th Avenue

Vancouver, BC  V6H 1A6

 

Office: 604-893-8800

Cell: 604-418-8546

Email: jane@pacificports.org

 



EUROPE: Edda Wind secures

charters for hydrogen-ready

offshore wind vessels

The company, part of the Østensjø Group,

has signed long term charter agreements

with MHI Vestas and Ocean Breeze Energy

for two of four offshore wind vessels ordered

from Spanish shipyards.

READ MORE...

From: Bunkerspot <updates@bunkerspot.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 8:02 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: The Bunkerspot Noon Report 28/04/2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

No images? Click here

Bunkerspot

NOON REPORT
 

 
Seahawk Services

 

AMERICAS: Petrobras increases

oil production after early April

contraction

In its newly-released Q1 2020 sales and

performance report, the Brazilian energy

conglomerate also highlighted strong bunker

fuel exports, particularly to Asian markets.

READ MORE...

 

ASIA PACIFIC: Australian

refineries scaling back production

in response to coronavirus

Viva Energy and Caltex are both looking to

scale back production at their refineries in

response to the drop in demand for oil

products caused by the coronavirus

pandemic.

READ MORE...

 



GLOBAL: New SISI 2019 port

study highlights production

slowdown

Shanghai International Shipping Institute’s

latest Global Port Development Report

indicates that Chinese ports registered an

overall increase in cargo throughput last

year, but major ports in Europe, the

Americas and Oceania saw throughput

decline with around 50% of these ports

recording negative growth.

READ MORE...

 

GLOBAL: BP’s Q1 results

impacted by coronavirus

pandemic

Energy giant BP’s first quarter results offer a

telling picture of how heavily the coronavirus

pandemic has impacted the energy sector

and reduced the global demand for oil

products.

READ MORE...

 

AMERICAS: Environmentalists

oppose New Jersey LNG terminal

An environmental group is looking to block

plans to build an LNG export terminal in New

Jersey

READ MORE...

 



Get noticed with Bunkerspot

In today’s competitive maritime environment,

advertising via Bunkerspot will enable you to

deliver your company message directly to

your target market in a highly cost-effective

and dynamic way.

For subscription and advertising options,

contact: 

Steve Simpson 

Advertising Sales Manager

Tel: +44 1295 814455 x 203

Email: steve@petrospot.com  

To find out more or to subscribe  

Read More...

Bunkerspot Magazine

View Media Kit here

Keep in touch with breaking news on the

marine fuels sector, by signing up

to Bunkerspot's RSS news feed. Find out

more here

News

Magazine

Bunker Price Index

 
books

Save 25% when you purchase any

Petrospot book pack

Petrospot publishes some of the most

influential text books on marine fuels,

shipping and marine surveying and is the go-

to source for comprehensive yet easy to

read books, appealing to both newcomers

and experts alike.

All books are available to buy individually or

purchase a Technical Pack, Basic Bunker

Pack, Advanced Bunker Pack or Marine

Surveying Pack and SAVE 25%.

BROWSE ALL PETROSPOT BOOKS

 

 



Bunkerspot is published by Petrospot Limited.

For more information on Petrospot Limited visit

www.petrospot.com or call +44 1295 814455.

© Petrospot Limited 2020 (Company No. 4768142).
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Hotel News Resource

April, 28 2020

Read Online

Global Hotel Profit Rocked by COVID-19

Global Hotel Profit Rocked

by COVID-19

In the first analysis of full profit-and-loss

performance since the COVID-19

pandemic swept through the global

hospitality industry, March was

expectedly a brutal month, with the U.S.,

Europe, Asia and Middle East all

recording year-over-year profit drops of

100% or more, according to HotStats

data, as the virus’ spread continued

unabated, all but shutting down travel.

Read More

Distressed Hotel Loans

Hotel Lawyer: Increasing

Distressed Hotel Loans and

Troubled Hotel Assets - By

Jim Butler, Bob Kaplan, and

Nick De Lancie

Can a hotel ever be 'single asset real

estate' for bankruptcy purposes? What is

'SARE' and who cares? Read more

U.S. Air Ticket Sales Trends

US Travel Agency Seven-

Day Air Ticket Volume

Down 90+ Percent

Airlines Reporting Corp. (ARC) reported

the following consolidated airline ticketing

volume variances, compared to the same

period in 2019. These totals represent

sales generated by US travel agencies

and processed through the ARC

settlement system. Read more

From: Hotel News Resource <support@nevistas.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 9:10 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Daily Hotel Industry News 2020-04-28 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



Hotel Industry Performance Americas

Hotels in the Central/South

America Region Steep

Declines for March 2020

In March, hotel occupancy in Central and

South America declined 48% to 31%,

ADR dipped 6.1% to $85.61 and RevPAR

dropped 51.2% to $26.56. Read more

Hotel Industry Performance Asia Pacific

Hotels in the Asia Pacific

Region Report Significant

Declines for March 2020

Reflecting the effects of the COVID-19

pandemic, the Asia Pacific hotel industry

reported all-time lows in the three key

performance metrics during March 2020,

according to data from STR. Read more

Post COVID-19 Travel Industry

Scenarios for What the

Travel Industry Might Be

Dealing with After Covid-19

- Travel Weekly

For travel companies looking at how and

when they might emerge from the Covid-

19 crisis, scenario planning is a big part

of the equation. Read more

Global Travel Health Index

Could Asia Be on the Verge

of Recovery? An Optimistic

View of Data from the

Travel Health Index - By

Lize De Kock

At TrustYou we monitor our global Travel

Health Index on a weekly basis,

leveraging guest reviews from the largest

database in the world to benchmark the

crisis and keep an eye on possible signs

of recovery. For the week ending on April

13th, we see a slight upward tick in the

trend line as shown below. This ever so

hopeful sign comes from the APAC

region, indicating a slight increase in

guest review activity as compared to the

previous week. Read more



COVID-19 Relief Measures

Hotels Get Creative to Care

for Medical Professionals in

New York

Despite facing a crisis in their industry,

hotels lead collaboration in their local

communities to provide extra services to

their new guests Read more

Post COVID-19 Travel Industry

Premature Allowance of

Social Movement May

Create Negative Long-term

Impact for China's Tourism

As life slowly returns to normal in China,

travel companies operating in the nation

need to be careful of encouraging mass

tourism at this early stage, says

GlobalData. Read more

Webinar - What To Say When The

Phones Start Ringing Again Shortly!

Webinar: What To Say

When The Phones Start

Ringing Again Shortly!

A time will come, hopefully sooner rather

than later, that the end social distancing

phase emerges on the horizon. The

trickle of phone inquiries will start to grow

into a stream and eventually a flood.

Smart revenue and marketing leaders will

get their teams ready now during the

interim. Read more

In Brief...

Caesars Cares Fund 
Caesars Entertainment Announces
COVID-19 Work Force and Community
Assistance Efforts
COVID-19 Relief Initiative 
Rosewood Hotel Group Launches
Rosewood Raise, a Relief Initiative to
Support Associates and Communities
Affected by COVID-19
COVID-19 Impact On Hotel Industry 
70% of Hotel Employees Laid Off or
Furloughed
IHG Trading Update 
IHG Provides Financing and Current
Trading Update
Post COVID-19 Travel Industry 
Airbnb Must Adapt to Changing
Consumer Habits in a Post-COVID-19
Travel Industry
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B R A N D  I N T E L L I G E N C E

L A U N C H I N G  T O D A Y  

Favorited or Forgotten: How Consumer Behavior Will
Change Post-Pandemic

Today, Morning Consult is launching “Favorited or Forgotten,” a series exploring if – and how – consumer behaviors will change

in a post-COVID-19 world and what business leaders are doing to prepare for those changes.

In part I of the series, How Our Favorite Pastimes Will Change in a Post COVID-19 World, we look at how COVID-19 has

changed how Americans spend their free time, and how permanent some of those changes could be. 

With many Americans relegated to their homes during any free time they may have, certain pastimes are seeing new life – but

which of those activities will adults enjoy enough to continue doing post-pandemic, and which are just temporary ways to pass

the time? And what are the brand and business implications of these newfound pursuits?

Read the full analysis here, and sign up to continue to receive the latest analyses and exclusive insights on the rapidly evolving

consumer landscape.

R E A D  T H E  F U L L

A N A L Y S I S

This email was sent to rconigli@portofsandiego.org by: Morning Consult 

729 15th St. NW, Washington, DC, 20005 US 

No longer interested in receiving emails like this? You can Update your Preferences or Unsubscribe.

From: Morning Consult <reply@em.morningconsult.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 10:21 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Launching Today - Favorited or Forgotten: How Consumer Behaviors Will Change Post-Pandemic 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.





From: Avenu Insights & Analytics <succeed@avenuinsights.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 11:01 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Navigating the economic crisis for Local Governments 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.



 

These are unprecedented times and the role of local governments has never been more critical. Governments,

organizations, and businesses are quickly determining budget shortfalls and their critical next steps.

In partnership with over 3,000 local governments, Avenu Insights & Analytics has extensive real-world experience in

handling crisis situations and front-line knowledge in preparing and implementing strategies to help cities and counties

weather the storms and recover as quickly as possible.

We are providing a no-cost Revenue Enhancement Assessment to local governments who are seeking guidance and

feedback in one or more of the following areas:  

Understanding budget impacts of federal bailout legislation

Navigating the CARES Act and how it affects your jurisdiction

Forecasting revenue through the economic crisis

Short-term cash flow strategies, and longer-term recovery planning

Identifying additional revenue sources to cover budget shortfalls

Handling tax and license administration during COVID-19

Virtual consultations will be used to identify areas of need and a customized assessment will

be provided to your team immediately following a short discussion. You are welcome to have

as many members of your staff attend the meeting as needed.

 

We wish good health and well-being to you and your families, staff and constituents now and in the future.

Sincerely,

Avenu Insights & Analytics

 

  

    

    

5860 Trinity Parkway #120 | Centreville, VA 20120 |
www.avenuinsights.com

Avenu’s revenue enhancement and administration solutions enable jurisdictions to provide truly digital government that meets
expectations of citizens, employees and elected officials. 

You're in charge! We'd hate to see you go but you can update your email preferences 

here

If you would like to completely unsubscribe from all future notifications from Avenu visit us 

here





From: Ulrik Binzer <ulrik.binzer@hostcompliance.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 11:03 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Last Chance to Register For Key Insights on Short-Term Rental Programs! 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa,

Government leaders are discussing ways to safely ease COVID-19 restrictions, but what does that mean for short-term

rental challenges in your community?

Join me for an upcoming webinar Wednesday, April 29th. We’ll discuss how:

The current crisis has affected short-term rentals.

Local governments managed the situation.

You can best prepare for the future. (Hint: STRs can aid economic recovery)

Webinar Details

Date: Wednesday, April 29th

Time: 10-11 a.m. PT / 1-2 p.m. ET 

Register here 

I look forward to seeing you there! If you can't join live, we'll send out the recording to all registrants.

Best regards,

Ulrik Binzer 

Founder

A 1037 NE 65th St. #81158, Seattle, WA 98115

   

This email was sent to rconiglio@portofsandiego.org. If you no longer wish to receive these emails you may unsubscribe at any time.



Maritime Professional Update

From: Maritime Logistics Professional <update@maritimeprofessional.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 11:03 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Willis Towers Watson Launches New Cyber Insurance, CyNav for Ship Owners 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

World's Largest Containership HMM Algeciras LaunchedRolf Stiefel Joins Bureau Veritas as Regional Chief ExecutiveInterview: A Return to Wind Power with Tuomas Riski & Norsepower

WILLIS TOWERS WATSON LAUNCHES

NEW CYBER INSURANCE, CYNAV FOR

SHIP OWNERS

Willis Towers Watson

unveiled a new type of

cyber insurance product for shipowners

that redesigns standard cyber policies to

better navigate the risks for ship

operators in the digital era.

WORLD'S LARGEST CONTAINERSHIP

HMM ALGECIRAS LAUNCHED

South Korean ocean

carrier HMM held a

naming ceremony for the newly

constructed 24,000 TEU-class

containership HMM Algeciras, the world’s

largest containership, at the Daewoo

Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering’s

(DMSE) Okpo shipyard in Geoje, Korea.

ROLF STIEFEL JOINS BUREAU VERITAS

AS REGIONAL CHIEF EXECUTIVE

Bureau Veritas (BV)

appointed Rolf Stiefel as

its new Regional Chief Executive based

in Hamburg, responsible for Central

Europe - Germany, Austria, Switzerland

and Russia. He will be based in the BV

regional office in Hamburg and his

appointment is

Employers – Post Job

FEATURED JOBS

First Radio Electronics Technician (IAT)
Military Sealift Command - Norfolk, VA, USA

Chief Cook
Military Sealift Command

Assistant Damage Control Officer
Military Sealift Command

Chief Radio Electronics Technician (IAT)
Military Sealift Command - Norfolk, VA, USA

Third Assistant Engineer
Military Sealift Command - Norfolk, VA, USA

Search Jobs

Post your Resume

NEWS

PEMEX TRADING ARM MULLS CANCELING MAY-JUNE
CARGOS

BHP TO EXPAND IRON ORE EXPORTS FROM PORT HEDLAND

FMC EASES REQUIREMENTS FOR SERVICE CONTRACT
FILINGS

RUSSIAN GRAIN EXPORTS TO CONTINUE DESPITE QUOTA

LOW WATER HAMPERS RHINE RIVER SHIPPING

UK PROVIDES AID FOR FERRY OPERATORS

US SHOULD AVOID PHASED APPROACH IN KENYA TRADE
TALKS -CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

OPERATORS WARN OF CONGESTION AT INDIAN PORTS

GIBBS & COX HIRES HOBBS AS CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER

MALAYSIA'S TOP PALM OIL STATE REOPENS COMPANY
JETTIES

US IMPOSES NEW RESTRICTIONS ON EXPORTS TO CHINA

SEMBCORP BEGINS PROCEEDINGS AGAINST HIN LEONG
AFFILIATE

FEATURED EMPLOYERS

MILITARY SEALIFT COMMAND



INTERVIEW: A RETURN TO WIND

POWER WITH TUOMAS RISKI &

NORSEPOWER

Norsepower CEO and

co-founder Tuomas

Riski has put a new spin on some

established technology, bringing wind

power back to shipping in an undeniably

eye-catching manner. Here Nor-

Shipping’s latest ‘Ocean Action Hero’

explains the benefits of his

PEMEX TRADING ARM MULLS

CANCELING MAY-JUNE CARGOS

The trading arm of

Mexican state oil

company Pemex is mulling options to

slash the number of fuel cargoes the

country imports in May and June as

demand plummets because of the

coronavirus, three sources close to the

talks told Reuters.

BHP TO EXPAND IRON ORE EXPORTS

FROM PORT HEDLAND

Miner BHP Group said

on Tuesday it plans to

expand its iron ore export capacity from

Port Hedland, the largest global shipping

hub for the steel-making commodity, by

up to 40 million tonnes a year to 330

million tonnes a year.

FMC EASES REQUIREMENTS FOR

SERVICE CONTRACT FILINGS

The U.S. Federal

Maritime Commission

voted to temporarily allow parties to file

service contracts up to 30 days after they

take effect, as a measure to relieve

COVID-19 impacts to the supply chain.

Maritime Professional App
Get instant updates on shipbuilding, contracts, technology,
legal issues, and business innovations - organized for mobile
users.
Download Android , iPhone(iPad) or Windows Phone app

 



RUSSIAN GRAIN EXPORTS TO

CONTINUE DESPITE QUOTA

Russia’s online grain

export quota was

running out fast on Saturday as big

traders rushed to get customs

documents for future shipments, analysts

said, adding that supplies from the

world’s biggest wheat exporter would

continue nevertheless.

LOW WATER HAMPERS RHINE RIVER

SHIPPING

Low water levels after

recent dry weather are

preventing cargo vessels from sailing

fully loaded on the Rhine river in

Germany and adding surcharges to the

usual freight rates, traders said on

Monday.

UK PROVIDES AID FOR FERRY

OPERATORS

Ferry routes between

Great Britain and

Northern Ireland have been safeguarded,

thanks to a multimillion-pound

government scheme to help ensure

critical freight can continue to move into

and across the union.

This is an email sent to RConiglio@portofsandiego.org by World News International, to receive no further e-mails submit your e-mail address, 

or mail us a written request to the attention of: World News International Contact Manager, 118 East 25th Street, 2 Floor, New York, NY 10010

USA 

Please allow up to seven days for the complete removal process to take place. 
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From: AngieCraig.com <campaign@angiecraig.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 11:17 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: fwd: Angie’s note 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Randa – we wanted to make sure you saw Angie’s email from yesterday.

Our first fundraising deadline since a huge Republican super PAC announced they’re going to spend millions against us is

on Thursday at midnight. We still need 386 people to join us before then to help us fight the attacks.

Will you contribute right away? 

Begin forwarded message from Angie Craig:  

Earlier this month, a Republican super PAC reserved $3.3 million in TV ads to run attacks against me.

They’re flooding our district with outside money in an attempt to flip this seat red. We can’t let them.  

That’s why we’re not taking anything for granted and we’re organizing earlier than ever. We can out-work the GOP but

we need your help.

Randa, Thursday is our first end of month deadline since this huge ad buy, and we have to show our strength. We

need 500 more supporters to join us before the deadline. Will you chip in now?

If you've saved your payment information with ActBlue Express, your donation will go through immediately:

Chip in $8 now!

Chip in $15 now!

Chip in $35 now!

Or, donate another amount

With seven opponents in the race against me, we can’t slow down. We are making huge decisions about how much

outreach we can do.

If we’re going to out-work and out-organize the GOP, we must hit all of our goals between now and Election Day.

Please join our campaign by making a donation right away: https://secure.actblue.com/donate/ac_aprileom 

Thanks,

Angie

 
Angie is focused on helping the folks and businesses in her district get through this public health emergency, and we hope that you are most importantly

taking precautions to keep yourself and your family safe. Thank you for your consideration of support to help keep her doing this important work. If you

would like to pause from receiving our emails until this public health emergency has passed, please fill out this form.

 

 

For the most up to date information on COVID-19 (Coronavirus) please visit the Minnesota State Department of Health website here.

 

 



 

 

 
Angie Craig is fighting in Congress to bring affordable healthcare, high-quality public education, and good-paying jobs to Minnesota. You can learn more about

Angie’s priorities by liking us on Facebook and following us on Twitter. Raised by a single mother in a mobile home park, Angie knows the struggles hardworking
Americans face every day. She’s working to build a Minnesota for all of us but she needs grassroots support from people like you. Click here to contribute to her

campaign. 

Thanks for your support of our campaign. If you would like to receive fewer emails from us, please click here. If you believe you received this message in error or
wish to no longer receive email from us, please unsubscribe.

 

Paid for by Angie Craig for Congress

 
Angie Craig for Congress

PO Box 22116
Eagan, MN 55122

United States

 



From: ICMA SmartBrief <icma@smartbrief.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 11:20 AM EDT 
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Subject: Hailey, Idaho, aquatic center won't reopen this year 
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6 traits of leaders who can help during a crisis | Local governments urge Congress to provide financial help | Lyons, Ga., manager leaves reopening call to businesses

Created for rconiglio@portofsandiego.org |  Web Version
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ICMA SmartBrief

SIGN UP ⋅   SHARE

ADVERTISEMENT

LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

6 traits of leaders who can help during a crisis

Trustworthy team players who "are relational thinkers who construct ideas by joining concepts from different disciplines" can help

organizations during and after a crisis -- as long as leaders can identify such talent, writes John Baldoni. He notes the late George

Marshall and other generals of World War II, most of whom were initially overlooked by commanders but proved themselves after

war broke out. Full Story: SmartBrief/Leadership (4/24) 

   

Free Software to Help Local Governments 

In an effort to assist local governments around the U.S. organize their response to the Coronavirus outbreak and maintain

business continuity, GovPilot has made available 10 cloud-based modules designed to help during this pandemic. Learn about

the benefits of cloud-based government management. Watch on-demand!

ADVERTISEMENT:

BUDGETING AND FINANCE

Local governments urge Congress to provide financial help

State and city governments are calling on Congress to provide them with funding via a federal stimulus, as New York City is

anticipating a $7 billion budget shortfall and Los Angeles is planning to cut city services and salaries. Senate Majority Leader

Mitch McConnell advised that state and local governments pursue bankruptcy options, but New Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy said it's

more likely that struggling local governments will cut necessary services. Full Story: Politico (4/22) 

   

How to redesign government work for the future 

In this article, Deloitte explores the opportunity for government orgs to intentionally redesign work to both accommodate the role

of technology and machines, and to design for new needs and activities, including those resulting from broader economic,

workforce, and societal shifts. Read Now

ADVERTISEMENT:



EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SAFETY

Lyons, Ga., manager leaves reopening call to businesses

The city of Lyons, Ga., will let business owners determine whether or not it's safe for them to reopen as the state eases

pandemic-related restrictions, says City Manager Jason Hall. "I think they're making some very smart decisions and they're

opening up when they feel comfortable," Hall says. Full Story: WTOC-TV (Savannah, Ga.) (4/23) 

   

Maintain Governance Continuity in a Crisis 

A crisis event that prevents public governing bodies from holding live meetings can significantly impact governance continuity.

iCompass, a Diligent Brand put together critical tips and best practices for local governments to effectively navigate crises of any

kind. Download your copy now.

ADVERTISEMENT:

BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION SMARTBRIEF

Sponsored content brought to you by Philip Morris International

Business transformation that benefits the greater good

Check gut thinking with evidence-based decision making

Breaking the traditional business model with technology

EQUAL-SALARY certification: Practical steps and insight

Diving below the diversity surface for business transformation

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, RESTORATION AND SUSTAINABILITY

Hailey, Idaho, aquatic center won't reopen this year

The Blaine County Recreation District has announced that the aquatic center in Hailey, Idaho, will remain closed for the summer

season due to some construction delays caused by the coronavirus outbreak. The facility will reopen in 2021 following an

expansion. Full Story: The Times-News (Twin Falls, Idaho) (4/26) 

   

LEGISLATION, POLICY AND GRANTS

Seattle limits 3rd-party delivery commissions

Seattle has capped the commissions third-party delivery services can charge at 15% in an effort to help restaurants that have

turned to delivery during the pandemic. The emergency order took effect Friday and will remain in place until the city's eateries

are allowed to reopen their dining rooms, according to the mayor's office. Full Story: KIRO-TV (Seattle) (4/24),  The Seattle Times

(tiered subscription model) (4/24) 

   



Jakarta (Adek Berry/Getty
Images)

PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Plans to move Indonesian capital put on hold

Officials are temporarily halting plans to relocate Indonesia's capital city from the island of Java to the island

of Borneo as they shift resources to fight the coronavirus pandemic. The original timeline would have seen

basic construction begin this year, while civil servants would need to relocate in 2024. Full Story: Reuters

(4/24) 

   

Minn. county transit drivers deliver food to seniors

The Friendly Rider transit agency of Wadena County and Northern Todd County, Minn., is offering food deliveries to senior

citizens stuck at home during the pandemic as demand for transit services has declined. Transit Director Randy Jahnke says the

service allows the agency to keep drivers employed. Full Story: Wadena (Minn.) Pioneer Journal (4/26) 

   

HUMAN RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT

NYC continues to distribute devices to students

New York City moved to deploy its existing cache of iPads to students during the shift to remote learning and purchased

thousands more for distribution. Now, officials say, they are still working to learn where gaps remain and get devices to students

who need them. Full Story: Chalkbeat/New York (4/25) 

   

ICMA NEWS

Study the foundation of supervisory skills at your own pace

The ICMA Effective Supervisory Practices webinar series is back and available to you live and On Demand for convenient

access. In addition to offering pragmatic recommendations about the day-to-day duties of a supervisor, this webinar series will

offer guidance on addressing the more complex challenges all managers confront as they seek to effectively communicate,

motivate, and model ethical decisions and lead a team. Program begins May 13, register today!

   

Free webinars on employment law during COVID-19 and fiscal strategies during a

pandemic

Join us for these upcoming 90-minute webinars covering topics important to local government during the COVID-19 pandemic:

Friday, May 1, Employment Law and COVID-19 and on Friday, May 8, Fiscal Strategies During a Pandemic. Experts from the

private sector and local government will offer strategies to prepare for both the short-term and long-term realities. Register for

these and other events at the icma.org website. Visit ICMA's Coronavirus Resources page, where you can access webinars on

demand and subscribe to get more content on the topic of COVID-19 in your mailbox.

   

LEARN MORE ABOUT ICMA:

Home | About | News & Events | Join ICMA | Career Network



When the impossible has been eliminated, all that remains no matter how improbable is

possible.

Arthur Conan Doyle, 
writer who created the detective Sherlock Holmes

   

FOLLOW ICMA ON TWITTER
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View this email in your browser

Dear Randa,

In this time of uncertainty, there's a fundamental truth that gives us hope - together we can do extraordinary things.

Everywhere you look there are stories of hardship, but also of mutual aid, resilience, and generosity. Throughout the

COVID-19 pandemic, the entire world has come together to stand up, help out, give back, and heal. 

Unfortunately, when one crisis starts, another doesn't stop. Climate Action Campaign continues to fight for a safe and

livable future, but we cannot do this without you! Our team is working remotely to: 

Secure slow streets for pedestrians and cyclists, so families can travel safely at a distance

Obtain a just recovery through federal, state, and local COVID-19 relief programs

Ensure that climate action remains a priority as cities face budgetary constraints

On May 5, 2020, Climate Action Campaign is participating in #GivingTuesdayNow, a global day of unity and giving. Join

the movement! Here is how you can get ready to give: 

1. Give. On May 5, click on this link or text “CACGTN” to 44-321 to donate.

2. Follow. Please follow us on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter and invite your friends to do the same. 

3. Spread the word. Encourage your friends and family to join you in creating a real impact on May 5 by sharing what

our mission means to you and why you support our organization. Make sure to use hashtag #GivingTuesdayNow.

Let's rally together to build stronger communities. 

Thank you for being a part of the Climate Action Campaign team. 

Hope you are healthy and safe. 

With Gratitude,

Nicole Capretz

Founder & Executive Director

Climate Action Campaign

P.S. You can find resources for support during this crisis here.

From: Nicole Capretz | Climate Action Campaign <info@climateactioncampaign.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 11:59 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Together we can…. 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Donate Now!



Copyright © 2020 Climate Action Campaign, All rights reserved. 

You are receving this email because you opted in at our website. 

Our mailing address is: 

Climate Action Campaign

3900 Cleveland Ave

#208

San Diego, Ca 92103

Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list. 



JLL

   Read more   

COVID-19: Construction industry impacts

Government restrictions, supply chain disruption and safety protocols are just some of the challenges that the construction industry is

facing. What does that mean for project timelines?

   Learn more 

 

COVID-19: Unprecedented U.S. Economic Developments

Congress has now approved $3.3 trillion in fiscal stimulus, but will it be enough to halt double-digit contractions in the economy?

From: JLL <covid19resources@am.jll.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 12:16 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: JLL’s workplace experience survey 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Trouble reading this e-mail? View as a web page

Since March, the majority of office workers have been at home. When they return to work, businesses will have to make changes in

space design, work schedules, and safety and health procedures. Listen to the latest episode of our Building Places podcast for

perspectives from our research leaders.

We’d like your perspective on the future of the workplace, too. Share your opinions in this short survey to help JLL define, and share,

the current shifts in remote working, preparedness and productivity. All data we collect is confidential and anonymous. Click to begin.

Read on for an economic update and a look at COVID-19’s impact on the construction industry.

New research

You can find these weekly updates and more on our COVID-19 resource hub.



 
Although information contained herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable, neither JLL nor any of its clients makes any guarantees or representations, express or implied, as to the completeness or

accuracy of such information. Any projections, opinions, assumptions or estimates used are for example only. Neither JLL nor any of its clients accepts any liability for loss resulting from reliance on such
information. There may be material differences between projected results and actual results. Any property offered for sale or lease may be withdrawn without notice. If the recipient of this information has signed a

confidentiality agreement regarding this matter, this information is subject to the terms of that agreement. Copyright © 2020 Jones Lang LaSalle IP, Inc. All rights reserved.

This email was sent to rconigli@portofsandiego.org by Jones Lang LaSalle Americas, Inc.

200 E Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois, 60601, United States

View Privacy Policy Unsubscribe from ALL Emails Update Preferences



From: CalChamber Membership Offer <customer-service@calchamber.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 12:24 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Randa, Are You Going To Listen To These Timely Podcasts? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

logo

Dear Randa,

We created The Workplace — A Podcast by CalChamber — to provide expert

commentary on issues critical to California employers and employees. Episodes

include discussions about California employment laws, legislative proposals and,

in recent weeks, COVID-19.

With all the new workplace developments related to the pandemic, we've

increased the frequency of our free podcasts for you to reference and share:

Avoid Liability: On-Call Rules to Know

COVID-19 Paid Leaves Explained

Telework Best Practices

There's no better time than now to take advantage of 2 extra months of

membership when you become a CalChamber Preferred member in April. Since

the pandemic broke out in mid-March, our Labor Law Helpline has answered

more than 3,100 calls from CalChamber Preferred members. 

If you're not ready to become a member today, we understand. Why not sign up

for a free 15-day trial? HRCalifornia is our membership portal for California

businesses and HR professionals. The exclusive compliance resources help

businesses stay strong. You can also receive a $25 Amazon Gift Card, just by

taking a 15-minute tour with a site specialist.

Receive 2 Extra Months of Access to Our Trusted

California Employment Law Experts 

When You Become a CalChamber Preferred Member 
Call (800) 649-4921 and mention priority code QAPRIL20

    LEARN MORE    

Preferred members speak directly with our employment law

experts through the Labor Law Helpline.

Join CalChamber today:

(800) 649-4921

Mention priority code QAPRIL20. Phone-only offer ends 4/30/20.



Unsubscribe | Privacy Policy

14 months for the price of 12 offer is good for new Preferred memberships (excludes renewals). New Preferred

membership must be purchased by calling (800) 649-4921 and using priority code QAPRIL20 by 4/30/2020 to

receive offer.

 

California Chamber of Commerce, 1215 K Street, Suite 1400, Sacramento, CA 95814

CalChamber and HRCalifornia are registered trademarks, and "HR Expert & Business Advocate" is a trademark of

the California Chamber of Commerce.

© 2020 California Chamber of Commerce

Your Customer #: 32850



From: American City & County on behalf of Smart Cities Council <AmericanCityandCounty@informengagedirect.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 12:27 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Cities helping cities with a COVID 19 Mitigation Roadmap  

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the

content is safe.

  View in Browser      

  

 COVID-19 Mitigation Roadmap for Collaborative Planning  

 

Smart Cities Council in partnership with American City & County are offering cities a free COVID-19 Mitigation

Roadmap that can help your city plan its response. Not paper or talk; but action. Smart Cities Activator is an online

collaborative platform that allows your team or task force to work remotely in responding to the COVID 19 crisis.

Access a free account on Smart Cities Activator to bring in remote team members.

 

  

 
In case you are not aware of the features of Smart Cities Activator:

 

 

Knowledge resources in one place. All the necessary knowledge resources can be put in the same place as

your plan. This saves time and reduces confusion.

Remote collaboration. We give you the ability to remotely collaborate in your planning.

Publication. You have the ability to publish this in many forms to different audiences (political leaders, city

managers, city residents, etc...)

Shared knowledge. Finally, your city can also see what other cities are planning with Activator Exchange,

allowing you to communicate with other cities about possible solutions.

 

 Request FREE Activator Account Today!  

 
Stay well 

American City & County and Smart Cities Council
 

 Smart Cities Council NA | 1900 Campus Commons Dr., Ste 100, Reston, VA 20191  

Unsubscribe | Privacy Policy 

Share:        

Your email address has not been given to any business partners. Periodically, American City & County, may inform you of the latest

offers and new products from select business partners that we believe you will find helpful in your business or career. If you do not wish

to be contacted with these email messages, please click here.

American City & County | Informa | 605 3rd Ave, New York, NY 10158 | Privacy Policy | Customer Service

 



From: Kevin Hayes <Kevin.Hayes@evanta.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 2:00 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Join a peer-led discussion on Quickly Executing a Meaningful Content Strategy 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa,
 

Please join us for the next West Coast CMO Virtual Town Hall, a peer-led

interactive discussion on “Quickly Executing a Meaningful Content Strategy”.

Date: May 5, 2020

Time: 11:00 AM PDT

REGISTER NOW

Please also take a moment to take the May edition of our short monthly

pulse survey regarding the impact of COVID-19 to your business

operations. The results are anonymized and will be shared in aggregate with

your peer community and help frame the discussion for the upcoming town

hall. 

TAKE THE MAY SURVEY

Thank you in advance for taking the time to fill out the survey. I look forward

to connecting with you at the town hall. 

Best Regards, 

Program Manager: Kevin Hayes

Phone: 971-230-3528

E-Mail: kevin.hayes@evanta.com

This message was sent to rconiglio@portofsandiego.org 

If you no longer wish to receive emails related to Evanta events, please unsubscribe.

© 2020 Gartner Inc. and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

gartner.com // 56 Top Gallant Road, Stamford, CT 06902



From: Best Friends Animal Society <info@bestfriends.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 2:03 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Can pets and families count on you? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Trouble with links or images? Click here to view an online version of this email.

Best Friends - Save Them All(R)

Dog

Dear Randa, 

Extraordinary times call for extraordinary action. 

That’s why we’re asking you to join Best Friends for Giving Tuesday Now, a special global day of giving

that’s happening on May 5. Giving Tuesday Now is an emergency response to the unprecedented

need caused by COVID-19. By rallying together now, we can tap into the power of compassion, connection

and community — and make a vital difference helping animals at this critical moment. 

In this spirit of kindness and goodwill, a generous donor has offered to triple-match all Giving Tuesday Now

donations, so your gift to the animals will have three times the lifesaving impact. 

That’s three times the lifesaving, three times the number of pets who find homes, and triple the wags and

purrs. Please make your gift early and have it count toward Giving Tuesday Now. 

Count me in >

In times of uncertainty and hardship, our pets are here for us, helping to ease our anxiety and lift our spirits.

The unconditional love of our furry and feathered family members provides priceless healing. Indeed, our

pets make our families whole. That’s why, during this crisis, Best Friends is:

Saving animals 

We’re expanding and streamlining emergency foster programs, remote adoptions, pet food distribution, virtual

vet care, and whole-family support to save lives and keep pets and their people together.

Supporting animal shelters 

We’re helping nearly 3,000 shelters and rescue groups with essential resources and innovative solutions

tailored to meet the needs of individual communities and maximize lifesaving.

Connecting neighbor to neighbor 

We’re organizing compassionate people in communities across the country, helping them to join together, take

action and be a beacon of hope for animals at risk and neighbors in need.

Thanks to you, we can do all this while protecting the health of volunteers, staff members and other folks.

After all, people are the foundation of this lifesaving work. And your gift helps make certain that the work



Share:

  

progresses seamlessly, providing ongoing support for homeless pets across the country and continuing our

efforts to make the country no-kill by 2025, a goal we are as committed to as ever. 

Our resolve to save lives doesn’t stop, even in a time of global crisis, and now more than ever, homeless

pets need your kindness to continue receiving love, care and lifesaving second chances. Together, we will

set a new standard of lifesaving to give homeless pets the future they deserve. 

As always, thank you for your unwavering dedication to the animals. We wish you and your family health

and stability in the weeks ahead. 

Julie Castle, CEO

Best Friends Animal Society

Every gift made until 11:59 p.m. PST on May 5, 2020, will be matched, up to $1 million. Every dollar you give will be matched with $2 to

triple your impact. 

Follow Us:

     

        

You are receiving this email because rconigli@portofsandiego.org is signed up to receive Best Friends Animal Society

emails.

Unsubscribe | Privacy Policy | Contact Us 

© 2020 Best Friends Animal Society®. All Rights Reserved

— 5001 Angel Canyon Rd, Kanab, UT 84741 



The Connection

MAY 2020

Monthly Update from Connect, Issue #1

Hello friends,

Interesting times indeed. It’s admittedly a brand new world. And we are so proud of the work that so many of our colleagues

have done to pick up our friends in need. One of the reasons we love San Diego — we’ve got great humans here who will

continue to work together for the greater good.  [read more]

Message from Mike Video

SAN DIEGO UPCOMING EVENTS

April 30 Mintz
Planning Your Next Round of Financing in

Light of COVID-19

May 14 Connect
How to: Build a Website for your Startup —

Tools, Tips, & SEO Tricks

June 6 Classy
Virtual Fundraising Event for Nonprofits |

Collaborative

Connect All @ the Jacobs Center

Cohort 3 (Virtual) — Applications Extended!  

Early-stage, growth-driven startups — apply to the region’s only program focused on low to moderate income and

diverse founders.  Apply by May 3rd

LOOKING FOR A JOB?

SD Job Board

With our friends at the SD Regional EDC and StartupSD, we are excited to bring you the latest job openings at some

of San Diego's most exciting companies.

Have a job to post?  Submit it here.

From: Connect Team <team@connect.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 2:12 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: The Connection: May 2020 | Message from Mike, Capital numbers are in.. 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

S A N  D I E G O  J O B
B O A R D



Capital Section 2020

THE INNOVATION REPORT

2019 Data is in...    

Venture Capital Funding in San Diego reached $3.47 Billion last year, the highest on record!

Look for The Innovation Report: Capital Section 

— coming out mid-May!

COMPANY SPOTLIGHT

2020 Springboard grad Vizer is a mobile app where wellness meets community. Vizer gives users a daily challenge of a 30

minute workout or 10,000 steps. When the challenge is completed, a meal is donated to the SD Food Bank. To-date, Vizer

has donated 70,000 meals.

• • • • • • 

PREPARING TO RAISE CAPITAL AND SCALE?

Tech & LifeSci Startups — Meet Springboard. Get matched with an expert team of mentors for valuable feedback on your

business.

Learn more and apply!

Energy Startups —  Learn more about the Southern California Energy Innovation Network for more programs for startups that are

developing solutions to help California meet its energy goals. Learn more and apply!

SAN DIEGO FUNDING NEWS

Raises, mergers, acquisitions, and partnership announcements from awesome local companies.

Brain Corp. raises another $36M for mobile robots that clean during pandemic

Have a funding announcement you'd like us to post?  Email it to the team.

The Connection

M E E T  V I Z E R

S E E  T H E
N E W S



CONNECT

THE CONNECTION

Monthly Update from Connect
C O N N E C T. O R G

Connecting Tech & LifeSci Companies

to Quality Capital & Mentorship 

 

Serving the Region's Small Business Community

Funded in part through a Grant

with the Governor’s Office of

Business and Economic

Development.

Connect is part of the San

Diego & Imperial SBDC

Network, serving entrepreneurs

and small businesses with low

to no-cost services to support

business growth.

Funded in part through a

cooperative agreement with the

US Small Business

Administration.

   

 

Funded in part through a Grant

from the Southern California

Energy Innovation Network

(SCEIN).

 
Funded in part through a Grant

from the City of San Diego.
 

© 2020 Connect w/ San Diego Venture Group, All rights reserved.

You are receiving this email communication because of past expressed interest in Connect. Connect and SDVG recently merged and you are

now part of the newly combined community.

Connect w/ San Diego Venture Group

4110 Campus Point Ct

San Diego, CA 92121-1513

Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.



From: Kenneth Beck <Kenneth.Beck@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 3:13 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: FW: Reminder: What happens next: CoronaVirus CEO Action Calls 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa,

It is time to discuss what happens when the economy re starts. 

Additional calls have been added. Sign up for our small-group interactive video discussions for you to connect, share insights, and to
strategize with other Mid-Market CEOs regarding the Coronavirus and the restart of the economy :

Wednesday, April 29 at 5:30 p.m. ET: CEOC COVID-19 Task Force 
Monday, May 4 at 5:30 p.m. ET:  CoronaVirus CEO Action Call and the restart of the economy 
Wednesday, May 6 at 5:30 p.m. ET: CoronaVirus CEO Action Call Focus on Talent Management  
Monday, May 11 at 5:30 p.m. ET:  CoronaVirus CEO Action Call and the restart of the economy

All calls have had wait-lists so sign up now : Register here for the call 

We will take the first eight registrants for each meeting and then go to a wait-list.
As a reminder, here is the call agenda:

Confidential, Small Group, Video Meetings. CEOC will convene a series of small, interactive, 60-minute video conference calls for our
Premium members. This format will enable close, confidential conversation and meaningful dialogue. We will consider scaling this
program to additional CEO members as well.
Focused Agenda. The agenda for each meeting will be focused on each CEO sharing what he/she is seeing and doing in four areas:

Individual Observations – Both in the U.S. and internationally (if applicable);
Financial/Business Impact – Impact to operations, supply chain and financials;
People strategy – Communication/morale/remote work strategies; and,
Forecast/Planning - Insights about what might happen next, ways to prepare, etc.

Register here for the call

If you cannot make these virtual meetings but want to be kept informed send an email to events@ceoconnection.com. 

Our country is at its best when faced with a common challenge. I have full faith that the government (both parties) and medical experts will put
their differences aside and once again, as Americans have always done in the face of adversity, rise to the occasion to find a solution that will
stop the spread of this disease.   In the meantime, we as the Mid-Market business community will join together to help each other manage the
challenges ahead.

You do great things on your own … we can do even greater things together!

Speak to you soon.

Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer | CEO Connection
Chairman | Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991 | F 646.292.5192
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com 

Unsubscribe from email communications

CEO Connection

338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791



View online forward email

STRONGER TOGETHER

The San Diego tourism community is coming together to support our region as it grapples with the ongoing COVID-19 crisis. Each week, the

SDTA will share how our Members and industry partners are getting creative to support each other and the larger community. Be sure to share

your own story here or on social media using #WithLoveSanDiego. 

SAN DIEGO STORIES

A local hospitality group is providing free meals for laid-off industry workers, a brewery's special can release is providing financial support for

its staff, the Old Globe is bringing the stage to you and Bloom Bash's virtual party celebrated art in action.  

READ MORE

MEMBER OFFERS

Support local artists, shake up your new favorite mezcal cocktail, treat yourself to a healthy meal delivery service and more in this week's

roundup of offers.  

VIEW OFFERS

NATIONAL TRAVEL AND TOURISM WEEK

Help us share the power of tourism! National Travel and Tourism Week runs from May 3 through 9, so get ready to participate by sharing your

stories using #SpiritOfTravel on social media. 

GET INVOLVED

A TASTE OF SAN DIEGO

Restaurants are eager to share the recipes that put their eateries on the map. Use one of these recipes to spice up your day and get a taste of

what makes San Diego so delicious!

START COOKING

From: San Diego Tourism Authority <members@update.sandiego.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 5:51 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: How the San Diego Tourism Community is Coming Together 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



VIRTUAL SUNSHINE

The SDTA is here to help your marketing and communications efforts with downloadable marketing plans, assets, videos and more. Log into

MemberNet, scroll down to 'Make the Most of Your Membership' and click on 'Toolkit' to access the resources. 

DOWNLOAD

ASSETS

SWITCHFOOT ASKS FANS TO SUPPORT FEEDING SAN DIEGO

When Switchfoot made the difficult but necessary decision not to host the in-person BRO-AM events this June, they decided to help raise

funds and awareness for Feeding San Diego through the #HomeFoodChallenge.

Brought to you by Feeding San Diego

LEARN MORE

SHARE THE LOVE

Want to be featured next week? Share your story or offer below. 

SUBMIT

HERE

Privacy Policy | SANDIEGO.ORG | Profile Center | Unsubscribe

The San Diego Tourism Authority is funded in part by the San Diego Tourism Marketing District Corporation with City of San Diego Tourism Marketing District

assessment funds.

This email was sent by: San Diego Tourism Authority 

750 B. Street, Suite 1500 San Diego, CA, 92101, United States
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Tuesday, April 28, 2020

Featured Headlines

USMCA to Enter into Force July 1
After United States Takes Final

Procedural Steps for Implementation 
U.S. Trade Representative, April 24, 2020 

Mexican President Welcomes
July Start of USMCA Trade Pact 

Reuters, April 27, 2020

 

Gov. Gavin Newsom Announces
4 Stages of Reopening Businesses 

ABC 7 News, April 28, 2020

Colorado and Nevada Join California, Oregon
and Washington in Western States Pact 

Office of Governor Gavin Newsom, April 27, 2020

 

Diplomatic Messages of Hope:
Global Voices of Inspiration 

Ronald Reagan Building and International Trade Center

 

The Post COVID-19 Economy:
The Case for the “V” 

Beacon Economics, April 2020

CalChamber Companies in the News

PepsiCo Shares “Some Good News,” Commits to Raising an Additional
$3 Million to Provide Financial Support to Restaurant Workers Impacted
by COVID-19 
PepsiCo, April 27, 2020

Johnson & Johnson Announces Collaboration to Expand
Manufacturing Capabilities for Its COVID-19 Vaccine Candidate in
Support of the Company’s Goal to Supply More Than One Billion
Vaccine Doses Globally 
Johnson & Johnson, April 23, 2020

Exclusive: Amazon Is Powering the Coronavirus Diagnostics
of the Future 
Forbes, April 13, 2020

Allstate Customers to Receive ‘Shelter-In-Place’ Payback Due
to Traveling Less 
KomoNews, April 8, 2020

Trade Policy

From the White House

Proclamation on World Intellectual Property Day, 2020  
April 24, 2020

President Donald J. Trump Announces Intent
to Nominate and Appoint Individuals to Key Administration Posts
(Including U.S. Representative to the OECD) 

Share Trade Update: 

      

 

2020 Business Issues Guide

 

CalChamber Alert Newsletter

 

Impact California

 



April 24, 2020

President Donald J. Trump Remains Committed to Providing Critical
Relief for American Small Businesses, Workers, and Healthcare
Providers 
April 24, 2020

President Donald J. Trump Is Honoring His Commitment
to Protect American Workers by Temporarily Pausing Immigration 
April 22, 2020

Proclamation Suspending Entry of Immigrants Who Present Risk
to the U.S. Labor Market During the Economic Recovery Following the
COVID-19 Outbreak 
April 22, 2020

U.S. Department of Commerce

Commerce Tightens Restrictions on Technology Exports to Combat
Chinese, Russian and Venezuelan Military Circumvention Efforts 
April 27, 2020

From the U.S. Trade Representative

CSMS #42429822 – U.S.-Mexico-Canada
Agreement (USMCA) Interim
Implementation Instructions 

U.S. Customs and Border Protection, April 20, 2020

 

Notice of Product Exclusions: China’s Acts,
Policies, and Practices Related to Technology
Transfer, Intellectual Property, and Innovation 

Federal Register, April 24, 2020

Request for Comments on Additional Modifications
to the 301 Action to Address COVID-19: China’s Acts,

Policies, and Practices Related to Technology
Transfer, Intellectual Property, and Innovation 

Federal Register, Deadline June 25, 2020

From the U.S. Department of State

Joint Statement from the Co-Chairs of the Special ASEAN-United States
Foreign Ministers’ Meeting on Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) 
April 26, 2020

Briefing on the Administration’s Arctic Strategy  
April 23, 2020

U.S.-ASEAN Health Futures  
April 22, 2020

The United States and ASEAN Are Partnering to Defeat COVID-19, Build
Long-Term Resilience, and Support Economic Recovery 
April 22, 2020

The United States Continues Leadership in the Global
COVID-19 Response with More Than $270 Million
in Additional U.S. Foreign Assistance 
April 22, 2020

From the International Trade Administration

ITA Connects Smart City Technology Exporters to Southeast Asia  
April 22, 2020

From the World Trade Organization

WTO Issues New Report on Treatment of Medical Products
in Regional Trade Agreements 
April 27, 2020

IMF and WTO Heads Call for Lifting Trade Restrictions
on Medical Supplies and Food 
April 24, 2020

WTO Report Finds Growing Number of Export Restrictions
in Response to COVID-19 Crisis 
April 23, 2020

U.S. Says WTO’s Appellate Body Is Invalid, Balks at Compliance  
Bloomberg, April 22, 2020

Trade Agreements

Mexico Says European Union Free Trade Deal Talks Have Concluded  
Reuters, April 28, 2020

2017 California Export Guide

 
The California Export Guide is published by

ThinkGlobal Inc. in partnership with the

Center for International Business

Education and Research (CIBER) at San

Diego State University. The guide provides

expert advice and information for exporters. 

You can view the entire 

Trade Update on our website.

Export Award Lopo

 
President's Export Award Recipien t

Visit CalChamber.com/International for

export/import information, trade stats, trade

policy, FAQs and more. 
 

Upcoming Events:

WEBINAR - Infrastructure Sector Business

Opportunities in Mexico 

4/28/2020

CITC Webinar: Stay Home, Sell Global –

Fulfillment and Shipping 

4/29/2020

WEBINAR - Impact Briefing: USMCA and

North American Supply Chain 

4/29/2020

Webinar Series: Economic Impact of

COVID-19 and the Road to Recovery 

4/29/2020

POSTPONED: 94th Annual World Trade

Week 

5/5/2020

WEBINAR -  Energy Opportunities in

Colombia 

5/6/2020

WEBINAR: Introduction to the Bureau of

Industry and Security (BIS) and Export

Basics 

5/5/2020

WEBINAR - Opportunities in Turkey's

Automotive Sector 

5/6/2020

WEBINAR: License Exceptions for “600

Series” 

5/7/2020

WEBINAR  - Complying with the

International Traffic in Arms Regulations

(ITAR) 

5/12/2020

WEBINAR: Office of  Foreign Asset Control

5/14/2020

WEBINAR - Upcoming ICT Sector

Opportunities in Central America  

5/14/2020

WEBINAR - Defense and Security

Opportunities in Mexico 



Thailand Sees GDP, Investment Boost if Joins CPTPP Trade Pact  
The New York Times, April 27, 2020

U.S. Should Avoid Phased Approach in Trade Talks with Kenya:
Chamber of Commerce 
The New York Times, April 26, 2020

New British Ambassador Urges Swift U.S. – U.K. Trade Negotiations  
Politico, April 24, 2020

Africa’s Free Trade Agreement Gets Locked Down for the Year  
Daily Maverick, April 24, 2020

EFTA-Ecuador Free Trade Agreement Completed 
IEG Vu Agribusiness, April 24, 2020

Brexit: Disappointing Progress in Trade Talks, Says Michel Barnier  
BBC, April 24, 2020

China Looks at How It Could Expedite U.S. Farm Goods Purchases  
American Journal of Transportation, April 23, 2020

Dominican Exporters Ask Senate to Pass Ambitious Free Trade Pact  
Dominican Today, April 23, 2020

U.S., Brazil Business Groups Outline Vision for Talks  
Brazil-U.S. Business Council, April 22, 2020

U.S. Industry Lobbies Mexico to Protect Supply Chains
During Pandemic 
Reuters, April 15, 2020

Federal

U.S. Goods Trade Deficit Rises as Auto Exports Tumble  
Reuters, April 28, 2020

Tyson Warns of U.S. Meat Shortages as Coronavirus
Shuts Livestock Plants 
Reuters, April 27, 2020

A Record-Breaking Shipment Bound for American Soil  
American Journal of Transportation, April 24, 2020

Railroads Unclear What’s Around the Bend for the U.S. Economy  
American Journal of Transportation, April 24, 2020

Trump Signs $484 Billion Measure to Aid Employers, Hospitals  
The Associated Press, April 24, 2020

Pandemic Warms Relationship Between Trump and
Mexican President 
The Associated Press, April 22, 2020

Comments on Additional Modifications to the 301 Action
to Address COVID-19 
U.S. Chamber of Commerce, April 22, 2020

Repeal, Don’t Just Defer, Trump-Imposed Tariffs  
The Orange County Register, April 22, 2020

Proposed “Buy America” Requirements Would Hurt Patients
and the Economy 
Pacific Research Institution Center for Medical Economics and Innovation, April 2020

How COVID-19 Is Disrupting Shipping Around the U.S .
American Journal of Transportation, April 22, 2020

California

Port of Oakland Says Canceled Sailings Could Hit Cargo Volume  
American Journal of Transportation, April 27, 2020

California Competes Tax Credit Looks to Create More
Than 3,000 Jobs in the State 
Governor’s Office of Business and Economic Development, April 23, 2020

California Cities Expect to Lose at Least $7B Due to Coronavirus  
Politico, April 23, 2020

Give Newsom Credit. He’s Trying It All to Fight Coronavirus
and California’s Economic Collapse 
Los Angeles Times, April 23, 2020

More International Articles

 

 

 

5/19/2020

WEBINAR - Developing a Corporate Export

WEBINAR: Management and Compliance

Program (EMCP) 

5/19/2020

WEBINAR -  Defense and Security

Opportunities in Mexico 

5/19/2020

WEBINAR - Infrastructure Projects in

Argentina, Uruguay, and Paraguay 

5/20/2020

WEBINAR: Export Controls at Trade Shows

5/21/2020

WEBINAR - Alcantara Launch Center

Business Opportunities in Brazil 

5/22/2020

WEBINAR - Infrastructure Sector Business

Opportunities in Peru 

5/26/2020

WEBINAR - Opportunities in the

Cybersecurity Sector in Argentina,

Paraguay and Uruguay 

5/27/2020

POSTPONED: Select LA Investment

Summit 

5/27/2020

U.S Commercial Service: Women's Global

Trade Empowerment Forum 

5/27/2020

WEBINAR: Deemed Exports 

5/27/2020

RESCHEDULED: 2020 SelectUSA

Investment Summit 

6/1/2020 - 6/3/2020

WEBINAR - Exporter Readiness

Requirements for CMMC/NIST 

6/2/2020

WEBINAR - Upcoming ITC Sector

Opportunities in Colombia 

6/2/2020

WEBINAR: Exporter Readiness

Requirements for CMMC/NIST  

6/2/2020

WEBINAR- Upcoming Infrastructure

Projects in Caribbean Region 

6/3/2020 

 

CalChamber Logo

CalChamber International Forum,

Host Reception,

and Host Breakfast

on June 3 -4, 2020

Have Been Cancelled

WEBINAR: Foreign Corrupt Practices Act  

6/4/2020

WEBINAR: Site Visits, Enforcement

Actions and Voluntary Disclosures 

6/9/2020

WEBINAR: Electrimobility/Infrastructure

Business Opportunities in Chile 

6/9/2020

WEBINAR: Upcoming Energy Projects in

the Caribbean Region 

6/10/2020

WEBINAR: Brazil’s Energy Sector

Overview and Opportunities 

6/17/02029

WEBINAR: Panama: Digital Hub of the

Americas and a Gateway of Opportunities

for U.S. Companies 
6/18/2020

WEBINAR: Infrastructure Sector Business

Opportunities in Ecuador 



COVID-19 Trackers

John’s Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center
with COVID-19 Interactive Map

Tracking Coronavirus Hospitalizations
in California by County 

CalMatters, April 2020

COVID-19 Tracker 
Channel News Asia, April 2020

Policy Tracker: Policy Responses to COVID-19 
International Monetary Fund

Global Dashboard on COVID-19 Government Policies  
U.S. Chamber of Commerce, April 2020

Essential Critical Infrastructure Workforce Tracker 
U.S. Chamber of Commerce, April 2020

 

COVID-19 News

Coronavirus Widens Europe’s
North-South Economic Divide 

The Wall Street Journal, April 28, 2020

Unified in Coronavirus Lockdown,
India Splinters Over Reopening 

The New York Times, April 28, 2020

Stockholm Expected to Reach ‘Herd Immunity’
in May, Swedish Ambassador Says 

NPR, April 26, 2020

Italy to Allow Some Sectors
to Restart Monday: Regional Governor 

Bloomberg, April 26, 2020

Tight Airfreight Capacity Will Hamper
Post-Coronavirus Recovery, DHL Chief Says 

The Wall Street Journal, April 26, 2020

UNICEF Scales Delivery of Supplies
for COVID-19 Across LatAm, Caribbean 

XinhuaNet, April 26, 2020

World Leaders Launch Plan
to Speed COVID-19 Drugs, Vaccine;

U.S. Stays Away 
Reuters, April 24, 2020

Costa Rica Pushes Back Coronavirus,
Reducing Current Cases 

Reuters, April 23, 2020

World Bank Sees Lasting Commodities
Shock from Coronavirus 

American Journal of Transportation, April 23, 2020

Canada: 1 Million Respirators Acquired
from China Unfit for Coronavirus Fight 

Politico, April 23, 2020

Europe’s Economy Was Hit Hard Too,
but Jobs Didn’t Disappear Like in the U.S. 

NPR, April 23, 2020

Pandemic Throws Global Economy
into Deeper Decline 

Reuters, April 22, 2020

Coronavirus Won’t Kill Globalization,
but Clip It’s Wings 

Politico, April 23, 2020

Cascading Economic Impacts
of the COVID-19 Outbreak in China 

U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission, April 21, 2020

20 Port Authorities Signed Declaration to Keep Ports Open
to Seaborne Trade 
American Journal of Transportation, April 27, 2020

China Seeks to Ease Medical Goods Shipment Delays
with New Rule 
The Wall Street Journal, April 26, 2020

6/19/2020

WEBINAR: Energy Sector Business

Opportunities in Jamaica 

6/24/2020

WEBINAR: The ICT Ecosystem in Ecuador

– Challenges and Opportunities 

6/25/2020

WEBINAR: Chile Infrastructure for

Aviation/Airport Equipment Sectors 

6/30/2020

Webinar: Upcoming Energy Projects in

Remote Indigenous Communities in

Panama 

7/1/2020

WEBINAR: Opportunities in the

Cybersecurity Sector in Peru 

7/2/2020

WEBINAR: Infrastructure Sector Business

Opportunities in Central America 

7/7/2020

WEBINAR: Defense and Security

Opportunities in the Caribbean Region 

7/8/2020

WEBINAR: ICT opportunities in Chile:

Digital economy, Cybersecurity and More 

7/9/2020

Hannover Messe Trade Shows 

7/13/2020 - 6/1/2020

Webinar: Upcoming Energy Projects in

Argentina 

8/12/2020

Webinar: Upcoming Energy Projects in

Canada 

8/26/2020

EXIM Bank 2020 Annual Conference 

9/10/2020

Construction Indonesia 2020 -

Construction and Concrete Show 

9/16/2020-9/18/2020

Select LA Investment Summit 

9/17/2020

World Trade Week

94th Annual Trade Week  

9/22/2020

12th World Chambers Congress: Dubai

2021 

2/23/2021

2021 SelectUSA Investment Summit 

6/6/2021 - 6/9/2021

California Coalition

for Free Trade 

A broad-based group of companies and

business organizations working to secure a

national free trade agenda. 
Join or Learn More   

Resources:

California Congressional

Delegation Pictorial Roster

California Congressional

Committee Assignments

California Legislative Pictorial Roster 

International Job Positions  



Thailand Loses U.S. Free Trade Benefits Worth Billions of Baht  
The Thaiger, April 26, 2020

Fewer Products, Localized Production—Companies Seek
Supply-Chain Solutions 
The Wall Street Journal, April 26, 2020

U.S. to Give Aid to Greenland, Open Consulate in Bid
to Counter Russia and China 
The Washington Post, April 23, 2020

China’s CCCC Among Firms Awarded $626 Million Mexican
Tourist Train Contract 
NASDAQ, April 23, 2020

COVID-19 and a New Direction for Asian Integration 
The Diplomat, April 23, 2020

Trump Administration Urged to Pressure China on Promise
to Buy U.S. $52 Billion Worth of U.S. Energy Products 
South China Morning Post, April 22, 2020

Spoiling Rice in Vietnam Show Perils of Food Protectionism  
Bloomberg, April 22, 2020

Global Container Shipments Set to Fall 30% in Next Few Months  
American Journal of Transportation, April 22, 2020

Iran, Russia Should Increase Cooperation Against Coronavirus,
Continue Trade 
The Algemeiner, April 22, 2020

Chinese Ambassador to U.S. Urges ‘Serious Rethinking’ of Ties  
Bloomberg, April 22, 2020

48% of Mexico’s SMEs Won’t Survive Through April  
Mexico Today, April 22, 2020

Remittances to Drop 19% in Latin America This Year  
Latin Trade, April 22, 2020

G20 Extraordinary Agriculture Ministers Meeting  
G20 Ministers Meeting, April 21, 2020

Latin America, Caribbean Economies Poised for Worst Crisis
in Decades Amid Pandemic: U.N. Agency 
Reuters, April 21, 2020

‘Gracias China!!!’: While the U.S. Leadership in Latin America
Is Being Called into Question, Beijing Is Positioning Itself
to Carry the Mantle 
The New York Times, April 21, 2020

India’s New FDI Policy Is Discriminatory and Against Free Trade: China  
Business Standard, April 20, 2020

EU Trade Chief Surges Tougher Defenses Against Foreign Takeovers  
The Financial Times, April 16, 2020

 

 

Trade Promotion Opportunities

Federal Government:

The White House 

The U.S. Senate 

The U.S. House of Representatives 

U.S. State Department 

U.S. Department of Commerce 

U.S. Trade Representative

State Government:

Governor 

California State Senate 

California State Assembly 

California Department of Finance 
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VisitCalifornia
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Receive free eNewsletters to help keep you up

to date on the laws affecting you and your

business. To subscribe to any of the

newsletters, visit this link. 

Connect with CalChamber
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HRCalifornia

 

CalChamber Store

 
 

Note: This email is being sent to members of the

CalChamber Council for International Trade;

CalChamber members with international interests;

local, binational and American chambers of

commerce abroad; the consular corps; California

congressional delegation, selected U.S. and

California government officials; and representatives

of business and trade associations. 
 

If you would like to be added to the subscriber list

for this free e-newsletter, please click here.

To unsubscribe from Trade Update,

please email us.

1215 K Street, Suite 1400

Sacramento, CA 95814

916 444 6670

www.calchamber.com/international
international@calchamber.com

 

 



D A I L Y  U P D A T E

The Latest Data on Coronavirus

Today, Morning Consult launched our new content series, "Favorited or Forgotten: How Consumer Behaviors Will Change Post-

Pandemic." The series explores how consumer behavior will change in a post-COVID-19 world, and what business leaders are

doing to prepare for those changes. 

Sign up here to get the latest analyses and exclusive insights direct to your inbox.

Consumers Respond Positively to Shake Shack's Return of a Government Loan 

Following criticism, the fast casual chain Shake Shack said on April 19 that it would return a $10 million loan it received as part of

the federal government’s Paycheck Protection Program, which is meant to aid small businesses amid the coronavirus outbreak.

New Brand Intelligence tracking data shows the public is generally willing to give Shake Shack credit for returning the money,

rather than find fault in their applying for the loan in the first place. Last week, the brand’s favorability rating hit its highest point

since Morning Consult began tracking. Read More.

 

ANALYSIS: How Our Favorite Pastimes Will Change in a Post COVID-19 World 

The coronavirus outbreak has separated many Americans from their typical pastimes, relegating people to their homes during

any free time they may have. With this, certain pastimes are seeing new life. But how likely is it that consumers will continue to

enjoy these pastimes post-pandemic, and which ones are just temporary ways to pass the time?

The first analysis in Morning Consult's new Favorited or Forgotten series explores changes in how Americans spend their free

time, how permanent those changes are likely to be, and what the implications are for brands and businesses. Read More.

 

Other Things to Know 

As Video-On-Demand Usage Climbs, Data Shows COVID-19 Will Keep Viewers Around 

U.S. consumers have been streaming entertainment more and more since stay-at-home orders went into effect, and with almost

no movie theaters open, audiences have been turning to video-on-demand services in increasing numbers over the past couple

months, checking out both old and new releases. And as people remain cautious about returning to movie theaters and other

public venues, this increased usage is likely to persist. Read More. 

From: Morning Consult <reply@em.morningconsult.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 7:19 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Coronavirus: Daily Update 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.
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This email was sent to rconigli@portofsandiego.org by: Morning Consult 

729 15th St. NW, Washington, DC, 20005 US 
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From: Councilmember Barbara Bry <cd1news@sandiego.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 7:36 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: TOMORROW: Expert Webinar on the Business Resilience and Recovery hosted by CPPT Barbara Bry 

WARNING: The sender of this email could not be validated and may not match the person in the "From" field!

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Image

Dear community members,

Please join me tomorrow, 4/29, at 5:30 p.m. PT on Zoom, to hear from experts

about business resilience and recovery amidst COVID-19.

Esteemed guests include: 

President & CEO of Hispanic Chamber of E-Commerce Tayde Aburto 

President San Diego Black Chamber of Commerce Donna DeBerry 

Managing Partner at Better, APC Sam Mazzeo

You can register for the webinar here, and submit questions for our experts

to khanr@sandiego.gov. 

I hope you tune in tomorrow night!

Sincerely,

Image

Council President Pro Tem

Unsubscribe to Email News Letter
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April 28, 2020

Governor Issues Order Suspending CEQA Timeframes and Setting Requirements for

Public Availability of CEQA Documents

In our previous alert on April 15, 2020, we reported on the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research’s guidance and

information regarding the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and COVID-19.  On April 22, 2020, Governor

Gavin Newsom issued Executive Order N-54-20 with additional guidance, suspending a number of CEQA timeframes

and setting requirements for the public availability of CEQA documents during this pandemic.
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Atkinson’s Answers – COVID-19 Frequently Asked Questions – Part 2

Following are some of the more frequent questions we’ve received from the community regarding COVID-19

(Coronavirus), organized by area of law.

Please note: these issues remain fluid, we continue to see ongoing updates from federal, state, and local government

agencies which may change our approach.
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COVID-19 Update 
April 28, 2020

Federal

Trump’s Press Conference: During an event at the White House, President Trump stated that he thinks that the

coronavirus is going to “go away.” The event was meant to mark the second round of small business relief funding, which

was signed into law last week. While he stated that progress has been made toward a vaccine for the virus, he has walked

back earlier claims that it would be developed quickly. 

 

1 Million+ The United States has surpassed 1 million COVID-19 cases, and nearly 60,000 Americans have died from the

disease. However, the true rate of infection, as well as the actual death toll, are both estimated to be significantly higher

than the official numbers. While the disease had primarily spread in urban areas early on, infection rates are currently rising

in Iowa and other rural states, even as some of those same states begin to lift restrictions on business activities.

California

The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

44,949 tested positive

1,776 deaths

 

Governor’s Press Conference: Governor Gavin Newsom is now holding daily updates at noon via his Twitter and

Facebook feeds. Below are today’s press conference highlights:

 

"We believe we are weeks, not months away from making meaningful modifications from that indicator. You’ll ask me is

‘weeks’ one week or 3 weeks? Weeks!"

Total number of hospitalizations and admissions to ICU have remained stable over the weeks. “At this point, this is the

right moment to have this conversation,” Newsom said of announcing plans to re-open the State in phases.

Today, the Governor announced plans for re-opening specific sectors of the State “in weeks, not months,” in 4 stages:

STAGE 1: Safety and Preparedness. This is where we are now.

Staying home and flattening the curve.

Building out our testing, PPE, and hospital capacity.

Making our essential workplaces as safe as possible.

Preparing sector-by-sector guidelines for a safe re-opening.

STAGE 2: Lower Risk Workplaces – Gradually re-opening some lower risk workplaces with adaptations. This will include:

 

- Retail (e.g. curbside pickup)

From: Platinum Advisors <platinum@platinumadvisors.com> 
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- Manufacturing

- Offices (when telework not possible)

- Opening up more public spaces (parks, trails etc.)

When are we ready for Stage 2? Key indicators include:

Hospitalization & ICU trends are stable

Hospital surge capacity can meet demand

Sufficient PPE supply available to support the demands not only from the existing conditions but for the future

Sufficient testing capacity to meet demand 

 

How will we get from Stage 1 to Stage 2? In order to get from Stage 1 to Stage 2, where non-essential businesses

can open up, DPH Director Sonia Angell highlighted actions required:

Government Actions

Policies that allow people to stay home when they’re sick

Guidance provided on how to reduce risk

Actions needed to get from Stage 1 to Stage 2  

Business Actions

Employers will need to explore wage replacement so workers can stay home when sick

Implement adaptations to lower-risk workplaces NOW

Employees continue to work from home when possible

Individual Actions

Safety precautions –physical distancing, face coverings, etc.

Avoid all non-essential travel

Support and care for people who are at high risk

Regional Variations: During Stage 2, counties may choose to relax stricter local orders at their own pace – though they

will need to display that they’re ready. “We’re not just gonna blithely accept it,” said Newsom. 

 

Conversely, the State will respect local authority to keep communities closed down longer if they believe necessary. As an

example, Newsom pointed out that the Bay Area announced extending their stay-at-home order. “I’m not preempting their

right to be more stringent. I want to respect that.”

 

School Changes: The Governor also said that the State is considering the prospect of an even earlier school year,

beginning in late July or early August. “No definitive decisions but we’re considering it. As a parent, myself, and having

talked to many other parents – even the kids – may want to consider moving that school year up,” said Newsom.

 

STAGE 3: Higher Risk Workplaces – Gradually re-opening some higher risk environments with adaptations and limits on

size of gatherings. This will include:

 

-Personal care (hair salons, nail salons, gyms)

-Movie theaters

-Sports without live audiences

-In-person religious services

 

STAGE 4: End of Stay-At-Home Order – Re-opening the highest risk parts of our economy -- once therapeutics have been

developed. This will include mass gatherings such as:

 

- Concerts

- Convention Centers

- Live audience sports

 

Weeks, Months: “Phase 2 is in weeks, not months. Phase 3 and 4 – months, not weeks,” said Newsom.



 

You can access the slides from the Governor’s press conference here.

 

Senate Returns May 11: Today, Senate Pro Tem Toni Atkins announced that the Senate plans to return to Sacramento

on Monday, May 11, 2020. Details on physical distancing, remote participation, and other necessary public health

precautions will be announced prior to the Senate’s return.

 

Additionally, the Senate’s Special Committee on Pandemic Emergency Response will meet Wednesday, May 6, 2020 at

1:30 p.m. 

 

The special committee is tasked with reviewing the state’s response to the COVID-19 health crisis – what has gone right and

what could be improved. The committee will also make findings and recommendations for future preparedness. The special

committee is will include the following Senators:

Lena A. Gonzalez (D-Long Beach) – Chair

Patricia Bates (R-Laguna Niguel) – Vice Chair

Andreas Borgeas (R-Fresno)

Anna Caballero (D-Salinas)

Bill Dodd (D-Napa)

Hannah-Beth Jackson (D-Santa Barbara)

Brian Jones (R-Santee)

Mike McGuire (D-Healdsburg)

Richard Pan (D-Sacramento)

Tom Umberg (D-Santa Ana)

Scott Wiener (D-San Francisco)

Meanwhile, the Assembly is scheduled to return to Sacramento on May 4 th.

Bay Area



71% of Bay Area Business Executives Want to See Shelter-in-Place Lifted in Near Future: A Bay Area

Council survey of 178 CEOs and executive leaders between April 21 and April 27 found that 71% of respondents supported

lifting the restrictions within the next 30 days. The remaining 29% supported shelter in place for two months or longer.  

 

S.F. to Enable Employees to Access Medical Reimbursement Funds: Mayor London Breed today announced a

plan to allow employees in San Francisco to use funds their employer has contributed in compliance with the Health Care

Security Ordinance (HCSO) for necessary expenses such as food, rent, and utilities during the declared local emergency, in

addition to eligible health care expenses.  Next week, the City will contact all 104,000 account holders and give them the

option of requesting the money in their accounts be released to them. The mayor’s office is still trying to figure out whether

the money will come in regular checks or something like a grocery gift card.

Corona Victim’s Heart Attack: The Santa Clara woman whose death from COVID-19 is the earliest so far known in the

United States suffered a massive heart attack caused by coronavirus infection, signs of which were found throughout her

body, according to an autopsy report obtained exclusively by The Chronicle. Patricia Dowd, 57, died Feb. 6 and had reported

flu-like symptoms in the days before her death, according to the report. The autopsy, performed by medical examiner Dr.

Susan Parson, found COVID-19 viral infection in her heart, trachea, lungs and intestines.

 

Sanitizer Donation: All inmates at San Mateo County jails received their own bottle of hand sanitizer thanks to a the

Science Policy Group at UCSF. SPG recently donated 1,000 bottles of hand sanitizer to the San Mateo County Sheriff’s

Office as part of their mutual aid project to help fight the spread of COVID-19 among vulnerable populations living and

working in the Bay Area. The sheriff’s office said it evenly distributed them between the Maguire Correctional Facility and

Maple Street Correctional Center. 
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ICMA All-Members

  Post New Message

 

Apr 28, 2020

Discussions

started 5 days ago, Kathleen Ferguson (7 replies)

cost cutting measures for Cities   

1. Glad you found the webinar useful, Joshua. Here... Julie Zimmerman

 

1. Re: cost cutting measures for Cities

Reply to Group Reply to Sender

Apr 28, 2020 9:10 AM

Julie Zimmerman

Glad you found the webinar useful, Joshua. Here's a link to the recorded version: local-gov-

life.simplecast.com/episodes/....

 

If anyone has questions about it or wants more information after listening/viewing the slides, don't hesitate to contact me

directly.

------------------------------

Julie Zimmerman

Chief Knowledge Officer

Management Partners, Inc.

Cincinnati OH

jzimmerman@managementpartners.com

------------------------------

  Reply to Group Online    View Thread    Recommend    Forward   



-------------------------------------------

Original Message:

Sent: 04-27-2020 10:43 AM

From: Joshua Pack

Subject: cost cutting measures for Cities

Good morning from California Kathleen!

A few weeks ago there was an extremely helpful webinar through ICMA titled "Budgeting During a Crisis: Responding to

the COVID-19 Recession". I believe it may be available to view on demand through the ICMA website. I've attached the

slides from that presentation that include some very useful ideas to reduce expenditures and other potential actions.

Best of luck to you!

------------------------------

Joshua Pack PE

Director of Public Works and Transportation

County of Calaveras

San Andreas CA

jpack@co.calaveras.ca.us 

 

You are subscribed to "ICMA All-Members" as rconiglio@portofsandiego.org. To change your subscriptions, go to My

Subscriptions. To unsubscribe from this community discussion, go to Unsubscribe.



From: Global Maritime Forum <survey@globalmaritimeforum.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 3:02 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Help us further the understanding of global trends 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Ms Randa Coniglio,

First and foremost, we hope that you and your

colleagues are in good health and safety during

this extraordinary time.

The Global Maritime Forum, Marsh and IUMI are

proud to invite you to participate in a global

survey on some of the most critical issues facing

global seaborne trade. The survey is sent to key

stakeholders around the world with the aim of

furthering the understanding of emerging trends,

and to identify issues that require priority action.

Well aware that the current

pandemic has the highest priority in most

boardrooms, the survey examines a broader

set of issues contributing to the resilience of the

maritime sector, and undertakes a deep dive

into the impact of COVID-19 on the sector. The

results will be featured in the Global Maritime

Issues Monitor 2020. 

You can access the survey via this link

The survey should take around 5-10 minutes to

complete. Your responses will be anonymized,

held in complete confidence, and shown only in

the aggregate. In appreciation of your time, we

will share with you a digital copy of the

published survey report. You are welcome to

view last year’s report here.

Please note that the survey will be accessible

until 31 May.

If you have any questions regarding this request,

please contact us

at survey@globalmaritimeforum.org.

With our best wishes,

Michael and Johannah

Michael Søsted                        

Managing Director                   

Head of Operations                  

Johannah Christensen 

Managing Director

Head of Projects & Programmes

 



Amaliegade 33B, 2nd floor | 1256 Copenhagen K |

Denmark

+45 3840 1800 | www.globalmaritimeforum.org 

Follow us: Twitter | LinkedIn | Facebook | YouTube |

Flickr

If you do not wish to receive emails regarding the

Global Maritime Issues Monitor 2020, you are

welcome to unsubscribe below.

If you do not wish to be contacted by us again,

please let us know.

Unsubscribe

 



Hotel News Resource

April, 29 2020

Read Online

MMGY Global COVID-19

Travel Insight Report - April

27th

Balancing Short-Term Demand and

Long-Term Booking Windows Read

More

Post COVID-19 Travel Industry

The First Signs of Optimism

Emerge in Latest GBTA

Study

Over the past several months the world

watched the global business travel

industry come to a halt but according to

new research issued today by the Global

Business Travel Association, there are

signs of optimism and recovery on the

horizon. The study found that most

companies are planning a recovery for

2020 with one in three planning for a

recovery in three months or less. Read

more

HFTP Hangouts

Join Tomorrow's

Conversation With HFTP

Global President Michael

Levie Discussing The

Impact Of COVID-19

HFTP's First Europe-focused

Hangout Read more
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Big Data In Hospitality

Fuel Hotel Marketing

Podcast: Episode 147 - 4

Ways to Drive Growth and

Increase Engagement With

Your Guest Data

In this episode of the Fuel Hotel

Marketing Podcast, the 20-year

marketing veteran of Priceline and

Lending Tree, Josh Francia, will reveal

his own tried-and-tested recipe for

building an engine that leads to sustained

growth and success, propelling you light

years ahead of the competition. He’ll also

share how this approach brings greater

returns, easier execution, and deeper

guest insights. Read more

Hilton CleanStay

'Hilton CleanStay with Lysol

Protection' to Launch June

2020

Hilton will collaborate with RB, maker of

Lysol and Dettol, and consult with Mayo

Clinic to develop elevated processes and

Team Member training to help Hilton

guests enjoy an even cleaner and safer

stay from check-in to check-out. Read

more

COVID-19 Recovery Strategy

World Tourism

Organization Underscores

Tourism’s Importance for

COVID-19 Recovery in

Audience with the King of

Spain

The Secretary-General of the World

Tourism Organization (UNWTO) was

received today by H.M. King Felipe VI of

Spain to assess how the COVID-19

pandemic is affecting the tourism sector

both nationally and internationally. Read

more



Cleaning Protocols

Hotels Need to

Demonstrate How They Can

Ensure Highest Levels of

Hygiene Post-COVID-19

The tourism sector needs to be prepared

for considerable changes in consumer

demands when restrictions are lifted and

demand for travel returns. In particular,

the lodging industry needs to be prepared

for guests now demanding the highest

levels of hygiene and sanitation, says

GlobalData. Read more

COVID-19 Impact On Hotel Industry

IHG Experiencing Steep

RevPAR Decline but Looks

Set to Navigate Through the

Pandemic

Following the announcement that IHG

continues to expect Global RevPAR to

decline about 25% in the first quarter,

Ralph Hollister, Analyst, Travel &

Tourism at GlobalData offers his view on

the situation Read more

Safe Stay

AHLA Launches 'Safe Stay'

for Enhanced Industry-wide

Hotel Cleaning Standards

Advisory Council to Establish New

Cleaning & Safety Standards in

Response to COVID-19 Read more

The Travel Restart

SalesAndCatering.com

Working Closely with

Clients to Prepare for A

New Future in Hospitality

Operators Plan How to Power Up

Properties – and the Industry – for the

Travel Restart. Where to Re-Tool,

Reevaluate, and Re-Shape Processes

and Systems Read more



Hotel Website Design

Vizergy Launches New

Hard Rock International

Website

Built on Vizergy’s proprietary content

management platform and supported by

the Vizergy Marketing System, Hard

Rock’s digital team is able to personalize

user content, integrate with third party

applications and loyalty programs and

drill down into key engagement

KPI’s. Read more

In Brief...

Malaysian Currency Integration 
STAAH Introduces Ringgit, the Local
Malaysian Currency As a Payment
Option for Malaysian Clients
Paycheck Protection Program 
Report: Hotels Require More PPP
Loan Funding to Save Jobs
Hotel Renovation Doha 
Four Seasons Hotel Doha Unveils
Complete Redesign by Pierre-Yves
Rochon

Our Websites 

Subscribe to our list | Unsubscribe from this list |

Forward to a friend
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GLOBAL: VPS highlights marine

fuel storage monitoring service

The COVID-19 pandemic has reduced

marine fuel demand which can result in

extended bunker storage periods and

heighten the risk of fuel quality deterioration.

READ MORE...
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Seahawk Services

 

EUROPE: Stena Bulk and

GoodFuels complete biofuels trial

During the trial, undertaken on the Stena

Immortal during typical commercial

operations, the GoodFuels’ MR1-100 bio-fuel

oil was tested in tanks, storage and burned

in the engines.

READ MORE...

 

EUROPE: Spanish port looking at

LNG bunkering

The Port Authority of Almería is studying the

feasibility of providing LNG bunkering for the

port’s ferries.

READ MORE...

 



AFRICA: New Saldanha crude oil

terminal commissioned 

Transnet National Ports Authority has

announced that the MT Sonangol Cabinda

tanker, operated by Oiltanking MOGS

Saldanha, made its maiden call at the Port of

Saldanha as part of the commissioning of

OTMS’s new crude oil terminal.

READ MORE...

 

GLOBAL: BIMCO offers guidance

for tanker owners looking to use

vessels for floating storage

With the coronavirus-led collapse in oil prices

leading to a surge in enquiries for floating

storage, BIMCO has offered guidance to

tanker owners looking to take advantage of

this demand.

READ MORE...

 

GLOBAL: Methanol availability to

be added to DNV GL’s AFI

platform

The Methanol Institute has announced that

new data on the global availability of

methanol will be hosted on the DNV GL

Alternative Fuels Insight platform.

READ MORE...

 



Get noticed with Bunkerspot

In today’s competitive maritime environment,

advertising via Bunkerspot will enable you to

deliver your company message directly to

your target market in a highly cost-effective

and dynamic way.

For subscription and advertising options,

contact: 

Steve Simpson 

Advertising Sales Manager

Tel: +44 1295 814455 x 203

Email: steve@petrospot.com  

To find out more or to subscribe  

Read More...

Bunkerspot Magazine

View Media Kit here

Keep in touch with breaking news on the

marine fuels sector, by signing up

to Bunkerspot's RSS news feed. Find out

more here

News

 

Magazine

 

Bunker Price Index

Bunkerspot is published by Petrospot Limited.

For more information on Petrospot Limited visit

www.petrospot.com or call +44 1295 814455.

© Petrospot Limited 2020 (Company No. 4768142).
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Integr8 Fuels

The tanker market 2020

13th May  |  10am London time

2020 was meant to be all about the IMO

regulation, until Covid-19 dominated the

conversation. Tankers are now on a new

path with greater uncertainty to navigate

which will present opportunities to create

value.

Join Paul Marsh, Research Director at

Navig8, for a presentation on what took us

here and the likely scenarios to unfold as this

unprecedented situation plays out.

Speaker

Paul Marsh has been at Navig8 for the past 5

years and he leads Navig8’s internal thinking

on the outlook for both shipping and oil

markets. Prior to Navig8 he worked at

McKinsey and Company for 8 years where

he focused on projects concerning

optimisation of refining strategy and

operations. He holds a PhD from the

University of Bristol in Chemistry that was

sponsored by Shell.

Webinar Registration

 

Unsubscribe

 



From: Ken Bauco <ken@infraday.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:37 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Infraday Weekly - Tomorrow - 25 Speakers (10am-2pm ET) 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

This message is sent to you because your email address is on our subscribers list. If you are not interested in receiving more emails like this one, please unsubscribe below.

Hello Randa,

I am writing as I wanted to invite you to attend this week's Infraday Weekly, which will take place this Thursday – 10am – 2pm EST.

Infraday Weekly is an online infrastructure industry forum, which takes place every Thursday between 10am-2pm EST. Each meeting has 4
panel discussions, led by leading infrastructure & transportation executives across the U.S., covering critical topics impacting the markets in
light of this rapidly changing landscape.

Our first weekly forum, held April 23, had over 260+ people in attendance. If you'd like to join a future event as a speaker or content partner,
please email ken@infraday.com.

Register Here

The cost to register for the 4 hour event is $100. This allows full-access to the event, direct messaging with
attendees, access to the attendee list and unlimited Q&A with the speakers. Once you register, you be sent a link

to join the WebEx.

APRIL 30 - 10am-2pm (EST)

https://www.infraday.com/events/infraday-weekly-april-30

9:45: Event Opens

10:00-11:00: COVID-19 pandemic: Practical advice for owners on maintaining capital program productivity
 
With job sites being shut down, a higher number of people becoming ill, and many employees working from home, the COVID-19 pandemic
has forced owners to adapt to how they are delivering projects. Panelist will discuss best practices on how to better cultivate productivity
and overcome obstacles for their capital programs.

Moderator:
Richard Craemer, Director of Marketing, Aurigo Software Technologies
 
Panelists:
Jeff Taylor, Vice President of Project Delivery, Transurban
Ken Warren, Capital Program Leader, Port of Seattle, Sea-Tac Airport
Keith Fordsman, Capital Program Director, Yale University Office of Facilities
Neil Adams, Office of Planning & Programming, Bureau of Innovative Project Delivery, Illinois Department of Transportation
Chappell Jordan, Principal, Strategic Consulting, Jacobs

11:00-12:00: How much has Aviation Changed During and Following COVID-19?
 
Moderator:
Seth Lehman, Senior Director and Co-Head Transportation Infrastructure, Fitch Ratings

Panelists:
Amit Rikhy, President and CEO, CAG Holdings LLC
Christopher Poinsatte, Chief Financial Officer and Executive Vice President, Dallas-Ft. Worth International Airport
Joseph Rohlena, Senior Director/Corporate Ratings, Fitch Ratings
Kathleen Sharman, Chief Financial Officer, Greater Orlando Aviation Authority
Warren Adams, Managing Partners, WJ Advisors
 
12:00-1:00: The New Normal: How will Covid-19 Impact Urban Infrastructure?

The physical infrastructure of U.S. cities has been shaped throughout its history by its response to disasters. In New York, the cholera
epidemics that began in 1832 led to the implementation of a centralized water supply system starting in the 1840s, and the blizzard of 1888,
which stopped all surface movement, resulted in the construction of an underground subway system. With a significant portion of the
Country’s population now working from home due to the current Covid-19 pandemic, there have been major shifts in demand on our
infrastructure systems. How will our infrastructure respond post-Covid 19, as we define a new normal for urban living?

Moderator:
Paul Storella, Senior Vice President - NYC Regional Business Line Leader - Water,  AECOM

Panelists:
Arun Jain, Principal Planner & Chief Urban Designer, Community Development, City of Bellevue, WA



Faye DiMassimo, Senior Advisor to the Mayor for Transportation and Infrastructure, Metropolitan Government of Nashville and Davidson
County, TN
George M. Lobman, Director of Transportation Agencies, UTCA – Utility & Transportation Contractors Association
Jeff Frkonja, Research Center Director, Portland Metro, OR
Jeff Marootian, Director, District Department of Transportation (DDOT)
Peter Eccles, Transportation Planner, City of Houston

1:00-2:00: Advancing Vision Zero in the Suburbs
 
Montgomery County, Maryland, is paving the way as the first suburban jurisdiction to adopt Vision Zero, a policy to eliminate traffic-related
fatalities and severe injuries. It took 50 years to construct a suburban roadway network that prioritizes motor vehicle travel over walking and
bicycling. Bold interventions and long-range master plans are needed to re-envision high-speed suburban roadways as safe multimodal
corridors. This webinar will present strategies for applying Vision Zero in suburban communities, where the premise of the built environment
is the ability to travel quickly over long distances. The panelists will draw on their experience in Montgomery County – in implementing short-
term interventions to address immediate safety concerns, reimaging a suburban corridor through a long-range master plan, and identifying
context-specific improvements to reduce crashes and crash severity.
 
Panelists:
Wade Holland, Vision Zero Coordinator, Montgomery County Government
Jesse Cohn, Transportation Planner Coordinator, Montgomery County Planning Department
Jessica McVary, Acting Master Plan Supervisor, Montgomery County Planning Department
Maren Hill, Planner Coordinator, Montgomery County Planning Department
 
2:00: End of Meeting

Thank you, and I hope you will be able to attend.

Best, Ken

Ken Bauco | CEO
ph: (646) 675 0171

Infraday
109 South 5th Street, 5th Floor
Brooklyn, NY. 11249
www.infraday.com

Infraday Weekly – State of the Market
https://www.infraday.com/webinars

*****
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an intended recipient, you should not retain, copy or use this e-mail or any attachment for any purpose, nor disclose all or any part of the
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From: Apple News <newsdigest@insideapple.apple.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 9:41 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: U.S. coronavirus cases top 1 million, a look at Sweden’s controversial strategy, and more from Apple News 
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From: ICMA SmartBrief <icma@smartbrief.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 11:21 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Hong Kong: It's time to reinvent our tourism industry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

How to communicate better through frustration | Fed brings smaller cities, counties into loan program | Ore. county gives first responder status to dispatchers

Created for rconiglio@portofsandiego.org |  Web Version

April 29, 2020 CONNECT WITH ICMA          
ICMA SmartBrief

SIGN UP ⋅   SHARE

ADVERTISEMENT

LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

How to communicate better through frustration

Everyone is frustrated right now, writes Dr. Mark Goulston, so communication should begin with empathy and encouraging the

other person to vent. "Whatever the 'new normal' turns out to be, we will be in the best position to address it if we turn the 'old

normal' of adversarial communication into learning to work together more amicably," he writes. Full Story: LinkedIn (4/26) 

   

Forward Together: A Virtual Conference 

Let's prepare for the future of local government, in a post-COVID world. Join Polco / National Research Center along with ICMA,

NLC, ELGL and others for the virtual conference of the season. Discover and discuss essentials of good government now and

into recovery. Coming May 12 & 14. Register Here

ADVERTISEMENT:

BUDGETING AND FINANCE

Fed brings smaller cities, counties into loan program

The Federal Reserve has broadened eligibility for the Municipal Liquidity Facility to let more local governments participate. The

central bank has lowered the population requirement to 250,000 from 1 million for cities and to 500,000 from 2 million for counties.

Full Story: CNBC (4/27),  Agence France-Presse (4/28),  Bloomberg (tiered subscription model) (4/27) 

   

Build Your Supervisory Skills Online and at Home 

The ICMA Effective Supervisory Practices Webinar Series robust online program is a must for any local government professional

looking to lead change, improve customer service, and strengthen communication with staff members. Build your management

skills and address the challenges to lead a team. Program beings May 13, register today!

ADVERTISEMENT



Hong Kong (Philip Fong/AFP via

Getty Images)

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SAFETY

Ore. county gives first responder status to dispatchers

Clackamas County, Ore., this month became the first in the state to recognize 911 dispatchers as first responders. The county

also supports the proposed federal 911 SAVES Act. Full Story: Canby Now Podcast (Ore.) (4/26) 

   

How to redesign government work for the future 

In this article, Deloitte explores the opportunity for government orgs to intentionally redesign work to both accommodate the role

of technology and machines, and to design for new needs and activities, including those resulting from broader economic,

workforce, and societal shifts. Read Now

ADVERTISEMENT:

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, RESTORATION AND SUSTAINABILITY

Hong Kong: It's time to reinvent our tourism industry

Hong Kong's recent protests and the coronavirus have shined a light on its lack of tourism message, and

the Hong Kong Tourism Board said Friday that now is the time to shape it. Repositioning the city and

elevating hospitality standards ideally will coincide with post-recovery travel efforts. Full Story: Skift (4/27) 

   

Milwaukee makes equity a key part of park renovations

Milwaukee is overhauling 52 parks, many serving disadvantaged communities, using an "equity-based prioritization model" to

determine what each park needs and in what order they should be addressed. The city has also sought community input on what

to add and keep at the parks. Full Story: Landscape Architecture Magazine (4/2020) 

   



Free stock picks from The Motley Fool! 

Why settle for 7% returns from your 401(k)? Our friends at The Motley Fool want to help you find great stocks. That's why they've

created a report on a group of five stock picks for the next generation of investing — free to SmartBrief readers. Read this report.

ADVERTISEMENT:

LEGISLATION, POLICY AND GRANTS

Supreme Court remands case over NYC firearm law

The US Supreme Court has declined to rule on a New York City law regarding the transporting of licensed handguns because the

ordinance has since been revised, and the case now returns to an appeals court. On Friday, the US Court of Appeals for the 9th

Circuit held in a separate case that California background checks for ammunition purchases could remain mandatory as a dispute

over the issue is underway. Full Story: CNN (4/27),  NBC News (4/25) 

   

PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Fla. county uses school buses to provide Wi-Fi for students

The school board in Polk County, Fla., has deployed 50 school buses outfitted with wireless routers around the county to help as

many students as possible have internet access during the pandemic. The district has also distributed 23,000 of 60,000 available

laptops and tablets to students. Full Story: WFLA-TV (Tampa, Fla.) (4/27) 

   

HUMAN RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT

Nev. county offers neighborhood dance parties with DJ

The Clark County Parks and Recreation Department in Nevada is helping residents de-stress by sending a van with a DJ out to

neighborhoods for outdoor dance parties. Participants must practice proper social distancing. Full Story: KSNV-TV (Las Vegas)

(4/27) 

   



ICMA NEWS

Study the foundation of supervisory skills at your own pace

The ICMA Effective Supervisory Practices webinar series is back and available to you live and On Demand for convenient

access. In addition to offering pragmatic recommendations about the day-to-day duties of a supervisor, this webinar series will

offer guidance on addressing the more complex challenges all managers confront as they seek to effectively communicate,

motivate, and model ethical decisions and lead a team. Program begins May 13, register today!

   

Free webinars on employment law during COVID-19 and fiscal strategies during a

pandemic

Join us for these upcoming 90-minute webinars covering topics important to local government during the COVID-19 pandemic:

Friday, May 1, Employment Law and COVID-19 and on Friday, May 8, Fiscal Strategies During a Pandemic. Experts from the

private sector and local government will offer strategies to prepare for both the short-term and long-term realities. Register for

these and other events at the icma.org website. Visit ICMA's Coronavirus Resources page, where you can access webinars on

demand and subscribe to get more content on the topic of COVID-19 in your mailbox.

   

LEARN MORE ABOUT ICMA:

Home | About | News & Events | Join ICMA | Career Network

The first step is clearly defining what it is you're after, because without knowing that,

you'll never get it.

Halle Berry, 

actress
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April 29, 2020 

AALRR COVID-19 ToolKit™ 

Looking for guidance on managing your remote workforce? Need sample leave notices in the era of COVID?   Want

information on the California WARN Act and required notices? Look no further…

Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo has developed a COVID-19 ToolKit™ that contains critical sample forms, notices

and vital information and guidance. The ToolKit™ contents can streamline your management responsibilities and limit

liability during these difficult times.  Our COVID-19 ToolKit™ is available for the Private Sector and Public Agencies but is

not intended for educational institutions.

© 2020 Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo, All rights reserved.

Copyright © 2020 AALRR, All rights reserved. 

You are receiving this email because you have indicated that you would like to receive email communications from AALRR.

Our mailing address is: 

AALRR

12800 Center Court Drive, Suite 300

Cerritos, CA 90703

Add us to your address book 

Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.

From: Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo <aalrr_programs@aalrr.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 11:55 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: COVID-19 ToolKit™  |  Available for Purchase 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Click here to learn more and order AALRR COVID-19 ToolKit™

This email was sent to

rconiglio@portofsandiego.org

why did I get this?

    

unsubscribe from this list

    

update subscription preferences

AALRR · 12800 Center Court Drive, Suite 300 · Cerritos, CA 90703 · USA 







From: Vienna Castellaw <info@cashinusa.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 12:28 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: AR Collections During COVID-19 

WARNING: The sender of this email could not be validated and may not match the person in the "From" field!

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Hello,

My name is Vienna Castellaw. I am the founder and CEO of Cash In USA - an Accounts Receivable Management and Bad
Debt Collection company. For the last 30 years, we've been helping professionals, and small business owners get paid. 

Getting set up to work from home can be challenging. We are set and ready to go; we always work remotely. Our Accounts
Receivable Collection protocols are simple and effective. Your customers won't even realize you've hired an outsider to help.

No long terms contracts, use us when you need us. Pricing is month-to-month, or for smaller companies, you can purchase
a block of activities to use over time. You can review pricing here. 

To schedule a 15-minute discussion, click here or give me a call at 800-201-2274 x 110, if I'm not on the phone (which I
usually am) I'll take your call.

Respectfully,

11856 Balboa Blvd #157 
Granada Hills, CA 91344 
Toll Free: 800-201-CA$H (2274) 
Fax: 800-576-2269 
Phone: 818-368-3100



From: San Diego Police Foundation <s.napoli@sdpolicefoundation.org> on behalf of San Diego Police Foundation
<s.napoli@sdpolicefoundation.ccsend.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 1:03 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Join us for Giving Tuesday NOW on May 5, 2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

 

Dear Randa,    

Out of the midst of this crisis has emerged something beautiful: good people
wanting to do something great. In just six days, people all around the world will
unite as an online community to support the causes that are most important to
them.  
 
Join us on May 5 for #GivingTuesdayNow by participating in our "10-4 COVID
Response Campaign" to raise much needed funds to support our brave officers
who at this very moment are tirelessly working to ensure the health and safety
of our community.
 
By joining the #GivingTuesdayNow movement, you're proving that in times of
uncertainty, generosity can bring the whole world together.
 

 
Below are the different ways that you can participate in #GivingTuesdayNow
and support the San Diego Police Foundation's "10-4 COVID Response
Campaign": 
 
1.    Give & Spread the word. Now through May 5, click HERE and donate.
Any donation amount will make a difference. You can join the "10-4 COVID
Response Team" by making a minimum $10 monthly donation and sharing what
our mission means to you with at least four people. Make sure to use
#GivingTuesdayNow and #TenFourCovidResponseTeam.
  
2.    Tune in. Join us for our new ZOOM virtual series, "Coffee with Chief

Connelly" from 10:00am - 11:00am on May 5. Grab a cup of coffee and join
Chief Connelly as he gives an update on the Police Department's response to
the pandemic and answers your questions. Register using this link. 
 
3.    Follow. Please follow the San Diego Police Foundation and San Diego

Police Department on facebook.
 
Thank you for your support -- NOW more than ever!
 
Your family at the San Diego Police Foundation
 

 

           



San Diego Police Foundation

444 West Beech Street

Suite 250

 San Diego CA 92101

SafeUnsubscribe™ rconiglio@portofsandiego.org

Forward email 

Update Profile

About our service provider

Sent by s.napoli@sdpolicefoundation.org in collaboration with

Constant Contact
Try email marketing for free today!
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From: Western Real Estate Business <WREB@francemediacre.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 1:05 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Sponsored: Find Out How Far Property Value Will Decline 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Paramount

With the uncertainty around COVID-19, one of your questions right now is likely: "What is the value of my property, and

how much is it going down?"

The answer can be found in the chart below, which shows how property values decrease related to change in CAP rates

and loss of rental revenue, which affects your NOI.

Paramount Table

As you can see, steep reductions in property values can be projected as NOI decreases and CAP rates increase.

Highlighted are NOI and CAP Rate scenarios to reach a 20% or greater drop in property value. An increase of just 1% in

CAP rate lowers the value by 20%.

What Can You Do

As a commercial property owner, reducing costs and saving money is one of your primary concerns.

There's one huge upside to a decrease in property value: it provides you with an opportunity to lower your property

taxes—the single most controllable expense for owners.

We recommend all property owners contact us to start the process of reducing property taxes now.

While this might not feel urgent, it is. We are working with Assessors right now to fast-track the appeal process. We want

to be first in line to file your appeal when the time comes and obtain your property tax refund for you.

SCHEDULE A CALL



Wes Nichols

Wes Nichols

Founder/ Owner

Wes@pptaxappeal.com

Main 858-225-1200 | Cell 310-897-5056

Direct 858-800-6926 | Fax 866-823-5577

www.pptaxappeal.com

paramountpropertytaxappeal.com, 9845 Erma Rd #311, San Diego, CA 92131, USA, (858) 225-1200

You are receiving this email because you are a subscriber of a France Media publication.

This email was sent to rconigli@portofsandiego.org on behalf of Paramount Property Tax Appeal, by France Media Inc.

France Media Inc., 3535 Piedmont Rd. NE, Suite 950 Atlanta, GA 30305

Unsubscribe    |    Privacy Policy    |    Forward to a Friend    |    View in Browser



From: ICMA SmartBrief <icma@smartbrief.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 1:32 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Strategies to operate during and after a crisis 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Utilize modern technology to host virtual council meetings and to re-plan your budget

Created for rconiglio@portofsandiego.org |  Web Version

This is a paid advertisement for SmartBrief readers.
The content does not necessarily reflect the view of SmartBrief or its Association partners.

Hero Banner

Continuity of Operations in a Crisis. 

The recent pandemic has forced everyone to adjust their operations and adapt to a remote

workforce. Government leaders have been working hard to respond efficiently and

empathetically to the crisis.  

While there is no silver bullet in times of crisis other than hard work, collaboration and

preparedness, modern technology can help foster virtual two-way communications, maintain

continuity of operations, and enable effective planning for ever-changing near and long term

scenarios. 

This guide will discuss key ways modern technology can help you: 

Operate in an emergency and afterward

Create two-way virtual communications 

Re-plan your budget  

Download this free guide and learn how modern technology can support your government during

and in the aftermath of a crisis

Managing during a crisis: Additional resources below...  



white-background-money-and-covid.gif

LIVE WEBINAR 

How to Maintain Resident Services and

Generate Revenue During COVID-19

Join this live webinar on May 6th as

leaders from the Town of North Andover,

MA and the City of Wooster, OH, share

how they maintained resident services

online and are keeping revenue streams

and economic development flowing even

during a crisis. 

Register here

2020-04-09-3-key-insights-coronavirus.jpg

BLOG

3 Key Insights from Government

Leaders Dealing with Coronavirus

Check out this blog post to read how 3

government leaders responded quickly in

the crisis to protect their communities and

are ensuring continuity of crucial

government functions, and how they are

leveraging modern technology to aid in

their response.

Read it here
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© 2020 OpenGov 

955 Charter Street, Redwood City, CA 94063 

Privacy Policy
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necessarily reflect the view of SmartBrief or its association partners.
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From: The Maritime Executive <newsletter@maritime-executive.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 2:03 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: IN THE KNOW Podcast 16: Marine Salvage in the Coronavirus Era 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.



unsubscribe



From: Kenneth Beck <Kenneth.Beck@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 3:16 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: RE: Invite: What happens next: CoronaVirus CEO Action Calls 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa,

It is time to discuss what happens when the economy re starts. 

Additional calls have been added. Sign up for our small-group interactive video discussions for you to connect, share insights, and to
strategize with other Mid-Market CEOs regarding the Coronavirus and the restart of the economy : 

Monday, May 4 at 5:30 p.m. ET:  CoronaVirus CEO Action Call and the restart of the economy 
Wednesday, May 6 at 5:30 p.m. ET: CoronaVirus CEO Action Call Focus on Talent Management  
Monday, May 11 at 5:30 p.m. ET:  CoronaVirus CEO Action Call and the restart of the economy

All calls have had wait-lists so sign up now : Register here for the call 

We will take the first eight registrants for each meeting and then go to a wait-list.

As a reminder, here is the call agenda:

Confidential, Small Group, Video Meetings. CEOC will convene a series of small, interactive, 60-minute video conference calls for our
Premium members. This format will enable close, confidential conversation and meaningful dialogue. We will consider scaling this
program to additional CEO members as well.
Focused Agenda. The agenda for each meeting will be focused on each CEO sharing what he/she is seeing and doing in four areas:

Individual Observations – Both in the U.S. and internationally (if applicable);
Financial/Business Impact – Impact to operations, supply chain and financials;
People strategy – Communication/morale/remote work strategies; and,
Forecast/Planning - Insights about what might happen next, ways to prepare, etc.

Register here for the call

If you cannot make these virtual meetings but want to be kept informed send an email to events@ceoconnection.com. 

Our country is at its best when faced with a common challenge. I have full faith that the government (both parties) and medical experts will put
their differences aside and once again, as Americans have always done in the face of adversity, rise to the occasion to find a solution that will
stop the spread of this disease.   In the meantime, we as the Mid-Market business community will join together to help each other manage the
challenges ahead.

You do great things on your own … we can do even greater things together!

Speak to you soon.

Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer | CEO Connection
Chairman | Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991 | F 646.292.5192
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com 

Unsubscribe from email communications

CEO Connection

338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791



From: Wayfair | UP TO 80% OFF <editor@members.wayfair.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 3:20 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Ends at midnight: sale supporting COVID-19 relief 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Wayfair

Bedroom Furniture Living Room Seating

Office Furniture Area Rugs

Entertainment Furniture Accent Furniture

Dining Furniture Mattresses

Curtains Kids Furniture

Tabletop Pet Essentials

Wall Art Décor & Pillows

Bedding Toppers, Pillows & More

Lawn & Garden Décor Outdoor Furniture

Kitchen Upgrades

Kitchen & Small Electrics Storage Solutions

Backyard Fun & Games Kelly Clarkson Home

Lighting Major Appliances

Samsung Exclusive Shop All Sales

 

Android App       iOS App

Instagram Facebook Pinterest Twitter



From: Clean Events <info@om.cleanevents.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 4:04 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: You answered the call and we are #cleaneventsproud 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

We asked and you answered! Over the past two weeks, we have been asking industry to share stories of
how they are helping out during these uncertain times in order to spread positivity and show our support.
We've received many stories from our partners – they are out there decontaminating and disinfecting
businesses and sites, donating money to relief organizations and healthcare workers, and developing
products and tools to help in the response of coronavirus and adapt to our new normal of a virtual world.

We are thrilled to share these stories from our industry partners with you:

Helping Our Communities in Times of Need – Heritage Environmental
SET COVID response teams performing decontamination in control rooms – SET Environmental
TEEX steps up to distribute PPE and medical supplies – TEEX

Enviroserve Safesitesm Coronavirus Cleaning and Decontamination Services Help Prevent the
Spread of COVID-19 – EnviroServe
Protecting your assets in uncertain times – GHD
Colonial Pipeline Maintaining Operations, Focusing on Safety and Service Amidst COVID-19
National Response – Colonial Pipeline
BHP Petroleum implements measures to help suppliers – BHP

The CLEAN Events would like to remain a resource for you to turn to. We will continue to provide
important coronavirus coverage and industry updates as the situation evolves.  Please continue to share
your stories and use #cleaneventsproud in social media so that we can continue to share some good
news during these trying times. If you want to see your story shared in a future email, please email
cbuchholtz@accessintel.com.

 

Join our social media networks!

 
@WaterwaysEvent | @CleanGulf | @CleanPacific

CLEAN WATERWAYS | CLEAN GULF Conference & Exhibition | CLEAN PACIFIC

CLEAN WATERWAYS Conference | CLEAN GULF Conference & Exhibition | CLEAN PACIFIC Conference

View in web browser 

This message was sent to rconiglio@portofsandiego.org 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, add us to your address book. 

CLEAN EVENTS * Access Intelligence LLC * 9211 Corporate Blvd., 4th Floor, Rockville, MD 20850 

Update My Preferences | Unsubscribe | Privacy Policy | Contact Us 



From: Sharon Hauser <shauser@portofsandiego.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 4:19 PM EDT 
To: Michael LaFleur <mlafleur@portofsandiego.org> 
CC: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org>; Debra Benavidez <dbenavidez@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: FW: Invitation to speak - Harbor Association of Industry and Commerce (HAIC) 
Attachment(s): "Port of San Diego 1.pdf" 

Mike – Any thoughts about this?  Any information you can share?  Is this something that you might have an interest in?  I have

flagged this and copying in Randa on this email, but I don’t think she has the time available at this time.  Note that no specific dates

or times are provided in the email.  Thanks, Sharon

 

From: Emily Gingras <Emily@pearstrategies.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 1:05 PM

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org>

Subject: Invitation to speak

 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

 

Dear Ms. Coniglio,

 

I hope all is well with you during this time of uncertainty. I am reaching out on behalf of the Harbor Association of Industry &

Commerce (HAIC) to invite you to be our guest speaker for a virtual port update we are offering to our members. I have attached a

formal request letter on behalf of our Executive Director. I’d be happy to answer any questions you may have or setup a call with our

team. Thank you for your time and consideration.

 

Sincerely,

 

Emily Gingras

PEAR Strategies

 



Harbor Association of Industry and Commerce 
6216 E. Pacific Coast Hwy. #407 
Long Beach, CA 90803 
info@harborassn.com 
www.harborassn.com  

 
 
 April 27, 2020 
 
Randa J. Coniglio 
President/CEO 
Port of San Diego 
3165 Pacific Highway 
San Diego, CA 92101 
 
Dear Ms. Coniglio,  
 
The Harbor Association of Industry & Commerce (HAIC) was established in 1975 to be a collective voice 
and advocate for the harbor business community. HAIC is a non -profit industrial and commercial trade 
association that serves as a united voice on trade, transportation, energy, environmental and land-use 
issues affecting the harbor business communities. Our membership is primarily based at the Ports of 
Long Beach and Los Angeles.  
 
The HAIC would like to inquire about your availability for a virtual town hall meeting discussing the 
Port's operations and the impacts of COVID-19 on your region. Our ports are such a vital cog in the 
nation's economy; your insight would be invaluable to our membership.  
 
Should you be interested in addressing the HAIC, please kindly respond with your availability. We would 
be glad to answer any questions you may have and provide the necessary clarifications where needed. 
 
I may be reached at (562) 355-3825 or email my colleague Emily Gingras at Emily@pearstategies.com. 
 
Thank you for your consideration.  

Sincerely, 

 

Henry Rogers 
HAIC Executive Director 
(562) 355-3825    
 
 

mailto:info@harborassn.com
http://www.harborassn.com/


04/29/2020

 

Hello Randa,

Many small businesses and new entrepreneurs are experiencing challenges times during this health crisis. And new challenges require

one to think outside of the box. 

In this week's blog, we decided to shine a spotlight on one of CPG's clients: Kickfurther - a company that provides unique solutions.  

We hope you and your loved ones continue to stay safe, healthy and cheerful, and we thank you again for reading our blogs!

Regards, 

China Performance Group

www.ChinaPerformanceGroup.com 

 

Client Spotlight: Kickfurther: Money, money, money.  There never seems to be enough of it. Especially now. As

businesses everywhere shut their doors in response to COVID-19, both health and money remain primary

concerns. [Read More]

Recent Articles: 

A COVID-19 Paradox: Social Distancing and Getting Back to Work: Social distancing is required to keep Covid-

19 at bay.  But social proximity is unavoidable in working factories.  How can you, both, be safe and go back to

work? [Read More]

Covid-19: The Race Back to Work: We are not sure who triggered the opening of Pandora’s box, but 2020 has

become the year of Covid-19. China spent an unusual New Year by staying at home, not traveling, and abstaining

from parties. [Read More]

Covid-19 and China: Making Things Work: The COVID-19 outbreak was first identified at the end of January

2020. Conditions in China are now gradually improving as a result of the country’s vigorous containment

efforts. [Read More]

From: China Performance Group <Marketing@CHINAPERFORMANCEGROUP.COM> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 4:44 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Client Spotlight: Kickfurther 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



Copyright © 2020 China Performance Group, All rights reserved.  

If you do not wish to continue receiving these notifications, please unsubscribe. 

Our mailing address is: 

China Performance Group

40 Stirling Rd

Suite 210

Watchung, NJ 07069

Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list. 



From: San Diego Military Advisory Council <admin@sdmac.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:10 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Last Day to Sign Up for SDMAC Webinar, Tomorrow at 9:00AM! 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Please register for the upcoming SDMAC hosted Webinar

We are excited to welcome Assembly Member Todd Gloria as our guest for this week’s SDMAC
WEBINAR. ASM Gloria will discuss the California Assembly schedule and his focus on legislation, including

efforts to support the redevelopment of the NAVWAR HEADQUARTERS. The session will include the
opportunity for questions from participants using the ZOOM CHAT feature. We hope you can join us!  

Assemblymember Todd Gloria

State of California, 78th Assembly District

REGISTER TODAY

Thursday, April 30th, 2020

9:00AM - 10:00AM

Click on Photo for Bio

SDMAC Members and Followers, please visit our website for
continued daily updates on COVID - 19!

CLICK HERE TO VIEW NOW

Manage Your Subscription

This message was sent to rconigli@portofsandiego.org from admin@sdmac.org 

San Diego Military Advisory Council

409 Camino del Rio S.; Ste. 302

San Diego, CA 92108

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

 







  



D A I L Y  U P D A T E

The Latest Data on Coronavirus

This Friday, May 1, at 12:30 PM ET, Morning Consult's Victoria Sakal and Joanna Piacenza will be joined by Advertising Week

Global CEO Matt Scheckner to discuss new Morning Consult data on how our favorite pastimes will change in the post COVID-

19 era, with a special deep-dive into the streaming industry. 

Register for the webinar here. 

Trump Gets Poor Marks for Efforts on Testing and Vaccine Development 

Asked to rate how President Donald Trump is handling a range of coronavirus-related issues, voters gave him the most positive

rating on providing financial assistance and the least positive when it comes to developing a vaccine and testing Americans for

coronavirus. Just 16 percent of voters said the president is doing an excellent job on testing, while 39 percent say he’s doing a

poor job. Read More.

 

79% of Voters Think a Second COVID-19 Wave Is Likely 

As the United States continues to battle the public health and economic impacts of the coronavirus pandemic, new data shows

most voters expect the country to be hit by another round of COVID-19 cases over the next 12 months.

Seventy-nine percent of voters said they think a second wave of coronavirus cases is likely in the next year, while 9 percent said

it is unlikely. That number held largely steady across the political spectrum, with 80 percent of Democrats, 77 percent of

independents and 78 percent of Republicans saying they anticipate another wave. Read More.

 

Shinzo Abe’s Approval Rating Drops 

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s approval rating has fallen to 27 percent, down nine points from the end of March,

representing the lowest mark among the 10 world leaders Morning Consult is tracking. After an initial tide of approval bumps at

the onset of the outbreak, a number of world leaders’ ratings have begun to hit a wall or slide down. Read More.
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Other Things to Know

Support for Federal Aid to State and Local Governments Is Wide and Bipartisan 

Congressional Democrats are backed by broad public support as they push for the next coronavirus spending package to include

big funding for state and local governments reeling from the pandemic’s strain on their budgets, but polling suggests the attacks

from Republican leaders regarding blue-state spending could prove effective with GOP voters. Read More.

As Venues Mull High-Tech Virus Safety Solutions, Fans Prioritize Hand Sanitizer 

Individuals who said they attend sporting events at least occasionally point to the addition of hand sanitizer dispensers and

communication of venue cleaning practices as the measures most likely to make them more comfortable attending games,

according to an April 24-26 survey. About 3 in 4 said each of those actions would help put them at ease, a larger share than

other higher-tech options that industry insiders are considering. Read More.

Amid Safety Warnings, 37% of Voters Oppose Hydroxychloroquine for COVID-19 

Morning Consult polling conducted earlier this month showed almost half of voters supported the use of hydroxychloroquine for

treating the coronavirus as a national health agency launched a study on the drug. But as the Trump administration’s health

agencies now warn against personal use of hydroxychloroquine, new survey data indicates voter support for it is murky. Read

More.

ANALYSIS: Why Stable Consumer Sentiment and Falling PMIs Aren’t Mutually Exclusive 

Morning Consult economist John Leer looks at the seeming contradiction between Morning Consult data showing consumer

confidence stabilizing in April and other data indicating sharp declines in global business activity in April, which suggested that

the outlook of businesses deteriorated more dramatically than that of consumers. Analysis of the data shows that the economic

outlooks of consumers and businesses have behaved very similarly since the onset of the coronavirus pandemic. Read More.

Sen. Booker Aims to Curb Price Gouging During Emergencies in New Bill 

Sen. Cory Booker (D-N.J.) is unveiling a bill that would ban price gouging of essential goods and services during emergencies,

his office told Morning Consult on Wednesday, with the legislation to be formally introduced when the Senate returns to

Washington next week. Read More. 
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Gentlemen:

I am corresponding to encourage you to re-open San Diego Bay for responsible boating.  Stay at home measures and

closures were put in place to limit the spread of Covid-19 with the goal of   not overwhelming the healthcare system.   As a

front-line physician, it is my opinion that our local healthcare services have been very UNDERwhelmed, and if such strict

measures remain in place they will only serve to increase the duration of the Covid-19 threat. 

As a fellow boater I can assure you that boating can be done in a responsible manner, with minimal contribution to the

spread of Covid-19.  I agree with the position that the Port Tenants Association has taken on this matter.  It puzzles me that

all other major ports in California seem to be open, but not ours.

Sincerely,

Mark Landon, MD



COVID-19 Update 
April 29, 2020

Federal

Fed Guidelines Expire Tomorrow: President Trump announced today that federal social distancing guidelines would

be allowed to expire tomorrow. The guidelines recommended working from home when possible, limiting travel and

avoiding restaurants and other public venues. Trump has previously opined that he has ultimate authority over when to lift

stay-at-home orders but has also said that he will defer to governors on specifics.

 

Optimistic Fauci: Dr. Anthony Fauci, head of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious

Diseases expressed optimism that remdesivir, a treatment currently undergoing clinical trials, may help patients recover

from COVID-19 more quickly. The FDA has not approved any treatments for the coronavirus, but it plans to announce an

emergency-use authorization for the drug that could come as soon as this evening. The FDA is in talks with Gilead Sciences,

the maker of remdesivir, about making the drug widely available.

California

The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

44,949 tested positive

1,776 deaths

 

Governor’s Press Conference 

 

Governor Gavin Newsom is now holding daily updates at noon via his Twitter and Facebook feeds. Below are today’s press

conference highlights:

 

Farm to Family: Today, the Governor announced California’s Farm to Family Program, a public/private

partnership to get 21 million pounds of fresh crops to food banks that are desperate for more food. This is designed

to help farmers who have excess produce that they cannot sell because of a plummet in demand.  There's a "mismatch"

that Newsom said can be solved through this initiative.

 

About 128 farmers and ranchers are providing food to about 41 food banks through 58 counties. The program has already

raised $3.6 million.

 

Tax credit to Farmers: Farmers will get a 15% tax credit to provide the food that would "literally go to waste," said

Newsom.

EBT on Amazon: Thanks to a waiver from the federal government CalFresh recipients will be able to use their EBT
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card to make purchases online at Amazon and Walmart.

Pelosi Provides: Through the help of Speaker Nancy Pelosi, California children and families – that would have

received free or reduced-cost lunches at schools – will now receive up to an extra $365 under the new Pandemic EBT.

This comes from CARES Act work at the federal level.

Unemployment Numbers:

3.7 million people have now filed for unemployment insurance since March 12.

$6 billion in benefits distributed, with $2 billion sent out just yesterday.

235,000 unemployment claims were filed yesterday (most of these were through the new Pandemic

Unemployment Assistance program that assists self-employed and gig workers)

Tracing: Tomorrow, Newsom will provide an update on contact tracing efforts and progress the State has made to

hire more people who can do that work.

Beaches: In light of Saturday’s crowds at Southern California beaches, one reporter asked if Newsom has the

executive power to close beaches. Newsom said that he has been talking with local law enforcement, the State Lands

Commission, Coastal Commission and other officials and will announce “clarified guidelines” between late this

afternoon and tomorrow.

 

Returning Session Rumors 

The Assembly is still scheduled to return this coming Monday, May 4th (and Senate returns the following Monday, May

11th). Here is what we’re hearing around rules and protocol:

 

The first two weeks of Session will run Monday – Thursday. The third week will likely run into Friday

The first 3 weeks will focus on policy committees, followed in the 4th week by budget subcommittees

Each committee will likely only have one hearing – Transportation will be the first committee to meet

Lead witnesses can testify in person or by phone but need to arrange this with committee staff ahead of time

Upon entering the building, lobbyists and members of the public will be required to have their temperatures taken

Only 1 Member in an elevator at a time

The expectation is that a Member can only have 1 staff member with them in the building. Staff will not accompany

them to hearings

Be prepared for IT snafus: “Our system was not built for this.”

Neither staff nor Members can be forced to be tested

Bay Area



Bay Area Relaxes Some Shelter-in-Place Restrictions: Six Bay Area counties and the city of Berkeley announced

that the region will relax some shelter-in-place restrictions affecting outdoor businesses and recreation — like sunbathing,

fishing and golf — while extending shelter-in-place rules through May. Under new orders from health officers in Alameda,

Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo and Santa Clara counties and Berkeley, construction and outdoor businesses

— like plant nurseries, flea markets and car washes — can resume, if health guidelines are followed.

 

Governor Newsom responded to one portion of the order allowing children in groups of 12 or fewer being allowed to do

recreational activities together: “We are well in tune with the Bay Area counties and have had close engagement RE: our

order compared to their orders. We look at low risk as a framework for re-opening. There are a number of other parts of the

state regions that allow for low-risk golfing, so that’s not surprising. The under 12 provision was ‘interesting,’ though, we

had conversation about the under-12 folks so we’ll be working with DPH Director Sonia Angell on those clarifications.”

 

SF’s Homeless Population Could Move to Open Spaces: San Francisco Supervisors Gordon Mar and Sandra Lee

Fewer are considering legislation that would turn open spaces around the city — including parking lots and parks — into

spots where homeless people can pitch their tents at a safe distance from each other amid the coronavirus pandemic. Fewer

said that she has identified “specific areas” in Golden Gate Park that could be “perfect” for safe encampment sites.  Other

potential sites that have been mentioned are Kezar Stadium in Golden Gate Park and the DMV parking lot on Fell Street in

the Panhandle.

 

Ting Town Hall: Tomorrow at 2pm, Assembly Member Phil Ting (D – San Francisco), will host a virtual town hall to

discuss economic recovery for small businesses. Questions can be submitted here. The town hall will be broadcast live via

his Facebook page.

 

Emergency Moratorium: Yesterday, San Mateo County supervisors passed an emergency moratorium on rent

increases, lasting until the end of May. Supervisors David Canepa and Don Horsley jointly sponsored the legislation, with

the help of the Housing Leadership Council of San Mateo County, the California Apartment Association and San Mateo

County Association of Realtors. Canepa said, “Our residents, many who are food insecure, deserve the stability of knowing

that their housing is protected during the shelter in place order.”

 

Budget Cuts and Layoffs: Findings from a National League of Cities and the United Conference of Mayors survey

published this month reveal that 90% of the more than 2,000 cities, towns and villages surveyed in the first week of April

expected to lose income this year. Additionally, 55% expected to furlough employees, 38% anticipated layoffs and more than

half predicted budget cuts to public safety. San Jose estimates a total loss of $110 million for the remainder of this fiscal

year and the next, which wraps up in June 2021. According to city documents, the shortfall stems largely from the loss of

sales tax (an anticipated $68 million), transit occupancy tax and business tax revenue.  
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from COVID-19 more quickly. The FDA has not approved any treatments for the coronavirus, but it plans to announce an

emergency-use authorization for the drug that could come as soon as this evening. The FDA is in talks with Gilead Sciences,

the maker of remdesivir, about making the drug widely available.
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Governor Gavin Newsom is now holding daily updates at noon via his Twitter and Facebook feeds. Below are today’s press

conference highlights:

 

Farm to Family: Today, the Governor announced California’s Farm to Family Program, a public/private

partnership to get 21 million pounds of fresh crops to food banks that are desperate for more food. This is designed

to help farmers who have excess produce that they cannot sell because of a plummet in demand.  There's a "mismatch"

that Newsom said can be solved through this initiative.

 

About 128 farmers and ranchers are providing food to about 41 food banks through 58 counties. The program has already
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Tax credit to Farmers: Farmers will get a 15% tax credit to provide the food that would "literally go to waste," said

Newsom.

EBT on Amazon: Thanks to a waiver from the federal government CalFresh recipients will be able to use their EBT
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card to make purchases online at Amazon and Walmart.

Pelosi Provides: Through the help of Speaker Nancy Pelosi, California children and families – that would have

received free or reduced-cost lunches at schools – will now receive up to an extra $365 under the new Pandemic EBT.

This comes from CARES Act work at the federal level.

Unemployment Numbers:

3.7 million people have now filed for unemployment insurance since March 12.

$6 billion in benefits distributed, with $2 billion sent out just yesterday.

235,000 unemployment claims were filed yesterday (most of these were through the new Pandemic

Unemployment Assistance program that assists self-employed and gig workers)

Tracing: Tomorrow, Newsom will provide an update on contact tracing efforts and progress the State has made to

hire more people who can do that work.

Beaches: In light of Saturday’s crowds at Southern California beaches, one reporter asked if Newsom has the

executive power to close beaches. Newsom said that he has been talking with local law enforcement, the State Lands

Commission, Coastal Commission and other officials and will announce “clarified guidelines” between late this
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11th). Here is what we’re hearing around rules and protocol:
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The first 3 weeks will focus on policy committees, followed in the 4th week by budget subcommittees

Each committee will likely only have one hearing – Transportation will be the first committee to meet

Lead witnesses can testify in person or by phone but need to arrange this with committee staff ahead of time
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The expectation is that a Member can only have 1 staff member with them in the building. Staff will not accompany

them to hearings
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Bay Area Relaxes Some Shelter-in-Place Restrictions: Six Bay Area counties and the city of Berkeley announced

that the region will relax some shelter-in-place restrictions affecting outdoor businesses and recreation — like sunbathing,

fishing and golf — while extending shelter-in-place rules through May. Under new orders from health officers in Alameda,

Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo and Santa Clara counties and Berkeley, construction and outdoor businesses

— like plant nurseries, flea markets and car washes — can resume, if health guidelines are followed.

 

Governor Newsom responded to one portion of the order allowing children in groups of 12 or fewer being allowed to do

recreational activities together: “We are well in tune with the Bay Area counties and have had close engagement RE: our

order compared to their orders. We look at low risk as a framework for re-opening. There are a number of other parts of the

state regions that allow for low-risk golfing, so that’s not surprising. The under 12 provision was ‘interesting,’ though, we

had conversation about the under-12 folks so we’ll be working with DPH Director Sonia Angell on those clarifications.”

 

SF’s Homeless Population Could Move to Open Spaces: San Francisco Supervisors Gordon Mar and Sandra Lee

Fewer are considering legislation that would turn open spaces around the city — including parking lots and parks — into

spots where homeless people can pitch their tents at a safe distance from each other amid the coronavirus pandemic. Fewer

said that she has identified “specific areas” in Golden Gate Park that could be “perfect” for safe encampment sites.  Other

potential sites that have been mentioned are Kezar Stadium in Golden Gate Park and the DMV parking lot on Fell Street in

the Panhandle.

 

Ting Town Hall: Tomorrow at 2pm, Assembly Member Phil Ting (D – San Francisco), will host a virtual town hall to

discuss economic recovery for small businesses. Questions can be submitted here. The town hall will be broadcast live via

his Facebook page.

 

Emergency Moratorium: Yesterday, San Mateo County supervisors passed an emergency moratorium on rent

increases, lasting until the end of May. Supervisors David Canepa and Don Horsley jointly sponsored the legislation, with

the help of the Housing Leadership Council of San Mateo County, the California Apartment Association and San Mateo

County Association of Realtors. Canepa said, “Our residents, many who are food insecure, deserve the stability of knowing

that their housing is protected during the shelter in place order.”

 

Budget Cuts and Layoffs: Findings from a National League of Cities and the United Conference of Mayors survey

published this month reveal that 90% of the more than 2,000 cities, towns and villages surveyed in the first week of April

expected to lose income this year. Additionally, 55% expected to furlough employees, 38% anticipated layoffs and more than

half predicted budget cuts to public safety. San Jose estimates a total loss of $110 million for the remainder of this fiscal

year and the next, which wraps up in June 2021. According to city documents, the shortfall stems largely from the loss of

sales tax (an anticipated $68 million), transit occupancy tax and business tax revenue.  
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Apr 29, 2020 2:51 PM

Paul Rosen

If your jurisdiction allows a Trap-Neuter-Return (TNR) or Return-to-Field (RTF) program for feral cats, does it provide

funding for the program from general fund dollars or does it just allow the program to exist without providing funding from

your tax base?

------------------------------

Paul Rosen MPA

Assistant City Manager

City of Port Orange

Port Orange FL

arosen@port-orange.org

------------------------------
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Christopher Morrill

There are also several free videos and white papers available on GFOAs Fiscal First Aid Center

Fiscal First Aid Resource Center

Gfoa

Fiscal First Aid Resource Center

A financial crisis can take many

forms: A major local employer lays

off much of its workforce. Property

values plummet due to a shrinking

population in the area. A natural

disaster inflicts significant

infrastructure damage. A mass-

quarantine halts economic activity.

A cyberattack shuts down online

commerce.

View this on Gfoa >

------------------------------

Christopher Morrill ICMA-CM

Executive Director/CEO

Government Finance Officers Association

Chicago IL

cmorrill@gfoa.org

------------------------------
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Original Message:

Sent: 04-28-2020 09:09 AM

From: Julie Zimmerman

Subject: cost cutting measures for Cities

Glad you found the webinar useful, Joshua. Here's a link to the recorded version: local-gov-

life.simplecast.com/episodes/....

 

If anyone has questions about it or wants more information after listening/viewing the slides, don't hesitate to contact me

directly.

------------------------------

Julie Zimmerman

Chief Knowledge Officer

Management Partners, Inc.

Cincinnati OH

jzimmerman@managementpartners.com 
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Ledy VanKavage



Many animal shelters are following the National Animal Care and Control guidelines and going to emergency intake

only- emergencies, injured animals, dangerous dogs, etc.  They are also actively asking the community members to

volunteer to foster care animals so cities can reduce the staffing at the animal shelters and practice social distance. 

Cities are now relying more on the community to help with stray animals.  And many cities  are encouraging trap, neuter,

vaccinate, and return for community cats so they never have to come into the shelter. (Now many veterinary services

including spays and neuters have resumed.)  So traditional animal shelters are starting to evolve into community animal

sheltering services which is a good thing- similar to community policing with the goal of keeping the animal in the home

instead of bringing into the city shelter.

------------------------------

Ledy VanKavage Esq

Senior Legislative Attorney

Best Friends Animal Society

Maryville IL

ledyv@bestfriends.org

------------------------------

-------------------------------------------

Original Message:

Sent: 04-23-2020 02:15 PM

From: Kathleen Ferguson

Subject: cost cutting measures for Cities

Can you please share your cost cutting initiatives within your Cities and towns dealing with the added expenses from COVID-19?

Thank you.

 
Kathleen Ferguson, PHR, SHRM-CP 
Human Resources Director 
 

Please note:

Our new temporary location is:

195 McGregor Street, Unit 201

Manchester, NH  03102
 
                                    
City of Manchester
One City Hall Plaza
Manchester, NH 03101        
                                       
Phone: (603) 624-6543
Fax: (603) 628-6065

email: kferguson@manchesternh.gov

website: www.manchesternh.gov 

 

awardHR_email_250px (2)

Right to Know Law (RSA 91-A) provides that most e-mail communications, to or from City employees and City volunteers regarding the
business of the City of Manchester, are government records available to the public upon request. Therefore, this email communication
may be subject to public disclosure.

 

 

The Right-To-Know Law (RSA 91-A) provides that most e-mail communications, to or from City employees and City

volunteers regarding the business of the City of Manchester, are government records available to the public upon

request. Therefore, this email communication may be subject to public disclosure. 
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April, 30 2020

Read Online

Global Airline Passenger

Demand Plunges in March

As Travel Restrictions Take

Hold

The International Air Transport

Association (IATA) announced global

passenger traffic results for March 2020

showing that demand (measured in total

revenue passenger kilometers or RPKs)

dived 52.9% compared to the year-ago

period. This was the largest decline in

recent history, reflecting the impact of

government actions to slow the spread of

COVID-19. Read More

Hotel Construction Pipeline U.S.

U.S. Hotel Construction

Pipeline Continues to

Expand Year-Over-Year

Despite COVID-19

At the end of the first quarter of 2020,

analysts at Lodging Econometrics (LE)

report that the total U.S. construction

pipeline continued to expand year-over-

year (YOY) to 5,731 projects/706,128

rooms, up 1% by projects and 3% by

rooms. However, quarter-over-quarter,

the pipeline has contracted slightly less

than 1% by both project and room counts,

down from 5,748 projects/708,898 rooms

at the close of 2019. Read more
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Post COVID-19 Travel Industry

The First Signs of Optimism

Emerge in Latest GBTA

Study

Over the past several months the world

watched the global business travel

industry come to a halt but according to

new research issued today by the Global

Business Travel Association, there are

signs of optimism and recovery on the

horizon. The study found that most

companies are planning a recovery for

2020 with one in three planning for a

recovery in three months or less. Read

more

U.S. Air Ticket Sales Trends

US Travel Agency Seven-

Day Air Ticket Volume

Down 90+ Percent

Airlines Reporting Corp. (ARC) reported

the following consolidated airline ticketing

volume variances, compared to the same

period in 2019. These totals represent

sales generated by US travel agencies

and processed through the ARC

settlement system. Read more

U.S. Restaurant Trends

Consumer Pent-up Demand

for Restaurants Remains

Strong

New survey indicates that pent-up

demand for restaurants is elevated, even

as many consumers maintain their off-

premises frequency. Read more

Distressed Hotel Loans

Hotel Lawyer: Increasing

Distressed Hotel Loans and

Troubled Hotel Assets - By

Jim Butler, Bob Kaplan, and

Nick De Lancie

Can a hotel ever be 'single asset real

estate' for bankruptcy purposes? What is

'SARE' and who cares? Read more



Coronavirus Impact

Asia-Pacific Hotels

Continue Profit Free Fall

Asia-Pacific, where the coronavirus first

appeared, continues to serve as the

baseline for global hotel data

performance comparison. March data

indicates that the virus’ impact on hotel

performance is not subsiding; in fact, it’s

intensifying. Read more

Market Report U.S.

U.S. Hotel Profits Down

101.7% in March

RevPAR down -7.4 percent to

US$62.00 Read more

Hotel Industry Performance Americas

Hotels in the Central/South

America Region Steep

Declines for March 2020

In March, hotel occupancy in Central and

South America declined 48% to 31%,

ADR dipped 6.1% to $85.61 and RevPAR

dropped 51.2% to $26.56. Read more

The New Normal

COVID-19 Hotel Recovery

Strategy: Top 10 Digital

Strategies to Thrive in the

'New Normal' when Travel

Demand Strengthens - By

Margaret Mastrogiacomo,

EVP Strategy

According to a special forecast from STR

and Tourism Economics, due to the

COVID-19 outbreak, the hotel industry is

projected to report significant declines

across demand, occupancy, ADR, and

revenue per available room (RevPAR) in

2020. While travel has come to a virtual

standstill due to the COVID-19 outbreak,

the market is expected to regain its

footing in the latter part of the year and

next year. Read more



In Brief...

Hotel Industry Performance Asia Pacific 
Hotels in the Asia Pacific Region
Report Significant Declines for March
2020

COVID-19 Impact On Hotel Industry 
Global Hotel Profit Rocked by COVID-
19
Destination Recovery 
Destination Recovery: What
Destinations Can Do to Win Back
Guests - By Laura Badiu
Global Air Cargo Trends 
Immediate and Severe Air Cargo
Capacity Crunch
Air Cargo Trends 
Air Cargo Between the U.S. and World
Regions, Including China, February
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70% of Hotel Employees Laid Off or
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Theo Notteboom
Professor
Shanghai Maritime
University, Ghent
University, University of
Antwerp
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World Ports Conference

 

 

CORONAVIRUS WEBINAR
WEDNESDAY 13 MAY | 04:00PM CEST

Business as unusual - adapting port business models to survive and thrive in the post COVID-19
era

With the IMF forecasting a global depression, all ports are rethinking

their strategy to best serve their stakeholders.

 
Get an insight into the post COVID-19 landscape and role for ports, as

seen by the CEO of one of the world's global port gateways as well as

leading port economists from UNCTAD and the University of Shanghai.

 

REGISTER TODAY

 

 

 Speakers   

 

 
Gene Seroka

Executive Director

Port of Los

Angeles 

 

 

 

 
Jan Hoffmann
Chief Trade Logistics
Branch
UNCTAD 

 

 

REGISTER TODAY
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COVID-19 Hotel Recovery

Strategy: Top 10 Digital

Strategies to Thrive in the

'New Normal' when Travel

Demand Strengthens - By

Margaret Mastrogiacomo,

EVP Strategy

According to a special forecast from STR

and Tourism Economics, due to the

COVID-19 outbreak, the hotel industry is

projected to report significant declines

across demand, occupancy, ADR, and

revenue per available room (RevPAR) in

2020. While travel has come to a virtual

standstill due to the COVID-19 outbreak,

the market is expected to regain its

footing in the latter part of the year and

next year. Read More

Hotel Construction Pipeline U.S.

U.S. Hotel Construction

Pipeline Continues to

Expand Year-Over-Year

Despite COVID-19

At the end of the first quarter of 2020,

analysts at Lodging Econometrics (LE)

report that the total U.S. construction

pipeline continued to expand year-over-

year (YOY) to 5,731 projects/706,128

rooms, up 1% by projects and 3% by

rooms. However, quarter-over-quarter,

the pipeline has contracted slightly less

than 1% by both project and room counts,

down from 5,748 projects/708,898 rooms

at the close of 2019. Read more

From: Hotel News Resource <support@nevistas.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 4:45 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Daily Hotel Industry News 2020-04-30 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



Coronavirus Impact

Asia-Pacific Hotels

Continue Profit Free Fall

Asia-Pacific, where the coronavirus first

appeared, continues to serve as the

baseline for global hotel data

performance comparison. March data

indicates that the virus’ impact on hotel

performance is not subsiding; in fact, it’s

intensifying. Read more

Global Airline Passenger Traffic Trends

Global Airline Passenger

Demand Plunges in March

As Travel Restrictions Take

Hold

The International Air Transport

Association (IATA) announced global

passenger traffic results for March 2020

showing that demand (measured in total

revenue passenger kilometers or RPKs)

dived 52.9% compared to the year-ago

period. This was the largest decline in

recent history, reflecting the impact of

government actions to slow the spread of

COVID-19. Read more

Market Report U.S.

U.S. Hotel Profits Down

101.7% in March

RevPAR down -7.4 percent to

US$62.00 Read more

Coronavirus Impact On The Travel

Industry

TripAdvisor Is Cutting a

Quarter of Staff Amid Travel

Freeze - Bloomberg

The Needham, Massachusetts-based

company is eliminating 600 positions in

the U.S. and 300 people in other offices

around the world, Chief Executive Officer

Steve Kaufer said in a statement

Tuesday. Most remaining employees will

be forced to take a 20% salary cut and be

reduced to four-day work weeks for three

months starting June 1. Read more



Destination Recovery

Destination Recovery: What

Destinations Can Do to Win

Back Guests - By Laura

Badiu

In the context of the coronavirus crisis,

the health concerns, and the travel

restrictions, destinations are suffering

significant losses. While it’s not at all hard

to get overwhelmed by the current

situation and be tempted to sit back and

just wait for it to end, what will eventually

make the difference between the winning

parties and the losing ones is what is

done right now. Read more

2020 Hotel RFP

GBTA Endorses

Postponement of 2020

Hotel RFP Amid

Coronavirus Pandemic

This decision comes after several weeks

of discussions among GBTA’s U.S and

European accommodations committees,

top travel buyers, suppliers, and more

than 50 hotel companies representing

thousands of hotels worldwide. Along

with the recommended RFP

postponement, GBTA encourages hotels

to roll all 2020 rates for 2021. Read more

Cleaning Protocols

Hyatt Announces Global

Care & Cleanliness

Commitment

Focusing on the safety and wellbeing of

colleagues and guests during the COVID-

19 pandemic and beyond, Hyatt’s

commitment includes Global Biorisk

Advisory Council accreditation, hotel-

level sanitization specialists, and a

working group of trusted medical and

industry advisors Read more



Post COVID-19 Business Environment

Hotel Recovery Strategy:

Preparing for a Post COVID-

19 World

In a rapidly evolving world, your business

needs a recovery plan that adapts to

changing customer behaviour. Read

more

World Hotel Index

SiteMinder Releases World

Hotel Index for Hoteliers to

Foresee the Return of

Guests

Sourced from the bookings of

SiteMinder’s 35,000 customers, through

more than 400 booking channels globally,

the SiteMinder World Hotel Index

provides never-before-seen insight into

when guests are likely to return to hotels

after the COVID-19 pandemic. Read

more

Google Ads

Google Set to Take a Hit As

Travel Websites Slash

Online Ad Spending - CNBC

Mark Mahaney, an analyst at RBC

Capital Markets, expects Booking.com’s

spending on Google ads to drop from $4

billion last year to $1 billion to $2 billion in

2020. Read more

Misleading Advertisements

Hungary Fines

Booking.com Operator 6.1

Million Pounds for Unfair

Practices - Reuters

Hungarian competition watchdog GVH

has fined online reservation operator

Booking.com 2.5 billion forints (6.1 million

pounds) for unfair business practices,

including misleading advertisements and

psychological pressure on

consumers. Read more
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From: Tim Warren <twarren@warren-news.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 6:34 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: The Latest Import Developments 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

As part of our support of the import community, we are pleased to send you International Trade Today's most recent top stories every other
week. 

CBP to Allow 90-Day Deferrals for Some Customs Duty Collections; Changes to PMS
Due April 20 

President
Donald Trump
authorized the
temporary
extension of
"deadlines, for
importers
suffering
significant
financial
hardship
because of
COVID-19," in
an April 19
Executive
Order. "To
qualify for this
temporary
postponement,
an importer
must
demonstrate a
significant
financial
hardship,"
CBP said in a
prepublication
version of a
temporary
final...

Get the Full Story

Panelists
Say
Coronavirus
Crisis Will
Change
Trade, but
Disagree on
How 

Read
More

Retroactivity
for Recent
Tranche 3
Duty
Exclusions
May Be
Limited by
Liquidation
Timelines 

Read
More



Importer Files
Constitutional
Challenge of
Importer-
Specific
Section 232
Exclusion
Process 

Read
More

To learn more about special annual subscription offers, call 1-800-771-9202 or email sales@warren-
news.com.



Warren Communications News, Inc.
2115 Ward Ct. NW

Washington, DC 20037
United States

800.771.9202 | internationaltradetoday.com | sales@warren-news.com

You are receiving this communication because you indicated interest in our publications. To unsubscribe, please click this link. For more
information about our data collection and privacy practices, please see our Privacy Policy. 

Copyright © 2020 by Warren Communications News, Inc.



From: Microsoft Outlook 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 7:06 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Clutter moved new and different messages 

Are these messages important to you?
For some time, Clutter has been moving messages to the Clutter folder. Recently, some new and different messages were

moved. Now you can quickly scan the folder and move any messages that shouldn't be there back to the inbox. Clutter will

learn from this and do better next time.

New messages we moved

The Latest Import Developments
From: Tim Warren

Coronavirus Webinar: adapting port business models in the post COVID-19 era
From: World Ports Conference 2021

PZ 90® - Featured PilePro® Patented Sheet Pile Connector
From: info@pilepro.com

[Still time to register] Is Office 365 part of your data protection strategy?
From: Commvault Team

Anyone with a website should try this
From: Andy Cunningham

Clutter summary

To or From Message count

Transportation Law360 2

Environmental Law360 2

REVOLVE 2

San Diego Union-Tribune 1

Tim Warren 1

International Water Power & Dam Construction 1

Hotel News Resource 1

World Ports Conference 2021 1

Hospitality Trends 1

Other 12

Got a few extra seconds? We'd love to know what you think about Clutter.

Give feedback  Learn more

To stop separating items that are identified as clutter, go to Options.

To stop receiving notifications about Clutter, go to Options and turn them off.

This system notification isn't an email message and you can't reply to it.



GLOBAL: IEA: Coronavirus

pandemic is an ‘historic shock to

the entire energy world’

An International Energy Agency report

published today makes for stark reading as it

forecasts a drop in energy demand this year

which is set to ‘dwarf the impact of the 2008

financial crisis’ and equates to losing the

entire energy demand of India, the world’s

third largest energy consumer.

READ MORE...

From: Bunkerspot <updates@bunkerspot.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 7:55 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: The Bunkerspot Update 30/04/2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

No images? Click here

Bunkerspot

NOON REPORT
 

 
Seahawk Services

 

ASIA PACIFIC: MPA announces

support package for maritime

community

The Maritime and Port Authority of

Singapore has announced a $27 million

MaritimeSG Together Package that will

provide financial support to help maritime

companies, individuals and seafarers in the

wake of the global COVID-19 outbreak.

READ MORE...

 



AMERICAS: Panama Canal bunker

volumes hold steady in March

New statistics published by the Panama

Canal Authority (AMP) show a small monthly

rise in total bunker sales, from 442,886

metric tonnes (mt) in February to 448,093 mt

in March; there were increases in very low

sulphur fuel oil and marine diesel oil

volumes, but a dip in demand for high

sulphur fuel oil.

READ MORE...

 

AMERICAS: Powerzeek extends

footprint to North America

The Norway-based technology firm, which

last week launched the Powerzeek Platform

for digital LNG bunker transactions, has set

up an office in Palo Alto, south of San

Francisco.

READ MORE...

 

AMERICAS: Lindsay-Blee and

Master Fuel sign Colombia

marketing and distribution deal

Lindsay‐Blee will exclusively market, sell and

distribute marine fuel products in Colombia

in partnership with Master Fuel SAS.

READ MORE...

 

ASIA PACIFIC: CSSC announces

$650 million contract for 12 dual-

fuelled tankers

After delivery in 2023, the vessels will be

handed over to Bank of Communications

(BOCOM) Leasing which signed a long-term

leasing contract with Shell on 20 April.

READ MORE...

 



Get noticed with Bunkerspot

In today’s competitive maritime environment,

advertising via Bunkerspot will enable you to

deliver your company message directly to

your target market in a highly cost-effective

and dynamic way.

For subscription and advertising options,

contact: 

Steve Simpson 

Advertising Sales Manager

Tel: +44 1295 814455 x 203

Email: steve@petrospot.com  

To find out more or to subscribe  

Read More...

Bunkerspot Magazine

View Media Kit here

Keep in touch with breaking news on the

marine fuels sector, by signing up

to Bunkerspot's RSS news feed. Find out

more here

News

 
Magazine

 
Bunker Price Index

 
books

Save 25% when you purchase any

Petrospot book pack

Petrospot publishes some of the most

influential text books on marine fuels,

shipping and marine surveying and is the go-

to source for comprehensive yet easy to

read books, appealing to both newcomers

and experts alike.

All books are available to buy individually or

purchase a Technical Pack, Basic Bunker

Pack, Advanced Bunker Pack or Marine

Surveying Pack and SAVE 25%.

BROWSE ALL PETROSPOT BOOKS

 

 

 



Bunkerspot is published by Petrospot Limited.

For more information on Petrospot Limited visit

www.petrospot.com or call +44 1295 814455.

© Petrospot Limited 2020 (Company No. 4768142).
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From: Apple News <newsdigest@insideapple.apple.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 8:35 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Hopes rise for COVID-19 treatment, where the outbreak is spreading in rural America, and more from Apple News 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 NEW YORK MAGAZINE

Try Apple News+ for Free

Some content requires specific hardware or software. Internet access required; data fees may

apply. Content availability is subject to change. For more information, click here.

Copyright © 2020 Apple Inc. One Apple Park Way, Cupertino, California 95014 USA

Privacy Policy | Terms and Conditions | Support | Account

Unsubscribe



From: Adams Daniel <expertspeaks@mail.abideedict.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 9:35 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Tips for Managing a Remote Workforce During Coronavirus ? and Beyond 

Coronavirus and Remote Work: How Do We Manage Virtual Teams efficiently &

effectively in Multiple Locations?

Date: May 19, 2020 | Time: 12:00 PM PT , 03:00 PM ET 

Hello,

Hope this email finds you well.

I would like to invite you to a Live Session on the topic "Coronavirus and Remote Work: How Do We Manage Virtual Teams efficiently

& effectively in Multiple Locations?" presented by Christopher R. Devany.

About Webinar: This webinar will help determine the fastest way to get a poorly performing location up to speed and offer attendees

pointers on how to quickly and accurately check the quality of products or services at any location. It will also discuss ideal frequency for site

visits, and best ways to approach a site problem without alienating anyone...more

Key Learning Objectives

How to give multiple locations a business road map that'll keep them headed in the right direction

How to create crystal-clear procedures that off-site staff will follow to the letter

How to quickly smooth things over when you have to lay down the law and enforce an unpopular policy from a distance

How to keep your finger on the pulse of off-site action without making employees feel like they are being watched

How to quickly and accurately check the quality of products or services at any location

How to structure teams so they'll pull together - no matter which site they're from

How to ease resentment at a satellite location when a home-office employee is chosen for a promotion

How to build an emergency response team that'll know what can be handled independently and when to call you immediately

How often you should be visiting each site?

How to ensure the isolation factor won't turn into a problem at remote locations

Please find below URL to complete the registration.

https://abideedict.com/Product/details/50194

(If the above link is not clickable, try copying and pasting it into the address bar of your web browser)

Warm Regards, 

Team AbideEdict 

Note: This New Letter was sent to rconiglio@portofsandiego.org. If you would like to no longer receive AbideEdict promotional e-mails, please Unsubscribe here or e-mail to

support@abideedict.com and type UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line, or Call us on +1-888-259-8568. To make sure this email is not sent to your "junk/spam" folder, select the

email and add the sender to your Address Book.

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.



Dear Supporters, 

This week, we have a video from United Way of San Diego County President & CEO, Nancy Sasaki, sharing the

latest information about our COVID-19 relief response.

Watch the Video Now ↓

Please watch, and share with your friends and family. 

Here's a quick preview of what's happening with the Worker Assistance Initiative:

More than 8,400 applicants

Over $12.3M has been requested for rent/mortgage and utilities payments

Our community is struggling to make ends meet right now.

Will you donate to the Worker Assistance Initiative to ensure families have a roof over their head and food to

eat?  

Sincerely,

Nancy L. Sasaki

President & CEO

United Way of San Diego County

From: Nancy Sasaki, CEO of United Way of San Diego County <info@uwsd.org> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 9:59 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: A Message from Our CEO, Nancy Sasaki 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

D O N AT E  N O W



Copyright © 2020 United Way of San Diego County, All rights reserved.  

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website.

Our mailing address is: 

United Way of San Diego County

4699 Murphy Canyon Road

San Diego, CA 92123

Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list. 



From: Amy from CharityHowTo <info@charityhowto.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 10:15 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Free webinar: How to Promote Your Online Fundraising Campaign 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

image

Dear Randa,

In this free 45-minute webinar, you’ll learn tactics to use your website, email list,

and social media channels to promote your online fundraising campaign and

achieve your goals!

Learn More -

Register

Julia Campbell is a digital marketing strategist and nonprofit technology

evangelist, providing workshops, webinars, and consulting services to nonprofit

professionals in organizations of all sizes. She was recently named by Forbes as

one of the seven nonprofit thought leaders to follow on Twitter during the

coronavirus crisis.

Julia Campbell

Want fewer emails? Change your email frequency preferences here.

If you no longer wish to get invited to free and premium webinars you can unsubscribe here.

CharityHowTo 273 Hale St Beverly, Massachusetts 01915 United States (617) 439-4511



From: Vienna Castellaw <info@cashinusa.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 10:31 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: AR Collections During COVID-19 

WARNING: The sender of this email could not be validated and may not match the person in the "From" field!

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

 

Hello,

My name is Vienna Castellaw. I am the founder and CEO of Cash In USA - an Accounts Receivable Management and Bad
Debt Collection company. For the last 30 years, we've been helping professionals, and small business owners get paid.

Getting set up to work from home can be challenging. We are set and ready to go; we always work remotely. Our Accounts
Receivable Collection protocols are simple and effective. Your customers won't even realize you've hired an outsider to help.

No long terms contracts, use us when you need us. Pricing is month-to-month, or for smaller companies, you can purchase
a block of activities to use over time. You can review pricing here.

To schedule a 15-minute discussion, click here or give me a call at 800-201-2274 x 110, if I'm not on the phone (which I
usually am) I'll take your call.

Respectfully,

 

11856 Balboa Blvd #157 
Granada Hills, CA 91344 
Toll Free: 800-201-CA$H (2274) 
Fax: 800-576-2269 
Phone: 818-368-3100



From: Nate from Team Angie <campaign@angiecraig.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 10:42 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: My job as Field Director: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Randa – my name is Nate, and I’m Angie’s Field Director.

It’s my job to organize our voter outreach and make sure we motivate as many people to vote for Angie as possible. But,

things got more complicated when all of our operations went fully online.

On top of that, we’re facing seven opponents in the race and a Republican super PAC planning to spend millions here in

Minnesota, so falling short is NOT an option for us.

We’re relying on our online supporters now more than ever. Will you chip in ANY amount before midnight? Click

here to rush a donation now →

If you've saved your payment information with ActBlue Express, your donation will go through immediately:

Chip in $8 now!

Chip in $15 now!

Chip in $35 now!

Or, donate another amount

Thanks for helping!

Nate

Field Director

 
Angie is focused on helping the folks and businesses in her district get through this public health emergency, and we hope that you are most importantly

taking precautions to keep yourself and your family safe. Thank you for your consideration of support to help keep her doing this important work. If you

would like to pause from receiving our emails until this public health emergency has passed, please fill out this form.

 

 

For the most up to date information on COVID-19 (Coronavirus) please visit the Minnesota State Department of Health website here.

 

 

 

 

 
Angie Craig is fighting in Congress to bring affordable healthcare, high-quality public education, and good-paying jobs to Minnesota. You can learn more about

Angie’s priorities by liking us on Facebook and following us on Twitter. Raised by a single mother in a mobile home park, Angie knows the struggles hardworking
Americans face every day. She’s working to build a Minnesota for all of us but she needs grassroots support from people like you. Click here to contribute to her

campaign. 

Thanks for your support of our campaign. If you would like to receive fewer emails from us, please click here. If you believe you received this message in error or
wish to no longer receive email from us, please unsubscribe.

 

Paid for by Angie Craig for Congress

 
Angie Craig for Congress

PO Box 22116
Eagan, MN 55122

United States

 





Giving Back In Time of Crisis

There is no doubt the last few weeks have been challenging. From elected leaders, to medical experts, to businesses, to

parents, to children—we have all been impacted and we are all experiencing this pandemic together. Over the weeks, I’ve

been privileged to work alongside many giving back to their communities during this unsettling health crisis. While I can’t

cover them all, here’s a roundup of some of those efforts.

We continue to raise the bar with proactive measures to increase capacity in our healthcare system. Outside of the box

thinking and innovation have been our best navigational tools through the pandemic. I am particularly proud of Director

Jack Pellegrino and his dynamic team who quickly stood up a 350-bed alternative care site at UCSD. The goal has been to

creatively think through our ability to shift lower acuity cases out of the hospital to free up space for more critical needs.

We are grateful for UCSD and the opportunity to house doctors, nurses, and patients in this creative setting.

I am also thankful for our generous business community that helped make this possible. When I first learned of the need

to quickly procure 350 beds, my next phone call was to Jerry Navarra of Jerome’s Furniture. Within 24 hours, Jerome’s

Furniture sent a truck with 100 brand new, donated mattresses and bed frames. Mattress Firm graciously matched this

contribution sending 100 additional donated beds. Lastly, we were thrilled to receive the news that Serta was sending the

final 150 beds needed to complete the care center.

April 23rd, we welcomed the addition of a 202-bed Federal Medical Station at Palomar Medical Center. I am proud of the

collaboration between all levels of government to secure this federal asset. A Federal Medical Station is a pop-up hospital

with supplies to treat several hundred patients. The County was just in need of about 42,000 square feet to house the

hospital. We are grateful that Palomar Medical Center stepped up to house this regional asset. The hospital was quickly

able to accommodate this need by offering two floors of unused shell space in their new facility. 

From: County Supervisor Kristin Gaspar, District 3 <kristin.gaspar@sdcounty.ca.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 11:59 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Innovation, Collaboration and Humanity During a Pandemic 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



While I hope we will never need these 552 beds, alternative care settings will reserve our hospitals for the most critical

patients should we near capacity. Prevention and capacity building are key to this battle and the reopening of San Diego.

And please know… we’re not done yet. We continue to bring the next capacity building opportunity online all the way

across the finish line.

The impact of the pandemic on small business is staggering. Yet even in the face of an uncertain future, San Diego County

business owners are stepping up to help others. Despite having to close two of his three restaurants, Phil Pace, founder of

Phil’s BBQ, is donating meals to the people on the front lines: healthcare workers, police and firefighters, and the San

Diego Blood Bank.

Steve and Brittany Yeng, owners of Skrewball Whiskey, set out to help meet the needs of thousands of unemployed San

Diego restaurant workers. To date, they have donated over $500,000 to help restaurant workers who lost their jobs

because of COVID-19. In addition, this incredible couple has transformed their business to produce hand sanitizer and

has distributed 5,000 care packages to San Diego restaurant workers in need.

RPP Products quickly transitioned from a motor oil manufacturer to a company that makes hand sanitizer in order to

help with an item in short supply and high demand. I was proud to accept RPP’s donation of 1,000 bottles of hand

sanitizer for the 800 homeless San Diegans staying at the convention center. A big thank you to RPP’s owner, Eric

Zwigart. 

A familiar face in San Diego County media these days is our Public Health Officer Dr. Wooten. It’s easy to miss the

invisible engines that keep the wheels turning at the County. That’s why I wanted to take this opportunity to highlight two

additional members of our County medical team that are unsung heroes in this battle. Dr. Nick Yphantides and Dr. Eric

McDonald have steadily guided us through this crisis often from behind the scenes with empathy, compassion,

intelligence, a willingness to help in whatever capacity necessary, and a commitment to professional excellence. My

definition of a hero is an ordinary person willing to do something extraordinary to positively impact others. My gratitude

goes out to these two capeless San Diego heroes who are doing just that.

From the incredible generosity of businesses and charities, to the close coordination of our healthcare network, to the

tireless work of your government at all levels, to the sacrifices made by all 3.3 million people in this County, we are truly

seeing the best of humanity and I am so grateful.



“I have found that among its other benefits, giving liberates the soul of the giver.”
-Maya Angelou

Supervisor Kristin Gaspar - Third District  

1600 Pacific Highway, Room 335
San Diego, CA 92101

(619) 531 - 5533 

This email was sent to

rconiglio@portofsandiego.org

why did I get this?
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update subscription preferences

County of San Diego · 1600 Pacific Highway · Room 335 · San Diego, CA 92101 · USA 



From: Ellinore Giacinto <egiacint@portofsandiego.org> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 12:01 PM EDT 
To: Sharon Hauser <shauser@portofsandiego.org> 
CC: Job Nelson <jnelson@portofsandiego.org>; David Yow <dyow@portofsandiego.org>; Randa Coniglio
<rconigli@portofsandiego.org>; Charlotte Niven <cniven@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: RE: New President's Report Item: Update on Financial Request and Support Efforts 

Understood – thank you, Sharon!

 

From: Sharon Hauser <shauser@portofsandiego.org> 

Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 8:59 AM

To: Ellinore Giacinto <egiacint@portofsandiego.org>

Cc: Job Nelson <jnelson@portofsandiego.org>; David Yow <dyow@portofsandiego.org>; Randa Coniglio

<rconigli@portofsandiego.org>; Charlotte Niven <cniven@portofsandiego.org>

Subject: New President's Report Item: Update on Financial Request and Support Efforts

 

Ellinore,

 

More info will follow from Job including the official item title.  Randa will have Job report out on all the efforts that the Port has done

related to COVID-19 stimulus and grant money opportunities.

 

Again, I am not doing justice with this title and explanation so we will defer to him.

 

Thanks,

Sharon

 







From: Western Real Estate Business <WREB@francemediacre.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 12:10 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Sponsored: Walker & Dunlop Experts Talk Coronavirus, Debt and Equity 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



Rent, Lenders and Tech in the Wake of COVID-19

View email in your browser

featured in. . . 

Mark Strauss of Walker & Dunlop

Market Stability, Debt Pricing & Coronavirus

In recent weeks, the ability of commercial real estate owners to access debt and equity has come into question as the

novel coronavirus wreaks havoc on the economy. While some deals in the pipeline are still getting done, the debt markets

took a pause as the pandemic took hold. Debt markets were waiting for clarity on how various sectors would react,

according to Mark Strauss, managing director of capital markets, and Rob Quarton, director of capital markets, with Walker

& Dunlop’s Irvine, Calif., office. The two recently spoke with REBusinessOnline about the robustness of certain asset types,

market stability, debt pricing and adoption of tech-heavy creativity in the wake of COVID-19 and its effects on commercial

real estate nationwide.

< How will debt funds be impacted, and what does COVID-19 mean for the pace of lending in the near future? Read the full

article. >

Walker & Dunlop video

About Walker & Dunlop

Walker & Dunlop (NYSE: WD), headquartered in Bethesda, Maryland, is one of the largest commercial real estate finance

companies in the United States. The company provides a comprehensive range of capital solutions for all commercial real

estate asset classes, as well as investment sales brokerage services to owners of multifamily properties. Walker & Dunlop

is included on the S&P SmallCap 600 Index and was ranked as one of FORTUNE Magazine’s Fastest Growing Companies

in 2014, 2017, and 2018. Walker & Dunlop’s 800+ professionals in 40 offices across the nation have an unyielding

commitment to client satisfaction.

This article was sponsored by Walker & Dunlop, a content parter of REBusinessOnline.

For more information about content partners, contact France Media.

© 2020 France Media Inc.

This email was sent to rconigli@portofsandiego.org by France Media Inc.

France Media Inc., 3535 Piedmont Rd. NE, Suite 950, Atlanta, GA 30305

Forward to a Friend  |  Privacy Policy  |  Unsubscribe



Marketing Insights: 

Crafting Your Strategy and Narrative During a Crisis 

Join us on May 7th for an interactive panel presentation and discussion about how your organization can turn challenge

into opportunity. 

Creating Powerful Narratives

Making Connection: Illustrate how we are all in this together

Showcase how you're connecting with others to get through this time

Authentic and relatable stories

The Importance of Human-Centered Marketing

Shifting from organization-centric to a customer-centric mindset

Why you should focus on building community, and how to do it

Importance of accessibility - why you must weave it into all your marketing

How Small Businesses Can Show Large Acts of Resilience

Change products or services to during COVID

Flipping your business delivery system on its head

Consider new vertical markets

Marketing Tips in the Age of Social Distancing

Marketing virtually using social media

Tips to generate virtual demos and presentations

Secrets to better virtual meetings

Power of adding e-commerce to your business

 

Thursday, May 7  |  1 pm - 3 pm

Members - FREE / Guests $20

Not sure if you're a Chamber member? 

Check our Directory to see if your company is listed.

From: North San Diego Business Chamber <admin@sdbusinesschamber.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 12:59 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Crafting a Marketing Strategy in Times of Crisis 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

More Info &
Registration



Copyright © 2020 North San Diego Business Chamber, All rights reserved. 

You are receiving this email because you opted in to receive updates on our website.

Our mailing address is: 

North San Diego Business Chamber

10875 Rancho Bernardo Road, Suite 104

San Diego, CA 92127

Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.



From: JLL <covid19resources@am.jll.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 1:35 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Introducing JLL’s (re)entry guidebook: Navigating the next normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

For a moment in time, the world hit pause. We collectively assessed the true impact of a global pandemic, while adjusting to a new way of life, in an instant. Now

we must move forward, reinventing our businesses and adapting our operations to become more resilient.

To help you navigate what comes next, JLL has built a comprehensive (re)entry strategy you can download now. Our new guidebook, (re)entry: A guide for

working in the next normal, is your definitive source for  

re-entry best practices. 

Download now

Our (re)entry approach is rooted in three key pillars. Click through the below roadmaps to understand key considerations of each:

Roadmap to (re)activate space

Understand how to create and monitor effective guidelines and adjustments to your space in a COVID-19 world.

Roadmap to (re)spect health and wellness

Learn how to promote the health and wellness of employees, tenants and visitors upon reopening.

Roadmap to (re)vitalize property and workplace operations

Uncover how to ensure buildings and workspaces are safe, resilient and ready.

Stay tuned, this is only the beginning of the direct insight we’ll bring to you. Bookmark our COVID-19 resource hub to stay up to date on the latest materials related

to (re)entry and more.

Together, we can reshape business in a new and different world.

 
Although information contained herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable, neither JLL nor any of its clients makes any guarantees or representations, express or implied, as to the completeness

or accuracy of such information. Any projections, opinions, assumptions or estimates used are for example only. Neither JLL nor any of its clients accepts any liability for loss resulting from reliance on such

information. There may be material differences between projected results and actual results. Any property offered for sale or lease may be withdrawn without notice. If the recipient of this information has

signed a confidentiality agreement regarding this matter, this information is subject to the terms of that agreement. Copyright © 2020 Jones Lang LaSalle IP, Inc. All rights reserved.

This email was sent to rconigli@portofsandiego.org by Jones Lang LaSalle Americas, Inc.

200 E Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois, 60601, United States

View Privacy Policy Unsubscribe from ALL Emails Update Preferences



UPCOMING EVENT
E-Talk-About Series

Join us for a discussion on how COVID-19 is affecting Europe led by Molly Montgomery, former White

House Special Advisor and Senior Foreign Service Officer. She will discuss the European response to the

current crisis and the impact it will have on transatlantic relations, trade negotiations, Brexit, and other issues.

Ms. Molly Montgomery is currently a Vice President with Albright Stonebridge Group’s Europe practice. Prior

to this position, she served as Special Advisor to the Vice President for Europe and Eurasia, where she

advised Vice President Mike Pence on strategy, policy development, and engagement toward Europe. Ms.

Montgomery also served as Deputy Director of the Office of Eastern European Affairs at the U.S. Department

of State, where she helped to lead the U.S. response to the crisis in Ukraine and developed strategies to fight

corruption, spur democratic and market-oriented reforms, and increase energy security throughout the region.

Her career in the U.S. Foreign Service spanned 14 years.

Ms. Montgomery holds an M.P.A. in International Relations from the Woodrow Wilson School at Princeton

University and a B.A. in Political Science and History from Stanford University. She is a recipient of the

Thomas R. Pickering Foreign Affairs Fellowship, a graduate of MIT’s Seminar XXI program, and a term

member of the Council on Foreign Relations. Ms. Montgomery is a non-resident fellow in the foreign policy

program at the Brookings Institution, where her work focuses on Central and Eastern Europe and the Western

Balkans.

EVENTS RECAP
E-Talk-About Series

From: San Diego Diplomacy Council <operations@sandiegodiplomacy.org> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 2:24 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: The European Response to COVID-19 and More... 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Register Now



It was a real honor to host Jillian Burns, a former diplomat and Iranian expert. She shared her experience and

opinions about U.S. Policy towards Iran and potential changes in the future. Burns explained that cohesive

multilateral pressure has worked most effectively with Iran because they will say no until they are ready to say

yes. She also states that “for policy to be effective, it has to be based on correct assumptions. If the

underlying assumptions are wrong, there’s no way you can get policy right.” On the economic side, placing

maximum economic pressure against Iran and deterring any countries from doing business with them is most

important. Iran is currently facing huge economic threats between ongoing sanctions and the economic impact

of coronavirus crisis, plus the drop in oil prices. As far as future U.S.-Iran relations, Burns remains hopeful.

She expresses, “there is a path to get there, but there’s got to be a lot of political will. I’m not optimistic in the

short term, but long term absolutely.

 

Global Leaders Online Forum

As the Covid-19 pandemic continues to impact the world, we are thankful to have had Mr. Andrii Dikhtiarenko,

journalist and IVLP Alum, share with us the situation in Ukraine. With over 9,000 cases currently, Ukraine is

under very strict lockdown. Although some people have expressed that they think the measures are

disproportionate to the number of victims, Dikhtiarenko explained that the Ukraine medical system is old,

corrupt, and not very effective, and there are a limited number of tests available. During his time in the U.S. on

the IVLP exchange program, Dikhtiarenko left San Diego inspired by the National Conflict Resolution Center.

He then met the leader of Ohio Voice, an organization that works to provide public journalism and

communication between local communities in different regions. Since then he has written a proposal for a new

project. “I want to take groups of journalists to the grey zone near conflict borders in eastern Ukraine and

discuss conditions with local people. From this, journalists and officials can have a real impact on these

people,” Dikhtiarenko explains. Due to COVID-19, he has had to postpone his project but is excited about

what is to come.

CULINARY DIPLOMACY 

Members-only Event  

Thank you to everyone who helped make our first E-Culinary Diplomacy event a success! Gal Sandler shared

her passion for healthy food and love for her Israeli culture. With her step by step instructions, she led us in

making an Israeli eggplant dish, traditional boureka, a sweet potato and red lentil mash, and vegan shawarma

using tofu and mushrooms. Sander talked about the diverse ways Israelis to prepare for Shabbat, and that

Shabbat for her means being with her family. She encourages everyone to be proud of their cooking.

“Hopefully you get inspired and really realize how healthy food cuisine could be really easy and tasty” she

says.

SHOP TO SUPPORT US

Watch the Presentation

Watch the Presentation



Do you shop on Amazon? The San Diego Diplomacy Council has partnered with Amazon to raise funds and promote our mission of keeping

diplomacy alive in the San Diego community. While we continue to face uncertainty with our suspended programs and lost revenue, showing

your support is more critical than ever and shopping with Amazon Smile is an easy way to do that.

1. Visit smile.amazon.com

2. Sign in using your Amazon login

3. Select San Diego Diplomacy Council when you’re checking out

We are most grateful for your commitment to the SDDC.

PARTNERSHIP PROGRAMS
Youth Virtual Exchange

World Learning extends application deadline for The Experiment Digital to May 20!  

The Experiment Digital is a fully funded eight-week summer virtual exchange program that brings together

youth from the U.S. and the MENA region to build friendships, mutual understanding, and global awareness.

Please share this call with students you know. Deadline to apply has been extended to Wednesday, May 20! 

To learn more: www.experiment.org/digital/ 

To apply: www.jotform.com/theexperimentdigital/apply



Facebook

Twitter

Website

LinkedIn

Instagram

Copyright © 2016 San Diego Diplomacy Council
All rights reserved. 
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From: Kenneth Beck <Kenneth.Beck@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 3:16 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: FW: Limited Access: CoronaVirus CEO Action Calls 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa, 

It is time to discuss what happens when the economy re starts. 

Additional calls have been added. Sign up for our small-group interactive video discussions for you to connect, share insights, and to
strategize with other Mid-Market CEOs regarding the Coronavirus and the restart of the economy :

Monday, May 4 at 5:30 p.m. ET:  CoronaVirus CEO Action Call and the restart of the economy 
Wednesday, May 6 at 5:30 p.m. ET: CoronaVirus CEO Action Call Focus on Talent Management  
Monday, May 11 at 5:30 p.m. ET:  CoronaVirus CEO Action Call and the restart of the economy

All calls have had wait-lists so sign up now : Register here for the call 

We will take the first eight registrants for each meeting and then go to a wait-list.

As a reminder, here is the call agenda:

Confidential, Small Group, Video Meetings. CEOC will convene a series of small, interactive, 60-minute video conference calls for our
Premium members. This format will enable close, confidential conversation and meaningful dialogue. We will consider scaling this
program to additional CEO members as well.
Focused Agenda. The agenda for each meeting will be focused on each CEO sharing what he/she is seeing and doing in four areas:

Individual Observations – Both in the U.S. and internationally (if applicable);
Financial/Business Impact – Impact to operations, supply chain and financials;
People strategy – Communication/morale/remote work strategies; and,
Forecast/Planning - Insights about what might happen next, ways to prepare, etc.

Register here for the call

If you cannot make these virtual meetings but want to be kept informed send an email to events@ceoconnection.com. 

Our country is at its best when faced with a common challenge. I have full faith that the government (both parties) and medical experts will put
their differences aside and once again, as Americans have always done in the face of adversity, rise to the occasion to find a solution that will
stop the spread of this disease.   In the meantime, we as the Mid-Market business community will join together to help each other manage the
challenges ahead.

You do great things on your own … we can do even greater things together!

Speak to you soon.

Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer | CEO Connection
Chairman | Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991 | F 646.292.5192
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com 

Unsubscribe from email communications

CEO Connection

338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791
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The challenge
State and local governments are on the front line of the
COVID-19 crisis. In the coming months, they will be focused on 
the following steps as we move through recovery and beyond.

Balance health and economic impacts
The economic recovery will depend on a healthy population. What do states 
and municipalities need to do in terms of testing, health system capacity 
and the development of vaccines and treatments?

Promote economic health for individuals, businesses and sectors
How can government best provide support to those affected by the 
economic shutdown? Federal assistance will help, but cities and states will 
need to execute.

Reopen the economy for a better future
Consensus is calling for a phased reopening, with timing dictated by health 
science. How might states execute such a reopening?

Managing the state recovery process
State and local governments not only need to manage the
health crisis and the economic crisis, they need to do so in light 
of drastic reductions in revenue, surging demand, and the need 
to restart public agencies in a manner that is safe for both 
public employees and constituents.

The “Next Normal”
We have seen how critical data, digital workflows, and agility 
have been in responding to this crisis. As we move ahead, 
governments will need to reexamine their basic operating 
systems. From public transit to schools, governments should 
reexamine operations, service delivery, workforce, and safety 
issues as they sequence the  reopening of government offices. 
This is an opportunity for state and local governments to adopt 
new tools that enable them to better serve the people.

Executive Summary

Copyright © 2020 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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State and local governments are starting to move 

into the recover and thrive phases

The figure models the COVID-19 crisis over time across the three overlapping phases 

governments will pass through: Respond, Recover, and Thrive

“You don’t make 

the timeline; the 

virus makes the 

timeline.”
─Dr. Anthony Fauci

THE CHALLENGE

• Focus on essentials

• Offer maximum flexibility 

• Use maximum speed 

• Move toward normalcy

• Offer high flexibility

• Use high speed

• Build long-term enhancements to the public sector

• Establish a better foundation for the future

• Create a new level of flexibility 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

PHASE

Pre-COVID-19

Level of 
flexibility and 
speed in 
government 

New norm is set; improvement 
from pre-COVID-19 level

~4-6 months ~10-18 months TIME

Act to promote safety and continuity Restore and emerge stronger Prepare for the next normal

THRIVERECOVERRESPOND

Source: Government’s response to COVID-19Note: These timelines may change Copyright © 2020 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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State governments are being “squeezed” 

from multiple directions 

State governments are 

facing revenue shortfalls 

and a simultaneous surge in

demand for services. As 

they look to reopen the 

economy, they will also be 

restarting many of their 

own operations under new, 

post-COVID-19 conditions—

no easy task.

High unemployment and 
social pressures

Local government and higher 
education fiscal crises

Health sector at risk

Revenue shortfalls Government

State Economic shutdown

Concerned 
workforce

High demand for 
curtailed government 

services

Challenges of 
reopening 

government 
operations

THE CHALLENGE

Copyright © 2020 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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Forecasts show strong economic headwinds
Depending on policies, business activity and consumer 
spending recovery could take different shapes and forms

The COVID-19 recession (10 percent probability)

Financial crisis + deep recession (50 percent probability)

Long hard trek to recovery (40 percent probability)

• The immediate impact of COVID-19 is a huge drop in economic growth. 

• GDP falls 8.3 percent in 2020 but starts recovering in 2021.

• Economic activity plunges as the COVID-19 outbreak affects both the 
economy’s supply and demand side. The combination of supply-side 
limits, weak demand, and financial crisis throws the economy into a 
recession.

• Quick, substantial fiscal and monetary intervention creates enough 
demand  to lift the economy out of recession by mid-2021, and 2022 
sees a strong recovery.

• As the economy struggles to recover from the initial recession, regional 
outbreaks of COVID-19 continue for about two years, accompanied by 
interruptions of economic activity in that region. 

• After falling substantially in 2020, GDP is flat in 2021, and unemployment 
remains high. Growth then picks up to 3 percent or more by 2023 and 
remains high for another year because of pent-up demand for big-ticket 
items, combined with very accommodative monetary and fiscal policy.

For the methodology read: United States Economic Forecast – 1st quarter 2020

16,000

17,000

18,000

19,000

20,000

21,000

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

Real GDP
Billions of 2012 chained dollars

COVID-19
Recession

Financial crisis and 
deep recession

Long hard trek
to recovery

Source: BEA/Oxford Economcis and Deloitte

Real GDP
Billions of 2012 chained dollars

COVID-19
Recession

Financial crisis and 
deep recession

Long hard trek
to recovery

Source: BEA/Oxford Economcis and DeloitteSources: Bureau of Economic Analysis/Oxford Economics and Deloitte

Source: United States Economic Forecast – 1st quarter 2020

*Scenarios as of March 27, 2020

THE CHALLENGE

1

2

3

Copyright © 2020 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.

3

2

1

**

**Chained dollar unit represents inflation adjusted dollar value over a period of time
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A strong recovery depends on societal attitudes

Rising fear of catching 
the diseasei

of Americans are very or 
somewhat concerned they 
that will get COVID-19 and 
require hospitalization

Concerns around 
privacyvi

of Americans say it is at 
least somewhat 
acceptable to use 
cellphone data to make 
sure people are 
following social 
distancing guidelines

Concerns around 
social gatheringii

of Americans say 
they’re concerned 
about eating out

Lack of business 
activityiii

US Composite Purchasing 
Manager Index declined to 
40.9 in March 2020, a 
record low

Consumers not 
willing to spendv

Consumer spending at 
clothing and clothing 
accessories stores 
decreased by 50.5% 
between Feb and March

Reopening 
too soonviii

In the US, more than 3.5 million 
students are expected to 
graduate from high school, 1.3 
million students are expected to 
graduate from two year or four 
year colleges. Younger workers 
will have more trouble finding 
and maintaining jobs in an 
already slow economy. vii

Sources: 1 Pew research; iiQSR Magazine; iii Trading Economics; ivISR; vQuartz, Census Bureau; vi Pew Research ; viiThe Conversation; viiiPew Research

of Americans are 
concerned that the US 
may lift restrictions 
too soon

Younger workers to be 
hit hard by slumpvii

of respondents in the US are 
most concerned with the 
threat to their health from 
the virus, over isolation and 
financial impact

Concerns around 
healthiv

Citizen concerns and confidence are part of the terrain of any recovery

THE CHALLENGE

55% ~60% 40.9 61%

50.5% 37%
1.3 
Million 66%

Copyright © 2020 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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Potential Relevant Response Milestones & Choices (Illustrative)
Cases are declining consistently across geographies

All public health pre-requisites are met:
• sufficient supplies at surge capacity
• minimized risks for vulnerable populations
• preventative measures for workplaces
• reduced importation risks

CHOOSE to decrease restrictions on some non-essential services (e.g. personal care, fitness 
centers, etc.)

Mass viral and serology testing available

CHOOSE to increase public health departments staff to continue widespread contact tracing 
and testing

CHOOSE to decrease some restrictions on social and economic activity (e.g., reopen schools)

CHOOSE to fast-track limited release of vaccine to healthcare workers (impact depends on 
vaccine efficacy and participation)

Cases begin to rise with second wave of infections

CHOOSE to implement targeted increase in restrictions on economic and social activity

CHOOSE to make vaccine available for broader population (impact depends on vaccine 
efficacy and participation)

CHOOSE to decrease restrictions on social and economic activities for vaccinated population

There will be critical choices along the journey and 
states will need to monitor progress and adapt

Pu
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Potential COVID-19 Path for State/Region A

Milestone Choice

Time

3

Potential 
second 
wave of 
infections

KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Balance actions to limit disease spread and economic impact

Copyright © 2020 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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Responses to the COVID-19 crisis require iterative approaches to addressing the health 
threat, transitioning out of the crisis and rebuilding health, economic, and social systems

Non-linear path to emerge from the crisis better 
prepared for the future

Learn & Evolve
Integrate learnings to adjust 
capabilities in the future

Building Resiliency for Tomorrow

Transition
Take actions to remediate impacts of crisis

Respond
Take actions to contain the crisis 

Addressing Today’s Crisis

Relax response interventions as crisis 
is contained

Increase response interventions if 
virus reemerges 

Regress 
See degradation in heath, 
economic, and social systems

Recover
Return to health, economic, 
and social status quo

Thrive
Improve health, economic, and 
social resiliency

A state’s integration of 
learnings influences 
its ability to respond 
to future crises

KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Balance actions to limit disease spread and economic impact

Copyright © 2020 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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Contact tracing will be key to limiting the 
spread of the disease
An integrated approach to contact tracing would trace COVID-19 contacts 
through automated case management and data analytics by public health 
entities, community partners and government agencies

Proximity Tracking

A network of information 
on individuals’ mobility to 
trace contacts based on 
self opt in for public use, 
and for employers. 

KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Balance actions to limit disease spread and economic impact

Copyright © 2020 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.

Case Management

Would enable state, local and 
public health organizations to 
collect information on tracking, 
and conduct follow-up; also allows 
users to report and receive follow-
up guidance.

Contact/Call Center

A range of customer 
support is needed, 
including telephony 
support, agents, 
chatbot & voice to text, 
and multi-language 
support.

Contact Tracers

Acquisition of contact 
tracers and specialized 
call center talent, 
including community 
heath professionals, 
will be needed in 
many jurisdictions. 

Application Programming 
Interface (API) Integration

Governments will need the ability to 
securely exchange information and 
provide reporting and integration 
with existing disease surveillance 
and health data systems and third 
party providers.

Public Sentiment & Trust 
Campaign

Governments need the ability to 
understand customer 
experience and analyze 
sentiments toward the region’s 
COVID-19 contact tracing efforts.

Network Analysis 
& Advanced 
Analytics

Network analysis 
can provide public 
health officials 
insights to guide 
strategy and policy.

Many states have started building an army 
of contact tracers to slow spread and 
prepare for second waves

Massachusetts: The state currently has 
850 people working on contact tracing.

New York: Partnered with New Jersey and 
Connecticut to launch a tri-state contact 
tracing program.

• The Bloomberg School of Public Health 
will build an online training program for 
contact tracers. 

• The State Department of Health and 
Bloomberg Philanthropies will identify 
and recruit contact tracers for the 
program.

California: Building a large army of 
10,000-50,000 tracers. 

Maryland: Plans to increase contact 
tracers from 250 to 1,000 people.

Sources: NBC New York, ABC News, John Hopkins Center for Health Security, NPR
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More than 26 million 
workers* have sought 
unemployment 
benefits during one 
month of shutdowns

Reskilling will be critical in the post 
COVID-19 economy to –

Retrain workers to deal with surges 
in overloaded areas

Prepare unemployed workers for 
industries that see a high demand 
for talent

Help workers adapt to digital workspaces

Government’s reskilling “Toolkit”

Data-driven approach: Analyze data to understand how 
industries are reacting to COVID-19. Which occupations 
are expanding and which ones are contracting?

Build partnerships: Develop deep partnerships with 
companies/industries that are expanding hiring and tailor 
programs to meet employer needs

Target the right segments: Provide wraparound 
support to challenged population segments such as single 
parents, older workers and the physically challenged who 
may have more employment opportunities due to 
increases in telework across different occupations

Act as a connector: Connect employers, philanthropies 
and other stakeholders to build a workforce information 
system that reduces information gaps between various 
participants

Source: NBC

* As of April 16, 2020

Reskilling to help workers navigate the 
disruptions caused by COVID-19

KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Promote economic health for individuals, businesses and sectors

Copyright © 2020 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved. * As of April 23, 2020
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There is more to restarting 
the economy than merely 
reopening businesses. This 
isn’t about flipping a 
switch. It’s about building 
and executing a plan that 
will include transitional 
stages, and will involve 
health, business, education 
and government sectors.

March 11, 2020

• All “non-essential” businesses closed

• Gatherings banned, schools closed and citizens 
advised not to leave home 

• Libraries, motor vehicles and many other state 
offices closed

US airlines carried 70.5 million passengers 
in Jan 2020, up 5.6 percent YoY

Airline travel from Europe banned. In the US, 
scheduled flights declined by 23 percent on 
30 March 2020 YoY

Unemployment was at 3.5% in Feb 2020

• In  California, 16K+ NHL fans watched 
the St. Louis Blues beat the Anaheim 
Ducks 4-2

• In Denver 18K fans attended a Post 
Malone concert

By April 3, 22 million applied for 
Unemployment Insurance

Weeks later…

Sources: Bureau of Transportation Statistics; BLS; Global News Forbes,; Cirium; CNJN

KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Reopen the economy for a better future

The “shutdown” was abrupt… 
but the restart will be in phases
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Government as an enforcer will be in charge of 
making sure protocols are followed and inspections 
are conducted. 

Government as a communicator will  provide clear, 
consistent and adequate communication to all involved 
in the recovery process. 

Government as an employer will have to ensure 
staff safety, redeployment and retraining of staff to 
quickly recover.

Government as a service provider will have to 
rethink delivery of services and create the necessary 
infrastructure.

Government as a designer will draw out the initial 
plan, lay down the protocols and guidelines needed 
to reopen.

Government

Designer

Enforcer

Communicator

Employer

Service provider

Government will have to wear many hats 
and juggle many responsibilities

Governments will have an unprecedented number of 
roles to play in restarting the economy
How government leaders communicate 
about the restart will be critical 

• There is a need to douse fears and instill 
confidence in people. It won’t matter if 
stores are open if no one will go outside

• States should seek inputs from industry 
associations to develop a plan

While restarting businesses is important, 
restarting government services will be 
equally critical

• From transportation to licensing, 
government activities support and enable 
economic activity

State government is a large and diverse 
employer

• The public sector will also employ some 
kind of phased reopening

• The safety of workers and those with 
whom they interact will be key

Schools, daycare, and social services to 
free up workers

• Many workers rely on public entities to 
educate and care for their children and 
sick relatives so they can go to work

KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Reopening the economy for a better future
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• Reopening is one of the 
most important events in 
recent history

• States are at the center 
of a complex and highly 
unpredictable set of facts

Reopening is a complex task that 
may shift as circumstances evolve

Massive complexity with a huge number of intertwined issues and efforts

Limited resources already spread thin with core government operations

Short, and constantly shifting, timeframe

Facts on the ground and medical advancements are constantly changing

Many layers and parts of government engaged and interacting

KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Reopen the economy for a better future
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GATING CRITERION to be satisfied before proceeding to phased reopening

Service areas to reopen
• Schools and daycare, bars, visits to senior living facilities and 

hospitals to remain closed
• To open under strict protocols – large venues (restaurants, 

theaters, sports facilities, etc.), elective surgeries, gyms

Service areas to reopen
• Schools and daycare, and bars to re-open
• Large venues can operate under moderate physical 

distancing protocols
• Gyms can remain open and elective surgeries can continue

Service areas to reopen
• All services to re-open

Phase 1 (for states and region that 
satisfy gating criterion)

Phase 2 (For states and regions with no evidence 
of a rebound and that satisfy the gating criteria a 
second time)

Phase 3 (For states and regions with no 
evidence of a rebound and that satisfy the 
gating criteria a third time)

White House Reopening Guidelines provide a starting point for 
states to develop their reopening plans 

• Vulnerable individuals to continue shelter in place
• Social setting of more than 10 people to be avoided 

where appropriate distancing may not be practical
• Minimize non-essential travel

• Vulnerable individuals to continue shelter in place
• Social setting of more than 50 people to be avoided where 

appropriate distancing may not be practical
• Non-essential travel can resume

• Vulnerable individuals can resume public interactions 
but should practice social distancing

• Low risk  population should consider minimizing time 
spent in crowded environments

Employers

Symptoms
Downward trajectory of influenza-like illnesses (ILI) reported 
within a 14 day period and

Downward trajectory of covid-like syndromic cases reported 
within a 14 day period

Cases
Downward trajectory of documented cases within a 14-day 
period or

Downward trajectory of positive tests as a percent of total 
tests within a 14-day period (flat or increasing volume of tests)

Hospitals
Treat all patients without crisis care and

Robust testing plan in place for at-risk healthcare workers, 
including emerging antibody testing

Individuals

KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Reopen the economy for a better future
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“There is substantial 
consensus among national 
experts that significant 
preparation will be required 
by state and national leaders 
to scale up the required 
public health infrastructure 
to limit outbreaks. States will 
also need to develop plans 
for a careful, staged 
reopening that protects the 
public’s health while laying a 
strong foundation for long-
term economic recovery”

Roadmap to Recovery, NGA

Expand testing capacity and make testing 
broadly available

Strengthen public health surveillance to 
understand the spread of the disease and 
rapidly detect outbreaks

Dramatically scale capacity for isolation, 
contact tracing, and quarantine

Ensure the healthcare system can respond 
to potential surges

Protect essential workers and at-risk 
populations

Develop a strong and clear communication 
and public engagement plan

Create a framework for reopening

Set the criteria and define the stages for 
reopening

Build partnerships between public and private 
sectors to implement the plan

Prepare to assess and improve the plan 
frequently

Source: National Governors Association, “Roadmap to Recovery”, April 22, 2020

The National Governors Association (NGA) has published a 
guide for critical reopening decisions

1

2

3

4

5

Building the public health 
infrastructure

Creating and executing a plan to 
gradually reopen economy

1

2

3

4

5

KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Reopen the economy for a better future
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Symptoms
• Downward trajectory of influenza-like illnesses (ILI) 

reported within a 14 day period
• Downward trajectory of COVID-like syndromic cases 

reported within a 14 day period

Some examples

Source: Deloitte

States will need to 
monitor triggers in real 
time for an early 
warning at a granular 
level for decision 
making. They might 
need to consider other 
variables that deal with 
interdependencies in 
their state and also 
pick the right triggers 
for their industries.

Successfully operationalizing indicators will bring its own challenges

States will need to define and monitor triggers 
appropriate to their circumstances

Testing
• Testing capacity
• Serological and antibody testing

Cases
• Downward trajectory of documented cases within a 

14-day period
• Downward trajectory of severe cases requiring 

hospitalization
Hospital capacity
• Ability to treat all patients without crisis care
• Robust testing plan in place for at-risk healthcare 

workers, including emerging antibody testing

Resources
• Contact tracing protocols
• Hygiene protocols for public spaces
• Supply of PPE, swabs and medical equipment

KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Reopen the economy for a better future
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• Cases: 1,600 per million
• Hospitalization: Only 25 percent of the country’s ICU 

capacity was used
• Days taken to double the rate of infections: Two weeks

• Tests performed: More than 610,000

• Positivity rate (% of people found to be positive in 
tests): 1.8 percent

• Testing per million: 10,862

Austria South Korea Germany

• Excess health care capacity: 12,000+ ICUs vacant
• R0 (one person infecting other person): 0.9
• Lowering of mortality rate
• Anti-body tests: Plan for mass testing of anti-bodies as 

economy reopens

Lesson: Reopen the economy once health 
care capacity can accommodate existing and 
new cases and the growth of new cases has 
slowed down considerably. 

Lesson: Aggressive testing and tracing of 
individuals so that positive and symptomatic 
cases can be quarantined, and economic 
activity can be continued in non-hotspots. 
South Korea did not implement nation-wide 
lockdown.

Lesson: Reopen the economy if health care 
capacity can accommodate new cases and 
R0 is below 1. Launch large-scale antibody 
tests to assess infection rates and monitor 
the spread

Sources: Foreign Policy; Ministry of Health and Welfare, Korea, Business Insider; Robert Koch Institute
* The impact of reopening in these countries will be known only in the future  

Key health data triggers 

Different triggers: Lessons from other 
countries on reopening the economy

KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Reopen the economy for a better future
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Note: The importance, employment, mix across and within categories, 
etc. will impact ranking and vary by region

Reopening: An industry and risk perspective (Illustrative)
Illustrative view of industries, their value addition and risk of spreading virus 

Value added:  The economic value added by an industry 
Essential: How essential is the industry to keep running the 
economy
Risky: Risk of transmitting or spreading the virus depending 
on whether an industry can maintain social distancing and 
other safety protocols
Current status: Whether the industry is shutdown, open or 
partially open 

Transit and Ground Passenger Transportation is extremely risky but 
also very important. The other industries have dependency on this 
industry. This will be one of the most difficult sectors when it is time to 
resume full service.

Arts, Entertainment and Recreation is high risk/low in terms of an 
essential industry.  Firms, in this industry require either their workers 
or consumers to gather at one place. These industries were shut early.

Information is a classic work at home industry. It is an essential and 
it has the least amount of risk of transmitting or spreading virus at 
workplace.

Copyright © 2020 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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Industry
Value 
added 
($B)

How essential
(Scale: 1-5, 1=less 
essential,  5=most 
essential)

How risky
(Scale: 1-5, 1=less
risky, 5=risky)

Current status
(Scale: 1-5, 1=not shut 
down, 5=shutdown)

Finance, Insurance, Real 
Estate, Rental and Leasing 4,490 3 1 1

Professional and Business 
Services 2,750 3 1 1

Manufacturing 2,360 3 3 3

Information 1,120 4 1 1

Construction 880 2 3 2

Retail 640 1 4 5

Hospitals 520 5 5 3

Utilities 340 5 2 1

Educational Services 260 3 3 4

Arts, Entertainment and 
Recreation 240 1 5 5

Food and Beverage Stores 160 5 4 1

Air Transportation 150 2 5 5

Transit and Ground 
Passenger Transportation 50 4 5 4
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Focus on mitigation for essential sectors
Even at the height of the pandemic, certain sectors have remained 
operational, including critical health providers, prisons, grocery 
stores, and other essential activities. There is little option but to 
keep these open, but optimum mitigation strategies should be 
employed.

Develop data-driven plans for phased sector openings, 
mitigation
Critical economic activities, and those with limited risk, should be 
prioritized. In addition, sectors that enable more widespread 
economic activity such as mass transit or education and day care, 
should also be given priority. Data-driven analysis of both 
economic impact and likelihood of transmission should drive 
decisions.

Develop concrete plans for large-scale activities
Activities such as mass transit, public education, correctional 
facilities, and nursing homes merit detailed analysis and concrete 
mitigation strategies. In many countries, education ministries are 
developing guidelines for hygiene measures, school bus 
operations, break times and group division that meet social 
distancing guidelines. 

Transmissibility risk measures how likely an infection is to 
spread within the community due to factors like density, 
commutes, and frequency of infection spread in hospitals

Capacity factors can inform the county’s likelihood of being 
unable to handle a large population of ill patients—hospital 
beds, number of healthcare providers, telemedicine 
options, utilization of emergency services, etc.

Risk mitigation 
strategies should begin 
with essential sectors, 
cascading into other 
economic activities. 
Phased sector openings 
and reopening large-
scale activities merit 
comprehensive and 
data-driven mitigation 
strategies.

Source: The Local.de

KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Reopen the economy for a better future

Sector priority and risk mitigation 

Examples of possible rules for school reopening

No sports or music (due to increased risk of 
infection)

Staggered schedules with classrooms at half 
capacity

1.5-meter (5-foot) spacing between desks 

Masks required when coming to school 

Hygiene protocols, facilities for washing 
hands and adequate supplies of 
disinfectant

Special emphasis on graduating classes, 
the oldest primary school children and 
students who are taking exams

Copyright © 2020 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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Each state may need unique 
approaches to recovery activities…

• Regions with lower infection rates and 
less potential for spread can be opened 
up more easily; 

• After the formation of natural immunity, 
especially areas and regions with high 
immunity can be open; 

• Regions with free capacities in health 
care can be opened up more easily. 

• Devise targeted communication plans for 
areas and industries that are reopening first;

• Communicate to clarify questions on 
reopening;

• Clearly explain the reasons for not opening 
certain areas and industries.

GEOGRAPHY
Prioritization (in-state and 
across region) will be key

INDUSTRIES & SECTORS
Not all industries and 
sectors will re-open at the 
same time

COMMUNICATIONS
Messaging to the 
right audience

POLICY & PROTOCOL
Guidance is critical since 
reopening is not returning 
to normal

Sources: IFO Institute; Deloitte Insights; Deloitte

• Sectors with a low risk of infection, e.g.  
highly automated factories, and less 
vulnerable persons, e.g. day-care centers 
and schools, should be opened first 

• Complementarities between sectors must 
be taken into account. For example, many 
people with children cannot go to work 
when day-care centers and schools are 
closed; 

• Sectors where home office and digital 
technologies can be used well have less 
priority than sectors where this is not 
possible; 

• Sectors that generate high employment and 
economic activity in a given region should be 
considered as a criterion for priority 
opening; 

• Priority should be given to easing restrictions 
that imply high social or psychological stress. 

• Release guidance on personal hygiene, 
workplace place, physical distancing a 
few days before reopening; 

• Devise guidelines on percentage of 
workforce that can come back to work;

• Before reopening, consider developing 
immunity certified workforce to mitigate 
spread of the virus while handling 
personal information discreetly.

KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Reopen the economy for a better future
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Reopening strategies from other countries*

KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Reopen the economy for a better future

Countries around the world are gradually easing up on their lockdown restrictions 
in phases, while following strict social distancing and hygiene protocols

*This information is as of April 29th 2020
**Small shops, garden centers, laundries, stationery and bookstores
***New Zealand reopened non-essential stores, cafes and restaurants on April 27th, but only for online delivery or pick-up

Re-opened
Reopening shortly
Remained open with limited capacity
Not opened/ reopening in later phases

Sources: The Guardian Reuters, CNN, TIME, Business insider, US News, WSJ, The Guardian, Reuters, StraitTimes, RNZ, NZ Herald, TVNZ, Dailyforex, ABC, ABC, 
NewsHub, Dailymail, Telegraph, IcelandReview, IcelandReview, WSJ, Deloitte COVID –19 Government response portal, Reuters, Ruptly, Automotive Logistics

Country 
Construction and 

manufacturing 
units

Non-essential 
stores**

Kindergarten/ 
primary schools/ 
day care centers

High schools/ 
Universities 

Car dealerships, 
bike shops 

Non critical health 
care/ elective 

surgery

Salons and 
personal care

Restaurants/ 
cafes

Shopping 
centers/ 

Theaters/ 
Museums  

Austria 
Australia 

Czech Republic 
Denmark
Germany
Iceland 

Italy 
New Zealand*** 

Norway
Spain

Note: Taiwan and South Korea did not enforce nation-wide lockdown so most of the activities were open in both the 
countries with a few restrictions. China has also re-opened many of its sectors.
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Staggered schedule; prioritizing graduating students
• Reopening from May 4th. First resuming high school classes 

which have school leaving exams
• Some students will learn in shifts with half students attending 

school in the first half of the week and the remaining attending in 
the second half of the week. No afternoon teaching, sports or 
music classes

Reopening smaller shops with guidelines on social 
distancing and wearing of PPEs
• Reopened small shops of size 400 square meters or 

less starting April 14th.
• Only one customer at a time for every 20 square 

meters is allowed. Compulsory for all customers to 
wear masks

Identified high-risk employees to continue to telework
• Unclear on reopening date for workplaces
• Identified 90,000 employees who are at higher risk for the 

coronavirus. High risk employees to continue telework or 
paid leave after measures are lifted

Prioritizing graduating students and those expected to take 
exams; limiting class size; and physical distancing of desks
• Reopening from May 4th. Focusing on graduating classes, oldest 

primary school children and students who are expected to take 
exams in the coming year

• Spacing of 5 feet to be maintained between desks. Local variation 
in guidelines across regions. Example Hesse is maximizing class 
size to 15 students, Saxony is holding classes only for subjects 
relevant to the exams

Reopening smaller outlets with social distancing 
mechanisms in place
• Reopened stores of size 800 square meters or less 

starting April 20th

• Shoppers have been asked to maintain 5 feet 
distance from each other

• Some big stores have cordoned off a smaller area to 
meet 800 square meter rule

Updating occupational safety standards for employees 
returning to work
• Employees recommended to work from home wherever 

possible
• Additional occupational safety standards have been issued 

by Federal Minister of Labor for employees who have to 
return to work

Reopened for lower grades under strict hygiene and 
distancing protocols
• Reopened on April 14th for lower grades (students up to 12 years 

of age)
• High schools and universities to reopen mid-may
• Student desks have to be 6.5 feet apart. Handwashing every 2 

hours has become routine. Only a small group (3-5 children) are 
allowed together on the playground.

Most shops remained open with guidelines on 
hygiene and distance
• Many non-essential shops remained open during 

the lockdown period however customers need to 
comply with guidelines on hygiene and distance

Reopened for companies facing productivity losses; 
guidelines on social distancing 
• Reopened on April 14th particularly for companies facing 

productivity losses. All other companies recommended to 
continue work from home

• Guidelines issued by Danish Business Authority on workplace 
protocols including spreading employees across premises, 
working in shifts etc.

Sources: Reuters, Express, Bird & Bird, The Local, Metropole, The Guardian, The Guardian, The Guardian, Express, Reuters, The Hill, KCRW Berlin, DW, Lexology, BBC, WSJ, NPR

AUSTRIA

Schools Retail Shops Workplaces

KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Reopen the economy for a better future

Austria

Germany

Denmark

Lessons can be learned from other countries on how to reopen different sectors of the economy

Reopening strategies vary between countries
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How do we address the 
health care crisis?

How do we address the 
economic crisis?

How do we keep “the business” 
of government operating?

Resume/reopen markets; provide funding 
to at-risk sectors/businesses; stabilize 
employment

Establish and maintain a safe and healthy 
environment; oversee testing; ensure  
hospital capacity and access to treatments

Establish education policies, maintain transportation 
networks, and ensure access to other essentials for 
the public (may be public, private or a combination)

Governor, executive level, and their designees plan and coordinate the State’s actions across the Workstreams 

Resume/reopen offices; manage the State’s 
own Services, Facilities, and Employees 
during the crisis  

MANAGING THE STATE RECOVERY PROCESS: COORDINATED EXECUTION

Success in the recovery phase requires coordinated 
success on all fronts

Copyright © 2020 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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• Monitor COVID-19 cases to detect a possible “second 

wave” during the recovery 

• Resume non-COVID-19 health care services at full scale

• Review overall costs of COVID-19 and secure additional 

funding

• Define discharging/outpatient conditions and services

• Support health workers post COVID-19 with support 

and counseling services

• Develop a plan for closing temporary testing facilities 

and disposing materials/equipment

• Identify potential vaccines for mass-deployment and 

develop potential roll-out plan

• Establish ongoing relationships/action plan with 

neighboring state governments

• Establish on-call emergency supplier/supplier networks

• Review county – by – county status to confirm return to 

stability

• Identify hot-spot, laggard areas on the county or city 

levels and resolve

• Execute economic stimulus plans 

• Monitor effectiveness of stimulus and other economic 

recovery plans 

• Identify strategies to support struggling industries (e.g. 

airlines)

• Monitor financial controls

• Manage supply chain risk and resolve issues

• Assess tax strategy based on effectiveness of the 

recovery 

• Provide additional emergency support and/or funding 

as needed 

• Redesign unemployment claims process for greater 

simplicity/efficiency

• Develop and deploy fiscal support for counties and 

municipalities facing liquidity issues during the 

recovery 

• Identify unmet needs during the recovery to prioritize 

and potentially apply for future stimulus funds

• Continue to develop and monitor various economic 

scenarios for the recovery

• Track and disburse recovery funds

• Co-ordinate reopening of government offices 

• Track and update regulatory changes

• Support workforce upskilling/ reskilling 

• Monitor decline of health care crisis and measure ending 

health related impacts on all stakeholders

• Model state conditions across health, economy, and citizen 

activity with particular focus on economic levers

• Estimate impact of different levels of business reopening 

on scenario modeling and simulation

• Monitor Federal Government policies – focus on economic 

policies (e.g. tax filing)

• Refortify key supplier networks

• Monitor impact of business reopening measures 

• Review programs for supporting business entities and 

update for current conditions (e.g. need for additional 

funding)

• Model state budget impact at different stages of reopening 

• Propose and simulate new economic regulations’ impacts 

until full resumption of business

MANAGING THE STATE RECOVERY PROCESS: COORDINATED EXECUTION

The sample decision points and actions listed below illustrate the complexity of the recovery. Close 

coordination, careful monitoring and real-time adjustments will be needed to speed an effective recovery. 

States and local governments face a daunting set 

of decisions/actions during the recovery phase

Healthcare Economy Business of government
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MANAGING THE STATE RECOVERY PROCESS: COORDINATED EXECUTION

How do you address all these issues in an integrated fashion? 
Measures

Establish a COVID-19 
mission control 
center

Develop 
communication 
strategy to increase 
transparency and 
build trust

Execution by Network 
– with federal and local 
governments, private 
sector, academics, non-
profits

Use data, business 
and technology 
tools to accelerate 
recovery

1 2 3 4

Source: Deloitte
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1. A unified approach through a COVID-19 Mission Control Center 
A COVID-19 mission control center brings together a cross-functional, cross-agency team, structure, 
processes, and tools to coordinate a state or local government’s actions through the crisis. It can enhance 
the government’s ability to quickly move to a proactive and strategic response to the crisis.

Defining guiding 
principles

Defining 
workstreams

Developing 
workstream plans

Activating the 
response center 

Operating the 
response center

The mission control center 
establishes and defines the 
overall objectives, decision-
making philosophy, investment 
priorities, and broader 
governance structure. For 
instance, managing competing 
priorities between different 
agencies and focus areas will 
be key during the initial 
recovery period.

Governments need to 
identify key streams of 
activities—public health 
capacity, public safety, 
communication strategy, 
recovery task force—and 
include projects, initiatives, 
and milestones that need to 
be undertaken in each.

The next step is to identify the 
roles, responsibilities, 
objectives, governance 
structure, and resources that 
would help drive activities in 
each workstream. It’s important 
to identify the right agency 
leaders to drive each 
workstream and make granular 
plans wherever possible. 

The center should establish 
core services and supporting 
tools, technology, and 
platforms to operationalize, 
track, manage, and align 
workstream activities. There is 
a need to tap into cross-
agency resources and best 
practices and bring them in to 
the center.  

The mission control center 
activities need to be driven in 
an open and transparent 
environment. It needs to 
ensure alignment across 
workstreams and actively 
manage issues, decisions, and 
risks to drive activities toward 
completion.

MANAGING THE STATE RECOVERY PROCESS: COORDINATED EXECUTION

Source: Deloitte
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Mission control center pandemic response activities

MANAGING THE STATE RECOVERY PROCESS: COORDINATED EXECUTION

Mission control centers provide 
advice and recommendations  
regarding strategy, coordination, 
and  governance for emergency 
management,  health, and 
medical organizations  
responding to crises, including 
pandemics.  They also provide 
advice and recommendations to  
establish and maintain 
command systems  to manage 
incidents, coordinate resources,  
and establish a structure to 
maximize  multi-agency support. 

Copyright © 2020 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.

What would the command center do? Benefits

Strategy, Governance & Interagency Coordination

• Provide subject matter advice to assess and help  enhance governance structure, 
central  coordination, protocols, and emergency actions

• Assist with communication strategy related to  the implementation of protective
measures

• Provide recommendations regarding resource  prioritization

• Better-informed governance model
for responding to the pandemic

• Optimized resource allocation

• Effective standard operation
procedures

Incident Action Planning

• Assist with recommendations for establishing an  Incident Command System, which 
the client  would use to manage the incident, coordinate  resources, and establish a 
structure to maximize  multi-agency support

• Provide recommendations for developing daily  priority setting, risk and issue  
tracking, and  incident action planning

• Proactive mitigation of potential 
risks and issues

• Robust command center for 
coordinating responses

• Fit for purpose, executable 
plans configured for unique crisis 
events and types

Crisis Communication

• Identify and coordinate messaging and conduct  media trend and risk analysis

• Assist with developing proactive  communications

• Provide recommendations for improving  message development & planning

• Increased situational awareness

• Actionable communications plan

• Effective and clear communications
to stakeholders during turbulent
times
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The government workforce, especially at the 
staff and program manager level, will be 
executing much of the reopening plan. It is 
critical to get their buy-in on the plan, set their 
expectations on the workload, and allay their 
fears on workplace safety.

As important as the message, is the medium 
through which it is delivered. A majority of 
communication is non-verbal, and emails, 
chats, and texts may miss the body language 
required for trust building. Government 
leaders should consider using  video, where 
possible, to connect emotionally with internal 
teams and constituents.

Communication is critical. 
Citizens, businesses, and 
the public employee 
workforce will all be 
looking for guidance on 
the path to recovery.

Obtain buy-in from the workforce

Convey the right information, 
at the right time 

Communicate decisions 
impacting businesses

Use communication to build trust 
with citizens

In a rapidly evolving crisis, short and frequent 
communications can keep people feeling 
informed. Transparency fosters trust, and 
increases the likelihood of voluntary 
compliance with rules and guidelines.

Build trust by telling constituents what you 
know and admitting what you don’t. Recognize 
and address the emotions of  constituents. 
Clearly explain the decision to reopen and the 
measures taken to ensure the safety of 
government buildings and services.

Communicate to clarify any questions that 
businesses may have on the reopening 
guidelines. Establish resources such as 
hotlines to help businesses understand 
potential assistance programs.

Consider the medium

Sources: Deloitte Insights; Deloitte

2. Communicate to develop trust and build confidence in recovery

MANAGING THE STATE RECOVERY PROCESS: COORDINATED EXECUTION
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A communications command center can help drive coordinated, data driven, 
communications across Paid (Media), Owned (State Websites), and Earned channels 
(Social media etc.). These could include—

• Broad policy communications

• Identifying and directing citizens to get tested

• Information on what’s open and what’s not

• Targeted communications to specific towns, regions, cohorts (example people 
over age 55), etc.

• Messages to business owners with protocols on how to reopen

• Communications for recruiting individuals into “trials”

• Communications encouraging citizens to share their health updates daily

• Social media sentiment analysis

Reopening requires robust communications infrastructure and processes

MANAGING THE STATE RECOVERY PROCESS: COORDINATED EXECUTION

Traditional advertising & marketing 
technologies, data, and AI can drive 
more targeting of cohorts

More personalized, individual real 
time communications to both 
business leaders, and constituents 
in all settings (geofenced 
announcements, could target 
cohorts of impacted individuals (at 
risk vs recovered), etc.

A single “Constituent Repository” for 
all such communications
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A major crisis requires a network of problem solvers. Technology companies, universities, research labs, and other 
experts can contribute to collective intelligence that increases government’s ability to mitigate a crisis.

Building confidence: Building citizen trust and boosting business 
confidence will be essential for widespread recovery. Collaborating 
with industry associations, consumer protection and safety groups can 
help governments reach different population segments and build the 
trust needed for citizens to re-engage with the community.

Tracking recovery with data: Just like public private data 
partnerships helped countries in East Asia track the transmission of 
COVID-19, similar data partnerships can help governments analyze 
consumer sentiments (using social media data) , monitor when the 
rebound stage has arrived (using restaurant footfall data, road 
congestion data etc.) or identify the hardest hit industries and 
regions.

Reviving certain sectors: Partnering with the private sector can 
help governments revive sectors that have been hit hard by COVID-
19. For example, in 2004, Taiwan’s government collaborated with the 
private sector to revive tourism, hospitality and other sectors hit hard 
by SARS by rolling out aggressive marketing campaigns for each.

Providing social services: Governments can partner with non-profits 
during the recover phase to increase efficacy of social services. These 
partnerships can be a source of innovative ideas and new business 
models for providing social services to population segments most 
impacted by COVID-19.

Intra-state collaboration: States would also need to build a broader 
coalition of counties, cities, and municipal leaders to drive the recovery 
in the state. Learning from others’ success stories, sharing resources, 
and driving activities regionally instead of in silos will make the 
recovery process efficient.

3. Execution by network

Source: Deloitte

Working together with locals, private sector, academics, non-profits to execute the recovery 

MANAGING THE STATE RECOVERY PROCESS: COORDINATED EXECUTION
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Integrating multiple sets of data can help governments make sense of the 
chaos and model various scenarios

4. Data and analytics should underpin decisions

Integrated data will 
be needed to:

• Monitor and predict 
disease spread

• Prioritize government 
services

• Prioritize sectors and 
industries for opening

• Model interventions
• Plan care measures for 

vulnerable populations
• Monitor and influence 

citizen sentiment

Source: Deloitte

COVID-19 Response 
Management platform

‘What-if’ simulation 
machine

Social sentiment 
analysis

AI-based regulation 
analysis

Public and 3rd

party data sets

HEALTH GOVT. STIMULUS INDUSTRY ECONOMICS SOCIAL

SCENARIO PLANNING AND RECOVERY INSIGHTS 
(informed choice, timely action)

Economic Monitoring
(Movement of People, Goods, 

and Money) 

Disease Surveillance
(Cases, Contact, Capacity)

Consumer sentiment and 
behavior tracking 

Data

Data Science

Decisions

Dashboards

Risk scoring engine to 
diagnose disruptions 
across 20K+ supply 

chain vendors

MANAGING THE STATE RECOVERY PROCESS: COORDINATED EXECUTION
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Tools to accelerate recovery
Business tools and potential 
applications 

Technology tools and potential applications 

Sources: Deloitte Insights; Deloitte.

Cloud Computing
Foundational 

technology for AI, 
sensors, and drones

Drones
Enforcing physical 

distancing rules for 
residents and 

inspections of facilities 
through drones

Social Media 
Technologies

Understanding citizen 
sentiment during times 
of crisis and monitoring 

misinformation and 
fake news

Advanced data analytics 
and AI
Accelerating development 
of vaccines and supporting 
data-driven decision-making

Sensors
Tracing and tracking 
quarantined and 
positive cases

Facial Recognition
Authenticating citizen 
identity and tracking 
attendance in workplaces

Behavioral insights 
and nudging
Nudging people to follow 
workplace safety and 
personal hygiene protocols

Scenario Planning
Testing resiliency of 

government operations 
against various scenarios Networks and ecosystems

Collaborating with other 
governments, companies 
and universities to accelerate 
economic recoveryHuman-centered design

Making relief funds easier to 
navigate by focusing on 

customer experience

Sensing and horizon scanning
Anticipating second or third waves 

of outbreaks or predicting 
changes to business models

Collective intelligence
Accelerating the 
development of drugs 
and vaccines by tapping 
into the wisdom of crowd

MANAGING THE STATE RECOVERY PROCESS: COORDINATED EXECUTION
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Leadership in the recover phase

As the immediate crisis recedes and governments begin moving to 
the new normal, leaders’ jobs will change. They’ll need to focus on 
communicating across boundaries—between government and 
industry, between layers of government, and among various 
agencies. The self-interest of different players may be put aside 
during the crisis, but during recovery, political considerations and 
different interests will reemerge. 

Source: Deloitte Insights

Government leaders will also play a critical communication role in 
cutting through the noise to foster citizen confidence and trust 
that it is safe to reengage with the larger community. This trust will 
be essential to widespread recovery. While the focus may shift 
toward the economy and the business of government, data-driven 
vigilance must continue to help prevent additional waves of the 
virus from catching regions unaware. A dashboard of both medical 
and economic indicators, for instance, can help track progress 
throughout recovery.

MANAGING THE STATE RECOVERY PROCESS: COORDINATED EXECUTION
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State and local governments will get through this, and when they 
do it is important that they emerge stronger and more resilient 
than ever before. For that to happen, leaders need to understand 
that the decisions made today will set the stage for the long term.

For example, this crisis has prompted many state agencies to 
employ telework to a much greater degree than ever before. As the 
recovery progresses, the flexibility afforded to state leaders is likely 
to diminish. So how telework is integrated in the transition back to 
the office can shape the workplace for years to come.

In the same way, there are a number of emerging tools that could 
enable state and local governments to thrive in the future (see 
figure on right). 

State and local governments aren’t going to be returning to 
anything like it was in the past. The window of opportunity is open 
right now, and state leaders can make sure that this recovery leads 
us to a brighter future.

Preparing for the next normal: Tools that can make state 
governments more resilient

TeleworkTele-medicine

Digital workflows

Job-centric upskilling

Cloud Computing

Distance Learning

Human-centered designArtificial Intelligence

Data Analytics

What’s next after recovery?

LOOKING AHEAD
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From: NAMEPA <m.dushay@namepa.net> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 6:00 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Crisis or Change?? NAMEPA Chooses Change One Habit, Change the World 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Crisis or Change?? NAMEPA Chooses Change One Habit, Change the
World

One of the programs that we run at NAMEPA is our “Adopt a Ship” campaign, where a classroom “adopts” a commercial
ship and corresponds with an officer on board as they travel the world. A recent exchange had a 3rd grader asking how
much the ship cost (about $60 million for that budding shipowner). Another student asked about the wave state, and the
captain responded “the answer to your question is we both experienced water smooth and rough waves while underway
going to TUXPAN, MEXICO from AMSTERDAM” and included photos from the bridge of the ship
 
As we all get through the COVID-19 crisis, I ask that you take the time to think about how your goods and energy get to
you, and the mariners bringing them who are unable to get home because the coronavirus has shut down crew
exchanges. 

Be well and safe,
Carleen and the NAMEPA Change Team 

Repurpose your paper towel and toilet paper rolls!
Don't toss out that center toilet paper or paper towel roll,
repurpose it! Turn trash into treasure! Empty rolls are
great for on-the-spot arts and crafts projects! Make a
rocket, use them to organize crayons, create superheros,
octopus. . . The possibilities are endless!

Learn More

K-12 Annual Art Contest
Have you submitted your original creative poster
illustrating actions the shipping industry is undertaking for
the future of our planet?! Visit www.namepa.net/art-
contest to learn how!

Learn More

     

North American Marine Environment Protection Association (NAMEPA)

21 Davis Hill Rd

Weston, CT 06883

Unsubscribe rconigli@portofsandiego.org

Update Profile | About Constant Contact

Sent by m.dushay@namepa.net

in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!



 

Dear Randa,

 

If you have already filled out the survey, we apologize for the duplicate email and thank you for your time and effort! We have heard from you

and know many districts are experiencing significant hardships and looking for fiscal relief. CSDA is working diligently on your behalf to get

access to funding from the state and federal governments.

 

If you have not yet filled out the survey, we urge you to do so. Without this information, given the extreme budget shortfalls

anticipated at every level of government, special districts are not likely to be included in any fiscal relief considerations at the state

or federal levels.

 

TAKE THIS IMPORTANT SURVEY

NOW!

We appreciate you helping CSDA gather the information necessary in order to be succesful in our efforts to secure funding for special

 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE SURVEY BY CLOSE OF BUSINESS ON FRIDAY, MAY 1, 2020.

 

We appreciate you helping CSDA gather the information necessary in order to be successful in our efforts to secure funding for special district

COVID-19 impacts. CSDA will only report data in the aggregate; no information specific to your district will be shared without your direct

explicit consent.

Thank you!

 

California Special Districts Association

1112 I Street, Suite 200

Sacramento, CA 95814

877.924.2732 | www.csda.net

 

Unsubscribe

From: Neil McCormick <neilm@csda.net> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 6:39 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: LAST DAY to Respond, May 1: Please finish the CSDA COVID -19 Fiscal Impacts Survey! 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Higher Logic



D A I L Y  U P D A T E

The Latest Data on Coronavirus

This Friday, May 1, at 12:30 PM ET, Morning Consult's Victoria Sakal and Joanna Piacenza will be joined by Advertising Week

Global CEO Matt Scheckner to discuss new Morning Consult data on how our favorite pastimes will change in the post COVID-

19 era, with a special deep-dive into the streaming industry. 

Register for the webinar here. 

ANALYSIS: People Are Streaming More, But Will It Stick? 

Streaming video is clearly having a moment during the coronavirus crisis: Nearly half (49 percent) of the 2,200 adults in an April

16-18 survey say they are now streaming more.

Much of the increased usage is likely to be short-lived: Prior research shows that most adults (66 percent) say they’re streaming

more now because this is something they always do during more normal times, and 51 percent of those streaming more now, for

whatever reason, expect to revert to pre-pandemic streaming levels once the crisis is over. But at a time when much of America

is stuck at home and as such embracing streaming as a new pastime, Morning Consult's latest Favorited or Forgotten

analysis looks at the 21% of adults who’ve newly subscribed to streaming services and the nature of their post-pandemic

streaming activity.

In an increasingly crowded streaming marketplace, platforms such as Quibi, Apple TV+ and Disney+ are enticing stuck-at-home

viewers with free trials in hopes of forming viewing habits that will extend beyond the pandemic. For smaller, less-established

platforms, consumers are taking advantage of free trial periods, with disagreement among experts on whether this will translate

to regular-paying viewers.

And these smaller services are most likely to see subscriptions canceled, while 80 percent of Netflix’s new subscribers plan to

watch at least as much Netflix as they are now – if not more. 

From: Morning Consult <reply@em.morningconsult.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 7:19 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Coronavirus: Daily Update 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.



If Movie Theaters Reopen, People Say These Steps Will Make Them Likely to Return 

Just over half (53 percent) of respondents in an April 23-26 Morning Consult/The Hollywood Reporter survey said they would be

more likely to see a movie if theaters sanitized every seat in between movies, in addition to sanitizing high-touch areas such as

concession stands, within one month after their state passed benchmarks for reopening set by the White House. 

Fifty-one percent said that if theaters staggered seats and limited the number of people in each theater, that would also make

them more likely to return. Read More.

 

Other Things to Know

Sen. Markey Bill Proposes Bolstering FCC’s E-Rate Program With $4 Billion Fund 

Sen. Ed Markey (D-Mass.) will release his anticipated legislation Thursday establishing a $4 billion emergency connectivity fund

to strengthen a Federal Communications Commission program so qualifying schools and libraries can purchase Wi-Fi hotspots,

modems, routers and other connected devices for students during the COVID-19 pandemic, his office said. Read More. 

S E E  T H E

F U L L  T R A C K E R

This email was sent to rconigli@portofsandiego.org by: Morning Consult 

729 15th St. NW, Washington, DC, 20005 US 

No longer interested in receiving emails like this? You can Update your Preferences or Unsubscribe. 



COVID-19 Update 
April 30, 2020

Federal

Year’s End: Dr. Anthony Fauci, the head of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, said that he believed

it was possible that the US would have large amounts of a COVID-19 vaccine by the end of the year. Researchers have been

working since the coronavirus’ discovery on a method for treating or, preferably, inoculating against the virus. While some

clinical trials have shown promise, the FDA has yet to approve any vaccine or treatment on a non-emergency basis.

California

The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

49,840 tested positive

2,014 deaths

 

Governor’s Press Conference

 

Governor Gavin Newsom is now holding daily updates at noon via his Twitter and Facebook feeds. Below are today’s press

conference highlights:

 

Regional Push: The Governor said he had a very "spirited" conversation with a bipartisan crew of local and federal

representatives yesterday RE: "regionalism." There's an increasing number of elected officials asking the governor to

consider a county by county reopening.

The Yelp of Childcare: DSS is putting up a portal for childcare. The effort is to help parents who are struggling to

work while also finding care for their children now at home. The initiative includes more than 400 "pop up" childcare

facilities.

The portal allows people to go online and find a center and see what the health and safety protocols look like. Newsom

acknowledges that there are "childcare deserts" in the state and he said his administration is working on identifying

those areas of need. Safety protocol in these childcare centers will include nap time six feet apart and lots of hand

washing.

Funding Source: The $100 million to fund this effort comes from SB 117, the emergency legislation the Legislature

passed in March.

$50 million is for new vouchers for slots in this program

$50 million is to support facilities and making sure they're sanitary and there's enough protective gear in the

centers.

$350 million came from the federal CARES Act

From: Platinum Advisors <platinum@platinumadvisors.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 8:47 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: COVID-19 Update: April 30, 2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



May Revise – May 14: Newsom said he is close to finishing his revised May budget proposal and will unveil it on

May 14.

Beach Closures: "We want you to see sunsets. We want you to enjoy activities outdoors," Newsom says. What they

don't want is people congregating outside in large groups, he says.

SIP Clarification: The governor acknowledges whether or not some activities, i.e. hiking and golfing, fall under the

stay-at-home order. He said the state has clarified what outdoor activities can be physically distanced, like playing

catch with your kid, watching a sunset or playing tennis.

Hard Close in OC: After “alarm bells" were raised on OC beaches over the weekend, Governor Newsom announced

a "hard close" of beaches in Orange County. Newsom said that “guidelines" will be needed to reopen those beaches.

“Good people can disagree”: One reporter attempted to bait Newsom into a response to Tesla CEO, Elon Musk’s

statements yesterday that the stay-at-home order was “fascist,” but simply said, “Good people can disagree,” and went

on to reiterate how California has not seen the prevalence and spread of the disease as seen in some other states, “I

believe, because of the good work of those health officials who guided us. I just hope we can continue that.”

More Belt-Tightening: Today, the Department of Finance sent another letter to agency heads, directing them to further

clamp down on spending as a result of the economic downturn from COVID-19:

Departments will not be allowed to enter into any new service contracts, contracts or agreements to lease or purchase

equipment, issue purchase orders for goods or services, or make changes to an existing contract if the change would

increase costs, except those related to COVID response.

Departments have been told to use discretion when filling vacancies and assessing staffing needed to fill essential

positions.

All non-essential travel has already been cancelled to prevent the spread of COVID-19 but these restrictions will

remain in place until further notice.

Speaker Speaks on Assembly’s Return: This afternoon, Assembly Speaker Anthony Rendon released guidelines for

Members returning to the Capitol on Monday:

Members will attend hearings in-person but only in rooms large enough to accommodate physical distancing.

The Capitol will have health screening at the entrance and controlled movement to committee rooms to preserve

physical distancing. Hand sanitizer will be available in all public spaces. 

There is limited in-person seating in committee rooms to accommodate physical distancing. Because of this, web or

phone testimony is strongly advised.  

Those who attend the hearings in-person will have the opportunity to offer comment in the room.

There is continued access to the web-based Position Letter Portal for advocates and individuals to register their

positions on bills.

Public Comment and witness testimony may be submitted through a dedicated phone service.

Witness Videoconferencing Rooms (WVRs) in the Capitol will have dedicated remote, secure videoconferencing

devices for hearing live testimony from witnesses in support of and opposition to bills. These rooms allow invited

witnesses to provide testimony on bills without having to attend public hearing rooms in-person.

 

Going to the Chapel and We’re Gonna Socially Distance: Governor Newsom signed an executive order today that

will allow adults to obtain marriage licenses via videoconferencing rather than in person amidst the COVID-19 pandemic.

 

Under the executive order, adults will be able to obtain a marriage license, at the discretion of their local county clerk,

through videoconferencing, as long as both adults are located within the State of California, are present, and can present

identification during the video conference. The license can then be issued via email.

 

Additionally, adults who wish to be married can conduct a ceremony to solemnize the marriage via videoconference, as long

as both parties are present, and have at least one witness who can join the live video conference.

 

The provisions will be in place for the next 60 days for those who wish to be married during that time.



Bay Area

SF Issues First Round of Grants, Loans for Artists:  Mayor London Breed today announced the City’s Arts and

Artists Relief Fund has made its first round of grants and loans, providing $1.5 million in financial support for the local

arts sector struggling from substantial income loss due to COVID‑19.

 

May the Fourth be with You: San Mateo County, whose restrictions on public recreation in response to the coronavirus

pandemic are some of the toughest in the Bay Area, will reopen more than half of its closed parks on May 4. The parks to be

reopened include some of the county’s most popular hiking spots: San Bruno Mountain, Pescadero Creek, Edgewood, San

Pedro Valley and Pillar Point Bluff. See the complete list of parks to reopen here. 

 

Property Taxes: Property owners in San Mateo County must pay the second installment of this year’s property tax bill by

Monday to avoid penalties. In San Francisco, the deadline is in flux. At the moment, San Francisco’s deadline is also

Monday. At midnight Sunday, the deadline technically would move to June 1 because it is tied to the county’s shelter-in-

place order. A resolution introduced at Tuesday’s Board of Supervisors meeting would set a new deadline of May 15, but the

supervisors won’t meet again to approve it until Tuesday. 
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Hotel News Resource

May, 1 2020

Read Online

U.S. Hotel Industry Reports

RevPAR Drop of -78.4% to

US$19.13 for Week Ending

April 25th - 2020

U.S. hotel occupancy fell 62.2% to 26%

during the week of 19-25 April as ADR

decreased 42.9% to $73.61 and RevPAR

dropped 78.4% to $19.13. Read More

Market Report Europe

Hotel Profit Plunges Amid

COVID-19 Rise in Europe

The consequences of the coronaviurus

pandemic on the European hotel industry

were swift and devastating. Gross

operating profit per available room

(GOPPAR) in March 2020 plummeted by

115.9% compared to the previous year to

-€8.33. This is the first triple-digit year-

over-year decrease in profitability ever

recorded in the HotStats database for

Europe, as well as the first time GOPPAR

turned negative in the region. Read

more

Market Report Middle East

COVID-19, Oil Spat Shock

Hotel Profit in the Middle

East

MENA Chain Hotels Market Review -

January 2020 Read more

From: Hotel News Resource <support@nevistas.com> 
Sent: Friday, May 01, 2020 4:39 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Daily Hotel Industry News 2020-05-01 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



Market Report Greece

GBR Consulting Reports

Greek Hospitality Industry

Performance 1st Quarter

2020 (PDF Download)

Demand in the entire tourism sector

evaporated at dazzling speed. On March

15th, 2020 it was decided that resort

hotels were not allowed to open until the

end of April (which was later extended)

and on March 19th, 2020 it was ordered

that ail hotels across the country should

close as from March 22nd, 2020. Only 3

hotels in Athens and Thessaloniki and

one hotel per regional unit could remain

in operation. Read more

Coronavirus Impact On Hotel Assets

HVS CPACE Strategy for

Avoiding Loan Loss

Reserves and Preserving

Equity Capital - By Kathy

Conroy

What realistic choices does a bank have

in handling anything from short-term loan

modifications through major troubled debt

restructuring without ultimately dealing

with the adverse effects related thereto?

And, as an alternative, does a lender

really want to fight through a foreclosure

process and likely Chapter 11 counter

filings by the borrower? Read more

Market Report Canada

Canadian Hotel Industry

Reports Occupancy Drop of

-76.9% Week Ending April

25th

During the week of 19-25 April, Canadian

hotel occupancy dropped 76.9% to 15%,

ADR declined 32.2% to 101.22 Canadian

dollars ($72.88) and RevPAR decreased

84.4% to CA$15.14 ($10.90). Read more

Post Pandemic Hotel Operations

7 Ways Hotels Will Change

Post-Pandemic - Inc

Here's what business travelers can

expect to find at hotels once it is safe to

travel again. Read more



HVS Traveller And Hotel Guest

Sentiment Survey

HVS - COVID-19: Traveller

and Hotel Guest Sentiment

Findings Middle East - By

Hala Matar Choufany

The “HVS Traveller and Hotel Guest

Sentiment Survey” summarises the

findings about the current confidence

levels, changes in behaviour and

preferences, and most importantly the

decision making when selecting

destinations and hotel stays in the near

term. We raise key concerns and

questions that are worth reflecting on to

address the complex “new normal” that

will govern future investments and

operations in our industry. Read more

Housing Essential Workers

During COVID-19, Economy

Hotels Lead the Way in

Housing Essential Workers

Select-service hotels also host first

responders Read more

In Brief...

Coronavirus Impact On The Travel
Industry 
Domestic and International Travel
Disrupted Similarly in Asia-Pacific
COVID-19 Impact On Hospitality Industry 
COVID-19 Outbreak Has Jeopardized
UK Hospitality Sector
The New Normal 
WTTC Outlines What 'The New Normal'
Will Look Like As We Start to Travel
Hilton Grand Vacations Results 
Hilton Grand Vacations Reports First
Quarter 2020 Results
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From: David Smith <david.smith@hrwebinarsonline.com> 
Sent: Friday, May 01, 2020 7:13 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Last Call - Learn About The Impact of COVID-19 Legislation To Payroll 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

CARES ACT: COVID-19 Legislation and the Impact to Payroll

Live Webinar | Presented By: Dayna J Reum 

Date: May 4, 2020 | Time: 1 pm EST 

Apply "USA50" to get $50 off

REGISTER NOW

Since early March of 2020 the COVID-19 pandemic has changed our world and our everyday lives. But with the US

government working quickly to pass several levels of legislation hat impact employers across the country it is almost

impossible for the payroll professional to keep up to date.

This webinar is designed to review several legislative actions to include. On March 18, 2020, President Trump signed

H.R. 6201 the Families First Coronavirus Response Act and on March 27, 2020President Trump signed into law the H.R.

748, the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act otherwise known as the CARES Act. This Act had several

portions that impacted employers and payroll department. 

Session Highlights 

Paid Sick/Family Leave Legislation

Emergency paid sick leave

Required Notice

Tax Credits

DOL releases temporary regulations and how it affects employers

Department of Education and student loan wage garnishments

When to stop garnishments

Should employers give refunds

When does the garnishments start again

How to communicate to employees

I-9 Flexibility & E-verify modifications

IRS

Form 7200 Advance Payment of Employer Credits Due to COVID-19

How does the 7200 interact with the Form 941

Unemployment Changes

Special Rule for using retirement funds

Learning Objectives 

This webinar will give the most up to date information on the payroll impacts of both phases of legislation that was

passed in March to include how employers should handle them and implement. 

Apply "USA50" at check-out to get $50 off on your registration.

REGISTER NOW

If you prefer to order by phone, call +18004638122 or email at support@yourown60.com.

If you do not wish to receive any further emails, please reply to this message with 'Unsubscribe' as the subject, alternatively, click on the following link: Unsubscribe

If you are unable to view the contents of this email, please click here



EUROPE: Rotterdam’s Q1 bunker

volumes show solid upswing

In spite of falling global bunker demand in

the first three months of the year due to the

major slowdown in world trade flows caused

by coronavirus, Q1 2020 bunker volumes at

the Port of Rotterdam increased to 2.37

million cubic metres – the highest quarterly

total since Q1 2018.

READ MORE...

From: Bunkerspot <updates@bunkerspot.com> 
Sent: Friday, May 01, 2020 8:17 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: The Bunkerspot Noon Report 01/05/2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.
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Bunkerspot

NOON REPORT

 

 
BunkerOne

 

GLOBAL: Rystad Energy: Oil glut

set to halve in May – but storage

issue still looms large

Consultancy firm Rystad Energy is predicting

that the global imbalance between oil supply

and demand, which built to 26.4 million

barrels a day in April, will halve to 13.6

million b/d in May and fall further to just 6.1

million b/d in June.

READ MORE...

 



GLOBAL: WFS sees 68% Q1 profit

surge for bunker segment on

lower volumes

World Fuel Services’ marine fuel business

held up well in Q1 2020, showing a good

degree of resilience amid the current market

turmoil, but marine profits are expected to be

‘more meaningfully impacted’ in Q2 by the oil

price slump and the coronavirus pandemic.

READ MORE...

 

GLOBAL: DNV GL grants AiP for

dual-fuel LNG carrier

Wison Offshore & Marine’s design for a dual-

fuel LNG carrier has reportedly received

approval in principle from DNV GL.

READ MORE...

 

GLOBAL: Container rates holding

up in spite of coronavirus impact

Oslo-based ocean freight rate benchmarking

platform Xeneta reports that rates showed a

small 0.7% rise in April, reversing the decline

tracked in March and ‘reinstating a trend of

gradual monthly increases that began in

October 2019’.

READ MORE...

 

GLOBAL: EMP to study feasibility

of installing Aquarius MRE on LR2

tanker

Eco Marine Power has announced that it is

working with an unnamed shipowner to study

the feasibility of installing its Aquarius MRE

zero emission power and propulsion system

on an LR2 tanker.

READ MORE...

 



Get noticed with Bunkerspot

In today’s competitive maritime environment,

advertising via Bunkerspot will enable you to

deliver your company message directly to

your target market in a highly cost-effective

and dynamic way.

For subscription and advertising options,

contact: 

Steve Simpson 

Advertising Sales Manager

Tel: +44 1295 814455 x 203

Email: steve@petrospot.com  

To find out more or to subscribe  

Read More...

Bunkerspot Magazine

View Media Kit here

Keep in touch with breaking news on the

marine fuels sector, by signing up

to Bunkerspot's RSS news feed. Find out

more here

 

books

Save 25% when you purchase any

Petrospot book pack

Petrospot publishes some of the most

influential text books on marine fuels,

shipping and marine surveying and is the go-

to source for comprehensive yet easy to

read books, appealing to both newcomers

and experts alike.

All books are available to buy individually or

purchase a Technical Pack, Basic Bunker

Pack, Advanced Bunker Pack or Marine

Surveying Pack and SAVE 25%.

BROWSE ALL PETROSPOT BOOKS

 

 



News

 

Magazine

 

Bunkerspot Price Index

Bunkerspot is published by Petrospot Limited.

For more information on Petrospot Limited visit

www.petrospot.com or call +44 1295 814455.

© Petrospot Limited 2020 (Company No. 4768142).

Add us to your address book or 'safe senders' list.

Whilst circulations are free, the material in these

updates may not be copied or used other than for

internal reference.
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  Share 
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From: Morning Consult <reply@em.morningconsult.com> 
Sent: Friday, May 01, 2020 8:47 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Morning Consult Brands: Amazon's Ad Business Unit Sees Strong Growth in Q1 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

By Alyssa Meyers

Top Stories

Amazon.com Inc. reported $75.5 billion in revenue for the first quarter, up 27 percent from

a year earlier, and while the company's net income dropped to $2.5 billion from $3.6 billion

over the same period, its advertising business performed the strongest in terms of growth.

The advertising division, which makes up most of the "other" category in Amazon's earnings

disclosure, saw quarterly revenue rise 44 percent to $3.9 billion, compared with 24 percent

revenue growth in online sales and 28 percent growth in subscription services. (Adweek)

After months of speculation following executive departures at WarnerMedia and Xandr,

AT&T Inc. will combine the two companies to simplify advertising for customers, said Chief

Revenue Officer Gerhard Zeiler, who will lead the combined team. WarnerMedia and Xandr

were already set to host a joint upfront presentation this year, and Xandr Chief Business

Officer Kirk McDonald will continue to lead the advertising unit while reporting to Zeiler.

(Ad Age)

J.Crew Group Inc. has been in talks with lenders for several weeks as it prepares to file for

bankruptcy, according to people familiar with the matter, and some of the sources said the

retailer could file as soon as this weekend. J.Crew had planned to take its Madewell brand

public and use the proceeds to pay off some of its $1.7 billion in debt, but the initial public

offering was canceled in March. (The Wall Street Journal)

Chart Review

The Products That Got Harder to Buy Online as Coronavirus Spread 

Bloomberg Businessweek



Events Calendar (All Times Local)

05/01/2020

Morning Consult Webinar: How Our Favorite Pastimes Will Change in a
Post COVID-19 World

12:30 pm

05/04/2020

SiriusDecisions Summit (online only)

Glossy Summit: Future of Fashion and Luxury

The One Club's Creative Month Day 1

05/05/2020

SiriusDecisions Summit (online only)

IBM's Think

Glossy Summit: Future of Fashion and Luxury

Social Media Week NYC

Manufacturing in 2020: How to Prepare for the Unexpected, From
Supply Chains to Marketing

2:00 pm

Digiday+ Talks: How to make money from digital events with Orson
Francescone, Managing Director of Financial Times

10:00 am

05/06/2020

SiriusDecisions Summit (online only)

IBM's Think

Glossy Summit: Future of Fashion and Luxury

Social Media Week NYC

CPG Marketers: Three Steps to Reveal Your Customers' Purchase Path 2:00 pm

A Conversation with Forbes CEO Mike Federle 2:00 pm

Adweek Presents: The Way Forward - Sports and Food Delivery 3:00 pm

View full calendar



Webinar: How Our Favorite Pastimes Will Change in a
Post COVID-19 World

Morning Consult's new series, "Favorited or Forgotten," explores how consumer behavior will

change in a post-COVID-19 world and what business leaders can do to prepare for those

changes.

In this week's webinar, Morning Consult's Victoria Sakal and Joanna Piacenza will

be joined by Advertising Week Global CEO Matt Scheckner to discuss new Morning

Consult data on how our favorite pastimes will change in the post COVID-19 era, with a special

deep-dive into the streaming industry.

Register here.

Advertising

Global CCO John O'Keeffe Is Leaving WPP 

Erik Oster, Adweek

O'Keeffe joined the company in 2008 and has since helped it win Cannes Lions holding

company of the year seven times as well as eight Effies, said Chief Executive Mark Read.

Molson Coors Makes Significant Marketing Cuts As Bar Sales Vanish 

E.J. Schultz, Ad Age

Chief Executive Gavin Hattersley said the company was expecting to increase its spending on

marketing this year, but will instead pull back on cinema and out-of-home to focus on social

media, gaming, podcasts, online video and OTT.

It's not just Coke - the entire soda sector has slashed ad spending 

Lara O'Reilly, Digiday

Soda brands in the United States spent 78% less on national TV ads between March 16-26,

according to analysis from iSpot.tv.

Chewy Reminds Us That Amid All the Bad, Pets Are Very Good 

Paul Hiebert, Adweek

The pet product retailer produced a 60-second spot for its social channels featuring actors and

their real-life pets chatting about pet ownership via Zoom.

U.K. Government Gives WPP Access To Hundreds Of Millions In Covid-Crisis

Borrowing 



Lindsay Rittenhouse, Ad Age

The holding company received £600 million ($747 million) in credit in the United Kingdom

under the government's Covid Corporate Financing Facility.

Google, Budweiser, Ford: How COVID-19 Messages In Ads Performed 

Laurie Sullivan, MediaPost

Adtech company Unruly tested about 14 ads during the weeks of April 5 and April 13 and

found that Ford Motor Co.'s "Lend a Hand" had the highest brand recall at 81 percent.

More Than A Third Of Media Buyers And Brands Have Now Paused Ad Spend:

IAB Report 

George P. Slefo, Ad Age

The Interactive Advertising Bureau surveyed nearly 300 media planners and brands between

April 15 and April 21 and found that 37 percent said they paused ad spending, up from 24

percent compared with the previous month.

Mediahub Goes Through Round of Layoffs Across Offices 

Erik Oster, AgencySpy

The layoffs impacted less than 5 percent of the agency's staff, but the Boston office was hit

particularly hard due to its roster of travel clients.

R/GA Lays Off 10% of Staff Across U.S. 

Minda Smiley, AgencySpy

The Interpublic Group of Companies Inc. agency also instituted a 10 percent pay cut for

executives, reduced hours for teams that aren't client-facing, and furloughed its facilities staff. 

Johannes Leonardo Implements Layoffs and Furloughs, Citing 'Profound

Impact' of Covid-19 

Erik Oster, AgencySpy

The agency laid off less than 10 percent of its staff, which included under 200 employees at the

end of last year.

Media and Entertainment

How TV Viewing Changed Over 45 Days Of Lockdown 

Jason Damata, Ad Age

Year-over-year TV ad spending was down about 22 percent to $6.9 billion from March 12

through April 26 with live sports off the air, according to iSpot.tv.

Lockdown TV: Netflix Dominates, News Surges and Bea Arthur Is Still Golden 

John Koblin, The New York Times



Peak TV viewing in the United States hit around at the end of March, and although it has been

declining for the past four weeks, streaming entertainment has still benefited from the

lockdown.

World's Hottest Video App Explores New Frontier: Traditional TV 

Lucas Shaw, Bloomberg

Two people familiar with the company said it has discussed producing a reality show in order

to attract more users and show its diversity in use cases.

Quibi, Jeffrey Katzenberg's On-the-Go Streaming Bet, Adjusts to Life on the

Couch 

Benjamin Mullin et al., The Wall Street Journal

Quibi took a risk launching during the pandemic although it was targeted toward users on the

go, and even with more than 3.1 million downloads, founder Jeffrey Katzenberg has expressed

frustration with the circumstances.

NASCAR to Resume Racing Without Spectators in May 

Tim Baysinger, The Wrap

The National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing will hold an event on May 17, becoming

the first major league in the United States to announce plans for a return.

AMC Networks Starts AVOD Push by Featuring Shows Like The Walking Dead

Free on Pluto TV 

Jason Lynch, Adweek

As part of AMC Networks Inc.'s new AVOD strategy, the company partnered with Pluto TV to

launch four new ad-supported channels devoted to AMC Networks programming.

Social Media and Technology

Chipotle, David Dobrik Set #ChipotleSponsorMe TikTok Challenge for Cinco de

Mayo 

David Cohen, Adweek

Chipotle mexican Grill Inc. partnered with Dobrik for a new challenge on TikTok and will pick

five fans to receive "Chipotle Celebrity Cards," which give them access to free food.

PR and Marketing

Chipotle's chief marketing officer reveals how the company's shift to digital has

helped it weather the coronavirus crisis 

Tanya Dua, Business Insider Prime



Chipotle has been ramping up its digital efforts, including revamping its app, starting a new

loyalty program and increasing customer targeting in social-media ads and marketing emails.

Branded Face Masks Hit The Market 

Ilyse Liffreing, Ad Age

The National Football League, Universal Music Group and Alice & Olivia LLC have all created

face masks with their logos on them.

Under pressure, airlines begin mandating passenger face masks 

Brianna Gurciullo et al., Politico

Following pressure from flight attendant unions and lawmakers, Delta Air Lines Inc.,

American Airlines Inc. and United Airlines Inc. have mandated that passengers wear face

masks during flights.

Publicis Groupe Makes 'The Pact' With Midsize Clients, Guaranteeing Business

Results 

Erik Oster, Adweek

Publicis Groupe SA launched "The Pact," its business outcomes solution powered by Epsilon,

which guarantees that digital performance metrics will be met, or clients get full refunds.

Macy's Plans to Reopen All of Its 775 Stores in 6 to 8 Weeks 

Sapna Maheshwari, The New York Times

The department store chain will begin the reopening process on Monday by opening 68 stores

across Georgia, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee and Texas.

Amazon-owned Whole Foods will give free face masks to all shoppers at stores

nationwide 

Hayley Peterson, Business Insider

Amazon also said the masks will be made available to customers within the next week, and

that they have already been distributed to employees and delivery service partners.

Why New Restaurants Are Still, Somehow, Opening During the Pandemic 

Nick Mancall-Bitel, Eater

Some small shops and large restaurant groups have opened locations as planned before the

pandemic, relying on digital orders and takeout to drive business.

For Sweetgreen, A Pivot to Plates to Combat Plummeting Sales 

Kate Krader, Bloomberg Businessweek

The company started offering larger plates with a main course and sides at its 84 open

locations, marking the first time it will serve food not in a bowl since it opened in 2007.

Lego says it had nothing to do with a Chinese state media video animation



attacking Trump's coronavirus response 

Sophia Ankel, Business Insider

The video uses Lego figures and voice-overs to criticise the country's response to the

coronavirus.

Opinions, Editorials, Perspectives and Research

WPP CEO lays out how the ad giant will reopen its offices around the world and

why they may never return to full capacity 

Patrick Coffee, Business Insider Prime

Read said the holding company's offices in China, which have started to reopen, might remain

at 90 percent capacity indefinitely, and that when it reopens U.S. offices, employees will likely

return on a voluntary basis.

This email was sent by: Morning Consult

729 15th St. NW Washington, DC, 20005, US
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From: Bunkerspot <updates@bunkerspot.com> 
Sent: Friday, May 01, 2020 10:02 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Seize your chance to access Bunkerspot’s top-rated market intelligence 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

No images? Click here

Bunkerspot

Bunkerspot



Bunkerspot – keeping

the marine fuels

community connected

and informed

During the current coronavirus

pandemic, industry gatherings and

networking events have been put on

hold and many people are working

from home.  At this time, access to

news, bunker prices, high-quality

analysis and expert opinion is more

important than ever.

Bunkerspot continues to provide

impartial, original and consistently

reliable news coverage and articles on

every aspect of the bunker sector –

and is also offering daily commentary

on how the coronavirus is impacting

bunker, shipping and port operations.

We are here to keep the lines of

communication open across the

bunker industry.

As such, we are offering a 20%

discount on standard annual

subscriptions to Bunkerspot. For just

£220, you have access to the news

website, the industry-leading

Bunkerspot magazine, and an

unrivalled news and features archive –

plus subscriber offers on training

courses and Petrospot books.

We are also offering a multi-user

subscription discount. Sign up five new

users per company for just £825 – a

£550 discount on the full standard

subscription price.

Find out in more detail what a

Bunkerspot subscription can bring

to you and your business

Sign up for a discounted

subscription

The discounted subscriptions are

available until 15 May 2020



News

 

Bunkerspot Price Index

 

Magazine

Bunkerspot is published by Petrospot Limited.

For more information on Petrospot Limited visit

www.petrospot.com or call +44 1295 814455.

© Petrospot Limited 2020 (Company No. 4768142).

To discuss subscription options further,

contact Steve Simpson at

steve@petrospot.com

‘Bunkerspot covers the critical

stories the bunker industry needs

in a clear, level-headed, non-

sensational way. That makes

Bunkerspot essential reading.’
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From: Bisnow San Diego <newsletter@news.bisnow.com> 
Sent: Friday, May 01, 2020 10:05 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Top 10 Most Popular Commercial Real Estate Stories This Week (San Diego) 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Mystery May: Landlords Armed With April Data Still Unsure What May Will Bring

Starwood CEO Barry Sternlicht: 'We’re Buying Now. We’re On Offense.'

Blackstone’s Coronavirus Playbook

WeWork Rolls Out New Social Distancing Workspace Designs

Bisnow + SelectLeaders: One-Stop-Shop For CRE Hiring

In A Post-Pandemic Future, Coworking May Be Multifamily's Newest Amenity

JCPenney Bankruptcy? Analysts Say It's Valuable Enough To Survive

No More Mini Bars And Turndowns? Hotel CEO Says Industry Is In For A Major Change.

‘We're Cutting Your Salaries Because We Care’: One CRE Firm’s Story

Scores Of Restaurants Are Likely To Close For Good, Reshaping The Retail Market

Upmarket Movie Theater Chain Files For Chapter 11, Slams Landlords, Studios

Amazon 'Going Gangbusters' Looking For Distribution Space

As States Lift Restrictions, CRE Gets Ready To Go Back To The Office

 

BISNOW

You are receiving this email because you are either a member of the Bisnow community, have attended a Bisnow event, because you have a legitimate interest in

real estate news and events because of your profession, or because of your business associations, memberships or partnerships.

This email was sent to: rconiglio@portofsandiego.org

123 William St, Suite 1505, New York NY 10038



From: Apple News <newsdigest@insideapple.apple.com> 
Sent: Friday, May 01, 2020 10:05 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Dozens of states start easing restrictions, 24 hours in the pandemic’s epicenter, and more from Apple News 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 THE ATLANTIC

Try Apple News+ for Free

Some content requires specific hardware or software. Internet access required; data fees may

apply. Content availability is subject to change. For more information, click here.

Copyright © 2020 Apple Inc. One Apple Park Way, Cupertino, California 95014 USA

Privacy Policy | Terms and Conditions | Support | Account

Unsubscribe



From: Animal Wellness Magazine <info@animalwellnessmagazine.com> 
Sent: Friday, May 01, 2020 10:44 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: It's fur your own good! �  

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

View a web copy of this email

Team

Teddy

knows

that

it's fur

your

own

good

to

keep

your

paws

away

from

your

face! 
 

Teddy the Dog is a Boston-based company offering apparel and accessories with a witty and clever spin on entertainment,

pop culture and all things dog! 

Team Teddy knows that staying safe, healthy and your face covered is a top priority; with this in mind, they have launched a

new face mask line. A portion of the proceeds from this NEW collection will be donated to Direct Relief, an organization

providing personal protective equipment and essential medical items to health workers responding to COVID-19. 

Ships 5-7 business days after orders are placed. 

Face Mask Collection 



Bark My Words - Face Mask 

SHOP NOW

Social Distancing - Face Mask  

SHOP NOW

It's a
Dog's Life

- Face
Mask 

SHOP
NOW

Dirty
Dogs
Have

More Fun
- Face
Mask 

SHOP
NOW



 

Quarantine & Chill Collection 

Quarantine

and Chill?

It's what I

do best! 

From spending all day

watching Petflix

shows, to getting belly

rubs from my humans

while they are working

remuttly and having

some dinner rolls

(don't panic...I didn't

eat them all) I'll be just

fine.

SHOP NOW

Proceeds from the sale of our graphic It's Fur Your Own Good will be donated to Feeding America. This organization has been

responding to COVID-19 and are committed to serving communities and individuals facing hunger across America, wherever they are.

Orders Close May 4 | Shipping Begin May 11

 

 

North
America's
#1
resource
for the
health of
your pets!

 

Powered by 

Redstone Media Group Inc.  

You subscribed to receive updates. If you no longer wish to be notified, unsubscribe here.

Animal Wellness Magazine, 6834 S. University Blvd, PMB 155, Centennial, CO 80122, United States 

The opinions expressed are not necessarily those of the editor, and different views may appear in other emails. Redstone Media Group Inc., publisher of Animal Wellness, does not verify the

accuracy of any claims made in connection with such advertisers.
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From: Michael Korch <m.korch@tempered.io> 

Sent: Friday, May 01, 2020 10:54 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: [Webinar] New Security Architecture - Strategies for a Changing World 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know
the content is safe.

Tempered webinar - New Security Architecture

Hi Randa,

 

Is your digital transformation being driven by your CIO/CSO, your CEO, your CFO,

or Covid-19?

 

Today, no one has a choice on timeline for Digital Transformation — it has to evolve

now because the world is rapidly changing. Don’t get us wrong, Digital

Transformation was already underway with the proliferation of IoT, 4G, 5G and the

like; but I.T. professionals need to alter their teams’ strategies to account for an

entire mobile workforce and for securely connecting to critical infrastructure and

company assets that might not have been managed remotely or through the cloud.

Because of this, a new security architecture is necessary — invisibility.

 

Join us for a webinar on May 6, 2020, titled, “New Security Architecture: Strategies

for a Changing World” where we will discuss strategic insights and practical steps for

navigating the future of cybersecurity with analyst Lee Doyle of Doyle Research.

 

We will discuss what the new architecture looks like, things IT teams and CIO/CSOs

need to consider for creating a new strategy, and how to keep business continuity

without compromising security posture. 

RESERVE YOUR SPOT

Attendees will learn:

An overview of the new security architecture

Considerations and best practices for navigating Digital Transformation

How to ensure business continuity and not degrade security posture

Customer success with invisible networks

P.S. Don’t worry if you can’t attend live. Register and we will send you the

event on demand so you can watch at your leisure!

 



Tempered, 3101 Western Avenue, Suite 550, Seattle, WA 98121, USA, +1 (206) 452-5500

Unsubscribe Manage preferences



From: FBJNA <info@fbjna.com> 
Sent: Friday, May 01, 2020 11:17 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Evergreen to Initiate New Weekly Service from Port NOLA - HAECO Aircraft Co. Combines Passengers and

Freight 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

 

Can't see this properly? Click here

   

 

 

Evergreen to Initiate New Weekly

Service from Port NOLA

Evergreen Shipping launched a new weekly
container service to and from the Caribbean
and the Port of New Orleans (Port NOLA) on
April 29, 2020, with the... [+]

 

HAECO Aircraft Co. Combines

Passengers and Freight

HAECO Cabin Solutions, a business unit of
HAECO Americas headquartered in Greensboro-
High Point, NC, has launched a new initiative that
will... [+]

 

  

Bahri’s net profit soars 134% in first quarter
despite COVID-19 challenges[+]
Emirates SkyCargo Pulls Out All Stops[+]
Panama Canal Implements Temporary
Relief Measures[+]
Port Everglades Welcomes Evergreen
Line[+]
Port of Oakland to state agency: help us
cope with COVID-19[+]
Delta Cargo gains approval to transport
goods in the passenger cabin[+]
Wicker Supports New FMC Guidance to
Improve Freight Fluidity[+]

 

 

                          
 

Click here for details     



FBJ-NA boasts the most
informative and authoritative
source of information with
unrivalled in depth knowledge
of the rapidly changing freight
business environment. 
To receive your free regular
copy click here

To view our latest issue click here

Our next issue will include features on

AK/HI, Air Cargo Networks, Impact of E-Commerce, Project

Cargo, Latin America and European Ports.

 If you would like to receive this and other issues please register here.

For more information or if you would like to contribute contact +1 610-486-6525 or email

click here to unsubscribe



From: San Diego Police Foundation <s.napoli@sdpolicefoundation.org> on behalf of San Diego Police Foundation
<s.napoli@sdpolicefoundation.ccsend.com> 
Sent: Friday, May 01, 2020 11:17 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Giving Tuesday NOW - May 5, 2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Randa,    

Our new virtual series, "Coffee with Chief Connelly," is coming to a computer
screen near you! Serving as Assistant Chief of Neighborhood Policing at
SDPD, this versatile leader and his officers are on the front lines of the
pandemic.
 
Grab a cup of coffee and tune in from the comfort of your home as Chief
Connelly gives an update on the Police Department's response to COVID-19
and answers your questions on TUESDAY, May 5 from 10:00am-11:00am.

 
To register for this virtual gathering, click here. Please submit your

questions to Tracy Wilson at Tracy@sdpolicefoundation.org by 10:00am

on Monday, May 4. 

 
  
Join us on #GivingTuesdayNow to support the San Diego Police Foundation's
"10-4 Response Campaign" in a way that is meaningful to you. Here is how
you can participate:
 
1.    Give & Spread the word. Now through May 5, click HERE and donate.
Any donation amount will make a difference. You can join the "10-4 COVID
Response Team" by making a minimum $10 monthly donation and sharing
what our mission means to you with at least four people. Make sure to use
#GivingTuesdayNow and #TenFourCovidResponseTeam.
2.      Snap a photo. Pay tribute to an officer by showing your appreciation for
their hard work and dedication as they protect and serve those in need. Send
us an "unselfie" thanking our officers. 
3.      Follow. Follow the San Diego Police Foundation and San Diego

Police Department on Facebook.
 
We appreciate your support - NOW more than ever!
 
Your San Diego Police Foundation Family



 
 

 

           

San Diego Police Foundation

444 West Beech Street

Suite 250

 San Diego CA 92101

SafeUnsubscribe™ rconiglio@portofsandiego.org

Forward email 
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Try email marketing for free today!
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SDTA COVID-19 MEMBER WEB MEETING

Please join San Diego Tourism Authority (SDTA) CEO Joe Terzi and COO Kerri Kapich for an update video call this Friday.

Members will hear from the SDTA on current operations and plans for recovery. We'll be joined by Mayor Kevin L. Faulconer and other industry

leaders to discuss plans to reopen our tourism businesses.

 

Rip Rippetoe, CEO, San Diego Convention Center Corporation

Marilyn Hannes, President, SeaWorld San Diego

Steve Cowan, General Manager, Hilton San Diego Bayfront Hotel

David Cohn, Cohn Restaurant Group

The meeting will run from 10 to 11 a.m. on Friday, May 1. Click the link below to register.  

 

If you have a question you would like the SDTA team to answer, use the form below to submit your question. We will do our best to answer

submitted questions during the video call.

 

We know these are challenging times, but the SDTA will continue to be your partner in navigating this unprecedented crisis. We are in this

together, and we will get through this together. 

JOIN THE MEETING

SUBMIT A QUESTION

Privacy Policy | SANDIEGO.ORG | Profile Center | Unsubscribe

The San Diego Tourism Authority is funded in part by the San Diego Tourism Marketing District Corporation with City of San Diego Tourism Marketing District

assessment funds.

This email was sent by: San Diego Tourism Authority 

750 B. Street, Suite 1500 San Diego, CA, 92101, United States

From: San Diego Tourism Authority <members@update.sandiego.org> 
Sent: Friday, May 01, 2020 12:01 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: TODAY: SDTA COVID-19 Update With Mayor Faulconer  

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.





Giving Tuesday Now - May 5, 2020

View this email in your browser

Staying Connected through our Hearts  

May 5, 2020

Giving Tuesday Now is a special opportunity during the COVID-19 crisis to express what is in our hearts by giving to

causes that matter to us. 

We hope you will consider the Southwestern College Foundation and the work being done to support SWC students

during this heartbreaking pandemic.

Any time between now and Tuesday, May 5th you can make your donation go TWICE as far thanks to our matching

partner Baldwin & Sons who will match gifts up to $5,000.00!

From: SWC Foundation <ejohnson4@swccd.edu> 
Sent: Friday, May 01, 2020 2:44 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Giving Tuesday Now...for SWC Students! 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Give Now



Thank you for joining us to

support student success!

Students beginning their educational journey just a few short months ago are struggling to pay for food.

Students who were preparing to transfer to a 4-year university are now threatened with homelessness.

Students who relied on campus computer labs are now trying to navigate all-online learning.

Lives and futures are at stake and you have the opportunity to be the difference.

$25 Can Fill Up a Gas Tank!

$50 Buys Groceries for a Week!

$100 Helps with Internet

or Utility Bills!

$200 Covers an

Unexpected Car Repair!

$500 Assists with a Rent Payment!

Give Now

Thank you

to all those who have already given:

 

Our Amazing Donors:

Brenda Airo-Dyer

Esther Alonso

Altrusa International, Inc. of Chula Vista

Anonymous Donors

Associated Student Organization

Randy Beach

Patti Blevins

Peter Bolland

Barbara Canaday

Norma Cazares

Chula Vista Rotary

Dr. George Conley, Jr.

Silvia Cornejo Tibbett

Sara Cumbelich

Michael Davis

Naomi Davis

Griselda Delgado



Zaneta Encarnacion

Rachel Fischer

Li-Lan Fishel

Danny Fitzgerald

Diane Flint Wages

Sophia Garcia

Sylvia Garcia Navarrete

Mark Gardner

Nicole Goedhart

Kimberly H. Grady

Susan Mitchell Guerra

Holly Hidinger

Alison Hunter

Maria Jelaca

Virginia Jensen

Maria Kachadoorian

Marissa  Kachadoorian

Robert Kachadoorian

Grace Kojima

Patricia Larkin

Caree Lesh

Ricardo Macedo

Simon Magbuhat

Peter Maxwell

Ana Melgoza

Patrice Milkovich

Gaby Millan

Chayo Moreno

Donna Moss

Kindred Murillo

Tim Nader

Patty Nakamura

Bill Nevin

Jennifer Nevius

Ama Omari Derringer

Eun Park

Melinda Perias

Nghiep Quan

Andrew Rempt

Clarissa Reyes Falcon

Sofia Robitaille

Carmen Ruiz-Vasquez

Barry Russell

Mary Salas

San Diego Foundation

San Diego Inner City Golf Foundation

SCEA

Andrea Schnitz

Seacoast Commerce Bank

Nancy Sedgwick

Anne Steinberger

Vic Tao Cue

Barbara Thomason

Micajah Truitt

Teresa Valladolid



Teresa Velarde

Rita Walmer

Betty Waznis

Wells Fargo

Jessica Whitsett

Susan Yonker

Samantha Young  

Copyright © 2020 Southwestern College Foundation, All rights reserved. 

You are receiving this email because of your interest and involvement with Southwestern College and the Southwestern College

Foundation.

Our mailing address is: 

Southwestern College Foundation

900 Otay Lakes Road

Chula Vista, Ca 91911

Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?
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From: Athena <kfair@athenasd.org> 
Sent: Friday, May 01, 2020 5:00 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Athena Membership Survey | May 2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

May 2020

Athena Membership Survey

Tell Us What You're Thinking

We're using this time to bring you new offerings and new ways to engage with Athena's STEM community.

Member engagement is our top priority as we seek to drive greater member value.

So, we want to know....

How has COVID-19 changed how you work?

What do you think of the new website?

What leadership development programming do you want to see?

This survey will take less than 5 minutes and all responses are completely confidential. Thank you in

advance for your critical and continued support of gender equality and women in STEM. 

TAKE SURVEY

CONNECT WITH US!

       

Athena

9255 Towne Center Drive, Suite

San Diego, CA 92121

Unsubscribe rconigli@portofsandiego.org

Update Profile | About Constant Contact

Sent by kfair@athenasd.org

in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!



San Diego science & the global pandemic

San Diego has made a name for itself as a region that is not afraid to tackle hard problems.

…We’ve made monumental advances towards cures for Ebola, HIV, and certain cancers

…We’re pioneering the use of 5G

…We’re spearheading efforts to sequence the human genome affordably

And while there is no quick fix solution to this global pandemic, we’re betting that San Diego science will be

part of the long-term solution. 

Join us for a virtual panel to learn about the role of San Diego science in addressing the COVID-19 pandemic. The

best part? This panel is for everyone. Whether you’re a rocket scientist or you failed your freshman year biology

class, our expert panelists will break down the science for the non-scientists (like us) and answer all of the COVID-19

questions you’ve been Googling.

When: 

Thursday, May 14, 2020 at 10 a.m. PDT – register here.

Meet the panelists:

Dr. Sumit Chanda – Director & professor at Sanford Burnham Prebys Medical Discovery Institute

Joseph E. Payne – President & CEO at Arcturus Therapeutics

To be announced – Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Sarah de Crescenzo – Moderator & senior editor at Xconomy 

We are grateful for our incredible San Diego researchers & companies who have quickly worked to develop tests,

treatments, and vaccines to help address the pandemic's impact on our global community, so we hope you can put

aside your webinar fatigue, and join us in celebrating them. 

May

14

From: San Diego Regional EDC <communications@sandiegobusiness.org> 
Sent: Friday, May 01, 2020 5:59 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: You're invited: San Diego science & the global pandemic 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



Share Tweet Forward

Presented by 

San Diego: Life. Changing. 

In partnership with 

Alexandria Real Estate Equities Inc. 

&

Xconomy 

San Diego: Life. Changing. is managed by San Diego Regional EDC.

REGISTER

 

Stay safe, stay strong, and stay home, San Diego. 
 

Facebook

Twitter

Sandiegobusiness.org

Copyright © 2020 San Diego Regional EDC, All rights reserved. 

You are receiving this e-mail because you signed up to receive newsletters or events from San Diego Regional EDC 

Our mailing address is: 

San Diego Regional EDC

530 B. St, Ste 700

San Diego, California 92101

Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list. 



From: San Diego Regional EDC <communications@sandiegobusiness.org> 
Sent: Friday, May 01, 2020 6:59 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: San Diego's Good News of the Week - May 1 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

 

 

MAY 1, 2020

SAN DIEGO’S GOOD NEWS OF THE WEEK

 
STORIES WE'RE FOLLOWING
 
 
OUR TOP THREE:
 

Erasca snags $200M in quest to battle cancer
San Diego biotech startup Erasca raised $200 million during its Series B funding round, among the largest for a San Diego biotech in

the past four years. The funds will keep the company afloat beyond 2022 and help keep it on track to test multiple cancer drugs in

patients within the next two years.

Read More

 

Scientist.com launches website to connect COVID-19 researchers,
industry
San Diego's Scientist.com recently launched a COVID-19 Collaboration Center. The MetroConnect alum's website aims to connect

researchers and promote collaboration, data-sharing, and academic and industry partnerships.

Read More

 

Startup Paneau's San Diego co-founder enables small businesses to
sell online gift cards
Ad startup Paneau's San Diego co-founder has built a digital platform allowing small businesses to easily sell and process virtual gift

cards. Paneau has waived all service fees until it reaches over $250,000 in transactions on its platform – it will then pass on the cost of

the transaction to the gift card purchaser, not the business owner.

Read More

 
IN OTHER NEWS:

 



 

Suja Juice donates more than 7,500 bottles of juice to Feeding San Diego

San Marcos-based Plantible Foods secures $4.6M for sustainable protein derived from aquatic

duckweed

San Diego's Design Therapeutics debuts with $45M to tackle degenerative disorders

San Diego tech companies hiring, despite unemployment

READ MORE →

 

 

Sponsored by Manpower San Diego

 
EVENTS YOU SHOULD (VIRTUALLY) ATTEND
 
 

May 14 - San Diego: Life. Changing

Virtual panel: San Diego science & the global pandemic
 

May 5 - CBRE

Reopening the World's Workplaces for Today, Tomorrow, and the Future
 

May 8 - Startup San Diego

The Startup Series: COVID Edition - Customer Empathy
 

 

 
EDC SPOTLIGHT
A look at programs, initiatives, and events from EDC

 

 



 

Join us: San Diego science & the global pandemic
Join us for a virtual panel to learn about the role of San Diego science in addressing the COVID-19 pandemic. The best part? This

panel is for everyone. Whether you’re a rocket scientist or you failed your freshman year biology class, our expert panelists will break

down the science for the non-scientists (like us) and answer all of the COVID-19 questions you’ve been Googling.

Read More & Register

 

 
COVID-19 & SAN DIEGO
Resources for businesses & individuals seeking guidance

 
 

EDC - COVID-19 resource page

Innovate78 - Resources for North County companies

SBA - Disaster Loan Assistance

SD Workforce Partnership - Updates for businesses

Biocom - COVID-19 partnering portal

San Diego: Life. Changing. - Still Hiring in SD

San Diego Foundation - Community Response Fund

 

 

Share Tweet Share Forward
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D A I L Y  U P D A T E

The Latest Data on Coronavirus

Today, Morning Consult's Victoria Sakal and Joanna Piacenza were joined by Advertising Week Global CEO Matt Scheckner for

a webinar discussing new Morning Consult data on how our favorite pastimes will change in the post COVID-19 era, with a

special deep-dive into the streaming industry. 

Watch the webinar on-demand here. 

Amid Public Health Crisis, Americans Battling an Array of Downstream Challenges 

As governmental officials and medical professionals work to mitigate the devastating health consequences of the COVID-19

outbreak, most Americans are personally dealing with secondary effects stemming from the pandemic. Overall, 14 percent of

Americans say the pandemic has deeply affected their life and created significant challenges for them. The majority (57 percent)

say the pandemic has created some issues in their life but that they are manageable. Read More.

A third of Americans say their mental health has deteriorated, and a slightly higher share say their diet has gotten worse. Nearly

three times as many respondents say their personal finances have gotten much worse than say the same about their physical

health. Read More. 

12% of Americans Say They Might Not Be Able to Pay For Food if Social Distancing Lasts
Another Month 

Asked how another month of social distancing might personally affect their lives, more than 1 in 10 survey respondents agreed

that “it would be extremely difficult for me to get by, and I might not be able to pay for basic things like food.” Another 19 percent

say they would have to cut down on spending or make other changes to get by. Read More.

 

From: Morning Consult <reply@em.morningconsult.com> 
Sent: Friday, May 01, 2020 7:24 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Coronavirus: Daily Update 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.



Other Things to Know

Emergency Managers Hope Pandemic Lessons Will Apply to Climate Preparedness 

For those on the frontlines of emergency management, the coronavirus pandemic is an unprecedented event, with experts noting

that it is the first time the United States has had every single emergency-focused agency activated simultaneously. Consequently,

the country is seeing a glimpse of what an overwhelmed system looks like, which emergency management professionals say will

be an increasingly common experience as the impacts of climate change intensify. Read More. 

S E E  T H E

F U L L  T R A C K E R

This email was sent to rconigli@portofsandiego.org by: Morning Consult 

729 15th St. NW, Washington, DC, 20005 US 

No longer interested in receiving emails like this? You can Update your Preferences or Unsubscribe. 



COVID-19 Update 
May 1, 2020

Federal

FDA Approves Treatment: Today, the FDA granted emergency authorization for use of  remdesivir, developed by

pharmaceutical company Gilead, to treat COVID-19. The drug has shown positive signs during clinical tests at speeding

recovery rates, but it does not appear to significantly affect the lethality of the disease. Nevertheless, government officials

have expressed optimism that the pharmaceutical industry is making progress toward therapies.

 

20% Unemployment: 30 million Americans have filed for unemployment since mid-March, the beginning of the

pandemic. That number represents nearly 20% of the US labor force as stay-at-home orders continue for more than half of

Americans. While claims remain so far above normal levels that unemployment charts won’t ever look “normal” again, they

have fallen for four continuous weeks – a sign that things have not deteriorated drastically after the initial shock to the

economy.

California

From: Platinum Advisors <platinum@platinumadvisors.com> 
Sent: Friday, May 01, 2020 8:18 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: COVID-19 Update: May 1, 2020 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



The Numbers: (According to the L.A. Times Tracker. These numbers are different from those of the state Department of

Public Health, which are updated less often.)

 

49,840 tested positive

2,014 deaths

 

Governor’s Press Conference

 

Governor Gavin Newsom is now holding daily updates at noon via his Twitter and Facebook feeds. Below are today’s press

conference highlights:

 

The governor spent the first half of the press conference, providing a review of how the State has responded to the crisis with

PPE procurement, hiring more health care workers, supporting them with hotel rooms etc.

 

Days, not weeks?: The biggest announcement was Newsom’s hint at making new “meaningful” announcements next

week: “Over the course of the next week, we’re going to be able to make some announcements that will give people more

confidence in the ability for California to get back on its economic feet,” said Newsom.

 

Discouraging/Encouraging Numbers: California's death toll has risen above 2,000, counties have reported over

50,000 total positive tests.

 

But on a positive note, yesterday, ICU numbers were flat and hospitalizations decreased by 2%. “The data is starting to give

us more confidence to begin very deliberative modifications,” said Newsom.

 

To Protestors, Mama Loves You: When one reporter asked the Governor at what point he believes he/law enforcement

should intervene with the hundreds of protestors at the Capitol who are not practicing social distancing, Newsom said that

he defers to the CHP Commissioner to make decisions about how to handle the crowd.

 

And, “as it relates to the protestors, all I ask for is this: take care of yourself. Wear a face covering, do justice to physical

distancing. You don’t want to contract this disease. I just mentioned 50,000 people have tested positive. Another 91 families

torn apart because of loss of life [within the past 24 hours]. It has remarkable ability for people with asymptomatic

conditions to transport to someone else. So, protect your family, friends, neighbors and people you’re protesting with.” 

 

Bay Area



SF Will Mandate Regular, Universal Tests at Nursing Facilities: Next week, San Francisco will issue a health

order that will mandate regular, universal COVID-19 testing for residents and staff in the city’s 21 skilled nursing facilities.

The order will require public and private nursing homes to test residents and staff.

 

SF Homeless Activists Take Over Vacant Home: Homeless activists took over a vacant home in the Castro

neighborhood as May Day protests erupted throughout the region. A new group called ReclaimSF organized the protest,

saying that Mayor London Breed had not provided enough safe lodging to accommodate thousands of homeless people.

 

Numbers by Zip Code: San Mateo County’s Health Department yesterday released how many people have tested positive

for COVID-19 based on zip code. County Manager Mike Callagy said last week to take the numbers with a grain of salt, since

they only tell part of the story. Callagy also pointed out that many carriers of the virus do not show symptoms.

 

Orders Revised: Santa Clara County officials on Wednesday released details of a revised and extended shelter in place

order that lifts restrictions on some industries in the region, effective May 4 through the end of the month. At a high level,

the newly revised order generally reaffirms many of the restrictions that have governed how residents live and work in the

county since mid-March as officials work to slow the spread of the novel coronavirus and prepare for a potential surge in

hospitalizations. But for the handful of industries that will see some “limited easing,” including construction, childcare,

outdoor industries, real estate, the change will likely feel drastic. 

 



Copyright © 2020 Platinum Advisors, All rights reserved. 
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From: California Coastal Commission <cccmeetingnotice@coastal.ca.gov> on behalf of California Coastal Commission
<california@coast4u.ccsend.com> 

Sent: Friday, May 01, 2020 11:20 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: California Coastal Commission May 13-14 2020 Meeting 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

MAY 2020
MEETING NOTICE

As a result of the Covid-19 emergency, and the Governor’s Executive Orders N-29-20-
and N-33-20, this Coastal Commission meeting will occur virtually through video and

teleconference. The Coastal Commission is conducting the meeting virtually to avoid a
public gathering and protect public health during the COVID-19 pandemic.

(Please view Virtual Hearing Procedures here.)

Wednesday, May 13, 2020, 9:00 a.m.
Thursday, May 14, 2020, 9:00 a.m.

(415) 904-5202

The California Coastal Commission May 2020 meeting agenda, staff reports (PDF links) and other information are
available at www.coastal.ca.gov/mtgcurr.html in real-time. You may also view and listen to the Commission’s meetings
live on the web. 

Thank you for your interest in improving the protection of California’s ocean and coastal resources. For more information
on the California Coastal Commission and its programs, please visit our web site at www.coastal.ca.gov; program overview
and mission statement at www.coastal.ca.gov/whoweare.html; Coastal Commission roster at
www.coastal.ca.gov/roster.html..



Please help us disseminate this information by forwarding this message to your distribution lists.

For more information about specific projects on the agenda or future items, please contact one of the following staff members or Coastal
Commission office:    

Del Norte, Humboldt & Mendocino Counties: Bob Merrill (707) 826-8950
Sonoma, Marin, San Francisco & San Mateo Counties: Jeannine Manna (415) 904-5260
Santa Cruz, Monterey & San Luis Obispo Counties: Susan Craig (831) 427-4863
Santa Barbara & Ventura Counties, Malibu & Santa Monica Mountains: Barbara Carey (805) 585-1800
Los Angeles & Orange Counties: Shannon Vaughn y Amber Dobson (562) 590-5071
San Diego County: Diana Lilly (619) 767-2370
Energy and Ocean Resources: Kate Huckelbridge (415) 904-5240
Federal Consistency: Larry Simon (415) 904-5280
Statewide: Vanessa Miller (415) 904-5200.

A Telecommunication Device for the Deaf (TDD) is available at (415) 904-5200.

If you have questions about whether a project may be appealable, call your local planning department.

For all other communications , including interest regarding a specific project and a notification request concerning such an item, please
contact the appropriate district office to request to be on the mailing list.
Commission meeting rules and procedures can be found on https://www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/rules-procedures/.

Future Meetings: The next meetings will be June 10-12, and July 8-10. See future agenda items (these are items
submitted to the Coastal Commission and could be scheduled on future meeting agendas).

MAYO 2020
AVISO DE REUNIÓN

Como resultado de la emergencia COVID-19 y las Órdenes Ejecutivas del Gobernador
N-29-20 y N-33-20, esta asamblea de la Comisión Costera se conducirá de manera
virtual a través de video y teleconferencia. La Comisión Costera está conduciendo la

asamblea de manera virtual para evitar que se congregue el público y para proteger la
salud pública durante la pandemia de COVID-19.

(Por favor consultar los procedimientos para la audiencia virtual aquí).

Miércoles, 13 de Mayo de 2020, 9:00 a.m.
Jueves, 14 de Mayo de 2020, 9:00 a.m.

(415) 904-5202

Se puede ver la agenda de la reunión de la California Coastal Comisión Mayo 2020, los informes del personal (vínculos
PDF) y otra información en http://www.coastal.ca.gov/mtgcurr.html en tiempo real. También se pueden ver y escuchar las
reuniones de la Comisión en vivo en la web.

Gracias por su interés en mejorar la protección de los recursos oceánicos y costeros de California. Para más información
sobre la California Coastal Comisión y sus programas, visite nuestro sitio web en http://www.coastal.ca.gov/; panorama del
programa y declaración de la misión en https://www.coastal.ca.gov/whoweare.html; lista de nombres de la Coastal
Commission en http://www.coastal.ca.gov/roster.html.



Por favor, ayúdenos a diseminar esta información enviando este mensaje a sus listas de distribución.

Para más información acerca de proyectos específicos de la agenda o temas futuros, llame a uno de los siguientes miembros del personal
de la oficina de la Coastal Commission:

Del Norte, Humboldt & Mendocino Counties: Bob Merrill (707) 826-8950
Sonoma, Marin, San Francisco & San Mateo Counties: Jeannine Manna (415) 904-5260
Santa Cruz, Monterey & San Luis Obispo Counties: Susan Craig (831) 427-4863
Santa Barbara & Ventura Counties, Malibu & Santa Monica Mountains: Barbara Carey (805) 585-1800
Los Angeles & Orange Counties: Shannon Vaughn y Amber Dobson (562) 590-5071
San Diego County: Diana Lilly (619) 767-2370
Energy and Ocean Resources: Kate Huckelbridge (415) 904-5240
Federal Consistency: Larry Simon (415) 904-5280
Statewide: Vanessa Miller (415) 904-5200.

Se dispone de un dispositivo de telecomunicación para sordos (TDD) llamando al número (415) 904-5200. Si tiene preguntas acerca de si
un proyecto puede estar sujeto a apelación, llame a su departamento local de planificación.

Para todas las demás comunicaciones, incluyendo su interés por un proyecto específico y una solicitud de notificación que concierna a
ese tema, llame a la oficina del distrito apropiado para solicitar que le incluyan en la lista de correo.

Puede encontrar las reglas y procedimientos de las reuniones de la Comisión en https://www.coastal.ca.gov/meetings/rules-procedures/.

Reuniones futuras: La próxima reuniones de la Coastal Commission es el 10-12, de Junio y el 8-10, de Julio. Vea los temas de la
agenda futura (estos son los temas enviados a la Coastal Commission y podrían ser programados en las agendas de
reuniones futuras).

California Coastal Commission

45 Fremont St

Suite 2000

San Francisco, CA 94105

Unsubscribe rconiglio@portofsandiego.org

Update Profile | About Constant Contact
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Try email marketing for free today!



CONTACT US

From: Invest India <updates@investindia.org.in> 
Sent: Saturday, May 02, 2020 12:35 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Government of India’s Measures to Boost Business, Improve EoDB & Welcome FDI During COVID-19 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

 

 Logo

TROUBLE IN VIEW? VIEW IN BROWSER

 

 

Government Of India

The global macroeconomic outlook for current financial
year 2020-21 has been adversely affected by COVID-19
pandemic which has impacted majority of countries in the
world across continents. The pandemic has cast its
shadow across various economic activities with dislocation
in global production, supply chains and trade. The spread
of COVID-19 in India and its mitigation plan of 40 day
nationwide lockdown from 25 March 2020 to 3 May 2020
and a possibility of further extension of lockdown by
several State Governments, there is likely to be a
significant impact across various sectors of the economy.
   
To address these adverse times, the Government of India
has been preparing strategies and action plans not only for
business continuity and sectoral revival but also to
improve Ease of Doing Business in the country by
releasing notifications/amendments/circulars highlighting
measures to improve business environment in India.
Below are some of the special measures by Central
government, Reserve Bank of India, Securities & Exchage
Board of India (SEBI), Insurance Regulatory and
Development Authority (IRDAI) and the sectoral ministries
to boost businesses in India.
Report

VISIT INVEST INDIA WEBSITE AT

WWW.INVESTINDIA.GOV.IN

UNSUBSCRIBE  |   VIEW IN BROWSER 



Governing

From: GOVERNING Weekend Daily <newsletters@governing.com> 
Sent: Saturday, May 02, 2020 10:06 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: How Jefferson and Franklin Helped End Smallpox in America 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

THIS WEEK IN GOVERNING MAY 2,

2020

"Pandemic is not a word to

use lightly or carelessly. It is

a word that, if misused, can

cause unreasonable fear, or

unjustified acceptance that

the fight is over, leading to

unnecessary suffering and

death."

-Dr. Tedros Adhanom, Director

General; WHO

MORE QUOTES

MUST READS YOU



MUST READS YOU

MAY HAVE MISSED

SMALLPOX WAS A BIG DEAL FOR THE

FOUNDERS AND THEIR LONELY FIGHT

FOR A CURE 

How Jefferson and Franklin

Helped End Smallpox in

America 

READ MORE

BY THIS TIME NEXT WEEK, 31 STATES

MAY BE ON THE ROAD TO OPEN. RIGHT

NOW, IT IS 15 

Reopening the Economy

Under COVID-19: States Plot

a Way Back 
READ MORE

FEDERALISM AND THE STRUGGLE FOR

HEARTS AND MINDS THIS FALL 

Are We Headed for a Hoover

2.0 November Election? 

READ MORE

THE OTHER END OF PENNSYLVANIA

AVENUE DOESN’T MATTER LIKE IT ONCE

DID 

How Governors, Not

Congress, Emerged as

Trump's Main Opposition 

READ MORE

MORE TIME, STRING-ATTACHED CASH,

CLOSING LOOPHOLES AND MAKING PPE

TAX FREE 

Legislative Watch: Reducing

the Tax Burden for Everyone 

READ MORE

EDITOR'S PICKS

BACK TO NORMAL IS THE LAST PLACE

WE SHOULD WANT TO GO 

Government’s Innovation

Surge Shouldn’t End with the

Pandemic 

READ MORE

THE WORLD OUTSIDE YOUR FOUR WALLS

IS A BEAUTIFUL PLACE. LET OUR

PHOTOJOURNALIST DAVID KIDD REMIND

YOU. 

Virginia and Kentucky’s

Beautiful Bridge to Nowhere 

READ MORE

COMING NEXT
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GOVERNING

The world is being divided again —

this time as BCV and ACV, as in

Before and After Coronavirus. Many

observers forecast a new normal in

the wake of the pandemic. Then

there’s Matt Grossmann, director of

the Institute for Public Policy and

Social Research at Michigan State

University, who has a different view of

the future of state and local

government. In an interview with

Governing’s Alan Greenblatt,

Grossmann argues that after the

current crisis passes, states will end

up looking much like they do now —

including a penchant for three-letter

acronyms.

Stay with governing.com for the

news you need about states and

localities. Thank you for reading.
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From: Kenneth Beck <Kenneth.Beck@ceoconnection.com> 

Sent: Saturday, May 02, 2020 3:17 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: RE: Private: CoronaVirus CEO Action Calls 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa, 

It is time to discuss what happens when the economy re starts. 

Additional calls have been added. Sign up for our small-group interactive video discussions for you to connect, share insights, and to
strategize with other Mid-Market CEOs regarding the Coronavirus and the restart of the economy :

Monday, May 4 at 5:30 p.m. ET:  CoronaVirus CEO Action Call and the restart of the economy 
Wednesday, May 6 at 5:30 p.m. ET: CoronaVirus CEO Action Call Focus on Talent Management  
Monday, May 11 at 5:30 p.m. ET:  CoronaVirus CEO Action Call and the restart of the economy

All calls have had wait-lists so sign up now : Register here for the call 

We will take the first eight registrants for each meeting and then go to a wait-list.

As a reminder, here is the call agenda:

Confidential, Small Group, Video Meetings. CEOC will convene a series of small, interactive, 60-minute video conference calls for our
Premium members. This format will enable close, confidential conversation and meaningful dialogue. We will consider scaling this
program to additional CEO members as well.
Focused Agenda. The agenda for each meeting will be focused on each CEO sharing what he/she is seeing and doing in four areas:

Individual Observations – Both in the U.S. and internationally (if applicable);
Financial/Business Impact – Impact to operations, supply chain and financials;
People strategy – Communication/morale/remote work strategies; and,
Forecast/Planning - Insights about what might happen next, ways to prepare, etc.

Register here for the call

If you cannot make these virtual meetings but want to be kept informed send an email to events@ceoconnection.com. 

Our country is at its best when faced with a common challenge. I have full faith that the government (both parties) and medical experts will put
their differences aside and once again, as Americans have always done in the face of adversity, rise to the occasion to find a solution that will
stop the spread of this disease.   In the meantime, we as the Mid-Market business community will join together to help each other manage the
challenges ahead.

You do great things on your own … we can do even greater things together!

Speak to you soon.

Kenneth Beck WG'87 
Chief Executive Officer | CEO Connection
Chairman | Wharton Club of New York
T 646.416.6991 | F 646.292.5192
kbeck@ceoconnection.com 
www.ceoconnection.com 

Unsubscribe from email communications

CEO Connection

338 Jericho Turnpike Suite 381

Syosset, NY 11791



From: Wayfair <editor@members.wayfair.com> 
Sent: Saturday, May 02, 2020 6:29 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Outdoor clearance ☀️  UP TO 65% OFF 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.
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From: Morning Consult <reply@em.morningconsult.com> 
Sent: Sunday, May 03, 2020 4:34 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Morning Consult Brands: Week in Review & What's Ahead 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

By Alyssa Meyers

Week in Review

Ad holding companies' earnings

WPP PLC said its like-for-like revenue less pass-through costs dropped 7.9 percent in

March, including a 30 percent fall in China and 3.7 percent in the United States. The

company said it expects the impact on business from the coronavirus will increase in the

short term.

Omnicom Group Inc. said its organic revenue grew 0.3 percent in the first quarter from the

same period a year ago, although net income fell 1.9 percent to $258 million and global

revenue dropped 1.8 percent to $3.41 billion. Chief Executive John Wren said Omnicom's

events and field marketing practices were "highly impacted" by the coronavirus crisis.

Digital advertisers' earnings

Amazon.com Inc. reported $75.5 billion in revenue for the first quarter, up 27 percent from

a year earlier, and while the company's net income dropped to $2.5 billion from $3.6 billion

over the same period, its advertising business performed the strongest in terms of growth.

Facebook Inc. reported that its revenue rose 18 percent to $17.74 billion in the first quarter

from the same period last year, with profit more than doubling to reach $4.9 billion, but saw

a significant drop in advertising in the last three weeks of March.

Twitter Inc. reported a 3 percent year-on-year increase in revenue in the first quarter to

$808 million, while advertising revenue climbed about $3 million from the same period last

year to $682 million.

Alphabet Inc. reported a strong first quarter, with revenue up 13 percent to $42.1 billion

from a year earlier and net income up 3 percent to $6.8 billion, despite a "significant and

sudden slowdown" in advertising revenue in March, said Chief Executive Sundar Pichai.



What's Ahead

Companies reporting earnings this week include Tyson Foods Inc. and Shake Shack Inc. on

Monday; AMC Networks Inc., Beyond Meat Inc., Potbelly Corp., Walt Disney Co., Mattel

Inc. and Pinterest Inc. on Tuesday; Spirit Airlines Inc., Fox Corp., Wendy's Co., New York

Times Co., Discovery Inc., GrubHub Inc. and Papa John's International Inc.  on Wednesday;

JetBlue Airways Corp., BJ's Restaurants Inc., Monster Beverage Corp., Gannett Co Inc.,

McClatchy Co., Edgewell Personal Care Co., News Corp., iHeartMedia Inc. and ViacomCBS

Inc. on Thursday; and Hostess Brands Inc. and Meredith Corp. on Friday.

Simon Property Group, the biggest shopping mall owner in the United States, started

reopening some of its locations May 1 and is planning to open more through the middle of

the month. Macy's Inc. is also expected to begin reopening Monday and plans to reopen all

of its 775 stores in the next six to eight weeks.

#SMWONE, a four-week virtual conference program run by Social Media Week that is

focused on digital marketing, kicks off on Tuesday.

Cision Ltd. and PRWeek on Wednesday will host a conversation with Forbes Chief

Executive Mike Federle.

Events Calendar (All Times Local)

05/04/2020

SiriusDecisions Summit (online only)

The One Club's Creative Month Day 1

05/05/2020

SiriusDecisions Summit (online only)

IBM's Think

Social Media Week NYC

Digiday+ Talks: How to make money from digital events with Orson
Francescone, Managing Director of Financial Times

10:00 am

Manufacturing in 2020: How to Prepare for the Unexpected, From
Supply Chains to Marketing

2:00 pm

05/06/2020

SiriusDecisions Summit (online only)



IBM's Think

Social Media Week NYC

CPG Marketers: Three Steps to Reveal Your Customers' Purchase Path 2:00 pm

A Conversation with Forbes CEO Mike Federle 2:00 pm

Adweek Presents: The Way Forward - Sports and Food Delivery 3:00 pm

05/07/2020

IBM's Think

Social Media Week NYC

Recode Media@Home, with Recode Senior Correspondent Peter Kafka
and SoundCloud Chief Executive Kerry Trainor

12:00 pm

Business Insider Spotlight: Purpose, trust, and the next normal for global
companies, with Edelman CEO Richard Edelman

2:00 pm

The Future of Retail 2020 2:00 pm

Navigating the New Wave of TV Viewership Webinar 2:00 pm

Salon Series: Navigating the Messy Middle, hosted by the Advertising
Research Foundation's Cultural Effectiveness Council

2:30 pm

View full calendar

Favorited or Forgotten: How Consumer Behaviors Will
Change Post-Pandemic

With the potential for consumer habits to be permanently changed due to the COVID-19

pandemic, forward-looking insights are more important than ever for strategy, communication

and marketing leaders.

For the next few weeks, Morning Consult's team of analysts and reporters will be diving into

the latest data and indicators to better understand what consumers miss most and are most

eager to return to post-pandemic.

Sign up here to get the most essential brand insights delivered to your inbox.



Morning Consult Brands Top Reads

1) Americans Remain Pessimistic About Entering Public Spaces in the Near Future 

Alyssa Meyers, Morning Consult

2) How Our Favorite Pastimes Will Change in a Post COVID-19 World  

Victoria Sakal, Morning Consult

3) People are paying as much as 23% more attention to ads during the lockdown, and brands

that stop advertising could be missing out 

Patrick Coffee, Business Insider Prime

4) The Pandemic Will Change American Retail Forever 

Derek Thompson, The Atlantic

5) A new survey of 1,021 Instagram influencers shows how the social-media platform has

changed in recent weeks and what areas they're leaning into 

Dan Whateley, Business Insider Prime

6) HBO Max is a branding disaster, and this ad proves it  

Jeff Beer, Fast Company

7) For a Glimpse at What Reopening Looks Like, Head to Waffle House  

Gerald Porter Jr. et al., Bloomberg

8) An influencer-marketing agency shares its guidelines for brands that want to run social-

media campaigns during the pandemic and what to avoid 

Amanda Perelli, Business Insider Prime

9) The iconic brands that could disappear because of coronavirus  

Daniela Santamariña et al., The Washington Post

10) The Products That Got Harder to Buy Online as Coronavirus Spread 

Mark Glassman, Bloomberg Businessweek
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NEWSLETTERMAY 04 2020

Unilode lands seven-year Air Canada renewal 
 

Unilode Aviation Solutions and one its largest customer Air Canada have extended their ULD management agreement for another

seven-year term.

Air Canada has been partnering with Unilode for the supply and management of aviation containers and pallets since 2012. Air Canada has

chosen to continue with Unilode's pooled ULD management model as this has proven to give them the highest flexibility for their operations

in addition to cost-saving opportunities and pooling synergy benefits. The partnership will be enhanced with the roll-out of Unilode's IATA Air

Cargo Innovation Award-winning digitalisation solution to Air Canada's ULD fleet.

Read More

LATESTNEWS

SWISS ups its cargo-only services to meet demand Read More

Turkish Cargo's cargo-first after landing CEIV hat-trick  Read More

From: FreightWeek <info@freightweek.org> 
Sent: Monday, May 04, 2020 3:59 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: LATEST FREIGHTWEEK NEWS 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



Norvik connects to Swedish rail network 

Read More

PPE goes first class with BA 

Read More

IATA appoints Mikosz as SVP 

Read More

Geodis and Delta Drone team up on warehouse solution 

Read More

Unions blast logistics giant 

Read More

Jettainer reassures supply chain over ULD access 

Read More

Etihad updates customers on operations 

Read More

AA keeps US farmers growing 

Read More

SkyCell, KLM, and UPS team up on vaccine shipment 

Read More
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Tiaca at helm for airfreight's unprecedented challenge

Airfreight is facing challenging times. Obviously, it is far from the only sector being strained by the impact of Covid-19. But

chairman of industry association TIACA, Steven Polmans, tells Freightweek that while there has been focus

on some players maximizing use of their assets to achieve high yields the wider industry is facing unprecedentedly low

volumes and as such a need for significant “flexibility”.  

Read more

Asia reopens but Covid-19 continues to dominate 

Covid-19 has fundamentally altered the global supply chain. One law firm is forecasting that changes to regulatory

measures, the loss of 3PLs and business relationships will result in a shift in the business environment. Even so, there is

belief that a new normality will emerge, with countries already beginning to get back on track.

Read more

News round-up

SWISS WorldCargo supports medical aid shipment; Ethiopian delivers second round of lifesaving supplies; fair booking a-

go for AA.

Read more
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First World Ports Sustainability Report confirms focus on community outreach

and port-city dialogue

SDG priorities for ports on the basis of the WPSP Portfolio of projects

Report on global sustainability activities in ports has been published as next major deliverable of the World

Ports Sustainability Program

Antwerp, 4 May 2020

Guided by the 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals, the World Ports Sustainability Program (WPSP) led by the

International Association of Ports and Harbors (IAPH) has released its World Ports Sustainability Report 2020. The report

is part of the WPSP aim to fulfil its mission to enhance and coordinate future sustainability efforts of ports worldwide,

fostering international cooperation with partners in the supply chain.

WPSP Technical Director Antonis Michail with IAPH Managing Director Patrick Verhoeven

IAPH Managing Director Patrick Verhoeven, overall coordinator of the Program commented:

“When we launched the World Ports Sustainability Program two years ago, our prime objectives were to create an online

portfolio of port sustainability projects and to set up a platform that would also offer a think-tank and breeding ground for

new sustainability initiatives. We have delivered on these objectives. With 120 projects from 71 ports, covering 38

countries and five continents, the WPSP Portfolio is becoming a global treasure trove on sustainable port development.

We also had another objective in mind when we set up the programme and that was to regularly report on the

sustainability performance of the global ports sector.

With this World Ports Sustainability Report we present our next deliverable.”

The WPSP Project Portfolio as of 31 December 2019

The report follows the thematic structure of the World Ports Sustainability Program and provides information on how

ports are investing in resilient infrastructure, climate and energy, community outreach and port-city dialogue, safety and

security and governance and ethics.

Dr Antonis Michail, author of the report as WPSP Technical Director added : “Our report concludes that community

outreach and port-city dialogue are on top of ports’ agendas worldwide. With ports being granted their license to operate

and grow by their own local communities, the result is logical. Climate and energy and resilient infrastructure also score

relatively high, which confirms efforts motivated by external societal, political and commercial pressures to embrace

decarbonization and digitalization. It is in these two areas of interest where we also see the highest frequency of

activities in terms of collaborative projects on the WPSP platform where IAPH is taking either a leading or partnering

role.”

Governance and ethics and safety and security would appear to be underdeveloped areas in need of more attention,

although the recent crisis caused by COVID-19 is already shifting focus of ports towards both areas of interest. In the

recent WPSP Task Force COVID-19 guidance document for ports, an additional best practice section on humanitarian

actions adopted by IAPH member ports will now be added based on the feedback of the Task Force members which go

above and beyond short-term actions in response to the impact of COVID-19 on port communities.

A guide on applying the UN Sustainable Goals in practice

From: WPSP <mail@sustainableworldports.org> 
Sent: Monday, May 04, 2020 6:59 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: First World Ports Sustainability Report confirms focus on community outreach and port-city dialogue 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



In line with its mission to demonstrate global leadership of ports in contributing to the UN SDGs, and with the support of

the UNCTAD, WPSP organised a dedicated workshop in March 2019 on the way ports can apply SDGs in practice. It

took place at the UNCTAD Headquarters in Geneva, gathering over 30 delegates from IAPH member ports, the Trade

and Logistics branch of UNCTAD, UN Global Compact, various academic experts as well as representatives from

banking and shipping. The group defined and prioritized potential port authority actions per UN Sustainable Development

Goal and agreed on a roadmap forward.

The team attending the UNCTAD-hosted WPSP Workshop on applying UN SDGs in ports - March 2019

As a follow-up to the Geneva workshop, the World Ports Sustainability Program has developed a practical framework on

how ports can implement each of the 17 UN SDGs in practice in the report. To build further on this framework, WPSP is

preparing an innovative gaming concept designed to bring the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to life for

ports around the world. Based on the data gathered as to how ports apply SDGs in practice, the gaming concept is

designed to train and increase awareness of people employed in ports, port users and their communities on their roles in

achieving the UN-adopted 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.

The game has already been tested prior to the COVID-19 outbreak with port professionals and is being adapted for

launch later this year.

News release contact details :

World Ports Sustainability Program - Victor Shieh, Communications Partner : victor.shieh@sustainableworldports.org

Tel : +32 473 980 855

Technical enquiries:

World Ports Sustainability Program - Dr. Antonis Michail, Technical Director :

antonis.michail@sustainableworldports.org

You can provide input on your port's response to COVID-19 and contact our Task Force experts by email on

covid19@sustainableworldports.org

About IAPH (iaphworldports.org)

Founded in 1955, the International Association of Ports and Harbors (IAPH) is a non-profit-making global alliance of 170

ports and 140 port-related organisations covering 90 countries. Its member ports handle more than 60 percent of global

maritime trade and around 80 percent of world container traffic. IAPH has consultative NGO status with several United

Nations agencies. In 2018, IAPH established the World Ports Sustainability Program (WPSP). Guided by the 17 UN

Sustainable Development Goals, it aims to unite sustainability efforts of ports worldwide, encouraging international

cooperation between all partners involved in the maritime supply chain. WPSP (sustainableworldports.org) covers five

main areas of collaboration: energy transition, resilient infrastructure, safety and security, community outreach and

governance.



The World Ports Sustainability Program is an initiative of the International Association of Ports and Harbors (IAPH) that aims to

demonstrate global leadership of ports in contributing to the Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations.  The program

empowers port authorities worldwide to collaborate with logistics, industrial and societal stakeholders in creating sustainable added value

for the communities and wider regions in which their ports are embedded. For more information, please contact:

mail@sustainableworldports.org
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From: Morning Consult <reply@em.morningconsult.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 04, 2020 8:46 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Morning Consult Brands: J.Crew Files for Bankruptcy 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

By Alyssa Meyers

Top Stories

J.Crew Group Inc. filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy, making it the first national retailer to do

so because of financial strain due to the coronavirus crisis. The retailer was struggling before

the pandemic, analysts said, with almost $2 billion in debt after a leveraged buyout in 2011,

$1.65 billion of which will be converted into equity under the terms of its bankruptcy. (The

Washington Post)

After NBCUniversal Chief Executive Jeff Shell said on an earnings call that the company will

"make pretty significant adjustments," sources familiar with the matter said the company

has begun discussing cost-cutting measures including layoffs across its media and

entertainment properties. The company's theme parks and its Universal Pictures film studio

are likely to be scrutinized as both have been halted because of the pandemic, and a person

familiar with NBCU's cable networks group said that unit will also be closely reviewed. (The

Wall Street Journal)

The 7th Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that Anheuser-Busch InBev SA can run

advertisements that suggest Bud Light rivals like Miller Lite and Coors Light use corn syrup,

an assertion that Molson Coors Brewing Co. contended was misleading. Molson Coors had

won a preliminary injunction after suing AB InBev over 2019 Super Bowl ads that ran as

part of its medieval "Dilly Dilly" campaign, but the appeals court ruled in favor of AB InBev

and sent the case back to the district court to see if any questions remain for trial. (Ad Age)

Chart Review

As Some States Reopen, Few Americans Are Comfortable Going Out Right Now 

Morning Consult

Events Calendar (All Times Local)



05/04/2020

SiriusDecisions Summit (online only)

The One Club's Creative Month Day 1

05/05/2020

SiriusDecisions Summit (online only)

IBM's Think

Social Media Week NYC

Digiday+ Talks: How to make money from digital events with Orson
Francescone, Managing Director of Financial Times

10:00 am

Manufacturing in 2020: How to Prepare for the Unexpected, From
Supply Chains to Marketing

2:00 pm

05/06/2020

SiriusDecisions Summit (online only)

IBM's Think

Social Media Week NYC

CPG Marketers: Three Steps to Reveal Your Customers' Purchase Path 2:00 pm

A Conversation with Forbes CEO Mike Federle 2:00 pm

Adweek Presents: The Way Forward - Sports and Food Delivery 3:00 pm

05/07/2020

IBM's Think

Social Media Week NYC

Recode Media@Home, with Recode Senior Correspondent Peter Kafka
and SoundCloud Chief Executive Kerry Trainor

12:00 pm

Business Insider Spotlight: Purpose, trust, and the next normal for global
companies, with Edelman CEO Richard Edelman

2:00 pm

The Future of Retail 2020 2:00 pm

Navigating the New Wave of TV Viewership Webinar 2:00 pm

Salon Series: Navigating the Messy Middle, hosted by the Advertising
Research Foundation's Cultural Effectiveness Council

2:30 pm

View full calendar



Watch On-Demand: How Our Favorite Pastimes Will
Change in a Post COVID-19 World

Morning Consult's Victoria Sakal and Joanna Piacenza were joined by Advertising Week

Global CEO Matt Scheckner for a webinar discussing new Morning Consult data on how our

favorite pastimes will change in the post COVID-19 era, with a special deep-dive into the

streaming industry.

Watch on-demand here.

Advertising

Verizon Media Expands DSP to Include Omnichannel Inventory 

Ronan Shields, Adweek

The demand-side platform now allows media buyers to purchase ad inventory including

mobile, display, video, CTV, audio and digital out of home in one place.

The OOH Billboard Will Become Prime Advertising Real Estate as States Reopen 

Ryan Barwick, Adweek

Forty percent of out-of-home advertisements lost their typical audiences during lockdown, but

as consumers start traveling outside more, billboard real estate could become more valuable.

The cautionary tale of a marketing agency that ad giant WPP acquired for $300

million and shut down 4 years later 

Lauren Johnson, Business Insider Prime

Triad Retail relied on big contracts with companies such as Walmart Inc. and lost business as

more retailers took their advertising in-house.

This Year, Mother's Day Will Be Muted - And Magnified 

Sarah Mahoney, MediaPost

Some campaigns are focusing on applauding mothers for extra work they've had to take on

with kids home from school, while others are encouraging families to stay in touch virtually.

Ogilvy Went Through a Round of Furloughs and Layoffs Across U.S. Offices This

Week 

Erik Oster, AgencySpy

The WPP PLC agency went through a round of layoffs and other cost-cutting measures



including reduced workweeks and furloughs.

Auto TV Ad Spending Drops 71% In April 

Tanya Gazdik, MediaPost

Spending on TV advertising from automakers dropped to $148.4 million from $495.8 million

in April 2019, according to iSpot.

How the world's biggest advertisers are spending (or not) 

Lara O'Reilly, Digiday

Recent earnings updates show that while some major companies like Procter & Gamble Co.

are increasing their marketing, others like Coca-Cola Co. have slashed budgets.

Media and Entertainment

TV Ad Sales Execs Worry the Biggest Covid-19 Revenue Losses Are Still to Come 

Jason Lynch, Adweek

With businesses starting to reopen, some TV ad sales executives said they still don't know how

consumer behavior will change.

Hedge Fund Elliott Management to Finance Lawsuit Against Streamer Quibi 

Benjamin Mullin et al., The Wall Street Journal

The suit was brought by interactive-video company Eko, which claims Quibi violated its

patents and stole trade secrets, over a feature called "Turnstyle."

How the Sports World United to Honor the Pandemic's 'Real Heroes' 

T.L. Stanley, Adweek

Athletes from 14 professional sports leagues will wear the name of a doctor, nurse or EMT on

their jerseys and post video tributes to the healthcare workers on their social media pages as

part of a campaign called "The Real Heroes Project."

Streamers Are Using Extended Free Trials in an Effort to Hook Housebound

Viewers 

Kelsey Sutton, Adweek

While people continue to stay at home, some streaming services are extending trial periods

from weeks to months and making certain shows available for free to raise awareness and hook

viewers.

Social Media and Technology

Facebook Warned That It May Lose a Key Seal of Approval for Ad Measurement 

Jeff Horwitz et al., The Wall Street Journal



Facebook Inc. received a notice from the Media Rating Council that said the platform could be

denied accreditation because of concerns regarding the way it reports effectiveness of ad

campaigns on its products.

Brands With Strong Twitter Personalities Stay the Course During Covid-19 

David Cohen, Adweek

Brands had to reevaluate their Twitter presences amid the pandemic, and while some tackled

it head on right away, others took short hiatuses before connecting with consumers on the

platform again. 

Data reveals how large the decline in paid Instagram influencer posts has been in

recent weeks, as the ad market sputters 

Dan Whateley, Business Insider Prime

Marketing-analytics firm Launchmetrics found sponsored posts have become less common

since the start of the coronavirus crisis, with branded content accounting for 4 percent of

influencer content in mid-April as opposed to 35 percent in mid-February.

Vacations Go Virtual 

Adrianne Pasquarelli, Ad Age

Travel and tourism brands are relying on virtual events to keep consumers engaged with real-

world travel on hold. 

KFC Cooks Up a Messenger From Facebook Experience for Mother's Day 

David Cohen, Adweek

KFC partnered with Messenger From Facebook to let users host virtual dinners for Mother's

Day.

PR and Marketing

Drive-Throughs Are Now a Lifeline for Fast-Food Chains 

David Yaffe-Bellany, The New York Times

Many chains have changed their business approaches to rely on offerings like drive-through

service and family meals, although employees and customers still have health concerns.

Fast-food chains like McDonald's and Taco Bell are betting traumatized

Americans will flock to familiarity as restaurants reopen 

Kate Taylor, Business Insider

Executives of chains including McDonald's Corp., KFC and Taco Bell Corp. have all said they

believe consumers will rely on familiar brands as businesses start to reopen.

Malls are reopening, with masks, social distancing and hand sanitizer-spritzing



doormen 

Abha Bhattarai et al., The Washington Post

Malls in some states reopened Friday, and many of their retailers implemented changes to

minimize contact, such as limiting the number of customers allowed in stores at once. 

'Quarantinis,' Bread Makers and Badminton: What's Hot in Down Consumer

Market 

Gwynn Guilford, The Wall Street Journal

Analysis conducted by The Wall Street Journal found that consumers in the United States are

spending more on bread makers, puzzles, board games, bubble makers and alcohol.

Meal Kits Thrive During Coronavirus Lockdown 

Jaewon Kang et al., The Wall Street Journal

Meal-kit companies like Blue Apron Holdings Inc. are producing more kits to keep up with

demand, and some restaurant chains are also adding the option to their menus.

Agency holding companies buckle up for tough ride ahead 

Steve Barrett, PRWeek

While the impact of the coronavirus is expected to continue through the second quarter, there

are bright spots for PR companies such as high demand for some specialist services.

Sustainability Was Corporate America's Buzzword. This Crisis Changes That. 

John D. Stoll, The Wall Street Journal

As companies look to cut costs, some are delaying sustainability initiatives and reports amid

the pandemic.

Opinions, Editorials, Perspectives and Research

Land O'Lakes Isn't Talking About Its Logo Change, and That's a Big Mistake 

Lisa Lacy, Adweek

Although the brand hasn't significantly promoted the change, advocacy groups that said the

Native American woman mascot was offensive are happy with the decision to eliminate her.

Toilet paper is having a moment and the advertising is getting weird 

Jeff Beer, Fast Company

When demand for toilet paper grew, so did consumer attention to brands that sell the product,

which typically struggle to stand out amid messaging from other categories like beer and cars.

40% of advertisers won't advertise near coronavirus-related content 

Digiday



That number is up from 37 percent who said the same on a survey conducted last month.

She Predicted the Coronavirus. What Does She Foresee Next? 

Frank Bruni, The New York Times

Laurie Garrett, who predicted a pandemic like the coronavirus, said she expects years of death

and "collective rage."

This email was sent by: Morning Consult

729 15th St. NW Washington, DC, 20005, US

Update Email Preferences | Unsubscribe From All



From: Vienna Castellaw <info@cashinusa.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 04, 2020 10:38 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Bad Debt Collections During Covid-19 

WARNING: The sender of this email could not be validated and may not match the person in the "From" field!

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Hello,
My name is Vienna Castellaw. I am the founder and CEO of Cash In USA - an Accounts Receivable Management and Bad
Debt Collection company. For the last 30 years, we've been helping professionals, and small business owners get paid. 

Getting set up to work from home can be challenging. We are set and ready to go; we always work remotely. Our Accounts
Receivable Collection protocols are simple and effective. Your customers won't even realize you've hired an outsider to help.

No long terms contracts, use us when you need us. Pricing is month-to-month, or you can purchase a block of activities to
use over time. You can review pricing here.

To schedule a 15-minute discussion, click here or give me a call at 800-201-2274 x 110, if I'm not on the phone (which I
usually am) I'll take your call. 

To Unsubscribe Click Here

11856 Balboa Blvd #157 
Granada Hills, CA 91344 
Toll Free: 800-201-CA$H (2274) 
Fax: 800-576-2269 
Phone: 818-368-3100
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From: ICMA SmartBrief <icma@smartbrief.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 04, 2020 11:19 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Aspen, Colo., names new assistant manager 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

How to make meetings worthy of people's time | 7th Circuit blocks DOJ immigration requirements for grant | Assistant manager position may be created in Mich. city

Created for rconiglio@portofsandiego.org |  Web Version
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ICMA SmartBrief
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LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

How to make meetings worthy of people's time

Meetings aren't a waste of time when participants are prepared, clear guidelines are established and

everyone walks away with assignments, writes TBGA CEO Christine Alemany. And if you want to improve

your meetings, especially remote ones, you'll need to ask for and encourage participant feedback, she writes. Full Story:

SmartBrief/Leadership (4/30) 

   

Free Rapid Response Solutions from Salesforce 

Real-time information can help increase safety and wellness. Keep customers, employees, and partners connected, engaged, and

safe with seven free business tools. Find the right Salesforce Care solution for your needs and start using it immediately.

ADVERTISEMENT:

BUDGETING AND FINANCE

7th Circuit blocks DOJ immigration requirements for grant

A Justice Department policy of blocking Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant funding for sanctuary cities runs afoul

of the separation of powers outlined in the Constitution, as the grant is allocated by Congress, the US Circuit Court of Appeals for

the 7th Circuit has held. The department argued that an injunction in the case should apply only to Chicago, but the appeals court

has put the policy on hold nationwide. Full Story: The Associated Press (4/30) 

   

Free Webinar: Beneficiary Decisions and the CARES & SECURE Acts 

Given the urgency of recent major legislation changes which have affected your ability to manage your financial accounts, on

Tuesday, May 5 at 1:00 PM ET, ICMA-RC will highlight the changes of the CARES and SECURE Act with a focus on retirement

accounts and other personal finance topics. Register today!

ADVERTISEMENT



ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, RESTORATION AND SUSTAINABILITY

Assistant manager position may be created in Mich. city

Officials in Holland, Mich., are budgeting for the formation of a new economic development and sustainability department, which

would be overseen by an additional assistant city manager. City Manager Keith Van Beek says the proposed move would

demonstrate the city's commitment to sustainable development. Full Story: The Holland Sentinel (Mich.) (5/1) 

   

Reopening of water park in Hamilton, Canada, uncertain

The Hamilton Conservation Authority has recommended to the city council that Wild Waterworks at Confederation Beach Park in

Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, be closed for the summer season amid concerns over the spread of the coronavirus. If the council

votes against the recommendation, the authority also suggested reopening the water park by July 1. Full Story: The Hamilton

Spectator (Ontario) (4/29) 

   

How to redesign government work for the future 

In this article, Deloitte explores the opportunity for government orgs to intentionally redesign work to both accommodate the role

of technology and machines, and to design for new needs and activities, including those resulting from broader economic,

workforce, and societal shifts. Read Now

ADVERTISEMENT:

LEGISLATION, POLICY AND GRANTS

Calif. city pushes for reopening of some businesses

City Council members in Taft, Calif., last week voted to notify Kern County Public Health Services via letter that the city intends to

allow some nonessential businesses to reopen and is seeking assistance in developing safety guidelines. City Manager Craig

Jones says Taft officials will work with state lawmakers to push for the freedom to reopen nonessential businesses, which

Governor Gavin Newsom has ordered to remain closed. Full Story: The Bakersfield Californian (4/30) 

   

PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

NYC subways to stop running 24 hours a day

Beginning May 6, the New York City subway system, which normally runs 24 hours a day, will shut down from 1 to 5 a.m. The

purpose of the change is to allow subway cars to be disinfected every day as a precaution to slow the spread of the coronavirus.

Full Story: Politico (4/30) 

   



HUMAN RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT

No more Zoom classes for N.J. school district

The Lumberton Township School District in Burlington County, N.J., temporarily discontinued use of Zoom after a hacker using

pornographic images and racist language took over an online middle school class for roughly 15 seconds. "[T]he safety of our

children is paramount," says Superintendent Joe Langowski. Full Story: NJ Advance Media (Morristown, N.J.) (4/27) 

   

RECOGNITIONS AND TRANSITIONS

Aspen, Colo., names new assistant manager

Former Park City, Utah, City Manager Diane Foster will join the management team in Aspen, Colo., as assistant city manager

next week. Foster implement pandemic recovery strategies and oversee a number of municipal departments. Full Story: Aspen

Daily News (Colo.) (4/29) 

   

ICMA NEWS

Upcoming free COVID-19 webinars from ICMA

Join us for these upcoming 90-minute webinars covering topics important to local government during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Tuesday, May 5, ICMA-RC presents Beneficiary Decisions and an Update on the CARES & SECURE Acts; Friday, May 8, Fiscal

and Organizational Strategies During a Pandemic; and Thursday, May 14, Zencity presents Local Government Engagement

During a Pandemic. Private sector and local government experts will offer strategies to prepare for short- and long-term realities.

Register for these and other events on icma.org. Find more information and resources on ICMA's Coronavirus Resources page,

where you can access past webinars on demand and subscribe to get more content on COVID-19.

   

You can get hired during an economic downturn…if you don't stop searching.

Check out the ICMA Job Center. Search for jobs in local government and make your next career move. Find a job. Post a job.

Check out ICMA's Career Development Center for resources and guides to help you prepare for your job search.

   

LEARN MORE ABOUT ICMA:

Home | About | News & Events | Join ICMA | Career Network



You have to say no to the old ways before you can begin to find the new yes you need.

Betty Friedan, 

writer, women's rights activist

   

SmartBrief publishes more than 200 free industry newsletters - Browse our portfolio

Sign Up  |    Update Profile  |    Advertise with SmartBrief

Unsubscribe  |    Privacy policy

CONTACT US: FEEDBACK  |    ADVERTISE

SmartBrief, Inc.®, 555 11th ST NW, Suite 600, Washington, DC 20004

 



From: Weldon Rohling <weldon.rohling@beekeeper.io> 
Sent: Monday, May 04, 2020 11:45 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Internal Communications Improved 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa,

We want to support you to communicate even more efficiently: get the message to where it needs to be, instantly, in any direction. We've been working
day and night from our homes to put together a package of new features to help you take your COVID-19 response to the next level. We hope you like it.

To learn more visit our website at Beekeeper.io

Click here to schedule a meeting.
Talk soon,
Weldon

Weldon Rohling
Connecting the Unconnected at Beekeeper
 m: (214) 532-0632 a: Dallas, TX 

If you'd like me to stop sending you emails, please click here







View this email in your browser

May 4, 2020

The COVID-19 Response And Its Impact On Commercial Lease Payment Obligations

Part II; San Francisco and Sacramento Among Several Northern California Jurisdictions

with Eviction Moratoriums for Qualifying Commercial Tenants
 

As discussed in our prior alert (linked here), following Governor Newsom’s issuance of Executive Order N-28-20 on

March 16, 2020, dozens of counties and cities across California have adopted and issued varying local orders and

ordinances limiting evictions and deferring rent obligations, subject to qualifications specific to the jurisdiction.

Copyright © 2020 AALRR, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you have indicated that you would like to receive email communications from AALRR.

Our mailing address is: 
AALRR

12800 Center Court Drive, Suite 300
Cerritos, CA 90703

Add us to your address book 

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.

From: Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo <aalrr_programs@aalrr.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 04, 2020 12:49 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: ALERT | The COVID-19 Response And Its Impact On Commercial Lease Payment Obligations Part II 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

CLICK HERE TO READ
MORE
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From: Urban Land Magazine <urbanland@uli.org> 

Sent: Monday, May 04, 2020 3:38 PM EDT  

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: This Week in Urban Land Magazine  

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Having trouble viewing this message, click here

Confronting COVID-19: Renewing the Focus on Resilience and

the Future of Cities

.

The role that health and wellness play in creating resilient buildings and communities has been

significantly elevated by the COVID-19 crisis, with healthy design and development strategies

becoming key determinants of market competitiveness and investment appeal, according to

sustainable real estate experts participating in a webinar hosted by ULI.

READ MORE

Promoting Housing Affordability across Europe Now and Post-

Crisis

.

In a follow-up to Promoting Housing Affordability, a report released earlier this year, ULI Europe

held a webinar to look further into the report's recommendations and how the COVID-19 crisis

will affect the delivery of affordable and intermediate housing.

READ MORE



Optimizing for Empty Buildings: Energy Efficiency Approaches

during COVID-19

.

In many cities around the world, the bulk of office employees are working from home, retail

shops are closed or operating at reduced capacity, and hotels are largely quiet. While operators

cannot simply "turn off" an entire commercial property, there are ways to leverage efficiency to

reduce the utility cost burden.

READ MORE

ULI Membership

Timely Information. Industry Experts. Join ULI.

ULI is your trusted source for the latest thinking from experts across the globe. Connect with the

world of real estate at the 2020 Spring Meeting Webinar Series. When you join in May, receive

one free Spring Meeting session—and save 10% on your membership dues with discount code

ULISPRING20.

JOIN ULI



Urban Land Institute

2001 L St. NW, Suite 200

Washington, DC 20036

uli.org

Manage My

Account:

members.uli.org

Unsubscribe: 

Click here to

unsubscribe

Follow us

 

 

 

 

 

 

The mission of the Urban Land Institute is to provide leadership in the responsible use of land

and in creating and sustaining thriving communities worldwide.



From: San Diego Military Advisory Council <admin@sdmac.org> 
Sent: Monday, May 04, 2020 4:06 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: This Thursday SDMAC Webinar – Business and the Employment Side of COVID-19 Pandemic 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Please register for the upcoming SDMAC hosted Webinar

Join us for an SDMAC hosted webinar with guests

Victor Ramsauer, CPA, President and CEO of LEVITZACKS and

James Schabarum II, CPCU, AFSB, CRIS, Principal at CAVIGNAC and ASSOCIATES.

 They will discuss the business and employment side of the COVID-19 Pandemic related to Stimulus Programs (including

the Main Street and Payroll Protection Programs), Risk Management and Insurance considerations, and how to conduct

business when the reopening begins.

Victor Ramsauer, CPA              James Schabarum
    President and CEO                      Principal
             LEVITZACKS                   CAVIGNAC and ASSOCIATES

REGISTER TODAY

Thursday, May 7th, 2020

11:00AM - 12:00PM

Click on each Photo for Bio

SDMAC Members and Followers, please visit our website for
continued daily updates on COVID - 19!

CLICK HERE TO VIEW NOW

Manage Your Subscription

This message was sent to rconigli@portofsandiego.org from admin@sdmac.org 

San Diego Military Advisory Council

409 Camino del Rio S.; Ste. 302

San Diego, CA 92108

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

 



An update from the San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce

View this email in your browser

Dear Randa,

Today, Governor Newsom announced that California can begin moving into Stage 2 of reopening this Friday. Stage 2

includes lower-risk businesses and workplaces that are adapted for social distancing. We will keep you updated on any

developments and news related to this reopening as we get it. 

As part of the Responsible COVID-19 Economic Reopening (RECOVER) advisory group convened by Mayor Kevin Faulconer

and County Supervisor Greg Cox, the Chamber has been working to develop guidelines for the region’s economic

reactivation and recovery in consultation with public health and safety officials. The input many of you have shared with us

has been valuable in helping shape these recommendations.

Tomorrow, the County Board of Supervisors will vote on adopting the RECOVER group's recommended strategies for

reopening businesses in San Diego. The meeting agenda is available here (see Item 14) and the meeting is available to

view online or via phone. 

As we look to reopening business, childcare will be a focus for many who are returning to work. Last week, Governor

Newsom announced a new online portal to help parents find local, safe, and reliable child care options. 

The new portal is available at covid19.ca.gov/childcare and enables parents to enter their location and the type of care

they need, instantly receiving a list of local center-based and family child care programs. The list of open, licensed child

care programs will include health and safety information, age of children accepted, capacity, availability, hours, and contact

information for the program and local Child Care Resource and Referral agency.

Please see below for more on our upcoming virtual programs including LEAD San Diego's weekly webinar series Leading in

a New Reality and a tele-town hall we are hosting with Insurance Commissioner Ricardo Lara and Senate President Pro

Tempore Toni Atkins. 

Additional resources and information are available on our coronavirus business resource page and you can reach out to our

team via the contact form on that page as well.  

Best regards,

Jerry Sanders  

President & CEO

San Diego Regional

Chamber of Commerce

UPCOMING VIRTUAL PROGRAMS

From: Jerry Sanders <jerry@sdchamber.org> 
Sent: Monday, May 04, 2020 5:39 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Stage 2 Reopening to Begin Friday & Board of Supervisors to Vote on Reopening Recommendations Tomorrow 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



LEADING

IN A

NEW REALITY 

May 6

LEAD San Diego's weekly webinar presented in partnership with JONES, focuses on managing mental and emotional balance

through uncertainty.

Register now >>

REMOTE WORK SERIES: OFFICE 365 TRAINING 

May 6

Chamber member Managed Solution provides tips for leveraging Microsoft tools including  Outlook, Teams, OneDrive f or remote

work. 

Register now >>

 

INSURANCE SERVICES 

TELE-TOWN HALL  

May 7

Insurance Commissioner Ricardo Lara and Senate President Pro Tempore Toni Atkins discuss insurance issues & resources for

small businesses.

Register now >>

Our Policy Committee and Business Alliance Group meetings are being held virtually. 

Visit the events calendar for a full list of meetings & programs. 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES



Did you get this email forwarded from a friend? 

Sign up to receive our twice-weekly COVID-19 updates directly to your Inbox. 

Copyright © 2020 San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce, All rights reserved. 

You are receiving this email because of your engagement and participation in San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce

events, programs, and initiatives.

Our mailing address is: 

San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce

402 West Broadway, Suite 1000

San Diego, CA 92101

Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list 



View this email in your browser

Hello Museum Friends,

In a world of isolation and quarantine, it is incredible how media can help us all stay connected. From videos to blogs to social media, every

day we are testing the limits of the digital world and being inspired to get creative.

The New Children's Museum has been working to do just that - engaging our members and community with fun, educational resources to

keep learning on track and parents at their best during school closures.

Here are some of our #thinkplaycreatefromhome resources that you and your family can enjoy at home: 

Innovators LAB Design Challenges - DIY activities with home materials

Coloring Pages - Downloadable pages inspired by our art installations

Toddler Time at Home - Toddler programming for early childhood development

All About Art - Engaging virtual art experiences of our installations

True Tuesdays - Live Zoom talks with experts on topics for caregivers

As we continue to serve families of all ages, sizes and unique situations through our digital platforms, the Museum is grateful for the support

we have received in our closure. But there's still so much to do!

#GivingTuesdayNow is tomorrow and we need YOUR help to continue to support and provide resources to our community, especially

those families on the front lines of the COVID-19 pandemic.

For every gift donated by tomorrow through our reNEWing Hope Fund, Professional Maintenance Systems (PMS) will match dollar for

dollar up to $10,000 to keep our Museum and community healthy.

If you have the means, please make a tax-deductible donation  and help us reach our goal. Any size donation is appreciated. If your

family finds itself in a challenging financial situation at this time, please consider our online resources our gift to you.

Thank you so much, 

Your New Children's Museum Family

P.S. New in 2020! Congress passed the CARES Act on March 27, 2020, including an expanded charitable deduction for certain people. Your contribution may be eligible! Please

check with your tax advisor.

Thank you to our #GivingTuesdayNow Champion

From: The New Children's Museum <info@thinkplaycreate.org> 
Sent: Monday, May 04, 2020 6:04 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Supporting Families During COVID-19 Pandemic 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Donate Today



VISIT

EXPLORE

LEARN

JOIN

ABOUT

Copyright © 2020 The New Children's Museum, All rights reserved. 

In the past you provided The New Children's Museum with your email address. Occasionally, you will receive brief announcements regarding special programs and

activities at the Museum.

Our mailing address is: 

The New Children's Museum

200 W Island Ave

San Diego, CA 92101

Add us to your address book

unsubscribe from this list    update subscription preferences 



Dear Supporter,

These are challenging times. But even as we face more uncertainty, we have the power to create good.

On May 5, United Way of San Diego County is asking people like you to give back to the organizations that are

serving our community now, and always. 

#GivingTuesdayNow 

Every year, people come together on the Tuesday after the U.S. Thanksgiving holiday for GivingTuesday, a

global generosity movement. As an emergency response to the unprecedented need caused by COVID-19, we

are joining nonprofits and individuals around the world in a special #GivingTuesdayNow event. On May 5,

people around the world will join together to drive an influx of generosity, citizen engagement, business and

philanthropy activation, and support for communities and nonprofits will be driven across the globe.

Make Your Contribution 

As we support our community in this pandemic, your Giving Tuesday gift is needed now more than ever. United

Way of San Diego County is there for this community year-round, helping San Diegans thrive from cradle to

career. From experience, we know when this community comes together, it can overcome challenges of great

magnitude.

From: United Way of San Diego County <info@uwsd.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2020 9:14 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Donate Today for Giving Tuesday 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

D O N AT E  T O D AY



Copyright © 2020 United Way of San Diego County, All rights reserved.  

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website.

Our mailing address is: 

United Way of San Diego County

4699 Murphy Canyon Road

San Diego, CA 92123

Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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YSI, a Xylem brand 

1725 Brannum Lane

Yellow Springs, Ohio 45387

ysi.com

From: YSI, a Xylem brand <ysi@ysi.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2020 9:26 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: How Environmental Scientists WFH | Live Webinar Tomorrow! 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Xylem



Hotel News Resource

May, 5 2020

Read Online

Travel Intentions Pulse

Survey - Impact of COVID-

19

This survey measures current and future

traveler sentiment amid the COVID-19

pandemic and will track trends and shifts

in travel intentions. The study will poll

respondents for both domestic and

international travel intent by purpose and

type. Read More

Market Report U.S.

U.S. Hotels Zapped Into

Profit Shock From COVID-

19

U.S. hoteliers got their first taste of the

impact of COVID-19 on hotel profit and

loss in March, and the bad taste in their

mouths is likely to linger for a while.

Gross operating profit per available room

(GOPPAR) was down 110.6% YOY to $-

12.71. Read more

Market Report Italy

HVS Report: Impact of

COVID-19 in Italy - By Ezio

Poinelli and Themis Trakas

Impact of COVID-19 in Italy 

This article describes the restrictions put

in place in Italy following the COVID-19

pandemic with particular attention to their

possible economic impact on the tourism

industry, historically characterized by the

high presence of international tourism. A

specific analysis is dedicated to the main

four city hubs in an effort to evaluate how

their different reliance on leisure

international visitation might shape their

recovery once the pandemic

subsides. Read more

From: Hotel News Resource <support@nevistas.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2020 9:34 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Daily Hotel Industry News 2020-05-05 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.



Travel Intention Report

The Hotel Industry is

Reeling With a 61 Percent

Decline in March

Reservations According to

Comcast

Consumer Interest in Travel Categories

Remains Significantly Lower Read more

COVID-19 Impact On Aviation Industry

ACI’s Global Traffic Data

Reveals Growing Impact of

COVID-19

Airports Council International (ACI) World

reports that global passenger traffic

declined by -10.7% in February, down

from a figure of +1.9% in January, driven

by the impact of the COVID-19 outbreak

in the Asia-Pacific region. Read more

U.S. Economy

COVID-19: Unprecedented

U.S. Economic

Developments

With job losses exceeding the gains from

the last expansion the U.S. economy is in

unprecedented territory. The $3.3 trillion

fiscal stimulus still may not be enough to

halt double-digit contractions. Read

more

Cleaning & Safety Standards

AHLA Releases Industry-

wide Hotel Cleaning

Standards Through 'Save

Stay' Initiative

New Expanded Cleaning & Safety

Standards Developed by Industry

Leaders, Public Health Officials in

Response to COVID-19 Read more



Message From Madrid

Message from Madrid - No

Time to Waste As Lost

Working Hours Devastate

Lives

For many millions of people around the

world, tourism is so much more than a

leisure activity. Read more

Travel In The New Normal

U.S. Travel Industry

Releases Guidance for

'Travel in the New Normal'

Task force of physicians and travel

leaders authored health-focused travel

guidance across all segments of

travel Read more

Coronavirus Outbreak

Train Your Hotel

Reservations On What To

Say When Their Phones

Start Ringing Again - By

Doug Kennedy

What a wild two months that hotel and

resort reservations sales agents have

endured, as agents were the first to feel

the impact of the COVID19 pandemic, as

suddenly a tsunami of cancellation calls

and emails flooded the phone lines and

inboxes. How painful it must have been to

watch hard-fought bookings cancel and to

see the flow of revenue change direction.

Even more so, these staffers have

endured difficult conversations about the

fine print of cancellation terms, travel

insurance, and the true implications of

booking through third-party OTAs. Next, it

was surely hard to watch as co-workers

from operations were furloughed or laid

off. Read more



Sourcing PPE

Switching Gears. Sourcing

PPE As Well As Wholesale

Microfiber

As the saying goes, when life gives you

lemons, source PPE as well as your

regular wholesale microfiber and

rags. Read more

In Brief...
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From: Cora <Cora@paycor.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2020 10:01 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Expert advice on COVID, HR software built for leaders 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Randa,

    
To say it’s been crazy lately is an understatement. I hope you are doing well and staying safe.

    
I know it might not be a good time to talk, but wanted to make sure you saw our Coronavirus: Support Center for SMB Leaders. It’s a free
resource updated regularly with explanations on the latest legislation, tips to communicate with employees and downloadable templates you
can customize as needed.
    
If you have any questions about HR or payroll, I’d be happy to discuss what’s on your mind. I’m here to help—just let me know how.

    
Warmest regards, 

    

Cora 

e: Cora@paycor.com 
  

Paycor

 

This email was sent to rconigli@portofsandiego.org. If you wish to edit your email preferences or to unsubscribe, update here at any time. Paycor, Inc., 4811 Montgomery

Rd, Cincinnati, OH 45212



From: Apple News <newsdigest@insideapple.apple.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2020 10:10 AM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Why Dr. Fauci is optimistic about a vaccine, inside the cancel-rent movement, and more from Apple News 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 NEW YORK MAGAZINE

Try Apple News+ for Free

Some content requires specific hardware or software. Internet access required; data fees may

apply. Content availability is subject to change. For more information, click here.

Copyright © 2020 Apple Inc. One Apple Park Way, Cupertino, California 95014 USA

Privacy Policy | Terms and Conditions | Support | Account

Unsubscribe



From: Emergency Management <eventreg@emergencymgmt.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2020 11:03 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Tech Resiliency During COVID-19 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Dear Randa,

COVID-19 is shifting use of technology in government. Remote work is increasing, as is the demand for delivery of resident

services online. New technology systems are being implemented on an accelerated schedule. It is likely that this period of

transformation will continue as parts of the country reopen, expand COVID-19-related response capabilities and/or see

additional waves of infection.

This shift in technology means system availability is more critical than ever to your agency’s success. Executing your

organization’s mission effectively in these unprecedented times may be an important factor in the face of inevitable budget

cuts.

Optimizing the incident management process is a key factor in maintaining system uptime. To that end, join us for a webinar

on Thursday, May 14 at 11:00 am Pacific/2:00 pm Eastern where we will cover:

Challenges in remote IT operations and management

Underlying issues in accelerated system implementation and cybersecurity

An overview of IT incidents

IT solution mapping

New funding sources and strategies

Speakers:

Brian Toolan, Industry Solutions Director, Everbridge

Bill Reese, Senior Enterprise Sales Engineer, Everbridge

Moderator: Morgan Wright, Senior Fellow, Center for Digital Government and Emergency Management

Register now for this informative, complimentary webcast!

We hope you can join us,

Jeremy Smith 

Sr. Registration Coordinator 

Emergency Management 

916-932-1300 ext. 1402 

jsmith@emergencymgmt.com

This email was sent to rconigli@portofsandiego.org.

Unsubscribe | Opt out of all e.Republic email  | Privacy Statement 
© 2020 e.Republic. All rights reserved. 100 Blue Ravine Rd, Folsom, CA 95630, USA. Phone: 916-932-1300



From: San Diego Police Foundation <s.napoli@sdpolicefoundation.org> on behalf of San Diego Police Foundation
<s.napoli@sdpolicefoundation.ccsend.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2020 11:10 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Today is the Day! #GIVINGTUESDAYNOW 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

 

Dear Randa,    

TODAY is the day, #GIVINGTUESDAYNOW is here!  Our goal is to raise
$5,000 today in support of our men and women in blue who are tirelessly
working around the clock to ensure our health and safety! Join the "10-4

COVID Response Team" and learn about the different ways that you can
help.
 
Don't forget to tune into "Coffee with Chief Connelly" today from 10:00am-
11:00am. If you have not yet registered to attend this gathering, you can still
do so using this link.

 
Below are the different ways that you can participate in
#GivingTuesdayNow and support the San Diego Police Foundation's "10-4
COVID Response Campaign": 
 
1.    Give & Spread the word. Click HERE and donate today. Any donation
amount will make a difference. You can join the "10-4 COVID Response
Team" by making a minimum $10 monthly donation and sharing what our
mission means to you with at least four people. Make sure to use
#GivingTuesdayNow and #TenFourCovidResponseTeam.
  
2.    Tune in. Join us this morning for our new ZOOM virtual series, "Coffee
with Chief Connelly" from 10:00am - 11:00am. You can still register using



this link. . 
 
3.    Follow. Please follow the San Diego Police Foundation and San

Diego Police Department on Facebook.
 
 
10-4,
San Diego Police Foundation

 

 

           

San Diego Police Foundation

444 West Beech Street

Suite 250

 San Diego CA 92101

SafeUnsubscribe™ rconiglio@portofsandiego.org

Forward email 

Update Profile

About our service provider

Sent by s.napoli@sdpolicefoundation.org in collaboration with

Constant Contact
Try email marketing for free today!



Giving Tuesday Now - May 5, 2020

View this email in your browser

The BIG DAY Has Arrived!  

May 5, 2020

Seeing our incredible donors open their hearts to students during the COVID-19 crisis has been absolutely life-affirming.

If you've been on the fence, or have worried that your donation is too small to make a difference (spoiler alert: that's

impossible), today is your day!

 

Our incredible partner, Baldwin & Sons, will be matching donations up to
$5,000.00!!!  

Donations today can go TWICE AS FAR for students in need! 

Keep scrolling to hear what this grant has meant to those who have benefited from the generosity of donors just like you!

"The Cares Grant helped me tremendously by not only helping my family and I with
food supplies but also by ensuring I can pay my bills on time." 

         

            - Cares Recipient

"This grant couldn't have come at a better time. I used it to purchase
groceries as we were running low." 

         

            - Cares Recipient

From: SWC Foundation <ejohnson4@swccd.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2020 11:33 AM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Giving Tuesday Now...Let's Do This! 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Give Now



"The money was used to help pay part of the rent and I set $40 dollars aside
for gasoline." 

         

            - Cares Recipient

Thank you for joining us to

support student success!

Students beginning their educational journey just a few short months ago are struggling to pay for food.

Students who were preparing to transfer to a 4-year university are now threatened with homelessness.

Students who relied on campus computer labs are now trying to navigate all-online learning.

Lives and futures are at stake and you have the opportunity to be the difference.

$25 Can Fill Up a Gas Tank!

$50 Buys Groceries for a Week!

$100 Helps with Internet
or Utility Bills!

$200 Covers an
Unexpected Car Repair!

$500 Assists with a Rent Payment!

Give Now

Thank you

to all those who have already given:

 

Our Amazing Donors:

Brenda Airo-Dyer

Esther Alonso

Give Now



Altrusa International, Inc. of Chula Vista

Anonymous Donors

Associated Student Organization

Randy Beach

Patti Blevins

Peter Bolland

Barbara Canaday

Norma Cazares

Chula Vista Rotary

Dr. George Conley, Jr.

Silvia Cornejo Tibbett

Sara Cumbelich

Michael Davis

Naomi Davis

Michael De La Rosa

Griselda Delgado

Zaneta Encarnacion

Rachel Fischer

Li-Lan Fishel

Danny Fitzgerald

Diane Flint Wages

Sophia Garcia
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Mark Gardner

Nicole Goedhart
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Susan Mitchell Guerra

Holly Hidinger

Alison Hunter

Maria Jelaca

Virginia Jensen
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Robert Kachadoorian

Grace Kojima

Patricia Larkin

Caree Lesh

Ricardo Macedo

Simon Magbuhat

Peter Maxwell

Ana Melgoza

Patrice Milkovich

Gaby Millan

Chayo Moreno

Donna Moss

Kindred Murillo

Tim Nader

Patty Nakamura

Bill Nevin

Jennifer Nevius

Ama Omari Derringer

Eun Park

Melinda Perias

Nghiep Quan

Andrew Rempt



View this email in your browser

Hello Museum Friends,

Just for a minute, pause what you are doing and walk around your home. As you are walking, think about what area of your home helps you

find solace? Where do you go to find peace?

Did you find your spot? Good. Now think about what makes your space so special. Perhaps it’s the color on the walls that help you feel calm.

Perhaps the beautiful landscape painting hanging on the wall helps you to escape. Or perhaps it is the shared space where you create, listen

to music, dance and play together as a family. Wherever your spot may be, chances are you will find that art and creative expression play an

essential role in making your house a home.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, art supplies are flying off the shelves like toilet paper! We have seen our community use art to cope

with isolation and give hope that life will return to normal. Art is so intrinsic to who we are that even children are expressing

their emotions through it, such as writing hopeful chalk messages on the sidewalk to their friends.

Art gives us hope. Art is hope. We need to reNEW Hope now, more than ever, to gather as one family—as a community—and rise above our

circumstances.

So today, on #GivingTuesdayNow, we turn to you to help us keep art alive. Help us to continue to support our families and members at

home, especially those on the front lines of the pandemic. Help sustain us now so we can be here for you when it is time to reopen our

doors and once again hear the sounds of children’s laughter and delightful squeals filling our building.

Please join The New Children's Museum  today by making a tax-deductible donation to enable us to support our members and families in

crisis. For every gift donated by midnight tonight, Professional Maintenance Systems (PMS) will match dollar for dollar up to $10,000 to keep

our Museum and community healthy and hopeful. Let’s hit our goal - we got this!

Together we will rise above and reNEW Hope for a better tomorrow.

Thank you so much,

Your New Children’s Museum Family

P.S. New in 2020! Congress passed the CARES Act on March 27, 2020, including an expanded charitable deduction for certain people. Your contribution may be eligible! Please

check with your tax advisor.

Thank you to our #GivingTuesdayNow Champion

From: The New Children's Museum <info@thinkplaycreate.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2020 12:04 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Join us in reNEWing Hope 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Donate Today



VISIT

EXPLORE

LEARN

JOIN

ABOUT

Copyright © 2020 The New Children's Museum, All rights reserved. 

In the past you provided The New Children's Museum with your email address. Occasionally, you will receive brief announcements regarding special programs and

activities at the Museum.

Our mailing address is: 

The New Children's Museum

200 W Island Ave

San Diego, CA 92101

Add us to your address book

unsubscribe from this list    update subscription preferences 
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Copyright © 2020 Southwestern College Foundation, All rights reserved. 

You are receiving this email because of your interest and involvement with Southwestern College and the Southwestern College

Foundation.

Our mailing address is: 

Southwestern College Foundation

900 Otay Lakes Road

Chula Vista, Ca 91911

Add us to your address book
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Hello Museum Friends,

Just for a minute, pause what you are doing and walk around your home. As you are walking, think about what area of your home helps you

find solace? Where do you go to find peace?

Did you find your spot? Good. Now think about what makes your space so special. Perhaps it’s the color on the walls that help you feel calm.

Perhaps the beautiful landscape painting hanging on the wall helps you to escape. Or perhaps it is the shared space where you create, listen

to music, dance and play together as a family. Wherever your spot may be, chances are you will find that art and creative expression play an

essential role in making your house a home.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, art supplies are flying off the shelves like toilet paper! We have seen our community use art to cope

with isolation and give hope that life will return to normal. Art is so intrinsic to who we are that even children are expressing

their emotions through it, such as writing hopeful chalk messages on the sidewalk to their friends.

Art gives us hope. Art is hope. We need to reNEW Hope now, more than ever, to gather as one family—as a community—and rise above our

circumstances.

So today, on #GivingTuesdayNow, we turn to you to help us keep art alive. Help us to continue to support our families and members at

home, especially those on the front lines of the pandemic. Help sustain us now so we can be here for you when it is time to reopen our

doors and once again hear the sounds of children’s laughter and delightful squeals filling our building.

Please join The New Children's Museum  today by making a tax-deductible donation to enable us to support our members and families in

crisis. For every gift donated by midnight tonight, Professional Maintenance Systems (PMS) will match dollar for dollar up to $10,000 to keep

our Museum and community healthy and hopeful. Let’s hit our goal - we got this!

Together we will rise above and reNEW Hope for a better tomorrow.

Thank you so much,

Your New Children’s Museum Family

P.S. New in 2020! Congress passed the CARES Act on March 27, 2020, including an expanded charitable deduction for certain people. Your contribution may be eligible! Please

check with your tax advisor.

Thank you to our #GivingTuesdayNow Champion

From: The New Children's Museum <info@thinkplaycreate.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2020 12:09 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Join us in reNEWing Hope 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Donate Today
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Copyright © 2020 The New Children's Museum, All rights reserved. 
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The New Children's Museum

200 W Island Ave

San Diego, CA 92101
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From: CPACinc.com <itservices@cpacinc.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2020 12:11 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Tech Industry Assistance During COVID-19 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Tech Industry Assistance During COVID-19

Finance your data center with payment

solutions

Free 90-day Access to ESET's Remote

Workforce Solutions

Secure Authentication | Dynamic Threat Defense
Minimize the risk associated with employees working remotely. Detect, analyze and block new threats.

3 Months Free

RingCentral Office

New non-profit, education & healthcare industry's impacted by COVID-19 get free access to RingCentral
Office for 3 months

HPE offers $2 billion in financing and new programs
to help customers weather COVID-19

Pay 1% of the total contract value for 8

months deferring 90% of the cost until

2021

Beginning in 2021, each monthly payment would equal approximately 3.3% of the total contract value

6 Months Free Microsoft Teams &

OpenStack Public Cloud

Current Rackspace customers can now add Microsoft Teams to their Office 365 account for free for 6
months

Run a FREE & Easy Email Threat Scan
Scan your Office 365 environment Now

fast - free - safe - no performance impact

Barracuda researchers have seen a steady increase in the number of  coronavirus COVID-19-related
spear-phishing attacks

Up 667% since the end of February



Free 90-day

Dropbox Account

This is a first come, first serve spiff with a limited number of free licenses available. Move off after the 3
months and get your data back no questions asked.

6 Months Free Lifesize

Unlimited Video Meetings
(No Time Limits)

Work Together from Anywhere. Globally available, secure collaboration tools for all. Unlimited
enterprise-grade video conferencing everywhere you need it.

Have a CPAC Rep call you back when its most convenient for you to discuss these offers simply fill out our quick Call Back

Request Form

Callback Request

Or Give Us A Call Now

CPACinc | 800-778-2722 | sales@cpacinc.com

     

CPACinc.com

4749 E. Wesley Dr.

Anaheim, CA 92807

Unsubscribe rconiglio@portofsandiego.org

Update Profile | Our Privacy Policy

About Constant Contact

Sent by itservices@cpacinc.com

in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!



From: UC San Diego <giving@ucsd.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2020 1:05 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Join us TODAY in the fight against COVID-19 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

 

Giving Tuesday Now



Dear Randa,

Today, UC San Diego is joining #GivingTuesdayNow, in response to the substantial need caused by
COVID-19. This global giving movement unleashes the power of people and organizations to
transform their communities and the world. Together we’ll show our support for frontline workers,
unsung heroes, and the organizations that are helping the most vulnerable right here on campus and
around the world.

You can join this global movement AND directly benefit our community by participating in u.care. We
also encourage you to share your stories with us and spread messages of hope and gratitude using
#UCSDcares on your social media. Early giving and other opportunities to participate start today! We
understand not everyone can contribute financially at this time, but we thank you sincerely for your
past support.

Give Now - Day of Caring

 

 

 

 

 

UC San Diego

9500 Gilman Drive #0937

La Jolla, CA 92093-0937

Phone: (858) 534-1610 | giving@ucsd.edu

      

Copyright 2020 Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Unsubscribe | Privacy Policy 

ID: 1047682



From: JLL <covid19resources@am.jll.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2020 1:15 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: JLL’s workplace survey shows 4 re-entry concerns 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

For several weeks, companies have engaged in the largest remote working experiment the world has ever seen. Our workplace experience survey of

approximately 1000 U.S. office workers shows that employees are generally productive working from home, but they have four major (re)entry concerns that every

company should consider before heading back into the office. See how to (re)spect the health and wellness interests of your employees and office visitors.

Download the survey summary now. 

See the

results

Looking for a step-by-step list of key considerations when preparing your buildings, space and people to safely and efficiently resume operations? Check out our

interactive overview that walks you through JLL’s holistic approach to re-entering workspaces.

Continue reading for more research, insights and virtual events from our technology, economic and industrial practice leaders.

New insights

Why companies are looking to data in the return to office life

Workplace data is bringing customized insights to help companies make critical changes to their floorplans, services and workplace experience. 

Get the insights

Economic insights: Retrenching in the face of COVID-19

Americans are undoubtedly retrenching in the face of this pandemic, but the Fed remains committed to doing “whatever it takes” to help shore up the economy.

Read more

Industry highlight: COVID-19 impacts on industrial real estate

To understand how the industrial sector is being impacted by COVID-19, first listen to the latest episode of our Building Places podcast to hear our research and

industrial property management leaders discuss how industrial buildings should be managed in a pandemic.

Then join us for our latest operational resilience webinar on May 14 to gain key insights and perspectives on the changes in e-commerce and supply chain

strategies, the evolution of last mile and how various types of industrial properties will feel the effects of this crisis. Register now.

You can find these weekly updates and more on our COVID-19 resource hub.

 
Although information contained herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable, neither JLL nor any of its clients makes any guarantees or representations, express or implied, as to the completeness

or accuracy of such information. Any projections, opinions, assumptions or estimates used are for example only. Neither JLL nor any of its clients accepts any liability for loss resulting from reliance on such

information. There may be material differences between projected results and actual results. Any property offered for sale or lease may be withdrawn without notice. If the recipient of this information has

signed a confidentiality agreement regarding this matter, this information is subject to the terms of that agreement. Copyright © 2020 Jones Lang LaSalle IP, Inc. All rights reserved.

This email was sent to rconigli@portofsandiego.org by Jones Lang LaSalle Americas, Inc.

200 E Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois, 60601, United States

View Privacy Policy Unsubscribe from ALL Emails Update Preferences



From: Avenu Insights & Analytics <succeed@avenuinsights.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2020 1:47 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: Available Resources to Deal with Budget Shortfalls 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

 

The economic shock from the coronavirus pandemic has been sudden and unprecedented. The full effect of these

impacts will not be known for some time, but it is clear the impact on local governments will be significant.

In lite of this uncertainty, Avenu Insights & Analytics has put together a no-cost Revenue Enhancement Assessment

for many of our 3,000 clients in recent weeks.

The feedback has been incredible and we want to extend this opportunity to you and your team as you navigate these

uncertain times. If you are seeking guidance and available resources to deal with budget shortfalls and would like

customized feedback in one or more of the following areas, we want to help!

Areas of focus will include:  

Forecasting revenue through the economic crisis

Identifying additional revenue sources to cover budget shortfalls

Handling tax and license administration during COVID-19

Navigating COVID-19 Grant Funding for your community

Short-term cash flow strategies, and longer-term recovery planning

This is an informal opportunity for you to ask questions, get general feedback and talk

through concerns. Virtual appointment times will be used to identify areas of need and a

customized assessment will be provided to your team immediately following a short

discussion.

To schedule an appointment, please visit us here and we will schedule a time to meet with you and your team.

 

We wish good health and well-being to you and your families, staff and constituents now and in the future.

Sincerely,

 

Avenu Insights & Analytics

 

P.S. Avenu Insights & Analytics has extensive real-world experience in handling crisis situations and front-line

knowledge in preparing and implementing strategies to help cities and counties weather the storms and recover as

quickly as possible.

  

    

    

5860 Trinity Parkway #120 | Centreville, VA 20120 |
www.avenuinsights.com



Avenu’s revenue enhancement and administration solutions enable jurisdictions to provide truly digital government that meets
expectations of citizens, employees and elected officials. 

You're in charge! We'd hate to see you go but you can update your email preferences 

here

If you would like to completely unsubscribe from all future notifications from Avenu visit us 

here



From: Michael Korch <m.korch@tempered.io> 

Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2020 2:46 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 

Subject: [Webinar Tomorrow] How the new security architecture enables total invisibility at scale 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know
the content is safe.

Tempered webinar - New Security Architecture

Hi Randa,

 

Is your digital transformation being driven by your CIO/CSO, CEO, CFO, or by the

Covid-19 pandemic? Today, no one has a choice on timeline for Digital

Transformation — it has to evolve now because the world is rapidly changing.

 

Don’t get us wrong, Digital Transformation was already underway with the

proliferation of IoT, 4G, 5G and the like; but I.T. professionals need to alter their

teams’ strategies to account for an entire mobile workforce and for securely

connecting to critical infrastructure and company assets that might not have been

managed remotely or through the cloud. Because of this, a new security architecture

is necessary encompassing invisibility.

 

Join our live webinar tomorrow, May 6th, where we will discuss strategic insights

and practical steps for navigating the future of cybersecurity with analyst Lee Doyle

of Doyle Research.

RESERVE YOUR SPOT

Attendees will learn:

An overview of the new security architecture

Considerations and best practices for navigating Digital Transformation

How to ensure business continuity that doesn't degrade security posture

Customer success stories with ‘invisible’ networks

P.S. Don’t worry if you can’t attend live. Register and we will send you the

event on demand so you can watch at your leisure!

 

Tempered, 3101 Western Avenue, Suite 550, Seattle, WA 98121, USA, +1 (206) 452-5500

Unsubscribe Manage preferences





View this email in your browser

Hi Randa, 

As you know, COVID-19 has brought our economy to a stop. 

Our team is responding to the immediate need to support those unemployed and underemployed as a result of COVID-

19 by partnering with many organizations to fight for a just recovery through COVID-19 relief programs that prioritize

those most vulnerable. 

We need your help to rebuild a green economy that is good for our health and planet and provides high wage jobs,

ensuring prosperity and economic security for all. 

Please support our work and help us reach our goal of $30,000 by donating today! 

Thanks for all you do to support our work and mission! 

Maleeka Marsden

Co-Director of Policy

Climate Action Campaign

P.S. You can find resources for support during this crisis here.

From: Maleeka Marsden | Climate Action Campaign <info@climateactioncampaign.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2020 2:59 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Can you help us? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

Donate Now!



Copyright © 2020 Climate Action Campaign, All rights reserved. 
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Our mailing address is: 

Climate Action Campaign

3900 Cleveland Ave
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San Diego, Ca 92103
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From: CalChamber <customer-service@calchamber.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2020 3:40 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: [Your Remote Team] A Friendly Reminder 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

logo

 

Did you know that employers need to provide

required notices to their remote workers?

 

Here's Your Low-Cost Solution: 50% Off All-in-One California and Federal Labor

Law paper posters in English or Spanish.

Reg. $28.49 Now $14.25 each through May 31, 2020

“CalChamber's all-in-one paper poster is a low-cost option for providing

each remote employee with mandatory employment notices to post.”

Goldie, Your Loyal Compliance Companion

While not physically present, your remote team still needs to be informed of

their rights in the workplace. CalChamber's space-saving 2020 California and

Federal Labor Law Poster contains the 18 different employment notices every

California employer must post in each workplace or job site—including where

employees work remotely 100% of the time.*

Each paper poster arrives folded to 7" x 11.5" and shrink-wrapped—ready to mail to

remote employees after filling in required information specific to your company.

    SAVE TODAY    

Use priority code REE to save 50% when purchasing online or calling (800) 331-

8877, now through May 31, 2020. Plus, receive a volume discount when you buy 10

or more of the same paper poster version (English or Spanish).

*If you have employees who work 100 percent from home and never report to a

headquarters or other location, you're required to mail hard copies of mandatory

employment notices to the employees' homes, where they can be posted.

Otherwise, if you have employees who do report to a physical location some of the

time, ensure that the appropriate notices are posted and visible in that particular

location.

CalChamber cares. Visit our Coronavirus (COVID-19) resource page for the most

relevant government information and CalChamber's employment coverage.



Unsubscribe | Privacy Policy

Your 50% savings applies to new purchases of CalChamber's 2020 California and Federal Labor Law paper posters

made between 5/5/20 and 5/31/20. Use priority code REE. Preferred and Executive members enjoy the 50%

discount instead of their 20% member discount. Offer is not combinable with other offers. Prepayment is required.

Any shipping charges are nonrefundable.

California Chamber of Commerce, 1215 K Street, Suite 1400, Sacramento, CA 95814

CalChamber is a registered trademark, and "HR Expert & Business Advocate" is a trademark of the California

Chamber of Commerce. All other trademarks and service marks are the property of their respective owners.

© 2020 California Chamber of Commerce

Your Customer #: 32850



From: San Diego Police Foundation <s.napoli@sdpolicefoundation.org> on behalf of San Diego Police Foundation
<s.napoli@sdpolicefoundation.ccsend.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2020 4:12 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Half-Day '10-4 Fundraising Update" 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

 

Dear Randa,    
 
We have some exciting news to share with you! Thanks to the community's
wonderful support and a very generous gift of $10,000, we have already
surpassed our #GivingTuesdayNow goal of $5,000!  Our men and women
in blue never give up, so let's not give up on them - let's keep this going! 
We have launched a new stretch goal of $15,000 and we need YOUR help
to get there!
 
Did you know that a minimum monthly donation of $10 can help fund the
proper personal protective equipment such as masks, gloves, shields,
sanitizer, and thermometers needed by our officers during the
pandemic? Join us as we help raise funds to support SDPD during this
unprecedented time.

  
Here is how YOU can participate:
 
1.    Give & Spread the word. Now through the end of today
click HERE and donate. Any donation amount will make a difference. You
can join the "10-4 COVID Response Team" by making a minimum $10
monthly donation and sharing what our mission means to you with at least
four people. Make sure to use #GivingTuesdayNow and
#TenFourCovidResponseTeam.
2.      Snap a photo. Pay tribute to an officer by showing your appreciation
for their hard work and dedication as they protect and serve those in need.
Send us an "unselfie" thanking our officers. 
3.      Follow. Follow the San Diego Police Foundation and San Diego
Police Department on Facebook.
 
10-4,



 
The San Diego Police Foundation

 

 

           

San Diego Police Foundation

444 West Beech Street

Suite 250

 San Diego CA 92101

SafeUnsubscribe™ rconiglio@portofsandiego.org

Forward email 

Update Profile

About our service provider

Sent by s.napoli@sdpolicefoundation.org in collaboration with

Constant Contact
Try email marketing for free today!



From: CalChamber <noreply@calchamber.com> on behalf of CalChamber <noreply@calchamber.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2020 4:17 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: CalChamber CIT Trade Update 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

 

 
Tuesday, May 5, 2020

Featured Headlines

West Coast Organizations Promote
Trade to Fuel Economic Recovery 

CalChamber, May 5, 2020

West Coast Joint Trade Message to Congress

 

Varied Response to Coronavirus Pandemic
Affect Trade Between U.S., Canada, Mexico 

CalChamber, May 5, 2020 

 

2020 Special 301 Report on
Intellectual Property Protection 

U.S. Trade Representative, April 2020

Public Hearing Transcript – Video

2019 Review of Notorious Markets
for Counterfeiting and Piracy 

U.S. Trade Representative, April 2020

CalChamber Companies in the News

Second Boeing 777X Completes First Flight 
American Journal of Transportation, May 1, 2020

Verizon Expands COVID-19 Small Business Support up to $7.5M with
New Grant to LISC 
Verizon, April 30, 2020

Forty-two Students Benefit from Hilmar Cheese Company, Inc.
Scholarships 
Hilmar Cheese Company, April 30, 2020

IBM Helping to Battle COVID-19 Medical Supply Chain Shortages with
the Launch of IBM Rapid Supplier Connect 
IBM Newsroom, April 27, 2020

Trade Policy

From the White House

President Donald J. Trump Announces Intent to Nominate and Appoint
Individuals to Key Administration Posts (Including Ambassador to
Ukraine) 
May 1, 2020

Executive Order on Securing the United States Bulk-Power System  
May 1, 2020

Readout from a Treasury Spokesperson on Secretary Mnuchin’s Call
with G7 Finance Ministers 
U.S. Department of the Treasury, April 30, 2020

Remarks by President Trump and Vice President Pence in Roundtable
with Industry Executives on the Plan for Opening Up America Again 
April 29, 2020

An In-Depth Look at COVID-19’s Early Effects on Consumer Spending
and GDP 

Share Trade Update: 

      

 

2020 Business Issues Guide

 

CalChamber Alert Newsletter

 

Impact California

 



April 29, 2020

Executive Order on the Establishment of the Interagency Labor
Committee for Monitoring and Enforcement Under Section 711 of the
USMCA Implementation Act 
April 28, 2020

President Donald J. Trump Is Taking Action To Ensure The Safety Of
Our Nation’s Food Supply Chain 
April 28, 2020

U.S. Department of Commerce

Statement from U.S. Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross on Q1 2020
GDP Advance Estimate 
April 29, 2020

Department of Commerce Issues Proposed Regulations to Create
Aluminum Import Monitor 
U.S. International Trade Administration, April 29, 2020

From the U.S. Trade Representative

Request for Comments on Additional Modifications to
the 301 Action To Address COVID-19: China’s Acts,

Policies, and Practices Related to Technology
Transfer, Intellectual Property, and Innovation 

Federal Register, Deadline June 25, 2020

Joint Statement of USTR Robert Lighthizer and UK Secretary of State
for International Trade Elizabeth Truss 
May 5, 2020

From the U.S. International Trade Commission

USITC Releases Database of Imported
Products Needed for COVID-19 Response
and Related Tariff and Trade Information 

May 4, 2020

Report 

U.S. Trade and Investment with Sub-Saharan Africa: Recent Trends and
New Developments 
U.S. International Trade Commission, March 2020

From the Export-Import Bank of the U.S.

David Trulio Appointed as Counselor to the Chairman and Senior Vice
President for EXIM’s New Program on China and Transformational
Exports 
May 5, 2020

EXIM Increases U.S. Exporter Access to Capital and Supply Chain
Financing During COVID-19 by Raising Lender Guarantee Coverage
Option to 95 Percent 
May 4, 2020

From the U.S. Department of State

Designation of Ambassador Ronald J. Gidwitz as Acting Representative
of the United States to the European Union 
May 4, 2020

The U.S. Is Leading the Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic and
Developing a Vaccine 
May 4, 2020

U.S. Department of State Doing Its Part To Keep America Safe, Healthy,
and Running During the COVID-19 Pandemic 
April 30, 2020

From the World Trade Organization

WTO Report Looks at Role of e-Commerce During the COVID-19
Pandemic 
May 4, 2020

DDG Wolff: Reliance on International Trade for Food Security Likely to
Grow 
April 30, 2020

Interim Appeal Arrangement for WTO Disputes Becomes Effective  
European Commission, April 30, 2020

Trade Agreements

UK Government Begins Transatlantic Trade Talks with Washington  

2017 California Export Guide

 
The California Export Guide is published by

ThinkGlobal Inc. in partnership with the

Center for International Business

Education and Research (CIBER) at San

Diego State University. The guide provides

expert advice and information for exporters. 

You can view the entire 

Trade Update on our website.

Export Award Lopo

 
President's Export Award Recipien t

Visit CalChamber.com/International for

export/import information, trade stats, trade

policy, FAQs and more. 
 

Upcoming Events:

POSTPONED: 94th Annual World Trade

Week 

5/5/2020

WEBINAR - Introduction to the Bureau of

Industry and Security (BIS) and Export

Basics 

5/5/2020 - 5/7/2020

WEBINAR - Energy Opportunities in

Colombia 

5/6/2020

WEBINAR - Opportunities in Turkey

Automotive Sector 

5/6/2020

The Current State of Operations in

Australia and New Zealand 

5/6/2020

WEBINAR - Opportunities in Turkey's

Automotive Sector 

5/6/2020

WEBINAR - License Exceptions for “600

Series” 

5/7/2020

LatAm: Alternative Solar Project Financing

Solutions, featuring the Export-Import

Bank of the United States 

5/7/2020

WEBINAR  - Complying with the

International Traffic in Arms Regulations

(ITAR) 

5/12/2020

Webcast: The WTO After COVID-19: The

View From China 

5/12/2020

WEBINAR - Business Development

Program 

5/12/2020

WEBINAR - Foreign Corrupt Practices Act

Online Seminar 

5/13/2020



The Guardian, May 4, 2020

African Executives Urged Free-Trade Deal to Fight Pandemic  
Bloomberg, May 4, 2020

Philippines-South Korea Free Trade Agreement Moves on Despite Virus
Fresh Plaza, May 4, 2020

State-Run Think Tank Proposes Signing Free Trade Deal with N. Korea  
The Korea Herald, May 4, 2020

RCEP Trade Deal on Track to be Signed by Year End  
The Straits Times, May 4, 2020

Singapore in Touch with South America’s Mercosur Bloc on Free Trade
Talks 
The Straits Times, May 3, 2020

TPP Countries Defy Protectionist Trend to Maintain Supply Chains  
Nikkei Asian Review, May 2, 2020

The Enduring Promise of the Trans-Pacific Partnership  
The American Interest, May 1, 2020

Brexit Negotiations Through COVID-19  
American Journal of Transportation, April 30, 2020

Launch of African Free Trade Deal Postponed Due to Coronavirus:
Official 
The New York Times, April 28, 2020

China Eyes Further Northeast Asian Economic Integration in RCEP  
China Business Review, April 28, 2020

Federal

U.S. Trade Deficit Soars 12% in March as Coronavirus Slams Exporters
and Tourism 
MarketWatch, May 5, 2020

U.S. Services Sector Activity Falls to New Record Lows  
Reuters, May 5, 2020

Rotting Food. Hungry Masses. Chaotic Supply Chains. Coronavirus
Upends the U.S. Food System 
The Los Angeles Times, May 5, 2020

USDA to Buy $470M of Produce, Dairy and Seafood  
Politico, May 4, 2020

U.S. Auto Industry Preps for Restart – And it All Depends on Mexico  
Detroit Free Press, May 4, 2020

US-China Trade War: Trump Admin Takes Aim at Supply Chains  
Aljazeera, May 4, 2020

Trump National Security Official Says U.S. Not Considering ‘Punitive
Measures’ Against China 
Politico, May 4, 2020

Trump Team Plots Tax Cuts and Regulatory Suspensions to Boost a
Coronavirus Recovery 
Politico, May 4, 2020

Trump Administration Pushing to Rip Global Supply Chains from China
Reuters, May 3, 2020

Manufacturing Falls Sharply in April, But Not as Much as Expected  
CNBC, May 1, 2020

Boeing Gets $50 Billion of Orders for Bonds Amid Strong Demand  
American Journal of Transportation, April 30, 2020

U.S. Economy, In Clear Sign of Recession, Shrinks 4.8% in First
Quarter Due to Coronavirus 
The Los Angeles Times, April 29, 2020

California

California’s Phase 2 Coronavirus Restart: Here’s What Can and Can’t
Open This Week 
San Francisco Chronicle, May 4, 2020

Trade Needs a Rescue Package (from the Bay Area Council’s Sean
Randolph) 
Silicon Valley Business Journal, May 4, 2020

‘Devastated’ California Tourism Industry Losing $72 Billion, Report
Says 
OC Register, May 4, 2020

Population Shrinks in California, Still Most Populous State  
AP, May 1, 2020

WEBINAR - Office of  Foreign Asset

Control 

5/14/2020

WEBINAR - Upcoming ICT Sector

Opportunities in Central America  

5/14/2020

How To Become A Seller On The Amazon

Business Marketplace 

5/15/2020

WEBINAR - Defense and Security

Opportunities in Mexico 

5/19/2020

WEBINAR - Developing a Corporate Export

WEBINAR - Management and Compliance

Program (EMCP) 

5/19/2020

WEBINAR - Infrastructure Projects in

Argentina, Uruguay, and Paraguay 

5/20/2020

Overview of the Fintech Law and the

Mexican Road Towards Open Banking 

5/20/2020

WEBINAR - Export Controls at Trade

Shows 

5/21/2020

WEBINAR - Alcantara Launch Center

Business Opportunities in Brazil 

5/22/2020

WEBINAR - Infrastructure Sector Business

Opportunities in Peru 

5/26/2020

WEBINAR - Opportunities in the

Cybersecurity Sector in Argentina,

Paraguay and Uruguay 

5/27/2020

POSTPONED: Select LA Investment

Summit 

5/27/2020

U.S Commercial Service: Women's Global

Trade Empowerment Forum 

5/27/2020

WEBINAR - Deemed Exports 

5/27/2020

Inaugural Women’s Global Trade

Empowerment Forum: Expanding Trade in

North America & Beyond 

5/28/2020

WEBINAR - Opportunities in Mexico’s

Environmental Technologies Industry 

5/28/2020

Trade Americas – Business Opportunities

in the Caribbean Region Conference 

5/31/2020 - 6/5/2020

RESCHEDULED: 2020 SelectUSA

Investment Summit 

6/1/2020 - 6/3/2020

WEBINAR - Exporter Readiness

Requirements for CMMC/NIST 

6/2/2020

WEBINAR - Upcoming ITC Sector

Opportunities in Colombia 

6/2/2020

WEBINAR - Exporter Readiness

Requirements for CMMC/NIST  

6/2/2020

WEBINAR- Upcoming Infrastructure

Projects in Caribbean Region 

6/3/2020 

 

CalChamber Logo

CalChamber International Forum,

Host Reception,

and Host Breakfast

on June 3 -4, 2020

Have Been Cancelled



More International Articles

COVID-19 Trackers

John’s Hopkins Coronavirus Resource
Center with COVID-19 Interactive Map

Tracking Coronavirus Hospitalizations
in California by County 

CalMatters, April 2020

COVID-19 Tracker 
Channel News Asia, April 2020

Policy Tracker: Policy Responses to COVID-19 
International Monetary Fund

Global Dashboard on COVID-19 Government Policies  
U.S. Chamber, April 2020

Essential Critical Infrastructure Workforce Tracker 
US Chamber, April 2020

 

COVID-19 News

Coronavirus: Countries Move to Shield Companies
from Foreign Acquisition, Especially by China 

South China Morning Post, May 5, 2020

China Should Export More Medical
Gear to Battle COVID-19 

Peterson Institute for International Economics, May 5, 2020

Coronavirus Slows But Won’t Halt
Shipping’s Focus on Global Trade 

The Wall Street Journal, May 1, 2020

Millions Had Risen Out of Poverty.
Coronavirus Is Pulling Them Back. 

The New York Times, April 30, 2020

European Countries Move
Closer to Reopening Continent 

The Wall Street Journal, April 28, 2020

 

USCIB Congratulates Colombia on
Formally Becoming OECD Member 
U.S. Council for International Business, April 2020

Global Factory Output Plunges, With Slow Rebound Projected  
The Wall Street Journal, May 5, 2020

Asia’s Factories Plunge to Record Lows as Global Lockdowns Hurt  
American Journal of Transportation, May 3,2020

Pharmaceutical Shipping Costs Spike in Response to Global COVID-19
Pandemic 
Association of Accessible Medicines, April 30, 2020

Is the Global Trading System Unravelling Before Our Eyes? Here is
Where Things Stand 
CBC, April 30, 2020

New Shandong-Europe Express links China and Hamburg  
American Journal of Transportation, April 30,2020

Trucks are Filling a 6,000 Mile Beijing-to-Berlin Supply Gap  
American Journal of Transportation, April 30,2020

Record Contraction in Eurozone Bodes Ill for Global Economy  
The Wall Street Journal, April 30, 2020

China’s Exporters Are Feeling Gloomy Even as Economy Restarts  
The Wall Street Journal, April 30, 2020

COVID-19: A 10-Point Action Plan to Strengthen International Trade and
Transport Facilitation in Times of Pandemic 
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, April 2020

‘Google Tax’ Could Draw Reprisal, US Cautions India  
The Economic Times, April 28, 2020

Globalization Is Down but Not Out Yet  
The Wall Street Journal, April 28, 2020

China Parliament Sets Key Meeting for May as COVID-19 Epidemic
Subsides 

 

 

 

WEBINAR - Foreign Corrupt Practices Act  

6/4/2020

WEBINAR - Site Visits, Enforcement

Actions and Voluntary Disclosures 

6/9/2020

WEBINAR - Electrimobility/Infrastructure

Business Opportunities in Chile 

6/9/2020

WEBINAR - Upcoming Energy Projects in

the Caribbean Region 

6/10/2020

WEBINAR - Brazil’s Energy Sector

Overview and Opportunities 

6/17/02029

WEBINAR - Panama: Digital Hub of the

Americas and a Gateway of Opportunities

for U.S. Companies 
6/18/2020

WEBINAR - Infrastructure Sector Business

Opportunities in Ecuador 

6/19/2020

WEBINAR - Energy Sector Business

Opportunities in Jamaica 

6/24/2020

WEBINAR - The ICT Ecosystem in Ecuador

– Challenges and Opportunities 

6/25/2020

WEBINAR - Chile Infrastructure for

Aviation/Airport Equipment Sectors 

6/30/2020

WEBINAR - Upcoming Energy Projects in

Remote Indigenous Communities in

Panama 

7/1/2020

WEBINAR - Opportunities in the

Cybersecurity Sector in Peru 

7/2/2020

WEBINAR - Infrastructure Sector Business

Opportunities in Central America 

7/7/2020

WEBINAR - Defense and Security

Opportunities in the Caribbean Region 

7/8/2020

WEBINAR - ICT opportunities in Chile:

Digital economy, Cybersecurity and More 

7/9/2020

Hannover Messe Trade Shows 

7/13/2020 - 6/1/2020

WEBINAR - Upcoming Energy Projects in

Argentina 

8/12/2020

WEBINAR - Upcoming Energy Projects in

Canada 

8/26/2020

EXIM Bank 2020 Annual Conference 

9/10/2020

Construction Indonesia 2020 -

Construction and Concrete Show 

9/16/2020-9/18/2020

Select LA Investment Summit 

9/17/2020



Reuters, April 28, 2020

Global e-Commerce Hits $25.6 Trillion – Latest UNCTAD Estimates  
UNCTAD, April 27, 2020

 

 

World Trade Week

94th Annual Trade Week  

9/22/2020

12th World Chambers Congress: Dubai

2021 

2/23/2021

2021 SelectUSA Investment Summit 

6/6/2021 - 6/9/2021

California Coalition

for Free Trade 

A broad-based group of companies and

business organizations working to secure a

national free trade agenda. 
Join or Learn More   

Resources:

California Congressional

Delegation Pictorial Roster

California Congressional

Committee Assignments

California Legislative Pictorial Roster 

International Job Positions  

Trade Promotion Opportunities

Federal Government:

The White House 

The U.S. Senate 

The U.S. House of Representatives 

U.S. State Department 

U.S. Department of Commerce 

U.S. Trade Representative

State Government:

Governor 

California State Senate 

California State Assembly 

California Department of Finance 

 
california-business-portal

 

ca step

 

bizfile california

 

VisitCalifornia



Free eNewsletters

Receive free eNewsletters to help keep you up

to date on the laws affecting you and your

business. To subscribe to any of the

newsletters, visit this link. 

Connect with CalChamber

           

 

Capitol Insider

 

HRCalifornia

 

CalChamber Store

 
 

Note: This email is being sent to members of the

CalChamber Council for International Trade;

CalChamber members with international interests;

local, binational and American chambers of

commerce abroad; the consular corps; California

congressional delegation, selected U.S. and

California government officials; and representatives

of business and trade associations. 
 

If you would like to be added to the subscriber list

for this free e-newsletter, please click here.

To unsubscribe from Trade Update,

please email us.

1215 K Street, Suite 1400

Sacramento, CA 95814

916 444 6670

www.calchamber.com/international
international@calchamber.com







From: CalChamber Membership Offer <customer-service@calchamber.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2020 5:39 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject:  How Can The Employee Handbook Creator Reduce Stress? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

logo

FREE 1-year subscription to our online

Employee Handbook Creator® 
when you become a NEW CalChamber Preferred Member in May!

Put it in writing: The Employee Handbook Creator makes it simple to clearly

communicate company policies and set expectations—and comply with California

and federal laws.

Your California employee handbook explains workplace policies on time-off

requests, attendance, sick leave, discipline and more. Think of it as a user guide

that helps prevent misunderstandings and protect your business. 

Let CalChamber help you build a stress-free workplace so your business can thrive.

Easily find the right resources and tools all in one convenient location.

Priority Code: QMAY20

Take the guesswork out of creating a California employee handbook and avoid any

potential misunderstandings of your workplace policies.

More Reasons to Join

CalChamber guides Preferred members through the complexities of California

employment law:

Unlimited Access to the Labor Law Helpline

20% Off Compliance Products

Unlimited Posts to the HRCalifornia Job Board

Hundreds of HR Forms and Checklists

Comprehensive and

Up-To-Date HR Library

Local Ordinances Section and New Hire Guide

 



    START TODAY    

Use priority code QMAY20 to receive your FREE Employee Handbook Creator

when you join as a CalChamber Preferred member today.

Click here or call (800) 649-4921 to speak to a membership representative.

Offer is good through May 31, 2020.

Visit the CalChamber Coronavirus (COVID-19) resource page to stay on top of

the rapidly changing virus and workplace developments. You can also get

updates from federal, state and local resources.

Unsubscribe | Privacy Policy

Receive a free 1-year subscription to the online Employee Handbook Creator when you purchase a new Preferred

membership in May 2020. Offer is good through 5/31/20, and membership may be purchased online or by calling

(800) 649-4921. Use priority code QMAY20. After your purchase you'll receive an email with access information for

the online Employee Handbook Creator.

California Chamber of Commerce, 1215 K Street, Suite 1400, Sacramento, CA 95814

CalChamber and Employee Handbook Creator are registered trademarks, and "HR Expert & Business Advocate"

is a trademark of the California Chamber of Commerce. All other trademarks and service marks are the property of

their respective owners.

© 2020 California Chamber of Commerce

Your Customer #: 32850



From: Armed Services YMCA San Diego <tney@asymca.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2020 6:40 PM EDT 

To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: There's Still Time to Support Military Families! 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.

#GivingTuesdayNow
There's Still Time to Make a Difference for Military Families!

Give Today to Support Those Who Serve Our Country So Selflessly

DONATE

Your Support Changes Lives

Take a look at our latest video to see how we've been able to serve our
military community during these challenging times thanks to you.

Donate Today

By the Numbers

Neighborhood Food Distribution: 2,403 Families Served
Diaper Program: 16,250 diapers distributed
Online Youth Enrichment Programming: 29,000 video views
Telehealth Counseling: 222 sessions provided

Click here to learn more about our COVID-19 Response Programs.

STAY CONNECTED AND FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA BELOW!

ARMED SERVICES YMCA SAN DIEGO 

© All Rights Reserved.

3293 Santo Road, San Diego, CA 92124

Tel. 858-751-5755

               

Unsubscribe  |  Privacy Policy Donate  |  Visit Our Website



D A I L Y  U P D A T E

The Latest Data on Coronavirus

1 in 5 Republicans Say They Would Not Get COVID-19 Vaccine 

If and when a COVID-19 vaccine is brought to market, public health officials will face another challenge: convincing skeptical

Americans to get on board. While the majority of U.S. adults (64 percent) would get vaccinated were one to become available, 14

percent say they would not and 22 percent are unsure. Republicans (20 percent) are nearly three times more likely than

Democrats (7 percent) to say they would not get vaccinated. Read More.

 

Concerns About Coronavirus' Spread, Impact on Local Economies Fall Slightly 

The share of U.S. adults who say they are "very" concerned about the coronavirus outbreak is down six points since last week.

The trend is most pronounced for Gen X adults (down nine points) and Millennials (down eight points). Read More.

While more than eight in 10 Americans remain concerned about the coronavirus' impact on their local economy, that number has

been trending downwards gradually since it reached a high of 91% in early April. Read More.

 

S E E  T H E

F U L L  T R A C K E R

From: Morning Consult <reply@em.morningconsult.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 05, 2020 7:19 PM EDT 
To: Randa Coniglio <rconigli@portofsandiego.org> 
Subject: Coronavirus: Daily Update 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.



This email was sent to rconigli@portofsandiego.org by: Morning Consult 

729 15th St. NW, Washington, DC, 20005 US 

No longer interested in receiving emails like this? You can Update your Preferences or Unsubscribe. 


